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PREFACE.

The Present Catalogue embraces all the Turkish MSS. now extant in the British Museum.

They are 483 in number, viz., 444 in Western,, or Osmanli, Turkish, and 39 in Eastern

Turkish, or Chaghatai, for which the more comprehensive native term of Turki has been

adopted. Although belonging to the same family of speech, these two branches are suf-

ficiently wide apart to be treated as separate languages, and the literatures to which

they gave rise run in quite distinct channels. It has therefore been thought best to

deal with the Turki MSS. in a separate division at the end of the Catalogue.

The Turkish of Azerbaijan, on the other hand, is more closely allied to the Western

than to the Eastern branch. As MSS. in that dialect contain exclusively poetical works,

they have been grouped together at the end of the section of Turkish poetry.

In the classification and description of MSS. the same plan has been followed as in

the Persian Catalogue. The same attention has been given to the chronological sequence

of works in each class, and comparatively few have been left without the determination of

a precise or approximate date of composition. If less development has been given to the

biographical notices of authors, the reason is that the ground was found better prepared.

In many cases a simple reference to Baron von Hammer's classical writings rendered

any further statement superfluous. Hammer's colossal work supplies an inexhaustible

fund of information on Turkish history and literature, and, although it may occasionally

require control in matters of detail, it still is, and will long remain, an indispensable

guide for whosoever enters upon that study. References to his two standard works,

" Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches," Pesth, 1827—35, and " Geschichte der Osman-

ischen Dichtkunst," Pesth, 1836—38, will be found on every page.

What has been stated in the preface to the third volume of the Persian Catalogue

respecting the origin of the Persian collection, applies, in a great measure, also to the

Turkish collection. Most of the private collections there mentioned comprised some

Turkish MSS. Here, as there, the most important contribution is due to the collecting

zeal of Claudius James Rich, whose name will be found attached to no fewer than 124

of the MSS. described. These include our earliest Turki text, the Kisas i Rabghuzi,
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composed A.H. 710 (p. 269), a valuable collection of ChagWi poems, with dates ranging

from A H. 754 to 914 (p. 284) ; notices of contemporary poets, by Mir Ah Shir (V.£/6) ',

the Khamseh, or five narrative poems, of the same anthor (p. 292) ;
the Divans of Su tan

1 lutein Beikara (p. 256), and of 'Obeid Khan Uzbek (p. 300) ; a hitherto unnoticed Turkish

history, written under Bayezld II. by Bihishti (p. 44) ; the authentic record of the great

Suleiman's reign, by Jelal Zadeh Mustafa (p. 49) ; the rare life of Selim L. by the same

writer (p. 50) ; early copies of Hamdi's Iskender Nameh (p. 164), and of Sheikhi's Khusrev

u Shlrin (p. 165) ; lastly, the biographies of poets by 'Ahdi, brought down to A.H. 1001

(P
'

7

Next in point of numbers is a collection of 106 Oriental MSS. formed by M. Alexandre

Jaba, late Russian Consul at Erzerum, the only one in which Turkish forms a preponderating

element, amounting to forty-nine volumes. One of the most curious is a Shahnameh trans-

lated fromFirdausi for Sultan Kansauh Ghauri, the last of the Memluk kings of Egypt,

A.H. 913 (p. 152). The following are also worthy of notice :-A Turkish history, written

under Murad III. by Seyyid Lokman (p. 54); the Khamseh, or five Mesnevi poems, of

Yahya Beg, the Albanian (p. 180) ; the rare Divans of Mesihi (p. 171), Ishak Chelebi

(p. 176), Gharami and Rahimi (p. 179); and a history of the Kurds, translated from the

Persian of Sheref Khan, for a descendant of the author (p. 70).

Twenty-nine MSS., brought from Egypt in the year 1801 by Col. Hilgrove Turner,

comprise an early copy of the Hulviyyat i Sudani, a work composed about A.H. 850 by

Isma'il Beg, prince of Kastamuni (p. 11); a Turkish history by Jemali, the original of Hans

Lewenklau's " Neuwe Chronica " (p. 46) ; and an otherwise unknown translation of the

Arabic biography of Turkish 'Ulema (p. 72).

The collection formed by Col. Robert Taylor, Rich's successor in Baghdad, although

prominently Arabic, includes twelve Turkish MSS., among which the following are espe-

cially valuable :—A detailed history of Bayezld II. and Selim I., written by an anonymous

dependant of the latter Sultan (p. 45) ; a history of religious sects, translated, with

additions, from Shehrestani (p. 35); two copies of Nazmi Zadeh' s history of Baghdad

(p. 41); and the geographical dictionary of Sipahi Zadeh (p. 110).

Eight MSS. brought from India by the late Col. George fm. Hamilton are mostly

in Eastern Turkish. They include the rare lives of saints and sufis by Mir 'Ali Shir

(p. 274), four Mesnevis of the same author (p. 293), and an early copy of his Divan

(p. 294).

To William Erskine, the learned translator of the Memoirs of Baber, the Museum is

indebted for a copy of the original Turki text (p. 280), and for the Ferhad u Shlrin of Mir

'Ali Shir (p. 294). Two choice copies of the Divan of the last-named poet (p. 295) were

brought from Persia by Sir Charles A. Murray, and from the same country came, through

the Rev. T. H. Sternschuss, a life of Sheikh Safi ud-Din, the ancestor of the Safevis

(p. 281), and a translation of the Sheref Nameh, with curious additions (p. 71).
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The value of the collection of Baron Alfred von Kremer, acquired since the publication

of the Persian Catalogue, rests chiefly in its Arabic contents ; but it comprises also fit

Turkish MSS., among which may be mentioned, as of especial interest, early versions of

the Futuh ush-Sham (p. 38), and of the Kabiis Nameh (p. 116) ; a history of the Turkish

conquest of Egypt, translated, with additions, from Ibn Zenbel (p. 59) ; and Sudi's com-

mentary upon the Divan of Hafiz (p. 158).

Among many valuable Oriental MSS. secured for the Museum in the years 1885—87

by Sidney Churchill, Esq., Persian Secretary to the British Legation at the Court of

Teheran, are nine Turkish MSS., first of which in importance is the famous Senglakh,

or Turki-Persian dictionary, of Nadir Shah's secretary, Mirza Mehdi Khan (p. 264),

hitherto only known in Europe through a meagre abridgment. Others are the rare Divans

of Sultan Husein Beikara, the last of the Timurides of Persia (p. 299), of his contem-

porary, Shah Ismail, the founder of the Safevi dynasty (p. 205), and of Emani, a Turkish

Emir at the Court of Shah Abbas I. (p. 301) ; the Makhzen ul-Esrar of Mir Haider Telbeh

(p. 298) ; Mahbub ul-Kulub, the last work of Mir
l

Ali Shir (p. 275) ; and the earliest

Persian-Turkish dictionary, compiled about A.H. 850 by Lutf-ullah Hallrai (p. 137).

Out of thirty-four MSS. included in the Harleian Collection, the most valuable are :

—

An anonymous " Mirabilia Mundi," translated from an otherwise unknown Persian work,

apparently of the fourth century of the Hijreh, and enriched with numerous miniatures

(p. 104) ; the romance of Ebu Muslim (p. 214), and old copies of the earliest Turkish poems,

the Gharib Nameh of 'Ashik Pasha (p. 160), and the Iskender Nameh of Ahmedi (p. 162).

Among MSS. acquired independently of the above-named collections, and from various

sources, the following may be pointed out to the attention of readers :—A contemporary

account of the Georgian campaign of Lala Mustafa Pasha, written by 'Ali, A.H. 988 (p. 61);

the history of Sellrn I. in verse, by Shukri (p. 174) ; the Vis u Eamln of Lami'i (p. 175) ;

the romance of Kiran Habeshi, in three large folios (p. 219) ; an illuminated copy of the

tale of Ferrukh-riiz (p. 229) ; a history of Chingiz Khan and his successors, concluding

with Sheibani Khan, and written for him, A.H. 908 (p. 276) ; the Divans of Kabuii

(p. 184), and of Sekkaki, an early Chaghatai poet (p. 284).

Osmanli Turkish, in its early stages of development, is as yet but imperfectly known.

The Museum collection will be found to supply some valuable material for its study.

Taking the conquest of Constantinople, A.H. 857, as a convenient line of demarcation

between archaic and classical Turkish, the works above that limit will range in chrono-

logical order as follows :

—

The Turkish translation of Taberi (p. 22), A.H. 710.

The Divan of 'Ashik Pasha (p. 160), A.H. 730.

A Sufi work, by Haji Bektash (p. 246), circa A.H. 730.

Iskender Nameh, by Ahmedi (p. 162), A.H. 792.
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Futuh ush-Shfun, by Zarlr Mustafa (p. 38), A.H. 796.

The MevlQd of Suleiman Chelebi (p. 240), circa A.H. 800.

Besharet Nameh, by Refl'i (p. 104), A.H. 811.

Devlet Oghli's versified treatise (p. 9), A.H. 828.

Khusrev u Shirin, by Sheikbi (p. 165), circa A.H. 830.

Jaraasp Nameh, by 'Abdi (p. 167), A.H. 833.

Merjumek's Kabus Nameh (p. U6), A.H. 8 35.

The works of the two brothers known as Yaziji Oghli (pp. 17, 105, 106, 168), the Tale

of the Forty Vezirs (p. 216), and the Hulviyyat i Sultaui (p. 11), were all written about

the middle of the ninth century of the Hijreh. The undated romances of Ebu Muslim,

Seyyid Battal, and Kiran Habeshi, are probably to be assigned, in their present shape,

to the eighth, or to the first half of the ninth century.

Early texts in Eastern Turkish are fewer, but, from their archaic

guistically still more important. They begin at the same date, A.H.

Kisas i Rabghuzi (p. 269). The next-following are :

—

Mahabbet Nameh, by Khwarezmi (p. 290), A.H. 754.

Makhzen ul-Esrar, by Haider (p. 286), A.H. 812—17.

Gul u Nauruz, by Lutfi (p. 285), A H. 814.

Deh Nameh, by Emlri (p. 288), A.H. 833.

Ta'ashshuk Nameh, by Sidi Ahmed (p. 289), A.H. 839.

The Divans of Sekkaki and Lutfi (pp. 284, 288), about 850

The following is a chronological list of our earliest dated MSS. :

—

character, lin-

710, with the

A.H. Page. A.H. Page. A.H. Page.

855 166 6 967 160 a 986 170 a

863 17 a 969 178 6 987 273 a

864 134 a 970 65 6 988 21 6

887 294 6 — 280 a — 180 6

890 166 6 972 174 a — 213 a

914 '284 6 — 179 a — 253 a

933 167 a 973 135 a 9S9 135 6

936 251 6 — 175 6 — 226 b

938 172 a 977 228 a 990 61 6

940 164 a 980 176 6 — 116 6

950 251 b 982 23 6 991 40 6

959 227 a — 78 a 996 184 a
960 45 & — 137 6 997 245 b— 155 6 983 108 6 — 53 a
961 177 6 984 12 6 998 183 a

966 157 6 985 223 a 999 19 a
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BATED MANUSCRIPTS.

Pagk. AH.
Jiimasp Nameh . . 167 933

Nusret Nameli . 01 990

Shema'il Nameli . . 53 997

Pasha Nameh . . . 191 1040

Divan i Btiki . . 187 1046

Leila Mejniin . . 206 1075

A few undated MSS., which may be assigned to the fifteenth century, are described at

pp. 23 a, 162 a, 164 a, 165 b, 166 b, and 269 b.

Whether Turks are naturally less fond than Persians of the pictorial art, or whether

they are more generally restrained by religious scruple from its cultivation, it is a matter

of experience that illuminated Turkish MSS. are exceedingly rare, and rarer still are those

which have escaped defacement at the hands of ruthless zealots. The following short list

comprises all those which the Museum collection can offer :

—

UNDATED MANUSCRIPTS.

Page.

Khusrev Shlrin . . 166. 15th cent.

Wonders of Nature 104. 16th cent.

Humayiin Nameh . 228. — —
. 'Ajfi'ib ul-Makhlukat 107. — —

Tale of Ferrukhruz 229. — —
Album of drawings 211. 17th cent.

With Eastern Turkish MSS. the case is different, and the proportion of illuminated

volumes is far greater. Such MSS. come mostly from Eastern Persia, especially from Herat,

and, in point of ornamentation, they are not distinguishable from Persian MSS. of the

same class. The four following MSS. contain miniatures :—G-ul u Nauruz (p. 285 b),

A.H. 914 ; Makhzen ul-Esrar (p. 298), 16th cent. ; Tevarikh Guzideh (p. 276), 16th

cent.; Hairet ul-Ebrar (p. 294), A.H. 1006. A fifth, the Divan of Nevfi'i (p. 295), i^

remarkable for rich and highly-finished illuminated borders.

The only part of the Turkish collection descriptions of which have already appeared

in print consists of sixty-nine Rich and fifteen Kremer MSS. Short Latin notices of the

former were published by their owner in the years 1813-14, in the third and fourth

volumes of the "Mines de l'Orient." The latter have been described by Baron von

Kremer, with the rest of his collection, in a Catalogue printed at Vienna, 1885. A list

of the original and present Nos. of both sets, with references to the pages of the present

catalogue, will be found at the end of the Numerical Iudex.

CHARLES RIEU.

June 29, 1888.





BIBLE.

Harl. 576.

Poll. 109; 8£ in. by 6; 14 lines, 3| in.

long ; written in fair large Neskhi, with all

the vowels, on one side of the paper only,

apparently in the 17th century.

The Proverbs of Solomon, with the heading

^UA-* CjjJo- tsku) u^^, and a preface &>-Ijoi>

beginning ^JiJbS ojIs ufJjjk*4}JLu> *l^o- is&* jt>

UayaJ j,̂ oXs? AA^i *-!/*• J o-*^=- «Soj^ S

The preface, foil. 4—7, probably translated

from Latin, treats of proverbs in general and

of those of Solomon in particular, with re-

ference to 1 Kings, iv. 32. It shows how
the latter were collected, partly by Solomon

himself, partly by Hezekiah, and sets forth

the division of the book into two parts, and

the scope of each.

The text shows some amount of verbal

agreement with that of the Turkish Bible,

printed in Paris, 1827. It is probably derived

from the translation made by 'All Beg
Bobrovski, in the years 1662—1664, and

preserved in the original MS. at Leyden, on

which the Paris edition is based. See de

Goeje, Leyden Catalogue, vol. v., No. 2405

;

and, for the life of 'All Beg, Catteau, Bio-

graphic Universelle.

The first chapter begins as follows : j>

jij* dJdifr r gy^J tiUi jx)J> j ^15 j ^£ r

*Axi~> fi oi*i\ wiX*>\ J^jj j^JUlftju-^ +a> ^S*' j

To the first ten chapters summaries of the

contents are prefixed.

A detached leaf, inserted at the beginning,

contains a table of chapters drawn up in

English ; at the end of which the following

note has been written by Wanley : "Superiors

fuerunt scripta manu Jezreelis Jones, in

Arabicis Interpretis Regii, 6 die Mensis

Augusti, A.D. 1711."

A Turkish translation of the Proverbs, also

anonymous, is noticed in the Paris catalogue,

p. 305, No. 1.

Add. 7830.

Poll. 139 ; 11 in. by 8 ; 20 lines, 4| in.

long ; written in a fair large Neskhi, probably

about the close of the 17th century ; bound

in Oriental stamped leather. [Rich, No. 470.]

The four Gospels, with the following title

written in the centre of the first page

:

S*ij MJV bWO ***J *& U^ <£*>- U-^ J^1

jtiWjj^^ site* g~t
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The text is a faithful transcript of the

Turkish version published by Wm. Seaman

under the title " Domini nostri Jesu Christi

Testamentum Novum Turcice redditum,"

Oxoniae, 1666.

The chapters are marked in the margin by

the Armenian word for chapter firLf", with a

numerical figure. The verses are separated

by red dots, but not numbered. The marginal

notes of the printed edition have not been

added.

Add. 19,001.

Foil. 172 ; 8| in. by 6 ; 22 lines, 3| in. long;

written in Neskhi ; dated Tokat, the 30th day

of Nisan, A.D. 1725; bound in Oriental

stamped leather. [Kev. John Muehleisen.]

The four Gospels and the Revelation, with

the same title as in the preceding MS.

The text is also transcribed from the version

of "William Seaman. The marginal notes of

the printed edition are written in red ink in

the MS. The verses are not numbered.

Copyist : -^ {JAa£aJS ^aHV &} J^li**

On the last page is written, " J. M. Epp-

stein, to the Reverend Mr. Muhleisen."

Sloane 3089.

Foil. 68 ; 7| in. by 5f ; 22 lines, 2\ in.

long ; written in a stiff angular character by

a European hand, with ruled margins,

A.D. 1657.

The Gospel of John with the following

title: ^1 U»»j> J.}-^ 0^131 JjAil (j-j.^ SjUj

Beg. ^i\ td^>\ u
^** j (i^J ^ isx\±> (1)

t±$\ (jr^ isb\si ij^ (2) iir
aS-» ^6\ A\ j

y&JJLjJ <j±i?j> 'ij* j>.j—*' J <J&£ *&j^ *—& (3)

^jj.y tiJjjl*^ OU>- j C->U»- <_jtM sjj Joi' (4)

The text is anterior to the publication of

Seaman's version. Notwithstanding many
discrepancies, it bears a marked resemblance

to it, and represents probably an early

attempt of the translator. Corrections, or

alternative renderings, are frequently added

in the margin. The verses are detached,

and numbered in the margin

At the end is written, " Finished in the

year 1657."
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MUHAMMEDAN THEOLOGY.

COR AN.

Or. 1143.

Foil. 350; 11 in. by 5f ; 25 lines, 3} in.

long ; written partly in Nestalik, partly in

Neskhi, apparently in the 17th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

The last volume of a commentary upon

the Coran, without title or author's name.

It comprises the last third of the Coran, from

the beginning of the 36th chapter, Sureh

Ya Sin, to the end.

Beg. OljJtf JJuJ jy j<£tV; Jijs- <J\ *&&J

The text of the Coran is inserted in

detached verses or portions of verses, either

with red ink or with a red line drawn over

it. The commentary is written in plain old

Turkish. The archaic character of its gram-

matical forms and vocabulary assigns to it a

date not later than the ninth century of the

Hijreh. The author does not deal in gram-

matical or verbal explanations, but gives

after each verse a copious paraphrase begin-

ning with j*>_ , in which its meaning is fully

developed. But in some cases he begins by

stating the Jjji t-r*f-», or the occasion on

which the verse was revealed.

Authorities are seldom quoted, and then

only the earliest commentators, as Ibn Mes'ud

(died A.H. 32), Ibn 'Abbas (A.H. 6S), Sad
B. Jubeir (A.H. 95), 'Ikrimeh (A.H. 106),

Kutadeh (A.H. 117) and Kelbi (A.H. 116).

OMater commentaries the Keshshaf alone is

referred to.

There are three digressions of some extent

:

1. On the *j«»MN lJ^°\ Sureh 85, v. 4, a

story, ascribed to Muhammed, of a youth, who,

instead of studying, as ordered, witchcraft

from an old wizard, learnt the true faith from

a monk, performed miracles, and finally

suffered martyrdom by being cast into a

trench filled with fire, f. 313—315. 2. On
Sureh 89, v. 5, the story of Sheddad and

Irem Zat ul-'Imad, as told by Ka'b ul-Akhbar,

f. 320—322. 3. On Sureh 105, v. 1, the

legend of Abrahah and the J*i*-M «—»W*'

,

f. 340—343.

Of the few Turkish Tefsirs mentioned by

Haj. Khal., the work entitled i_i^.J»o}M j>\yr

vol. ii. , p. 640, is perhaps the only one with

which the present commentary might be

identified. It was written by some author

not named for Emir Isfendiyar B. Bayezid,

Lord of Kastamuni, who was re-instated by

Tlmur A.H. 805, and appears to have lived

down to A.H. 833. It must be noticed,

however, that a commentary bearing that

title, and described by Tornberg, Upsala

Catalogue, No. 389, appears to be less ex-

tensive than ours.

Copyist : ±*£ ^^b ^ ^liM jop u^.jj-*

b 2



CORAN.

The fly-leaf contains a table of chapters,

and the first page the half obliterated name

of a former owner, which appears to read

:

wUdu- £.V*s plrfl t^»ii\ J&*a*^^

Add. 9698.

Foil. 19 ; 8 in. by 6 ; 15 lines, 4J in. long

;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels, A.H.

1226 (A.D: 1811). [Hodgson.]

A treatise on the correct pronunciation of

the Coran, by Muhammed Kunevi, with the

heading

:

,Js. Jvo alS\ t^j <jf* ***? *fc# ^^ ^
Beg. C

MJ ialai ^ JU$ jU- ^ &M
A short Arabic preamble, in which are

quoted some traditions ci->.>- enjoining the

recitation of the Coran, is followed by a

prologue in Turkish verse, beginning

The author, after giving definitions of x>.34

and of the technical terms of the science, viz.

^ i^» J(/U ayj <^.y3 j m^J» proceeds

to set forth the —\^)A -J*s or the parts of

the organ of speech by which each letter is

produced. He then gives the special rules

relating to the modifications of sound implied

by the above technical terms. Such rules

are often expressed in mnemonic verses.

The authority principally followed is Jezeri

(Muh. B. Muh., who died A.H. 833). Arabic

verses frequently introduced are taken from

his metrical treatise *ljje^ 1<ca^. See Haj.

Khal., vol. vi. p. 78. A commentator of the

same, 'All el-Karl, is once referred to, fol. 18i.

A *4
lj"H rj"*

*s mentioned* among the works of

'AH B. Sultan Muhammed el-Karl el-Herevi,

who died A.H. 1014. See Khuliisat ul-Eger,

Add. 23,370, f. 37.

For other Turkish treatises on Tejvid, see

Krafft, No. 405, Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue,

No. 100, 5, No. 101, Pertsch, Turkische

Handschr., No. 2, 2, No. 66, 67, Arabische

Handschr., No. 571, 3. A Tejvid Menzum was

lithographed in Constantinople, A.H. 1265.

CREED.

Add. 6024.

Foil. 71 ; 8± in. by 5^ ; 17 lines, 3 in.

long ; written in Neskhi with vowels, with

red-ruied margins, apparently in the 17th

century. [IIilgrove Turner.]

A Turkish commentary upon the exposition

of the M/islim Creed written in Arabic verse

by Siraj ud-Din 'Ali B. 'Osman el-Ushi el-

Ferghani el-Hanefi.

This versified treatise, variously called from

its initial words Jl«^,orJ\*d\ "^,ov Jyb ib~aS

jo*M , was composed, as stated by el-Temlml

(v. Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 559), A.H. 569.

It has been published, with a paraphrase in

Persian verse and a Latin translation, by

Peter von Bohlen, Regimontii, 1825. It has

also been printed under the title of j^iS JU
in Kasan, 1849. For copies, see the Arabic

Catalogue, p. 96ft, Fleischer, Leipzig Cata-

logue, p. 4346, Leyden Catalogue, vol. iv.,

p. 244, Petersburg Catalogue, p. 28, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 459, Loth, No. 828, ii.,

Aumer, No. 147, Ahlwardt's Verzeichniss,

p. 49, and Pertsch, Arabische Handschr.,

No. 667.

On the first page, and in the same hand-

writing as the text, is found this title

:

J\>
J>»*> j s&\y> ill I

i^-j

*ik



CREED.

and by the side of it, but by another hand,
the following note:

a» JDU ^ j^*? i_jIj£M lis. ,_i!j<,

ascribing the commentary to Muhammed B.

Malkiichah. At the beginning of the MS. are

found two distinct prefaces, written without
any break as a continuous text, but appa-
rently due to different authors. In the first,

beginning as follows :

«jli ijy** U jJU Jj\ ^ L,J >li3 j iff ^ i?

the author, whose name does not appear,
says that he wrote this commentary entitled

Jl^ *±> ^jL J J^Jl kj for his pupil 'Ali.son

of Mustafa Efendi, and that he commenced it

while a "guest" of Vezir Husein Pasha, then
unjustly confined in the Joseph pavilion

^J*£ i_i-»y. of the citadel of Cairo. (This

evidently relates to Deli Husein Pasha, who,
after two years' rule as Governor of Egypt,

was imprisoned for monies due in the i_i->y.

J^>/ of the citadel, A.H. 1047 ; see 'Abd ul-

KerTm's history, Add. 7878, f. 40). He had
at the time six commentaries at hand, viz.

those of Ebu Bekr Razi (read Muh. B. Ebi
Bekr ; v. Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 559, and
Ahlwardt, No. 338), composed A.H. 703, of

Shems uddin Nigusarl (Haj. Khal., p. 560),

of 'Ali el-Karl (died A.H. 1014 ; v. Ahlwardt,

No. 341, and de Slane, Paris Catalogue,

No. 1251), and three others, the authors of

which he did not know. This preface is

followed by an introduction, which ends f. 4a,

with remarks on the Besmeleh.

The second preface, which begins f. 4 b

with these words o**^ j •** ^ -^ j ^ is>. &*>

OliUi? j)\>- is of earlier date than the first.

The writer, who calls himself Muhammed B.

Malkuchah, but gives no title to his commen-
tary, says that he wrote it at the request of

some friend at the threshold of Sultan Murad
B. Selim Khan (Murad III., A.H. 982—1003),

whom he praises in some Turkish lines as

reigning sovereign. This short preamble is

followed by an introduction, in which the

technical terms and the object of scholastic

theology {^) are defined. Then comes,

f. 9 a, the prologue of a translation in Turkish
verse of the Arabic poem by Sa'd ud-din

Efendi,M &-»s- t/jjLJl fj>^\ .iJt-J jjjJl JjHi '*V>- r>

The author of this version, probably no
other than the celebrated author of the Taj

ut-Tevarikh, had written it, as stated in the

prologue, by command of Sultan Murad B.

Selim. It follows the original text verse for

verse, and is entirely incorporated into the

present commentary. It begins as follows :

JUr j i_*->j Aja.'^ ujjj

The commentary proper, which follows, is

apparently due to the writer of the second pre-

face, so that of the first mentioned commen-

tary entitled J^\ Jii nothing remains but the

preface above described. The explanation of

the first Beit begins, f. 10 a, with the following

words: ^^a. <jJoJL\ u^Ui" «£ jjij\ cl*x> >Uj«*
(
Juo

Add. 5987.

Foil. 91; 8| in. by 6|; 29 lines, 3± in.

long ; written in small and pressed Neskhi,

in the canton of Mesaria, province of Lef-

kosia, Cyprus, dated the 18th Rebi' I., A.H.

1172 (f. 44) and 5th Jumada It, A.H. 1174

(A.D. 1758—60). [Hilguove Tubnek.]

I. Foil. 1—44.

An Arabic commentary by Da'ud B. Mu-
hammed el-Karsi upon a versified treatise on

the Muslim creed by Khizir Beg. See the

Arabic Catalogue, p. 392 b.

Khizir Beg B. Jelal ud-Din, a native of Sivri

Hisar, was held to be the greatest scholar of
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his day. Muhammed II. appointed him pro-

fessor in the Medreseh founded by Muham-
med I. in Brusa, and, after the conquest of

Constantinople, made him the first Kazi of

the new capital. He died in that office A.H.

863 (not 893 as, by a misprint, in Fliigel's Haj.

Khal., vol. iv., p. 555, or 891 as stated, by

Borne mistake, in Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. i., p. 142). The true date is given in the

Shaka'ik, f. 32 b, the Taj ut-Tevarikh, f. 219,

the Takvlm ut-Tevarikh, p. 208, and by Ham-
mer, Gesch. dcs Osm. Reiches, vol. ii., p. 546.

The commentary was completed, as stated

by the author at the end, A.H. 1169, in

Birgeh aj£jJ\ h*&\ j .

Another copy is noticed by Ahlwardt,

Verzeichniss Arab. Handschr., No. 707 c
; but

the author's Nisbeh is given there as ^jlall

instead of ^joJai\ as written twice most

plainly in the present copy.

The aoiy sjjuoS has been printed in Con-

stantinople, A.H. 1258; v. Journal Asiatique,

4e
Serie, torn, iii., p. 222, and the Petersburg

Catalogue, p. 223.

II. Foil. 45—91. A Turkish commentary

on the same poem by the same Da'ud B.

Muhammed el-Karsi el-Hanefi.

Beg. w^ ^f?^ <r*^b '"-'^ dy* J*^ >>•>

After praising the Menzumeh i Nuniyyeh,

as the best exposition of the holy creed, the

author says that, having been requested by

a friend not named to write a Turkish com-

mentary upon it, he wrote the present work,

elucidating not only the original poem, but

also the Arabic commentary of Khayali.

Khayali, whose full name was Shems-uddln

Ahmed B. Musa, is mentioned in the Sha-

ka'ik, I.e., as one of the two favourite disciples

and Molds of Khizir Beg. He died A.H. 862.

See Haj. Khal., Or. 3144, f. 360 c, Ahlwardt,

Verzeichniss, No. 707 b, and Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 197. The last work,

however, gives a wrong date for his death,

A.H. 833.

Subscription : ^Ji'i\ j L-J^laM i_i*o\ ^ ^p

Harl. 5489.

Foil. 58 ; 8J in. by 5i ; 15 lines, 3 in. long;

written in rather rude but clear Neskhi, with

all the vowels, about the close of the 17th

century.

A popular exposition of the Sunni creed

and of the religious and moral obligations of

Muslims by Muhammed B. Fir 'All.

Beg. ^ UIjuj. j m^W Wjj» y/i^ *JJ ±+J\

The work has no title ; but it is generally

known as ^j> C^o^ "the Testament of

Birgili " from these initial words, gj^ j.,o U
J\ jjEii Jjub\ &^»j> and from the author's

Nisbeh Birgili, or, in the Arabic form, Bir-

gevi, a native of Birge. It was completed,

as stated in the author's autograph, A.H.

970 (see Fliigel, Jahrbiicher, vol. 47, Anz.

Bl., p. 31), and the author died A.H. 981. See

Takvlm ut-Tevarikh, p. 125, and Haj. Khal.

under J^l BUj, vol. iii., p. 373.

A French translation of the most impor-

tant part of the work was published by

Garcin de Tassy with the title " Exposition

de la foi Musulmane," Paris, 1822, and re-

printed in his " l'lslamisme d'apres le Co-

ran," 1874. The text has been printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1219, and often re-

printed there as well as in Bulak. A
metrical translation, in the Tartar dialect,

by Abd ul-'Aziz Toktamish Oghlu, has been

printed in Kasan, 1802. See Zenker, I.,

No. 1466. The contents have been stated

by Hammer, Jahrbiicher, vol. xi., p. 140.
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Copies are to be found in most libraries. See

Uri, p. 317, No. 84, Fleischer, Dresden,

No. 59, Leipzig, No. 6, Krafft, p. 163, Peters-

burg, p. 461, Vienna, vol. iii., p. 127, etc.

In a chapter relating to atonement for

neglected prayers, f. 41 b, the author gives

incidentally the date of his birth ; it took

place on the 10th of Jumada I., A.H. 929.

Pasted inside the cover is a short Latin

notice of the MS. in the handwriting of Jean

Gagnier. See Arabic Catalogue, p. 763 a.

Add. 9700.
Foil. 381; 8 in. by 5J; 15 lines, 2| in. long;

written in Neskhi with ruled margins, early

in the 19th century ; bound in stamped

leather cover. [Hodgson.]

A commentary on the preceding work

(Jfj c*-oj), entitled

Author : Kazi Zadeh Islambull Ahmed B.

Muhammed Emin, ^ *^\ Jj*«%*\ m\j ^li'

^^ a**?

The commentator says incidentally, f. 328a,

that he was born on the 7th of Ramazan,
A.H. 1133, and in another place, f. 344 b,

that he completed the present commentary
on the 14th of Safer, A.H. 1173.

It appears from the subscription that the

present copy was transcribed from an edition

printed in the government press ifrLLM j\s>

tj»\ji\, and dated Muharrem, A.H. 1229. The
work has been printed at Constantinople

A.H. 1219, and at Bulak A.H. 1240. See

Krafft, p. 163, No. 426, Garcin de Tassy,

Exposition de la foi Musulmane, p. vi., and

Zenker, Biblioth. Orient. I., No. 1470.

Or. 1165.

Foil. 61 ; 8£ in. by 5£ ; 15 lines, 3 in. long
;

written in fair Neskhi with all the vowels,

with red-ruled margins, A.H. 1092 (A.D.

1681). [Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1—40. Another copy of the Testa-

ment of Birgili, with the heading, *u\j o^
^yjJI A^* ^J)

II. Foil. 41—52. A treatise by Rumi Mu-
hammed Efendi on all that every Muslim
must know and believe regarding God and
his attributes, the Prophet and the resur-

rection, with the heading, a^*
3̂J

'*JU.

Beg. ls\ a»u U\ . . . . ^UH t_j, «i) j+J)

III. Foil. 53—58. An elementary tract

by question and answer on the points of faith

and religious duty on which every grown up
child should be instructed, by Kazi-Zadeh,

with the heading «J* i&\ 1^9-j t^j ^15 «3L», ^a*

Beg. (du-^N ijai J* ttJtS\ J± ^XS «JJ a^
Jj! c,^)j\ »JJ^J &>.* *'&*»\ u-j ajo U! . . .

.

The author is probably Sheikh Muhammed
B. Mustafa, called Kazi-Zadeh, the preacher,

b»y\ , who died A.H. 1045. See Haj. Khal.,

Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 182.

A tract on prayer, also ascribed to Kazi-

Zadeh, is noticed in the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 133.

IV. 58 b—61. A short tract containing

the answers which every Muslim should make
when questioned regarding his belief, with

the heading, ,.}L»^\ jt>\j>- i_>lS^ \st>

Beg. ,/jUj ** U ... ^UH ^ «U a^ 1

J)\ < >\ ,.,« &15 A*S
(J*~}\ (J,*^—

* ^jl^tl...* lut.yO S '

Four similar tracts occur in the same order

in a MS. described by Fleischer, Leipzig Cata-

logue, p. 489, No. 226, but the third, although

also ascribed to Kazi-Zadeh, is distinct from

ours. A MS. noticed by Mehren in the
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Copenhagen Catalogue, p. 53, No. 4, contains

the first three tracts of the Leipzig MS.
The fourth, or Jevahir ul-Islam, is also found

in Gotha and Leyden. See Pertsch, p. 53,

No. 49, 5, and the Leyden Catalogue, vol. iv.

p. 309. It has been printed in Constanti-

nople and Kasan, 1862. See Melanges

Asiatiques, vol. v., p. 576.

Harl. 5483.

Foil. 26 ; 8£ in. by 5| ; 13 lines, 4 in.

long ; . written in fair large Neskhi, in the

16th century.

Thousand questions put to Muhammed by

the Jews, with the answers.

Beg. j^b &6yjy ^jg} &U1 Jj\ j£i» jju-sA^i

After a doxology, in which the miracle

performed by, or for, the Prophets of old and

for Muhammed are enumerated, the writer,

whose name does not appear, says that,

having read a Persian work called aJJL* J\jt>

he was induced by a friend to translate it

into Turkish.

Ibn 'Abbas is given as the author of the

tradition. 'Abdullah B. Selameh ^ &151 j^&

«^Lj, chief of the Jews of Khaiber, sum-

moned by Muhammed in a letter to accept

the true faith, prepares, as a test for the

prophet, a thousand questions selected from

the Tevrat, Zubur and Injil, and proceeds to

Medina, in the sixth year of the Hijreh,

with 700 of his brethren. The answers,

taken from the heavenly tablet, are trans-

mitted to Muhammed by the archangels.

In the end, 'Abdullah, convinced, embraces

Islaraism with all his companions.

Questions and answers form a kind of

Muslim catechism. They are very brief, and

their number falls far short of the promised

thousand, scarcely amounting to two hun-

dred. The first question is, Muhammed,

art thou a prophet?
{̂ r^r^J l̂ r.<Jx+kjj ^s* b.

The second is, Does God the Most High

speak to thee face to face ? Jbo, t^lLj i&\

It will be seen from the above that the

present tract is quite distinct from the equally

legendary work on the same subject by

Firakl, which was printed in Constantinople,

A.H. 1256, and published by Zenker, " Qua-

rante questions adressees par les docteurs

Juifs au prophete Mahomet," Leipzig, 1851.

See Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, No. 193,

and the Leyden Catalogue, vol. iv., p. 306.

The legend of 'Abdullah B. Selam and his

colloquy with Muhammed has given rise to

an extensive literature, on which see Dr.

Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische

Literatur, p. 110—114.

Five leaves prefixed to the MS., ff. 1—5,

contain prayers and charms, with a list of

unlucky days, by another hand.

On the fly-leaf at the end is written,

"Theod. de Jongh 1604." "Hie liber a

Comite de Swartsenburch Turcis de quadam
navi ante civitatem Raab sublatus est."

Raab was taken by Adolf Baron von
Schwarzenburg in March 1598. See Ham-
mer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 283, and Knolles, Turkish History, vol. i.,

p. 771.

On the fly-leaf at the beginning is a short

Latin notice of the MS., in the handwriting

of Solomon Negri. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 335 b.

CONTROVERSY.

Add. 19,894.

Foil. 167; 8 in by5|; 15 lines, 2\ in.

long; written in Neskhi with all the vowels;

apparently in the 16th century; bound in

neat stamped leather covers.
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A work in defence of Islamism and in

refutation of attacks made by Christians on

the same, byMurad B. 'Abd-ullah, interpreter

of the Sultan's Court, uU»-y^ &1M j~s- ^ »Lt

^UaLj «__>b with a Latin translation by

the author.

Beg. jjj* Co,\t ^jjti j ^*=- Oo.^i j>

The author gives in the conclusion, foil.

148—152, some account of his life. Born
and brought up in Hungary, he was only

seventeen years of age when taken prisoner

at the battle of Mohacs (Zulka'deh, A.H.

932 = August, 1526). After a long and

gradual initiation, he embraced Islamism.

Having fallen afterwards into Christian cap-

tivity, he was confined during thirty months

in a prison; but was finally redeemed by the

Grand Vezir Rustem Pasha, and, at his

recommendation, appointed interpreter by

Sultan Suleiman. The disputations in which

he had engaged, during his captivity,

with Christian divines led him to the com-

position of the present work, which he wrote

in the space of one year, A.H. 963—964,

A.D. 1556—1557. In order to extend its

benefit to the learned of all Christendom, he

subsequently turned it into Latin.

Rustem Pasha occupied twice the post of

Grand Vezir, A.H. 951—960, and from 962

to his death, A.H. 968.

The translation (in rather barbarous

Latin) is written lengthways in the margins

of the MS. It was commenced A.H. 974,

AD. 1567, and finished AH. 975, in Feb-

ruary, A.D. 1569. The conclusion, however,

must have been written several years later,

for Sultan Murad B. Sultan Sellm, who
succeeded A.H. 982, is mentioned there as

the reigning sovereign.

A preface with the heading lift >*>-^>A

occupies six leaves, ff. 1—6, at the.

beginning. The last fourteen, ff. 154—167,

contain invocations in verse o\»-U* and a

long religious Kasldeh, accompanied, like the

preface, with a Latin version.

The first portion, about one-third, of the

work, apparently in the author's hand-

writing, is preserved in the Vienna Library;

see Fliigel's Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 130.

MurSd, the old interpreter, is mentioned in

the Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. Ill,

as being still in active employment in 1581

(A.H. 989), and as the translator of Neshri's

chrpnicle. Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 200, gives

the title of the work without any further

information.

RITES.

Or. 1166.

Foil. 95; 8 in. by 5£ ; 15 lines, 3f in.

long ; written in rude cursive Neskhi, with

red-ruled margins ; dated (foil. 67 and 97

Rejeb A.H. 1071, and Rejeb A.H. 1073 (A.D.

1661—63). [Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1—67. A versified treatise on

religious obligations and on marriage, ac-

cording to the Hanefi school, by Yusuf Devlet

Oghli, of Balikesra, (C^Job

Reg. oijl J.Ol1j 5) «ii\ j*J Jj\

It is translated from a work designated

only by the name of **jku "versified treatise,"

apparently Arabic, the author of which is not

named. In the prologue the writer offers

excuses for using the Turkish language,

which he justifies by the example of great

scholars, and for writing in verse, in which

respect he only follows his original.
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\-j\yO Jl\j\ &Uii tilJT J«

After a panegyric on the reigning Sultan,

Murad Khan B. Muhammed Khan (Mu-

rad II., A.H. 824—847), and a dedication of

the work to him, he gives his own name and

the date of composition, A.H. 827-8, in the

following lines

:

cy-a
*

Ua_a. V-* h* ***

^jJy. («Sy\ <j\j\ c?j-^ V

Haj. Khal. describes the work, vol. vi.,

p. 465, as a versified translation of the

Vikayeh; but he does not appear to have

seen it.

It comprises six books (<—>Utf) not num-

bered, subdivided into Babs. The books are

—I. On purification, oA^, f- 4 b. II. On
obligatory prayer, f. 28 a. III. On legal

alms, f. 50 a. IV. On fast, f. 55 b. V. On
pilgrimage, f. 60 a. VI. On marriage,

f. 61 b.

II. Foil. 68—78. A versified treatise on

the reason and import of the various pre-

scriptions relating to ablutions and prayer,

with the heading

Beg. c-J"jjC» u!j!p *° *))•&"

\JL*«\ fjdij <j;\iJ &XX>jUS? dS

The treatise is in the form of a Kasldeh

rhyming in o • It was written, as stated

in a short prologue, A.H. 994, in the reign

of Sultan Murad (III.), and in answer to

questions put by a strange Sufi to the author,

who was then in Widdin engaged in study

and free from worldly cares.

Cjyf L^J J^~&> \S*£}si.j&»

Jfc $\j* JieLm Cj>jJ»- t^r
dJiL-i- «L&»V> Jss- (jijJS

fr*
<^s\j ij&z> "-r'j^ ^^-i^s-

The questions of the Sufi are set forth in

twenty-eight Beits. At the beginning of

the answers, which follow in the same order,

the author designates himself by the poetical

name of Sa'di.

y^** 0_jl» *?.J***»
<JJL*"' fc)V j J^

CsjoJ* t—Asi^ u-J &i^ _^.2> &i

The same name recurs at the end

:

For other copies, see Dorn, S. Petersburg

Catalogue, No. 576, art. 3., and Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 329, art. 4.

The author is perhaps identical with Sa'di

B. Hasan, who wrote an Arabic treatise on

religious duties h&j^\ hs-JR; v. Haj. Khal.,

vol. v., p. 414.

III. Foil. 78 6—92. A treatise in Mesnevi

rhyme on the legal prescriptions relating to

ablutions and prayer, with the heading

,\£fl*

Beg

The author, who designates himself by his
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poetical surname Ghazali, in the last line but

one,

praises in the prologue his generous patron

Piyaleh, the favorite servant of Korkud Khan

and says that, in obedience to a voice from

above, he perpetuated his memory by adorn-

ing with his name the present compendium
extracted from the Bedayeh, a work un-

equalled among the many text-books of law,

and from its commentary, the Hidayeh (see

the Arabic Catalogue, p. 116 b).

Ghazali, whose proper name was Muham-
med Chelebi, surnamed Deli Birader, was
Muderris in Brusa, his native place. He was
introduced by Piyaleh Chelebi to Prince Kor-

kud, then governor of Magnesia, who took

the poet with him to Egypt. He died A.H.
941. See Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii.,

p. 198. The present tract must have been

written before the death of Prince Korkud,

which happened A.H. 918.

IV. Poll. 92 J—95. A short Mesnevi on

the rules relating to prayer and to ablutions,

with the heading

[sic] iuuai-\ h&j£2\ As-
ij [sic] w.jaf*' &a£ \—>\£

ijUM \>3jL wUo j*

The author, 'Azlzi, whose name occurs in

the last Beit but two,

%\ ^y^>\ £+*>-j «bj J-ai .JUS
lj^-

says that the great doctor, the Mufti ofRum

and Sham, Shems ud-Din Mevlana Fenari,

had written for the son of his master a tract

setting forth the fundamental rules of prayer

trfAij^ <jjjj jfiy ui^ (j»v- d *i"

Jtjj\ «JU, j) yjg* fcilj Milt J^
<JUb\ *^ U&jh1 Jl^o jfij *£b

This tract had been translated (from Arabic

into Turkish) by one of the TJlema, and the

author was directed to put it into verse.

Shems ud-Din Muhammed B. Hamzeh el-

Fenari, one of the greatest Turkish scholars,

lived at Brusa under Sultan Bayezid I., and

died A.H. 834. See Shakii'ik, f. 9. Among
his numerous works is one on prayer, entitled

J-oJ! s^>j», which is probably here meant.

See Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 494.

Copyist : aUA-» ^ s^

Add. 5963.

Foil. 403 ; 12 in. by 8J; 19 lines, 5 in. long;

written in large and fair Neskhi with all the

vowels, apparently in the 16th century

;

bound in stamped leather covers.

[HiLGiiovE Turner.]

J>UaL*» ol^jl*-

A vast compilation treating of the funda-

mental obligations of Islam, viz. purification,

prayer, alms, fast, and pilgrimage.

Author : Ebul-Hasan Isma II B. Ibrahim B.

Isfendiyar B. Bayezid B.'Adil B. Emir YaTcub

B. Shems ud-Din B. Yemen Jendar (.\Si»- ^J
Beg. »oL» -*U-3^\ J&V mU*N (_j, *U j^il

In the preface the author shows what degree

of instruction is obligatory to every Muslim,

and quotes from the Coran and Hadls.

precepts relating to the acquisition of know-

ledge and promises of blessings to 'Ulemas.

c 2
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Anxious to secure for himself some of those

blessings he compiled the present compen-

dium, as be calls it, of the knowledge necessary

to God's service ±Jti6j*&£ j> s^juc- Jp, and,

from his inability to compose in Arabic, wrote

it in Turkish. It is principally based, he adds,

upon the Terghib i Salat SjU u*^ (by Mu-

hammed B.Ahmed Zahid; see Haj. Khal.,

vol. ii., p. 182, and the Persian Catalogue,

p. 807 b) ; but in the body of the work he

quotes on almost every page the Salat i

Mesudi, ,_ji}*—« 'i£* (Pers. Catal., p. 41 b.),

occasionally also the TJmdat ul-Islam and

numerous other works, chiefly those of the

Hanefi school, the latest of which appears

to be the Mukaddimeh i Kutb ud-Dln (by

Kutb ud-DIn Muhammed Nikidi, who died

A.H. 821; Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,87). Although

belonging to the last-named school, he

refers also frequently to the opinions of the

Shafi'I doctors.

The work is divided into seventy-seven Babs,

a full table ofwhich written by the same hand

as the text, occupies five pages at the begin-

ning. It is mentioned by Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 108, under the title of ^feU. objU, but

copies noticed in the Catalogues of Paris,

p. 306, No. 63, and Vienna, vol. iii., p. 122

(the latter dated A.H. 986) bear the same title

as the present MS.
From the author's genealogy it appears that

he belonged to the princely house of Kasta-

muni. His grandsire, Isfendiyar B. (Kutu-

rum) Bayezid,was re-instated by Timur, A.H.

805, in the principality from which his father

had been dispossessed by Sultan Bayezld I.

Ibrahim, Isfendiyar' s son, succeeded his

father A.H. 833, and was followed, at a date

not ascertained, by his own son Ismail Beg,

the author of the present work. After sur-

rendering Sinope, the last remnant of his

estate, to Sultan Muhammed II., A.H. 864,

Isma'il Beg proceeded to Tenishehr, which
the conqueror assigned to him in exchange

for Sinope. See Hesht Bihisht, vol. ii., f. 74,

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. i.,

p. 331, vol. ii., p. 51, and Stanley Lane-Poole,

Coins of the Turks, p. ix, table.

Add. 6009.

Foil. 140 ; 6£ in. by 4; 17 lines, 2\ in. long

;

written in Neskhi with gold-ruled margins,

dated Rejeb, A.H. 1057 (AD. 1647).

[Hilgrove Turner.]

A treatise on the nature of the legal prayer,

its efficacy, and the import of the various

acts and words of which it consists ; trans-

lated from a Persian work of the same

name, written A.H. 899 by Husain B. *Ali el-

Kashifi (see Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 230, and the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 449).

Beg. lLJuxj^ yU Js- tyjfr c^'j
f$\

*J}±2-\

It is divided into a Mukaddimeh, twelve

chapters (Fasl), and a Khatimeh, a table of

which is given after a short preamble. The
translator, whole name does not appear, gives

at the end A.H. 990 as the date of the trans-

lation. It is conveyed in the following

chronogram

:

u^c-U^. till J I) ij^>

Add. 7832.

Foil. 208; 12 in. by 8 ; 21 lines, 5f in.

long; written in fair Neskhi with all the

vowels, with red-ruled margins; dated 15
Shevval, A.H. 984 (AD. 1577).

[Rich. No. 490.]

A work treating of the five fundamental

commands «—*> Ai»\ of Islam, translated by
AM ur-Rahman B. Yusuf el-Aksera'i, from
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the Persian "'Umdetul-Islam" *IJ$ ix&oi
Maulana 'Abdul-Aziz Farisi, with additions

by the translator.

Beg.
r
y. cdJOU ^J\ ^J\ ^W1 u^J
p>\j&\ ^.j& aJli ^ b 8.3^*3 tiJlj.l ^jJI

The translator says that the 'Umdet ul-

Islam had been compiled from eighty-five

standard works of the Hanefi school. The
translation follows its division into the fol-

lowing five Books-. 1. yU^H i^U^ Faith,

f. 6 b.—2. s^LoM ^X>6 Legal prayer, f. 21 a.—
3. rraM ^J^ Fast, f. 85 b.—4>. l/J\ ^itf"

Legal alms, f. 134 a.—5. Jfr ^>\X Pil-

grimage, f. 141 b.

The translator's additions are, besides sup-

plementary quotations scattered through the

book, the following chapters at the end :—On
the state of souls at the time of death and in

the grave, f. 144 a. On the duties which
Muslims owe to relatives and fellow-men, and
on rules of conduct, f. 148 a. On Resurrec-

tion, Hell, and Paradise, f. 172 a. Epilogue,

f. 206 b.

The date of composition of the Turkish ver-

sion is conveyed in a versified chronogram,

not found in the present copy, but quoted

by Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 256. It is expressed

by the wordsJ$ and j^> either of which

gives A.H. 950. A table of chapters by the

same hand as the text, and a full table of

contents by another hand, are prefixed to

the MS.

Copyist : t^/ ^ jUj ^ J&±*» ^ ^
A MS. of the Persian original is noticed by

Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue, No. 119. For

copies of the Turkish version see Fleischer,

Dresden, No. 163, Leipzig, No. 222 ; Paris

Catalogue, p. 305, No. 4 ; Pertsch, Turk.

Handschr., No. 61 ; Landauer, Strassburg

Catalogue, p. 42, No. 1, and Rosen, Marsigli

Collection, p. 19, No. 3524.

Add. 7837.

Foil. 100; 8| in by 5|; 15 lines, 3$ in. long;
written in rude and ill-shaped Neskhi;
dated 17 Muharrem, A.H. 1167 (A.D. 1753).

[Rich, No. 530]
A treatise containing full prescriptions re-

lating chiefly to ablutions and legal prayers,

with the heading JU^\ [s«c] jjly 2U. »j*

JiM jjly j (a title not found in the text).

Beg. *\x»y\ U>j3 'U«H J^ ^\ jj ±J\

The author, whose name does not appear,
says that he wrote this work according to the

teaching of his master, Ustuvani Muhammed
Efendi ^jjjl ±^ ,_^ly-»j) , to whom he gives

the following titles : ii-J\ J*\j£* ^}A\ 5,jJ

J
I

{î
s\^\ UU=U j*l^j . He adds that the

questions treated in it had been compiled
from ninety-six works. The treatise is

divided into short chapters (bab), to which
consecutive numbers have been added in the

margin, the last being designated as the 55th

<_^b (j*^- JJ\ . They relate to the various

kinds of purification such as Taharet, Istinja,

Ghusl, Abdast,and to the proper performance

of the Nemaz. The last three chapters treat

of the unlawfulness of singing and dancing

as practised by Sufis, on polytheism (Shirk),

and of the rules relating to menstruation

and child-birth.

Authors as late as 'Ali el-Karl, who died

A.H. 1014, and Muhammed Beha'i, the Mufti,

who died A.H. 1064, are quoted. From the

following note written in the margin of the

next following MS., f. 123 a, it appears that

Muhammed Ustuvani was attached as a

preacher to the mosque of Sultan Ahmed (I),

and that he completed an Arabic treatise

not named, A.H. 1062: ^1 jy*-.^ ±+*? Jl»
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Muhammed B. Ahmed B. Husein B. Sulei-

man el-Ustuvani el-Diniishkl el-Hanefi was a

celebrated divine and preacher. He was born

A.H. 1016, went to Damascus A.H. 1039, and

acquired a great renown as religious teacher.

On his way to Constantinople he was captured

at sea by Europeans, but, soon released, made
his way to the capital, and was successively

appointed Imam to the mosques of Sul-

tan Ahmed and of S. Muhammed II. His

fierce denunciation of abuses and his reform-

ing zeal having created some disturbance, he

was exiled to Cyprus, and thence relegated,

A.H. 1067, to Damascus, where he died on

the 26th of Muharrem A.H. 1072. See

Khulasat ul-Eser, Add. 23,370, f. 149, and
"Wiistenfeld, die Gelehrten-Familie Muhibbi,

p. 33.

The contents of the work have been stated

by Hammer, Jahrbiicher, vol. xi., p. 143.

In a Tartar version printed in Kasan,

1802, and often re-printed with the

title j^ ^jLji), it is ascribed to \Abd ul-

'Azlz Toktamish Oghlu. See Zenker, I.,

No. 1473, Melanges Asiatiques, vol. v., p. 538,

606, and Erdmann, Zeitschrift der Deutsch.

Morg. Ges., vol. xiii., p. 671. A very similar,

if not identical, work is described by Krafft,

No. 436, under the title ^^^j^^a.

.

Add. 5982.

Foil. 123; 8 in. by 5£; 15 lines, 3 in. long;

written in clear Neskhi with all the vowels,

with red-ruled margins ; dated the 20th of

Sha'ban, A.H. 1135 (A.D. 1723).

[Hilgrove Turner.]

The same work, with the heading ^j*

Harl. 5640.

Poll. 57; 8| in. by 6; 11 lines, 3| in.

long ; written in Neskhi with all the vowels;

dated Muharrem, A.H. 1087 (A.D. 1676).

I. Foil. 32—57. A short manual con-

taining the necessary directions for ablutions,

for the five daily prayers, the Friday prayer,

the Teravih or prayers of Ramazan, the

prayers of the two feast days, viz. 'Id i Fitr

and 'Id i Azhii or Kurban Bairami, and the

funeral prayers.

Beg. _, fU% uW.iU U\j* i^M sil *J)

II. Foil. 3—27. A translation of the above
into modern Greek. Four leaves of smaller

size, foil. 28—31, contain English explana-

tions of some of the Greek words.

A double leaf of large size prefixed to the

volume contains an Italian translation of

Turkish prayers with the heading: "Pregere
che fafio li Turchi alia oratione che vaho dua
volte la Settimana a pregar per la vittoria

del campo."

Or. 1167.

Foil. 101; 6i in. by 4; 13 lines, 2£ in.

long; written in neat Neskhi with all the

vowels, with gold-ruled margins; dated A.H.
1144 (A.D. 1731-2). [Alex. Jaba.]

A treatise on the rites of pilgrimage,

Beg. o-Ui! UUS^ o*jJ\ J*?. ^iJ! «JJ *J*

The author, whose name does not appear,
is according to Haj. Khal, vol. vi., p. 135,
Sheikh Sinan el-Mekki, who wrote this work
in Mecca A.H. 991. He is not to be con-

founded, as in the Gotha Catalogue, p. 70,

with Sinan Efendi, who died AH. 980. See
Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 344.

After performing the pilgrimage several

times, he settled, as stated in the preface, in

Mecca, where he applied himself during
twenty years and more to the study of the
works treating of the rites of pilgrimage.

After writing on that subject two Arabic
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treatises entitled >)' A&A (not js? jLi-\ as

with Haj. Khal.) and ^tfA\ 'if (in the next

MS. uf*)\ tj), he compiled the present shorter

work for the benefit of Turkish readers. It

is divided into twenty Babs, a table of which

concludes the preface. The last treats of

the visitation of the prophet's tomb in

Medina.

The latter part of the preface has been sup-

plied in the present MS. by a recent copyist,

who, having overlooked a chapter, counts

only nineteen.

For Turkish treatises on the same subject,

see Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No. 73.

Add. 7839.
Foil. 126 ; 6J in. by 4 ; 15 lines, 2\ in. long

;

written in Neskhi with ruled margins, appa-

rently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 255.]

The same work, with the heading L->US' \^>

The latter part of the volume, foil. 96—136,

contains various prayers, mostly Arabic, and

some medical recipes in Turkish.

LAW.

Or. 1195.

Foil. 246 ; 8J in. by 6 ; 19 lines, 4 in. long

;

written in a small cursive Neskhi, apparently

in the 16th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

An Arabic manual of Hanefi law, by Bur-

han ush-Sherrah Mahmud B. Sadr ush-

Sheri'ah (see Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 458, the

Arabic Catalogue, p. 119ft, and Kazem Beg's

introduction to wlSy^a£i?, Kazan, 1845), with

a Turkish paraphrase by an unknown writer.

The MS. is slightly defective at the begin-

ning ; it has lost the first seven or eight lines

of the preface of the Vikayeh, and begins with

the following words, Ajuo^ «i.\ AJ* <-0\r*N

JjJy-\ ^jj, the paraphrase of which is

*«i J* ftijljoo <JJ^j\j~>\ ijj <j)^ tiJjiU
jty)/. •

The lost lines of the Arabic preface have

been supplied by a later hand on a prefixed

leaf, which contains also a table of contents.

The Arabic text is written in short pas-

sages, provided in the first half of the MS.
with all the vowels, and distinguished from

the Turkish version by a red line drawn
over it.

A MS. taken at the battle of Lepanto (A.H.

979), and now preserved in the Leyden

library (Catalogue, vol. iv., p. 120), contains

also the Vikayeh, with a Turkish paraphrase.

A similar work is described by Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 81.

Add. 7833.

Foil. 299 ; %\ in. by 6 ; 21 lines, 4 in. long

;

written in minute and close Neskhi, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 258.J

A collection of Fetvas, or legal decisions,

by Ebu 's-Su'ud, endorsed jy^J\ ^\ ^,Ui

.

Beg. alalia- "w^C JJj «JuL,• CJjlfloH u^llT

3* uV &* jfi J>f-s & ^jJ 5 <j£ Jh>

Ebu 's-Su'ud Muhammed B. Muhammed
el-'Imadi held the office of Mufti during the

reigns of Sultan Suleiman and of Sellm II.,

viz. from A.H. 952 to his death, which hap-

pened A.H. 982. For his fife see Hammer,
Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 352, and

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iii., p. 279.

There is no preface, nor any mention of an

editor. The Fetvas are arranged under the

customary headings of the law-books. The

first book is that of purification C^LM l-jII^

the last the book of testaments blc^M t-'US',
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f. 270 b. The latter is followed by a chapter

entitled " Miscellaneous Questions " JA-*

Ot»^M foil. 274—299; they relate mostly to

cases of heresy or infidelity, to the heterodox

teachings of the Sufis, and to the dancing of

Dervishes.

Most Fetvas bear at the end, as signature,

the name of Ebu 's-Suud, generally abridged

to y! . But some, especially in the latter part

of the work, are due to other Muftis ; most

of these have at the end the name of Ahmed,

and a few that of Chivi-Zadeh. The first,

known as Kemal Pasha Zadeh, was Mufti

from A.H. 932—940; the second, whose

proper name was Muhammed B. Ilyas, filled

the same office A.H. 945—948, and died

A.H. 954. See Shaka'ik, f. 158.

A table of contents occupies two pages at

the beginning. Various collections of the

Fetvas of Ebu 's-Su'iid are mentioned by

Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 351. See also Krafft,

No. 466, and the Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii.,

p. 251.

Add. 7836.

Foil. 362 ; 12 in. by 6£ ; 33 lines, 31 in.

long ; written in Nestalik with red-ruled

margins; dated end of Rabi' I., A.H. 1126

(A.D. 1714). [Rich, No. 785.]

Fetvas, or answers to legal questions, by the

Mufti Minkari Zadeh Yahya Efendi, edited

by 'Ata-ullah Muhammed ; endorsed ^Mi

Beg. i/'o*i- o^W1

(_s~^ J^** J O"^"1 j ti^s"

The editor had been for many years en-

gaged in drawing up the Fetvas of several

successiveMuftis, especially those of Minkari-

Zadeh Yahya Efendi, but his original drafts

were accidently lost. One of his brethren,

having become possessed of numerous Fetvas

of the said Mufti, had arranged them in books

and chapters ; but, as that collection was not

thought free from errors, 'Ata-ullah was re-

quested by the Mufti's grandson, Ohelebi

Efendi, to undertake its revision.

Minkari-Zadeh occupied the office of Mufti

under Muhammed IV., A.H. 1073—1084; see

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. 766, and

Takvim ut-Tevarikh, p. 184. 'Ata-ullah filled

the same post for a few months, A.H. 1125,

was exiled to Sinope in the subsequent year,

and died as Kazi of Boli, A.H. 1127.
*
See

Rashid, vol. it, ff. 100, 129, and Haj. Khal.,

vol. iv., p. 363.

The present work appears under the title

of ^jiil *\ks> IfJsi in Haj. Khal., 1. c, and

vol. vi., p. 618.

The contents are arranged under the usual

headings of law-books, beginning with t_,Ui'

J
lv

la3\ , and ending with £*J0\ l-jIjS.

A tabulated index of books and chapters

occupies two pages of the beginning of the

MS.

Copyist
: ,J_yj3t«» ^\ u*8^ ^ &i 2"°

Or. 1142.

Foil. 1 22; 7£ in by 4|; 17 lines, 2\ in. long;

written in small and neat Nestalik ; dated

1 Jumada II, A.H. 1153 (A.D. 1740).

[Alex. Jaba.]

A work inscribed ^^ (2Lo ^J3i \st>, contain-

ing models of legal deeds and civil contracts,

such as marriage, divorce, manumission, tes-

taments, sales etc. arranged, according to the

usual order of law-books, in twenty Babs,

subdivided into chapters (J^J) ; by Ahmed
Vehbi B. Mustafa el-BurusevT, ^ ^j &^\

In a preface addressed to Kara-Chelebi

Zadeh Abul-Fazl Mahmud Efendi, Kazi-

Asker of Rumili (A.H. 1054—1057 ; see

Takvim ut-Tevarikh, p. 191), the author,

who calls himself late Kazi of Eidiis,
l
_^ola!\

i^j.wb libLi, and had for a long period
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been attached as secretary to the law-courts

J\s? of Constantinople, refers to two earlier

works on the same subject, viz. one in ten

Babs by Baldur Zadeh Sheikh Muhammed
Efendi, late Muderris in Brusa, the other,

similarly divided, by Sani Efendi of Edirneh

(Adrianople). The first of the above authors,

known as a poet by the name of SelisT, died

A.H. 1060 ; see Gesch, der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. iii., p. 397. The second, whose proper

name was Muhammed B. Dervish Muhammed,
wrote his work A.H. 1030. See Pertsch,

Gotha Catalogue, p. 83, and Haj. Khal., who
calls the author Sena'i, vol. iv., p. 106.

A full table of contents is prefixed, foil.

2—5.

MYSTICISM.

Or. 1140.

Foil. 565 ; 10^ by 7 ; 13 lines, 4| long
;

written in a small and distinct Neskhi with

all the vowels, with red-ruled margins
;

dated end of Zulhijjeh, A.H. 863 (A.D. 1 159).

[Alex. Jaba.]

'Avarif ul-Me'arif, a full exposition of

Sufism by Shihab ud-Dln 'Omer B. Muham-
med es-Suhreverdi (died A.H. 632), trans-

lated by Ilail Ahmed B. Seidi el-Bighavi,

The first page, which has been supplied by

a later hand, begins ^^J* ,*iW ^iJ\ jlU &+J)

The translator had been requested by some

spiritual brethren to turn into Turkish that

classical work, of which he makes a long and

wordy encomium ; but from a feeling of in-

competence he was loth to do so, until he at

last yielded to an inspiration from above, and
complied with their wish, under the auspices

of his religious guide Muhyi '1-Millct vcd-Din

Khalifeh. He added to the original text ex

planations of the Coranic verses drawn from

the following works:—Tefsir Kebir, Kcshshaf,

Tefsir i Kazi, Teisir, Tefsir i Kiishani, Keva-

shi ^y, Te'vUat i Nejmiyyeh, Hakfi'ik i

Sulemi, Me'alim, and 'Oyun ut-Tefasir. Ho
explained also the traditions (Hadi§) quoted,

and inserted sundry sayings and anecdotes of

holy sheikhs. The division of the original

into sixty-three Babs, a table of which is given

at the beginning, is preserved.

The translation was finished, as stated at

the end, at the beginning of Zulka'deh, A.H.

863 (two months before the date of the

present copy).

Another Turkish translation is ascribed by

Haj. Khal. to 'Arifi, who appears to have lived

under Selim I. ; v. vol. iv., p. 276 and p. 13.

The contents of the 'Avarif ul-Me'arif have;

been stated by Hammer, Handschriften, No.

296, Jahrbiicher, vol. 82, Anz. Bl., p. 55. See

alsoFliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 329,

Leyden Catalogue, vol. v., p. 6, Loth, No. 625,

and De Slane, Paris Catalogue, No. 1332. The

Arabic work has been printed in Cairo, A.H.

1291. For the author's life, seelbn Khallikau,

De Slane's translation, vol. ii., p. 382.

Add. 7874.

,
Foil. 238; 11 in. by 7-i ; 19 lines 4f in.

long ; written in clear Neskhi, apparently in

the 16th century. Two leaves at the begin-

ning and one at the end have been supplied

by a later hand. [Rich, No. 56.]

A standard work of Muslim mysticism, by

Yiiziji Oghli Ahmed Bijan.

Beg. Ji\j LilijjJ/ ^ aJbUob Jj\ »1J jJJ

ijA>\ jj^y ^'-"^j ^^ j

The author states in the preface, and re-

D
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peats almost in the same words in the

epilogue, that his brother Muhammed, a dis-

ciple

=
of the great Sheikh Haji Beiram, had

composed, at his request, under the title of

c,Uj!\ v»jU.,
a complete exposition of religious

truth, both literal and spiritual, or esoteric,

(Zahir u Batin). By his brother's desire, and

for the benefit of his countrymen, Ahmed

Bijan wrote a Turkish version of it, the pre-

sent work, while his brother turned it into

Turkish verse under the title of «j.j-^* »«J^j

(see the class of poetry).

The Envar ul-'Ashikin was completed, as

stated at the end, in Gallipoli, in the reign

of Sultan Muhammed (II.), at the beginning

of Muharrem A.H. 855. It is divided into

five Babs, as follows :—I. On the order of

created things, f. 4 a. II. On God's words

to the Prophets, f. 15 a. III. On words

revealed by God to the angels, f. 142 a.

IV. On God's speeches on the day of resur-

rection, f. 155 a. V. On God's words in

the highest station, f. 221 a.

The contents have been fully stated by

Hammer in the Sitzungsberichte der Kaiser-

lichen Akademie, Phil. Hist. Classe, vol. iii.,

pp. 129—133. See also Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

]). 645, and, for other copies, the Catalogues

of Paris, p. 306, No. 20, p. 309, No. 49,

Gotha, p. 61, St. Petersburg, p. 459, Upsala,

p. 301, Leyden, vol. iv., p. 303, and Vienna,

vol. iii., p- 124.

The Enviir ul-'Ashikin has been printed in

Constantinople A.H. 1261, in Kazan 1861,

and lithographed in the Irani press (Con-

stantinople) A.H. 1291.

Notices of the two brothers will be found

in Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 127,

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. i., pp. 497,

601 in the Shaka'ik un-Nu'man f. 39 a, and

in Taj ut-Tevarikh, Add. 19,028, f. 223.

Add. 7835.

Foil. 62 ; 8 in. by 4| ; 19 lines, 21 in.

long ; written in Neskhi with ruled margins ;

dated Safer, A.H. 1194 (A.D. 1780).

[Rich, No. 332.]

A religious treatise by Shems ud-Din

Siva si.

Beg. j* \jj i jrf «tfW &}> J^ US j ^

The author says in the preface that in

"this j ear," A.H. 993, being distracted by

grievous changes in worldly and religious

affairs, he was seeking some pious task on

which he could centre his thoughts, when he

found a suitable theme in the following pas-

sage, occurring in one of the treatises of

Sheikh ul-Islam Muhammed B. Muhammed

ul-Ghazali, i*>j\ Xj** J* fUM Jf ^ (&

%±.-&. Having made that work his com-

panion in the seclusion of exile, he deter-

mined to translate it as a guide to the pious.

The treatise is divided, according to the

above passage, into the following four Men-

zils : I. Knowledge of one's self, f. 3 b.

II. Knowledge of God, f. 27 b. III. Know-

ledge of the world, f. 32 a. IV. Knowledge

of the world to come, f. 41 b.

Thework is in prose, frequently interspersed

with Turkish verses of the author's compo-

sition. It does not agree with any of the

known works of Ghazali, but its four divisions

correspond exactly with those of the prelimi-

nary discourse of the Kimiyai Sa'adat. See

Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue, No. 255, and

Gosche, Abhandlungen der Akademie zu

Berlin, 1858, p. 300.

Shems ud-Din Sivasi, whose proper name

was Ahmed B. Muhammed and Tekhallus

Shemsi, wrote AH. 996 a mystic poem en-

titled Gulshen-abad (v. Pliigel, Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. iii., p. 307), and, A.H. 1001, another
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in praise of Ebu Hanifeh (v. Haj. Khal., vol.

iii., p. 118). In his old ago he accompanied

Sultan Muhammed III. in the campaign of

Erlau(A.H. 1005), and died shortlyafter. His

nephew, 'Abd ul-Mejid Sheikhi, who had suc-

ceeded him as Sheikh of theKhalvetis inSivfis,

was then called by the Sultan to Constanti-

nople, where he enjoyed the protection of the

Mufti San'ullah (A.H. 1008—1011). See

Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol.

iii., p. 286.

Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 131, gives A.H. 1006

as the date of composition of the Menazil ul-

'Arifin (instead of A.H. 993 as in the

present MS. and in Add. 7810, ii.), and names

as author the above-mentioned nephew,

'Abd ul-Mejid B. Muharrem, who died A.H.

1049.

A very similar, if not identical work, is

described by Krafft, No. 1541, from an im-

perfect copy, without title or author's name-

Or. 3292.

Foil. Ill ; 8± in. by 5| ; 9 lines 3£ in.

long ; written in fine large Neskhi, with 'Un-

van and gold-ruled margins ; dated A.H. 999

(A.D. 1591) ; bound in stamped and gilt

leather. [S. de Sact.J

A treatise on the various classes of saints,

by 'Ali.

Beg. (readlsU^) ti|MjV»3 ^LpjlA-y-1 !.**•

The author, who designates himself by the

above Tekhallus, is the well known and pro-

lific writer Mustafa B. Ahmed 'Ali, who died

A.H. 1008. See Haj. Khah.vol. iii., p. Ill,

and Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. iii., p. 119, No. 3.

Having read several treatises written by

pious men on the various degrees, offices, and

numbers, of spiritual worthies, such as the

Aktab, the Ebdal, etc., more especially the

work entitled u^Uaii'J^, by Sultan ul-'Arifin

Imam Muhammed Parsa (v. Persian Cata-

logue, p. 862 b), the author put the sub-

stance of the latter work into plain Turkish,

and made it an offering to " the Kutb of the

period, the Vicar of the Merciful, Sultan

Murad Khan B. Sultan Selim Khan" (Murad

III, A.H. 982—1003).

The work contains a systematic sketch of

the hierarchy of the spiritual word. It is

divided into the following three Babs :

—

I. The Aktab, or poles of the spiritual

sphere, of whom there is always one in exist-

ence, and never more than one at a time,

f. 5 a. II. Saints of the next order, whosi*

number in each class is limited, f. 44 a.

III. The Melamiyyeh and other classes of

holy persons, whose numbers are not limited,

f. 94 b.

An appendix due to the Turkish author,

ff. 104 b—111 a, treats of the proper times

and manner in which the Rijal ul-Ghaib

should be invoked. See Bibliotheque de

M. S. de Sacy, vol. iii., p. 61, where the pre-

sent MS. is described as " Vies de quelques

hommes illustres par lcur pietc."

The Fasl ul-Khitiib referred to by 'Ali as

his main authority differs in subject-matter

from the similarly entitled work described

by Pliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 421,

and also from the Fasl ul-Khitab noticed in

the Persian Catalogue, p. 863 6, and con-

taining lives of the Imams.

Copyist •. ttt\ jj* y> Jj

PRAYERS.

Add. 5976.

Foil. 134; 8£ in. by 4£; 15 lines, 3 and 2£

in. long ; written in fair Neskhi, apparently

in the 18th century. [Hilgrove Turneb.J
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I. Foil. 1—39. A treatise by Hasan B. 'All

on the magic virtues of the litanies (j^y)

of Pir Muhammed Beba'i, and the various

purposes which they may serve.

Beg. i>
r
^J\_, ijUNj ^ J*i\ aD ±J ]

C^
»>Vy y jjo.l

J**^ J-^*^

The Pir Muhammed to whom the litanies

are ascribed is the famous saint Beha ud-Din

Nakishbendi, who died A.H. 791. (See Haj.

Khal., vol. i., p. 492). His disciple Hamzeh

B. Shimshad, who commented them in a work

entitled j]f*^ £+**, is quoted f. 38 a. See

Haj. Khal. ib., and the Vienna Catalogue, vol.

hi., p. 182.

II. Poll. 41—50. On the virtues of the

form of invocation called oli or r^ll O'P'Fl

(a Sunni version of the Shi'ah formula begin-

ning t-JUT5
' ^k. Uc 513), by Sheikh 'Abd-

ullah el-Pezdevi.

Beg. J^j JbJ\ ^JJs. j J\j\\ J^s- j.*> U

The rest of the volume contains prayers

and charms in Arabic, with directions for

their use in Turkish.

Add. 7838.

Foil. 328 ; 8\ in. by 5}; 23 lines, 2| in. long;

written in small and cursive Neskhi ; dated

the 22nd of Jumada II, A.H. 1144 (A.D.

1731). [Ricn, No 256.]

A work treating of the merits, efficacy,

and proper observances of the recitation of

the Coran and of various prayers.

Author : 'All Khalifeh, *&&» Js.

Beg. *\s& jjjjl wU& J„- ^jj\ ajj ±J\

In a long and diffuse preface,, which con-

tains a panegyric on the reigning Sultan

Muhammed Khan B. Sultan Ibrahim Khan
(Muhammed IV, A.H. 1058—99), the author

describes himself as one born and brought

up in the imperial palace, and says that lie

devoted to the composition of the present

work all the leisure left him by attendance

on the Sultan. He commenced it in the

imperial library at the beginning of the year

1061, and completed it in a little more than

two years. It was compiled from about

eighty works, a list of which, with the

abridged forms used in reference, is given

in the preface, foil. 10—11. The work con-

sists of three books (Bab), sub-divided into

numerous chapters (Pasl), and treating re-

spectively of the recitation of the Coran, of

forms of prayer (Du'a), handed down by

tradition, and of the proper performance of

the Salat or legal prayer.

The Shifa ul-Mumin is mentioned in the

Appendix to Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 611, but

its subject is not quite accurately described.

It is there stated, in agreement with the pre-

face, to have been completed A.H. 1063.

The following subscription would make it

appear that the compilation of the book

was finished in the middle of Rabi' II, A.H.

1104, aJ1\ uyO *Ax*x> j \j» £vr ^ gj&\ Jjfl^ Mj

That statement, however, cannot be recon-

ciled with the date of composition given in

the preface. It can only refer to the tran-

scription of an earlier copy. The date of the

present copy is given as follows: rr <J \j>j&

Add. 9699.

Foll.93; 7$ in. by 6|; 15 lines, 3 1 in. long;

written in Neskhi with all the vowels ; dated

A.H. 1202 (A.D. 1788). [Hodgson.]
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The ' Book of Hours,' by Hibet-ullah B.

Ibrahim.

Beg. i^J^ji . . . ]y3 A~>*b\ J«- fjW »AJ j-^^

This work, written in plain popular style,

is evidently intended for very credulous

readers. In a long and rambling introduc-

tion, foil. 1—12, the author promises forgive-

ness of all sins, a blissful end, and all the joys

of heaven, to whosoever shall write or read

his book, or pray for the author. The rewards

attending a liberal treatment of Fakirs are

so often insisted on that it may be safely

inferred that the author belonged to tbat

brotherhood.

Taking the hours of the night in the follow-

ing order ;~-l.
f
JeL»JjL^\ L12l>; 2.

(
J»\*tyJk,

f. 306; 3.Jz\u,J*J, f. 39a; and 4. JtoU^,
f. 43 b—he dwells at great length on the

legends of the prophets connected therewith,

the movements of angels and devils in each,

and the rewards in store for those who wake
and pray in them.

The latter part of the book, f. 56—93, is

devoted to the hours of Paradise c?^IsA-» Ovi?-

and to a full account of the fate of souls

after death and on the day of judgment.

Another copy of the same work in a MS.
of mixed contents, Add. 7850, is dated A.H.

1172. See also Tornberg, Upsala Catalogue,

No. 408.

Add. 5988.

Foil. 59; 6 in. by 4; 11 lines, 2£ in. long;

written in Neskhi, apparently in the 17th

century. [Hilgrove Turner.]

A collection of prayers to be recited on

various occasions, ««Ai \p^.

Beg. £«L» Jj^ o-^ (J („ri^-» 3 o-V" 3 ^

The author, whose name does not appear,

dedicates his work to the Grand Vezir 'AH
Pasha. He says that he has collected and
explained in Turkish such prayers as have
been handed down from the Prophet by
authentic tradition.

The work consists 1. of an introduction treat-

ing of the excellence of prayer, its conditions,

its proper times, and the signs of its being

heard, and 2. of seven chapters in which
prayers are classed according to the occa-

sions on which, or the objects for which,

they are to be recited.

Add. 6659.

Foil. 96 ; 5$ in. by 3£ ; 8 lines, 2* in. long

;

written in Neskhi with vowels; dated A.H.
988 (A.D. 1580). [Sloane.]

A volume containing various prayers in

Arabic with Turkish comments, and Turkish

tracts on the efficacy of the Surehs of the

Coran, of the invocation to 'All beginning
" Nadi 'Aliyyen," and of the forty names of

God. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 332.

Harl. 5467.

Foil. 183; 5jin. by 3f; 7 lines, 2£ in.

long ; written in Neskhi, mostly with vowels,

by various hands, apparently in the 19th

century.

Various prayers in Arabic, with comments

in Turkish. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 80.

Harl. 5472.

Foil. 226; 3£ in. by 2|; 11 lines, 1£ in.

long; written in small and neat Neskhi with

all the vowels ; with 'Unvan and gold-ruled

margins, apparently in the 16th century.

A collection of prayers, with Turkish com-
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ments. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 80. It

concludes with a Fill i Kur'an, showing the

omens to be drawn from letters found on

opening the Coran, foil. 223—226.

Harl. 3914.

Foil. 123; 4 in. by 3; 7 lines, If in. long;

written in Neskhi; dated (fol.100) 8 Zulhijjeh,

A.H. 1031 (A.D. 1622).

Various prayers in Arabic, with Turkish

comments on their origin and efficacy,

the Arabic Catalogue, p. 83.

Sloane 2429.

See

Foil. 179; 3| in. by2|; 7 lines, If in-

long ; written in fair Neskhi with the vowels,

with gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century.

A prayer-book containing some chapters of

the Coran and Arabic prayers with Turkish

comments. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 82.

HISTORY.

GENERAL HISTORY.

Add. 7862.

Foil. 475; 12 in. by 7^; 19 lines, 4| in.

long; written in fair Neskhi with all the

vowels, with red-ruled margins, apparently

in the 1 6th century. [Rich, No. 51.]

The history of Taberi translated from the

Persian version of Bel'ami.

Berami's work has been noticed in the

Persian Catalogue, p. 68. The Turkish

version was written, according to a manu-

script addition in the Berlin copy of Haji

Khalifeh, about A.H. 710. (See Kosegarten,

Taberistanensis Annales, p. xvi, and the

Upsala Catalogue, p. 161.)

A marginal note in a Museum copy of

Haj. Khal., Or. 3144, f. 976, ascribes it to a

later writer
J?}}*-*> jt&J^ ~y*> ^J^°, whose

translation, divided into two volumes, was

entitled 2
}
\yi\ *-»*?. Nasuh el-Mitrakl -y*>

J\J»J\ ,^Lafl died A.H. 940; v. Haj. Khal.,

vol. iv., p. 258. But the archaic style of the

translation points to an earlier period.

The Turkish version has been printed in

Constantinople A.H. 1260 and 1288, and

re-printed in Bulak A.H. 1275. Notices of

that edition, with extracts, by Dr. G. Rosen

and Mordtmann, will be found in the Zeit-

scbrift der Deutschen Morg. Ges., vol. ii.,

pp. 159—187, 285—314. See also Hammer,
Journal Asiatique, 4e Serie, torn., viii., p. 258,

Fliigel, Jahrbiicher, vol. 47, Anz. Bl., p. 20,

and the Petersburg Catalogue, p. 466.

For other MSS. of the Turkish version, see

Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, p. 117, and Fliigel,

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 103.

The present volume contains the latter

half of the work. It has lost a few leaves at

beginning and end, and bears no title except

the word u<ri«£ written on the outer edge.
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The text agrees substantially with the printed

edition, but presents notable verbal differences

and is generally fuller.

It begins with these words, p^**
(
j-»^.^'

They belong to the chapter of Muhammed's
birth, and to the passage relating to 'Abd ul-

Mesih's interpretation of the dream of Anu-

shirvan. See the Constantinople edition,

vol. iii., p. 106, and Zotenberg's translation,

vol. ii., p. 236.

The record of the death of el-Mu'tasim,

which in most MSS. forms the conclusion of

Taberi's work, occurs fol. 4626. It is imme-

diately followed by a long and minute account

of the palace intrigues which took place at

the time of el-Mukten's death, A.H. 295,

and which secured the succession to el-

Muktedir. This account, which occupies the

last thirteen folios of the MS., is much more

circumstantial than the corresponding portion

of the Constantinople edition, viz. pp. 199 and

200. It breaks off in a passage recording the

installation of el-Muktedir upon the throne

with these words : *-z°j^=> is^J &£ ,j\ t.~^,£=>

The MS. appears to have been a Vakf.

The word i_flS\j or " Donor " is frequently to

be seen in the margin with a seal containing

the name of Isma'Il Chubdar.

Add. 7845.

Foil. 378; 111 in . by 8; 21 lines, 5 in.

long; written in large Neskhi without vowels,

apparently in the 15th century.

[Rich, No. 824]

The latter half of the same work.

It begins with the following rubric

:

ijiijJ &JL«iJ y\j>\ C^i^ w»-J ,y^|jl

See the Constantinople edition, vol. iii.,

p.119, Zotenberg's translation, vol. ii., p. 352,

and fol. 156 of the preceding copy. It ends with

an account of the accession of al-Muktedir,

which agrees pretty closely with the printed

text.

Copyist : ^Ul ^ Jjl**-1

Add. 18,888.

Foil. 254; 11J in. by 8; 22 lines, 6 in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, apparently

about the close of the 17th century.

[Sir Tho. Reade.]

The latter half of the same work, beginning

at the same point as the preceding copy, with

the rubric : j\ j*>- j* Ji>. fjhj* &kjA» 2j$
«!>

*
> CL*»-ii

f,y} J^ u»i si ^'aLLiJ'j

It is imperfect at the end ; it breaks off

after the first three lines of the section headed

See the Constantinople edition, vol. v.,

p. 146, and Zotenberg's translation, vol. iv.,

p. 313.

Add. 6020.

Foil. 74; 8£ in. by 5J; 23 lines, Z\ in.

long ; written in small and close Nestalik

;

dated (fol. 12 b) Muharrem, A.H. 982 (A.D.

1574). [Hilgbove Turner.]

I. Foil. 2—18. Extracts from v_£>,«SN

**$\ cj\aAk> and from Ebul-Fida's history,

Arabic. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 145 b.

II. Foil. 20—74. «^ \& Nizam ut-

Tevarikh, the historical compendium of Kiizi

Nasir ud-Din 'Abdullah B. Omer el-Beizavi

(see the Persian Catalogue, p. 823 b), trans-

lated from Persian, with a continuation by the

translator.

Beg. *coj* JT Jj) *AfJ }bJ& j oliiuw

^Jl*J^ 1 yj^ »V^»I J Jj]d **>) |//d j> *f

The translator, who does not give his name,
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has preserved the division of the original into

four Kisms. The dynasties included in the

fourth are in the following order— 1. Safa-

ris, f. 40 a. 2. Samiinis, f. 40 b. 3. Ghaz-

nevis, f. 41 a. 4. Deilemis, f. 42 b, 5. Sel-

jukis, f. 44 b. 6. Kings of Kuhistan or

Melahideh, f. 46 b. 7. Selghuris, f. 47 b.

8. Khwarezmis, f. 49 a. 9. Moghuls, f. 50 a.

The account of this last dynasty is con-

densed to a few lines. It concludes with the

statement that the original work had been

completed on the 11th of Muharrem, A.H. 674.

The margins contain copious additions in

Arabic, consisting mostly of dates taken from

the Kamil or Ebulfida's Annals.

The continuation begins, f . 50 b, with this

rubric: ^i. gL^r* S*j-j& J1H J^> <_^a!>\

In the introduction, the translator remarks

that the author, writing under the temperate

and just rule of Abaka Khan, refrained for ob-

vious reasons from dwelling on the wholesale

slaughterand devastation perpetrated through-

out Muslim lands by the ancestors of that

sovereign. Feeling bound to supply that de-

ficiency, the writer compileda short account of

those events, chiefly from the Tarlkh i Vassaf,

and added a succinct record of the Osmanli
Sultans, " who by their victories over the

Franks, Hungarians, Albanians, Wallachians,

Moldavians, and Russians, had restored the

lustre of Islam." He entered upon that task

A.H. 973.

Contents:—Invasions of Chinglz Khan and
Hulagu, f. 52 b. Genealogy of the Osmanlis
(traced to Esau son of Jacob, whom the
Turks call Ka'ini Khan), and their rise under
the Seljuks of Rum, f. 54 b. The Seljuk
dynasty in Rum, f. 58 b. Chronological sketch
of the Eastern dynasties which were contem-
porary with the line of Osman, including
the most notable events of Osmanli history,

f. 61 a.

The principal dynasties recorded in the

last section are—Ghazan and his successors,

f. 61 h ; Timur and his successors, f. 65 b ;

the kings of Azerbaijan and Baghdad (the

Kara-Kuyunlus), f. 68 b, and the Bayenderi

Sultans (the Ak-Kuyunlus), f. 71 a.

This appendix is not brought down, in the

present copy, to the time of composition; it

concludes with an account of the taking of

Constantinople by Muhammed II, f. 72 b, of

his victory over Hasan Beg Bayenderi, f. 72b,

a

record of his death, A.H.886, and short notices

of the Vezirs and Kazi Askers, who held office

under him and Sultan Bayezid II, f . 73 a.

A Turkish translation of the Nizam
ut-Tevarikh, by Ebul-Fazl Muhammed ud-

Defterl, noticed in Krafft's Catalogue, p. 91,

may be identical with the present work. It

certainly was written about the same time

;

for its author, Ebul-Fazl wrote, A.H. 975, an
abridged translation of his father's Hesht
Bihisht, and his edition of the same writer's

Selim Nameh is dated A.H. 974 (see the

Persian Catalogue, p. 219).

There is also an anonymous version of the

same work, with continuation to A.H. 739,

described by Hammer, No. 287, Jalirbucher,

vol. 81, p. 37.

Add. 7852.

Foil. 200 ; 12 in. by 8 ; 19 lines, 6 in. long;

written in plain large Neskhi; dated 23 Zul-

kadeh, A.H. 1072 (A.D. 1662).

[Rich, No. 483.)

The Nigaristan of Kazi Ahmed Ghaffari,

translated from the Persian. (See the Persian
Catalogue, 106 a).

The MS. has lost one or more leaves at the
beginning, and the name of the translator does

not appear. The first words are aJU JU> j

frj&J j J^-bv u'^r i;M cJj^^jljljUu*!
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corresponding to the second page of the origi-

nal, Add. 26,286, lines 3 and 4.

The translation keeps generally very close

to the text. But the translator has thought

proper to assert his Sunni sentiments by add-

ing an account of the first three Kalifs, f. 6 a,

and by leaving out some stories relating to the

supernatural gifts of the Imams.

At the end of the work he coolly transfers

to the Osmanli Sultan the author's panegyric

on the Safevi sovereigns, and names Suleiman

Khan B. Selim Khan as the reigning Sultan.

The translation must therefore have been

written between A.H. 959, the date of the

original work, and the death of Sultan Sulei-

man,.A.H. 974.

Copyist : J^..^ &> >-i*-y.

Add. 7871.

Foil. 204 ; 8 in. by 5J ; 19 lines, 3| in. long;

written in fair Neskhi, apparently in the 18th

century. [Rich, No. 44.]

T. Foil. 1—126. A compendium of general

history treating more especially of the

Osmanli dynasty, by Muhammed Nishanji,

Beg. •! ilkjl $ ^AUN ciiJU

«ju3 ^ JjLiilj &xt*J\ &J\LH ^ jJJ ^JJ

The author, who calls himself in the preface

"the ancient servant, the humble Muhammed,
sometime writer of the imperial Tughra,"

,jllaJ-» jX-JAJU ^j\jt- ^jiio f-tS>^SJ> IftjL. WJL»> 4^*s?,

after enlarging upon the utility of history,

says that he wrote the present abridgment

by order of the reigning Sultan Suleiman.

Haj. Khal., who mentions the work twice,

under the names of t<i\j {J^*j &)** ana< fJ^

^jilij, vol. ii., pp. 132, 154, calls the author

Ramazan Zadeh Muhammed ut-Tevki'l (the

Arabic equivalent of Nishanji), adding that

he died A.H. 979.

But the author is more generally known as

Kiichuk Nishanji, or the lesser Nishfinji, to

distinguish him from the gr.'at Nishanji,

^ji ii &>.y , Jelal Zadeh Mustafa (see below,

Add. 7655).

The latest event recorded in the present

copy is the death of Sultan Bayezid, son of

Suleiman,which took place in Muharrem, A.H.

969 (seef. 1116).

This appears to have been the date of com-

position. A copy described by Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., No. 846, ends with the

same year. In other MSS. the history is

brought down, apparently by the author, to

the taking of Sziget, A.H. 973 (see Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 25, Vienna Catalogue,

No. 847), in others again to the death of Sulei-

man, A.H. 974(see Hammer, Gesch. des Osra.,

Reiches, vol. ix., p. 182, Krafft, No. 247, the

Leyden Catalogue, vol. hi., p. 20). Still fur-

ther continuations toA.H. 988 and 989, found

in a Gotha MS. (Pertsch, No. 146), and in

a Vienna MS. (Fliigel, vol. ii.,No. 879) can-

not be due to the author.

'All, who was personally acquainted with

Ramazan Zadeh, gives a short notice of his

life in his Kunh ul-Akhbar, Or. 32, f. 214.

It is repeated almost in the same words by

Pechevi, vol. i., p. 44.

Contents : Preface, f . 1 b. Prophets, f. 3 b.

Muhammed, the Companions, and the Khu-

lefa'i Rashidin, f. 14 b. Umeyyades, f. 19 b.

Abbasides, f. 21 b. Fatimis, fol. 28 a.

Eyyubis, f. 30 a. Turks (Memluks) of Egypt,

f. 32 a. The Circassians in Egypt, f. 35 b.

The Osmanli dynasty, f. 38 a, viz. Osman,

f. 40 a. Urkhan, f. 43 b. Murad, f. 46 a.

Yildirim Bayezid, f. 48 b. Muhammed,
f. 55 a. Murad II., f. 57 b. Muhammed
GhazI, f. 62 b. Bayezid II., f. 70 a. Selim,

f. 80 a. Suleiman, f. 86 6—126 a.

Under each reign the author gives the dates

of the Sultan's birth, accession and death; an

account of his children, of his Vezirs and other

great dignitaries; of his campaigns, his build-
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ings and pious foundations ; lastly, shoi-t

notices of the great 'Ulema and Sheikhs of the

period.

II. Foil. 127—204.

A sketch of the rise and fall of the principal

dynasties of the East, by 'All J^ (Mustafa B.

Ahmed).

Beg. iiJM Jy eLWi ciiJU ^ ^Ju->b

The author, who died A.H. 1008 (see his

life in Gesch. des Osm.Reiches, vol.iv., p. 651,

and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. hi., p. 115),

names in the preface Muhammed Khan B.

Murad Khan as the reigning Sultan, and says

that he extracted the present work, A.H.

1007, from his universal history, jl+Mfl *^>

on the composition of which he had been

engaged for the last six years.

The contents have been stated by Hammer,

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix., p. 181, and

by Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 88.

See also Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 439, and the

Leyden Catalogue, vol. hi., p. 21.

Spaces left for the rubrics have been left

blank, and the title itself, which should occur

in the preface, f. 131, has been left out. The

above full form of it is taken from another

copy, Add. 7870, f. 173.

Or. 1130.

Foil. 116; lOf in. by 7£ ; 23 lines, 5 in.

long ; written in small Divani ; dated 1

8

Safer, A.H. 1118 (A.D. 1706). [Alex. Jaba.]

The same two works as in the preceding

MS. viz. I. Foil. 1—66. Tarikh i Nishanji,

brought down to the same date, A.H. 969.

It has a few additional lines at the beginning,

namely, an eulogy of the work by its author,

commencing w^ j£\ Jti'y J^- J^-\jt>\3>- 2bX>

In other respects it agrees textually with

the former copy.

II. Foil. 67—116. Fusul i Hall u *Akd.

The text agrees with the preceding MS., and

has all the rubrics.

Copyist (f. 66 b); *»&&> WU*^> ^ s^

wl>r"

Or. 3295.

Foil. 360 ; 11$ in. by 7| ; 21 lines, 4| in.

long; written in large Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins, apparently in the 17th century.

[Jadbert.]

A general history from the earliest times

to A.H. 985, by Muhammed Za'im, ^s.- &^
Beg. 0.S wJ^»- (^j »U»i>b jy ±s- ^ 4>^»-

The author, who designates himself as

one of the fief-holders of the Sultans,

says that he was forty-three years of age

when Sultan Murad Khan B. Selim ascended

the throne, namely, on the 8th of Ramaz.ln,

A.H. 982 (a date erroneously given by Haj.

Khal., vol. ii., p. 508, and by Hammer, Gesch.

des Osm. Reiches, vol. i., p. xxxii., vol. ix.,

p. 180, as that of the composition of the

work). He was one of the secretaries of the

Divan of the Grand Vezir Muhammed Pasha

(Sokolli, A.H. 972—987), when he was in-

duced by the instances of his friends to

compile the present history. He names the

following works as his authorities :—Nizam

ut-Tevarikh, Tevarikh ut-Taberi, Shehnameh

i Firdevsi, Kut ul-Ervah, Subhat ul-Akhyar,

Mir'at uz-Zeman, Shejereh i Muluku Selatin,

Behjet ut-Tevarikh, Jami' ul-Hikayat, Kitab

Mesalik u Memalik, Tevarikh i Selatin i 'Al i

'0§man.
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The title is written, f. 3 a, as above, while

Haj. Khal., Hammer, and Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 84, call the work simply

Jami' ut-Tevarikh.

The author states in the epilogue that he

entered upon the composition of the work in

the month of Muharrem, A.H. 985, and com-

pleted it in the month of Zulhijjeh of the

same year.

His account of the reign of Sultan Murad
ends with the record of the arrival, at the

beginning of A.H. 984, of the Persian Envoy
Tukmak Muhammed Sultan, and of his sub-

sequent departure (v. Gesch. desOsm.Reiches,

vol. iv., p. 53). The last section, devoted to

the Safevis, is brought down to the accession

of Muhammed Khudabendeh (Zulhijjeh A.H.

985), and concludes with the statement that

Mustafa Pasha, appointed commander of the

Turkish army, had received orders to march
from Erzerum to the Persian frontier (v. Ham-
mer, ib. vol. iv., p. 60).

The history which the author principally

follows, and often verbally translates, is the

Behjet ut-Tevarikh, which was written, as

stated, f. 30 b, at Brusa in the reign of

Sultan Muhammed II ; see the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 884.

The work is divided into five parts, ^-3,

subdivided into sections called tjj*, and these

again into chapters, »)&«, treating of single

reigns. The contents are

—

Preface, f . 1 b. Creation of the world, f. 4 b.

Description of the inhabited world, the seven

climes, and the races of mankind, translated

from the Behjet ut-Tevarikh (v. Or. 1627,

foil. 50—65), f. 8 b. Traditions regarding

the duration of the world, f. 18 b. Detailed

statement of the contents, f. 24 a. Descend-

ants of Cain, Jj\i', f. 28 a.

Kism I. The ancient kings of Persia in

four Guruhs, viz. 1. Pishdadis, f. 29 b.

2. Keyan, f. 48 a. 3. Muluk Tava'if, f 71 a.

4. Sasanis, f. 73 a.

Kism II. Khalifehs in three Guruhs, viz.

I. Khulefa i Rashidin from Ebu Bekr to

Husein, f. 106 b. 2. The Umeyyades, f. 1 15 6.

3. The Abbasides brought down to el-Hukirn

bi-omr-illah Ahmed B. 'Ali, who died in Egypt

A.H. 701, f. 131 6.

Kism III. Dynasties contemporary with

the Abbasides, in eight Guruhs, viz. 1. Saffaria,

f. 170 6. 2. Samanis, f. 172 a. 3. Ghaznevis,

f. 174 a. 4. Deilemis, f. 178 a. 5. Seljukis of

Iran, f. 181*, and of Rum, f. 1866. 6. KQhis-

tanis or Melahideh, f. 188 b. 7. Salghuris,

f. 190 a. 8. Khwarezmis, f. 192 b.

Kism IV. Kings of Egypt, Syria and

Maghrib, in four Guruhs, viz. 1. Obeidi Kha-

lifehs, f. 195 a. 2. Eyyubis, f. 2026. 3. Turkis

(Memluks), f. 208 b. 4. Cherkesis, f. 214 6-

Kism V. Kings of Iran and Rum in five

Guruhs, viz. 1. ChingTzis, f. 219 a. 2. Timuris,

f. 2226. 3. Turkomans (Ak and Kara-Kuyun-

lus), f. 226 6. 4. Al i Osman, f. 228 b, contain-

ing the following reigns : Ogman, f . 230 a ;

Urkhan, f. 235 6 ; Murad, f. 240 a ; Yildirim

Bayezid, f. 244 a ; Suleiman B. Yildirim,

f. 252 6; Musa B. Yildirim, f. 254 a; Mu-
hammed I, f. 255 a ; Murad II, f . 258 a ; Mu-
hammed II, f. 268 a; Bayezid II. f. 277 6;

Selim I, f . 289a ; Suleiman, f. 306 a ; Selim

II, f. 330 a ; Murad III, f. 337 6. 5. Sufiyan

Surkh-Kulahan (the Safevis), f. 342 a, with

the following reigns, Ismail, f . 343 6 ; Tah-

masp, f. 349 6 ; Haider Mirza, f . 352 6; Ismail

II, f. 354 a; Muhammed Khudabendeh, f.

356 a.

The author's epilogue, containing a poetical

description of the spring at Haleb, and a

panegyric on Muhammed Pasha, governor of

that city, ff. 356 6—360 a.

Add. 10,004.
Foil. 159; 84 in. by 5|; 23 lines, 3£ in.

long; written in small and close Neskhi,

apparently in the 18th century.

[Frederic North.]

A portion of the Kunh ul-Akhbar J^-^' *i/,

i. 2
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a general history by *Ali (Mustafa B. Ahmed;
see above, p. 26 a).

This work, on which the author spent the

last years of his life, was completed, as stated

by Haj. Khal., A.H. 1006. But it will be

seen below that some passages are dated

A.H. 1007. It is divided into four books

C^), the last of which is devoted to the

Osmanli dynasty. See Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

p. 290, and Hammer, Gesch.des Osm. Reiches,

vol. i., p. xxxviii, and vol. ix., p. 190. The

entire work is found in a Paris MS., Cata-

logue, p. 314, No. 94. It has been printed

in four volumes in Constantinople, A.H. 1284.

See Journal Asiatique, 5e Serie, vol. xiv. p. 76.

The Museum possesses an edition in five

volumes, published in Constantinople by

Muhammed Lebib, the first volume of which

is dated Zul-Kadeh, 1277. The fifth volume

contains only the first portion of Rukn vi.,

concluding with the capture of Constantinople.

The fourth Rukn exists entire in the Vienna

Library: see Fliigel, vol. ii., p. 241, No. 1022.

Portions of the same are noticed ib., No.

1023-4, TJpsala Catalogue, No. 280—282, and

Leyden Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 28.

The present MS. is also a portion of Rukn
iv.; it contains the I'eigns of Bayezid II. and

Seliml. It begins with the following rubric:

^ u? (J'" *}.j)M ij^** u^i ^^ }>\ »_>s\i«

Contents :—Accession of Bayezid, f. 2 b.

Events of his reign, in forty-three sections

headed **S\, or «3oU. The first treats of the

rebellion of Prince Jem, f . 4 a, the last of the

contest of Sultan Selim with his brothers

and the abdication of Bayezid, f. 44 a.

Vezirs of Bayezid,. f. 53 a. Defterdars and

Nishanjis, f . 58 a. 'Ulema, f. 60 a. Sheikhs,

f . 70 a. Poets in the alphabetical order of

their Takhallus, f. 75 b.

Accession of Selim, f. 84 a. Events of his

reign, in fourteen sections, f. 92 b. His build-

ings and his death, f. 131 b. His Vezirs,

f. 136 a. Defterdars and Nishanjis, f. 139 b.

,Ulema,f.l40a. Physicians, f. 150 6. Sheikhs,

f. 151 b. Poets, f. 154 a.

' Or. 32.

Foil. 332; 8 in. by 5£; 17 lines, 3| in.

long; written in cursive Neskhi, probably in

the 18th century. [Rob. C. Renouard.]

Another portion of the same Rukn, com-

prising the reign of Suleiman I.

eg. ,J~n jiU, jlii j± ^ \x^ '

In this volume two dates are incidentally

mentioned as the current years at the time

of composition, viz. A.H. 1002, f. 150 a, and

A.H. 1007, f. 188 a.

In another passage, f. 173 b, the author

refers to a detailed account of the siege of

Sziget previously written by himself, and en-

titled Heft Mejlis (see Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

p. 503, and Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 653).

Contents : Introduction, and accession of

Suleiman, f. 1 b. Events of the reign, in

fifty-seven sections termed &*i*!j or *;jl»-,

f. 6 b. The first is Ferhad Pasha's expedi-

tion against the Syrian rebels, A.B. 927 ; the

fifty-seventh the siege of Sziget, A.H. 974,

and Suleiman's death.

Buildings and pious foundations of Sulei-

man, f. 182 b. Vezirs, f. 185 b. Begler-

begis, f. 200a. Mirmiran i Derya (Admirals),

f. 210 b. Defterdars, f. 211 b. Emirs or

Begs, f. 214 b. Tirana, f. 219 b. Physicians,

f. 249 b. Sheikhs, f. 251 b. Poets, in alpha-

betical order, f. 259 b.

Some notices relating to the author are

written in the margins of the first two pages.

Add. 19,508.

Foil. 25; 8J in. by of ; 21 lines 2| in.

long ; written in small and cursive Nestalik

;

dated Muharrem, A.H. 1121 (A.D. 1709).
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ur^j A* v
j> &jii\i

" The vision of Veisi," a summary review

of the great revolutions in the world's history,

presented in the shape of a dream. It was

addressed to Sultan Ahmed 1. (A.H. 1012

—

1026) with the object of showing that at no

period of the past did mankind enjoy un-

disturbed peace and prosperity.

The author, Uveis B. Muhammed, KazI of

Uskiib, and poetically surnamed Veisi, was
born at Alfishehr, A.H. 969, and died at Uskiib,

A.H. 1037. It is said in the Khulfisat ul-

Eser, Add. 23,606, f. 226, that after the death

of Baki he was the most elegant writer of the

time in prose and verse. His two principal

works, ^j-ajJ) ijx~> and &-di *a»j , are mentioned

with praise, and the latter, written about A.H.

1017, is described at some length. His life

is fully told by Katib Chelebi, Fezlekeh, vol. ii.,

p. 107, and by Hammer, Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 203. See also Gesch.

des Osm. Reiches, vol. v., pp. 100, 663, and

vol. ix., p. 206.

The present work has been printed under

the title of **0 t_>y. in Bulak, A.H. 1252. It

is also included in the collected works of

Veisi published in Constantinople, A.H. 1286.

For MSS., see Krafft, No. 250, Fliigel.Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., pp. 77, 252, Pertsch, Gotha
Catalogue, No. 3, ii., No. 140.

The present copy leaves out the intro-

duction, which occupies pp. 262—265 in the

Constantinople edition, and begins as fol-

lows : £ wji^I u-Jjj &U\j LL»ic yjj*. sUob J\

Copyist : ^-jIU jjU, ±^> \U

The same name is written on the first

page, with the owner's seal.

Or. 1129.

Foil. 131; 11| in. by 8; 31 lines, Sin. long;

written in small and distinct Neskhi, with

red-ruled margins; dated 19 Jumada II.,

AH. 1095 (A.D. 1684). [Alex. Jaba.]

A general history, brought down to the

close of Sultan Suleiman's reign (A.H. 974).

The author, who gives his name at the

beginning of the 5th book as follows, Ni-

shanji-Zadeh Muhammed B. Ahmed B. Mu-
hammed B. Ramazan, died as Kazi of Adria-

nople A.H. 1031. See Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

p. 484, Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 29, and Hammer,
Geschichte des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 600.

The work has been printed in Constanti-

nople, A.H. 1257, and in Bulak, A.H. 1258.

We refer to the latter edition.

The preface contains a panegyric in prose

and verse on the reigning Sultan, Osman, in

whose time (A.H. 10.26—1031) the work was

written. The author then refers to a brief

compendium of history written under Sultan

Suleiman by his grandsire, Ramazan Zadeh
Emir Muhammed Nishanji (see above, p. 25 a),

and says that, considering the great im-

portance of a full knowledge of the history

of the prophets and past kings, of various

nations and creeds, and of the creation of the

world, he determined on writing the present

work, which he compiled from a vast number
of standard books, and which he prides him-

self on having made more comprehensive than

any previous history.

It is divided into the following eight books

(Kism), the contents of which are fully stated

in the preface :—I. Creation of the world, in six

Babs. II. Prophets from Adam to Muham-
med, in 37 Babs. III. Muhammed, his family

and companions, in 23 Babs. IV. The first

four Khalifs (Rashidin), Hasan and Husein,

in 6 Babs. V. Muslim dynasties, in 19

Babs. VI. The Osmanli dynasty, in 10 Babs.

VII. Pre-islamitic kings and nations, in 15

Babs. VIII. The diversity of languages and

the races of mankind, in 2 Babs.

A tabulated index of the above books and
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their numerous subdivisions occupies ten

pages at the beginning of the Bulak edition.

The work contains little original matter.

The history of the Turkish Sultans stops

short at the death of Suleiman I., i. e. more

than half a century before the time of compo-

sition, the author remarking that subsequent

events had not yet been chronicled, and that

he "was too young at the time to take notice of

them. Little is known regarding the author's

life. From an incidental remark in a notice

of his maternal grandfather, Sheikh 'Abd ul-

Latif Nakishbendi (f. 82 a), Bulak ed., vol. ii.,

2nd part, p. 138, we learn that at the time of

the Sheikh's death, A.H. 971, he was three

years of age, and lived with his parents in

Istambul. He must therefore have been

born A.H. 968. It appears from another

passage,! 76 b, Bulak ed., ib., p. 129, that at

the time of Suleiman's death, A.H. 974, his

father, Nishanji Zadeh Menla Ahmed, then

Kfizi of Mecca, composed a chronogram on

that event.

The present MS. contains the last three

books, viz. Kism. VI. History of the Sultans

of the house of Osman, containing a genea-

logical introduction and ten Babs treating re-

spectively of the first ten Sultans, from Osman

to Suleiman, f. 1 b.

Kism VII. Pre-islamitic kings, in fifteen

Babs, viz. Pishdadis, f. 83 b. Keyanis, f. 86 b.

Eshkanis, f . 89 a. Sasauis, f. 90 a. Kubtis,

f. 97 b. Kahtanis, f . 99 b. Jurhumis, f . 107 a.

Judges of Israel, f. 108 b. Kings of Israel,

f. 109 b. Kings cf the Greeks (Yunan) and

the Ptolemies, f. Ill b. Pagan kings of the

Romans, f. 113 a. Christian kings of the

Romans, f. 114 a. Ghassanis, f. 116 a.

Lakhmis, f. 117 a. Kindis, f. 118 6.

Kism VIII. , in two Babs. Bab 1. Cause

of the diversity of tongues and of the disper-

sion of nations, f. 119 b. Bab 2. Account of

various nations, f . 120 a, in 24 sections (Fasl),

viz. Syrians, Sabians, Copts, Fireng, Per-

sians, Kurds, Turks, Tatars, Chinese, Derbend

(Caucasians), Russians, Sclaves, Yajuj u Ma-

juj, Indians, Sindians, Abyssinians, Negroes,

Canaanites, Berbers, Israelites, Romans,

Armenians, Greeks (Yunan), Greek philo-

sophers.

The contents of the MS. correspond with

the 2nd and 3rd parts of the 2nd vol. of the

Bulak edition, pp. 1—203, and 1—28.

Add. 7858.

Foil. 263 ; 8 in. by 5 ; 19 lines, 3 in. long ;

written in small and neat Neskhi, apparently

in the 18th century. [Rich, No. 43.
J

Kism V. of the same work, corresponding

with the first part of the 2nd vol. of the

Bulak edition, pp. 2—158.

It treats of Muslim dynasties, and is divided

into nineteen Babs subdivided into Fasls, the

larger sections being devoted to dynasties, and

the smaller to single reigns.

Contents : Bab I. Khalifs of the Beni

Umeyyeh, fol. 2 a. II. Abbaside Khalifs,

f. 44 b. III. Beni Umeyyeh of Maghrib,

f. 137 6. IV. Saffaris, f. 142 a. V. Samanis,

f. 143 a. VI. Fatimis, f. 145 a. VII. Dei-

lemis, f. 156 a. VIII. Ghaznevis, f. 163 a.

IX. Seljukis of Iran, f. 170 a. X. Seljukis

ofKirman, f. 181 b. XL Seljukis of Rum,

f. 182 b. XII. Khwarezmis, f. 191 b. XIII.

Atabeks of Mausil and Syria, f . 201 b. XIV.

Atabeks of Fars, f. 208 b. XV. Eyyubis,

f. 213 a. XVI. Chingizis, f. 221 a. XVII.

Turkmanis (Memluks) of Egypt, f. 229 a,

XVIII. Abbaside Khalifs in Egypt, f. 240 a.

XIX. Circassians (Memluks) in Egypt,

f. 251 a.

Beg. »U». yXkoj^
IS
A>%J\ J**- ^i^ d> ii*iA

Or. 31.

Foil. 353; 9i in. by 5i; 25 lines, 2,\ in.

long; written in small and very neat Neskhi
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with gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century. [R. C. Renouard.]

A general history from the birth of Mu-
hammed to A.H. 1028, including a full account

of the Osmanli dynasty, by Muhammed B.

Muhammed.

Beg. l^iai^l p>.d& Jjj» j&> j [£>) ^^^
The author, who describes himself in the

preface as one ofthe secretaries of the imperial

Divan, says that he compiled this work from

some standard histories Arabic and Persian

(not mentioned by name), and dedicated it to

the reigning Sultan Osman Khan. The date

of composition, A.H. 1028, is expressly stated

at the close of the chapter relating to the

governors of Egypt, f 105 a.

Haji Khalfa calls the author Muhammed
B. Muhammed el-Edirnevi (of Adrianople),

adding that he dedicated his work to Sultan

Osman A.H. 1030, and that he died A.H.

1050. He states also that on examining an

autograph copy of the work, left with him by

the author, he found it to be simply translated

from the history of el-Jennabl (see the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., pp. 85—87) with many
omissions and a few additions, and that he

did not admire that proceeding (meaning

evidently the neglect of acknowledgment

of the writer's indebtedness to el-Jennabi).

See Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 315.

There are two editions of the Nukkbet ut-

Tevarikh; the first was dedicated to Osman II.

(A.H. 1026— 1 031 ), and the second, much en-

larged, to Murad IV. (A.H. 1032—1049). See

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. i.,

p. xxxii. The contents of the first are stated

ib., vol. ix., p. 181, and several copies are

noticed in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., Nos-

859—861. The first volume of the second

edition is analyzed by Hammer, Handschriften,

No. 170, and by Tornberg, Upsala Catalogue,

No. 253. See also Dorn, St. Petersburg Cata-

logue, p. 467, Asiatisches Museum, p. 382,

and Melanges Asiatiques, vol. v., p. 460.

The present MS. contains the first edition,

and concludes with the death of Sultan Ahmed
on the 23rd of Zulka'deh, A.H. 1026.

Contents :—Preface, fol. 10 6. Muhammed
and the early Khalifs down to 'Abdallah B.

Zubeir, f. 12 a. The ten Companions called

Mubeshshereh, f. 24 6. The twelve Imams,

f. 26 a. The Umeyyades, f. 27 o. The Ab-

basides, f. 28 6. The Umeyyades of Spain,

f. 34 6. The Beni Aghleb, f. 36 a. Saffaris,

.f. 38 a. Siimanis, f. 39 a. Al i Buveih, f. 41a.

Al i Subuktigin, f. 44 a. Gliuris, f. 46 6.

Khwarezmshahis, f. 48 a. Seljukis of Iran,

f. 50 a, of Kirman, f. 53 a, of Rum, f. 54 a.

Melahideh, f. 56 6.

The Atabeks of Mausil, f. 57 6, of Fars,

f. 59 a, of Azerbaijan, f. 60 a, of Lur Buzurg,

f. 61 a, of Lur Kuchuk, f. 62 6.

Al i Chinglz Khan, f. 65 a. Chupanis,

f. 68 6. Injuis, f. 69 6. Al i Muzaffer, f. 706.

Ilkanis, f. 72 a. Kerts, f. 73 a. Serbedars,

f. 74 a.

Timur and his sons, f. 75 a. Descendants

of Jehangir, f. 75 6, of 'Omer Sheikh, f. 76 a,

of Miran Shah, f. 77 a, and of Shahrukh,

f. 78 a.

Kara-kuyunlus, f. 79 6. Ak-kuyunlus,

f. 81 a. Sufi-bechegin (Safevis), f. 83 a.

Uzbeks, f. 85 a.

Governors of Egypt under the Rashidin,

Umeyyades, and 'Abbasides, f. 86 6. Beni

Tulun, f. 90 6. Ikhshidis, f. 92 6. Fatimis,

f. 93 6. Kurds (the Eyyubis), f. 95 a. The
Turkish slaves (Memluks), f. 96 a. The
Circassian slaves, f. 98 a. Governors under

the Osmanlis, from the conquest to A.H.

1028, f. 99 6.

The Sultans of the house of Osman, f . 105 6,

viz. Osman, f. 106 6. Urkhan, f. 109 6.

Murad, f. 114 a. Bayezld, f. 119 6. Mu-
hammed, f. 129 a. Murad II, f. 131 6. Mu-
hammed II, f. 141 6. Bayezld II, f. 156 6.

Sellm, f. 168 a. Suleiman, f. 182 a. Selim
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II, f. 220 b. Murad III, f. 237 a. Mu-

hammed III, f. 270 b. Ahmed, f. 314 a.

Genealogical tables are prefixed to the

accounts of the several dynasties.

At the beginning of the volume are found

Bix Takriz or eulogies on the work signed by

some great dignitaries of the period, viz. Hu-

6ein B. Muh. Akhi Zadeh (afterwards Mufti,

A.H. 1041-3); Yahya (Mufti A.H. 1031-2);

Sheikhi 'Abd ul-Mejid Slvasi, preacher in the

mosque of Sultan Ahmed; Muh. Yahya, late

Kazi \Asker of Anatoli ; Muh. B. *Abd ul-

Ghani, late Kazi 'Asker of Rumili (resigned

A.H. 1029; v. Takvim ut-Tevarikh, p. 190);

Kemal ud-Din B. Muh., late Kazi 'Asker of

Rumili (died A.H. 1030, ib.).

The next two pages, ff . 6 b, 7 a, contain a

tabulated index of the contents in the same

hand-writing as the text.

Add. 7859.

Foil. 349; 11} in. by 7; 25 lines, 4} in.

long ; written in fair, large Neskhi, with red-

ruled margins, apparently about the close of

the 17th century. [Rich, No. 788.]

Another copy of the first edition of Nukh-

bet ut-Tevarikh. The same date of composi-

tion, A.H. 1028, is found at foil. 43a and 59a.

But there are the following later additions :

—

1. Continuation of the account of the

governors of Egypt, from A.H. 1029 to the

governorship of (Tabani Yassi) Muhammed
Pasha, who on his recall from Egypt,* A.H.

1 I >41 , was raised to the post of Grand Yezir,

foil. 59 b—63 a. He had been eight months

in office when this appendix was written.

2. A detailed table of events recorded in

the section treating of Turkish history, with

reference to the folios of the present MS.,

foil. 63 6—66 b.

3. A chronological sketch of the Osmanli

(*) Sc« Gesch. dec On. Seiches, voL », p. 143.

Sultans from Osman to Muhammed IV, in

the form of a Kasideh, by Hemdemi (Solak

Zadeh Muhammed; v. Gesch der Osm.

Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 424, and Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 266), foil. 67 a—69 a.

Beg. JUit JT ^ *±>> u&\ ^jUaJ-

A considerable portion of the work, be-

ginning with the Mubeshshereh and ending

with the Turkish governors of Egypt, foil.

21 a—59 a, instead of presenting a consecu-

tive text, as in the preceding copy, is disposed

in the shape of tables or pedigrees, the his-

torical notices being written in a minute

character and in slanting lines at the side of

the leading proper names.

At the end of the volume, and in a later

hand, is a fist of Grand Vezirs, from the

origin of the dynasty to A.H. 1114, foil. 346

—348.

Add. 7881.

Foil. 70; 91 in. by 7; written in small

and cursive Divani, apparently in the 17th

century. [Rich ; not numbered.]

I. Foil. 13—41. >^ ~s#*

Genealogical tables of the patriarchs and

the principal Eastern dynasties, without

author's name.

Beg. 6j>J ^xfj &&>}3jf3^}dE^ f
J* lift J1 ^-oT J4

The names are written within circles which

are connected together by horizontal line?,

and to which are appended short historical

notices. The dynasties included are, as

stated in the preface, four pre-islamitic,

viz. Dadanis, Keyanis, Eshkanis, and Sasa-

nis, and ten post-islamitic, viz. Umeyyades,

'Abbasides, Samanis, Snbuktiginifs, Deyalimeh,

Khwarezmis, Seljukis, Melahideb, Chingiz-

khanis, and Osmanis.

The contents agree with those of the
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:- :- p. 468, L,

:.: aai
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The author's conclusion, Khatimeh, f. 43 a.

Tables of dynasties, viz. 26 anterior to Islam-

ism, and 110 posterior to it, foil. 45 a—48 a.

The latter part of the volume, foil. 48 b—
85 b, contains the history of the early kings

of Persia excerptedfrom theMir'at ul-Kii'inat.

It begins with the Plshdadiyan, and comes

down to the reign of Behram B. Hurmuz,

breaking off in the account of Man! the

j>; i inter.

Beg. sj^te s\Js-\ >U^ lAyi ^.w *a>0s> j*£\

Add. 7873.

Foil. 128 ; 12 in. by 7\ ; 2-3 lines, 4± in.

long ; written in plain Neskhi, in the 19th

century. [Rich, No. 436.]

The same work, with some later additions.

The chronological tables occupy foil. 6 b—
71 a, with ten years in each page, and have

several additional obituary notices in the

margins. Some leaves, ruled for an intended

continuation of the same, foil. 79— 97, have

been left blank.

The later additions are—1. A list of the

governors of Baghdad from A.H. 1048 to

1231, foil. 98—100. 2. A chronological table

of the conquests of the Osmanli Sultans from

A.H. 685 to 956, foil. 112—117.

Or. 1133.

Foil. 224; 9| in. by 6£; 29 lines, 8} in.

long, written in Neskhi about the beginning

of the 18th century. [Ai-ex. Jaba.].

A manual of general history and geography,

with special reference to Turkey, compiled

about A.H. 1103, with the heading $.Ji£

Beg. *J>fr j %r Jj^ *W* Jj^V^ iij^s ^j •**"

The compiler, who does not give his name,

follows chiefly the Takvim ut-Tevarikh of

Hajj Khalifah, the arrangement of which is

preserved, and the text to some extent

verbally transcribed. He used, however,

other sources. The following are the autho-

rities named in the preface : Hajl Khalifah,

Sipahl-Zadeh, Pechevi, Makrlzl, the transla-

tion of Mir'at uz-Zeman, and the Mesalik of

Ibn Fazl Ullah.

Contents : Preface, f. I b. Divisions of

time and various eras, f. 2 b. Chronicle of

the period extending from Adam to the

Hijreh, f. 7 a. Chronicle of the period pos-

terior to the Hijreh, divided into centuries as

follows : I. (A.H. 1—99), f. 16 b. II. (A.H.

100—199), f. 27 b. III., f. 34 a. IV., f. 39 a.

V., f. 45 a. VI., f. 53 a. VII., f. 60 b.

VIII., f. 67 a, IX., f. 73 a. X., f. 80 b.

XI., f. 103 a. XII., f. 113 a.

The original text concludes with A.H.

1102, f. 114 a. But the history is brought

down by successive continuations in various

handwritings to A.H. 1117, and by still later

additions in the margins, and further on, foil.

150 b—157 a, to A.H. 1130.

Table of dynasties before and after Islam-

ism, from the Takvim ut-Tevarikh, f. 127 a.

Chronology of the Osmanli dynasty from its

origin to A.H. 1102, subsequently continued

to A.H. 1118, f. 138 a.

Table of the Grand Vezlrs from the

beginning of the dynasty to A.H. 1102,

with additions coming down to A.H. 1118,

f. 140 b.

List of the Sheikh ul-Islam or Muftis

from the conquest of Constantinople to A.H.

1062, continued to A.H. 1116, f. 149 a.

The Khatimeh, taken from the Takvim ut-

Tevarlkh, f. 157 a.

A tract on the advantages of the ancient

system of military fiefs J^xi lS*.«V&j and on the

disastrous results of its abandonment, with

proposals for its restoration, f. 158 b. This

anonymous tract, slightly imperfect at the

beginning, is written in continuation of the
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preceding section, without any break or

heading. It begins j Oy i^J,Ujj «-^V^ j ^j

The author, who wrote apparently shortly

after A.H. 1100, enumerates the grievous

losses suffered, up to that time, by the

empire. (Some earlier tracts of similar im-

port have been fully described and analyzed

by Behrnauer, Zeitschrift d. D.M.G., vol. xi.,

pp. 111—132, and vol. xv., pp. 272—332.)

A manual of geography, compiled from the

work of " the late " Sipahl Zadeh and some

other sources, foil. 164 b—223 a.

It begins with a preface textually tran-

scribed from the Turkish geography of

Sipahi-Zadeh (see Add. 23,381), with a dedi-

cation to the Grand Vezir Muhammed Pasha.

The margins of the entire volume are

covered with additional historical notices.

Add. 5981.

Fol. 47 ; 8i in. by 6 ; written in Neskhi in

the 18th century. [Hilgrove Toknee.]

Genealogical tables of the prophets and

the principal dynasties of the East, wanting

the first page.

The names written in circles connected by

horizontal lines are accompanied with short

historical notices. For the early part of the

Ottoman dynasty these notices are fuller and

take the shape of a consecutive text.

The tables conclude with the Memluks of

Egypt and the Osmanli Sultans ; the last of

these is Osman III., whose accession took

place A.H. 1168.

HISTORY OF CREEDS.

Add. 23,590.

Foil. 115 ; 8 in. by 6 ; 21 lines, 3^ in. long ;

written in neat Neskhi; dated Zulka'deh,A.H.

1130 (A.D. 1718). [Robekt Tatlok.]

J5i
_, JU *u^

An abridged translation of Shebrestani's

history of creeds and sects (see the Ara-

bic Catalogue, p. Ill) by Nuh B. Mustafa,

i;i- u? C>>

Beg. wo.jl^a* <iyryi\ i—**-\j jy <ijJ*? y> •>-»»•

The work has been printed in Cairo, A.H.

1263. MSS. are noticed in Hammer's Hand-

schriften, No. 230, Jahrbiicher, vol. 71, Anz.

Bl., p. 50, and vol. 101, p. 4, the Vienna

Catalogue,vol.ii.,p.l99,the Upsala Catalogue,

p..213, and byPertsch, Gotha Catalogue, p. 70.

The translator, although a native of Turkey,

settled in early life in Cairo, where he

acquired the name of an eminent divine

especially versed in Tefsir, Fikh, Osul and

Kelam. He left glosses on Ed-Durer vel-

Ghurer, a work entitled El-Kaul ed Dall alii

Hayat el-Khizr ve vojud el-Ebdal, and other

treatises. He died in Cairo A.H. 1070. See

Khulasat ul-Eser, Add. 23,370, f. 472 a, and

Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 117. To the above

works may be added two more mentioned by

him in the present translation, Cairo edition,

p. 88, both treating of the question whether

the parents of Muhammed were brought to

the true faith. They are entitled Murshid ul-

Huda, and Rauzat us-Safa fi Validey il-Mustafa.

Nuh wrote the present translation, as

stated in the preface, at the request of one of

the noble inhabitants of Misr named Yusuf

Efendi. He adds that he allowed himself

full liberty to make suitable changes, additions

as well as omissions, in the work of Sheh-

restanl.

The following table will show that the so-

called translation differs considerably, both

in contents and arrangement,from the original

work, and that an extensive section, Bab II,

is an addition due to the translator.

The Mukaddimeh treats of seven questions

put by Iblis to the angels, and of the con-
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troverted points relating to the death of Mu-

hammed and to his legitimate successors

(corresponding with the third and fourth Mu-

kaddimehs of the original, Haarbriicker's

translation, pp. 8—30), f. 6 a. Bab I. treats

of the seven erring sects of Islam, viz. Mo'-

tezileh, f. 11 b; Shl'ah, f. 24 a; Khavarij,

f. 32 b; Murjiyeh, f. 38 a; Nejjiiriyyeh, f. 41 b;

Jebriyyeh, f. 42 a; Mushebbiheh, f. 42 b.

Bab II. The saving or Sunni sect, f. 51 b,

in ten Fasls, viz. 1. Exposition of the

Sunni creed, f. 52 a. 2. Proofs of the same,

f. 54 b. 3. The true nature of faith (Iman),

f. 65 a. 4. Various opinions on the greater

or lesser degree of faith, f. 68 b. 5. On
the lawfulness of a conditional profession

of faith, f. 70 a. 6. On the necessity of a

knowledge of God and the way to acquire

it, f. 71 b. 7. On the soundness of a

belief resting on authority, f. 74 a. 8. On
the obligatory nature of faith, f. 75 b. 9. On
the relation existing between Islam and Iman,

f. 76 a. 10. What it is obligatory, unlawful,

or allowable, to believe respecting God and

the prophets, f. 77 a.

Khatimeh. Non-Islamitic sects. Jews,

f. 90 a. Christians, f. 98 a. Magians, f. 102 b.

Speculative sects, J^j A^\ J*), including

the Sabians and the Greek philosophers,

f. 105 a.

A tabulated index of contents in the same
handwriting as the text occupies three pages

at the beginning.

Or. 1589.

Foil. 124; 9| in. by 5|; 19 lines, 3f in.

long ; written in a clear and elegant Neskhi

;

dated Jumada I, A.H. 1149 (A.D. 1736).

[Sib Henry Rawlinson.]

Another copy of the same work, slightly

imperfect at the beginning.

It wants the first page of the preface, and
after the first folio there is a more extensive

lacuna, corresponding with pages 4—10 of

the Cairo edition. The headings of the sections

are written in red in the early part of the

volume only, ff. 2—33. Further on they are

written with black ink, and are not distinguish-

able from the text. The main divisions begin

as follows :—Bab I, f. 4 b ; Bab II, f . 54 b ;

Khatimeh, f. 96 b.

HISTORY OF MUHAMMED.

Add. 19,362 and 19,363.

Two uniform volumes written by the same

hand, foil. 297 and 244; 12^ in. by 7|; 27

lines, 4| in. long ; written in Neskhi, in the

village of Khwajah 'Omer, district of Mesuri

orJ?-*; dated 7th Zulka'deh, A.H. 1173 (A.D.

1760).

The Turkish translation of ijj}\ *}**> a

history of Muhammed, written in Persian by

Mu'in Ferahl (see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 149).

Translator: Muhammed B. Muhammed,
known as Alti-Parmak (the six-fingered),

Beg. UaAtt ^iiS b_, UmH t_^j l> s^ <JM

Sheikh Muhammed Alti-Parmak, a native

of Uskub, and a member of the Beirami order,

officiated as preacher (va'iz) in the mosque
of Sultan Muhammed, Constantinople. He
subsequently settled in Cairo, where he died

A.H. 1033. He translated into Turkish,

besides the present work, the Mutavvel and
the Nigaristan of GhaffarT. See Fezlekeh,

vol. ii., p. 64, Khulasat ul-Eser, Add. 23,370,

f. 306, Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 603, and Hammer,
Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 605.

The translation is divided, like the original

work, into a Mukaddimeh, four books called

Rukn, and a Khatimeh. It has been printed

in Constantinople A.H. 1257 and 1273, and
in Kazan A.D. 1865.
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The work is fully described by Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 385. See also Ham-
mer, Handschriften,No. 232, the Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 391, the Upsala Catalogue,

No. 310, and Rosen, Marsigli Collection, p. 18.

Contents: Preface, Add. 19,302, f. 1 b.

Introduction. Praises of Muhammed and

his prerogatives, f. 4 b. Rulcn I. Muhammed's
predecessors from Adam to'Abd ul-Muttalib,

f. 55 a. Rukn II. History of Muhammed
from his birth to his mission, f. 123 b.

Rukn III. His history from his fortieth

year to the Hijreh, f. 172 b. Rukn IV. His

history from the Hijreh to his death, Add.

19,363, f . 1 b. Khatimeh ; his miracles, f . 206 b.

Copyist : ^js'ii\ oj>y* yidy+s? y> ij*—* .Mlji

The Dela'il un-Nubuvvet had been already

translated into Turkish A.H. 964 by Jelal

Zadeh Mustafa NishanjI, the author of

Tabakat ul-Memalik; see "All, Or. 32, f. 325 a,

and Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 608.

Add. 7863.
Foil. 273; B\ in. by 5J; 19 lines, 3 in.

long; written in fair Neskhi, in the 18th

century. [Rich, No. 50.]

Continuation of Veisi's life of Muhammed
by Yusuf NabI, ^0 i_i-»y.

Beg. tb\ Jifc ^jki ujW- ^b

Muhammed's life by Veisi, published in his

collected works, Constantinople, A.H. 1286>

pp. 1—261, is entitled l-*»Uj j^juj ^j U! 'i^

m]f^' It brings down the history of Mu-
hammed to the first battle of Bedr, in the

second year of the Hijreh, and was cut short

at that point by the death of the author,

A.H. 1013?. The contents have been described

by Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, p. 520. See

also Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 201.

The continuation by Yusuf NabI ,jlS Jj3,
written in imitation of the ornate style of

his predecessors, begins with the expedition

against the BenI Kainuka' in the second year

of the Hijreh, and ends with the taking of

Mecca in the eighth year. It was also inter-

rupted by the author's death, which took

place A.H. 1 1 24. The work was subsequently

completed by Nazmi Zadeh.

The author of the present work Yusuf

Efendi, of Roha, poetically surnamed NabI,

and considered as the greatest poet of his

time, died at an advanced age in Haleb,

A.H. 1124. See Geschichte der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iv., p. 49. The work has been

.printed in Bulak, A.H. 1248, under the title

of i/4Jil ,jli) ^y-JI j~* Jjj. An account of it,

with an extract in German, has been given by

Hammer, Jahrbiicher, vol. 69, pp. 22, 26

—

30; see also Journal Asiatique, 4e Serie,

torn, ii., p. 40.

Add. 7868.

Fol. 177 ; 9 in. by 6 ; 29 lines 4 in. long ;

written in small Neskhi ; dated 25 Jumada II,

i.H. 1224 (A.D. 1809). [Rich, No. 45.]

A chronological abstract of Muhammed's
life in Arabic verse by Ibrahim Halebi, with

the author's commentary, translated from

Arabic into Turkish.

Beg. &>\ ti\Z>j\
^Jj

a)\ d&Lai jjt

The translator, who designates himself as

Muhammed, writer of the Yenicheris, ^jj£.
-

^f j^g—* Acj\z>, says in the preface that he

was stationed in Zevrii (Baghdad) living in

great sorrow, and anxious to secure the

favour of the Prophet, when the versified

Siret, and its commentary, a work of the

eminent divine Halebi Ibrahim Efendi, came

to his hand. He resolved at once to turn it

into Turkish with some important additions.

The text of the Siret, which is written in

red ink, begins
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It consists of memorial verses in which the

principal events of Muhammed's life are

recorded with the greatest conciseness. The

dates are referred to the years of the

Prophet's life from his birth to his sixty-

fourth and last year. Each verse is followed

by an ample historical commentary in which

many additional facts are related.

The Turkish translator completed his work

A.H. 1216, a date expressed in a versified

chronogram at the end by the words oT ij^-.

A table of contents occupies five pages at

the beginning. On the fly-leaf is written the

following misleading title :

—

The original poem, commonly known as

Siyer ul-Halebi or Menzumet us-Siyer (see

Haj. Khal., Appendix, vol. vii., p. 41, No.

183) is not to be confounded with an earlier

and more extensive life of Muhammed, 'ij*~^

LjJAI, by AH B. Ibrahim el- Haleb i, who died

A.H. 1044 (see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 424 b.)

The Siyer ul-Halebi has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1248, with another Turkish com-

mentary written for Sultan Sellru III. by

Seyyid Ahmed 'Asim Efendi. The commen-

tator states that the author of the original

work, Ibrahim of Haleb, was Khojah, or

preceptor, of Riighib Pasha, who was Grand

Vezir under Osman III. and Mustafa III.,

and died A.H. 1176. See also Hammer,
Jahrbiicher, vol. 69, pp. 23, 32—57, and

Bibliotheque de S. de Sacy, torn, i, p. 329,

No. 1490.

EARLY CONQUESTS OF THE
ARABS.

Or. 3214.

Foil. 421 ; 9| in. by 7£ ; 17 lines, 5£ in.

long; written by more than one hand, in a

large and bold Neskhi, partly provided with

vowels, apparently in the 17th century.

[Baron von Kekmer, No. 62.]

The legendary history of the early con-

quests of the Muslims ascribed to el-Vakidl

(v. de Goeje, Memoire sur le Fotouhos-Scham,

and the Arabic Catalogue, 148 a), translated

by Zarir Mustafa B. Yusuf B. 'Omer el-Mev-

levi-el-Erzen-erruml, ^ ua->^. ^ ^ako*^^

Beg. -yi *&j> t-r*f**» • • • L>iU*^ W*J A **"»*

j&z. j>.jb S^ Jj\ (.liN

The translator says in a prose preface,

which occupies the first four leaves of the

MS., and in which are inserted several poetical

pieces of his composition, that he had pre-

viously written a Turkish version of the life

of the Prophet, ^ji-* liXi^io- Jj*»>j, which he

completed A.H. 790 (v. Fleischer, Dresden

Catalogue, No. 35). He afterwards proceeded

to Alexandria, from whence he crossed the

sea, and stayed four years in Kariiman. In

A.H. 795 he set out for Syria, and, on reach-

ing Haleb, he found there a just and valiant

prince, Seif ud-Devleh ved-Dln Melik Julban,

whose praises he celebrates in prose and

verse. He then relates how Sultan Barkuk

the " now reigning sovereign," had been

deposed by two rebel chiefs, Yulbugka Nasirl,

Na'ib of Haleb, and Mentash, Na'ib of Mela-

tiyyeh. When the Sultan was released from

his confinement in Kerek, and sallied forth to

reconquer his realms, the Mukaddim Julban

was one of the first to rally, with some brave

followers, round his standard, and, having

been appointed, in reward for his services,

Na'ib of Haleb, hie soon restored peace and

order in the province. Noticing how eagerly

the prince listened to the life of the Prophet,

Zarir resolved to translate for him the history

of the conquests achieved by the Prophet's

companions.

Zarlr (the blind man) is the name by which

the translator designates himself in his verses.

Ibn el-Hajer states in his Inba el-Ghumr,
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Add. 7321, foil. 76 a, 120 b, that Julban,

who had been made Na'ib of Haleb in Zul-

ka'deh A.H. 793, in lieu of Kara Demirdash,

was arrested and imprisoned in Cairo A.H.

796. He was subsequently sent to Damascus

as Emir Keblr, and died in the rising of Emir

Tenem A.H. 802. See also Durret ul-Eslak,

Orientalia, vol. ii., p. 476. The date of the

present version must therefore fall on A.H.

795—6, so that it may be considered one of

the earliest compositions in Osmanli Turkish.

The translation appears to have been

divided into four volumes (Jild), two of

which, the first and the third, are contained

in the present volume. Although the original

is referred to as *ltM _^L; the translation

comprises also the conquests of Egypt and

Irak.

It is stated at the end of Jild I, fol. 222 a,

that Jild II (which is wanting) was to begin

with the battle of Yermuk (A.H. 13). Jild

III contains the conquest of Egypt and the

beginning of the conquests of Diyar Bekr

and Jezlreh, the last chapters relating to

Karklsiya, Harran, and Kefertutha. It is

stated at the end that the account of Dara

was to follow at the beginning of Jild IV.

The first two volumes of the same transla-

tion are noticed by Fleischer in the Dresden

Catalogue, Nos. 38 and 40.

A later translation, by Vehbi, dated A.H.

1072, is mentioned in the Appendix to Haj.

Khal., vol. vi., p. 553 ; another, written A.H.

1081, for Khalll Pasha of Tripolis, by Muh. B.

Yusuf Cherkesi, is noticed in the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 134. A still later

version, by Muh. B. Mustafa el-Amidl, dated

A.H. 1144, is described by Dora, Petersburg

Catalogue, p. 471. For other anonymous

versions, see Krafft, No. 261, the Paris

Catalogue, p. 56, No. 310, the Upsala Cata-

logue, p. 177, and Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue,

p. 126, No. 154-5.

HISTORY OF THE IMAMS AND
KHALIFS.

Add, 7854.

Foil. 307 ; 7i in. by 4J ; 13 lines 2$ in.

long; written in small and neat Nestalik,

with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins, appa-

rently in the 16th century.

[Rioh, No. 54.

J

" The Garden of the Blessed," a history of

the holy martyrs of the Prophet's family, by

Fuzuli.

Beg. JU'_, jrj,\ J jL>3 ^^o J ^-i ^

Muhammed B. Suleiman, poetically sur-

named Fuzuli, was born in Hilleh, but spent

most of his life in Baghdad. He wrote verses

withequal ease in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish.

In a notice devoted to him Kinali Zadeh says

that he died 'about' A.H. 970, and that date

has been generally adopted as that of his

death (see Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. ii., p. 293, and the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 659 b); but it is recorded by 'Ahdi,

who wrote in Baghdad A.H. 971, that Fuzuli

was carried off by the plague A.H. 963.

See Add. 7876, f. 138, and Haj. Khal., vol. hi.,

p. 41.

In the preface Fuzuli discourses on the

tribulations by which God in his love has

ever tried his prophets and saints, above all

Imam Husein, and. on the rewards promised

to those who grieve and mourn for the

martyrs of Kerbela. But, while Arabs and

Persians read their history in their own lan-

guage, the Turks possessed no such record,

and he felt called upon to supply that de-

ficiency. The standard books on the subject
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wore in Arabic, theMaktal ul-IIusein of Ebu

Mihnef (*ic) ,_Ji*?^JiiL., and tbc -jU»
fj

ja*>

by Razi ud-Din Abul-Kasim 'All B. Musa

B. Ja'fer et-Ta usl, and in Persian the "U>
3J

\s^2\ of Mevlfma Ilusein Va'Iz (see the Per-

sian Catalogue, p. 152). He resolved to fol-

low tho latter work, while adding to it curious

details from other books.

ttbu Mikhnef Lilt B. Yahyii (v. Kamus,

p. 11G0), a Shi'ah traditionist of the second

century of tho Hijrch, wrote ^^-ii JiiU c-ASi'

and X& ujU^, which havo been translated by

Wiistonfeld, " der Tod des Husein mid die

Rache," Gottingen, 1883. See also Fihrist,

p. 93, and Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, vol. iii.,

p. 390. 'All B. Musa ol-Ta'usi, the author of

a new rocension of Ebu Mikhnef's book, en-

titled ^xJ^ . .**, lived about the close of the

seventh century. See the Leyden Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 100, Wiistonfeld, ib., p. 1, note 1,

and Loth's Catalogue, p. 80.

In the epilogue, foil. 305 ft—307, Fuzfili

mentions Suleiman as the reigning Sultan

and praises Muhammed Pasha, governor of

Baghdad, by whose desire he wrote the pre-

sent work.

Baltaji Mu hammed, Mir-miran of Siviis,

was transferred to Baghdad A.H. 950, and re-

mained in office till A.H. 901. See Gulshen

i Khulefa, f. 131—134.

Fuzull's wrork is divided, like the Revzat

ush-Shuhedil, into ten Bfibs and a Khatimeh,

as follows : I. Trials of some of the pro-

phets, f. 7 a. II. Ill-usage suffered by Mu-
hammed at the hands of the Kureishites,

f. 41 ft. HI. Death of Muhammed, f. 57 ft.

I V. Death of Fatimeh, f. 72 ft. V. Death of

'Ali, f. 94 a. VI. Trials of Imam Hasan,
f. 1 1 9 a. VII. Journey of Imsim Husein from
Medina to Mecca, f. 132 ft. VIII. Martyr-
dom of Muslim B. 'Akil, f. 154 a. IX.

March of Imam Husein from Mecca to

Kerbela, f. 177 a. X. Martyrdom of Imam
Ilusein, f. 204 ft. Khatimeh. Journey of the

women of the Prophet's house to Damascus,

f. 200 a.

Tho Iladikat us-Su'ada was printed in Bu-

lak A.H. 1253 and 1201, and in Constanti-

nople A.H. 1273. For MSS. see Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 80, the Paris Cata-

logue, p. 315, Nos. 107—110, the Upsala

Catalogue, p. 210, and the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 378.

Add. 18,809.

Foil. 207; 8 in. by 5* ; 17 linos 3 in.

long ; written in small Shikesteh-iimlz ; dated

Muharrem, A.H. 991 (A.D. 1583).

[Dk. Hknry Ford.]

The same work.

This copy wants the concluding part, be-

ginning with tho elegy on Husein's death, and

corresponding to foil. 302—367 of the pre-

ceding MS.

Add. 10,001.

Foil. 226; 8* in. by 5* ; 21 lines 3^ in.

long; written in Nestalik in the town of

Yeni Bazar^U
^Jj wuai' ; dated Rebl' I, A.H.

1001 (A.D. 1592).

Tho same work.

In the epilogue the name of Rustem Pasha
has been substituted for Muhammed Pasha
as the personage for whom the work was
written.

Copyist: dstj jp-W ^ ^

Add. 11,528.

Foil. 250 ; 8 in. by 5 ; 19 lines 2 J in. long

;

written in small Nestalik, with red-ruled

margins ; dated 14 Ramazan, A.H. 1014
(A.D. 1000).

The same work.

Copyist: ^U^-yi!! cs^ J •**
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Add. 7865.

Foil. 21 2 ; 9 in. by 5 ; 25 lines 3 in. long ;

written in small and noat Neskhi, with gold-

ruled margins, apparently early in the 18th

century. [Rich, No. 537.]

History of Baghdad from its foundation to

A.H. 1130, including in its early portion, foil.

2—58, an account of tho Ahbaside Khalifs

from their rise to their extinction in Egypt,

by Murtezil Nazmi Zadoh, id\j ^-^ yj^j*

It begins with a doxology in Mosnovi linos,

the first of which is

—

*?.JJ *."&-£ Jy\ jlia*

The work was composed, as stated in tin;

preface, by desire of 'Omer Pasha, govornor

of Baghdad, and completed A.M. 1 100.

'Omer Pasha, a Silihdar of Sultan Muhara-

med IV., and formerly govornor of Diyarbekr

and Erzerfim, was thrico appointed governor

of Baghdad between A.H. 1088 and 1100.

His last tonuro of offico, during which tho

present work was dedicated to him, was very

brief ; for he was replaced before the end

of A.H. 1100 by Hasan Pasha (see f. 102 b).

In its original shapo tho history comes to a

close with tho last named year, f . 1 55 a. But

it was subsequently continued by the author.

That continuation begins with an account

of tho campaign of Vienna and of the taking

of Belgrade A.H. 1102. It comes down to

tho time of another Hasan Pasha, and ends

with the mention of an expedition sent by

him from Baghdad against Huveizeh and tho

Bern" Lam, A.H. 1130.

On the fly-leaf of tho MS. is found the

following in tho handwriting of Rich :
—" A

present from His Highness Daoud Pasha of

Bagdad to C. J. R., May 15th, 1817."

Nazmi Ziideh was, liko his father the poet

Nazmi, a nativo of Baghdad, and appears to

have spent his life in that city. He was an

eye-witness of thoovents related in tho latter

portion of this history, and ho frequently

quotes versified chronograms on passing oc-

currences, and other poetical pieces of his own

composition. Hammer says, in the Gesch. des

Osm. Reichos, vol. vii., p. 261, that Nazmi

Zftdeh, tho author of Gulshcn i Khulefa, was

assassinated from private vengeanco by an

Albaneso bath-keeper on the 13th of Rejob,

A.H. 1132. That statement, which is repeated

by Fliigol, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 118,

originated in a curious confusion botween two

Nazmi Zadchs. The victim of the murderer

was, according to Rashid, vol. hi., f .
•">

1 //, a

Khalveti Shoikh, 'Abd ur-Rahman Kfetuli,

poetically surnamed RefiVi, who lived in Con-

stantinople. His tragical end is recorded by

Hammer himsolf under tho right name in his

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 108.

The author of the present work died A.H.

1133, as stated in Agar i Nov, Haj. Khal.,

vol. vi., pp. 574, 578,006, or A.H. 1136

according to Hammer, Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 132.

The Gulshen i Khulefa has been printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1143. The contents

are stated in the Paris Catalogue, pp. 339

—

342. See also the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 117.

A continuation of tho Gulshen, comprising

A.H. 1132—1237, and entitled Dovhat ul-

Vuzerii, was written for Dii'ud Pasha, and

printed in Baghdad, A.H. 1246, by Mirza

Muhammed Biikir, of Tiflis.

Add. 23,588.

Foil. 228; 8 in. by 5$; 19 lines 3 J in.

long; written in neat Neskhi ; dated 21

ZulkaMeh A.H. 1157 (A.D. 1744).

[Ron. Taylok.]

The same work.

Tho original text ends at the same point

as the preceding copy, f. 228 a.

Copyist: ,<-jiu\ *1M ±x& £-U\ ^ ±+*?
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Foil. 229—233 contain a further continua-

tion written by another hand in the present

century.

It relates to the events of A.H. 1131, the

first being a second expedition of the Vezir

against the Beni Lam, and the last the death

of 'Ayisheh Khiinum, wife of the Vezir Hasan
Pasha, which took place on the eve of the

26th Ramazan of that year.

Some leaves at the beginning of the MS.,

foil. 2—62, and a few more in the body of

the volume, have been supplied by the same

hand as the above appendix.

Add. 23,589.

Foil. 257; 81 in. by 5| ; 21 lines 3i in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi with gold-ruled

margins; dated Rebl' I, A.H. 1186 (A.D.

1772). [Rob. Tatlok.]

The same work.

The appendix noticed in the preceding

copy forms here a consecutive text with the

original work and is written by the same

hand, foil. 252 a—257 a.

Copyist :
s\±*?? lac^\

(Jj
^-« <^ r*

5"!^ ***

The MS. was written, as stated in the

subscription, by order of Mahmud Efendi,

Defterdar of Baghdad under 'Omer Pasha.

Add. 7864.

Foil. 270; 12 in. by 8 ; 19 lines 4f in.

long; written in large Neskhi, with all the

vowels, probably in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 744.]

A fourth copy of the Gulshen i Khulefa,

with the same appendix as in the two pre-

ceding MSS., which occupies foil. 266 a—
270 b.

HISTORY OF THE GHAZNEVIS.

Or. 1134.
Foil. 194; 8 in. by 5±; 11 lines 3J in. long;

written in large and neat Neskhi, witk'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins ; dated Jumada I,

A.H. 1003 (A.D. 1595). [Alex. Jaba.]

Tarlkh i Yemini, the history of Sultan

Muhammed Ghaznevi, translated from the

Persian version of Ebu'sh-Sheref Nasih B.

Zafer (see the Persian Catalogue, p. 157), by

Dervish Hasan
lir

-.»-
^J^-Sj

1*

Beg. o dS ci>!J Jjl s*> $ ^US 3 ^ ^> ^>.

The translator, who describes himself as

the panegyrist of His Majesty o-<a>- r \±*

jb^i), and assumes in another place, f . 5 b, the

poetical surname of Medhi ^b fi^^*, states

in the preface that he had previously written

for Sultan Murad Khan B. SelimKhan (A.H.

982—1003), and in a single year, the four

following works:—1. Shir i Dillr ve Mihr

i Munlr ; 2. Hikayet i Ebu 'All Slna

;

3. Sehlan Bin Shir; 4. "Witty sayings of a

Beng-eater to Sultan Mahmud dy**? allaL*

(JiAU ,_^i*J ^H& J. 4^» a^ °^ wnicu me^

with His Majesty's gracious approval.

Having been called upon by the Sultan to take

up a new theme, untouched by the writers of

Turkey, it occurred to him that the history

translated by Ebu'sh-Sheref Nasih B. Zafer

B. Sa'd el-Munshl from Arabic into Persian,

being full of curious incidents, would meet

the wish of his sovereign. That work, how-

ever, he found to be teeming with difficult

phrases, and he was loth to undertake the task,

when a friend of his, a Fakir deeply versed in

Persian, volunteered to translate it for him,

so that all he had to do was to adorn that

literal version with suitable graces of style.

The title above given occurs in the follow-

ing rubric, f. 4 a, w y^jteT (ir*.^j2jJ& <^o.&*

It appears also as a heading in the TJnvan.

The present MS. is designated in the sub-

scription as t^he first volume, and it contains

rather more than the first half of the work.
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Contents: Preface of the Turkish trans-

lator, f. 2 b. Preface of the Persian translator,

f. 6 b. History of Nasir ud-Din Subuktegin

and of Malimud, foil. 12 b—194. It concludes

with the section relating to Sliems ul-Me'ali

Kiibus B. Veshmegir. See de Sacy's abstract,

Notices et Extraits, vol. iv., p. 381, and

Reynolds' translation, p. 315.

This version is not mentionedby Haj.Khal.,

and no account of the translator's life has

been found ; but Seyyid Yahya refers in his

Genjineh i Hikmet to Dervish Hasan MedhI

as the author of an early version of the story

called Hikayet i Ebu 'Ali Slna, written for

Sultan Murad III. See Fliigel, Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. i., p. 422, and the Upsala Catalogue,

No. 118.

HISTORY OF TIMUR.

Add. 7847.

Foil. 170; 8 in. by 5£ ; 19 lines 3} in.

long; written in small and neat Neskhi; dated

23 Rebi' I, A.H. 1150 (A.D. 1737).

[Rich, not numbered.']

Ibn 'Arabshah's history of Timur, entitled

jy*5 (_.*jly ,j j3**+^ "r^-^ (see Haj. Khal.,

vol. iv., p. 190, and the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 168), translated from the Arabic by Mur-

teza Nazmi Zadeh, »^j ,j^ ji&^ i^if (see

above, p. 41a).

Beg. Sjx*< Jj\ .^ Jtj m)J j ^}^yr
&sJ^ J* ^^\ ^UJU j^

In a preface dated A.H. 1109 the translator

gives a sketch of Ibn 'Arabshah's life, and

mentions, in addition to the history of Timur,

the following of his works :—Turkish transla-

tions of the Jami' ul-Hikayat and of the Tefsir

of Ebul-Leis, and a record of his own life,

entitled J^**"' ayu^. The present translation

was written, as stated further on, at the

request of a friend named Muhammed, who

was treasurer to 'All Pasha, governor of

Baghdad. ("We learn from Nazmi Zadeh
himself, Gulshen i Khulefa, f. 237, that 'Ali

Pasha held the governorship of Baghdad

A.H. 1107—1110). In the Khatiraeh, f. 105 a,

the translator states that he completed his

work on the 22nd of Rebi' I, A.H. 1110, and

the date is fixed in a versified chronogram by

this line,

£j5 JOjjxoJ ^jaij* ij±*>} <^>

The translation, although written in a

highly florid style, is shorter than the original,

especially towards the end ; it does not include

the epilogue of Ibn 'Arabshah, for which the

translator's own is substituted. The latter is

followed by an appendix t^>J5 containing an

account of Timur's descendants, and genea-

logical tables of the posterity of his four sons.

It was added by the translator as a supplement

to the original, which was written A.H. 840.

Contents : The translator's preface, f. 1 b.

History of Timur from his birth to his death,

f. 3 b. Subsequent events down to the date

of composition, A.H. 840, f. 117 o. The

character and rule of Timur, his wives and

children, the eminent men of his reign, and

the manners of the Tatars, f. 145 b. Epilogue

of the translator, f. 163 a. Appendix by the

same, f. 165 a.

A shorter recension of the work, due to

the translator, was printed in Constantinople

A.H. 1142 under the title of J6jjfjy£> £j$
(See Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vii., p.

583). It has been re-printed since, A.H. 1277

and 1283.

Add. 11,524.

Foil. 104; 9| in. by 6J; 21 lines 4 in.

long; written in fair Nestalik, on European

paper, early in the present century.

A shorter recension of the preceding work,

with the heading

I 2
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Beg. a^llt J^j Aij,U J*»i ^JJ1 <dl ^
Referring to his former version, written in

A.H. 1110, Nazml Zadeh says that in the

"present" year, A.H. 1111, the governor of

Baghdad, Ismail Pasha, finding that work so

overloaded with rhymes, far-fetched phrases

and metaphors, as to be of difficult under-

standing, requested him to write a new trans-

lation in a plainer style.

Isma'Il Pasha entered upon the governor-

ship of Baghdad in Rebi* I, A.H. 1110, and

held it down to Shevval, A.H. 1111. See

Gulshen i Khulefa, Add. 7864, f. 239.

This new version has not the translator's

appendix. At the end is a table of chapters

with reference to the folios of the present

copy.

This MS. is a transcript of the Constanti-

nople edition of A.H. 1142. It begins with the

editor's preface, foil. 1—3, in which four

previous productions of the imperial press

are enumerated.

On the fly-leaf is written: "J. J. Carruthers,

Baktcheserai, 182 1."

TURKISH HISTORY.
GENERAL HISTORY.

Add. 7869.

Foil. 210 ; 10 in. by 6 ; 15 lines 3J in.

long ; written in elegant Nestalik, with red-

ruled margins, probably in the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 557.]

A history of the Osmanli Sultans from

the accession of Yildirim Bayezid to the death

of Muharamed II, by Bihishti, "-*,,?

Beg. <^&> yllaU* sjjjua*. blji-

This is the first line of a prologue in Mes-

nevi verse which contains a panegyric on the

reigning Sultan Bayezid [II.].

The author designates himself only by his

Tekkallus, Bihishti, which occurs in the last

line,

wv» u>^ tj* of J$j y

and in another place he thanks God for having

made him the Sultan's panegyrist,

io^* J LJ^V" {—^t£ Iji *** "^

In the course of the work Bihishti twice men-

tions his father, Suleiman Beg, who, he says,

had been governor of Vizeh since the time of

Sultan Murad. At the taking of Constanti-

nople he was the first of the Rumili Begs to

plant his standard on the walls of the stormed

city, and a few years later, A.H. 860, he

was fighting by the side of Sultan Muham-
med before Belgrade (see foil. 158 a, 164 b).

Sinan Chelebi, son of Suleiman Beg, of

Karishduriin, poetically surnamed Bihishti,

is known as the author of the first Turkish

imitation of the Khamseh of Nizaml (v. Haj

.

Khal., vol. iii., p. 175). Having incurred,

through some indiscretion, the displeasure of

Sultan Bayezid II, he fled to Persia, where he

enjoyed the society of Jam! and Neva'i (Mir

'Ali Shir). Thanks to their intercession he

was subsequently pardoned and raised to the

rank of Sanjak Begl. See Latifi, f. 39, Ki-

nali Zadeh, f. 65, Kunh ul-Akhbar, Add.

10,004, f. 76, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. i.,

p. 212, and Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ii.,

pp. 374, 632.

The present work, which seems to have

escaped notice, is one of the earliest Turkish

histories. It is written in a more ornate style

than thatof theauthor's contemporary, Neshri,

who wrote A.H. 890-900(see theViennaCata-
logue, vol. ii., p. 209, and Noldeke, Zeitschr.

d. D. M. G., vol. xiii., p. 176), but is not so

rich or precise in historical detail. It contains,

however, some circumstantial and spirited

accounts of battles, especially of that of Ter-
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jan, in which Muhammed II defeated Uzun

Hasan, A.H. 878. Arabic sentences and

verses in Persian and Turkish are freely

introduced. The present volume, which is

designated ji,. in the prologue

was probably preceded by another compris-

ing the origin and the early reigns of the

dynasty.

The MS. being imperfect at the end, it is

not possible to say to what date the history

was brought down. From the fact that the

poet Ahmed Pasha B. Vail ud-Dln, who died

A.H. 902 (v. Haj. Khal., vol. hi., p. 259), is

mentioned as dead, f. 156 a, it may be in-

ferred that the time of composition must

fall between that date and the end of Bayezid's

reign, AH. 918.

Contents : Prologue, f. 1 b. Reign of

Yildirim Bayezid, beginning with the rubric

J^\J Jjl) J$i! j, f. 4 a. Reign of Mu-

hammed I, with a short prologue in verse,

f . 38 b. Reign of Muriid II, also with a dox-

ology in verse, f. 86 b. Reign of Muham-
med II, with a versified prologue, f . 143 b—
210 6.

This last section is slightly imperfect ; the

death of Muhammed II is recorded on the

last page but one, and the MS. breaks off

in the account of the events which immediately

followed, namely the attempt of the Vezir

Mevlana Oghll Muhammed Pasha to keep the

Sultan's death secret, his being beheaded by

the Janissaries, and the setting out of Kehlik

Mustafa for Amasia (to call Sultan Bayezid

to the capital).

As an instance of the inaccuracy of the

author, we may adduce his statement respect-

ing the death of Yildirim Bayezid, who,

according to him, died of inflammatory fever

at Akshehr in the second month after

the battle of Angora. Authentic accounts

place that event on the 14th of Sha'ban,

AH. 805, or after about eight mo.iths of

captivity.

From a later recension, described further* >n,

Add. 24,955, p. 47b, it appears that Bihiahtfi

chronicle concluded With a contemporary

record of Bayezid IPs reign brought down
to A.H. 90S.

Add. 23,586.

Foil. 190; 12 in. by 8 ; 15 lines 5J in.

long ; written in large and bold Neskhi

;

dated end of Jornada II, A.H. 900 (A.D.

1553). [Rob. Taylor.]

History of the reigns of Bayezid II and

of Sellm I, without preface, title, or author's

name.

The rubrics are in Persian throughout,

and mostly written in the Sulgi character.

The first is ^ dW *>_y>\> ^UaL* ^^U- •$>

aJ«*i Jj^)\ *£>j U^-J^J (J^" (J OiiaLj j>j—

The text begins : ^ i Ctfl»^-» **•<>'&» ^y*

<J4Ji^ c;^^"* J*>&* J* te^J*" ***?}* J j^JJLi^)\

l£j U all] J*aj is>j> ^£>. i-ili3j^1 *£Jj i.Ui'-«5

ilaL«JuJaU*» ,->bl A^^Laii*
s

W
The author was evidently a courtier of

Sellm I, and was writing in his life-time,

although he subsequently brought down the

history to that Sultan's death. He devotes

the greater part of the section treating of the

reign of Bayezid to a minute record of the

doings of Sultan Sellm from the time he left

his government of Trabezuu to the enforced

abdication of his father. He refers to him,

although yet a prince, by titles implying

sovereignty, such as ^j> «—*» \>o jb^i Oj-a*

^l^ ^^k^Lo y^-» , and presents all his pro-

ceedings in the most favourable light, while he

speaks in disparaging terms of his principal

competitor to the throne, Sultau Ahmed, and
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inveighs most bitterly against the Vezlrs who,

from selfish views, worked in the interest

of the latter, and endeavoured by their vile

intrigues to estrange Bayezld from the

worthiest of his sons.

The circumstantial account given of the

negotiations carried on at Adrianople be-

tween Sultan Sellm and his father, through

the medium of Mevlfuia Nur ud-Din, seems

to show that the author was then in the

prince's suite. Although writing in the stilted

and pompous style of court-annals, he is

careful to give precise dates, noting day and

month, often at variance with other sources,

for all the principal events. Arabic quotations

from the Coran and Hadis are copiously intro-

duced, and the prose narrative is frequently

relieved by scraps of Mesnevi verse; some-

times by versified chronograms.

The account of the conquest of Egypt was

evidently written at the time : Hersek Oghli

Ahmed Pasha, whom Selim left, A.H. 922,

in command of Brusa, and who died two years

later in Syria (Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol.

ii., p. 526) is spoken of, f. 141 b, as still

living, and further on, f. 182 a, Janberdi

Ghazzall, who was slain as a rebel A.H. 927,

is still referred to in flattering terms as j*>

A# jj^ J\j£. tjdj UU ^s-i^J pU»
fifi\

Ajftt

Contents : Reign of Bayezld II. from his

accession on the 21st of Rebi'I, A.H. 886, to

his deposition on the 8th of Safer A.H. 918,

f. 2 b. Reign of Selim I. from his accession on

the latter date to his death, foil. 87 b—190 b.

The death of Bayezid II. i3 recorded imme-

diately after the accession of Selim, f. 94 b.

It took place a few days later on the way to

Demotica, between Hafsah and Sazlu Dereh.

The precise date is not given.

The concluding chapters of the latter reign

are as follows :—Departure of Selim from

Ilaleb on his return to Constantinople, on the

first of Rebi' II, A.H. 924, f. 179 b. Revolt

and death of lbn Hanesh (jti» ^\ in Syria,

f. 181 b. Journey of Selim to Adrianople.

Rebellion of Jelfd in Turkhal and his extermi-

nation by Ferhad Pasha and 'Ali Beg B. Sheh-

suvar, f. 182 b. Return of Selim to Constanti-

nople and fitting out of a fleet for an intended

attack upon Rhodes, f. 183 b. Death of Selim

on the 7th of Shevval, A.H. 926, f. 184 a.

Tidings sent to Prince Suleiman in Magnesia

and his recall to take possession of the throne,,

f. 185 b. Setting out of Suleiman for the

capital, f. 187 b. His arrival at Scutari on

the 18tbof Shevval, f. 188 b. His proceeding

to meet his father's corpse, and its burial,

f . 1 89 b. This was to be followed by a chapter

on the beginning of Suleiman's reign, but the

following rubric is alone extant : u»£=r jlh

(jjjjly J]fr^3 C*»3te» jLf» J ^ ^U^ i^***

h\+*j*3j t^r** J '—***' ***** £r"*^

Copyist : ^j&\ u^». ^ %a

There is a running title at the top of the

pages, in which Bayezid II. is designated as the

eighth of the kings iiJ}L« and the second of the

Kaisars (i.e. of the Sultans ruling in Constan-

tinople) of the house of Osman. The present

volume is apparently a portion of a history of

the dynasty.

Add. 5969.

Foil. 104 ; 8J in. by 6 ; 17 lines 3 in. long

;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels, pro-

bably in the 17th century.

[Hilgrove Turner.]

A chronicle of the Osmanli dynasty from

its origin to A.H. 956, slightly imperfect at

beginning and end.

The first lines are lSJo^ uD*u Jl ^/oSi

^l&y V^j^ td^a> jii^J *j>~e L->jft»- ^jj^iil**

^-J±>\ <-r>\j>- <_?<ibJo i-«>^i t/jJjl sU»jU yli-
l
j\j£\

This is the original of the German transla-

tion made byHans Gaudier, surnamed Spiegel,
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and edited by Hans Lewenklaw in his "Neuwe

Chronica Tiirckischer Nation von TUrcken

selbs bescrieben,"Franckfurt, 1590, pp.1—53.

The author's name does not appear either

in the present MS. or in Lewenklaw's edition

;

nor is it mentioned in a copy described by

Fliigclinthe Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., No.

1000. But it is found in Haj. Khal. under

^Uifr JT ajjG, vol. ii., p. 112, where the author

is called Muhyl ud-Din Muhammed B. 'Ali el-

Jemali, and is stated to have died A.H. 957,

after having been deposed from the Kadiship

of Adrianople. He is also mentioned in Taj

ut-Tevarikh, Add. 19,628, f. 493, as the son

of the Mufti 'Ali el-Jemali. The work is

written in popular style and in very plain

Turkish, without any pretention to elegance,

but with great attention to dates. It is de-

scribed by Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. i., p. xxxvi., as one of the earliest and

most useful chronicles of the Turkish empire.

The first lines of our MS. correspond with

page 1, line 40, of the German version. At

the end it breaks off in the middle of the

account of the siege of Buda by Peter Pereny

and the relief of the place by Suleiman, A.H.

984. The corresponding passage will be found

in the German translation, p. 51, line 46. The
chronicle comes down, as shown by the Vienna

MS. and Lewenklaw's edition, to A.H. 956.

The text runs on in the present MS. from

beginning to end without any division. The
following table will show where the several

reigns begin :—Osman Ghazi, f. 3 b. Urkhan,

f. 6 b. Murad Khan Ghazi, f. 10 b. Yildirim

Bayezld, f . 1 5a. Emir Suleiman, f. 23a. Musa
Chelebi,f. 246. Muhammed I., f. 26 a. Murad
II., f. 28 b. Muhammed II., f. 38 a. Bayezld

II., f. 67a. Seliml.,f. 77b. Suleiman, f. 85a.

The author takes occasion of the conquest

of Constantinople to launch into a long

digression, foil. 38 b—62 a, which has been

left out as irrelevant by the German translator.

It is a fabulous history of Constantinople, be-

ginning with a legend about king Solomon, his

favourite wife, Shemseh, daughter of 'Ankur,

king of Firengistan, and the palace built for

her by the Jins on the site of Aidinjik.

It deals mostly with the deeds of a legendary

king called Yiinku B. Miidiyan, the founder

of Byzantium, and with the talismans he

constructed there. It ends with a sketch of

the Khalifs and their enterprises against

Constantinople. An abridged version of that

tale is given by Sa'd ud-Din in Taj ut-

Tevarikh ; v. Add. 19,628, foil. 213—5.
There is, after f. 71, alacuna extending from

A.H. 898 to 906, and corresponding with

p. 31, line 45—p. 32, line 35, of the German
version.

Two leaves have been added, one at the

beginning and one at the end, to give an

appearance of completeness to the MS. The
first contains the beginning of Hemdemi's

versified list of the Osmanli Sultans (v. supra,

p. 32 a, art. 3). The second contains part of

a Terji'bend by Yaziji Mustafa on the taking

of Buda, the burden of which is

Add. 24,955.

Foil. 304; 8| in. by 6£ ; 19 lines, 3| in."

long; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 17th century.

[Lord Aberdeen.]

I. Foil 1—250. A history of the Osmanli

dynasty from its origin to the reign of Ba-

yezid II, A.H. 908, without title or author's

name.

A heading, in red ink, has been effaced and

a doxology beginning ^^y* Jjl (^U-» 5 j-»»

*S\jA» *^*j (_>«U>1, written by a later hand over

it. The initial lines of the text are j^c. ^J^*

uUiU^ ^_^-»- ^llj t_A~i **&* >&*U\ (^j'fr yUifr

yi^\
(

_pL> c?jlc <JJuj JJk ^J^»J) *±#jiA> u^
_y ^ O-i'j j>'jm C^^J }\&?\

Comparison with a previously described
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MS., Add. 7860, v. p. 44 a, shows that the

greater part of the present work is literally

transcribed from the chronicle of Bihishti,

from which it differs, however, by omissions

and additions. The omissions consist of the

versified prologues prefixed by Bihishti to

the several reigns, some poetical passages

in the course of the narrative, and a few re-

dundant phrases. The additions due to the

anonymous compiler are more important ; they

come under the following heads :

—

1. Supplementary, or differing, versions

of the events recorded, taken from other

sources not specified, and generally introduced

by such words as " some relate," £*>\3J }~a*>

) s
Si\, or "another tradition says," »^.\jj J ^-

In the history of Bayezid I, for instance, his

conversations with Tiro fir, on which Bihishti

is silent, are related at length as in Hammer's

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. i., p. 324, and,

further on, several versions of his death,

conflicting with that of Bihishti, are adduced.

2. Summaries added at the end of the several

reigns, showing the dates of the Sultan's

birth, accession and death, his children, his

buildings and foundations, and his Vezirs.

3. Thelegendary history of Constantinople

alreadynoticed in Jemali's Chronicle, Or.5969,

v. p. 47 a, inserted after the account of the

capture of that city.

Our comparison of the present work with

that of Bihishti is necessarily confined to the

period comprised by the unique MS. of the

latter, namely from the accession of Yildirim

Bayezid to the death of Muhammed II; but

the preceding and following parts are pre-

sumably of the same origin.

The early portion of the work, has much in

common with the anonymous chronicle partly

translated by Lewenklaw in his "Neuwe Mu-
sulmanische Histori Tiirckischer Nation,"

Franckfurt, 1590, and designated by him as

Verantii Buch, or Verantzische Histori (see

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. i., p. xxxiii,

No. 28, and Fliigcl, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 207, No. 983). The account of the taking

of Iznik (Nicsea) by Urkhan,in particular, foil.

5 a—7 b, agrees exactly with the correspond-

ing portion of the German translation, pp.

82—86. It would appear, therefore, that the

anonymous chronicle brought from Turkey

by Verantius either was the work of Bihishti,

or had been partly appropriated by him.

The concluding portion of the work com-

prising the history of Bayezid II, from his

accession to A.H. 908, is also probably due to

Bihishti,who, as has been shown before, p. 45«,

wrote his chronicle in the latter part of that

Sultan's reign. The last section relates to

the siege of Mitylene by the French forces,

to the expedition sent by Bayezid to the re-

lief of that place, to the fire which broke out

then in Galata, and the explosion of a powder-

magazine, which caused the death of the

Grand Vezir Mesih Pasha, A.H. 907. But,

owing to some inversion, the last section but

one records an event of the next following

year, A.H. 908, namely the taking of Durazzo

by 'Isa Oghli Muhammed Beg, Governor of II-

basan (Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ii.,p.329).

Contents: Origin of the Osmanlis and

history of Ertogrul, who is stated to have

died A.H. 680, f. 1 b. Osman Ghazi, f. 3 a.

Urkhan, f. 9 b. Murad I., f. 13 a. Yildirim

Bayezid, f. 20 a. Muhammed I. (including

Emir Suleiman), f. 44 a. Murad II., f. 71 b.

Muhammed II., f. 95 a. Murad II. (second

reign), f. 98 a. Muhammed II. (second

reign), f. 103 b. History of Constantinople,

f. 113 a. Continuation of Muhammed II.,

f. 172*. Bayezid II., f. 207 a.'

II. Foil. 251—304. History of the reigns

of Bayezid II., Selim I., and Suleiman, from

A.H. 907 to A.H. 969, without author's name.

It begins with this rubric : ^USfr JT xJS

-jj &\ _jj ^U£& JT i^Ao%» *»!*) ^Vjol^a-

jyV wUs- j yUj w ji> *iuW ^s^r ^-r^-

This second portion of the MSS. is pro-
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bably duo, in its present form, to the same

anonymous compiler as the first, and was

designed to form a sequel to it. It is found

to be in the main textually transcribed from

the chronicle of Jemall (see above, Add. 5969,

p. 40 b) ; but it has received additions, chiefly

obituary notices, from other sources. Ithasalso

been continued from A.H.951, where the ex-

tracts from Jemali come to anend, to A.H. 969.

It begins with an account of the siege of

Mitylene by the Venetians and their Spanish

auxiliaries, and of its relief by the Turkish

fleet, A.H. 907 (see Lewenklaw, Chronica,

p. 32, line 45). This is immediately followed

by the narrative of Shah Kuli's rising and its

suppression (ib. p. 33, line 33).

The last event recorded is the extradition

of Prince Bayezld by Shah Tahmasp, and the

burial of the prince and his four sons in

Sivas (A. II. 909), to which is added the exe-

cution of a fifth son named Urkhan, in Brusa.

The last three pages contain the compiler's

remarks on the tragical end of Prince Baye-

zid. He reflects severely on the treacherous

behaviour of Lala Mustafa Pasha, who first

instigated Bayezld' s rebellion, and afterwards,

by intercepting the Prince's penitent letters,

prevented his reconciliation with his father.

As a punishment for his villainy, it is added,

he was finally baulked, in spite of his brilliant

services, of his highest ambition, the Grand-

Vezlrship.

This must have been written after Lala

Mustafa's death, which took place A.H. 988
;

see Gesch. des. Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 79.

Contents : Reign of Bayezld II, from A.H.
907 to his death, f. 251. Reign of Sellm I,

f . 258 a. Reign of Suleiman from his acces-

sion to A.H. 909, f . 274 6.

Add. 7855.

Foil. 375; 8^in.by5; 27 lines 2£ in long;

written in minute, but very distinct, Neskhi,
probably early in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 52 a.]

A history of the reign of Sultan Suleiman

from his accession, A.H. 920, to A.H. 902,

by Mustafa B. Jelal, JliU- ^ i
Jl^a* .

Beg. **U *w.i_Lib£ Ax*J\ &J\

The author, commonly known as Joliil

Zadeh Mustafa Chelebi, or Kojah Nishanji,

and poetically surnamed Nishani, filled high

offices under Suleiman ; he was successively

appointed Re'Is Efendi and Nishanji (Tughra-

writer), and died a year after his sovereign,

i. e. A.H. 975. See Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. ii., p. 330 ; Tarlkh i Pechevi, vol. i,

p. 43 ; Kinali-Zadeh, f. 282 b ; La^fi, f. 92 a ;

Gulshen i Shu'arfi, f. 13 b; and 'All, Kunh
ul-Akhbar, Or. 32, f. 324. Lukman states

that he died A.H. 974. See Or. 1135,

f. 107.

The work to which the above title properly

applies has a much wider scope than the

present history.

According to the full statement ofcontents

given in the preface, foil. 7 a—15 b, it con-

sisted of thirty books (Tabakah) comprising

in the aggregate 305 minor sections (Derejeh),

and it contained an exhaustive account of the

office-holders and military forces of the empire,

with full notices, historical and geographical,

of its various provinces.

The history comprised in the. present

volume is the thirtieth and last of the above

said Tabakahs. The author states at the end

of his preface that he decided to write it first

on account of the delay involved in the com-
pilation of the others. It is, however, the only

extant portion of that extensively planned

work, which, to all appearance, never was
completed.

This full and authentic record of the

greatest of the Osmanli sovereigns follows a
strict chronological order. It is divided into

several sections called Derejeh, which are not

u
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numbered. Of these the last but two, f. 344 b,

treats of the peace concluded by Suleiman

from his head-quarters in Amasia with the

Shah of Persia, of his return to the capital,

and of the reinstatement of Rustem Pasha
as Grand Vezir, all which events took place in

A.H. 962. The next section, f. 358 b, relates

to the expeditions led against the infidels

about the same time by Tuikun Pasha,

governor of Buda, by Salih Pasha, governor

of Algiers, by Devlet Girai, Khan of Crimea,

and by the Kapudan Piyaleh Beg. The last

Derejeh, f. 368 a, treats of a mosque and
other buildings erected in Constantinople by
Suleiman.

For notices of the work see Haj. Khal.,

vol. iv., p. 153, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. iii., pp. i., 39, vol. ix., p. 196, and the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 231. An extract

was published, in text and translation, by
Hammer, in the Mines de l'Orient, vol. ii., pp.
143—154.

From a note on the fly-leaf it appears that

the present MS. once belonged to the well-

known Mufti and historian, 'Abd ul-'AzIz

Kara-Chelebi, who died A.H. 1068 (Gesch.
der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 426).
On the same page is a short notice of the

work in the handwriting of Rich, who adds :

—

" This book was given me by Dervish Aga,
Ex-Kiahya Beg of Bagdad, 1817."

Or. 1590.
Foil. 191; 17 in. by 11; 35 lines 7 in.

long ; written in fine Neskhi, with occasional
vowels, on red tinted paper, with 'Unvan,
gold headings and silver-ruled margins, pro-
bably m the 16th century.

[Sir Henry Rawlinson.]
Another copy of the same work.

Add. 24,959.
Foil. 304; 11£ in. by 6| ; 31 lines 4 in.

long
; written in a small Kirma character,

with ruled margins ; dated Constantinople,

Shewal, A.H. 1022 (A.D. 1613); bound in

stamped and gilt leather. [Lord Aberdeen.]

A third copy of the same work.

Copyist : t_j6'&M ^_j>M jg~ <j> ^.jJl ^-o-

Add. 7848.

Foil. 494 ; 8J in. by h\ ; 15 lines 3| in.

long ; written in clear Nestalik, with gold-

ruled margins, apparently in the 17th cen-

.
tury. [Rich, No. 48.]

A history of the reign of Sultan Sellm I,

by the same author, Mustafa B. Jelal.

Beg. jU; j£ <Jif> jj> jAyr u\Jlk </ ^^».

ftbl (_>5^& JOl^jka-^j Jo-

in the preface Jelal-Zadeh refers to his

history of Suleiman, Tabakat ul-Memalik, so

that the present work, although relating to

an earlier period, must be of later date. It

begins with a doxology lengthened by the in-

sertion of various anecdotes of saints and
pious apologues, and occupying no less than
thirty-eight pages. Then comes, f. 20 b, the

preface proper with the heading t—su)£ u-*f->

OlAC V-j'-ki- l_fljj.^j \JL~S\) ^li- ^JkLrt^ U L-jli/

t
y\j^i- ,

in which the author gives some ac-

count of his life. Having in his youth selected

the career of a scribe, he was appointed under
Sultan Sellm, by favour of the VezTr Plrl

Pasha and of the Nazir ul-Ahkam (Re'Is ul-

Kuttab), as one of the writers of the Divan.
Sultan Suleiman raised him, A.H. 930, to the

post of Re'Is ul-Kuttab, and subsequently, at

the time of the conquest of Baghdad, (A.H.
941) to the writership of the Tughra. When
near seventy years of age he resigned that
office, and, having obtained the rank of Mute-
ferrikah, devoted his leisure to literary

work, and especially to the composition of a
full and detailed history of Sultan Sulei-

man's reign, entitled Tabakat ul-Memalik.
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Finding that there existed no full and

truthful record of Selim's reign, and that

previous writers, ignorant of the true com-

plexion of state affairs, -which only officials of

high standing could know, had left untrust-

worthy accounts of that period, he deter-

mined to discharge a debt of gratitude for

royal favours by writing the present vera-

cious history. He begins by refuting the

reports spread by superficial persons about

the rebellion of Selim against his father Ba-

yezld, and proceeds to show the true cause of

the rupture, namely the wiles and calumnies

of the officials who surrounded the aged Sul-

tan, and to give a true account of the meeting

of father and son near Chorlu (A.H. 917 ; v.

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ii., p. 356).

At the end of the preface is found a table of

the 23 chapters, i^AS, into which the work is

divided, foil. 30 b—33 a. Their subjects are

as follows :

—

I. Virtues and qualities of Selim, f. 33 a.

II. His Governorship of Trapezunt, f. 42 a.

III. Imperial army and Vezlrs of the period,

f. 47 a. IV. Georgian campaign, f. 53 a.

V. Commands obtained by Selim for his son

Suleiman, f. 57 a. VI. His encounter with

Mengli Girai Khan, f. 59 a. VII. Subse-

quent dealings with the Tartars ; Selim pro-

ceeds to Ak-kerman, and asks for leave to go

to Court, f. 63 a. VIII. Troubles caused by

Sultan Ahmed ; revolt of Sheitan Kuli ; death

of Karagoz Pasha, f. 64 b. IX. Campaign

of the Grand Vezlr 'All Pasha in Anatoli,

f. 68 b. X. Selim's meeting with his father,

f. 75 b. XL His return to Kaffa, f. 79 a.

XII. Sultan Ahmed's arrival before Constan-

tinople ; riots in the capital, f . 80 a. XIII.

Recall of Selim to Court, and his enthrone-

ment, f. 86 b. XIV. Selim's march to Ana-

toli ; defeat and death of Sultan Ahmed

;

execution of the princes in Brusa and of Sul-

tan Korkud in Sariikhan, f. 92 a. XV. Per-

sian war and conquest of Tebrlz, f. 118 a.

XVI. Taking of Kumakh ; the fate of 'Ala

ud-Devleh, prince of Zul-Kadr, f. 154 a.

XVII. Conquest of Diyarbekr and Kurdistan,

f. 162 b. XVIII. Army sent against the

Shah ; battle with Kara-Khan, f. 165 b.

XIX. War with Ghavri, Sultan of Egypt;

taking of Damascus and Haleb ; conquest of

Egypt and Arabia ; dispatching of Plrl Pasha

to the Euphrates, f. 167 a. XX. Selim's re-

turn to Constantinople, f . 207 b. XXI. Re-

volt of the Jelalis ; Ferhiid Pasha sent to

crush them, f. 212 b. XXII. Death of Selim,

f. 217 6. XXIII. Khatimeh, containing moral

tales and anecdotes, f. 221 b—494 b.

This Selim Nameh appears to be very rare.

It is not mentioned by Haj. Khal. A fine

copy preserved in the Dresden Library has

been described by Fleischer, Catalogue,

No. 350. See also Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. ii., p. vi., No. 11.

Add. 19,628.

Foil. 499; 11$ in. by 7£; 25 lines 4| in.

long ; written in elegant Neskhi, with two

'Unvans and gold-ruled margins, apparently

in the 16th century, with the exception of

several folios or quires supplied by a later

hand, viz. foil. 60—62, 91—101, 170—185,

289-90, 312—429, and 440—499. Bound

in stamped leather covers. [Dr. Samuel Lee.]^ .13

A history of the Osmanli dynasty from its

origin to the death of Selim I, A.H. 926, by

Sa'd ud-Dln B. Hasan Jan, commonly called

Khojah Efendi, i_ijj*U WV nr-*• u? v>-^ >**—

Beg. JWJ1 ^j f-o (^^1

Jl^l C-*»lj iiM wiDU

Sa'd nd-Dln was, like his predecessor, the

author of Hesht Bihisht, a man of Persian

blood; his father, Hasan Jan B. Hafiz Muham-

med B. Hafiz Jemal ud-Dln Isfahani, was a

native of Isfahan. From the prologue of the

present work we learn that Hasan Jan was the

h 2
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confidential servant of Selira I, in constant

attendance upon him during the last six years

of the Sultan's life, and tended him in his last

illness. From his lips the author received,

he says, many anecdotes and traditions re-

lating to that sovereign and his forefathers.

Sa'd ud-Din, born A.H.943,inConstantinople,

entered at an early age the ranks of the

'Ulema, and became, A.H. 963 , Mulazim, or

assessor, of Suleiman's great Mufti, Ebu's-

So'ud. Having been appointed, A.H. 981,

tutor to Sultan Murad, then prince-governor

of Magnesia, he remained during his subse-

quent reigu his trusted adviser, and main-

tained the same position under Murad's son

and successor, Muhammed III, acquiring also

the fame of a generous patron of learning. He
was raised, A.H. 1006, to the highest office of

the law, and died as Mufti two years later,

on the 12th of Rebl' I, A.H. 1008. See

Na'ima, vol. i., p. 191, Pechevi, vol. ii., p. 288,

Haj. Khal., Fezlekeh, vol. i., p, 130, Jour-

nal Asiatique, 6e Serie, tome ii., pp. 262—9,

andHammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii.,

p. 98, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 306. A full notice of Sa'd ud-Din was

written in his life-time by Kinali Zadeh in

the preface of his Tezkireh.

The " Crown of Chronicles " has always

been held in high esteem, both as a model of

elegance, and as the fullest and most authentic

history of the dynasty. It is to be regretted

that it stops at the death of Selim I, more

than half a century before the time of com-

position. From the preface, which contains

a panegyric on the reigning Sultan, Murad

III, it appears that it was compiled under his

predecessor, Selim II, in order to supply the

deficiency of the history written for the latter

by Muslih ud-Din Lari (A.H. 974), but had

not been presented to the Sultan because it

still lacked a complete record of the reign of

Suleiman. Murad III, however, having in the

course of a conversation with the author

become aware of its existence, desired him

to have a copy at once prepared for the

imperial library.

The Taj ut-Tevarikh has been printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1279, with a life of the

author. An incomplete Italian version by

Bratutti was published in Vienna, 1649, and

a Latin trans.]ation of the first part, by A. F.

Kollar de Kereszten, appeared in the same

place, 1755. " The reign of Sultan Orchan "

was translated by William Seaman, London,

1652. Another extract, the capture of Con-

stantinople, was published in English, with a

notice of the author, by E. J. W. Gibb, Glas-

gow, 1879. For MSS. see the Paris Catalogue,

p. 310, Nos. 63—70, Fleischer, Dresden Cata-

logue, No. 386, the Leyden Catalogue, vol.

iii., p. 27, Hammer. Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. ix., p. 189, Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol.

ii., p. 244, the Upsala Catalogue, No. 275-6,

Aumer, Nos. 76—81, etc.

Contents : Preface, f. 1 b. Origin and rise

of the Osmanlis, f. 6 a. Osman Ghazi, f. la.

Urkhan, f. 15 b. 'Ulema and Sheikhs of

Urkhan's reign, f . 31 b. Murad Ghazi, f . 33 b.

Yildirim Bayezid, f. 62 b. 'Ulema and

Sheikhs of his reign, f. 105 a. Contest of

Bayezld's sons, f. 114 a. Muhammed I,

f. 142 a. 'Ulema and Sheikhs of his reign,

f. 158 a. Murad II, f. 164 6. Muhammed II,

f. 197 b. Second reign of Murad II, f. 202 a.

'Ulema and Sheikhs of Murad's reign, f. 213 b.

Second reign of Muhammed II, f. 225 b-

Bayezid II, f. 315 b. Vezirs and Pashas of

his reign, f. 397 a. 'Ulema and Sheikhs of his

reign, f. 399 b. Selim I, f. 420 b. 'Ulema

and Sheikhs of his reign, foil. 492 b—499 a.

Or. 856.

Foil. 331; 111 in. by6i; 33 lines 3| in.

long ; written in a neat and minute Nestalik,

with 'Unvans and gold-ruled margins ; dated

Constantinople, Rebl' I, A.H. 1098 (A.D.

1687). Bound in ornamental stamped and

gilt leather.
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Another copy of the same work.

It wants the biographical notices of 'Ulemii

and Sheikhs which in the preceding MS. fol-

low the reigns of Urkhan, Yildirim Biiyezid,

and Murad II. On the other hand, it con-

tains a similar and very extensive biographical

appendix to the reign of Muhammed II,

which is wanting in Add. 19,628, viz. 'Ulema,

f. 171 b, and Sheikhs, foil. 18G 6—193 ft.

Copyist : id\j jfr^ y~»- u> {J&****

Or. 3210.

Foil. 492; 8| in. by b\; 25 lines 3g in.

long ; written in small and cursive Nestalik,

with'Unvan and red-ruled margins, probably

in the 17th century.

[Baron von Kremer, No. 59.]

A third copy of the Taj ut-Tevarlkh.

The only biographical appendices in the

present copy are those which follow the reigns

of Muhammed II, foil. 230—275 b, cf Baye-

zld II, foil. 381 b—4U7 b, and of Selim I,

foil. 490 a—492 a.

On the first page is a note stating that the

MS. was bought in Constantinople, A.H. 1189,

by Osman B. Zarali Zadeh Muhammed Pasha.

Add. 18,811.

Foil. 45; 9 in. by 6£; from 11 to 17 lines

in a page ; written on European paper, in a

character imitated from the Maghribi writing,

A.D. 1733. [Dr. H. Ford.]

An account of the accession of Muhammed
II. and of the conquest of Constantinople,

without any title. It is extracted from the

Taj ut-Tevarlkh, and corresponds to foil.

225 6—245 ft of Add. 19,028.

The transcriber, who signs- J$\s- ^"-fijj i.e.

Julien Galland, was a nephew of the celebrated

translator of the Arabian Nights, Antoine

Galland.

Add. 7880.

Foil. 88 ; 9| in. by 6 ; 11 lines 3* in. long

;

written in fair Neskhi on gold-sprinkled

paper, with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins,

apparently about the close of the 10th cen-

tury. [Rich, No. 594.]

Personal descriptions of the Osmanli Sul-

tans, with short notices of their reigns, by

Lukman B. Seyyid Husein el-'Ashuri el-

Huseini, ^.JI ^^SAnN ^-^ jjl-» ^ [^
Bet

The author himself states in the next

following work, f. Ill a, that he had been

appointed Shehnamehji, or royal poet-annalist,

by Sultan Selim II, in the month of Muharrem
A.H. 977. He was maintained in that post

by Sultan Murad III ; but in spite of that

distinction Lukman was held in scant esteem

by his contemporaries, who did not deem him

worthy of a place in the roll of poets. See

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 232, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk. vol. hi.,

p. 1. He is mentioned, however, with praise

by 'All, who quotes the Shema'il Nameh in

his Kunh ul-Akhbar, vol. v., p. 38.

After praising the reigning Sultan Murad
Khan B. Selim Khan and his own benefactor

Mevlana SaM ud-DTn (the author of Taj ut-

Tevarlkh), the author, who describes himself

as the panegyrist of the house of Osman and

the singer of the imperial Shehnameh jj'i- _,>'.*

^lili- ft^L^i J»U
{

j\^s- ^, relates how he got

together, with the help of the " matchless

painter," Ustad Osman, and by the favour of

the Sadr i A'zam, the royal portraits, some

of them due to European masters, to which

the text was designed as an accompaniment.

The work is divided into a Mukaddimeh,

twelve sections termed Tezhlb c-*-*.i3, and a

Khatimeh. The Mukaddimeh, f. 4 b, treats
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of the science called Kiyafeb, or the art of

drawing from men's outward appearance

inferences respecting their temperament and

disposition.

The twelve Tezhibs, foil. 21 b—64 b, are

devoted to as many Sultans from Osman, the

founder of the Osmanli dynasty, to Murad III.

Each of them contains a short account of the

Sultan's life, in which the author frequently

refers for dates to the history of Khojah

Efendi (the preceding work), a description of

his features, bodily habit, and costume, lastly

verses in his praise.

The Khatimeh, foil. 86 a—88 b, treats of

the omens to be drawn from throbbings in

various parts of the body.

The date reads *j> j Jf- *^> tne

lacuna being due to a hole in the paper. It

must be A.H. 997, for a Munich MS. gives

A.H. 996 as date of composition.

Nine only of the original portraits have

been preserved, viz. those of Osman, f. 24,

Urkhan, f. 29, Muhammed I, f. 37, Murad II,

f. 40, Muhammed II, f. 42, Bayezld II, f. 45,

Suleiman," f. 53, Selim II, f. 57, and Murad

III, f . 63. They are of a fair style of execu-

tion ; but in some of them the features have

been purposely obliterated.

Foil. 65—85 have been inserted by a later

hand, which has also supplied some lacunae

of the original MS., viz. foil. 32—34, 39 and

49. They contain notices of later Sultans,

from Muhammed III to Ahmed III, with

portraits of very inferior workmanship.

Lukmiin's work is commonly called Shema'il

i Osmaniyyeh. Copies are described by

Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue, No. 373, Ham-

mer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix., p. 191,

Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., Nos. 1211,

1212, and Aumer, No. 87.

Or. 1135.

Foil. 219; 7£ in. by 5; 17 lines 3£ in.

long; written in clear Nestalik, apparently

in the 17th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

A history of the Osmanli dynasty from its

origin to A.H. 992, by the same writer.

The author, who describes himself, as in

the preceding work, as the versifier of the

imperial Shehnameh, û '^ -***\i^» jJ^, states

that, some learned man, not named, having

prepared a "roll of the exalted genealogy,"

&jj* fisJj^J jUyla, he received the royal com-

mand to write a historical record as an

appendix to the same. Having compiled it

to the best of his ability, he submitted a fair

copy to the Khojah i Jehan Sa'd ud-Dln, who

was pleased to approve of his performance.

The work is divided into a Mukaddimeh,

twelve chapters (J-ai) and a Khatimeh. The

Mukaddimeh comprises three sections, *k>\,,

viz. 1. History of the patriarchs from Adam
downwards, and of the rulers of Egypt, clown

to the governorship of Mesih Pasha, who was

in office at the time of the accession of Murad

III, f. 18 b. 2. A short account of the

Karaman Oghlis, f. 29 a. 3. Rise of Osman

Ghazi and his genealogy, f. 30 b.

The twelve chapters treat respectively of

the first twelve reigns of the dynasty, as

follows :—Osman, f. 34 b. Urkhan, f. 35 a.

Murad I, f. 56 a. Bayezld I, f. 38 a. Mu-
hammed I, f. 40 a. Murad II, f. 41 b.

Muhammed II, f. 43 b. Bayezld II, f. 45 a.

Sellm I, f. 47 a. Suleiman, f. 48 b. Selim

II, f. 104 a. Murad III, f. 155.

The account of the first nine reigns is brief

and of no historical value, but the last three

receive very full treatment. The campaigns

of Suleiman are related in fourteen sections

termed &*ii>. In the reign of Selim II the

events are also told in detail from year to year,

and still more so in the reign of Murad III.

There the narrative assumes the character
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a court-chronicle, in which official appoint-

ments, news received from the seat of war,

the reception of ambassadors, and other

occurrences at Court, are minutely recorded

with precise dates of day and month. It

comes to an abrupt termination in the month
of Rejeb A.H. 992. The last event recorded

is the appointment of KazI Zadeh Oghli

Mahmud Beg as Defterdar of Karaman.

The Khatimeh which follows, foil. 217 b—
219 a, contains a list of the Grand Vezirs

from 'Ala ud-Dln Pasha, the Vezir of Osman
Ghazi, to Siyiivush Pasha, who was in office

at the time of writing. As the latter was
deposed in Rejeb A.H. 992 (Takvlm ut-

Tevarikh, p. 177), the list must have been

completed, as well as the chronicle itself, in

that very month.

The early part of the MS., foil. 2—14, con-

tains the legendary history of Constantinople

already noticed, Or. 5969, p. 47 a, with this

heading

^Uy. ;USo> Jyb *x^kila^J» *'.*> gjo ASv\

Add. 18,071.

Foil. 237 ; 11| in. by 7£; 31 lines 5| in.

long ; written in a rather coarse but distinct

Nesklri; dated 4th Ramazan, A.H. 1098

(A.D. 1687).

A history of the Turkish empire from the

beginning of Suleiman's reign to the death

of Murad IV, A.H. 1049, by Ibrahim Pasha

Pechevi, %$$& j&r^^ fi*^

Beg. ^ \»%* j Jj^i sxz ^ JaU tj^fl j,,»

:^L» i>U t-*>

Pechevi, so called from his native place

Pecs, or Fiinfkirchen, was attached as secre-

tary to the grand Vezir Lala Muhammed
• Pasha (A.H. 1013—15). He became, subse-

quently, Defterdar ofDiyarbekr and Begler-

begi of Rakkah, and died A.H. 1061. See

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iii.,

p. 1, No. 4, vol. iv., p. 600, and vol. ix., p. 196 ;

Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 537.

He says in a short preamble that, as the

conquests of Suleiman formed in his native

country, Hungary, a common theme of con-

versation, it occurred to him to write the

present record drawn partly from historical

works, partly from the testimony of trust-

worthy persons. He names as his authorities

Jelal Zadeh Mustafa Beg (see above, p. 49 b),

his brother, Jelal Zadeh Salih Efendi (v. Add.

7849), Tevkfl Ramazan Zadeh (v. supra,

p. 25 a,), the poet 'AH (v. p. 28 a), Hasan
Beg Zadeh Efendi (d. A.H. 1046 ; Haj. Khal.,

vol. ii., p. 113, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol.

ix., p. 204), HadidI (Haj. Khal., vol. ii.,

p. Ill), and Katib Muhammed Efendi.

Pechevi' s history is written in homely phrase,

and without any rhetorical embellishment. As
the author himself took an active share in

many of the events recorded in the latter

part of the period it embraces, it is of great his-

torical value. A passage pointed out and trans-

lated by Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. v., p. 665, gives approximately the time of

composition. After relating the execution of

the Defterdar Mustafa Pasha, which took place

in Sha'ban, A.H. 1041, f. 220 b, the author re-

marks that upwards of ten years had elapsed

from that event to the "present time." He
cannot, therefore, have written that part of

the work before A.H. 1051 or 1052.

The history was brought down in the first

instance to A.H. 1041, and some MSS. con-

clude with that year. See Hammer, vol. ix.,

p. 196. But in most copies it is continued,

as in the present MS., to A.H. 1049, and in a

MS. described by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue,

p. 123, it is even brought down to A.H. 1061,

the date of the author's death.

Contents : Suleiman, f. 1 b. Selim II,

f. 103 b. Murad III, f. 120 a. Muhammed
III, f. 159 b. Ahmed I, f. 169 a. Mustafa I,

f. 204 b. Osman II., f. 205 a. Mustafa I,

\
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second reign, f. 209 b. Murad IV, ff. 214 b

—234 b.

The narrative concludes with the conquest

of Baghdad, and Murad's return through

Diyiirbekr. The last occurrence related

is the execution of Sheikh Rumi Efendi

in the latter place, a propos of which the

author launches into a long digression on the

martyrdom of Sheikh Mejd ud-DIn Baghdad!,

and theinvasions of Chinglz Khan and Hulagu.

At the end is a brief record of the death of

Murad III on the 4th of Shevval A.H. 1049.

Copyist : j£& i_J&\ ^J^x^c ^
(

^*i* _lU

tjj£j >^£J1
(

_^^^-

Foll. 235—237 contain a Feth Nameh, or

bulletin of the capture of Baghdad, written

apparently by the same hand, but in the

Dlvanl character, with the heading tSJ^jjo

jyAj\ w'oo »{jiyx~t &*U xj. It is a full narrative

of the siege from the 8th of Rejeb A.H. 104S

to the 19th of Sha'ban.

The Tarikh i Peohevi has been printed

in two volumes, Constantinople, A.H. 1283.

That edition ends, like our MS., with the

death of Murad IV. For other copies see the

Paris Catalogue, p. 311, No. 72, Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 381, the Petersburg

Catalogue, p. 474, Upsala, No. 283, Krafft,

No. 266, Leyden, vol. hi., p. 30, Pertsch,

Gotha Catalogue, p. 123, and Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 263.

Add. 24,961.
Foil. 151; 12 in. by 4; 35 lines 2g in.

long ; written in a cursive Turkish character,

probably early in the 18th century.

[Lokd Aberdeen.]

The latter half of the same work.

It begins with a chapter on the first ap-

pearance of coffee in Turkey, A.H. 962 (Con-

stantinople edition, vol. i., p. 363, Add. 18,071,

f. 85 a), and ends with the record of the

death of Murad IV. But some chapters are

omitted, for instance the detailed account of

the voyages of Seyyid 'Ali Kapudan (Const.

ed. vol. i., pp. 371—384). The chapters re-

lating to Chinglz Khan and Hulagu (ib. vol.

ii., pp. 464—186) are also wanting.

A table of chapters in another handwriting

occupies four pages at the beginning.

Add. 23,585.

Foil. 497; lOf in. by6£; 29 hues 3^ in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with gold-ruled

margins j dated Safer A.H. 1136 (A.D. 1723).

[Robert Tayloe.]

The last portion of the official history of

the Ottoman Empire, extending from the

accession of Ahmed III, A.H. 1115, to A.H.

1131, by Muhammed Rashid.

In the epilogue of the present work, f . 495 a,

Rashid states that his labours as court-

chronicler, an office for which he had been
selected in the early part of A.H. 1126, were
brought to a close by his appointment to the

Kazlship of Haleb. He stayed seven years

in the latter post, was subsequently sent on a
mission to the Persian Court, A.H. 1141, and
died A.H. 1148. See Haj. Khal., Appendix,
vol. vi, p. 535, Hammer, Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 237, and Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. 1, and vol. vii., pp.
286, 434.

Rashid' s history, written in continuation of

Na'ima's, comprises the years 1071—1134 of

the Hijreh. It has been printed in three

volumes, Constantinople, A.H. 1153, and re-

printed in five volumes, in the same place,

A.H. 1282.

Some extracts have been given by Wicker-
hauser in his Chrestomathy, pp. 75—98.

A MS. is noticed in the Petersburg Catalogue,

p. 475.

The present MS. contains the second and
third volumes of the work bound in one. The
second wants about a page at the beginning.

The first line is ^-b! JUy 3 JplWl jjJu-ljj^

erjUyi ->> A}}ji CJo *x*>{« yjj, a passage
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found in the third volume of the Constan-

tinople edition of A.H. 1282, p. 3, line 13.

Contents: vol. ii., Preface, f. 2 a. Accession

of Sultan Ahmed Khan on the ninth of

Rebi' I, A.H. 1115, f. 36. Events of A.H.

1116, f. 51 a. A.H. 1117, f. 65 b. A.H.

1118, f. 72 b. A.H. 1119, f. 81 b. A.H.

1120, f. 91 b. A.H. 1121, f. 100 a. A.H.

1122, f. 119 b. A.H. 1123, f. 130 b. A.H.

1124, f. 141 b. A.H. 1125, f. 147 a. A.H.

1126, f. 151 b. A.H. 1127, f. 158 a. A.H.

1128, f. 215 b. A.H. 1129, f. 270 b. A.H.
1130 down to Jumada II, f. 296 a.

Vol. iii. Continuation of A.H. 1130, f.

302 b. A.H. 1131, f. 350 b. A.H. 1132, f.

373 b. A.H. 1133, f. 417 b. A.H. 1134

down to the month of Shevvfd, f. 458 b.

Khatimeh, f. 495 a.

Vol. ii. of the MS. corresponds with vols. iii.

and iv. of the edition of A.H. 1282, and vol.

iii. of the MS. with vol. v. of the same edition.

Or. 3212. .

Foil. 33; 8f in. by 6; 9 lines 4± in. long;

written in large Divani, apparently in the

18th century. [Baeon von Kkemer, No. 60.]

An account of the period which followed

the peace of Carlowitz from A.H. 1110 to

1130, with the following heading :

»b\ eJs- CJji [sic] »jjyi-,\j ^\ jjj tiL) lC~>

^Jj£3 U^J Lfjjjj <-r-^^o^< j ,_f/*U..Jb ^\

The author, whose name does not appear,

wrote during the Vezirship of Damad Ibrahim

Pasha, and probably shortly after his appoint-

ment, A.H. 1130. From the fulness of his

account of military transactions he would

seem to have been a soldier, and probably

engaged in some of the campaigns he describes.

His language is plain unadorned Turkish, and
the present copy is full of miss-spellings.

He mentions at the beginning the appoint-

ment of 'Amujah Zadeh as Vezir in the

'preceding year,' A.H. 1109, and describes

the position of the contending forces, the

Osmanlis before Belgrade, and the army
commanded by the Prince of Savoy (Prince

Eugene) at Bechkerek, and thence threatening

Tomesvar. After a brief record of the peace

concluded at Carlowitz, he dwells at great

length on the militaryrevolt, which culminated

in the murder of the Mufti Feizullah and the

deposition of Mustafa II, A.H. 1115, the

negotiations with Charles XII of Sweden,

the defeat and surrender of Peter the Great,

A.H. 1121, the conquest of Morea by Musahib

'All Pasha, the battles of Carlowitz and

Peterwardein, A.H. 1128, the siege of Temes-

var in the same year, and the loss of Belgrade

A.H. 1129. He concludes with the rise of

Damad Ibrahim Pasha to the Vezirship, his

proceeding to Sofia with the English and

Dutch envoys, and the conclusion of peace at

Passarovitz, A.H. 1130.

Throughout the MS. Latin, and occasionally

German, glosses are written between the lines

over the Turkish words. On the first page

is an ex-libris written in Arabic by " Alfred

Kremer, first interpreter of Austria in Egypt,"

dated 2 Nisan 53 (April 1853).

Or. 1131.

Foil. 240; 11 in. by 7 ; 35 lines 3£ in.

long ; written in small and distinct Neskhi,

with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins ; dated

26 Sha'ban A.H. 1182 (A.D. 1769).

[Alex. Jaba.]

The official history of the Ottoman empire

from A.H. 1143 to 1155, by Subhi Muhain-

med,

Beg. ^jJjsu) j^L j ^U£> j ±&3 ^»U-» j J**-

The work consists of two volumes, with a

preface to each. In both prefaces, foil. 5 a and
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85 a, the author states that he was appointed

Court chronicler A.H. 1148. His task was

to revise, and supplement from official re-

cords, the work of his predecessors, the late

Sami Efendi and Shakir Beg Efendi, then

KazI of Haleb, who had recorded eveuts

from the accession of Sultan Mahmud, A.H.

1 143 to A.H. 1147, and to write a sequel to it.

The continuation extended in the first instance

from A.H. 1148 to 1152; but was subse-

quently brought down, as in the present

copy, to A.H. 1155.

The Tarikh i Subhi, printed in Constanti-

nople A.H. 1198, and some MSS. comprise

A.H. 1143—1156. See Haj. Khal., Appen-

dix, vol. vi., p. 535., Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. vii., p. i, Gesch. der. Osm.

Diohtkunst, vol. iv., p. 266, the Upsala Cata-

logue, p. 198, and the Petersburg Catalogue,

p. 475. Extracts will be found in Wicker-

hauser's Chrestomathy, pp. 98—128. It

forms a sequel to the chronicle of Chelebi

Zadeh Isma'il 'Asim, which comprises A.H.

1135—1141, and was printed in Constanti-

nople, A.H. 1153. See Hammer, Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. vii., pp. i, 588. 'Asim

died as Mufti A.H. 1173. See ib. p. 589,

and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iv., p. 196,

where, owing to a misprint, A.H. 1179 is

given as the date of his death.

The contents of the present copy are :

—

Preface containing eulogies on Sultan Mah-

mud and the Grand Vezir 'All Pasha, f. 1 b.

Events of A.H. 1143, begining with the pre-

parations for a Persian campaign in the

month of Muharrem, f . 5 b. A.H. 1144, f . 29 a.

A.H. 1145, f. 53 a. A.H. 1146, f. 64 b.

A.H. 1147, f. 69 b. A.H. 1148, ff. 77 6—84 a.

Preface to the second volume, f. 84 b.

Continuation of A.H. 11 18, relating chiefly

to transactions with Russia, f. 86 b. A.H.
1149, f. 93 b. A.H. 1150, f. 113 a. A.H.

1151, f. 143 b. A.H. 1152, f. 166 a. A.H.

1153, f. 197 a. A.H. 1154, f. 216 a. A.H.

1155, f. 238 a.

The last event recorded is the arrival of

'All Pasha (Hakim Zadeh) at Scutari on

the 20th of Safer, and his installation as

Grand Vezir (Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. viii., p. 35).

This appears to have been originally the

conclusion of Subhi's work. The printed

edition has an appendix, foil. 212—238, com-

prising the remaining portion of A.H. 1135

and A.H. 1136.

In the colophon it is stated that the MS.
was written by Muhatnmed Said B. et-Tahir

el-Huseini for Isma'il ZiyiTI Beg Efendi,

late KazI of Constantinople, and son of the

Vezir 'All Pasha.

Or. 3209.

Foil. 138 ; 9£ in. by 5| ; 23 lines 2| in.

long ; written in small and neat Nestalik, with

gold-ruled margins, early in the 19th cen-

tury, bound in gilt stamped leather.

[Baron von Kremee, No. 58.]

Official history of the Turkish empire by

Nuri, imperfect at beginning and end.

Khalil Nuri Beg, grandson of the Grand

Vezir Na'ili 'Abdullah Pasha, succeeded

Enveri Efendi as imperial chronicler A.H.

1209, and died four years later, A.H. 1213.

He left also a Divan. His history extends

from the beginning of A.H. 1209 to near the

end of the year of his death, A.H. 1213. It

forms a continuation of the second appendix

of the chronicle of Vasif. See Schlechta-

Vssehrd, Denkschriften der K. Akademie,

vol. viii., p. 9.

Hammer, who possessed a complete copy of

Nuri's work, gives a full account of the con-

tents of its • 410 sections in his Gesch. des

Reiches, vol. ix., pp. 223—234.

The present MS. contains the sections

numbered by Hammer, 242—393, relating

to A.H. 1211—1213 ; the first and last im-
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perfect. The first treats of a Hatt i Humayun
for the prevention of the abusive granting of

pensions on the Evkiif. The last complete

chapter records the death of Gbfdib Efendi,

Sheikh of Ghalata, which took place on the

26th of Rejeb 1213.

SPECIAL HISTORY.

Or. 3211.

Foil. 96; 8iin. by5i; 19 lines 3 in. long
;

written in fairNeskhi with red-ruled margins
;

dated 28 Jumada II, A.H. 1127 (A.D. 1715).

[Baron von Kkemee, No 29.]

History of the conquest of Egypt by Sultan

Selim I, A.H. 922-3, translated from the

Arabic work of Ahmed B. Zenbel by Yusuf

B. Muhammed el-Milevi ^^^ &+*? ^ >_i**^.

Beg. Js. ^^J^ i%t$j ^Jb Aj&J\ ill ±J±

Neither title nor author's name occur in

the text, but both are found in the following:

inscription written on the first page by the
> ,

same hand as the body of the work : ^jjo ujIjS

The translator names himself again in the

following colophon, from which it would

appear that the MS. was his own autograph,

j «J «Jj\ is- i/jlgll A-^° ^i i—a-»y. »*&aN m'>

ctt

It is stated in the preface that Yusuf Agha,

an Agha of the Palace, •#•&! sjU—M
J\j,

had

read with pleasure the history of Sultan

Selim's war with Sultan Ghavri, by Ahmed B.

Zenbel, but, finding that it was in some parts

too long, and in others too concise, he desired

the writer to translate it into Turkish, to

supplement it, where necessary, from other

histories, and to show from which side the

first aggression came. Ibn Zenbel's work,

the Agha added, was the most trustworthy

account of the war, the author having been

the chief astrologer (Munejjim Bashi) of Sul-

tan Ghavri, his constant attendant, and an

eye-witness of most of the events recorded.

The first chapter of the translation is

headed

—

It begins with the revolt of Shahsuvar,

prince of el-Bustan (or Zulkadr), his execu-

tion by order of Sultan Kayitbai, the investi-

ture of his brother, 'Ala ud-Devleh, and the

flight of 'AH Beg, son of Shahsuvar, to Con-

stantinople. The last sections deal with the

rebellion and death of Janbirdi Gbazali, the

demise of Khair Beg, and the governorship

of his successor, Ilak Mustafa Pasha, A.H.

928-9.

The translator's additions are borrowed

from Shukri, author of a Selim Nameh
(v. Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 380, Gesch. der Osrn.

Dicht., vol. ii., p. 452, Vienna Catalogue, vol.

ii., p. 229) from Solak Zadeh (d. A.H. 1068,

v. Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix., p. ] 90, and

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 266), and from

the translation of the history of Mecca,

entitled el-I'lam, by BakI (d. A.H. 1008, v.

Haj. Khal., vol. i., p. 362, and Pertsch,Gotha

Catalogue, p. 130).

The full name of the Arabic author is Nfir

ud-Din Ahmed B. 'All el-Mahalli (from the

town of Mahallah) er-Remmal, surnamed Ibn

Zenbel. Besides the present work, the full

title of which is ^ £jJ Jloli'j ^^ i!jj JLon^

uUic-, he wrote a geographical work entitled

tr,SSJS\j and several treatises on the art of

divination called Reml. He wrote his history

of the conquest after A.H. 960 (v. de Goeje,

Leyden Catalogue, vol. v., p. 205) and his

geography still later. See Nicoll, Bodleian

Catalogue, p. 124 a, note b, and Wiistenfeld,

Geschichtschreiber der Araber, p. 71.

The Arabic original has been lithographed

in Cairo, A.H. 1278. The Museum possesses

I 2
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two MSS.,viz. Or. 2811, Or. 3031. For other

copies see Aumer, Munich Catalogue, p. 164,

Nos. 411-12, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 156,

Nos. 928—930, Pertsch, "Gotha Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 275, Nos. 1669—1673, de Slane,

Paris Catalogue, p. 332, Nos. 1832—1838.

Another Turkish version, in a more ornate

style, was written by Suheili, writer of the

Divan of Cairo, who added a continuation

coming down to A.H. 1030, apparently the

date of composition.

It has been printed in Constantinople,

A.H. 1142, under the title iV>r j**** together

with an abstract of Egyptian history by the

same Suheili, entitled ^-o* i—i'-^j^ ^J **~J' s^>

&^.jJ0\. See Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 112, Aumer,

No. 69, and Tornberg, Upsala Catalogue,

Nos. 266-7.

Or. 2798.
Foil. 280; 11^ in. by 8 ; 13 lines 5^ in.

long; -written in a large and ill-shaped

Neskhi, with all the vowels ; dated 3 Shevval

A.H. 1051 (A.D. 1642). [Ghandour Bey.]

Life and achievements of the celebrated

Turkish admiral Khair ud-Dln Pasha (Bar-

barossa), with the heading: oU^us f.\3 cAi

Beg. jlli.
J_,\ ^US jj^ j (^u^, 3J&

The work is written in plain colloquial

Turkish, and without any division, except
such as is effected by the frequent recurrence

of the words i—oU ^j\ written in red ink in

the text. The author, whose name does not
appear, says in the preface that the reigning
Sultan, SuleimanKhan B. Selim Shah, wishing
to leave, like his predecessors, a complete
record of the events of his reign, had ordered
Khair ud-Dln Pasha to send to the august
threshold two books in prose and verse,
giving a full and circumstantial account of

the origin of himself and his brother, of their

first rise, and of their wars and expeditions.

In obedience to that order Khair ud-Dln

summoned the author, who wrote down, by

his direction, the present narrative, partly

from the lips of the Pasha and his brothers in

arms, partly from his own experiences and

recollections.

The history begins with an account of the

military colony established in Mitylene by

Sultan Muhammed II, when a Sipiihi of

Vardar Yenijeh-si, called Ya'kiib, married one

of the natives and had four sons, one of

whom, named Khizr, afterwards became

Khair ud-Dln Pasha. It concludes with the

successful defence of Algiers by Hasan Pasha,

left in command by Khair ud-Din, against

Charles V, with the disastrous retreat of the

Spanish army to their ships on the 26th of

Rejeb, A.H. 948, and lastly, with an account

of the presents sent from Constantinople, on

receipt of the news, to Hasan Pasha and his

officers.

The work appears to have been written

shortly after those events, consequently some
years before the death of Khair ud-Din Pasha,

which took place on the 6 th of Jumada I,

A.H. 953, the admiral being then upwards
of eighty years of age.

The copyist says, at the end, that he had
transcribed the MS. from an old copy.

The present work is generally known as

U»b ^sVjji* Oljjc-, and the author is Cha'ush

Sinan. See Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. iii., p. viii., vol. ix., p. 201, and
the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 227. The
same Sinan wrote also for Khair ud-Din
Pasha a history of the Hungarian campaign
of Suleiman, and of the capture of Siklos,

Gran, and Stuhlweissenburg, in A.H. 950.

See the Paris Catalogue, p. 311, No. 75,

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. hi., p. vi., and
the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 226.

A condensed version of the life of Khair
ud-Dln has been given by Haj. Khal. in his

Tuhfet ul-Kibar, and will be found in James
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Mitchell's translation, pp. 28—38. A French

translation, derived from an Arabic version

of the original, has been published by MM.
Sander Rang and F. Denis, in their " Fonda-

tion de la Regence d' Alger," Paris, 1837. The
authenticity of the Ghazevilt has been dis-

cussed by H. de Grammont in a pamphlet

entitled " Le Razaouat est-il l'oeuvre de Kheir-

eddin Barberousse," 1873. See the Compte-

rendus deTAcademic, 1873, p. 429, and M.
Guyard, Revue Critique, 1871, p. 228.

Add. 24,958.

Foil. 161; 7\ in. by 4}; 21 lines 2} in.

long; written in small and close Neskhi,

apparently in the 17th century.

[Lord Aberdeen.]

A later recension of the life of Khair ud-

Dln Pasha, by Safi ^lo

Beg. UU j ^rj^jdjssv jf%\ ±*s-

^V—Co j (jj-J j ilwOj-V

—

^ «_!»£>

In a long and diffuse preface, in mixed

prose and verse, the author praises Sultan

Murad Khan B. Selim Khan (Murad III,

A.H. 982—1003) as the reigning sovereign,

and describes his work as " a version of the

conquest of Algeria," ^b-^j.* £ **.*>. .3
a

which he wrote in compliance with the urgent

prayer of his friends, and dedicated to Murad
Khan.

The narrative agrees in substance with the

preceding work ; but the plain and homely

language of Sinan has been turned into more
ambitious prose, with occasional snatches of

poetry. The principal divisions of the history

are marked by appropriate rubrics.

The author designates himself only by his

poetical surname, Safi, which occurs twice in

a Written as above in the MS.; but the correct read-

ing may be ^U-. j\j>. ji " the conquest of Algiers " by
Sinan. ^~

the prologue, f. 5 a, and in the epiloguo,

f. 161 a, in the following lines

—

The list line forms part of an invocation

to the Prophet. The poet's only wish, he

adds, was to perform the Tavaf round the

Ka'beh and to become, with his sovereign's

leave, a dweller in the holy shrine.

He is probably identical with a Safi (Mus-

tafa Efendi), who was preceptor to Sultan

Ahmed I, wrote a history of his reign, and

died A.H. 1025. See Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. hi., p. 160, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. iv., p. 600, vol. viii., p. 592.

Add. 22,011.

Foil. 280; 101 in. by7|; 17 lines 3} in.

long; written in fair Neskhi, with 'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins ; dated Rabi* II, A.H.
990 (A.D. 1582). Bound in gilt and stamped

leather.

The " Book of Victory," an account of the

conquest of Gurjistan (Georgia) by Lata

Mustafa Pasha, A.H. 986.

Author : 'AH of Gallipoli, Jls- J!^
Beg. jX<iA\

f* j ^J^\ p*ij>&\ ^yill jl\ ^>

The author, who has been already men-

tioned, p. 19 a, states in the introduction that,

by special desire of Mustafa Pasha, he was

attached as secretary to that general, whom
he accompanied throughout the campaign.

The work contains copious specimens of the

political correspondence he had to carry on

in the name of his chief, also some occasional

poems of his own composition.
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The narrative begins with the appointment

of Lala Mustafa Pasha to the supreme com-

mand on the 22nd of Shevval, A.H. 985, and

is brought down to the 19th of Zulka'deh

A.H. 987, when the general was recalled to

the capital and superseded by Sinan Pasha.

In his conclusion the author records the

death of his chief, which took place shortly

after his return, on the 25th of Rejeb A.H.

This valuable copy, written within two

years of the date of composition, is ornamented

with five double-page miniatures, foil. 70, 81,

97, 103, and 198, representing scenes of the

campaign.

Copyist :

J>
S*J\ &,.*>. ^L Ji&\

For notices of the work, see Haj. Khal.,

vol. vi., p. 349, Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. iv., p. vi, vol. ix., p. 204, Gesch.

der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 115, and

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 238.

Or. 33.

Foil. 59; 9 in. by 0}; 15 lines 4| in. long;

written in a large and ill-shaped Neskhi;

dated AH. 1178 (A.D. 1764).

[G. Cecil Renouahd.]

An account of the successful defence of

Kanisa by Tiryaki Hasan Pasha against

Archduke Ferdinand, A.H. 1010, without

author's name ; with the heading c*>&- ^i*

^b
v ur*" \J$* J^~} Jj£ j »>*» £>

£* ^j A\ yi'j 'ijytf lli cif dJJj Hi y- J

The narrative, which purports to have been

taken down from the lips of one of the com-

batants «_Njb ^jy>, <d)j\ ^yjlsj J'aJL-, jj, was
written after the death of the hero, for whom
God's mercy is invoked. It is written in the

dramatic style of popular tales, and is chiefly

taken up with the cunning devices imagined

by Hasan Pasha to deceive the besiegers, as

to the extent of his resources.

It begins some time before the capture of

Kenisa, when Hasan Pasha, deposed from

the governorship of Buda, was staying in Pecs

lc.*!, and the GraDd VezTr Ibrahim Pasha in

Belgrade, preparing to attack Osterghun

(Gran). Hasan Pasha joins him after routing

the enemy near Baranyavar, A.H. 1009 ; see

Fraser's translation of Na'ima, p. 147.

The history concludes with a statement of

the rewards conferred upon Hasan Pasha by

Sultan Muhammed III, and with an account

of the conflict which arose between Ferdinand

and the Lutheran J^JeJ (
tae Elector Palatine)

on the subject of some guns taken by the

Turks, and of several victories gained by the

latter over the imperialists and their Spanish

allies.

The occurrences of the siege of Kanisa are

related in full, and, to some extent, in sub-

stantial agreement with the present work, by

Na'ima; see Fraser's translation, pp. 164

—

199, where Tiryaki is to be read instead of

Tarnakji.

The work is known as Ghazevat i Tiryaki

Hasan Pasha ; see Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. iv., pp. vi, 317, vol. ix., p. 204,

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 248, Aumer,
No. 89, and Rosen, Marsigli Collection, p. 17,

No. 3459.

Or. 1137.

Foil. 76; 71 in. by 4f ; 15 lines 3* in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi ; dated Mu-
harrem A.H. 1180 (A.D. 1766).

[Alex. Jaba.]

Account of the siege of Candia by the

Grand Vezir Kuprili Zadeh Fazil Ahmed
Pasha, A.H. 1077—1080, without author's

name ; with the following heading : *qA> U*

j^ gj^ *£hj>/** tWj *•»•! J*W Jft pj*
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Beg.

UA>

&ijj.l^b v^ J OJ»jP ^JJJ^s- (_)Wj^V-j\ (jryjj^a*

The -work was written some time after the

event, for Sultan Muhammed IV, who died

A.H. 1104, is spoken of, f. 3 a, as dead

^^ai)^ SL»»-^! ; but it is evidently based upon

authentic documents ; it gives precise dates

for all the incidents of the siege, and tpaotes

in extenso several letters of Ahmed Pasha to

the Sultan, and vice versa.

The narrative begins A.H. 1076; Ahmed
Pasha, on returning from the war of Hungary

to Court, asks the Sultan's leave to proceed

to the attack of Candia in order to take

revenge on the Venetians, and to rid the

Muslims of a grievous annoyance. On hearing

this the Venetian envoy, who had been twelve

years confined in Adrianople, shows an eager

desire for peace, but objects to the razing of

Suda. Here the terms imposed on Venice

are fully stated, and a letter of the Doge to

the Sultan suing for peace is textually quoted.

See Hammer, Gesch. des. Osm. Reiches, vol.

vi., p. 179.

The body of the work is taken up with the

particulars of the siege from the 22nd of

Zulka'deh A.H. 1077,when the Vezir appeared

before Candia, to the 1st of Jumada I, A.H.

1080, when the keys of the fortress were

delivered to him.

It concludes, f. 65 6, with a Firman ad-

dressed to the Vezir Muhammed Pasha,

recounting the successful siege, and ordering

rejoicings throughout the empire, and with a

tabulated statement of the munition spent

and lives lost during the siege.

The most authentic history of that cele-

# brated siege was written by Hasan Agha,

who was secretary to Fazil Ahmed Pasha.

It is contained in the work entitled ^j\yi\jt>\^,

described by Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. vi., p. v, by Fliigel, Vienna
Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 272, and by Aumer,
No. 93. An anonymous work, which may
be identical with the present history, was
published in Paris, 1835, under the title

" Relation du siege et de la prise de Candie

par l'armee ottomane, 1669, en turc."

Add, 23,587.

Foil. 107; 6| in. by4|; 12 lines 3± in.

long; written in Neskki-Divani, apparently

in the 18th century. [Rob. Taylor.]

Another copy of the same work.

The concluding Firman, imperfect at the

end in the preceding MS., is here complete,

and dated Shevval A.H. 1170 (read 1080).

Or. 3296.
Foil. 127; 8J in. by 5; 17 lines 3 in. long;

written in fair Nestalik, apparently in the

18th century. [S. dk Sacy.]

I. Foil. 2—45.
I '. .. X *

A narrative of the revolt of the Janissaries

and the deposition of Sultan Mustafa II,

A.H. 1115 (see Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. vii., pp. 74—86) by Shefik.

Beg. (jjj,^! jiUao i\AlaJ l--Aj3o ~*^*- ja!j

Muhammed Shefik Efendi, known as

Masref-Zadeh, secretary of the imperial Divan,

died A.H. 1127; see Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iv., p. 80.

The work, which is divided into nine

Makalehs not numbered, is written in a style

so laboured and enigmatical as to be un-

intelligible without the help of a commentary.

See Asar i Nev, Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 611,

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix.,

p. 207, No. 92, and Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 279.

The official account of the same events will
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be found in Nalma, vol. ii., f. 11 from the

end, and in Rashid, vol. i., f. 275, and vol. ii.,

f. 5 seqq.

II. Foil. 40—127.

A commentary upon the preceding work,

by Muhammed B. Ahmed B. el-Hiij Musalli.

Beg. i> CJ±+*£ \J>\ jiSLsl^ d\ ^ Jjii

The author says in the preface that in the

middle of the month of Sha'ban A.H. 1122

he was cast by adverse fate upon the shore

of Mityleue. Being detained there during

the month of Ramazan, he devoted that en-

forced leisure to the composition of the

present work, with the object of fully eluci-

dating the Arabic and Persian verses and

proverbial phrases occurring in the Makalat

ush-Shefikiyyah, composed A.H. 1115 by

Muhammed Shefik.

The Agar i Nev, followed by Fliigel,

wrongly gives the latter date as that of the

composition of the commentary. See Haj.

Khal., vol. vi., p. 600, and the Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 280.

There are copious marginal annotations

throughout the volume. The MS. is noticed

in the Bibliotheque de M. S. de Sacy, vol. iii.,

p. 61, under the title a^a^a^ C^JISU

Add. 7866.

Foil. 39 ; &i in. by 6; 12 lines 4 in. long;

written in fair Nestalik ; dated Shevval A.H.

1159 (A.D. 1746). [Rich, No. 31.]

A history of Ahmed Pasha, governor of

Roha, from A.H. 1156 to 1158, with the

heading

:

^u. *>\sj?wj WW j* y> «/0

•\ j\ Jul OU> '<ci, cUaaJ\j Utj jjjL*> jj^j

c-j"' 3 oV*" **^^* t?)j' *^J* j' fjjL~s-j~i »M ji

ijjJiji J^J>\ ,»^»>

Beg. *i/ / cjila- *\ j ^U»sb sttob J\

The author, who does not give his name,

was evidently a dependent of his hero, whose

doings he records in a very flowery and

adulatory strain.

Vezir Ahmed Pasha, late governor of Roha

(also called late governor of Rakkah, fol. 38 b)

was appointed in Muharrem (A.H. 1156)

Ser'asker, or commander-in-chief, of the army

sent against Nadir Shah. He proceeded to

Erzerurn and thence to Kars, which he reached

on the 3rd of Zulka'deh of the same year.

But some months after illness compelled

him to apply for his discharge, and, having

been superseded by the late Vezir Shehla

Ahmed Pasha, he returned on the 23rd of

Rebr II (A.H. 1157) to Erzerum, where he

remained in command during the siege of

Kars by Nadir Shah.

On his return to his former province, after

an absence of three years, Ahmed Pasha

found it thoroughly disturbed, owing to the

exactions of his son-in-law, Suleiman Agha,

and to the revolt of a Kurdish tribe, the Okchi

'Izzuddinlis ; but he succeeded in crushing

the latter in a sanguinary encounter. Having

been deposed by the Sultan, he proceeded to

Haleb. The work concludes with a record

of his death, which took place in Merj Dabik,

near to the latter place, on Saturday, the 24th

of Jumadal (A.H. 1158).

Vezir Ahmed Pasha is mentioned by Subhi

at the beginning of A.H. 1156, f. 216 b, as

Ser'asker of the army in Erzerum. Tzzi, who

calls him Hamuli Zadeh (and in another place

Hamavi Zadeh, both meaning son of the man
of Hamah) Vezir Ahmed Pasha, Vali of

Rakkah, saj^s that he was replaced in his

command in Muharrem A.H. 1157 by el-Haj

Ahmed Pasha, Vali of Saida ; see f . 3 b. In

another place, foil. 24 5, 'Izzi dwells at

length on the Pasha's scandalous extortions,

and relates how he was dismissed in disgrace
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and how he finally died in open rebellion in

Haleb on the 20th of Jumada I, A.H. 1158.

See also Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. viii., pp. 53 and 63.

On the first page of the MS. is a note dated

A.H. 1213, showing that it then belonged to

el-Haj Ahmed B. el-Haj Suleiman Beg,

Defterdar of Baghdad.

Add. 9701.

Foil. 52; 7$ in. by 5| ; 11 lines 3} in.

long; written in rather course Turkish

Neskhi, A.H. 1247 (A.D. 1831).

[Consul Hodgson.]

An account of eight attacks successively

made by Christian powers upon Algiers, with

the title : C^Js\ a #>- ^j>~ U WU J s^ ijyt>jM

Beg. ij*xiO\ j »jJi«5b ^sa-J.S as-j ^JJl all jji

The author, whose name does not appear,

says that his aim was to inspire the men of

Algiers with new courage and zeal to ward

off the infidels. Beginning with the conquest

of Algiers by the Turks under Khair ud-Din,

and his brother Uruj, A.H. 925, he relates the

following eight attacks made upon that city

from that time to the date of composition,

12 Jumada I, 1193 (see f. 44 a):—by the

Spaniards A.H. 926, f. 6 a.; A.H. 927, f. 8 a;

and A.H. 940, f. 14 a. By the English, A.H.

1071, f. 19 a. By the French, A.H. 1093,

f. 21 a, and A.H. 1094, f. 23 a. By the

Danes, A.H. 1184, f. 28 b. By the Spaniards,

A.H. 1189, f. 32 b.

An appendix written a few years later,

probably by the same author, and dated 6

Jumada I, A.H. 1198, foil. 44—52, begins

with a long preface on the merits of the holy

war (Jihad) and describes tbe latest attack

made on Algiers by the Spaniards in Ramazan

A.H. 1197.

HISTORY OF EGYPT.

Add. 7856.

in. by 7\; 27 lines 4J in.

in small and neat Nestalik,

Foil. 341; 12

long ; written

with gold-ruled margins ; dated 17 Muharrem
A.H. 970 (A.D. 1562). [Rich, No. 42.]

A Turkish translation of the Khitat of el-

Makrizi ; see the Arabic Catalogue, pp. 156 6

and 431 b.

The MS. contains the first half of the work,

concluding with the account of the Fatimide

dynasty, and corresponding exactly with the

first volume of the Arabic text printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1270.

It is imperfect at the beginning; the first

page contains only the last three lines of the

translator's preface : ijJl\2Ld\ »_*»\) ulo

He says that, having received a command
which he is bound to obey, he puts his trust

in God and the Prophet, and proceeds to

render the text " word for word, and letter

for letter." Indeed, his translation is much
more literal than the generality of Oriental

versions. The poetical quotations are left

untranslated.

The above preface is immediately followed

by the portion of that of el-Makrizi which is

inscribed *-il^)\ U^jJ^s*' Bulak edition, p. 3.

The translator's name is found in the sub-

scription. The copyist says that he tran-

scribed the MS. from the autograph copy of

the translator, MevlanaYiisuf B. Shukr-ullah

B. Muhammed el-Ensari, who dwelt in Kal'at

ul-Jebel, Cairo, and that the latter stated

that he finished the translation on the 20th

of Shevvfd, the day of the starting of the

pilgrims, A.H. 969.
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Add. 7846.

Foil. 364 ; 11 in. by 7 ; 21 lines 4£ in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with all the

vowels, with red-ruled margins, apparently

in tha 17th century [Rich, No. 47.]

tsJjUty >lil^ f* J <uxJ1 **yl\ &*±J

A history of Egypt, by Hasan B. Tulun,

translated from Arabic, and continued to

A.H. 947, by 'Abd us-Samed B. Seyyidi 'AH

B.Da'uded-Diyarbekri, Js- ^sx^ ^ ^^ **>

Beg. ±»J\ JU,^ jlil > ^. i/^ -B ^U

The translator says in his preface, that in

the course of his search after historical works,

he met with a useful compendium written in

Arabic by thelate Hasan B. Tulun, and entitled

It was a history of the rulers of Egypt,

brought down to the reign of Melik Nasir

Muhammed, son of Sultan Kayitbai (A.H.

901—904), to which was prefixed an account

of Muhammed and the Khalifs. Having read

it with delight, he decided to translate it for

the benefit of Turks and Turkomans, to add

to it a record of those who had ruled Egypt

after Melik Nasir Muhammed, down to A.H.

947 (the date of composition), and to dedicate

his work to the "present" governor of Egypt,

Da'ud Pasha."

The translation of Ibn Tulun's work occu-

pies rather less than one fourth of the volume,

the rest being taken up by the continuation.

The exact spot where the latter begins is not

distinctly indicated. It is probable, however,

that the account of Melik Nasir Muhammed's

reign, foil. 85 b—91 a, is already due to the

continuator ; for it begins with the remark,

evidently written at a later period, that the

» Khildiin Dft'ud Pasha, late Khazinehdar, was ap-

pointed Governor of Egypt, A.H. 945, and remained in

office till he died, A.H. 956. See Add. 7878, f. b.

prince was a good-looking youth, but quite

unfit to reign.

The continuation is a very full contemporary

account of the period immediately preceding

and following the Turkish conquest. From

incidental references of the author to himself

we learn that he witnessed, from the top of a

tower, the battle which opened Cairo to

Sultan Selim on the first of Muharrem A.H.

923 (f. 114 a), that he translated, by order

of that Sultan, a history of Melik Eshref

Bersbai (f. 74 a), that under Khusrev Pasha,

A.H. 941—9 ±3, he was Kazi of Damietta

(f. 351 b), and lastly that, in consequence of

some complaints of tha inhabitants, he was

deposed from that office A.H. 947 (f. 360 b),

but was in hopes of clearing himself and of

being re-instated by Da'ud Pasha.

Contents: Translator's preface, f. lb.

Short history of M uhammed and the Khalifs,

concluding with the Abbasides of Egypt,

f. 2 b. Egypt before the Muslim conquest,

f. 39 b. Egypt under the Khalifs, tbe Tu-

lunis, and the Ikhshldis, f . 55 b. The Fatimis,

f. 64 a. The Eyyubis, f. 65 b. The Turks

(Memluks) f. 67 b. The history of Sultan

Berkuk, the first of the Circassian Memluks,

begins without a special heading, f. 71 a.

The reign of Kayitbai, apparently the last sec-

tion of Ibn Tulun's work, occupies ff. 80 b—
85 6.

The contents of the remaining portion of

the MS. are :—Reign of Melik Nasir Ebu's

Sa'adat Muhammed B. Kayitbai, f. 85 b.

Melik Zahir Ebu Sa'id Kansau, f. 91 a.

Melik Eshref Ebu'n-nasr Janbulat, f. 93 a.

Melik 'Adil Ebu'n-nasr Tumanbai, f. 96 b.

Kansau el-Grhavri, f. 101 a. Sultan Selim

and his conquest of Egypt, f. 104 b. Gover-

norship of Khair Beg, f. 116 a. Events of

A.H. 924, f. 127 b. Events of A.H. 925,

f. 183 6. Events of A.H. 926, f. 206 b.

Accession of Sultan Suleiman, f. 226 a.

Events of A.H. 927, f. 235 a. Events of

A.H. 928, f. 236 b. Events of A.H. 929,
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f. 276 b. Events of A.H. 930, f. 314 b.

Events of A.H. 931, f. 347 b.

The detailed narrative comes to a close

with the last named year. The subsequent

governors, Suleiman Pasha, A.H. 931—941,

Khusrev Pasha, A.H. 941—943, and again

Suleiman Pasha, A.H. 943-4, are very

briefly dealt with, foil. 350 6—355 b, and the

last section devoted to Da'iid Pasha, foil. 356
—369, contains little more than a panegyric

on his virtues, and some particulars con-

nected with the author's deposition from

the judgeship of Damietta.

Haj. Khal. mentions both Ibn Tulun's

work and the continuation of 'Abd us-Samed,

vol. vi., p. 323. He calls the former Hasan
B. Husein B. Ahmed Ibn et-Tuluni, and adds

that he was born A.H. 832. He gives, how-
ever, two different dates for the same event,

viz. A.H. 830 and 836, in other places, ib.

pp. 72, 73, where he notices the same author's

commentaries upon Mukaddimet Ebi'1-Leis

and upon the Ajarrumiyyeh.

It may be doubted whether the MS. noticed

by Casiri, vol. ii., No. 1761, contains the

work of Ibn Tuliin. It bears the same title,

but is ascribed to " Bactascho Altocati Cappa-

doce, urbis Cairi Prasfecto," and is said to

come down to Sellm's conquest. A frag-

ment of Ibn Tulun is mentioned in the Ley-

den Catalogue, vol. iv., p. 275. See also

Wiistenfeld, die Geschichtschreiber der Ara-

ber, No. 505. A copy of the Turkish version

is described by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue,

p. 128.

Add. 7849.

Foil. 260; 11 in. by 6| ; 21 lines 3| in.

long ; written in a crabbed Neskhi, inclining

to Kyrma, probably in 17th century.

[Rich, No. 52.]

Historical and geographical account of

Egypt, compiled A.H. 953 by Salih B. Jelal,

J^»- ^ Jlc, with the heading g\j> ^Uf

Beg. Oby> s4y> fti'j.i dy>- j , nl^i «i M ^,1***"

CJjJj! \±>jb ^y \^>j» b' 5 jx^c t£ Jfc~$>

The author states in the preface that he

was professor in the Medreseh of Sultan

Bayezid in Adrianople, when Sultan Sulei-

man sent him to Haleb and thence to Cairo.

There his curiosity was excited by the won-
derful remains of the past, and, after looking

for information in the records of history, it

occurred to him to compile the present work
from the most trustworthy sources, viz. Mak-

rizi's }&>% liP^I (the Khitat), j ^^
jL^\ j[x±-\ (Ebul-Fi'da's history), and two works

of Suyuti, entitled **j}\ i~*£=>y and {ir
.»-

l -#W* ' . He was sent to Egypt, as stated by

himself, f. 142 a, A.H. 952, and he says at

the end that he completed the first draft of

the present work A.H. 953, at the time of

his departure from Cairo on his return to

Istambul.

Mulla Salih was a brother of the great

Nishanji, Jelal Zadeh Mustafa (see p. 49 b).

After his return from his Egyptian mission,

he filled the office of Kazi in Damascus and
in Cairo, and returned afterwards to profes-

sorial duties in the Medreseh of Ebfi Eyyub.

In his old age he was struck with blindness,

and died an octogenarian, A.H. 973. See

Zeil ush-Shaka'ik, Add. 18,519, f. 30, 'AH,

Or. 32, f. 242, and Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. ii., p. 327.

The contents of the work have been stated

by Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix.,

p. 253. See also Haj. Khal., ii., p. 150,

the Paris Catalogue, p. 310, No. 61, and

Aumer, No. 70. Of two MSS. noticed in the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 160, the first

appears to be the author's autograph.

The historical portion, which deals at great

length with the early period of Egypt, con-

tains the following sections : Ancient history,

k 2
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f . 41 a. Period of Muh amraed and the Khalif 8

f. 105 a. The Fatimites, f. 103 a. The

Eyyubis, f. 113 b. The Balm Memluks,

f. 126 b. The Circassian Memluks, f. 137 b.

The Turkish period down to Da'ud Pasha,

who was Governor at the time of compo-

sition, ff. 140 b—142 a.

The MS. once belonged to Gurg Zadeh

Hafiz Hasan, Re'is ul-Etibba, or head-phy-

sician, whose seal and autograph note, dated

A.H. 1202, are found on the first page.

Or. 1132.

Foil. 126; 12 in. by 6£; 25 lines 3 3
T in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled mar-

gins; dated 17 Safer A.H. 1158 (A.D. 1745).

[Alex. Jaba.]

A history of Egypt, with an introduction

treating of general history, compiled about

A.H. 1056 by 'Abd-ullah B. Rizvan, bUI Ja&

Beg. -Iji- a/jJ )y» &i^ t^Jo Jjl U_j si'

The author designates himself as a servant

of the armies stationed at the Sultan's thresh-

old, s.»-vJo ^UaL-* ^Iju-T j£L~s-, and takes, in the

verses inserted in the preface, the poetical

surname of 'Abdi,
w

In his account of the Khans of Crimea,

f. 42 a, he relates how his father, Rizvan

Pasha, was sent to Kaffa, A.H. 1019, and in

a fiercely fought battle routed Muhammed
Giriii and Shahln Girai, who had usurped the

Khanship. The author, who took part in the

engagement, was rewarded with an appoint-

ment to the body-guard (Muteferrikah).

The preface begins with a panegyric on

the reigning Sultan, Ibrahim Khan. The

author states afterwards that he translated

the present work from an Arabic history en-

titled jUaftH Uj-JUsf ^ j\*p\ jJLiJ, which he

supplemented from other sources, and con-

cludes with a dedication to the Grand Vezir,

Kara Mustafa Pasha, whose wise and be-

neficent rule he extolls at some length.

The preface must have been written between

A.H. 1049, the date of Sultan Ibrahim's ac-

cession, and A.H. 1053, the year in which

Mustafa Pasha fell a victim to the jealousy of

his sovereign (see Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. v., p. 326). But the work itself was not

completed till some years later; for it is

distinctly stated, f. 15 b, that 1056 years had

elapsed from the Hijreh to the time of com-

position.

The history, having no distinctive title, is

generally known as Tarlkh i Rizvau Pasha

Zadeh. See Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. ix., p. 183, the Leyden Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 23, the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 90, and the Gotha Catalogue, p. 129.

Itis divided into nine chapters(Fasl), the first

of which contains a rather desultory sketch

of general history from Adam to the author's

time, foil. 3 b — 50 b. The others, which

relate more especially to Egypt are : II. Ancient

kings of Egypt, f. 51 a. III. Talismans and

wonders of Egypt, f. 57 a. IV. Prerogatives

of Egypt, f. 72 a. V. Rulers of Egypt from

the Muslim conquest to Sultan Selim, f. 72 b.

VI. Divisions of the country, f. 84 b. VII.

Causes of the fall of the Memluks, f. 87 a.

VIII. War of Selim with Sultan Ghavri, f. 87 b.

IX. Accession of Tuman Bai, and his five

encounters with Selim, f. 97 b.

Foil. 121—125 contain chronological tables

of the dynasties comprised in the work. The
list of the governors of Egypt comes down to

A.H. 1056, that of the Osmanli Sultans to

A.H. 1058.

At the end is a versified colophon tran-

scribed from a former copy, dated A.H. 1082.

Copyist
: Lfcf*^ J^" erf ^
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Add. 24,956.

Foil. 182 ; 8 in. by 6 ; 23 lines 2f in. long;

written in small and curious Neskhi, A.H.

1168 (A.D. 1755). [Lord Aberdeen.]

The same "work, with the heading *J5

The nine chapters begin severally as fol-

lows : I., f. 4 b. II., f. 91 a. III., f. 100 a.

IV., f. 120 b. V., f. 121 a. VI., f. 136 a.

VII., f. 140 a. VIII., f . 140 b. IX., f. 154 a,

A former owner, Sabri el-Haj Husein

Efendi, treasurer of the late Seyyid Mustafa

Pasha B. el-Vezir Seyyid Ibrahim Pasha, has

written his name at the beginning and end.

Add. 7861.

Foil. 104; 10 in. by 5| ; 23 lines 34. in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with 'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins, probably early in

the 18th century. [Rich, No. 49.]

History of Egypt, abridged from Suyiiti's

Husn ul-Muhazareh, (see the Arabic Cata-

logue, p. 157), and brought down to A.H.

1090, byMahmud B. 'Abdullah B. Muhammed
el-Baghdadi, ,_^jjuJ\ j^*? ^ d\ joe. ^ j^s?

Beg. JUs-yUio^k*
_,

Jl^. % Jj>. jj ^W ±r

The author left his native city, Baghdad,

on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and proceeded

thence to Cairo, which he reached, as stated

infol. 78 a, on the 14th of Shevval A.H. 1089.

Egypt was then ruled by 'Abd ur-Rahman
Pasha, late governor of Baghdad, "whose

threshold the writer had kissed" in that city.

Being admitted again to the Pasha's presence,

and desired by him to write an account of

Egypt, he found no better authority than

the above named work of Imam SuyutI,

which he therefore translated with some

degree of condensation, bringing down the

history to his own time.

'Abd ur-Rahman, also called 'Abdi, Pasha,

formerly Agha of the Janissaries, was sent

as governor to Baghdad A.H. 1085 (Gulshen

i Khulefa, f. 210), and was thence transferred

to Cairo. We learn from the present work,

f. 77 b, that he received the latter appoint-

ment on the 27th of Safer, A.H. 1087, and

reached Cairo in Jumada II of the same
year. Having been recalled from Egypt on

the 10th of Sha'ban A.H. 1091 (Add. 7878,

f. 80 b), he took a prominent part in the

Hungarian war, was commander of Buda
during the siege, and fell in the breach on
the storming of that place, A.H. 1097. See

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. 475.

Contents : Preface of the translator, f. 1 b.

Traditions relating to Egypt, f . 3 a. Ancient

kings, f. 5 a. Wonders of Egypt, f. 15 a.

Arab conquest, f. 20 b. Companions aA^"

and 'Ulema, who visited Egypt or lived there,

f. 32 a. Governors under the Khalifs, f. 48 a.

Fatimites, f . 54 b. Eyyubites, f. 55 a. Ab-
basides of Egypt, f . 60 b. Memluk kings,

f. 64 b. Osmanli governors from the con-

quest to A.H. 1090, f. 68 a. Msoques and
Medresehs, f. 78 b. Remarkable events in

Egyptian history from the Hijreh to the

author's time, f. 83 b. Route from Cairo to

Mecca, f. 94 a. The Nile, f. 95 a. Curiosities

of Egypt, f. 101 b.

The same work is noticed in the Vienna
Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 145, under the title

ljO\

Add. 7878.

Foil. 102 ; 9 in. by 5| ; 19 lines Z\ in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins, apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 518.]

History of the Turkish governors of Egypt
from the conquest of Sultan Sellm, A.H. 923,

to A.H. 1119, by 'Abd ul-Kerim B. 'Abd ur-

Rahman (^r**"^ *& i^ p?j^ **•

Beg. ^ *j$\ Jj\ o«VjJ <j,j& j o^V" 4,-»""

^jA>\ J-»i^ «Jjj\j* t*li*e j J-^« *&*jy
(_y

1—2ft 9j>
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The author, who describes himself as Arab

secretary to the Treasury, clJti t*o\»- Jl»M Cl*^>

i±tl>tf j>jb-, says that, having heard the

Pasha of Egypt enquiring after a Turkish

history of his predecessors, and no such work

being yet in existence, he thought of meeting

the Pasha's wishes by compiling the present

account from the Arabic records.

The lower part of the first folio having been

torn off, the name of the Pasha is lost. But

there is little doubt of his identity with \Ali

Pasha, a very laudatory record of whom con-

cludes the work.

Izmlrli 'Ali Pasha, late commander of

Temeswar, was appointed governor of Egypt,

according to the author's statement, f. 98 a,

ou 18th of Rejeb A.H. 1118, and landed in

Alexandria on the 9th of Sha'ban. He was

deposed in the month of Jumada II, A.H.

1 1 19 ; see Rashid, vol. ii., f . 49, Takvim ut-

Tevarlkh, p. 222, and Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. vii., p. 624.

The present copy ends abruptly in the

record of A.H. 1119; the last statement re-

lates to the appointment of Isma'il Agha as

Agba of the Tufengjis, and the last date men-
tioned is the 9th of Safer, f. 101 b.

The work is divided into short sections, each

devoted to the rule of a single Pasha, with such

headings as, U.b <Jkj&* Ll*jJy, f. 3 a.

U>b J&z«x* j^o\, f. 3, etc.

HISTORY OF THE KURDS.

Or. 1127.

Foil. 372 ;
Hi in. by 7* ; 17 lines 4| in.

long ; written in bold and clear Neskhi, with
red-ruled margins, dated Rejeb A.H. 1080
(AD. 1699). [Alex. Jaba.]

History of the Kurds, written A.H. 1005, by
Emir Sheref B. Shems ud-Din Bidlisi (see

the Persian Catalogue, p. 208), translated

from Persian into Turkish by Muhammed
[Beg] B. Ahmed [Beg Mirza]. a

The first page is lost. The second begins

with the words C-Jta* isJjLi ^j\ ^>^f cJjjw

Sj\j\ OJjaL* ,}Ju-* &b\ ^yyli' C>«»bjj, which

correspond with p. 3, line 6, of the Persian

text edited by Veliaminof-Zernof. In the

next following copy the initial words are the

same as in the Persian original.

The translator gives his name in the pre-

face at the end of the statement of the contents,

f. 8 a. He states that he wrote this version

by desire of the reigning Emir, Sheref Khan,

son of the late Ebdal Khan, A.H. 1078.

The translation keeps close to the text, and

the Persian verses are given in the original

language. The principal sections begin as

follows :

—

Mukaddimeh, fol. 8 b. Sahifeh I, f. 13 b.

Sahifeh II, f. 52 a. Sahifeh III, Firkah 1,

f. 96 b ; Firkah 2, f. 159 b ; Firkah 3,

f. 186 J. Sahifeh IV, f. 193 a. Zeil, life of

the author, f. 254 a. Khatimeh, f. 260 b.

The translation presents the same lacuna

that has been noticed in the original (Persian

Catalogue, 209 b), namely, three chapters,

numbered 7—9, of the second Firkah of Sa-

hifeh III. See Charmoy's translation, torn, ii.,

part 2, p. 128.

The subscription concludes with a prayer

for the long reign of the Emir above men-
tioned, who is called there Sheref Khan the

second j,\X\ u li- *_jja

Copyist ^ak^M mJ ^^ P"$S-

Add. 7860.
Foil. 332; 12| in. by 8; 17 lines 4| in.

long ; written by several hands, in more or

less cursive Neskhi, on European paper, in

the early part of the 19th century.

[Rich, No. 468.]

8 The words in brackets have been added, by another
hand, above the line.
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The same translation, apparently tran-

scribed from the preceding MS.

Beg. <6 ^b \ jMS*^ »^ j si-
{

je^ _U5fl

The clerical errors of the preceding MS.
are faithfully reproduced in the present copy,

as, for instance, in the rubric of Firkah 2 of

Sahifeh III, f. 142 a, which is J^IL* »jd &y

lIa-Juaj [read »sjb] wbj j>, and in the heading

of the 2d Fasl, f. 146 a, l£» /i ji
ff
a ^i

wbb [read «ti*>]

The subscription is also literally transcribed

with all its faults; but the name of the

copyist and the date have been omitted.

Add. 18,547.

Foil. 184; 8 in. by5f ; written by different

hands. [T. H. Steknschuss.]

I. Foil. 1—132; 8 in. by 5| ; 17 lines 4|

in. long ; written in small and fair Neskhi, in

the 18th century.

Another translation of the same work, by

Shem'I (j**^

Beg. u»*-% ^j^ lV **^ ^ i *** 'i~*9'

The author states in the preface that in a

reception, which he had the honour to attend,

at the Court of his prince, Emir Mustafa

(designated at the close of the work as the

ruler of Egil,a Emir Mustafa Beg), the con-

versation happened to fall upon the prince's

ancestors, when the Sheref Nameh was re-

ferred to for information. That work, how-

ever, being in Persian, was but imperfectly

understood, and the Emir desired Shem'i to

translate it into Turkish.

This translation is somewhat shorter than

the preceding; some of the redundant phrases

of the original are reduced to plain prOse,

and the verses are omitted. In the latter

» See, on that name, Channoy, Cheref Nameh, vol. i.,

part i., p. 481.

part, the history of the Emirs of Bidlis, the

narrative is considerably condensed.

The MS. has several lacunaB. The first, for

which the translator accounts by the loss of

some leaves in his original MS., occurs on

f. 27 a, and extends from the end ofthe notice of

theEyyubiteprince, Ebul-Feth Osman B. Salah

ud-Din Yiisuf, to the beginning of the account

of the Hakkari princes (Veliaminof's edition,

vol. i., pp. 69—89). The second, f. 78 a,

consists of the chapter on the rulers of Kills

(ib. pp. 220—231). The following sections

are also wanting : f. 81 a, Emirs of Girdekan

(vol. i., pp. 242—245) ; f . 93 b, the latter

part of the Emirs of Mekri (ib., pp. 291

—

29G) ; f. 96 b, the latter part of the Mah-
mudi Emirs (ib., pp. 306—310) ; f. 98 b,

Emirs of Derteng (pp. 329-30); f. 116 o,

History of Emir Ibrahim B. Haji Muhammed
(pp. 387—399). The Khatimeh, or history

of the Osnianli dynasty and contemporary

sovereigns, is altogether omitted.

On the other hand there are two important

additions due to the translator, viz. 1. The con-

tinuation of the history of the Lords of Egil

(ib. p. 183) to his own time, foil. 59 a—60 b.

2. The sequel of the chiefs of Palu (p. 190)

for the same period, foil. 63 a—68 b.

The princes of Egil mentioned in the first

of the above additions are Mumin Beg, son

of Ja'fer Beg, and his three sons, who suc-

cessively held the principality, viz. Merdiin

'AH Beg, Musa Beg, and Mustafa Beg. The

last, the translator's patron, together with

his friend Muhammed Kujur Beg, Lord of

Palu, served under Kaplan Mustafa Pasha,

governor of Diyarbekr, in the Russian cam-

paign of A.H. 1089, and both performed

deeds of prowess at the capture of Cehrin

^.j^ (see Rashid, vol. i., f. 88, and Hammer,

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. 350).

Mustafa Beg was superseded A.H. 1095 by

his nephew, Kasim Beg B. Merdan 'Ali Beg,

but soon after reinstated.

The following are the rulers of Palu re-
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corded by the translator :—Mir Muhammed
Beg, son of Suleiman Beg ; his son, Hasan

Beg; the latter's son, Ibrahim Beg, who

fought under Sultan Murad at the siege of

Baghdad, A.H. 1048, and was temporarily

superseded by Zul-fekar Beg, grandson of

Jemshld Beg ; Muhammed Kujur Beg, who

succeeded his father, Ibrahim Beg, at the

age of ten, A.H. 1074. Palu having been

subsequently given to his brother Yensur

Beg, Muhammed Kujur Beg obtained Habab,

k_Ar»>, and some other places in exchange.

The translation was apparently written

shortly after A.H. 1095, which is the latest

date mentioned in the translator's additions.

Contents : Mukaddimeh, f. 4 b. Sahlfeh 1,

f. 7 b. Sahlfeh II (wanting Fasl 1), f. 27 a.

Sahlfeh III, Firkah 1, f. 52 a; Firkah 2,

f. 88 b; Firkah 3, f. 99 a. Sahlfeh IV,

f. 102 b. Zeil, f. 129 a.

II. Foil. 133—184. The first part of

Muruj uz-zeheb, and a Kasldeh by Isma'Il

el-Mukri. See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 426 a.

BIOGRAPHY.
Add. 5966.

Foil. 249 ; 8J in. by 6 ; 15 lines 3f in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik ; dated 2 Ju-

mada II, A.H. 1051 (A.D. 1641).

[Hilgrove Turner.]

Lives of the learned and holy men of

Turkey, translated from the Arabic work
entitled 'Esh-Shaka'ik un-No'maniyyeh ' (see

the Arabic Catalogue, p. 174), by Ibrahim

B. Ahmed el-Amasi.

Beg. viU* tJJU Jj\ >_,j*« ^>J^j ^^U s^
Ay*- j Ua&

The author of the Arabic work is 'Isam

ud-Dln Ahmed B. Muslih ud-Dln Mustafa
Tashkupri Zadeh, who died A.H. 968, at the

age of sixty-seven. He compiled the Shaka'ik

in the last years of his life, after he had been

struck with blindness and compelled to retire,

eleven years before his death, from the Kazi-

ship of Constantinople. See for his life and

works, the 'Ikd el-Menziim, Add. 18,519, f. 4,

Kunh ul-Akhbar, Or. 32, f. 235, and Wusten-

feld, Geschichtschreiber der Araber, No. 527.

The translator, who does not seem to be

otherwise known, gives at the end a short

sketch of his own life. After premising

that in the present translation he did not

strive after elegance, but endeavoured to

render the text word for word, he states

that he was born in Amasia, and enumerates

the professors under whom he studied in

that town, and afterwards in Brusa and

Scutari. His first appointment was as Mu-
lazim, or assessor, to Menla Muhammed 'Arab

Zadeh, who, while sailing to Egypt to fill the

post of Kazi of Cairo, perished in a shipwreck

(A.H. 969, see 'Ikd el-Menzum, f. 15). After

some time spent as professor in Amasia and
Sunia, he obtained the Kaziship of his native

city, and was holding that office when he

wrote this version, which he completed at the

end of Jumada II, A.H. 998.

The preface of the original work is omitted.

After a short preamble, the translator begins

at once with the biographical notices. These
are arranged, as in the Shaka'ik, under the

following reigns :—Osman, f. 2 b. Urkhan,

f. 4 a. Murad I, f. 6 b. Yildirim Bayezld,

f. 10 a. Muhammed I, f. 26 a. Murad II,

f . 34 b. Muhammed II, f . 48 b. Bayezld II,

f. 132 a. Sellm I, f. 181 a. Suleiman, ff.

210 a—248 b.

Two translations of the Shaka'ik appeared

in the author's lifetime, one by Sheikh Khaki
Ibn el-Muhtesib, of Belgrade, completed A.H.
968, the other by Muhammed B. 'All, sur-

named 'Ashik, who died A.H. 979. SeeHaj.
Khal., vol. iv., pp. 65-6, #nd, for the first, the

Paris Catalogue, p. 318, No. 137.

A later version, with additions, entitled

jjjlili^ jfo»-, by Muhammed Edirnevi, called
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Mejdi, who died about A.H. 909, was com-

pleted A.H. 995. See Haj. Khal., vol. iv.,

p. 67, and Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 384. This last has been printed in Con-

stantinople, A.H. 12G9. See Schlechta-

Vssehrd, Sitzungsberichte der K. Akademie,

vol. xiv., p. 74.

Add. 7879.

Foil. 76 ; 8 J in. by 6 ; 21 lines 3£ in. long

;

written in fair Neskhi, with gold-ruled

margins ; dated 13 Jumiida I, A.H. 1137

(A.D. 1725). [Rich, No. 724.]

Lives of the Grand Vezirs of the Ottoman

empire, from the origin of the dynasty to the

reign of Ahmed III, by 'Osman Zadeh Tii'ib

Ahmed.

Beg. j ^jl u\=r <-^ &&* t/Sj.**'

'Osman ZadehAhmed Bfendi, known as poet

under the name of Ta'ib, died as Kazi of Cairo

A.H. 1136. See for his life and works Ham-
mer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv.,

pp. 120—131.

In the preface he praises Sultan Ahmed
(III) as the reigning sovereign, and dedicates

the work to the Grand Vezir Ibrahim Pasha

(Damad Ibrahim Pasha, who was in office,

A.II. 1130—1143 ; see Takvim ut-Tevarikb,

p. 181).

The lives, which seldom occupy more than

one or two pages, are arranged in chronolo-

gical order. Tiiey begin with 'Ala ud-Din

Pasha, Vezir of 'Osman Khan Ghazi; but they

are not brought down quite to the time of

composition. The last is the life of Rami
Muhammed Pasha, who held the office of

Grand Vezir A.H. 1114—1115. The author

records the Pasha's subsequent appointments

as governor of Cyprus and of Egypt, and his

death in confinement at Rhodes. (Rami died

A.H. 1119 ; see Rashid, vol. ii., f. 57 b). He
concludes with some verses describing the

career and character of that Vezir.

In a MS. noticed by Krafft, No. 317, the

work is dated by a chronogram for A.H. 1120.

The present copy was transcribed, as stated

at the end, from a MS. given by the author

to the Muderris Vehbi Efendi, and by the

latter to Mektubji 'Izzet Beg.

For notices of the Hadikat ul-Vuzera and
its continuations, see Haj. Khal., vol. hi., p. 46,

vol. vi., pp. 569, 576 ; Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. ix., p. 238 ; Upsala Catalogue,

No. 292 ; Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 286
;

Schlechta-Vssehrd, Denkschriften der K.

Akademie, vol. viii., pp. 15, 17, 47, andAumer,
No. 84. The work has been printed in Con-

stantinople A.H. 1271, with continuations by
Dilaver Agha Zadeh 'Omer,Ahmed Javid Beg,

and 'Abd ul-Fettah Shefekat Baghdadi. See

Schlechta, Sitzungsberichte der K. Akademie,

vol. xx., p. 463. A further continuation by

Rif'at Efendi, entitled ^j^ &jS and printed

in Constantinople, A.H. 1283, is noticed in the

Journal Asiatique, 6e S£rie, torn, xi., p. 486.

Or. 3213.

Foil. 124 ; 8| in. by 6 ; 12 or 13 lines 5 in.

long ; written in Divani ; dated Istambul,

24 Sha'ban, 1136 (A.D. 1724)

[Baron vox Kremer, No. 61.]

The life and adventures of Terjuman
'Osman Agha, of Temesvar, written byhimself.

The author was one of the nine children of

Ahmed Agha, a cavalry officer, native of Bel-

grade, who had settled in Temesvar. He
was nine years old when he lost both parents,

A.H. 1077. Having entered the service as

Odah-bashi in a cavalry corps, he was sent

A.H. 1098 by Kojah Ja'fer Pasha, com-

mander of Temesvar, with a detachment to the

L
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fortress of Lippa, on the river Moris, and, on

that place being taken by General Caraffa, lie

fell a prisoner into the enemy's hands. He
tells at great length his adventures during a

captivity of several years in Gratz and in

Vienna. The peace of Carlowitz, A.H. 1110,

having restored him to freedom, he returned

to his native town of Temesvar, and was

employed as German interpreter by the com-

mander of that place. For seventeen years

he served in the same capacity several succes-

sive governors of the same city, and took an

activeshare in the negotiations carried on with

the imperialists. But having at last suffered

in health as well as in fortune during the sieges

of Temesvar and Belgrade, he repaired to Con-

stantinople, where he wrote the present

memoir in Top-haueh, A.H. 1136.

On the fly-leaf at the end are the first lines

of a Turkish letter of
l

Ali Pasha, commander

of Belgrade, to Prince Eugene of Savoy.

LIVES OF SAINTS.

Or. 3293.

Foil. 72; 8 in. by 5|j 23 lines 3 in. long;

written in small and close Nestalik, with

'Unvan and gold-ruled margins, apparently

in the 17th century, with the exception of

the last two folios supplied by a later hand.

[S. de Saoy.]

Notices of the Sheikhs of the Nakishbendi

order, translated from the Persian ' Reskahat

'Ain il-Hayat' of 'All B. Husein, poetically

surnamed Safl (see Persian Catalogue, p.

353 a), by Muhammed Ma'ruf B. Muhammed
Sherif el-'Abbasi.

Beg. >'.& u±y> y* »&\ j£ -*L oUij ^J

The Turkish translation has been printed

in Constantinople A.H. 1236 (see Hammer,
Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vii., p. 592),

and in Bulak A.H. 1256. The translator

concludes his preface with a panegyric on the

reigning Sultan, Selim Khan B. Suleiman

Khan. In a versified chronogram at the end

(Bulak edition, p. 420), he says that the

translation was completed in Zulhijjeh A.H.
993. In a copy seen by Haj. Khal., vol. hi.,

p. 463, the translator designated himself as a

native of Tarab-efzun, and said that he had
finished the work on the 27th of Zulhijjeh

-A.H. 993, being at that time Kazi of Smyrna.

He died, as stated by the same author, A.H.
1002.

The Turkish version preserves the division

of the original into a Makaleh, treating of

the early Sheikhs, and three Maksads devoted

to Khwajeh 'Obeid-ullah Ahrar. The present

MS. contains rather less than the first half

of the Makaleh. It ends with the notice of

Sheikh 'Abd ur-Rezzak, which is found

p. 113 of the Bulak edition, and f. 53 b of the

Museum copy of the Persian original, Or. 212.

The remaining portion of the Makaleh
consists of sixteen notices, the first six of

which are found in a Gotha MS. described by
Pertsch, Persische Handschriften, p. 126.

It occupies ff. 54—121 of Or. 212, and pp.
113—240 of the Bulak edition of the Turkish

version.

The present MS. is noticed in the Biblio-

theque de M. Silvestre de Sacy, vol. iii.,

p. 61, No. 356, where the work is wrongly
ascribed to el-Husein B. 'All el-Kashifi, the

author's father.

Add. 7877.

Foil. 91; 8± in. by 6£; 22 lines 4£ in.

long ; written in cursive Neskhi ; dated 15
Muharrem A.H. 1150 (A.D. 1737).

[Rich, No. 546.J
Notices of holy men who lie buried in

Baghdad and its vicinity, with the heading

:

(_s*-y ja""W fyjtt ^^ -^j^ *J*> v^j*
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Beg. +~>\ u%\ jj*»j)1 t-*»'j fte c*~>j* <j\

J**
The author, Nazmi Zadeh Murteza (see

above, p. 41), says in the preface, after men-

tioning Sultan Muhammed (IV) as the

reigning sovereign, that one of his Vezirs,

Ibrahim Pasha, being governor of Baghdad

A.H. 1077, was anxious to visit the tombs of

the prophets, companions of Muhammed,

'Ulema and Sheikhs buried there, and asked

him for some account of their lives. Having

looked in vain for such a work, Murteza had

to write one himself. He compiled it from

the following sources :—Jami's two works

i.x$\ Jjt\y2» and ^^ ii_>l*^, the Tabakat of

SheikhAbd ur-Rahman Sha'rani,^ (Behjet

ul-Esrar; v. Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 71), a

commentary upon the Khamriyyeh, Ibn Khal-

likan, j_&\j_-o (Sava'ik ul-Muhrikah by Ibn

Hajer el-Heisemi, Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 110),

and liLa)\ i^O)y He gave to that compilation

the title of}J& L-*i'U* J J\^\ ^.U.

It had, however, been hastily written, and

required additions. When, therefore, in

Jumada II, A.H. 1092, another Ibrahim

Pasha entered Baghdad, the seat of his

government, and enquired for that work, the

author took that opportunity to supplement

it from the same and other sources, and gave

it its present shape.

The first of the above Vezirs, Uzun Ibrahim

Pasha, was governor of Baghdad A.H. 1075

—

1077. The second, who had been Agha of

the Janissaries and governor of Erzerum,

held the same post A.H. 1092—1095. See

Gulshen i Khulefa, ff. 193, 215.

The notices, most of which hardly exceed

a page, are about 170 in number. They

begin with two prophets, Yusha' and Zul-

Kefl, and two Imams, Ali and Husein. These

are followed by several Companions, but in

the sequel the chronogical order is not strictly

followed. A tabulated index of the lives

occupies three pages at the beginning.

Foil. 1, 2, 85—91 contain miscellaneous

notes and extracts.

Both recensions of the above work are

noticed under the title of Ujl >ij£ in Asjir

i Nev, Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 559, where the

earlier of the two is ascribed to one of the

Shi'ah 'Ulema of Baghdad.

LIVES OF POETS.

Add. 17,339.

Foil. 103; 8| in. by 6£; 19 lines 3$ in.

long ; written in a small character which

parses from Neskhi to Neskhi-Divani and to

Nestalik, apparently in the 17th century.

Lives of Turkish poets, with extracts from

their compositions, by \Abd ul-Latlf, poeti-

cally surnamed Latifi,
{
J^b (_>al£!"*k_jalalM ±^&

Beg. ^J\ u^)\ &\ ^

The author was a native of Kastamuni, and

has been taxed by a later critic, Kinali Zadeh,

with undue partiality for his native town, for

which he claimed many poets born elsewhere.

He followed the career of a writer and ac-

countant, and died, according to Haj. Khal.,

vol. ii., p. 261, A.H. 990. The same date

has been adopted by Hammer in Latlfi's life,

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 28.

But Kinali Zadeh, who wrote A.H. 994, says,

f. 238 a, that Latifi was then still living in

Istambul, a decrepit old man, bent double

with age. Latifi was, according to 'Ali,

Kunh ul-Akhbar, Or. 32, f. 318, the second

biographer of Turkish poets, the first being

Sehl Beg (the author of Hesht Bihisht, who
died A.H. 955; v. Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. ii., p. 255).

Latifi wrote the present work, as stated in

l 2
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the preface, A.H. 953, at the request of a

friend, who urged him to do for the poets of

Rum what Jarai in his Beharistan and Mir

'Ali Shir in his Mejalis un-Nefa'is had done

for those of Iran. He included in it the poets

who had flourished from the time of Murad

Khan Ghazi to the date of composition.

The work is divided into the following

three Fasls :—I. The great Sheikhs who were

poets, f. 17 b. II. The Osmanli Sultans and

princes who composed verses, f. 26 a. III.

Other poets arranged in alphabetical order

according to their poetical surnames, f. 31 b.

To the last Fasl is prefixed a tabulated index

of the poets, foil. 30 a—31 b.

The author gives again in the epilogue the

above date of composition, and states that

the number of notices amounts to three

hundred. For other copies, see the Paris

Catalogue, p. 331, No. 297, the Dresden

Catalogue, No. 83, Aumer, No. 150, and the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., pp. 110 and 382.

The preface and first two chapters, with a

portion of the third, have been translated

into German by Thomas Chabert, " Latifi,

oder biographische Nachrichten von Tiir-

kischen Dichtern," Zurich, 1800.

On the first page of the MS. is written

" Charles de Ludolf, Constantinople 1778."

Add. 7876.

Foil. 187; 9| in. by 5$; 17 lines 3- in.

long ; written in Nestalik, apparently early

in the 17th century. [Ricu, No. 55.]

Notices of Turkish poets who lived under

Sultan Suleiman and Selim II, by 'Ahdi B.

Shemsi Baghdad! ^^sio
l_?—»^» ^ l?^

Beg. fi-*^ u;-**^ ^ r-*~^

After eulogies on the reigning sovereign

Suleiman Khan and his son and heir-pre-

sumptive Sultan Selim (afterwards Sellmll),

the author says that he set out from Bagh-

dad on a journey to Turkey A.H. 960 (not

A.H. 920 as read by Haj. Khal., vol. ii.,-

p. 262), and that, after many wanderings in

company with his friend the poet Sherifl, he

ended by settling in Istambul. There he

associated with grandees and poets, and

became a thorough master of Turkish. On

his return to his native city, A.H. 971, he

compiled the present work, which he dedi-

cated to the above mentioned Shahzadeh,

Sultan Selim. The date of composition,

A.H. 971, is conveyed by its title \j^» ^S
The work is divided into the following

four Revzahs:—I. The Sultan (Suleiman),

the Shahzadehs, and great office-holders,

f . 7 a. II. The Mullas and TJlema, fol. 19 6.

III. The Sanjak Begis (governors of pro-

vinces) and Defterdars, f. 33 b. IV. Other

poets in alphabetical order, foil. 43 a—184 b.

The author's epilogue, foil. 184 b—187 a,

contains a full table of contents. The total

number of notices is stated to be 378, viz.

19 in the first Revzah, 24 in the second, 13

in the third, and 322 in the fourth.

The text contained in the present MS.

evidently represents a later and much en-

larged recension of the work originally com-

piled A.H. 971. It differs by some omissions,

and still more by considerable additions

(among which that of the third Revzah) from

the work described by Hammer, Gesch der

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 476, and by Flii-

gel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 379. The

author refers occasionally to Selim II, who

died A.H. 982, as " the late Padishah," and

the following still more recent dates occur

in some of the notices, A.H. 985, f. 93 b
;

AH. 987, foil. 126 a, 130 a; A.H. 991,

f. 98 a ; A.H. 993, f. 92 b ; A.H. 995, f . 32 b,

and finally A.H. 1001, f. 104 a.

Add. 24,957.
Foil. 312; 8| in. by 5£ ; 27 lines 3 l

s in.
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long ; written in Neskhi, with 'Unvan and

ruled margins ; dated Medlnet Misr (Cairo),

Jumada I, A.H. 1021 (A.D. 1612).

[Lord Aberdeen.]

Lives of Turkish poets, with copious poeti-

cal quotations, by Hasan B. 'All B. Emr
Ullah, commonly called KinalT Zadeh, ^^s.

Beg. ij^f- —Via* w ij>£> si* ^ L_jbl*?° fto\>j~>

Hasan Chelebi was born A.H. 953 in

Brusa, where his father, All Chelebi Kinall

Zadeh, filled the office of Muderris. After

an active career as professor and judge, he

died as Kazi of Rosetta, A.H. 1012. See

Haj. Khal., Fezlekeh, vol. i.,p. 240, Khulasat

ul-E§er, vol. i., f. 283, and Hammer, Gesch.

der Osra. Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 41-, No. 5,

vol. hi., p. 131, vol. ii., p. 341, Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. iii., p. 736, vol. i., p. xli.

The present work, described by Haj. Khal.,

vol. ii., p. 262, as the best of Turkish Tez-

kirehs, contains notices of upwards of 600

poets. Its long and wordy preface, foil.

1—20, includes a panegyric on the reigning

Sultan, Murad III, and a dedication to

Khwajeh Efendi, i.e. the Sultan's preceptor

and celebrated historian Sa'd ud-Din, to-

gether with an elaborate notice of his life.

The work is divided into three books (Fasl),

the first two of which treat severally of the

Sultans of the house of Osman, f. 20 b, and

of the princes of the same family, f. 32 a,

while the third, which forms the bulk

of the volume, foil. 36 6— 311, contains

notices of 'Ulema and poets in alphabetical

order. The longest of these, foil. 187—199,
is devoted to the author's father, AH Chelebi.

At the end is found the statement that the

work was completed AH. 994. It includes

in fact dates as late as A.H. 993, for instance

the death of Azeri, f. 45 b.

For other copies see the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 387, the Paris Catalogue, p. 327,

No. 246, Aumer, No. 147, and Fliigel, Zeit-

schrift der Deutschen Morg. Gesellschaft,

vol. xiv., pp. 544— 6.

Three pages at the end of the volume,

foil. 311 b—312 b, contain a long-winded

colophon evidently transcribed from an earlier

copy, from which it appears that, a MS. of

the work having been given to the Hajib

(Chamberlain) Ghazanfer Agha, a secretary

in his employ, Mustafa Agha had it tran-

scribed for himself by the calligrapher, Sey-

yid Muhammed Einin et-Tirmizi el-Huseini.

The present copy was written in Cairo by

Seyyid Muhammed B. Seyyid *Ali el-Huseini,

to whose pen is also due the Vienna MS. of

the same work, written in the same place

six years earlier. See Fliigel, vol. ii., p. 388.

Or. 35.

Foil. 371 ; 9 in. by 5£; 23 lines 3 in long;

written in fair Nestalik, with 'Unvan and

gold-ruled margins ; dated 20 Sha'ban A.H.

1010 (A.D. 1602). [G. Cecil Renouard.]

Another copy of the same work, with

marginal notes, mostly obituary dates and

chronograms posterior to the time of com-

position.

The last two pages contain a life of the

author extracted from the Zeil ush-Shaka'ik

by Nev'i Zadeh 'Ata'I. That work, the title

of which is jj'iii J^-^» is a continuation of

the Turkish translation of the Shakii'ik by

Mejdi. See Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 67, and

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 393. The

author, whose proper name was \Ata-ullah

B. Yahya, died A.H. 1044. See Fezlekeh,

vol. ii., p. 168.

Copyist: J*^

Add. 19,622.

Foil. 353 ; 8 in. by 4| ; 23 lines 3 in.

long; written in small Neskhi with red-ruled

margins; dated Jumada I, A.H. 1015 (A.D.

1606). [Samuel Lee.]
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A third copy of the Tezkireh of Kinall

Zadeh.

Copyist : s^ lt^jj^

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS.

TREATIES AND ROYAL LETTERS.

Lansdowne Roll, 23.

A paper roll, 5^ feet long, 14 in. wide; 21

lines 9| in. long; written in fair Divarii,

A.H. 982 (A.D. 1574).

Letter of Sultan Selim II to the Emperor

Maximilian II, acknowledging the latter's

missive, brought by Carl Rym and David

Ungnad, and granting a prolongation of a

former treaty for eight years from the date

of expiration, viz. from January 1576, or the

20th of Ramazan A.H. 983 ; also stipulating

for a yearly tribute of 30,000 Hungarian

gold coins. It bears at the top the Sultan's

Tughra in gold.

Beg. i_-^» j Mj l^JJl** (j*^^*- ^Ualu- &*" y?

The date [A.H. 982] is partly torn; the

last two numerals w,U*—>
} a-JUS alone are

distinctly legible. See Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. iv., p. 20, vol. ix., p. 289,

No. 171, and p. 385, No. 636.

Cotton Roll, xiv. 10.

A paper roll, 11 feet by 15^ in. ; 92 lines

10^ in. long, written in fair Divani.

Nishan i Sherif issued by Sultan Ahmed I,

shortly after his accession, at the request of

the ambassador of James I, of England, in

confirmation of the treaty concluded between

his grandfather Murad III, and the queen of

England (Elizabeth), and subsequently re-

newed by his father, Muhammed III. It

recites at length the rights and immunities

allowed to English subjects travelling or

trading in Turkey, and recognizes the right

of the king to protect the natives of Flanders.

Dated Constantinople, end of Zulhijjeh 1012

(June 1 604). It bears at the top the Sultan's

Tughra in gold and colours, and begins as

follows:
r
l2^ AJ?fi*£ hy-vM

r
Ua*JI Aj*J&

The stipulations of the above and of the

next following treaties are reproduced with

few alterations in a later treaty concluded

A.H. 1072, A.D. 1661, between Sultan Mu-
hammed IV and Charles II, a translation

of which was published by Paul Rycaut under
the title of " Capitulations and articles of

peace betweene the Majestie of the King of

England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, etc.

and the Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, etc.,"

Constantinople, 1663.

Or. 3338.

A paper roll, 5 feet 9 in. by 16^ in. ; 75

lines 13 in. long; written in fair Divani.

[F. Thornton.]

Copy of a treaty for the protection of

English trade in Turkey, granted to James I

by Sultan Ahmed I, at the request of the

English envoy, Sir Paul Pinder (see Knolles,

Turkish History, 6th edition, p. 950-1), re-

capitulating the stipulations of previous

treaties concluded in the time of the Sultan's

grandsire, Sultan Murad III, and of his

father, Sultan Muhammed III ; dated Con-
stantinople, beginning of Rebi

1

I, A.H. 1023
(April 1614).

It has at the top an imitation in black ink

of the imperial Tughra, and begins as follows

:

•,,
41 J^ Aj£.\ t~.>j&\ /liJI AS!i\ ,Wflj-*^ sj^—xaji v-iaxJI f-^jitj, .

Sloane 3255.

A paper roll, 6 feet 9 in. by 20 in. ; 93
lines 1 7 in. long ; written in Divani A.D. 1641.

Copy of an 'Ahd-Nameh, or unilateral

treaty, issued by Sultan Ibrahim shortly after

his accession, at the request of the ambassador
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of King Charles I, Sir Sackvile Crow, in

confirmation of the treaty granted by his

great grandsire Murad III to the Queen of

England (Elizabeth), renewed first by his

grandfather Muhammed III, then by his

father Ahmed I, at the request of James I,

and lastly by his brother Osman II ; dated

Constantinople, beginning of Sha'ban 1051

(October 1641).

Beg. o*£-« j Jfbj <s*>\is- u5c- m)W s£i±+L

^jaIj^u* ylkL* &£j »b\ J&J&* J^* CU>)<1*

It repeats at length the stipulations of the

former treaty for the protection of English

subjects travelling or trading in the Turkish

empire, and the additional clauses appended

to the same in the time of Osman II.

Endorsed " Mr. Gruchey of pemb[roke]

Coll[ege]s fermon."

The same treaty is found with some later

ones, in a Leipzig MS., see Fleischer's Cata-

logue, No. 235, Upsala, No. 473, and Aumer,

No. 125. On the mission of Sir Sackvile

Crow, see Knolles and Rycaut's Turkish

History, London, 1687, vol. ii., p. 62 seqq.,

and Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol.

ix., p. 305.

Add. 4291.

A single sheet, 8 in. by 6; 11 lines in

Divani, at the end of a volume of miscellaneous

letters. [Dr. Thomas Birch.]

Letter of the Pasha of Algiers to Oliver

Cromwell Jy^y jy^, informing him of the

death of the English consul, Edmond Casson

^uM
{1f>c>\

and asking him to send another in

his place ; dated middle of Rebi* I, A.H.

1065 (January 1655).

Beg. *\J&\ £r\j* _, h£r"^ aV f]j*i\ J-\su

The signature is a rude imitation of the

Turkish Tughra, in which the word j>\y* is

alone distinctly legible.

Edmond Casson died in Algiers on the 5th

of December 1654. See Thurloe's Stato

Papers, vol. iii., p. 500.

Add. 21,561.

Miscellaneous Oriental papers purchased

in 1856, among which the following are

Turkish :—

No. 3. A single sheet, 19 in. by 15; 35

lines 6^ in. long ; in cursive Neskhi Divani.

Copy of a letter of the Sultan (Selim III)

to George III of England, accrediting Yusuf

Agah Efendi as ambassador ; dated 3 Jumada
II, 1208 ; bearing a seal with the name of

Yusuf.

Beg. tg* 5jJJuu> (JkJjii iji&j>\ A>\ tAs- vjuIjJ

A separate sheet contains a contemporary

French translation dated 5 Janvier 1794.

No. 4. A roll, 5 feet by 2 feet 9 in. ; 12

lines 26 in. long ; written in elegant Divani,

with the imperial Tughra in gold below the

second line.

Letter of Selim IIT to George III, ac-

crediting Ismail Ferrukh as ambassador;

dated Constantinople, 9 Jumada II, 1211

(December 1796).

Beg. t^ji^a* "-r^a- j J^. $ o6j\,>». c^-o*- u^».

JlyB, >j±

No. 5. A sheet, 20 in. by 15 ; 36 lines 5£

in. long; written in Neskhi Divani in two

columns.

Letter of Selim III to George III, sent

with Lord Elgin on his return to England,

together with presents for the King and for

the Prince of Wales, undated [1803], signed

in the margin *jJ— uUaL- u\j\\ tillV ±+±J\,\

wUi* JT sUob ^U.

Beg. tJu3y V.>w^ j l*K>Sjj ciJjjj yi**? yXi»
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No. 6. A roll, 5 feet by 31 in.; 12 lines 27

in. long; written in elegant Divani, with the

Tughra in gold under the second line.

Answer of Selim III to a letter of George

III accrediting Charles Arbuthnot as am-

bassador ; dated Constantinople, beginning of

Rejeb 1220 (October 1805).

Beg. ^jJU-x> <-->Uj». j Has! lUJU* Mj\s»- CJjJo-

Add. 10,599.

A single sheet 22 in. by 15 ; 62 lines 6^ in.

long, written in cursive Neskhi in two

columns, presented by Admiral Sir Edward
Codrington.

It is thus described by the donor :
" This

is the original treaty of Alexandria between

Mehemet Ali, Vizier of Egypt, and Vice-

Admiral Sir Edward Codrington, signed by

them on the 6th of August, 1828."

The document is headed ^13 *&•£-* " second

draft," and bears at the end the seal of Mu-
hammed 'All. It is dated 25 Muharrem 1 244

(8 August, 1828), but the date of the treaty

itself, as given in the text, is the 23rd of the

same month.

A separate sheet contains a transcript of

the French draft of the treaty, which appears

to have been the real original. It is attested

by Ahmed Halil, interpreter of the Pasha of

Egypt, Alexandre Cardin, Drogman of the

French consulate, and Butros Antachy, inter-

preter of the English consulate, who declare

that the two Turkish drafts were a true trans-

lation of the French text.

COLLECTIONS OF ROYAL LETTERS.

Or. 61.

Foil. 183 ; 16 in! by 6 ; 17 lines 5J in long
;

written in fair large Neskhi, apparently in the

17th century. [H. C. Reichardt.]

Copies of letters written by Sultans Mu-

hammed II and Bayezld II /o contemporary

princes, and vice versa, from A.H. 848 to

913, without title or editor's name.

They evidently form part of the collection

of state-letters compiled by Feridun, and pre-

sented by him to Sultan Murad III a month
after his accession, A.H. 982 ; see Gesch.

des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 16.

Ahmed Beg, called Ferldun, was Nishanji

and Re'Is Efendi, or state-secretary, during the

reign of Selim II, and had as such full access to

the state-paper3, from which he compiled the

vast collection mentioned by Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

p. 488, under the title of e^Kj^ o^LJ^M
and designated by the author as Ollli*

(j^WsJufl. He died on the 2 1st of Safer

A.H. 991. See Mujmil ut-Tumar, f. 203, and,

for Feridun's life, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. ix., p. 246, and Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. ii., p. 491.

The work has been printed in Constanti-

nople, A.H. 1264-5. Some extracts have

been given by Wickerhauser in his Chres-

tomathy, pp. 201—250, and a great portion

of the contents has been noticed by Hammer
in his list of state-papers, Gesch. des Osm.
Reiches, vol. ix., pp. 335—363. See also

Krafft, p. 28, and Flugel, Vienna Catalogue,

vol. i., p. 282.

The volume begins with the following

rubric :

—

In the following statement of contents all

letters the language of which is not specified

are in Persian.

Muhammed II to Shahrukh, announcing

his victory over the Hungarians ; end of

Ramazan, A.H. 848, f. 2 b. The same to

Jehiinshah (Kara-Kuyunlu), relating to the

estate of a Turkish merchant deceased in

Tebriz, 15 Jumadall; with the answer of

Jehanshah, f. 5 a.—Muhammed II to Jehan-

shah, congratulating him on the success of
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his arras in Irak \Ajem and Fars ; 1st Rebl
1

1,

with the answer, f. 7 a. Shlrvanshah to

Muhammed II, recommending a person sent

to procure a coat of mail for the former; with

the Sultan's answer, f. 9 a. Muhammed II

to Killj Arslan Beg, governor of Erzenjan,

announcing his accession ; middle of Jumada

I, A.H. 849 [read 847J ; with the answer,

f. 10 5. Baisunkar Mirza, son of Shahrukh,

to Muhammed II, during his first reign,

congratulating him on his victories over the

infidels; sent with Turak Beg; with the

answer of Muhammed II, f. 13 b. Mu-

hammed II to Ibrahim Beg, prince of

Karaman, announcing the defeat of the Hun-

garians at Varna on the 29th of Rejeb, A.H.

848 ; dated end of Ramazan A.H. 848 ; with

the answer, f. 18 b. The same to Inal, king

of Egypt, announcing the taking of Constan-

tinople (A.H. 857), written by the Sultan's

Khojah, Menla Kura.nl; with the answer of

Inal; both letters in Arabic, f. 19 a. The

same to the Sherif of Mecca on the same

occasion, with a present, Arabic, f. 23 a.

Reply of Muhammed II to Inal's letter, end

of Zulka'deh A.H. 857, Arabic, f . 24 b. Reply

of the Sherif of Mecca to Muhammed II,

Arabic, f . 27 b. Muhammed II to Jehanshah

Mirza, announcing the taking of Constanti-

nople; written by Khojah Kerlml, with Jehan-

shah' s answer, f. 29 a. The same to Ismail

Beg, prince of Kastamuni, inviting him to

the celebration of the prince's circumcision,

with the answer, f. 36 a. Jehanshah Mirza

to Muhammed II, announcing the taking of

Baghdad, and answer of the latter informing

Jehanshah of the capture of Sinope, f. 37 a.

Muhammed II's circular enquiring after a

locust-destroying water, with an auswer,

f. 43 a. Muhammed Shah BehmenI to Mu-
hammed II, written by Khwajah i Jehan
(Shah Tahir), with the answer, f. 44 b. Mu-

• hammed II to Jehanshah, announcing the

conquests of his Vezlr Mahmud Pasha in

Morea (868), and the answer, f. 49 a. The

same to Karaman Oghli, calling upon him to

punish Lutfi Beg for the murder of Karaman
Beg, with the answer, f. 51 b. The same to

the king of Egypt, Abu Sa'ld Chakraak, and

the latter's answer, dated 2 Safer 856, Arable,

f. 52 b. Berat, or deed of investiture, of 'Isa

Pasha as Beglerbegi of Anatoli, Turkish;

Adrianople, 7 Rejeb 855, f. 56 b. Hukra i

Sherif, or imperial order, addressed to Fena'i

Zadeh Ahmed Beg, governor of Prince Bfiye-

zld, Turkish, Constantinople, 12 Muharrem

884, f. 57 b. Berat of the Vezlr Shems ud-

Dln B. Ahmed Pasha, Turkish, f. 59 b. Berat

of Fa'ik Beg NishanjI, 10 Ramazan 883,

f. 61 a. Jehanshah to Muhammed IE on de-

claring war against Uzun Hasan [A.H. 872]

f. 62 b. Uzun Hasan to Muhammed II,

announcing his victory over Jehanshah on

the 13th of Rebl
1

II, 872, f. 63 b. The same

to the same, announcing the capture and

death of Sultan Ebu Sa'ld and of Hasan
l
Ali,

son of Jehanshah [873], f. 64 b. The same

to the same, announcing that he had put

YadgarMuhammed in possession ofKhorasan,

and had taken Khurremabld in Luristan

[874], f. 66 b. The same to the same, on

clearing Khuziatan and Fars of rebels, and

the answer of Muhamraed II, the latter

Turkish, f. 68 b. Muhammed II to his son

Sultan Mustafa, appointing him commander

in Karaman against Uzun Hasan, Turkish
;

beginning of Safer 887 [read 877] f. 69 />.

Sultan Mustafa to Muhammed II, announcing

his victory over Uzun Hasan's army in Kara-

man on the 14th of Rebl* I [877] Turkish,

f. 70 a. Sheikh Ak Shems ud-Dln to the

Vezlr Mahmud Pasha, relating a dream which

announced the defeat of Uzun Hasan, Arabic,

f. 70 b. The same to Muhammed II, inter-

preting the latter's dream, Arabic, f. 72 b.

Hukm i Sherif issued by Muhammed II,

when marching against Uzun Hasan, to the

Kazis of the empire, Turkish ; Ramaztn 887

[read 877], f. 73 b. Muhamraed II to his

son Sultan Jem, governor of Kastamuni,
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announcing his victory over Uzun Hasan in

the middle of Rebl' I, 878 (date expressed by

a chronogram), Turkish, f. 74 a. Muhammed
II to Sultan Husein Baikara, announcing the

same victory, f. 75 a. Feth Nameh, or

bulletin issued on tbe same occasion, f. 77 a.

Rakiyyeh Khatun, the Ak Kuyunlu princess,

to Kedik Ahmed Pasha, Beglerbegi of Anatoli,

asking for the release of her sons, with an

answer dated 10 Shevval, 880, f . 78 b. Second

letter of Muhammed II to Rakiyyeh Khatun,

f. 80 a. Rakiyyeh Khatun to Muhammed II,

f. 80 b. Muhammed II to Ahmed Khan,

ruler of Crimea, announcing his taking Kaffa

from the Genovese [880], f. 81 b.

Bayezid II to 'Ala ud-Devleh Zulkadr,

announcing his accession and his victory over

his brother Jem, Muharrem [887], with the

answer, both Turkish, f. 83 b. Supplicating

letter of Jem to Bayezid, and Bayezld's

answer, the latter Turkish, f. 85 a. The
same to the same from Rhodes, with the

answer, f. 86 b. Bayezid to Prince Korkiid,

enjoining him to have prayers said for his

deceased brother Jem, Turkish, f. 88 a.

Bayezid to Ya'kub Padishah [Ak-Kuyunlu],

on taking Ak Kerman [889], with the latter's

answer, f. 88 b. Bayezid to the " king of

India Khalil Khan," with the latter's answer,

f. 94 a. (A reference to Khwajah Mahmud
Gavan, whom the writer of the answer says

he was compelled to order to death, shows

that the prince to whom the letter was

addressed was really Muhammed Shah Beh-

menl, and that his answer was written A.H.

886 or 887; see the PersiaTu Catalogue, p.

528 a). Bayezid to Sultan Kasim Ta'I (Ak-
Kuyunlu), ruler ofDiyarbekr, with the answer,

f. 96 b. Bayezid to Sultan Husein Baikara,

and the latter's answer, f. 99 b. Ya'kub
Padishah (Ak-Kuyunlu) to Bayezid, from

Tebriz, 6 Jumada II, with the answer, f.

101 h. The same to the same, announcing
the defeat and death of Sheikh Haider [SafevI,

A.H. 893], with the answer, f. 104 b. Bayezid

to Ya'kub Padishah, sending him his falconer,

and the latter's answer, announcing a present

of two hawks, f. 108 b. The same to the

same, sent with Taj ud-Din Ibrahim Beg,

with the answer, f. 110 a. Ya'kub to Bayezid,

announcing the death of the rebel Bayender

Ak-Kuyunlu [886], with the answer, f. 112 a.

Bayezid to his son Prince 'Abdullah, an-

nouncing his victory over the rebel Kara

Boghdan [889], and the prince's answer, both

Turkish, f. 116 a. Ya'kub to Bayezid, an-

nouncing the taking of the fortress Akhiskha

in Kuril, on the 8th of Ramazan, with Baye-

zld's answer, f. 117 b. Bayezid to Baisunkar

Mlrza, condoling with him on the death of

his father Ya'kub Padishah, and congratu-

lating him on his accession, Constantinople,

Safer [896], with the answer, f. 121 b. The
mother of Baisunkar Mlrza to Bayezid, with

the answer, f. 126 b. Bayezid to Rustem
Padishah [Ak-Kuyunlu, 897—902] sent with

Nur ud-Din Sinan, with the answer, f. 128 b.

The Ak-Kuyunlu Begs to Bayezid, claiming

their prince Oghurlu Ahmed Beg [902],

f. 130 b. The same to Oghurlu Ahmed Beg,

f. 131 b. Bayezld's answer to the Begs,

f. 132 a. Oghurlu Ahmed Padishah to

Bayezid, announcing his victory over Rustem
Padishah [902], written by Mevlana Idrls

;

with Bayezld's answer, f. 133 a. Bayezid to

his son Sultan Muhammed in Kaffa, an-

nouncing the above victory, with the prince's

answer, both Turkish, f. 137 b. Bayezld's

bulletin on the taking of A'ineh-bakht (Le-

panto), 23 Muharrem 905, Turkish ; dated
beginning of Safer 905, f. 139 a. Bayezid to

his son Sultan Ahmed on the same subject,

dated end of Muharrem 906, with the prince's

answer, both Turkish, f. 139 b. Bayezld's

bulletin on taking Modon, Muharrem 906,

written by Sheikh Zadeh, f. 143 a. Shah
Isma II to Bayezid, requesting him to allow

pilgrims to visit the holy tombs of Ardebll,

with Bayezld's answer, f. 148 b. The same
to the same, referring to his marching against
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his enemies on the 12th of Rebl' II through

Turkish territory, but with due regard to the

property of the Sultan's subjects, with

Bayezld's answer, f. 150 a. Bayezid to the

Sultan of Egypt, Ghavri, on the latter's ac-

cession [906], with Ghavri's answer, both

Arabic, t 151 b. Sultan Elvend (Ak-Ku-

yunlu) to Bayezid, announcing his intention

to fight the Kizilbash [906], with Bayezld's

answer, f. 156 b. Bayezid to the Kurd Emir

HajlRustem Beg, enquiring about the progress

of the war of the Kizilbash with the Bayen-

deris, dated Rebf I, 908, and the Emir's

answer, announcing the success of the

Kizilbash and the defeat of Murad Khan

[Zulhijjeh 908], f. 160 a. Bayezid to Sultan

Ghavri, thanking him for pardoning Devlet

Bai, governor of Tarabulus, Rebr I, 910,

Arabic, and Sultan Ghavri's answer, Persian,

f. 161 a. Bayezid to Mevlana Jami, sending

him 1000 florins in return for a copy of his

poems, with Jami's answer, f. 163 a. The

same to Mevlana Jelal Devani, in acknow-

ledgment of a tract on the existence of God,

dedicated by him to Bayezid, f . 164 b. Mevlana

Ahmed Teftazani, Sheikh ul-Islam of Herat,

to Bayezid, recommending Mevlana Kemal

ud-Dln 'Abdul-Vasi', 26 Jumada I, 911, with

Bayezld's answer, dated 3 Rebl' I, 913,

f. 165 b. Isma'll Beg Isfendiyarl to Bayezid,

congratulating him on the festival of Beiram,

Turkish, with Bayezld's answer in Persian,

f. 168 a. Kasim Beg Isfendiyarl to Bayezid

on a similar occasion, Turkish, with the

answer in Persian, f. 170 a. Bayezid to

Mengli Girai Khan in answer to the latter's

question, whether it is lawful to desist from

the holy war, Turkish, f. 171 a. The same

to Sultan Ghavri on the occasion of Prince

Korkud's journey to Mecca, with Sultan

Ghavri's answer, both Arabic, f. 174 b. 'Ala

ud-Devleh Beg, prince of Zulkadr, to Bayezid,

condoling on the death of Prince Muhammed
in Kaffa, with Bayezld's answer, both Turkish,

f. 177 b. Sultan Husein Baikara to Bayezid,

recommending Mevlana Kemal ud-Dln *Abd

ul-Vasi^Zulka'deh 911, with Bayezld's answer,

f . 179 a. Bayezid to Mevlana Jami, and Jami's

reply, the latter imperfect, f . 181 a. Bayezld's

Feth Nameh, or bulletin on the taking of

Lepanto, Turkish; (differing from a similar

document noticed above, f. 139 a); imper-

fect.

On the first page of the MS. is a Turkish

note dated 15 Rejeb A.H. 1165, stating

that this volume, having been sold for a low

price at an auction, was discovered and

examined by the Kisehdar Muhammed el-

Kudsi, who, impressed with its importance,

induced his patron, the Re'Is ul-Kuttab Na'ill

'Abdullah Efendi (A.H. 1160—1166), to

purchase it for the archives of the Divan.

Add. 7688.

Foil. 285 ; 12£ by 8 ; 25 lines 5± in . long ;

written in Nestalik Shikesteh-amlz, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 437.]

>\J£V\ &*
Correspondence of the kings of Persia with

contemporary princes, and other state-papers,

collected and arranged in chronological order,

from the time of Alp Arslan SeljukI to Shah

Safi, by Ebul-Kasim Eivaghli Haider, ^-A5)\^

Beg. j-^ jji jr u->lla^ u-AsCN "sJSi e*./\

The author speaks in the preface of Shah

Safi as the reigning sovereign, and says that

he was indebted to his appointment as door-

keeper (Derban) of the Shah's Harim in

Isfahan for the leisure which he needed for

the present compilation. But in the preamble

of the second book (Juz) Shah Safi is spoken

of as dead, and a last chapter is announced

M 2
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which was to contain the letters of the reign

of Shah 'Abbas II, but is not found in the

present copy. Ebul-Kiisim Beg Eiviighli

Haider is mentioned in the 'Alem-ariii'Abbasi.

He held the office of Ishek-akasi, and was in

charge of the royal Harira at Isfahan at the

death of Shah 'Abbas I, A.H. 1038. See

Add. 16,684, f. 421 a.

In the first preface the work is designated

as l-jU!^ y }
\ 0}L»y. \m\st m^ but in the

second it is called lli^\ ««*. It is divided

into two books (Juz), the first of which com-

prises letters of the kings anterior to the

Safevis, f. 3 a, the second those of the

Safevis, f. 68a, and lastly a Khatimeh (wanting

in this copy). Juz II is stated in the second

preface to be divided into seven chapters

(Fasl), but the present copy has only the first

six, as follows : 1. Letters of Shah Ismail I,

f, 68 b. 2. Letters of Shah Tahmasp, f. 74 a.

3. Letters of Shah Ismail II, f. 128 a.

4. Letters of Sultan Muhammed, f. 133 a.

5. Letters of Shah 'Abbas I, f. 140 b.

6. Letters of Shah Safi, f . 244 a.

The contents have been summarily stated

in the Persian Catalogue, pp. 389—391. "We

shall confine ourselves here to the enumera-

tion of documents in the Turkish language.

In the following list numbers in parenthesis

refer to another copy of the same collection,

Or. 3482, to be described further on.

Menshiir, or diploma, of 'Ala ud-Din Fera-

murz Seljuki, granting lands to Osman Shah

B. Ertoghrul (Osman I); dated Konia, be-

ginning of Shevval A.H. 688 ; with a letter

written by Osman in acknowledgment, f. 15 b

(16 0). Hukm, or decree, of Urkhan, assign-

ing certain lands to his son Suleiman Pasha,

beginning of Rebi' 1 A.H. 753, f. 17 b (19 a).

Suleiman Pasha to Urkhan, announcing a

victory of Evrenos near Demotica, middle of

Shevval A.H. 759, with Urkhan's answer,

beginning of Muharrem 760, f. 18 b (20 a).

Bulletin of the victory of Kossova gained on

the 14th of Sha'ban 791, written by Yildirim

Bayezld in the name of his father Murad I in

order to conceal the latter' s death, middle of

Sha'ban 791, with a secret letter of Bayezld to

the Kazi of Brusa, same date, f. 20 b (23 a).

Hasan Padishah (Uzun Hasan) to Muhammed
II, announcingthe defeat of Jehanshah on the

13th of Rebi' II, [872] (see p. 81, Or. 61,

f. 63 b), f. 57 a. Threatening letter of Mu-

hammed II to Uzun Hasan, beginning of

Shevval 887 [877] (see Or. 61, f. 68 b), f. 58 a.

Muhammed II to his son Sultan Mustafa,

announcing the defeat of Uzun Hasan at

Terjan in the middle of Rebi' I [878], f. 58 a.

The same to the same, appointing him

governor of Karaman, beginning of Safer

787 [877], with the prince's answer (see Or.

61, f. 69 b), f. 63 b. Selim I to Obeid Khan

Uzbek, mentioninghis conquests -in Diyarbekr

and Kurdistan, end of Rejeb 921, f. 67 b.

Sultan Suleiman to Shah Tahmasp, asking

for the extradition of the fugitive prince

Bayezld, sent with Sinan Beg, f. 82 b (79 a).

The same to the same, on the same subject

;

sent with Mustafa Cha'ush, f. 83 a (79 b).

The same to the same, sent with 'All Pasha

and Hasan Agha, f. 84 a (80 b). The same

to the same, in answer to a letter brought by

Ferrukhzad Beg, f. 87 a (84 a). The same

to the same, in answer to a letter of Tahmasp

interceding in favour of Bayezld, f. 89 b (87 a).

Autograph letter of Suleiman to Tahmasp,

urging the extradition of Bayezld, f. 91 a

(88 b). Tahmasp to Suleiman, recommending

'Abdi Beg, son of Da'ud Pasha, f. 91 a (89 a).

Sultan Selim to his father Suleiman, com-

plaining of his brother Bayezld, f. 91 b (89 a).

Suleiman to Tahmasp, after the surrender of

Bayezld, f. 101 a (101 a). Tahmasp to

Suleiman on the same occasion, f. 101^(102a).

Sultan Murad III to Shah 'Abbas I on the

proposed peace, sent with Mehdi Kuli Khan
Cha'ushlu, f. 141 a. Sinor Nameh, or deli-

mitation of boundaries drawn up by Khizir

Pasha, Beglerbegi of Nekhjuvan, and Hasan
Beg, Kurji Tir u Kemiin, f. 143 a. Murad
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III to 'Abbas I on the conclusion of peace,

f; 145 a. The same to the same, relating to

Khan Ahmed, Khan of Gilan, ib. The same
to the same on the same subject, A.H. 1001,

sent with Bayezid Kapuchi, f. 150 a. The
same to the same on the same subject, sent

with 'All Khan Beg Ishek-akasi, f. 152 a.

Muhammed III to 'Abbas I, relating to

the canal of Nejef, sent with Slmhkerem Beg,

f. 154 b. The same to the same, recount in"

his victories over the Fireng, sent with

Zulfekar Khan, end of Jumada II, 1005,

f. 158 b. The same to the same, mentioning

some fortresses taken by him in Europe,

beginning of Rebi' II, 1006, f. 159 b. The
same to the same in support of the claims of

Hulu Khan, end of Rejeb, 100G, f. 160 a.

The same to the same, relating to Humayun
Khan, end of Ramazan, 1007, f. 160 b. The
same to the same, in defence of the Sunnis,

sent with Muhammed Kuli Beg 'Arabgerlu,

f. 162 a. The same to the same, complaining

of Mubarek Khan, of Huveizeh, who was

threatening Basrah, middle of Jumada II,

1007, f. 165 a. Note of Murad III to 'Abbas,
|

relating to the claim of Khan Ahmed of

Gilan, f . 166 a. Muhammed III to 'Abbas I,

complaining of disturbances on the Persian

frontier, beginning of Jumada I, 1007, ib.

Osman II to Shah 'Abbas I, in answer to

a congratulatory letter brought by Yuzbashi

Tukhteh Beg, f. 153 a (155 b). Mustafa I

to Shah 'Abbas I, on his accession, f. 175 a

(158 a). Sinan Pasha, Grand Vezlr, to Shah

'Abbas I, on the peace, sent with Mehdi

Kuli Khan Cba ushlu, f. 180 a. The Grand

Vezlr of Murad III, in answer to a letter of

Shah 'Abbas, f. 181 a (161 a). The Grand

Vezlr of Murad III to 'Abbas I, relating to

Devletyar Siyah Mansur, the complaints of

Ja'fer Pasha, etc., f. 181 b (163 a). The

Grand Vezlr of Murad III to 'Abbas I,

interceding in behalf of Khan Ahmed of

(J ilan, f . 183 a (165 b). The Grand Vezlr of

Mi;hanimed III to 'Abbas I, in answer to a

letter brought by Zulfekar Khan, middle of
Sha'ban 1005, f. 184 a (174 b). The same
to the same, on the boundary of Nuhavcnd,
f. 185 b (176 b). The same to the same,
relating to Nejef Kuli Khan and Mubarek
of Huveizeh, f. 186 b (177 b). Muhammed
Pasha, Grand Vezlr of Muhammed III, to

'Abbas I, mentioning victories in Hungary,
f. 187 a (178 a). The same to the same,

sent with Muhammed Kuli Beg 'Arabgerlu,

f. 187 b (178 b). Hasan Pasha, second Vezir

of Muhammed III to 'Abbas I, sent with

Zulfekar Khan Karamanlu, f. ] 88 6 (180 a).

A Vezlr of Muhammed III to 'Abbas, on the

taking of Egri (Gran, A.H. 1004), f. 189 a

(180 b). Ja'fer Pasha, governor of Tebriz,

to 'Abbas I, f. 190 a (182 a). Khizir Pasha
to 'Abbas I, on his appointment as Beglerbegi

of Baghdad, relating to the peace, f. 190 b

(183 b). 'All Beg to 'Abbas I, on the peace

negotiations, f. 190 6 (184 b). Murad Pasha

to 'Abbas I, on the peace, middle of Zulka'deh

1017 f. 191 a (184 b). Nasuh Pasha, Grand

Vezlr of Ahmed I to 'Abbas I, sent with

Seyyid Kazi Khan, f. 194a(189«). The
son ofMuhammed III to Safi Mirza, in answer

to the latter's letter of condolence on the

death of Murad III, f. 195 o (192 b). Ibra-

him Pasha, Grand Vezir of Muhammed III

to Hatim Beg, mentioning the taking of

Gran [1004] f. 11)6 a (196 a). A Vezir of

the Sulian to Hatim Beg, congratulating him

on the conquest of Kh jrasan, f . 198 b ( 199 a).

'Abd ul-Mumin Khan Uzbek to 'Abbas I,

announcing his advance to Bestain and giving

him the choice of peace or war [997]; Eastern

Turkish, f. 237 a (259 a). Murad IV to

Shah Safi, in confirmation of the peace, sent

with Muhammed Kuli Sultan, beginning of

Sha'ban, 1049, f. 246 b. Sultan Ibrahim I

to Shah Safi, sent with the ambassador Kabil

Aka, middle of Jumada I, 1051, f. 219 a.

Serdar Murteza Pasha to the Persian general

Rustem Khan, from the Danube, announcing

the Sultan's intention to proceed in the spring
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to Tebriz [1044], f. 264 a. Serdar Muham-

med Pasha to Shah Safi, in answer to a letter

addressed to Serdar Khusrev Pasha, who had

been killed before its arrival [1041], f. 265 b.

The same to the same, after the taking of

Erivan [1045], f. 266 o. Mustafa Pasha,

Grand Vezir of Murad IV, to Shah Safi, after

the conquest of Baghdad [1048], f. 269 a.

The same to the same, f. 270 b. The same

to the same, after the conclusion of peace,

f. 272 a. Sinor Naineb, or delimitation of

the frontier, drawn up by Mustafa Pasha,

[1049], f. 273 a. Mustafa Pasha to Shah

Safi, announcing the reception of the Persian

envoy,Muhammed Kuli Sultan, by the Sultan,

f. 275 a. The same to the same, before the

death of Murad IV, f. 275 b. The same to

the same, after the death of Murad IV, f

.

276 b. Mustafa Pasha to Rustem Khan, after

his return to Constantinople [1049], f. 281a.

The same to the same, before the death of

Murad IV, f. 281 6. The same to the same,

after the death of Murad IV, f. 282 b. The

same to Saru Khan, relating to the mission

of Muhammed Kuli Sultan, and to the deli-

mitation of boundaries, f. 284 a.

Or. 3482.

Foil. 295; 12 in. by 7; about 30 lines 4£

in. long, in a page, the lower half of each

page in diagonal lines; written in neat

Nestalik,with'Unvan and gold-ruled margins,

apparently in the 17th century.

[Sidney Churchill.]

Another copy of the collection of royal

letters by Ebul-Kasira Eivaghli Haider.

This copy has the same two prefaces as

the preceding MS., but it differs from it by

additions, and still more by omissions. It

leaves out not only single letters, but some

entire chapters or considerable portions of

chapters, as the following statement of con-

tents will show :

—

Juz I, ending with a letter of Sultan Husein

Beikara to Sultan 'All Khushnuvis (wanting

the latter part of the Juz, see Add. 7688, ff
. 57 a

—68 a), f. 2 a. Juz II, f. 66 b. Fasl 1.

Letters of Shah Ismail, f. 67 a. Fasl 2.

Letters of Shah Tahmasp, f. 71 b. Fasl 3.

Letters of Isma'li II, f. 148. (Fasl 4, and

the first portion of Fasl 5, corresponding to

Add. 7688, ff. 132 b—173 a, are wanting).

Latter portion of Fasl 5, beginning with a

letter of Shah 'Abbas I to Sultan Osman II,

f. 154 a. (Fasl 6 wanting).

On the other hand, this MS. contains some

pieces not found in the other. The most

important are—1. Some letters of the reign

of Shah Tahmasp, filling up a gap which

occurs after f. 108 of the preceding MS., ff.

109 b—112 b. 2. Letters of the Pope, and

of the king of Spain to Shah 'Abbas, at the

end of Fasl 5, ff. 269 b—271 b. 3. An ap-

pendix, which perhaps does not belong to

Eivaghli's work, ff. 272 a—295 b. It con-

tains letters of Khan Ahmed Gilani, two

Turkish letters to be noticed further on, and

letters of the emperor Akber, probably from

the Insha. of Ebul-Fazl, but in a different

order.

Among the additional documents found in

the present MS., the following are Turkish :

—

Sultan Murad III to 'Abdullah Khan Uzbek,

in answer to a letter announcing the taking

of Vezir in Khwarezm [1001], f. 113 a.

'Abdullah Khan Uzbek to Sultan Murad III,

stating that he had taken Samarkand, Tash-

kent, Turkistan, and Murghab, and was

preparing to invade Khorasan, Eastern

Turkish, f. 114 b. Muhammed Pasha [So-

kolli], Grand Vezir of Suleiman, to Ma'sum

Beg Safevi, relating to the mission of Shah

Kuli Sultan and to the accession of Selim II,

f. 124 b. Selim II to Khusrev Pasha,

Beglerbegi of Van, end of Rebi' 1, 979,f . 1 40 b.

Ferhad Pasha, Grand Vezir ofMuhammed III,

to Shah 'Abbas, sent with Shahkerem Beg,

f. 172 a. The same to the same, in answer

to the Shah's complaints about Ja'fer Pasha,

f. 173 a. Khizir Pasha to Shah 'Abbas, on
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the delimitation of the frontier, f. 182 b.

Murad Pasha to Shah 'Abbas, from Diyarbekr,

f. 188 b. Murad Pasha's lieutenant to Shah

'Abbas, in answer to a letter brought by

Muhammed Bag, f. 190 a. Nasuh Pasha to

Shah 'Abbas, on the peace negotiations,

f. 193 a. The Vezir of Sultan Osman II to

Shah 'Abbas, sent with Tukhteh Beg, f. 200 b.

Letter written home by a Turkish soldier

with the army besieging Baghdad, f. 275 a.

Another letter relating to the siege of Bagh-

dad, beginning of Ramazan 1035, f. 276 a.

Add. 7654.
Foil. 318 ; 11 in. by 6£. [Rich, No. 41.]

Between two sections of the 'Alem-arai

'Abbasi described in the Persian Catalogue,

p. 808 b, is found the following fragment

—

Foil. 99—195 ; 21 lines, A\ in. long

;

written in fair large Nestalik, with ruled

margins, apparently in the 17th century.

A collection of letters written by the Shahs

of the Safevi dynasty to contemporary princes,

or by the latter to the Shahs. It is imper-

fect at beginning and end, and has moreover

some gaps in the middle. Judging from the

original folioing, it has lost thirty leaves at

the beginning, five after f. 107, two after

f. 157, four after f. 172, five after f. 179, and

two after f. 191.

It consists of three sections (Bab); the

first, the beginning of which is lost, contains

letter? of the reign of Shah Ismail I; the

second with the heading jJ^U* jii ^J (_->b

comprises letters of the time of Tahmfisp,

f. 108 a, and the third those of the reign of

Ismail II and of Sultan Muhammed, f . 180 a.

It includes the following Turkish letters.

—

Sellm I to Shah Isma'U, written from Yesi

Chemen, 25 Jumada I, A.H. 920 (taken from

Taj ut-Tevarlkh ; see Add. 19,028, f . 434 a),

f. 106 b. Suleiman I to Shah Tahmasp, in

answer to a letter brought by Ferrukhzid Beg,

treating of peace, f. 127 b. The same to the

same, claiming Prince Blyezid, sent with

Sinan Beg (v. Add. 7688, f. 82 ft), f. 138 b.

The same to the same, in answer to the

Shah's intercession (v. Add. 7688, f. 89 b),

f. 131 a. The same to the same, urging the

Shah to put Bayezid to death (v. Add. 7688,

f. 84 a), f. 137 b. The same to the same,

asking him to send back Bayezid and his

children, sent with Mustafa Cha'ush, f 143 a.

Add. 7857.

Foil. 217 ; 11| in. by 6|; about 30 lines

5| in. long ; wrritten in Divani, Neskhi and

Nestalik, about the beginning of the 18th cen-

tury. [Rich, No. 448.]

Letters written by the Sultans Suleiman II,

Ahmed II, and Mustafa II to contemporary

princes in Europe and Asia, and vice versa,

from A.H. 1099 to 1113 (A.D. 1687—1701),
with some imperial edicts issued, and treaties

concluded, in the same period.

It begins with the following heading :

^UjjLj Cj>j*o>- uUaLJ\ ylLLJI ^\ ^UaL-. w^«|j>i

j& j UA* <jZ>j\±~» O^-oa- Ja&! j>j} J*j j2 ^li-

Contents : Letters of Suleiman II or his

Grand Vezir to the following princes and

officials :—To Sellm Girai Khan of the Crimea,

announcing his accession, 2 Muharrem 1099,

with a letter of the Grand Vezir, Siyavush

Pasha, to the same, 4 Safer 1099, f. 2 b.

To the Khan of Bitlls, same date, f. 3 b. To

Ahmed B. Zeid, Sherif of Mecca, beginning

of 1099, ib. To Michael Apafi, prince of

Transylvania, including articles of treaty,

Muharrem and Safer 1099, f. 4 6. To Louis

XIV of France, two letters, Muharrem 1099,

f. G a. To Sellm Girai Khan, five letters

from Rebl' I to Sha'ban 1099, f. 7 a. Nishan

relating to taxes in the Isle of Scio, Jumada

II, 1099, f. 11 «. To the King of England

(James II) from the Great Vezir Mustafa
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Pasha, thanking him for the release of Muslim

captives, 1 Ramazln 1099, f. 12 b. To Mev-

iai Ismail, ruler of Fez, Sha'ban 1099, f. 12 b.

To Hasan Pasha, commander of the army in

Hungary, Sha'ban 1099, f. 13 a. Berat ap-

pointing a Terjuman to the Divan, f. 14 a.

To Ahmed B. Ghalib, Sherif of Mecca, three

letters, Ramazan and Shevval 1099, f. 14 6,

15 b. To Selim Girai Khan, from Shevval,

1099 to Ramazan 1101, ff. 15 a, 17a, 24a, 29 b.

To the emperor Leopold I and to John III of

Poland, Ramazan 1099, f. 16a. To Aurengzib,

A.H. 1100, f. 18 a. To 'Abd ul-'Aziz Khan

Uzbek, 19 Zulhijjeh, 1099, f. 19 a. To Shah

Suleiman of Persia, 1 Zulhijjeh, 1099, f. 20 a.

To Ahmed B. Ghalib, Sherif of Mecca, Rebi'

1

1100," and Jumada II, 1101, ff. 21 a, 27 a.

From Behadur Areng Muhammed Khan B.

Seyyid Anusheh, Khan of Khwarezm, in

Oriental Turkish, A.H. 1099, with answer

dated 1 Jumada I, 1100, f. 21 b. From Eyu-

keh Khan, chief of the Kalmak, with answer

from the Grand Vezlr, f. 22 b. Khatt i

Humayun for the suppression of the plunder-

ing bands of the Sarljeh and Segban, Ju-

mada II, 1100, f. 23 b. To Louis XIV in

answer to the mission of Castagneres de

Chateauneuf, Rejeb 1101, f. 29 a. To Tokoli,

Prince of Hungary (Ortah-Majar), Ramazan

and Zulka'deh 1101, ff . 30 a, 31 b. To Apafi,

of Transylvania, Ramazan 1101, f. 30 b. To
William III. of England, acknowledging the

mission of Sir William Trumbull, Ramazan,

1101, f. 31 a. To Muhsin B. Husein, Sherif

of Mecca, with deed of investiture, Rejeb 1102,

f. 32 a. To Se'iidet Girai, Khan of the

Crimea, Sha'ban 1102, f. 34 a. To Subhan

Kuli Khan, ruler of Bukhara (1102), f. 35 a.

Correspondence of Ahmed II with the

following princes : To Se'adet Girai, Khan

of the Crimea, announcing his accession,

Shevval 1102, f. 36 a. To Safa Girai, Khan

of the Crimea, Rebi' II and Jumada II, 1103,

f. 36 b. Two Nishans relating to the Vene-

tian captains Luca della Rocca and Fran-

cesco Baroni, Rejeb 1103 and Zulka'deh

1104, f. 386. From Shah Suleiman of Persia,

complimenting Ahmed II on his accession,

sent with Kelb i 'All Kajar, Persian, f. 39 b.

To Sa'dB. Zeid, Sherif of Mecca, A.H. 1103,

and Rejeb 1104, ff. 41 b, 48 b. To William

III of England, referring to the death of

Sir William Hussey, f . 43 a. To Selim Girai

Khan, Jumada I, 1104, f. 44 a. Nishan rela-

ting to the estates of merchants from Persian

Armenia, Jumada II, 1103, f . 45 a. To Ja'fer

Pasha, commander of Belgrade, Rejeb 1105,

f. 45 b. To Shah Suleiman of Persia, an-

nouncing the Sultan's accession, Rebi' 1, 1103,

f. 46 a. From Behadur Areng Muhammed
Khan B. Anusheh, Khan of Khwarezm,

Persian, dated Khiva, 14 Rejeb 1102, f. 49 b.

To the States General, referring to the mission

of Conrad Hemskeerken (1102), f. 51 a.

Letters of Mustafa II :—to 'Abdullah B.

Hashiin, Sherif of Mecca, with investiture,

Rejeb 1106, f. 51 b, and deposition of the

same, Sha'ban 1106, f. 60 a. To Selim Girai

Khan, Rejeb and Sha'ban 1106, Jumada II,

and Sha'ban, 1107, Zulka'deh 1108, ff. 54 a,

58 b, 62 a, 66 a, 68 a, 88 a. To Sa'd B.

Zeid, Sherif of Mecca, from Sha'ban 1106 to

Jumada II, 1109, ff. 55 b, 64 b, 76 b, 83 a,

86 a, 94 b. To Behadur Areng Muhammed
Khan, of Khwarezm, Shevval 1106, and Ra-
mazan 1107, ff. 60 b, 67 a. Two Nishans re-

lating to taxes and estates in Scio, Jumada II,

1107, f. 62 b. To Sherif Isma'il, of Fez,

ff. 66 b, 84 b. To Shemkhal, ruler of Daghis-

tiln and Kuimuk, inviting him to join in the

holy war, Rebi' II, 1 108, f . 74 b. From Shah
Sultan Husein, of Persia, complimenting

Mustafa II on his accession, sent with Abul-

Ma'sum Khan Shamlu, 1108, and answer,

f. 78 b. To the chiefs of Hungary (Ortah

Majar) and Transylvania, f. 90 a. To Shah
Sultan Husein, from the great Vezlr, referring

to the Shah's accession and the mission of

Abul-Ma'sum Khan (1108), f . 92 b. To Seyyid

Ferj-ullah, Khan of Huveizeh, Zulka'deh,
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1109, f. 97 b. Nishan relating to disturbances

in Basrah, Shevval 1109, f. 98 b. From Shah

Sultan Husein, relating to the affairs of Bas-

rah (1109), with the Sultan's answer, f. 99 b.

In continuation of the above is another

series beginning at the other end of the

volume and proceeding in the contrary direc-

tion. It contains the following documents

belonging to the reign of Mustafa II, and

relating, for the most part, to the peace of

Carlovitz.

List of presents sent with el- Haj Muhammed
Pasha to the Shah, f. 1 b. Nishan in favour

of Dimitri Ashkov, Terjuman of the Divan,

Zulhijjeh 1109, f. 5 b. Nishan for the pro-

tection of the Christian plenipotentiaries,

Rebr II, 1110, f. 6 />. To Shah Sultan Husein,

relating to the affairs of Basrah, and an-

nouncing the mission of el-Haj Muhammed
Pasha, with a letter of the Grand Vezir to the

Khankhanan (1110), f. 8 a. To Sa'd B. Zeid,

Sherlf of Mecca, from Jumada II to Sha'ban

1110, f. 11 a. The Persian minister, Tmad
ud-Devleh, to Ismail Pasha, governor of

Baghdad, relating to the rebels of Luristan,

with a letter of the Khan of Huveizeh to the

Pasha, f. 14 b. Diploma of investiture of

"Tokoli as prince of Hungary, Sha'ban, 1093,

f. 16 b. From Czar Peter, accrediting Emi-

lianus Ignatiovich Ukraintov, or Ukrainchi-

kov, to treat of a truce, Moscow, Nlsan,

A. Mundi 7207 (April 1698), f. 17 b. Ma-
zeppa, Hetman of the Barabash Cosacks, to

the Grand Vezir, relating to the mission of

Ukraintov, 25 May 1699, f. 18 a.

A new series begins f. 19 b, with the rubric

:

Mustafa II to Devlet Girai, Khan of the

Crimea, Ramazan, Shevval and Zulhijjeh

1110, ff. 19 b, 21 a, 24 a. To the Sherlf of

Mecca, Shevval 1110, ff. 21 b, 22 b. To

Sherif Isma'Il of Fez, 22 Shevval 1 1 10, f. 23 a.

To the Archbishop of Poland, acknowledging

the mission of Stanislas Rzewuski, 8 Mu-
harrem 1110, f. 25 a. To William HI of

England, accepting the proffered mediation,

Muharrem 1110, f. 26 a. To Czar Peter

agreeing to a truce beginning 25 Kan fin I

(December) 1110, f. 26 b. Nishan relating

to Hungarian refugees, f. 27 b. To Devlet

Girai Khan, Safer, Jumada I and Sha'ban

1111, ff. 28 b, 54 b, 62 a. To the emperor

Leopold I, ratifying the treaty of Carlowitz

;

dated Adrianople, Sha'ban 1110, f. 29 a.

From the same, ratifying the same treaty

Vienna, 16 February, 1699 (translation),

f. 34. To Leopold I, sent with the ambassador

Ibrahim Pasha and presents, f. 41 a. To
Augustus II of Poland, Rebl' 1, 1111, f. 43 a.

From the archbishop of Poland to the Grand
Vezir, 9 August 1699 (translation), f. 43 a.

From Shah Sultan Husein, referring to the

mission of Hajl Muhammed Pasha, and to

the Kurdish rebel Suleiman, with a letter of

'Imad ud-Devleh Muhammed Tahir to the

Grand Vezir (1111) f. 45 a. From Czar

Peter, accrediting Ukraintov, Moscow, 2

June, AM. 7207 (1699); translation, f.49a.

To Augustus II of Poland, ratifying the

treaty of Carlowitz, Rebi' II, 1111, f. 50 a.

To Sa'd B. Zeid, Sherlf of Mecca, Jumada II,

1111, f. 57 a. From Louis XIV, accrediting

Baron de Ferriol (translation), 18 May 1699,

f. 59 a. From the Doge of Venice (transla-

tion), 27 June 1699, f. 59 b. From William

III of England (translation), 12 Sept. 1699,

f. 60 a. From Leopold I, accrediting Graf

Oettingen (translation), 10 Sept. 1699, f. 61 o.

From Augustus II of Poland (translation),

24 Aug. 1699, f. 62 a. From the Austrian

Minister Graf Starhemberg, acknowledging

the mission of Ibrahim Pasha (translation),

Vienna, 16 May 1700, f. 64 a. To the king

of Poland, referring to the mission of Graf

Leszczinski, Muharrem, 1112, f. 64 £. Treaty

with Czar Peter, negotiated by Ukraintov,
N
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20 Muharrem 1112, f. 65 b. From the States

General of the Netherlands, relating to

custom-dues (translation), f. 70 a. To Czar

Peter, sent by return of Ukraintov, Safer

1112, f. 71 b. To 'Imad ud-Devleh (Mirza

TAliir) Safer 1112, f. 72 b. To Leopold I,

sent with Graf Oettingen, Rcbi* II, 1112,

f. 74 a. To Sa'd B. Zeid, Sherif of Mecca,

Jumada I, 1112, ff. 77 b, 79 a. To Mustafa

Pasha, governor of Baghdad, with a Kharah,

f. 78 b. From Leopold I and from Graf

Starhemberg (translation), Vienna, October

1700, f . 80 a. From Czar Peter (translation),

same date, f. 82 b. To the Grand Vezir on

the affairs of the Nogais and Ghazi Girai

Khan, Rebi' I, 1112, f. 83 b. From Comte
de Ferriol to the Grand Vezir, relating to his

grievances, with the latter's answer, f. 85 a.

Treaty with Russia, ratified by Czar Peter,

Moscow, 30 Dec. 1700, f. 88 b. Khatt i

Humayun ordering the celebration of the

Prophet's birth-day in Mecca, Safer 1113,

f. 94. To the States General, Safer 1113,

f. 95 b. To the Doge of Venice, recapitu-

lating the articles of the treaty, Adrianople,

Rebl' I, 1113, f. 96 b. Minutes of negotia-

tions relating to the passage of Russian ships

through the Bosphoros, f. 109 b.

The following two pieces are later additions.

The first contains the terms granted by the

Grand Vezir, Baltaji Muhammed Pasha, to

Czar Peter on the Pruth, 6 Jumada II, 1123,

f. Ill a. The second is an undated letter

of the Grand Vezir 'All Pasha to Sa'id, Sherif

of Mecca, written from Salonik, when pre-

paring for war with Venice (1127), f. 112 a.

FIRMANS AND LEGAL PAPERS.

Stowe, Or. 21.

A paper roll, 3 feet 5 in. by 13| in., con-

taining 8 lines about 10 in. long, written,

partly in gold, in the Divani character, with

the Tughra at the top.

Nishan i Sherif, transferring the military

fief of St. Thomas, in the district of Temes-

var, Hungary, from Katib 'Ali, on his

resignation, to his son Muhammed. It is

addressed to Yiisuf, Beglerbegi of Temesvar,

and dated Constantinople, and at the back

18 Shevval, 1037 (A.D. 1628).

Beg. (^Ujki-j t£±*> &s»-'Jj t<$J&\4!** jl^l-Ja

1/ ft

On a separate slip is a short Latin

description of the above document in the

handwriting of Salomon Negri.

Sloane, 3201c.

Paper roll, 18J in. by 6£; 24 lines 4J in.

long; written in Nestalik, A.D. 1646.

Legal decision of Ibrahim, Kazi of Smyrna,

in favour of an English merchant named

iC~>J\jj} j.U> (Sam Barnardiston ?) against the

claim of Husein Chelebi, a merchant of

Smyrna; dated 4 Zulka'deh 1056, and bearing

at the top the seal and signature of the Kazi.

It is endorsed " The Cadyes Hoget about

Usine Chellabe, December the 10th 1646."

Add. 22,910, foil. 40, 41. '

Two sheets 17^ and 15$ in. by 9 ; 15 and

12 lines 6J in. long ; written in the Divani

character, bound up with the first volume of

the papers of Dr. John Covel.

I. Fol. 40. An imperial Firman delivered

to John Covel Jjji' ^\y>- at the request of the

English Ambassador [Sir John Finch], for

sailingfrom Constantinople to the Dardanelles,

Scio and Smyrna ; dated in the first days of

Safer A.H. 1088 (March 1677).

II. Fol. 41. A similar Firman granted to

the same at the request of John Finch, knight,

jA\y J&i ^yr, for travelling through Anatoli

from Smyrna to Aleppo ; dated beginning of

Jumada II, A.H. 1087 (August 1676).
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. Both firmans have at the top the Tughra of

Sultan Muhammed IV.

John Oovel, D.D., Master of King's College,

Cambridge, was appointed in 1670 chaplain

to Sir Daniel Harvey, Ambassador to the

Porte. For the remaining contents of the

volume, see the Catalogue of Additions to the

MSS. in the British Museum 1854—1860,

pp. 774—779.

Add. 22,135.

A paper roll, 4 feet 7 in. by 25 in. ; 8 lines

18 in. long; written in large and elegant

Divani.

An Imperial Berat, or Exequatur, granted,

at the request of the English Ambassador at

the Porte, Sir John Finch,^JIy jj-ii ^yr, to

Samuel Bury (?) i_sy J\ «U», appointed Consul

in Cyprus in place of Roger Cook JjjS j^*jj

deceased ; dated Constantinople, 12 Ramazan
1088 (November 1677).

At the top is the Tughra of Sultan Mu-
hammed IV, richly illuminated.

Sloane, 3250,

A volume, 13^ in. by 9, containing papers

of various sizes, written in Divani, in the 17th

century, viz.

:

1. A letter of Kapudan Pasha Ibrahim, in

answer to a letter of the Grand Vezir dated

3 Jumada I (no year), informing him of the

dispatch of
?Abd ur-Rahlm Pasha to Rhodes

in the ship of the late Grand Vezir Ibrahim,

and of 'Abd ul-Kadir Pasha with ten ships

from Scio to the Morea.

The writer is probably Ibrahim Misirli

Zadeh, who was Kapudan Pasha A.H. 1097-9,

and the late Vezir referred to Karah Ibrahim

(A.H. 1095-7).

2. An imperial Nishan addressed to the Kaim
Makam Ahmed Pasha, governor of Istambul,

enjoining the payment to the late English

Ambassador ( Paul Pinder) of a sum due to him

by **JZJ\ J\**° (Michael Starzer) Charge

d'Affaires (\x?fy>) of the German Emperor

;

end of Jumada II, 1030 (May 1621).

3. An imperial Firman for post-horses from

Yenishehr to Buda, with a blank space for

the name of the traveller; dated beginning

of Jumada I, 1080 (September 1669)

4. Copy of an imperial Nishan addressed

to the Kazi of Smyrna, Feiz-ullah, late Kazi

'Asker of Anatoli (Ebu Sa'Id Zadeh Feiz-ullah

Efendi, 1077-9) enjoining him to refer to the

Porte, pending the arrival of the English am-
bassador [Sir John Finch], the claim raised

against an English merchant converted to

Islamism, and now called Mustafa, by his

former partners ; dated Baba Taghl, begin-

ning of Zulka'dek 1084 (February 1674).

It is endorsed :
" Copie of the Command

taken out at Babba by Sigr. Jionacki against

Sayer."

5. Promise to pay within three months to

Havajeh Kemal a sum of 5881 piasters for

capital borrowed from him and interest
;

signed Mustafa Agha, Sha'ban 1081 (1670).

Add. 5027h.

A paper roll 20 in. by 12 ; 14 lines 8 in.

long ; written in Divani.

Copy of a Nishan i Humayun, appointing

the Jew Isaac chief-interpreter to Captain

Luca della Rocca, a Venetian officer in the

Turkish service (see p. 88 a, f. 38), and

granting him the usual immunities ; dated

Edirneh [Adrianople], beginning of Jumada

II, A.H. 1106 (January 1695).

Lansdowne, 1046.

A volume in the shape of a scrap-book,

18 in. by 11, containing papers of various sizes

in Persian, Arabic, and Turkish. It forms,

with the two next following nos. (Lansd.

n 2
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1047-8), acollection of documents produced by

some Armenian merchants of Basrah in a

law-suit brought before the Court of King's

Bench in 1751, for the recovery of their pro-

perty on board the 'Santa Catherina,' seized

by Admiral Griffin in 1746. See the Pers.

Catal., p. 407, and the Lansd. Catal., p. 270.

The contents of the present volume are

mostly Persian and Arabic. The following

two papers only are Turkish:

—

Fol. 82. Copy of a decision of the Kazi of

Baghdad, declaring Hiiji Muhammed to be

the legal executor of Seyyid Mir, of Bengal,

deceased in that city ten months before date.

It is dated 5 Jumada II, 1158 (A.D. 1745).

Fol. 83. Copy of a certificate of the Kazi of

Baghdad, declaring that a sum due to the

said Seyyid Mir by Khwajeh Simon, of Bengal,

had been duly paid to the heirs of the former;

dated 27 Jumada II, 1158.

Add. 12,086.

A paper roll 12| feet by 8^ in.; written in

Kyrma and small Divani, about A.D. 1750.

A series of ministerial orders with dates

ranging from A.H. 1163 to 1165.

They relate to the immunities of theVoinuks

jyjj, or Christian grooms employed in the

army, to appointments or promotions of wri-

ters of the Divan, and to grants of military

fiefs to Muteferrikahs.

Add. 21,409.

A volume 14 in. by 9 ; containing miscel-

laneous Oriental papers of various sizes. The
following are Turkish :

—

No. 3. Permit to a French ship for passing

the Dardanelles, 21 Jumada II, 1230 (1815)
with the seal of Osman, Emin of the Customs.

No. 4. Hunting-licence granted to a French

gentleman (name in blank) for the imperial

parks in Rumili and Anatoli, A.H. 1243

(1827) ; signed Kami], Ser-Tufonkji.

Add. 15,730a.

A paper-roll 30 in. by 19^ ; 10 lines 18^ in.

long ; written in Divani.

An imperial Firman allowing the English

ship " Crown," Captain Isaac Wilson, to pass

the Custom-house and the Dardanelles ; be-

ginning of Jumada II, 1231 (May 1816).

Add. 25,631.

Foil. 58; 15 in. by 10J; presented by
Decimus Burton. Miscellaneous papers,

Turkish and Arabic, brought back from

Egypt by the traveller James Burton, who
died 1862. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 699 b.

The following are Turkish :

—

A Firman issued by the Divan of Cairo,

with the seal of Muhammed 'All, empowering
James Burton to explore Suez, Kossair, and

the Sa'id in search of mines; 10 Shevval

1237 (July 1822), f. 1.

A letter of the Kyahya Beg to Burton,

acknowledging the receipt of samples of a

copper mine, and announcing the sending to

him of tools and provisions; 12 Sha'ban 1238
(April 1823), f. 2.

The same to the same, announcing the

dispatch of another Agha in place of Hiifiz

Agha, 5 Ramazan 123d, f. 4.

Another Firman allowing Burton to travel

through Upper and Lower Egypt; 1st Sha'-

ban 1239 (April 1824), with an Italian

translation, ff. 7, 8.

A third Firman, allowing Mr. J. Burton,

Mr. Humphreys, and Mr. Davy (?) to travel

to Mount Sinai and to Upper Egypt as far as

Dongola; 13th Sha'ban 1245 (February 1830),

f. 31.

Note of Tayyib Efendi, Niizir of Ibrahim
Pasha, to 'Omer Agha, about some giraffes

**}.jj given by the Pasha to Burton to take

to Europe, 26 Jumada II, 1249 (November
1833), f. 58.
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COLLECTIONS OF LETTERS,

INSHAS, OR LETTER-WRITERS.

Add. 5971.

Foil. 143 ; 8 in. by 5.

[Hilgrove Turner.]

I. Foil. 3—73; 11 lines 2| in. long ; written

in Kyrma, with, red-ruled margins ; Sha'ban,

A.H. 1022 (A.D. 1613).

An Insha, or letter-writer, by Yusuf B.

'Abdullah, with the heading *U» u\ ^JcS \'±s>

jJxoj'S tJj.6JJ\ l_-0^ JjiJ\ l_jO\£«

Beg. jSi. Jjl os- ^-j J&S j j^ ^ *+*.

The preface is dated from Karatak s-s^jj^

&ij, the first of Muharrem A.H 943. The

work is divided into nine chapters (Fasl)

described as follows : Js^> cJiLi» J^ J^oj

The division into chapters, however, is not

observed in the body of the work, although

the letters are arranged in accordance with it.

There are first letters of recommendation in

favour of a Beg, of a Kazi, of a Muderris, of

a Sheikh, of an Imam, and of other persons

of lower grade, f. 6 b ; then various petitions

addressed to the Porte oJ
J(

i js, f. 24 a;

letters expressive of affectionate longing

&*U J^aj^, f • 30 b ; congratulatory letters on

an appointment to the governorship of Rumili,

and to a Kaziship, f. 31 b; familiar letters,

f. 336 ; and forms of address to the Padishah,

Shehzadeb, Vezlr. Mufti, to inferior officials

and to relatives, f. 34 b.

At the end are a title deed &*U ja!», revenue-

returns of fiefs tateUU, tables of unlucky days

and hours, rules of arithmetic, and tables of

the numerical figures called Siyakat, ff. 42 a

—56 a, all of which, according to the preface,

form part of chapter 9. A UJ\ C**!, or voca-

bulary of Arabic and Persian words used in

correspondence, explained in Turkish, ff. 55 a

—72 b, although inserted before the author's

conclusion, does not seem to belong to the

original work.

II. Foil. 74—105; 13 lines 2| in. long;

written in large Divani, in the 17th century.

A collection of letters with the heading

lli\ l_>1^, by the side of which is written by

the same hand, but in a much smaller cha-

racter, i. iv ai*» i^Jiijii u^*J j&* 8,i
!i r^

They are partly real letters with rubrics

giving the writer's name, partly models of

letters such as officials or relatives should

write to each other. They are not arranged

on a systematic plan.

The following are the rubrics of the first

three letters

:

J* <A>r° ^i^* ih*fe ad*'

j* <^r^ <&*% ,^1 uV l**^ lW u& ^u-

J> <->£& fr*lj\t uS^
The real letters included in the collection

bear no dates ; but they evidently belong to

the reign of Sultan Murad IV, A.H. 1032—
1 049. They are written by Vezirs, Pashas,

and other officials of that period, and refer

mostly to fiefs and military matters.

The following are of some historical

interest : Rejeb Pasha, Lieutenant of the

Grand Vezlr, to Deli Yusuf Pasha, governor

of Rumili, announcing Khusrev Pasha's safe

conveyance of his artillery from Baghdad to

Mossul [A.H. 1040], f. 81 a. Sultan Murad
IV to Tatar Khan, after taking Erivan [A.H.

1045], f. 96 a. Murteza Pasha to his Kyahya,

announcing the arrival of Shahln Agha with

the Polish envoy on the 13th Shevval [1044]
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at the imperial camp, f. 97 b. Dilaver Pasha

to his father, on the relief of Van by Murteza

Pasha, f. 100 a. Murad IV's bulletin on the

taking of Baghdad [1048], f. 102 a. The

same to the Pashas sent to the succour of

Erivan, f. 104 a.

Taj-Zadeb, whose name appears on the first

page, is probably Taj-Zadeh Muhammed
Efendi, whose Insha, dated A.H. 1048, is

noticed by Krafft, p. 29. See also the Gotha

Catalogue, p. 11, Uri, p. 307, and the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 290. He is not to be

confounded with another well-known letter-

writer, Taji Zadeh Ja'fer Chelebi, who was

put to death by Sellm I, A.H. 920. See

Kinali Zadeh, f. 70, and Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 180.

III. Foil. 106 — 135 ; perfectly uniform

with art. ii., and written by the same hand.

Another collection of letters with the

heading lii\ **Jz£ U».

It is of the same kind and of the same
period as the preceding, and is also imper-

fect at the end. It begins, like the latter,

with a letter written by the Grand Vezlr to

Kenan Pasha, commander of Silistria, to

secure to men serving mider the former the

possession of their military fiefs. It includes

several letters of a Grand Vezlr not named,

one of the Sultan's to the Agha of the Janis-

saries, letters of the governors of Diyarbekr

and Egypt, and lastly a letter of Mesih Pasha,

dated 1st Safer A.H. 1048, relating to men
dispatched from Egypt to serve in the Persian

campaign, f. 130 b.

Arundel, Or. 29.

Foil. 239 ; 5f in. by 4 ; written by various

hands in the 17th century.

A miscellaneous volume, for the contents

of which see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 243.

The following part alone is Turkish

:

Foil. 194—218; 15 lines, 2} in. long;

written in small and neat Kyrma. *

A fragment of a collection of letters, with-

out title or author's name. It is stated at

the end of the preface, f. 195 b, that the work

is divided into five sections py, the contents

of which are described as follows : J^ ^y

IcJ
a^lSk (_£A*~» j c*cAi£> ^15 «yj»> jWli c^V->

U±s? eS jb JiJJ CL+xd C^J\S tj3 ji> JsjSj ,j$jl

The same division and the same headings

are found in the Munshe'at of Kinali-Zadeh,

as described in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

p. 266. The present fragment, which is

evidently part of that work, does not extend

beyond the first section, which contains letters

of congratulation. The last rubric is <-^V

The author, 'Ali B. Emrullah Kinali-Zadeh,

commonly called Ali Chelebi, was born in

Sparta, Liva of Hamld, A.H. 916, was suc-

cessively Kazi of Damascus, Cairo, Brusa,

Adrianople and Constantinople, and died as

Kazi 'Asker of Anatoli, at Adrianople, on the

7th of Ramazan A.H. 979. His son, Hasan

Kinali-Zadeh, the biographer of poets, devotes

to him a long notice, Add. 24,957, ff. 187

—

199, and speaks in the highest terms of the

matchless elegance of his epistolary com-

positions. See also Zeil ush-Shaka'ik, f . 62 a,

Tarikh Pechevi, vol. i., p. 458 (in both of

which he is called *Ala ud-Din 'AH B. Mu-
hammed), and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. ii., p. 341.

The present work is mentioned under

Oil**, Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 185. Two
copies are noticed by Krafft, p. 28.

Harl. 1815.

Foil. 99; 8J in. by4f; 19 lines 2f in.

long; written in small and neat Kyrma about

the close of the 16th century.

A collection of letters and models of

epistolary style, without author's name,

beginning with the rubric J^)L» ullaL- ^. *
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The first part comprises the following

letters of historical interest : Sultan Sulei-

man to Shah Tahmasp, declaring war against

him, and announcing that he had crossed the

sea at the beginning of Safer (A.H. 941),

f. 1 b. Prince Selim to Shah Tahmasp, in-

forming him of the defeat and flight of his

brother Biiyezid, and urging his extradition,

(A.H. 966), f. 3 a. The Shah (Sultan Mu-
hammed) to the Sultan (Murad III), referring

to the death of Shah Isma'il and suing for

peace; sent with Maksiid Khan (A.H. 988),

f. 5 b. Serdar Mustafa Pasha to the Grand

Vezlr Muhammed Pasha (Sokolli), relating

his campaign in Shirvan in two separate

reports, beginning respectively on the 6th of

Jumada II, and on the 6th of Rejeb A.H.

986, f. 7 b. Haider Pasha, Beglerbegi of

Sivas, to his Kyahya, announcing his victory

over Imam Kuli Khan in Demur Kapu, on

the 16th ofRebr II, A.H. 991,' f. 16 a.

Report on the naval engagements of Piyaleh

Pasha near Malta, in the months of Shevvfd

and Zulka'deh (A.H. 972), f. 18 a. Piyfdeh

Pasha to Hasan Pasha, Beglerbegi of Algiers,

on the taking of Gerba; written from Prevesa,

3 Zulka'deh (A.H. 967), f. 23 a. Pertev

Pasha to the Kiizi of Adrianople on the taking

of the fortress of Gyula (Hungary) on the 4th

of Safer (A.H. 974), f. 29 a. Four letters of

the Grand Vezlr to the Beglerbegi of Algiers,

congratulating him on his victories over the

infidels, and enjoining him to assist Hasan

Pasha, son of the "late" Khair ud-Din

Pasha (Barbarossa) f. 31 b. The Sultan

(Suleiman) to Prince Mustafa, exhorting him

to apply himself to study, f. 33 b.

The rest of the volume is taken up with

models of letters of condolence, congratulation,

recommendation, etc., to Vezlrs and other

men of rank, for the most part without

writer's name. The following are named as

writers in a few of the rubrics : Kemal

Pasha Zadeh, f. 37 a; Ebus-So'ud Efendi,

ff. 37 £, 50 b; Kasim Aghii, secretary of the

Divan, ff. 29 a, 49 b, 51 b; Muhyi Chelebi,

ff. 55 a, 56 b, 57 b; Hfunid Efendi, f. 56 a;

Mevlana Buzurg, f. 71 b; Ahraedi, f. 93 b.

A.H. 995, which appears at the end of

three models of letters, ff. 97 b, 98 a, 99 a,

was probably the current year at the time of

composition.

Add. 5967.

Foil. 99; 8 in. by 5£; 11 lines 3£ in. long;

written in Divani, apparently in the 17th

century. [Hilgrove Turner.]

A collection of letters, imperfect at the

beginning and end, and wanting also a few

leaves in the body of the volume.

Among many models of official and familiar

correspondence, arranged without any ap-

parent plan, it includes the following genuine

letters : An admiral to the Sultan, announc-

ing his arrival at Cyprus on the 13 th of

Jumada II, and the capture of three Venetian

men-of-war off Famagusta, f. 3 a. Shah

Tahmasp to Prince Selim, interceding in

favour of the fugitive Prince B.lyezid, ff. 7 b,

2, 9—12 (longer than the Persian original as

given by Eivaghli, Add. 7688, f. 91 b). Mufti

Khwajah Chelebi (Sa'd ud-Din) to Ahmed
Pasha, with congratulation and advice on his

appointment as Grand Vezlr (A.H. 987),

f. 12 a. Kemal Pasha Zadeh to Sa'di Chelebi,

consoling him on his deposition from the

Kiiziship of Constantinople (A.H. 940), f. 16 A.

Kinali Zadeh 'All Chelebi to the Grand Vezlr

Rustem Pasha, congratulating him on his

return to Constantinople after the war (A.H.

962), f. 17 b. The Sultan (Murad III) to

Shah \Abbas I, declaring his peaceful inten-

tions, and mentioning the departure of the

Gilan fugitive (Khan Ahmed) for Baghdad

(A.H. 1001 ; v. Na'Ima, vol. i., p. 41), f. 50 a.

Some letters without writer's name relate

to official matters and military transactions

in Bosnia and Hungary. One of them,
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f. 56 b, is dated A.H. 1001. Others are

signed Mesihi jj i&>
{̂
rM Jftj&to J

see

ff. 65 b, 66 b.

Add. 11,739.

Foil. 41; 10$ in. by6f; 17 lines 4f in.

long ; written in a cursive character, verging

on Divani, apparently in the 17th century.

A collection of models of familiar and

official letters, imperfect at the beginning.

The dates found at the end of many examples

of official correspondence range from A.H.

982 to 1028. The name of Kerkuk, which is

of frequent occurrence, and the occasional

mention of the neighbouring places, Erbll,

Shehrezul, and Mossul, point to the locality

where the work was compiled.

At the end are found the three following

royal letters : Shah Tahmasp to Sultan

Suleiman, accrediting Emir Kemal ud-Dln

Ferrukhzad Beg to treat of the peace, Persian

(A.H. 961 ; see Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. iii., p. 325), f. 32 a. Suleiman to Shah

Tahmasp, announcing the defeat and flight

of Prince Bayezld, and asking for his extra-

dition to Prince Selim, conveyed by Siuan

Beg (A.H. 967; ib. p. 372); imperfect at the

beginning, f . 35 a. Answer of Shah Tahmasp

to a letter of Prince Selim brought by Turak

Aghfi, interceding in behalf of Prince Baye-

zld ; sent with Seif ud-Dln Agha Zulkadrl,

ff. 35 6—37 b. The first two of the above

letters, and the Persian original of the third,

are found in the collection of Eivaghll Haider,

Add. 7688, ff. 86 a, 82 b, and 91 b.

Foil. 39—41 contain some Ghazals by Biikl.

Or. 1169.

Foil. 65; 7| in. by 4}; 17 lines, <L\ in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik, with 'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

A collection of fifty-two letters by 'Azmi

Zadeh Efendi, with the following endorsement

written in the author's life-time ^js- cAli*

It has no preface, and begins with the

being ad-
rubric Jtij\ JV-»j\ *> jfosi er*" g*"

[jtjjyo] liky&t the first letter

dressed to Hasan Burlni, of Damascus, who

died A.H. 1024 (see the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 601 a.)

Mustafa B. PIr Muhammed, called 'Azmi

Zadeh, and poetically surnamed Halati, born

A.H. 967, was one of the first poets and most

elegant writers of the period. He was suc-

cessively Kazi of Damascus, Cairo, Brusa,

Adrianople and Constantinople, and was ulti-

mately raised to the post of Kazi 'Asker of

Rumili. He died on the 26th of Sha'ban

A.H. 1040. See Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 135,

and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol hi.,

p. 214.

A volume containing sixty letters of 'Azmi

Zadeh is noticed by Hammer, Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. iv., p. viii. Thirteen are pre-

served in a Vienna MS. described by Fliigel,

vol. i., p. 265.

Rubrics prefixed to the letters state towhom

they were written, from what place, and, in

some cases, on what occasion. They are due to

the writer himself, who, in one instance, f . 51 b,

refers to his deposition from the judgeship

of Damascus. The letters were written, for

the most part, from the last-named place, and

from Adrianople; the dates range, as far as

they can be determined, from A.H. 1010 to

1030. The following are the principal persons

addressed : Ja'fer Pasha, governor of Yemen,

ff. 5 a, 60 b ; Yahya Efendi, ff. 8 a, 12 b

;

Sherif Efendi, Kazi of Damascus, ff . 9 b, 17 a;

Es'ad Efendi (Mufti A.H. 1024—34), ff. 146,

63 b ; 'Abdul-Ghani Zadeh Efendi (Nadiri ; d.

A.H. 1036), ff. 18 b, 33 a, 42 a, 50 b ; the

Kapudan Pasha Jighaleh Zadeh (A.H.

1006—1013), f. 26 a; Hafiz Ahmed Pasha,

governor of Damascus, ff. 20 b, 62 a; the

Muftis Mustafa Efendi (A.H. 1011—1015),
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f. 22 a, and San1
Ullah Efendi (A.H. 1008—

1015), ff. 23 a, 24 b; Ghazi Girai, Khan of

Crimea (A.H. 996—1017), f. 27 6;
lAbd ul-

'Aziz Efendi, ff. 34 b, 44 a, and the Grand
Vezir Nasuh Pasha (A.H. 1020—1023),
ff. 36 a, 41 a, 48 a, 51 b.

Or. 1139.

Foil. 120 ; 101 in. by 5| ; 29 lines 3^ in.

long ; written in small and close Neskhi, ap-

parently in the 18th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1—79.

The epistolary compositions of Muhammed
B.Muhammed Okchi Zadeh, ^.Jj) j^s? ^ j^s."",

with a preface by the author.

Beg. 151 J!, U*JJ ^\ jj& jli. yj U*.

The author was the son of Okchi Zadeh
Muhammed Pasha, governor of Haleb, and

took the poetical surname of Shahi. He was
born A.H. 960, became Re'Is ul-Kuttab A.H.

1004, and afterwards Nishanji. He died A.H.

1039. See Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 127, Gesch.

des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 272, note c,

p. 603, note i, and Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii.,

p. 209.

In a preface written in a very verbose and
flowery style, the author gives an account of

his own career. Enrolled at an early age in

the ranks of the Divan-writers he quickly rose

to the post of Re'is ul-Kuttab, and soon after

to the more exalted office of Tevki'i or Nishanji.

But the iniquitous rule of a Grand Vezir
called Hasan (Khadim Hasan, A.H. 1006)
and of a no less corrupt Mufti (Bustan Zadeh)
compelled him to retire from official life and
to repair to Mecca, The author dwells at

some length on his subsequent re-instatements
and depositions, and draws a dark picture of

the prevailing corruption, and of the state of

anarchy which culminated in the tragic end

of the Sultan (Osman II, A.H. 1031). After

enlarging on the high position which masters

of epistolary style held in former times, he

states that the present collection comprises the

letters written by himself, as Nishanji, in the

name of Sultans or Vezirs to the king of

Persia, as well as friendly epistles addressed

by himself to eminent men of his time.

The preface concludes with a panegyric on

the lately appointed Mufti Yahya Efendi

(A.H. 1031), who had re-instated him in his

office, and to whom the work is dedicated.

Contents : the author's preface, f . 1 b.

Five letters addressed by the Sultans of

Turkey, or the Grand Vezirs, to Shah 'Ab-

bas I of Persia, f. 8 b. These letters are not

dated, neither do they give the names of

the Sultans for whom they were written

;

but, judging from their contents, they range

from the reign of Muhammed IT! to that of

Mustafa I. The first relates to the Persian

refugees, Khan Ahmed of Gilan andNejef Kuli

Khan, and to the dealings of Hasan Pasha,

governor of Baghdad, with the rebel chief of

Huveizeh. The last is written in the name

of Mustafa I, and contains a reference to his

nephew and predecessor Osman II (they do

not correspond with any of the same Sultan's

letters included in the collection of Eivaghli).

Letters of the author to officials and personal

friends, f. 19 b. The names of the persons

addressed are not given, except in the case of

one letter written to (Silihdar) Ibrahim Pasha

on his appointment as governor of Egypt

(A.H. 1031). At the end f. 73 a, are forms of

letters announcing the accession of a new
Sultan.

Collections of letters by the same author

are noticed in the Catalogues of Uri, p. 307,

Krafft, p. 29, No. 88, S. Petersburg, pp. 530,

540, Vienna, vol. i., p. 285, and Gotha,

p. 208. See also Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. ix., p. 248, No. 166.

II. Foil. 80—120. Letters of 'Abd ul-

Kerim Efendi <jHi\
+>J$\

*& oil**, with a
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preface by an anonymous editor, who col-

lected them after the author's death.

Beg. tf J^ (_j'jj j g±> j^. j\j* ^j\y»

'Abd ul-Kerim B. Sinan, a native of Adria-

nople, went as a youth, about A.H. 990, to

Cairo, where he pursued literary studies.

He was appointed, A.H. 1028, Kazi of Haleb/

and transferred, A.H. 1030, in the same

capacity to Cairo, where he stayed only five

months. He then returned to his native

country, was appointed Kazi of Brusa, and

died between A.H. 1040 and 1049. See

Khuhlsat ul-Eser, Add. 23,600, ff . 528—530.

He wrote, under the title of Terajim Kibiir

el-'Ulema, biographical notices of some Vezlrs

and learned men of his time. See the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 355. The editor of his

letters was, according to Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

p. 185, Mevla 'Ismeti, who was afterwards

raised to the office of Kazi *Asker of Rumili,

and died A.H. 1075. See Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 456.

The letters, which were written for the

most part from Haleb or Brusa, have no
dates, but have rubrics showing the persons

to whom they were addressed. Of these the

principal are—Yahya Efendi {Mufti, A.H,
4

1031—1053), ff. 81 a—84, 88 b, 114 a (one'

of these letters relates to the fall of the Grand-!

Vezlr Mereh Husein, A.H. 1032); Mufti

Muhammed Efendi (A.H. 1015 — 1021),

ff. 85 6, 90 6; Es'ad Efendi (Mufti, A.H.

1024—1031), ff. 87 a, 91 b; 'Abd ul-'Aziz

Efendi, f. 94 b; Ghani Zadeh Efendi (Kazi

'Asker, A.H. 1023—1034), f. 95 a; the Grand
Vezlr Nasuh Pasha (A.H. 1020 — 1023),

ff. 97 a, 113 a; 'Azmi Zadeh Efendi, f. 109 a,

and Veisi Efendi, f. 115 a.

Besides the letters the collection includes

some eulogies, or biographical notices, of

the following men : the Grand Vezir Lala

Muhammed Pasha (A.H. 1013—1015), f. 99 b;

Hasan Pasha, governor of Egypt (A.H. 988

—991), f. 100 b; (Yavuz)'Ali Pasha, governor

of Egypt and Grand Vezlr (A.H. 1010—1013),

f. 101 b ; the Grand Vezir Murad Pasha

(A.H. 1015—1020), f. 103 a; and an account

of the death of Tokhtamish Girai Khan and

his brother Tniiyet Girai Sultan (A.H. 1016;

see Fraser, Annals of Naima, p. 352, Fezlekeh,

vol. i., p. 300, and Hammer, Gesch. der Chane

der Krim, p. 94), f. 106 b.

Collections of *Abd ul-Kerim's letters are

noticed in the Catalogues of Krafft, p. 30, of

Vienna, vol. i., p. 270, and of Aumer, No. 231.

Add. 9704.

Foil. 56; 8 in. by 5; 13 lines 3£ in. long;

written in Divani, with ruled margins, dated

Zulka'deh, A.H. 1061 (A.D. 1651).

[Hodgson.]

A letter-writer, with the heading liil <_j\^,

containing, besides a few real letters, models

of letters to be written to Muftis, Kazi Askers,

Vezirs, Kapudans, and other officials, as well

as to friends and relatives.

It begins with the rubric j^a-j sljjo

J^JT ^Jf^f (Jj^-1 J^ JoUtel JjJ m^jo

The collection includes the following let-

ters of historical interest : a page of Sultan
Murad IV to the Kizlar Aghasi, describing

the siege of Baghdad, dated 19th Sha'ban,

A.H. 1049 (read 1048), ff. 1—15. Murad IV,

from Erzerum, to the Shah (Safi), after the

taking of Baghdad, ff. 15—17. A soldier to

his brother, reporting Murad's arrival before

Baghdad, and the beginning of the siege on
the 9th of Rejeb (A.H. 1048), f . 36 b. Journal

of Mukhani Muhammed Efendi, secretary of

Silihdar Mustafa Pasha, describing the siege

and storming ofBaghdad, from the 8th of Rejeb
to the 16th of Sha'ban (A.H. 1048),ff.38—42.

Foil. 43—55 contain : 1 . A tract on the
divine origin of the holy banner, and on
the banners given by Muhammed to his

generals, beg. aUI »f j^3 \ JILfl tji&jr* $A
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f. 43 b ; 2. A chronological table of the Os-

manli Sultan3, and of the principal events in

Turkish history, down to A.H. 1055, with

some later additions, down to A.H. 1189,

f . 46 b ; 3. An astrological fragment on horo-

scopes, ff. 52—54.

Add. 19,804.

Foil. 90; 8 in. by 5| ; 11 lines 3f in. long;

written in a fair Divani; dated end of Rebi
1

II, AH. 1075 (A.D. 1664).

A collection of letters written by Veisi

Efendi and some other writers, beginning

with the following rubric : *S &SjU« -*Uiy\

This relates only to the first article in the

volume, a letter written to the Porte to an-

nounce the conquest of Egypt by Sultan

Sellm (A.H. 923). Of the writer, Sheikhi

Efendi, no notice has been found.

The letters have rubrics stating the names

of the writers, and, in some cases, also the

persons addressed. Most of them aro by

Veisi Efendi, who died A.H. 1037 (see p. 29 a),

and whose letters have been collected. See

Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 186, the Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 270, and Krafft's Catalogue,

p. 29, No. 85. They are as follows : Veisi

to the Vezlr Uveis Pasha, describing the

drawbacks of the office of Kazi, and asking to

be released from it, f . 3 a. The same to the

Grand Vezlr, Nasuh Pasha (A.H. 1020—

1023), f. 8 b, and to the Sheikh ul-Islam,

f. 10 b. Abd ul-Kerlm Efendi, as Kazi of

Brusa (see p. 98 a) to Veisi, f. 10 b. Veisi

to an official not named, f. 23 b, to the

Sheikh ul-Islam, f. 25 a, to the Sheikh ul-

Islam Khwajah Zadeh Muhammed (A.H.

1015—1024), f. 28 b, to the governor of

Egypt, f. 33 a, to the Kapudan Pasha, f. 37 b,

and to a friend not named, f. 40 b.

The Defterdar Bali Chelebi's dotless letter

to the late Shehzadeh, Sultan Selim (the same
in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 615),
f. 43 a. Similar letters by Kami Efendi,

f. 45 b, and Muhammed Efendi, f. 48 b.

Other letters of Muhammed Efendi to the

Khans of the Crimea, to the Grand Vezlr, to

the Nakib ul-Eshraf, and other persons,

ff. 50 6—62 a.

The rest of the volume contains models
of familiar letters, of letters from Aghas to

Pashas, forms of petitions, receipts, Tez-

kirehs, etc. The date A.H. 1075, which
occurs in some of them, is also that of the

MS. The compilation must have been made
in that year, and probably by the scribe him-

self, who signs J^is-/ Jl^ ^ ±^

Add. 19,436.

Foil. 52; 8 in. by 4|; 13 lines 2} in.

long; written in Divani, apparently in the

17th century.

An Insha, or letter-writer, especially de-

signed for military officers.

Beg. wI«jA-> *jij& jS\j jii-!j2 j J3jj* _j
j1jj\«-»

The letters, several of which relate to ques-

tions of pay, or military service, are such as

would be written by Pashas and Aghas to

each other, to superiors and inferiors, and to

relatives. At the end are some models of

official letters addressed by fief-holders, Jfel

C^elffj, to Kazis, some forms of Tezkireh and
Temessuk, in which the date, A.H. 1079,

probably the time of composition, occurs

twice, and, finally, some examples of arith-

metical operations.

Add. 6602.

Foil. 22 ; 8 in. by 5^ in the shape of a

scrap-book, with about 10 lines per page,

diagonally written in Divani, circa A.D. 1680.

[J. F. Hull.]

o2
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Models of letters of recommendation, and

complimentary addresses to Pashas and other

dignitaries, without dates or signatures.

The writer appears to have been a dependent

of 'Abd ur-Rahman Pasha, whom he calls his

patron p»Jl\
^J3 . Two of the Pasha's letters are

given, pp. 35, 37. The first is addressed to

the Sheikh ul-Islam, and the second to the

Vezir Damad Musahib Pasha, i.e. Mustafa,

the favourite and son-in-law of Muham-

med IV, who died as Kapudan Pasha, A.H.

1097.

*Abd ur-Rahman Pasha, governor of Bosnia

A.H. 1092, and of Camieniec A.H. 1093,

died at the siege of Ofen, A.H. 1097.

On the fly-leaf is written :
" Anno 1683,

als den j September Wien ist ensezt worden,

ist dieses Buch im Turckischen Lager beckoin-

men worden.*'

Sloane, 2690.

Foil. 28 ; 8 in. by 4 ; about 15 lines, written

diagonally, in cursive Divani, about A.D. 1685.

Copies of letters written by an English

merchant fy&j ^y* (Whitcombe) to Turk-

ish officials, and relating to money transac-

tions

They are addressed to Mustafa Pasha,

governor of Tunis, Ahmed Pasha, governor

of Saida and Beirut, Ahmed Pasha, governor

of Baghdad, Muhammed Pasha, governor of

Cyprus,
l

Ali Efendi, steward of the imperial

kitchen, etc. The few dates that occur range

from A.H. 1093 to 1096. At the end is a

Turkish alphabet.

Harl. 5712.

Foil. 23 ; 15 in. by I0|; lines 12$ in. long,

written lengthways, in each page, in a large

and elegant Divani, early in the 18th century.

Models of letters to Vezirs, Kazis, Ka-
pudan Pashas, and other officials, lastly, to

Christian commanders, by Seyyid Vahdeti

Chelebi, with the heading, jjuj ^^-j* *2&

Beg. ij'i J» J\±~o ij- Jj^j j ]

*y.. ^j Jjl

The rubric of the first letter is as follows

:

8jjj'L«» &*\i U-j ^^^r i&M i_->y£« y.woM
^Jj

The collection includes also some Buyurul-

dus, orcommander's orders relating to military

matters. The dates 1114, 1115, 11 16 of the

Hijreh, which occur in some of the letters, give

the approximate time of compilation.

A Latin description in the hand of Salo-

mon Negri is prefixed.

The last two leaves, foil. 22, 23, are of an

earlier date. They contain some lines in

Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic, with this note :

" Anno domini 1666. Ex dono doctissimi et

plurimum mihi colendi D™ Rabbi Abendana,

nunc temporis in Cantabrigia peregrinantis."

Add. 7888.

Foil 89 ; 8 in. by 4| ; 19 lines 2£ in. long
;

written in small Nestalik Shikesteh-amiz,

with 'Unvan and ruled margins, in the 18th

century. [Rich, No. 356.]

Letters of Nabi ^^ ^^ OtfLU* collected

and edited after his. death (A.H. 1124, see

p. 37 b) by his friend Habeshi Zadeh, with

a preface by the latter beginning l->L>jl J>\^o

j^lii ik^^ ai^lU^
ii)'*j

& j J-^'

The work was compiled by desire of Silih-

dar 'Ali Pasha Damad, who appears to have

been the author's special patron. Silihdar

'Ali, who is styled in the preface Na/ib, or

deputy, of the Vezir, was afterwards raised

to the office of Grand Vezir, A.H. 1125—28.

The letters and poetical pieces addressed

to him by Nabi form the second and greater

part of the collection, foil. 8 b—41 a ; the first

consisting only of complimentary addresses.

The remaining letters are written to the Re'is

ul-Kuttab-Rami Efendi (A.H. 1106—1114),
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ff. 41a, 51 — 53; Khalil Aglia, £. 42 a ;

'Ushshiiki Ziideh Osman Efendi, f. 43a ; 'Abd
ul-Baki Pasha, governor of Erzerum, f. 43 b,

etc.; Kuprili Zadeh Es'adBeg, f. 81 b, and to

Kayumji, Christian poet of Ei*zerum, f . 84 b.

At the end, fol. 87 b—S8 b, is a letter

written by the "late" Madih Efendi (who
died in Cairo, A.H. 1130 ; see Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 93).

'Abd ur-Rahlm Beg, called HabeshT-Zadeh,

and poetically surnamed Rahmi, is mentioned

in the Appendix to Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

p. 03 K as the editor of ,-j\3 oliii* . See also

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. vii.,

No. 13, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. iv., p. 239. Other copies of Nabi's

Munsheat are noticed in Krafft's Catalogue,

p. 30, in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

pp. 292, 297, Aumer, Nos. 224, 235, and in

the Gotha Catalogue, No. 25,

Or. 3217.

Foil. 51 ;. album-shape d; 9| in. by G; 14
lines, written diagonally, in Divani, apparently

in the 18th century.

[Baron von Keemee, No. 100.]

An Insha, or collection of models of letters,

with a preface treating of the importance

and advantages of proficiency in the art of

letter-writing. It begins j**jo ^UJ j j*t? j^»

jV «^ 3

The doxology is the same as in Add. 5971

(see p. 93 a); but the agreement goes no fur-

ther ; the preface and the body of the work
are entirely different.

The letters are arranged, in the early part

of the volume, according to the rank of the

persons addressed, as follows : The Tatar

Khan (Khan of the Crimea) to the Sultan.

The Sadr i A'zam to the Sultan. A Vezir

to the Tatar Khan. A Vezir to the Sadr i

A'zam, etc. Further on are models of

familiar letters to friends and relatives. Then
follow some real letters to or from the Gover-

nor of Egypt, Kuchuk Ahmed Pasha, Gover-

nor of Damascus (c. A.H. 1040), the Ka-

pudan Ja'fer Pasha (A.H. 1041—44), etc.,

most ofwhich relate to Egyptian affairs. At

the end, after some more forms of official

letters, are a few epistolary compositions in a

more literary style, by Shinasi Chelebi (who

died A.H. 1114; v. Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iv., p. 7). A.H. 11 GO, which occurs

in one of the first models, fol. 5 b, was pro-

bably the current year at the time of the

compilation.

. On the cover is written the name of

Franciscus Hock [some time director of the

Oriental Academy, Vienna].

Add. 18,810.

Foil. 83; 8| in. by 5f ; 15 lines 3J in.

long; written in cursive Turkish Neskhi,

about A.D. 1760. [De. H. Foun.]

Copies of letters written by the French

Consuls in Saida to the Turkish governor of

the province, relating mostly to the affairs

and interests of French subjects residing or

travelling in Saida and in the neighbouring

places, "Akka, Tariibulus, Sur and Liidakieh.

They are signed by the following Consuls

:

l»^A*b (Damirat), ^^joJj^j (Bourguiguon),

jx^j &!io(de Clerambeau), and aj^^s- (Gautier).

The few dates that occur range from A.H.

1172 to 1173.

The official addressed is not named in

the letters. It was probably Sa'd ud-Din

Pasha, who, in an Imperial Nishiin, addressed

to him in Rebl' II, 1172, flf.60—G3, is entitled

Villi of Saida.

The collection was apparently formed by a

Dragoman of the French Consulate, who

wrote at the beginning: Jj^>. ^U*^ <-iu5'3,

" Compiled by Terjuman Perille."

On the fly-leaf is written : No. G73, ach[ete]

v 10 Kief[fer].
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Add. 19,365.

Foil. 159 ; 8J in. by 5} ; 23 lines 3£ in.

long; written in small Kyrma, probably

about the beginning of the 19th century.

The letters of Kani.

Beg. t?y f)f <jy* &£]}<** pUa* <J\)3

The author, who in the heading ofthe table

of contents is called Ebu Bekr'Kani Ebul-

Ma'ani, was born in Tokat, and began life as

a Mevlevi in his native city. He was brought

to Constantinople by the Grand Vezir Hakim
Pasha Zadeh (A.H. 1168), and followed from

that time the profession of secretary. He
died, as stated by Jevdet, vol. v., p. 84, in

Rebl' II, A.H. 1206. Hammer places his

death A.H. 1208 ; see Gesch. der Osm.

Dicbtkunst, vol. iv., p. 366, and the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 274. Kani appears,

from the present collection, to have been

attached as secretary to Yegen el-Hfij Mu-
hammed, Agha of Janissaries (afterwards

Pasha,and lastly Grand Vezir, A.H. 1196—7),

also to the Voivode of Wallachia tiL,yJ,

and to have resided a long time in Bucharest.

Contents : Forms of address and titulature

used in writing to various dignitaries, f. 113.

Letters written mostly in the name of Yegen

el-Hiij MuhammedAgha, and to him, f. 25 a.

Letters written in the name of the Voivode of

Wallachia, and to hiin, f. 66 a. Miscellaneous

official and familiar letters, f. 80 b. Letters

written by Kani in his own name to his

spiritual preceptor, 'Abd ul Vahid Efendi,

Sheikh of the Mevlevis in Tokat, to the Re'is

ul-Kuttab, to 'Atfi-ullah Efendi, secretary of

the Kapudan Pasha Ghazi Hasan, to friends,

relatives and others, f. 95 a.

To each letter is prefixed a rubric contain-

ing an abstract of its contents. A detailed

table of the letters is prefixed, foil. 1—10.

Two different collections of Kani's letters

are described by Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue,

vol. i., pp. 274-5. See also Aumer, No. 225.

Or. 1168.

Foil. 176; 9 in. by 5£ ; 21 lines 3 in. long;

written in Nestalik, with 'Unvan and gold-

ruled margins, apparently in the 19th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

Another collection of Kani's letters, with

the heading, cy,\j-o ijSJ\ ^ *j>-j« ciAli*

J>..J> ^*
The contents are partly the same as in the

preceding MS. ; but the arrangement is

different. The rubrics prefixed to the letters

seldom consist of more than the words, " form

or tenor of letter, " i_;y^ ^jy°- But few of

them give the name of the person in whose
name the letter was written, or to whom it

was addressed, and in those cases the name
of Yegen Muhammed Pasha recurs frequently.

Add. 7889.

Foil. 22 ; 11 in. by 7 ; 7 and 12 lines in a

page; written in Divani, in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 729.]

Two fragments of Inshas, or formularies of

official and familiar correspondence. The
first, ff. 1—10, has at the end the signature

jox-. j-»s? and the date 14 Sha'ban, A.H.
1209. The second, ff. 11—22, contains

letters dated A.H. 1140.

Add. 7689.

Foil. 209 ; 8 in. by 5| ; written for Mr.

Rich, in Baghdad, from A.H. 1219 to 1223

(A.D. 1804—1808). [Rich, No. 351.]

I. Foil. 1—35; 7 lines obliquely written

in Divani, A.H. 1219.
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An epistolary manual with the heading U*

i-jj&j* AiSI. It contains models of letters to

be written to the Sultan, the Grand Vezlr, to

equals, superiors, inferiors, and relatives.

At the end are some directions relating to

arithmetical operations, and to the abbreviated

notation of the months.

A vocabulary of Arabic words used in

letter-writing, explained in Turkish, occupies

four pages at the beginning and the margins

throughout. A table of contents is prefixed.

II. Foil. 39—191 . Three Persian treatises,

for which see the Persian Catalogue, p. 810 a.

They were written, as stated at the end, in

Baghdad, by Ahmed el-Hasani el-Larijani

(Mr. Rich's Persian secretary).

III. Foil. 192—209 ; ten lines in a page, in

Neskhi.

Forms of address, partly Turkish, partly

Arabic, used by the English Resident in

Baghdad in his correspondence with the

Vezlr and Kyahya of Baghdad, the governor

of Mossul, the Mutesellims of Basrah, the

secretaries of the Divan, the Defterdars, the

governor of Mardin, the Pasha of Kurdistan,

the Imam of Maskat, the Sheikh of the

Muntefik Arabs, and the Vahhabi ruler,

'Abdullah B. Sa'ud. The heading is : jtJjJ

(
£>&>) J^ ^.V3^ U**l &&J>j** <^>. •£*>))

.

'
*\-

Add. 9707.

Foil. 34; 10 in. by 7; about 11 diagonal

lines ; written in a cursive Divani like cha-

racter; dated (f. 9 a) 24 Rebl' I, A.H. 1213

(A.D. 1798). [Hodgson.]

Insha, or models of official and familiar

letters. Some of the letters relate to Algerian

and naval affairs, one especially to the capture

of a Christian man-of-war off Majorca.

Add. 9706.

Foil. Ill; 8* in. by5f; 9 oblique lines

about 4 in. long; written in a rude eorrire

character approaching Divani; dated (f. 99 a)

29 Muharrem A.H. 1238 (A.D. 1822).

[Hodgson.]

I. Foil. 1—73. A letter-writer inscribed

The letters are such as would be written

by Pashas and Aghas in command at Algiers,

Constantine, Biscara, 'Anniib, Milyana, etc.,

to each other on matters of military service.

There are also models of familiar letters

to relatives and friends, and some forms of

certificates, passports, etc.

* II. Foil. 73 6—99. A similar collection,

with the heading : ^y jyt\ ^^j» Mii1 li*

It contains models of letters to Turkish

officials, and to relatives; also forms of Tez-

kirehs, Temessuks, etc.

Add. 26,318 e.

A single sheet, 13 in. by 8; 25 lines 3£ in.

long, with a few more in the margin ; written

in a cursive Turkish Neskhi.

[W. Ekskine.]

An original letter of Sa'ld, son of Suleiman

Pasha (the late Pasha of Baghdad), to the

Baliyuz Beg (Claudius J. Rich), informing

him that, on the 5th of Sha'ban, he had taken

refuge with the Sheikh of the Muntefik Arabs,

Hamud el-Thiimir, because he thought his

life threatened by 'Abdullah Pasha, and still

more by the latter's Kyahya, Muhammed
Tahir Beg; dated Wednesday, the 6th of

Sha'ban, A.H. 1227 (August 1812).

The writer adds in a postscript that the

oath he had taken in Baghdad was compulsory

and therefore not binding.

Add. 21,623.
A volume 17 in. by 12, presented by tho
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author and endorsed by him " Mallouf's

Letters, 1850."

It contains seven letters lithographed on

sheets of tinted paper, 22 in. by 16, with

ornamental borders. They are dedicatory

epistles written by Nasif Ma'luf, of Smyrna,
to some great personages, begging them to

accept the author's works, especially his

French-Turkish dictionary, and his Revzat

uz-Zehiyyeh.and to granthim their patronage.

They are dated Smyrna A.H. 1266-67, bear,

for the most part, French headings, and are

addressed to Sultan 'Abd ul-Mejid; Son
Altesse Ahmet Fethi Pasha, Grand-Maitre de

l'Artillerie, etc. (two letters); Son Excellence

Suleyman Pacha, Ministre de la Marine, etc.

;

the Khedive; Son Excellence Fuad Effendi,

Mustechar du Grand- Vezir, etc. ; Son Excel-

lence Emin Effendi, Premier Interprete du
Divan Imperial.

A second copy of the last letter is litho-

graphed on flowered pink-coloured silk.

COSMOGRAPHY AND
GEOGRAPHY.

Harl. 5500.

Foil. 172; 12 in. by 7f ; 13 lines 4| in.

long ; written in a fine large Neskhi with all

the vowels, with gold-ruled margins, appa-
rently in the 16th century. It contains

ninety half-page miniatures of spirited design
and fair style of execution.

A work treating of wonders of art and
nature in various countries, without title or
author's name ; imperfect at beginning and
end.

A false beginning has been prefixed by a
later hand, f. 1 b. The original text begins,

f. 2 a, as follows :—a^Us aj^lk j> w JoJ*.U»-

The work consists of short detached sections,

with the heading CU>\£s~ in gold, beginning

mostly with the words &£jy\5j\ tl^.^J5
and

following each other without any attempt at

systematic arrangement. They relate to

strange stones, plants, and animals, to fabu-

lous monsters of sea and land, to remarkable

mountains, rivers, and springs, to wonderful

buildings, idols, talismans, etc., and consist

for the most part of childish stories and

travellers' tales. There are many gaps in the

body of the volume, so that it has not been

possible completely to restore the primitive

order of the leaves, which were found in utter

confusion.

The work is distinctly called a translation,

f . 32 b, ,J-ol cdJJ «^-y j>t
and in two passages,

ff. 37 a, 73 b, reference is made to the author

of the original «JL*, J^\ JjSz° who, however, is

not named. Persian words and names re-

tained in the text and explained in Turkish,

as
J3f rendered by lii-il ^Uj., f. 80 b, UU^

translatedjS^y, f. 176, ^y>- ,j»»t=^fe*i\ wtf

0*4, f. 20 b, jl**T O^ = ^j-*^ &/,
f. 156 a, show that Persian was the language

of the original.

The translation is in plain old Turkish, with

many archaic forms and obsolete words ; it

can hardly have been written much later than

the ninth century of the Hijreh.

What gives some importance to the work,

in spite of the prevailing fabulous character of

its contents, is the early date of the original

work, which appears from internal evidence to

have been written under the Samanis, pro-

bably about the middle of the fourth century of

the Hijreh. All the notices relating to India

belong to a time previous to the Muslim
conquest ; a story of ordeal by fire, f . 9 b, is

located in the land of the Mehraj (Maharaja),

and in another place, f . 148 a, the country of

the Afghans is called part of Hindostan.

The Khurremdlnan, or followers of Babek,
are represented as an independent and pros-

perous community, f . 92. One of the longest
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sections, foil. 23—32, is devoted to Constan-

tinople. It describes at length the magnifi-

cence of its churches, the splendour of the

Emperor's court, the talismans constructed

in the city by the sage Bulniyas (Apollonius),

and it refers to the number of Muslim captives

there detained.

Although he has many tales relating to

Egypt, Yemen, Sham, Maghrib, and Andalus,

the author mentions by preference localities

belonging to Mavera-ennehr, where he pro-

bably lived, and to adjacent countries, such

as Chaghaniyan, Tirmiz, Bukhara, Hak,

Samarkand, Gharjistan, Ghaznin, Ghur,

Bamiyan, Vakhan, Ferghaneh, Balkh, Khwa-

rezm, Taberistan, etc. He relates, f. 73 b, as

a fact that came under his personal obser-

vation, a landslip due to an earthquake in

Turkistan, by "which a human skull of colossal

size was exposed to view. In another passage,

f. 153 a, he mentions as a recent occurrence

an attempt made by " the late Emir Sa'Id
"

(apparently Nasr B. Ahmed Samani, A.H.

301—331) to secure a treasure hidden in the

mountain of Keshen in Khwarezm.

Authorities are seldom adduced, and only

early ones. A name which often recurs

is that of Ebu (or Ebul) Mutl' Balkhi, a

Chinese and Indian traveller, to whom are

ascribed, among many others, two humorous

stories, one relating his visit to an Indian

bath infested by mosquitoes and snakes,

f . 48 b, the other describing the tortures he

had to endure at the hands of an old Indian

barber, who cropped him against his will,

f. 38 a. In another passage, f. 62 a, the

same Ebu Muti' relates that he brought from

China, on his return to Balkh, three wonderful

objects which he presented to the governor

of that city, Ebul-'Abbas Kuseh «-»_/! This

Emir is, no doubt, identical with Ebul-'Abbas

el-Kusej -^j^'j "who is mentioned in the

Kamil, vol. viii., p. 154, as governor of

Bukhara, A.H. 317.

The following are the other authorities

quoted : Firdevs ul-Hikmet, by 'Ali B. Rebben
(who lived in the first half of the third

century; see the Arabic Catalogue, pp. 217 b,

774 a), f. 112 a; Taba'i' ul-Hayevan, a work
ascribed to Aristotle, ff. 54 b, 59 a; Ebu
'Abdullah Muhammed B. Ishak, f. 8 b; Ebu
Nasr 'All, ff. 10 a, 63 a, 7(ib; Ispehbed

Zerrin Kemer, f. 47 a; Ebu Sa'id Bahri,

ff. 102 «, 103 a, 108 a; 'Abdullah B. Eshkam,
f. 107 b, and 'Abdullah Bebek ^Lj, f. 112 b.

The only strictly geographical portion of

the work is a short and confused account of

the five great seas of the world, viz. those of

Hind, Rum, Afrlkiyeh, Maghrib, and Tabe-

ristan, and (j-ku (the Euxine), ff. 34 b—37 a.

The rock-dwellings and the two colossal

statues of Bamiyan, called Khingbut and

Surkhbut (see Yakut, vol. i., p. 481), are

mentioned f . 13 a.

The MS. is noticed in Ouseley's Oriental

Collection, vol. i., pp. 134, 318. An abstract

of its contents in Latin, with a translation of

a few stories, by Salomon Negri, is preserved

in the Harleian MS., No. 5501.

Add. 7005.

Foil. 267; 9£ in. by7£; about 15 lines

5\ in. long ; written by the Rev. J. Haddon
Hindley on paper water-marked 1804.

A transcript of the preceding MS. and of

the Latin extracts of Salomon Negri.

Add. 7895.

Foil. 114 ; 7f in. by 5| ; 19 lines 3 in.

long; written in Neskhi, with ruled margins;

dated A.H. 1078 (A.D. 1667).

[Rich, No. 723.]

A cosmographical work.

Beg. oly*J1 [jb.] J J JW M Jli

The author, whose name does not appear

p
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in tho present copy, is the well-known mystic,

Yaziji Oghli Ahmed Bijan, who lived in

Gallipoli in the ninth century of the Hijreh

(v. supra, p. 17 b). His object in this work

was, as stated in the preface, to set forth the

evidences of God's power as displayed in the

wonders of creation and the history of the

prophets.

The work is divided into eighteen Babs, as

follows: 1. Heavens and their wonders ; the

Throne, Paradise, Hell, sun, moon and stars,

f. 5 b. 2. The earths, their wonders, and

Jehennum, f. 19 a. 3. Surface of the earth,

f. 27 b. 4. Climates determined by geometry;

length of days in each, f. 37 b. 5. Mountains,

f. 41 a. 6. Seas and islands, f. 44 b. 7. Cities

and regions, f. 49 a. 8. Mosques, f. 57 b.

9. Solomon's throne, f. 64 a. 10. Visit of

Belkis to Solomon, f. 67 a. 11. Limitation

of life, f. 69 a. 12. Places destroyed by God's

wrath, f . 72 a. 13. Herbs and fruits, f . 76 a.

14. Statues and images, f. 81 b. 15. Simurgh

and 'Anka, f. 91 a. 16. Mysteries of the

Cabala (jefr), f. 94 b. 17. Signs of the Day

of Judgment, f. 100 b. 18. Prayers and

admonitions, f. Ill b.

The contents have been noticed by Hammer,

Handschriften, No. 159, Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 128, note 3, and by

Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 518.

See also Haj. Khal, vol. iii., p. 191, and, for

other copies, the Catalogues of Paris, p. 320,

No. 160 (with a French translation, ib.,

p. 363, No. 62) ; Dresden, No. 269 ; Leyden,

vol. iv., p. 303, and Gotha, p. 15.

Sloane 4088.
Foil. 73; 8Jin. by h\; 13 lines 3J in. long;

written in large Neskhi, probably in the

17th century.

The "Wonders of Creation," by Yaziji

Oghli Ahmed Bijan, with the heading t_-Al£ \ja

Beg. J* r
*J1j SjUNj tH^ l-Jj *U **U

ji£\ JA &P *—1 Vj
The author says in the preface that in the

time of Alexander the sages of the world had

come together and described the wonders of

the universe. In the age of Imam Shafi'i

that work had been translated from Hebrew

J* tjjp [read u$i a**] into Arabic
-
B?

favour of the Sultan of Sheikhs, Haji Beiram

liAiUaU
fijH
^W ujHSrf*" lJo» £l&V ^UaU

jjJI^fc [readJ^] J*^ Ahmed Bijan translated

it into Turkish for the benefit of his country-

men ignorant of Arabic, and gave to his

version the above title. This was done at

the time when Sultan Ghazi Muhammed Khan

conquered Istambul, A.H. 857.

In the above reference to Haji Beiram,

the author can only mean spiritual assistance

;

for that celebrated saint lived under Yildirim

Bayezid (see Shaka'ik, f. 21, and Taj ut-

Tevarlkh, f. 113 a), and died in Angora,

according to the Lughat i Tarikhiyyeh, A.H.

833.

The fanciful origin assigned to the work is

sufficiently refuted by an examination of its

contents. It turns out to be no more than a

meagre abstract from the well known 'Aja'ib

ul-Makhlukat of Kazvini, which, by the omis-

sion of entire chapters and severe curtailing of

others, has been reduced to less than a fifth of

its bulk. A preliminary chapter in which

the notion ofwonder t_-»sF" is defined and illus-

trated, in the first instance, by the marvellous

structure of the honeycomb, ff. 3 a—6 b, is

literally translated from the first Mukaddimeh

of Kazvini (Wiistenfeld's edition, pp. 5—8,

Ethe's translation, pp. 6—12). It begins as

follows : j <Z*<£- J»^ & <-*£ e£ j^Sj ^Uj
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in the body of the work the process of

contraction has been carried on more ruth-

lessly, and, in some instances, foreign matter
has been introduced ; but the general ar-

rangement tallies exactly with that of Kaz-
vini's work This will be seen from the fol-

lowing statement of contents, in which the

corresponding portions of the Arabic work
are indicated by reference to the pages of

Wiistenfeld's edition : The six days of crea-

tion, f. 6 b. Heavenly spheres (p. 16) f. 7 a.

The moon and other planets (p. 17), f. 8 b.

The angels who dwell in heaven (p. 55), f. 12a.

Time and its divisions (p. 63), f. 14 b. (The
chapter on the Arabian months differs from
the Arabic text). Winds (p. 95), f. 23 a.

Rainbow (p. 100), f. 23 b. Water (p. 101),

f . 24 a. The Ocean, with the tale of the ship

sent by Alexander to explore it (p. 104) f. 25 a.

Seas (p. 106), f. 27 a. Sea animals (p. 130),

f. 31 a. The globe and its divisions (p. 143),

f. 33 b. Mountains and their use (p. 150),

f. 34 b. Rivers (p. 175), f. 35 b. Springs

(p. 188), f. 36 b. Minerals (p. 203), f. 37 b.

Vegetables (p. 245), f. 43 a. Animals (p. 301),
f. 47 a. Man and his component parts

(p. 302), f. 48 a. The Jinnis (p. 368), f . 59 a.

Herbivorous animals (p. 374), f. 60 a. Beasts

of prey (p. 387), f. 65 b. Birds (p. 405),
f. 73 o.

The MS. breaks off at the second page of

the last section.

The work is mentioned by Haj. Khal., vol.

iv., p. 187. For other copies see the Cata-

logues of Paris, p. 320, No. 161 ; Dresden,

Nos. 68 and 264, art. 2; Leipzig, p. 431 b;

Vienna, vol. ii., p. 520, and Upsala, No. 318
—320.

Add. 7894.

Foil. 172; 9| in. by 6fc; 19 lines 3f in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with a sprinkling

of vowels, with 'Unvan and gold-ruled mar-
gins, apparently in the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 792.]

A cosmographical work with the heading

oS^js* c-*?.U? i—>^> translated from Arabic
by Sururi.

Beg. <j±)5 jUjj JU-.T ef»+£~ £±x* Jj\ j^.

Sururi, whose proper name was Muslih
ud-Din Mustafa B. Sha'ban, was the son of

a wealthy merchant of Gallipoli. After

teaching for years in a Medreseh built for

him by the Vezir Kasim Pasha, he embraced
a religious life and entered the Nakishbendi

order. He was, however, called upon by
Sultan Suleiman to undertake the tutorship

of Prince Mustafa, over whom he acquired

unbounded influence. After the Prince's

tragical death, he lived some years in re-

tirement and poverty, and died, at the age

of seventy-two, A.H. 969. He is chiefly

known by his numerous commentaries on

Persian poets, although, according to his

contemporary, Kinali Zadeh, f. 132 b, he was
but imperfectly acquainted with the niceties

and idioms of the language. See Zeil ush-

Shaka'ik, f. 10 a, Kunh ul-Akhbar, Or. 32,

f. 237 a, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. ii., p. 287.

Beginning with a panegyric on Sultan

Mustafa, Saruri states that the Prince,

having received from a rich merchant of

Mecca an Arabic u Book of Wonders and

Rarities " <_.*i]/&j viV^ s->^ ordered him,

his servant, to translate it. The writer adds

that, in performing that task, he eliminated

superflous matter and added some useful

information.

In the epilogue the translator says that

the work had proceeded thus far, when its pro-

moter,SultanMustafa, became the object of the

displeasure of the Padishah, and passed from

this mansion of sorrow to the abode of peace.

Then his tutor *»^, the poor Sururi, heart-

broken, abandoned the task and left the

work unfinished in the month of Zulka'deh,

A.H. 960.

Sultan Mustafa was beheaded by order of

p 2
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his father on the 27th of Shevval, A.H. 960.

See Pechevi, vol. i., p. 302.

The anonymous original, vaguely desig-

nated as above, proves to be the 'Aja'ib ul-

Makhlukatof El-Kazvini, of which the present

work is a somewhat abridged translation.

In the following table of contents the cor-

responding portions of the Arabic text are

indicated by reference to the pages of

Wiistenfeld's edition. Additions due to the

translator are enclosed in brackets.

Kazvini's preface (p. 3) f. 3 a. The four

Mukaddhnehs, beginning foil. 4 b, lb, 8 b,

and 10 a. Makaleh I. The spheres (p. 16)

f. 13 a. Sphere of the fixed stars, Fasl 1

(p. 27), f. 23 a. [Planetary influences on

days and hours; lucky and unlucky con-

junctions of the planets, f. 23 b. The signs

of the zodiac ; their connexion with certain

cities and their conjunctions with the planets,

f. 30 a.] Continuation of the chapter on

fixed stars; their magnitudes, and the

constellations (pp.28—41), f. 31 a. Mansions

of the moon (p. 41), f. 48 a. [Influences of

the mansions, f. 53 b.] Sphere of the zodiac

(p. 52), f. 54 b. Sphere of spheres (p. 53),

f. 55 b. [Motion of the spheres; the star

calledjj& by the Turks, f. 57 a]. The angels

who dwell in heaven (p. 55), f. 58 b. Time
and its divisions (p. 63), f. 67 b. (There is

much additional matter relating to the days

of the week ; the Rumi or Syrian months,

f. 78 b, follow a different order, viz. from
Adar to Shubat). [Eras of the Hijreh and of

Yezdegird, f. 83 a.] Persian months (p. 79),

f. 83 b. Years (p. 84), f. 86 b. [The animal-

cycle of the Chinese and Tatars and the

prognostics of each year, f. 90 a. Omens to

be drawn from various occurrences, and from
throbbings of the body, according to the

ruling sign of the zodiac; lucky days for

bleeding; import of dreams and of letters

found on opening books at random (Fal),

mostly in tabulated form, f. 93 a.]

Makaleh II (p. 89), f . 105 b. Spheres of the

fire, f. 106 b, of the air, f. 1 08 b, and of the water,

f. 116 b. Ocean and seas (p. 103), f. 120 b.

Aquatic animals (p. 130), f. 153 a. The

globe of the earth and its divisions (pp. 143

—

148), f. 164 b. Four Mukaddimehs or pre-

liminary chapters on the climates, f. 167 b.

Description of the first climate, f. 169 b.

The last two sections are abridged from

the Asar ul-Bilad of Kazvlni, Wiistenfeld's

edition, pp. 5—12. The last paragraph is

headed Abyssinia *£jJ' *"&>, and concludes

with a description of the giraffe.

The MS. contains a large number of minia-

tures of a fair style of execution, occupying

half a page or less, and representing the

conventional figures of the planets and con-

stellations, angels, and the animals of the

seas and islands.

On two opposite pages at the beginning,

and within illuminated escutcheons, is the

following inscription, stating that this copy

was made for the library of the Re'is ul-

Bewabin (Kapiji Bashi) Ahmed Agha, ***j>

j~\&\j JUJ\ £*? j&% p,\s$\ jW\ •Mutt*'

j*lb \iLNj *»-j3u *3.}\*«i l_j^ «J^j i)

Haj. Khal. mentions the work, under the

title l_-o\^Mj L-»fts^ i_-jIIS, vol. v., p. 115, as

translated by Sururi, but without noticing its

identity with Kazvini's Cosmography. For

a similarly entitled copy of Sururi's trans-

lation, see Rosen, Marsigli Collection, p. 18.

A later translation, written A.H. 1109, by
Husein Efendi B. Muh. Mustafa, is mentioned

in the appendix to Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 554.

Add. 24,954.

Foil. 144; 8J in. by 6; 19 lines 3 in.

long ; written in small and cursive Nestalik

;

dated 17 Rebi' I, AH. 983 (A.D. 1575).

[Loed Aberdeen.]

Another copy of the same work endorsed
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Spaces left for drawings of planets and

constellations have not been filled.

On the last page is a table showing in

what mansion the moon is on any given day.

Add. 7893.

Foil. 287; 11 in. by 7; 15 lines 4£ in.

long; written in fair large Neskhi, apparently

in the 16th century. [Rich, No. 333.]

A cosmographical work translated from
Arabic, with the following heading written

in red ink by the hand of the copyist, \i*

Beg. u3$£ ote J^ jjo i U A£ 3 ^^
The translator, who does not give his

name, states at the end that the version was
completed on the 26th of Sha'ban A.H. 963,

and that it had been written by desire of His

Highness Sinan Beg. He concludes with

some verses wishing long life and prosperity

to his patron. But he does not disclose

either the title or the author of the Arabic

original. Comparison shows that it is no
other than the well known Kharidet ul-'Aja'ib

of Siraj ud-Din Ibn ul-Verdi. On that work,

composed A.H. 822, see the Arabic Cata-

logue, p. 611a, and Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 134.

The translation, although somewhat diffuse,

agrees on the whole closely with the Arabic
text, as printed in Cairo A.H. 1300, and in

several previous editions.

Contents : Preface (of Ibn ul-Verdi), f. 1 b.

Muhlt, or circumambient sea, f. 5 b. Dis-

tances, f. 9 a. Description of the earth and
its divisions, f. 14 a. Table of fourteen

chapters (Fasl) and KMtimeh, f. 25 a.

Countries and cities, f. 25 b. Seas and isles,

f. 109 b. Rivers, f. 1513. Springs and
wells, f. 164 a. Mountains, f. 172 b. Stones
and their properties, f. 184 a. Precious
stones, f. 188 a. Fruits, f. 192 a. Seeds of

some herbs, f. 211 a. Seeds and grains,

f. 211 b. Properties of animals arid birds,

f. 212 a. Peculiarities of countries and

towns, f. 221 a. Extract from the Zeheb

Mesbiik of Ibn ul-Jevzi, f. 227 a. Questions

put to Muhammed by 'Abdullah B. Selam,

f. 238 a. Khatimeh; beginning of creation;

duration of the world ; beings created before

Adam ; number of the worlds ;
years elapsed

from Adam to Muhammed, f. 254 a. \>\jl>\

nsLu or eschatology, f. 258 a. Kasideh on

the day of resurrection, translated into

Turkish verse, in 150 Beits, f. 282 a.

It may be noticed that in the chapter on

chronology, f. 258 a, the translator substitutes

his own date, A.H. 963, for the date of com-

position given in the original, viz. A.H. 822.

The MS. is endorsed in Persian as follows:

A somewhat later and better known
Turkish version of the Kharidet ul-'Aja'ib

was written A.H. 970, for Emir Osman B.

Iskender Pasha. See Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 133, the Paris Catalogue, p. 319, No. 151,

the Upsala Catalogue, p. 216, and Asiat,

Museum, p. 602.

Add. 7896.

Foil. 182; 1\ in. by 5; 17 lines 3* in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 516.]

A cosmographical work by Mustafa B.

'Ali, time-keeper in the Mosque of Sultan

SelTm, jW ^ J cJyJ\ J* ^ J&^
OHM

Beg. '- *A>\; \$f oliO jls- ^oJI *U ^ii

The preface is mainly taken up with a

general review of all the subjects expounded

in the work. It is cut short in the present
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copy by the loss of one leaf or more after f . 4.

The rest of the preface, f. 5, contains a men-

tion of Suleiman Khan B. Sultan Selim Khan
as the reigning sovereign, the title of the

work, and a statement of its division into

three sections (Kism), and of the authorities

followed in each.

The subjects of the three Kism are as

follows : I. Spheres and heavenly bodies,

f . 5 b. II. The earth and its divisions ; seas,

islands, rivers, springs, wells, mountains,

and their wonders, f. 33 b. III. The seven

climates ; length of days in each and in the

principal cities ; distances of the cities,

f. 107 a. At the end of Kism III is a chapter

on the method for determining the proper

times of prayers and fast, foil. 175 b— 182;

it is imperfect at the end.

The authorities mentioned are : for Kism I,

Chagmini with the commentaries of Kazi

Zadeh Rumi and Seyyid; the Tebsireh and the

Tezkireh,with the commentaries of Seyyid and
ofNizam ud-Dln A'rej, and Nihayet ul-Idrak.

For Kism II, Tohfet ul-'Aja'ib by Ibn ul-EsIr,

'Aja'ib ul-Makhlukat by Kazvini, Kharidet ul-

'Aja'ib by Ibn Verdi, Hayat ul-Hayevan by
Demiri, Nuzhet ul-Kuliib by Hamdullah Kaz-
vini, and Ptolemy's Geography.

Another work of Mustafa B. *Ali, Lid

ijJU^ appears to contain the substance
of Kism III in an abridged form ; see Krafft,

p. 133, and the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 427.

The present work is mentioned as one of

the sources of the Jehan Numa ; see the pre-

face, p. 12, and Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 227.
The time of composition is not stated ; but
the dates of other works by the same author,
which range from A.H. 935 to 960, sufficiently

fix the period in which he lived. See the
Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 496, Haj. Khal.,
vol. ii., p. 485, and further on, under Astro-
nomy, Add. 7892.

On the first page of the MS. is the follow-

ing title jj^L. J*iU! i_JU*?N Utfr t^,y

Add. 23,381.

Foil. 101 ; 8* in. by 5J ; 27 lines 2 7
s in.

long; written in neat and minute Neskhi,

with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins ; dated

Muharrem A.H. 1132 (A.D. 1719).

[Robert Taylor.]

A Manual of geography by Muhammed B.
l

Ali, known as Sipahi Ziideh ^ ^ J*^

iS\j ,_^.-J j$r^ (
see the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 182 a), translated from Arabic by the

author, with the heading, ^JuM ^S^"

Beg. -*«jj iS «3lpj>f« ejj>* Jj\ i^j^ j-»».

The author says that after completing the

Arabic work inscribed LJjm
^J\

l£151~J\ J>Js

t^JJUJ\j ^^^, he put it into a Turkish dress

and adorned it with the name and titles of the

reigning Sultan, Murad Khan B. Sultan

Selim Khan B. Sultan Suleiman Khan
(Murad III, A.H. 982—1003). According

to Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 395, and Takvlm
ut-Tevarikh, p. 127, the Arabic original was
completed A.H. 980, and the author died A.H.

997. See also Jehan Numa, p. 11, where it

is stated that Sipahi Ziideh had been Kazi of

Istambul.

The work is divided into an introduction

treating of the shape and divisions of the

earth, f. 3 b, and five Babs as follows

:

I. Seas, f. 6 a. II. Lakes, f. 10 a. III.

Rivers, f. 12 a. IV. Mountains, f. 15 a.

V. Countries and cities in alphabetical order,

foil. 16 a—101.

Copyist: j*>^ ^lil ^j*fi

An Arabic note on f. 2 a states that the

MS. belonged to Osman Agha, Khaznadar
of Ahmed Pasha, governor of Baghdad.

A copy of the Turkish version, dated A.H.
994, is noticed in the Leyden Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 133 ; for a fragment of the same
see the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 430.
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Or. 1038.

Foil. 134; 11 in. by 6$; 29 lines 3§ in.

long ; written in a small and distinct Neskhi,

probably in the 18th century.

Jehan Numa, the " "World Mirror," by

Katib Cbelebi Mustafa Khalifah, better known
in Europe as Haji Khalifah (see p. 33 b).

"We learn from the preface that the author

prepared himself for the composition of his

great geographical work by translating the

Atlas Minor of Hondius. This he did A.H.

1064 with the assistance of a learned French

monk who had been converted to Islamism

and had taken the name of Sheikh Muhammed
Ikklasi. The translation was entitled «Jj5

jjjj* Lr&>\ *«Ui>
jj

jyJl Two-thirds of it had

been written when the author entered upon the

composition of the present work in the month

of Safer A.H. 1065. It was compiled from

a number of European and Eastern works

enumerated in the preface, and it occupied

the last years of the author, who left it un-

finished at his death, A.H. 1068.

The Oriental part of the work was printed,

with additions by the editor, Ibrahim Mute-

ferrikah, Constantinople, A.H. 1145, and a

Latin translation was published by Norberg,

A.D. 1818. Manuscript German and French

translations are mentioned by Fliigel in his

account of the author's rough copy, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 434, and by Aumer,

Munich Catalogue, No. 283. See also Rei-

naud, Geographie d' Aboulfeda, introduction,

pp. 170—3, and the Leyden Catalogue, vol.

ii., p. 140. A great portion of the account

of Asia Minor has been given in German by

Hammer, Jahrbiicher, volxiii., pp. 217—265,

vol. xiv., pp. 21—88, and in French by Char-

moy, introduction to the Cheref Nameh, S.

Petersburg, 1868. The description of Anatoli,

translated into French by Armain, has been

printed in Vivien de Saint Martin's " Histoire

des Decouvertes Geographiques, torn, iii.,

pp. 641—738.

The present copy contains a part of the

Eastern division of the work. It will be
seen from the following table of contents, in

which reference is made to the corresponding

pages of the Constantinople edition, that the

arrangement differs considerably from the

printed text. The MS. contains none of the

editor's additions, and the text itself presents

many divergences.

Contents : Ich-il, f. 1 b, and Kariman,
f. 4 b. (pp. 610—622). Anatoli, f. 10 6.

(pp. 630—697). Sivas, f. 65 a. (pp. 622—
630). Erzerum, f. 72 a. and Trabezun,

f. 76 a. (pp. 422—432). Erran, f. 78 a. Mu-
ghan, f. 79 b, Shirvan, f. 80 b. Taghistan,

f. 81 b, and Gurjistan, f. 83 a. (pp. 391—409).

Jezireh, Diyarbekr, and Rakkah, f. 87 b.

(pp. 432—445), Basrah and Baghdad, f. 96 a

(pp. 451—482), Kurdistan, f. 117 a (pp. 449

—451), Shehrezul, f. 118 b (pp. 445—449),
Armenia and Van, f. 121 a (pp. 410—421),

Azerbaijan, f. 129 a (pp. 379—391). There

are many additional notices in the margins,

mostly relating to distances.

The following rather roughly drawn and

imperfect maps are inserted : Koniyah, f . 5

Kutahiyeh, f. 11; Menteshe and Aidin, f. 17

Hamld, f. 19 ; Kara Hisar and Sultan Oni

f. 21 ; Angora, f. 23 ; Kanghri, f. 25 ; Kasta

muni, f. 29; Boli, f. 32; Khudavendigar, f. 37

Kojah Tli, f. 41; Amasia, f. 68; Van, f. 123

Azerbaijan, f. 128.

Harl. 3370.

Foil. 123 ; 8 \ in by 6£ ; written by Salomon

Negri (see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 335 b)

about A.D. 1710.

The contents are mostly Arabic (see the

Arabic Catalogue, p. 336 a). The following

alone is Turkish

:

Foil. 23—79 ; 11 lines 3£ in. long; written

in large Neskhi on one side of the paper only.
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An account of the Ottoman empire, de-

scribed by S. Negri on the fly-leaf as follows:

"Notitia Imperii Othomannici dignitates

ubi Veziriorum, Ministrorum majorum et

minorum, provinciarum praefecturae, ordo

militum, noraina triginta trium ditionum to-

tius imperii, breviter et concinne re-

censentur. Salomon Negri sibi descripsit a

manuscripto quern possidebat M. Brou, Inter-

pres Legati Regis Galliarum, Constantinopoli

1709."

Beg.
Ifa

^J> J j±*~S ^ OjUl c_»l^>!

Contents : Number, rank and attributions,

of the Vezirs, Beglerbegis, and Mirlivas,

f. 24 a. Enumeration of the following pro-

vinces (Iyalet) with their subdivisions (San-

jaks or Livas) and the revenues attached

to each—Rumili, Buda, Bosnia, Temeswar,

Jeza'ir (Archipelago), Cyprus, Crete, Anatoli,

Karaman, Sivas, Mer'ash, Trabezun, Ears,

Childir or Akhiskhah, Erzerum, Van,Rakkah,

Diyarbekr, Mossul, Shehrezul, Baghdad,

Basrah, Yemen, Haleb, Damascus, Tarabulus

of Syria, Egyyt, f. 30 a. Regulations con-

cerning military fiefs, J+& j C*«\cj tri^j*

f. 74 a.

Buda, which was lost A.H. 1097, is men-

tioned as still belonging to the empire. On
the other hand it is stated that Clissa had

been lately ceded by treaty to Venice. This

happened A.H. 1081. These two dates de-

fine the period within which the present

account was drawn up.

Add. 7897.

Foil. 157; 8| in. by 6; 21 lines 2| in.

long; written in a neat minute Nestalik;

dated 26 Sha'ban A.H. 1223 (A.D. 1808).

[Rich, No. 534.]

A treatise of geography compiled from
European works by Ra'if Mahmiid, with a
preface by Ahmed Vasif.

Beg. of the preface : ^jJj^ j CL>~£ j iyjii

Beg. of the work : tjCo ^jm^ju 16 &5j\ *jl*«

The author of the preface, Ahmed Vasif,

a native of Baghdad, succeeded Enveri as

Court-chronicler A.H. 1197, and was re-

appointed to the same office after Nuri's

death, A.H. 1213. He was ultimately raised

to the post of Re'Is Efendi, A.H. 1220, and

died in the next following year. His life has

been fully told by Schlechta-Vssehrd, Denk-

schriften der K. Akademie, vol. viii., pp. 5—9.

See also Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iv.,

p. 552.

In the preface, after some remarks on the

importance of geography, Vasif says that a

new impulse had been given to long neglected

science by the reigning Sultan, Selim III.

Early works, such as ^U, \-k£ by Sherif

Edrlsi, and the Jehan Numa, being out of

date, the present Re'Is ul-Kuttab, Ra'if

Mahmiid Efendi, who had been previously

sent as ambassador to England, had applied

himself there to the study of geography, and

had compiled in one volume the essential

principles of that science. He had proposed

to translate it into Turkish, but, finding

himself prevented by his official duties, he

entrusted that task to a proficient linguist,

Yakovaki (_/>y^., who had filled the post of

Charge* d'affaires to Germany.

The translation was presented to the Sultan,

who ordered its being printed as an accom-

paniment to some previously printed maps.
The Re'is ul-Kuttab and the writer of the

preface were directed to revise the text for

press and to add to it some necessary

explanations.

The present copy has been transcribed

from that edition.

According to the colophon, the work,

which is there entitled *^?\j>s^ 21*^, was
printed in the imperial press in the month of
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Sha'ban A.H. 1219. Another colophon

transcribed f. 4 b, relates to a " translation

of the New Atlas " ^ **>-j>
(_ril»l j^*-

(apparently the maps referred to in the

preface), which was printed in Scutari, A.H.
1218.

Hammer mentions a Turkish translation of

Faden's Atlas, with a Turkish explanation,

as printed in Constantinople A.H. 1219 ; see

Mines de 1' Orient, vol. vi., p. 286, and Gesch.

des Osm. Reiches, vol. vii., p. 588.

The work is divided into fifteen chapters

(Fasl). The first ten are devoted to prelimi-

nary notions of astronomy and geography.

The last five, which form the main part of

the volume, contain the detailed accounts of

countries, as follows: XI. Europe, beginning

with England, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, etc.

and ending with European Turkey, f. 29 b.

XII. Asia, beginning with Asiatic Turkey

and ending with Ceylon and the Maldives,

f. 78 b. XIII. Africa, f. 110 b. XIV.

America, f. 127 b. XV. Lands of the North

and South poles, and newly discovered islands,

f. 147 b.

In the subscription of the present copy,

the work is called »w.j*- ^A^V On the outer

edge is also written <x>.±s>- ,jJ.k\ fi^-y

Or. 1141.

Foil. 182; 8{ in. by 5f ; 20 lines 3 1 in.

long; written in cursive Turkish Neskhi, on

blue tinted European paper, early in the

present century. [Alex. Jaba.]

The same work, with another preface

beginningg c^x«
_, u*Ln « &A*jo lV»=- US

The anonymous writer of the preface, who

is probably no other than the above mentioned

Yakovaki, says that his patron, the Re'is ul-

Kuttab Raif Mahmud Efendi, had contem-

plated the compilation of a geographical

treatise, to supersede the antiquated Jehan
Numa, but, being too much engrossed by
affairs of state, had committed to his "faithful

and incompetent servant," the writer, the

execution of that scheme.

It is to be noticed that the subsequent

editor (see above, p. 112 b) has deliberately

transferred the credit of authorship from the

humble Yakovaki to his more exalted patron.

A tabulated index of contents, in the same
hand as the text, occupies six pages at the

beginning.

Add. 7853.

Foil. 76 ; 8| in. by 5* ; 21 lines 3| in.

long ; written in clear Neskhi, with 'Dnvan

and gold-ruled margins ; dated A.H. 1099

(A.D. 1688). [Rich, No. 563.]

An account of the author's journey to

Mecca and Medina, in mixed prose and verse,

by the well-known poet, Yusuf NabI, ^0
(see p. 37 b).

Beg. Jiu aj^Lp i_JLa ^\j>. cl*jj ^\

The author, after obtaining leave from

the Vezlr, Mustafa Damad (Kara Mustafa),

set out from Scutari, A.H. 1089, and went

by way of Konieh, Roha, Aleppo, Damascus,

Jerusalem and Cairo. The work was com-

pleted A.H. 1093 ; the date is expressed by

the following chronogram at the end :

gJ3 iili eJiT* y. ^13 *3Jv +&>,*

J^« sjj\ J^J ***</» -**i^ y
The Tuhfet ul-Haremein has been printed

in Constantinople A.H. 1265, as stated by

Hammer, Sitzungsberichte der Akad., vol. vi.,

p. 219. See also Haj. Khal., appendix,

vol. vi., p. 539, the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

p. 671, No. 2, and Aumer, No. 91.

Copyist :
i
JJi^\ +>&^ Lrljj*
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SCIENCES AND ARTS.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

Add. 7898.

Foil. 117; 8 in. by 4}; 17 lines 3 in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, apparently in

the 18th century. [Rich, No. 338.]

Ujl«M ^^j &j&\ £tti

An encyclopaedia of twelve sciences, by

Ncv'i, &y

Beg. *J\ ,_i:\ aS *}}Sb\ ^^ &> ^J ±+»-

The author, who designates himself by the

above Takhallus, was Yahya B. Pir 'AH B.

Nasuh, the son of a Sheikh of Malgharab.

Born in that town, A.H. 940, he became one

of the eminent 'Ulema and poets of the reign

of Murad III, by whom he was appointed,

A.H. 998, tutor to Prince Mustafa. He died

A.H. 1007. His life is told at length by
his son, the biographer of poets, 'Ata'I. See

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 108,

Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 120, Kinali Zadeh, f. 288a,
and \Ahdi, f. 168 b.

Nev'i says in the preface that the matter of

the present work was mostly derived from

f£A\ C*u\j>. " ascribed to Imam Ghazzali " (but

by others to Fakhr ud-Dln Razi, v. Hammer,
Handschriften, No. 1, and Gosche, Abhand-
lungen der Berk Akad., 1858, p. 288), also,

in part, from gJi^ J\^ by 'Abd ur-Bahman

Bistami (written A.H. 844; v. Haj. Khal.,
vol. iv.,p. 468), from the work entitled ols-^^I

f£&\
(by Lutfullah Tokiiti, who died A.H.

900; v. Haj. Khal. vol. vi., p. 262, and
Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 23) and from
some other works. He included in it twelve

sciences, giving for each of them three of its

main propositions, the definition of its object

and scope, and the names of the standard trea-

tises. He prefixed to the work the anecdote

of the talented youth J^'j ^^. <ju>K>- (who
disputed before the Khalif Va§ik with a Jew,

a Christian, and an idolater), and concluded it

with the story of Beshir and Shadan. The
preface closes with a panegyric on the reigning

Sultan, Murad III (A.H. 982—1003) and an

enumeration of the twelve sciences, which

are : 1. History, fill a. 2. Philosophy,

f. 38 b. 3. Astronomy, f. 43 b. 4. Theology

(*$£), f« 51 b- 5. Principles of the law

(&ii <Jyo\)> f- 59 a. 6. Controverted points

of law (u_j^), f. 63 b. 7. Exegesis (a«JC),

f. 68 b. 8. Mysticism (^J^), f. 73 a.

9. Interpretation of dreams (bj jo*j), f. 76 a.

10. Magic, charms, and medicine ( •. r r
a
j

v

^\> j), f. .82 a. 11. Agriculture, f. 90 b.

12. Astrology and divination (-* •

, JU &)
f. 92 a.

J "'
'

The story of Shadan and Beshir, which
concludes the work, ff. 102 b—117, purports

to be translated from Imam Gbazzali. Ham-
mer has given it in German in his Encyclopa-

dische Uebersicht der Wissenschaften, vol. i.,

pp. 2 i—40. See also Gosche, Abhandlungen
der Berl. Akad., 1858, p. 308, note 68.

The Neta'ij ul-Funun was written some
time after the taking of the Goletta (A.H.

982), recorded in the historical section, f. 35a,
and said to have been followed by some other

victories, but before the death of the Grand
Vezir Muhammed Sokolli (A.H. 987), who is

mentioned in the same place as being still at

the head of affairs.

For other copies see Hammer, Handschrif-
ten, No. 11, Encyclop. Uebersicht, vol. i.,
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p. 22 ; Fleischer, Dresden, No. 84 ; Krafft,

No. 5 ; Leyden, vol. i., p. 14 ; Upsala, No. 1 ;

Vienna, vol. i., Nos. 28—31, and Rosen,

Marsigli collection, p. 22.

In some of the above notices the number
of sciences is given as fourteen instead of

twelve ; the divergence is due to the fact that

Medicine and Ffil, which in the author's pre-

face are bracketted with other sciences, have

been counted separately.

An Arabic note on the first page states

that the MS. was bought of Mulla Ahmed,
A.H. 1184.

Or. 1136.

Foil. 110; 7} in. by 5£ ; 19 lines 3 in.

long; written in Neskhi, apparently in the

18th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

The same work.

Copyist : ^ &\ ^lU a+>.\ yj Jj^U-^

A former possessor, Seyyid Ahmed Ak-
kermanl, has written his name at the end, with

the date A.H. 1156.

Add. 7899.

Foil. 90 ; 8| in. by 4|; 16 lines 3 in. long;

written in cursive Nestalik, with red-ruled

margins, in the 18th century.

[Rich ; not numbered.^

Another copy of the same work, agreeing

with the preceding, but bearing the shorter

title
tfy^ g& as given by Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

p. 296.

On the first page is the name of a former

possessor, el-Haj Muhammed B. 'Omer, with

the date A.H. llul.

The latter part of the volume, ff. 78 b.—90,

contains a Persian Fal-Nameh, without title

or author's name. It follows the order of

the Surehs of the Coran, from J^ JT to J^iM

and is written in two columns, the first giving

the Coranic texts, the second the omens to be

drawn from them.

Or. 1037.
Foil. 235 ; 12 in. by 7± ; 33 lines 4| in.

long. ; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled mar-

gins; dated Rebi' II, A.H. 1182 (A.D. 1768).

[A. GUXSBUKO.]

The Book of Knowledge, by Ibrahim

The work has been printed in Bulak, A.H.

1257, and reprinted in the same place A. II.

1280. It has been also issued by the Kazan
press A.D. 1845 (v.Dorn, Melanges Asiatiques,

torn, v., p. 549). An abridgment, entitled

JU As-, has been printed in Constantinople

AH. 1241 and 1252, and in Bulak A.H. 1255.

It is divided into a Mukaddimeh, three

Fenns, and a Khatimeh, as follows : Mukad-
dimeh. Knowledge of the Hei'et ul-Islam,i.e.

an account of heaven, of the world of spirits, of

Hell andthe resurrection, according to Muslim
notions. Fenn I. Knowledge of the structure

of the material world. Fenn II. Knowledge
of the structure of the body and of the nature

of the human soul. Fenn. III. Knowledge
of the way to attain spiritual insight and

the Divine presence. Khatimeh. Rules of

life and man's duty to his neighbours.

Each of the above sections has an elaborate

sub-division into Babs, Fasls and Nev's, all

of which are enumerated in a table of contents

filling twenty-threepages in theprinted edition.

The present MS. contains only the latter

half of the work, viz. Fenn III and the Khati-

meh, corresponding with pp. 257—562 of the

first Bulak edition.

Beg. pUil j s\ojs\ £5^ «__>py i_jjl5H Cj'\j»

The author states at the end that the work
was composed A.H. 1170 *Sj c-Aj&l te» v-i~^

5** J- £fi J
The eighth Fasl of Fenn III, ff. 190—207,

Q 2
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is entirely devoted to biographical notices con-

cerning the author's master, his father and

himself, from which the foliowing factsmay be

gathered. The author's spiritual guide, Sheikh

Isma'il Tulvi, ^^15" surnamed Fakir-ullah,

descended from an Arab family, which, coming

from Kurdistan, had settled, A.H. 910, in

Tulu ,13, a place near Si'ird ^*-> (Diyarbekr),

and had given for some generations Imams to

that village. He was born A.H. 1067, and suc-

ceeded his father, Kiisim, in that office at the

age of four and twenty.

The author's father, Dervish 'Osman Ha-

sani, surnamed Haklr-ullah, was born A.H.

1081, in Hasan Kal'ah-Si, six hours east of Er-

zerum. In A.H. 1115, the year of the author's

birth, he gave up worldly pursuits and went to

Erzerum in search of spiritual guidance.

Thence, after a stay of five years, he set out

on his travels by way of Bidlis and Si'ird.

In the latter place he heard of the holy

Sheikh of Tulu, and at the first interview

found in him the religious instructor he was

seeking, Soon after, the author, who was

then nine years of age joined his father, and,

after the latter's death, A.H. 1131, was adopted

as Murid, in place of the departed, by the holy

teacher, and attended him till A.H. 1141,

when Sheikh Isma'il died at the age of eighty,

and in great renown of sanctity.

At the end is transcribed the colophon of

the author's autograph copy completed in his

native place A.H. 1172, sJAy ^jj ^ ijljS. J

The copyist, Mustafa B. Muhammed el-

Erzerumi, states that the present MS. was
transcribed from a copy of the author's auto-

graph.

(») TheNisbeh is distinctly written ^JL' in the MS.
(v. ff. 190 a, 191 a, 192 a), and is made to rhyme with

The last two pages contain a letter of

spiritual precepts written by Ibrahim Hakki

to one of his brethren. It is designated as

Vasiyyet Nameh i Hakki in these lines at the

end:

iis- *&*\i ^i«°j j ****!* j^o ,_jla£»

The same letter is found in the printed

editions. It is signed &> Jg*-
&\ <J u-s^ ^

ETHICS AND POLITICS.

Or. 3219.

Foil. 193 ; 8 in. by 6 ; 15 lines 4 in. long;

written in clear Neskhi ; dated 15 Ramazan
A.H. 990 (A.D. 1582.)

[Baron von Kremer, No. 15S.]

Kabus Nameh, a book on morals, written

by Keika'us B. Iskender B. Kabus for his

son Gilanshali, translated from the Persian

by Merjumek Ahmed B. Ilyas.

Beg. tdlljj »byiw U . . . (j^JWI ^-Jj <U1^

There are three Turkish versions of the

Kabus Nameh. The earliest, mentioned in

Merjumek's preface, without date or trans-

lator's name, is probably lost. The second,

the present one, was written for Sultan

Murad II, and completed, as stated at the

end of the following MS., on the 23rd of

Sha'ban A.H. 835.b The third, contained in

the next-following MS., was written by
Nazmi-Zadeh A.H. 1117.

A German version, based upon the last two,

was published in Berlin, 1811, by H. F. von
Diez, who possessed one copy of the second

(
b
) The same date was found by Diez in two MSS.j

v. p. 8G6.
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and two of the third. Sec his introduction,

pp. 179—181.

Merjumek relates in a short preamble,

translated by Diez, p. 264 soqq., how he went

one day to the presence of Sultan Murad

Khan, in Philippopolis, and was desired by

him to make the present translation.

The work is divided into 44 Babs, a table

of which is given at the end of the preface,

ff. 5 a—6 b. The original is stated at the

end, f. 193 a, to have been written A.II. 473.

The Persian Kabus Nameh has been edited

by Riza Kuli Khan, in one volume with Tuzuk

i Timuri, Teheran, A.H. 1285. Copies exist

in Leyden, Catalogue, vol. iv., p. 207, and in

the British Museum, Or. 3252. In both A.H.

475 is given as the date of composition.

For copies of Merjumek's version see the

Bodleian Catalogue, vol. i., p. 310, No. 47,

Krafft's Catalogue, p. 18G, and Aumer,

No. 59. Turkish versions not- specified are

mentioned by Fliigel, Jahrbiicher, vol. 96,

Anz. Bl. p. 59, No. 18, by Rosen, Marsigli

collection, p. 20, No. 3299, by Sprenger,

No. 918, andbyDorn, Asiatisches Musaeum,

p. 208. Extracts from Merjumek's translation

are given in Wickerhauser's Chrestomathie,

pp. 262—5. A French version of the Kabus

Nameh was published by A. Querry, Pai-is,

1885.

Add. 7841.

Foil. 148; 8} in. by h\\ 19 lines 3J in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with vowels,

apparently early in the 18th century.

[Ricu, No. 337.]

The same work, translated by Nazmi

Zadeh Murteza (see p. 41).

Beg. ^\ *Juaar i !.>*> >x~all^ te-^ A ^
After mentioning the earlier version made

for Sultan Murad Khan by Ahmed B. Uyiis,

surnamed Merjumek, Nazmi Zadeh says that

in the year 1117 Hasan Pasha, governor of

Baghdad, finding it written in old and obso-

lete Turkish, desired him to re-write it in a

style better suited to modern taste. See

Diez's translation, pp. 261—27 t.

Hasan Pasha, surnamed Dillr Hasan, was

appointed governor of Baghdad A.H. 111 ,;
.

See Gulshen i Khulefa, f. 252.

On the first page is a note relating to the

death of el-Haj 'AH Efendi, Gumrukji of

Baghdad, A.H. 1176.

Add. 7844.

.Foil. 209 ; 8} in. by 5| ; 21 lines 3J in.

long ; written in cursive Neskhi ; dated 27

Zulka'deh, A.H. 1179 (A.D. 1766).

[Rich, No. 382.]

Ferrukh Nameh, a work on ethics especially

relating to the duties of kings, without author's

name.

The first part of the preface is wanting.

The MS., which appears to have been tran-

scribed from an imperfect copy, begins

abruptly with the following Arabic verse :

In the extant portion of the preface the

author, after naming Prince Muhammed
and his father, the reigning sovereign, Murad

Khan B. Sultan Selim Khan, says that, having

been honoured with the office of preceptor to

the former, he had translated for him from

Arabic the book referred to (in the lost part

of the preface). In doing so he had omitted

some tedious passages, and had added sundry

admonitions addressed to kings by holy men,

and various anecdotes. This is followed by

a long panegyric on the prince, and on the

wisdom, justice, and liberality he had dis-

played from the day he had cast the shadow

of his standard on the province of Sarukhan.

From other passages it appears that the

original work purported to have been written

by Aristotle for his pupil Alexander.
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There is no trace of such origin in the present

version, which from beginning to end bears the

stamp ofaMuhammedan composition, and con-

sists for the most part of anecdotes relating to

Muslim sovereigns. The translator's name is

suppliedby Haj.Khal.,who mentionsthe work

under three headings, viz. ,J^i J^^ vol. i.,

p. 205, «^cU -J vol. iv., p. 411, and &~»b,5\ u-'Ui'

vol. v., p. 89 ; he ascribes it to Mevlana

Nasuh, called Nevali.

Nevali Efendi, a native of Ak Bisfir, began

his official career as Tezkirehji to Ja'fer

Efendi, Sadr of Anatoli. He was appointed,

A.H. 988, professor in the Suleimaniyyeh, and,

A.H. 990, tutor to Sultan Muhammed, then

governor of Magnesia (Sarukhan). He died

on the 8th of Jumada I, A.H. 1003, two days

before his royal pupil was called to the throne,

and left, besides the present work, a transla-

tion of Knniyai Sa'adet. See Fezlekeh, vol. i.,

p. 58, Gesoh. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii.,

p. 547, and Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 34-8, note b. Haj. Khal. calls the work
Ferah Nameh ; but the real form of the title

is shown by the following passage of the pre-

face, f. 3 b., " having been achieved in the

auspicious name of His Highness, it received

the name of Ferrukh Nameh," Jo tili>.i>ri>

The Arabic original is variously called by

Haj. Khal., 5-»bJ^ >_jl^and ju»L».M. Apart

from being ascribed to Aristotle, Nevali's

version has nothing in common with the

Pseudo-Aristotelian work known as <~j\jf

i->b^\Jjj lw j £-.1*3 or j\,^\j» described by
Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 258, and
by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 421.

It is divided into a Mukaddimeh, sixteen

Babs, and a Tekmileh, as follows : Mukad-
dimeh. Life of Iskender Zul-Karnein (ac-

cording to the Muslim legend), f . 6 b. Bab I.

On faith and sincere prayer, f. 34 b. II.

On faithfulness, godliness, and continence,

f. 38 a. III. On modesty and good manners,

f. 44 a. IV. On contentment and trust in

God, f. 49 a. V. On patience and fortitude,

f. 51 a. VI. On highmindedness and reso-

lution, f. 53 b. VII. On thankfulness,

f. 62 a. VIII. On liberality and beneficence,

f. 67 a. IX. On justice and equity, f. 84 a.

X. On the retribution attending good and bad

deeds, f. 113 a. XL On forgiveness, f . 123 b.

XII. On clemency, meekness, good disposi-

tion, pity, and kindness, f. 143 b. XIII. On
the punishment and repression of evil-doers,

f. 150 a. XIV. On holding converse with

the virtuous and treating them with deference

and regard, f. 164 a. Duties of Vezirs and

rules respecting messages and embassies,

f. 172 b. XVI. On the duty of taking

counsel and on wise management, f. 191 a.

Tekmileh. History of Zulkarnein as re-

corded in the Coran, f. 198 b.

Copyist : ^U. ^^ ^ ^s?
On the first page is the following false

title : ^ &&>o Jjb^H iijM ^J Jj^J»!W ^yr s—As>

Ij* JjU ,_^p' »
(J-*' J «-y4\j s^Xi-V e;

«-a^>

A Luteal
C •

Or. 1036.

Foil. 203; 12| in. by 8; 25 lines 4f in.

long; written in plain and rather coarse

Nestalik, with an illuminated border enclosing

the first page, and gold-ruled margins; dated

Cairo, Rebi' I, A.H. 1249 (A.D. 1833).

[A. GUNSBDEG.]

" The Merits of the Holy War," translated

from the Arabic work entitled j\ji>^ ?_A~-*

:li«N c,l

Beg. o\±~> Jx*-> <_?tiV* Jjl ^bb jj» <_jli.? j s^»-

The translator, who calls himself Abd ul-

Baki, is the celebrated poet better known
under his Takhallus Baki. Like Hafiz,

the great Turkish lyric stood high in the
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ranks of the MJlema. Son of a Muezzin of

Constantinople, where he was born A.H. 933,

lie earned in his youth a livelihood as a saddler

;

but he soon applied himself to study, and

after a few years became a professor in the

Medresehs of Istambul. He was appointed,

A.H. 984, Kazi of Mecca, A.H. 992, Kazi of

Constantinople, was raised A.H. 994 to the

office of Sadr of Anatoli, and finally, A.H.

1000, to the same dignity in Rumili. He died

on the 23rd of Ramazan, A.H. 1008. See

Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 132, Khulasat ul-E§er,

Add. 23,606, f. 424, Hammer, Baki's Divan,

Vorrede, pp. 21—46, and Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 360.

In the preface the author of the Arabic

work is called Shems ul -Millet ved-Din Mev-
lana Ahmed B. Ibrahim. Haj. Khal. calls

him Muhyi ud-Din Ahmed B. Ibrahim en-

Nahhas Dimeshki Shafi'i, and says in another

place that he died a martyr A.H. 814. See

vol. v., p. 545, and vol. ii., p. 428.

The preface is chiefly devoted to the

glorification of the Grand Vezir, Muhammed
Pasha (Sokolli). The translator relates how
that great statesman succeeded in concealing,

during forty-eight days, the death of Sultan

Suleiman, brought the siege of Sziget to a

successful issue and established Sultan Sellm

on the throne. It was by the Great Vezlr's

wish, and, apparently, soon after Sellm's

accession, A.H. 974, that the translation was

written. It is divided, like the original, into

thirty-three chapters (Bab) and a Klnitimeh,

which are enumerated at the end of the

preface.

An abstract of the work has been published

in German by Hammer in his " Posaune des

heiligeu Krieges," Vienna, 1805. An abridg-

ment of the Arabic work was printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1242, and the Turkish version

issued from the same press A.H. 1251. For

MSS. see Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue, No.

410, Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 481,

and das Asiatische Museum, p. 602.

Or. 1377.

Foil. 38; 9| in. by 6; 23 lines 3£ in. long;
written in fair Neskhi, with'Unvan and gold-

ruled margins, early in the 19th century.

[Sib Cqas. Auq. Mueiuy.]

A report on desirable reforms in the

government of the Turkish empire, by
Tatarjik Zadeh 'Abd ullah Menla Efendi, with

the heading &* ^11 ^ ity j^UU ***"$

' Beg. ^\\ ^i!U jy wbv>
_, j^ o-U-j ^

The author, who in the text calls himself

simply 'Abd ullah, names in the preface Selim

Khan B. Mustafa Khan (A.H. 1203—1222)
as the reigning sovereign, and says that he

wrote the present work in obedience to a royal

command enjoining upon office-holders to

submit schemes for the reform of government.

He treats in nine chapters, not numbered,

of the following subjects: State of the army
and its management, f. 3 a. Appointment

of 'Ulema, Mullas, professors and judges,

f. 9 b. Financial administration; causes of

the penury of the treasury, and regulation of

the coinage, f. 14 a. Advantages accruing

from imperial journeys, f. 15 b. Strengthen-

ing of the frontier places, f. 20 a. Arsenals

and navy, f. 23 a. Improvement of the

revenue and diminution of expenditure, f. 23a.

Vezirs and governors, f. 31 b. The poll-tax

and redress of the people's grievances, f. 34 b.

Tatarjik 'Abd ullah, son of Osman Efendi,

is called by Jevdet a second Teftazani and a

peerless scholar. He filled the office of

Kazi'l-'Asker of Anatoli under Sultan 'Abd

ul-Hamid, by whom he was banished to

Magnesia. He was, however, recalled by
Sellm III immediately after his accession,

and soon after appointed Sadr of Rumiii.

He was re-instated in the same office A.H.

1211. See Tarlkh i Jevdet, vol. iv., pp. 246,

363, vol. vi., p. 200.
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the preface

camp at Si-

speaking of

m

The order referred to in

was issued from the imperial

listria A. H. 1206. Jevdet,

the La'ihahs, or reports, drawn up

obedience to that order, mentions especially

two of them, the present one and that of

Defterdar Sherlf Efendi, afterwards Efendi

Pasha, and bestows especial praise on the

former. He gives a full statement of its

coutents and some extensive extracts from it.

See ib., vol. v., pp. 167, 212.

ASTRONOMY.

Add. 7891.

Foil. 97 ; 8 in. by 5£; 15 lines 2f in. long;

written in small and neat Neskhi, apparently

in the 18th century. [Rich, No. 545.]

A treatise of astronomy by 'Ah Kushji,

translated into Turkish by Sidi 'All B. Husein,

called Katibi Rumi.

Beg. (j^^ ^ [J$>**

Kapudan Sidi 'AH B. Husein, of Galata,

wrote this translation before entering upon

the adventurous travels (A.H. 961-4) which

have made his name celebrated, and which he

has recorded in his Mir'at ul-Memalik (trans-

lated by Diez, Denkwiirdigkeiten von Asien,

pp. 133—267, and abridged by Haj. Khal.,

Maritime wars of the Turks, pp. 72—77).

After his return he received the rank of

Muteferrikah, and an appointment as Defterdar

or Registrar of the Timars (military fiefs) of

Diyarbekr. He died on the 2nd of Jumada I,

A.H. 970. See Kinali Zadeh, f. 274, Ahdi,

f. 148, 'Ali, Or. 32, f. 314, Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 306, and Schefer,

Chrestomathie Persane, vol. ii., pp. 220—23.

The translator says in the preface that he

accompanied the Padishah and his army in

the Persian campaign (A.H. 955) through

Gurjistan, Kurdistan, Tebriz, Van, a,nd Azer-

baijan, returning to winter quarters in Haleb.

There he enjoyed the converse and tuition

of that accomplished philosopher and astro-

nomer, Hamdullah B. Sheikh Jelal ud-Dln B.

Sheikh Jemal ud-Dln Beyani, a descendant of

the great saint of Herat, KhwajehAbd ullah,a

who urged him to translate, for the benefit of

the Turks, the classical book on astronomy

of the late Mevlana 'All Kushji, i&d* J*

jx'Im t-Aitf' !_£)<£•>) ij>j\5. In doing so he made

to the original text some additions borrowed

from the commentary of Kazi Zadeh Rumi

upon the Mulakhkhas, and from the Nihiiyet

ul-Idrak (see the Arabic Catalogue, pp. 190 b,

189 b).

'AIT Kushji wrote two astronomical manuals,

one in Persian called by Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 458, a-i*-^ (j 2>\>»j (Persian Catalogue,

p. 458 a), and a fuller one in Arabic, entitled

&-^; see ib. vol. iv., p. 379, and Wopcke,

Journal Asiatique, 5e Serie, torn, xix., p. 120-2.

The present translation corresponds with

the first, although it is somewhat fuller than

the Museum copies cf the original. It is

stated, f. 80 b, that the translation was made
in the year 1860 of Alexander, and the cor-

responding Hijreh date, 956, is mentioned,

f . 78 6, as the current year.

Contents : Mukaddimeh ;
principles of geo-

metry and physics, in two Kisms, beginning

f . 4 a, and f. 6 b. Makfileh I. Heavenly

bodies, in six Babs, viz., 1. Number and

disposition of the spheres, f. 7 b. 2. The

great and little circles, f. 16 b. 3. The figure

and motion of the 8th and 9th spheres, f . 21 b.

4. Form of the spheres of the seven planets,

f. 32 b. 5. Motions of the same, f. 34 5.

6. Phases of the planets, in four Fasls, f . 36 a.

(
a
) Hamd ullah B. Ahmed el-Herevi, called Sheikh

Zadeh, was professor in the Kasruniyyeh, Haleb, A.H.

956, and died A.H. 967. See Ibn el-Hanhali, Add. 23,976,

f. 89.
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Makfileh II", treating of the terrestrial

sphere in twelve Babs, viz., 1. Figure of the

globe and climates, f. 53 a. 2. The equi-

noctial line, f. 59 b. 3. The inclined horizons

aJjU jliT in general, f. 61 b. 4. The five

kinds of inclined horizons, f. 63 a. 5. Places,

the latitude of which is a quarter of a circle,

f. 68 b. 6. Rising points of the signs of the

zodiac, f. 69 b. 7. Degrees of transit, rising

and setting, f. 71 b. 8. Day and night,

dawn and crepuscule, f. 73 a. 9. Year, months,

and their divisions, f. 75 b. 10. Shadow and
the gnomon, f. 81 a. 11. Meridian and Kibleh,

f. 82 a. 12. Distances and sizes of the

planets (the Khatimeh of the Persian Risaleh)

with tables, ff. 85 b—87 b.

Add. 7892.

Foil. 70 ; 7f in. by 5*. [Rich, No. 761.]

I. Foil. 1—39; 19 lines 2f in. long, writ-

ten in Neskhi, apparently in the 17th century.

Two astronomical treatises by Mustafa B.

'Ali, time-keeper of the Mosque of Sultan

Selim (see p. 109 b) ; written by the same

hand with this common heading, J^-J ail**,

1. Foil. 1.—26.

A treatise on the sinuated quadrant «jj

t—<J^? and its use, consisting of an intro-

duction (Mukaddimeh), and twenty-five chap-

ters (Bab).

Beg. tss- y jjo U . . . jjtfiW^ i_jj jH c^J}

The work is noticed by Haj. Khal., vol. ii.,

p. 296, and fully described, but without the

above title, by Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 497.

2. Foil. 26—39.

A treatise on the Mukantar.lt oy»&« or

circles attached to the quadrant, and their

use, in a Mukaddimeh and twelve Babs.

Beg. uilliD^^y^ Js. J«- ajJ\ *U ^1

It is stated at the end of a Vienna MS.,
which appears to be the author's autograph,

that it was finished A.H. 935. See the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 497, and for

other copies Uri, p. 312 a, Krafft, No. 350,

and de Jong, Codd. Orr. Acad. Regiae, No.

209.

Haj. Khal. does not mention the present

work, but notices an Arabic treatise with

precisely the same title, from which it is

perhaps translated. The latter is ascribed to
l

Izz ud-Din 'Abd ul-Aziz B. Muhammed
el-Vefa'i, who died A.H. 874 or 876. See

vol. v., p. 227, and vol. vi., p. 209.

Copyist : ty^ ^ ^s>\j>\

II. Foil. 41—70; 21 lines 3J in. long;

written in fair Neskhi, apparently in the 18th

century.

Two treatises by the same author, viz.

:

1. Foil. 41—65 a. Distances of a hundred

cities from Constantinople, with the heading

Beg. j^jJb LouJl ^\>i\ ^j ajJ\ 4ll *y
Vj

The author, having noticed that statements

current in conversation with regard to the

distances of certain places from Constanti-

nople were generally exaggerated and con-

jectural, drew up the present treatise, as a

humble offering to the reigning Sultan,

Suleiman, and, selecting a hundred cities,

determined accurately their geographical

positions, the length of days in each, and their

distances. The towns mentioned belong for

the most part to the Turkish empire. The
list begins as follows :

B
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Constantinople, Brusa, Iznik, Kutiihiyeh,

Kura-Hisar, Konia, Akseriii, Kaisariyyeh,

Angora, Kastamuni, etc. It ends with Fez,

Tanger, and Sus. In the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., No. 1274, art. 1., the same work is

entitled ^J\^\ &i*J

2. Foil. 65 ft—70. A treatise on the course

of the sun through the signs of the zodiac,

the appearance of the new moon, and the

length of days corresponding to the passage

of the sun through each sign.

The heading is J^l h
3j

JjfrA J *)U,

Beg.jjij {"$&\ J-Jj . • • j^4W\ i_j, <«11 s^1

The date of composition is fixed by the

following p assages, f . 67 b. The author states

that the sun entered into Aries A.H. 958, on

the third of Rebl'I, and A.H. 959 on the 15th

of the same month, and he announces a table,

(wanting in this copy), showing the days of

Nevruz, or vernal equinox, for A.H. 960

—

1000.

Another copy in the Vienna Catalogue,

No. 1274, art. 2.

Or. 3118.

Foil. 70 ; 7| in. by 5| ; dated (f. 64 b)

18ih Rebl' I, A.H. 1037 (A.D. 1627.)

[Baron von Kremee, No. 128.]

I. Foil. 1—64. Kitab es-Siyaseh, a treatise

on politics ascribed to Aristotle, in Arabic.

See the Vienna Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 258.

II. Foil. 65—70; 23 lines 3£ in. long;

written in small Nestalik, apparently about
the same date as the above.

Fragment of a treatise on the art of design-

ing the astrolabe and quadrant, in 25 Babs,

with geometrical diagrams.

The beginning is wanting, and the author's

name does not appear ; but the above title,

with the concluding lines of the preface, is

found on the first page, which begins abruptly

as follows : <_J& j> s^yy gj J*5, ^*^'

S\ Jo}&> lJo}^° j-£l j*»jN ai*J\ *>\*\>

The MS. contains only a small portion of

the work ; for it breaks off in the first Fasl

of Bab 3, which has this heading Jj$\ J^oN

Sheikh Nur-ud Din Nakkash B.'Abd ul-

Kadir, and Ebul-Feth es-Sufi are mentioned

as the inventors of the tables which that

chapter was to include.

Harl. 5457.

Foil. 9 ; 8 in. by 5| ; written in small

Neskhi, with gold-ruled margins, written ap-

parently A.H. 1107 (A.D. 1695).

The Calendar of Sheikh Vefa, beginning

with the heading *t±- J^ «JJ ijt Jj^ ^i*

The second table, f. 2 a, shows the day of

the week on which each of the lunar months

begins in the years 1107—1114 of the Hijreh.

The calendar has one page for each of the

Syrian months, from Azer to Shubilt.

Sheikh Vefa, to whom the Ruz Nameh is

commonly ascribed, was a celebrated saint

who lived in the time of Muhammed II and

Bayezid II, and died A.H. 896. The date

of his death is fixed in a copy of the calendar,

Add. 23,591, f. 18 a, by the following

chronogram

:

His proper name was, as stated by himself,

according to the Shaka'ik, in one of his

writings, Mustafa B. Ahmed es-Sadri el-

Kunevi, commonly called Vefa, and his La-

kab was Muslih ud-Din. Born at Konia, he

devoted himself from his youth to a religious
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life, and had for spiritual guides Sheikh

Muslih ud-Din Khallfeh, Imam ud-Debba-

ghln, of Adrianople, and afterwards Sheikh

'Abd ul-Latlf B. 'Abd ur-Rahman Kudsi

(who died in Brusa, A.H. 856; v. Shaka'ik,

f. 24 o). He became also well versed in sun-

dry sciences, especially those of astronomy

.af and music. Having been captured at

sea by the Fireng, while on his way to Mecca,

he was taken a prisoner to Rhodes, and after-

wards ransomed by Karaman Oghli Ibrahim

Beg. He subsequently settled in Constanti-

nople, where he died in the year above men-

tioned in great repute for sanctity. Sultan

Bayezid, who had wished in vain to see him in

his life-time, insisted on having his face un-

veiled after death in order to contemplate

his features. See Shaka'ik, f. 83 b, Taj ut-

Tevarlkk, Or. 856, f. 188 b, Takvim ut-Te-

varikh, p. Ill, and Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. i., p. 316.

A MS. described by Fliigel, Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 247, gives another author

to the Ruz Nameh, viz. Sheikh Vefa'I Mu-
hammed, the writer of a history of Murad III,

brought down to A.H. 994.

The Calendar, however, is undoudtedly

earlier ; a copy dated A.H. 954 is noticed by

Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, p. 432 a. For

other MSS. see Weyers, Orientalia, vol. i.,

p. 315 ; Uri, p. 312, No. 55 ; Krafft, No.

356 ; Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., No. 1426-27,

vol.iii.,No. 2,002,ii, No. 2,012,2, and Aumer,

Nos. 245-6, 263, f. 11.

An engraved fac-simile of the Ruz Nameh

of Sheikh Vefa. has been published by G.

Hieron. Velschius as an appendix to his

"Commentarius inRuzname Naurus," Augs-

burg, 1676.

Add. 9703.

Foil. 43 ; 9| in. by 7± ; about 27 lines 5£

in. long; written in a rude Neskhi, appa-

rently A.H. 1186 (A.D. 1773).

[Consul Hodgson.]

I. Foll.l—26,

" The new Ruz Nameh," or perpetual

calendar.

Beg. olSjl JuM 'ijx^j UJ& ^* ^jl\ ail j^il

The author, who does not give his name,

says that his work is compiled from the Ruz
Nameh of the great saint Sheikh Vefa, and

from another composed in Misr (Cairo) by

the kte 'Ali Efendi. He consulted also the

Zij of Ulugh Beg and the treatises of Sheikh

Ali Dedeh Beyi ^j Maghribi, Ebu Mikra'

Ifriki, and Ibn el-Bennar.

The present work was written in Algiers

A.H. 1186. It comprises four chapters

(Babs) and tables, as follows :—1. Key to

the Ruz Nameh, f. 2 a. 2. The year of the

Arabs, f. 3 a. 3. The solar year, f. 4 a.

4. Inclination and altitude of the sun, and

latitude of various cities, f. 5 b. Table show-

ing the correspondence of the Arab and Latin

months for A.H. 1186—1267, f. 8 a. Calen-

dar of the solar year from January to De-

cember, f. 14 a. Table showing the length

of day and night for Algiers throughout the

year, f. 20 a. Table of the sun's inclination

in each of the Latin months, f. 23 a.

II. Foil. 28—34. Calendar of the Syrian

months from Azer to Shubat.

III. Foil. 35—41. The book of horo-

scopes of Solomon, with the heading,

+%J\ aJ* ^WJU- JJy g±> V^ ^•>*

IV. Foil. 41—43. The dogmatical treatise

entitled jt&\ s&&\, ascribed to Ebu Hanifeh,

Arabic. See Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue,

Nos. 192, 4, and Kremer, Herrschende Ideen

des Islams, p. 39.

Add. 12,085.

Foil. 28 ; 8£ in. by 5£ ; written in small

Neskhi, with gold-ruled margins, early in the

19th century. [Samuel Butleb.J

it 2
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I. Foil. 15—28. An astronomical calendar

for the Jelali year 710, which began on the

12th of Jumada II, A.H. 1202 (A.D. 1788)

"with the heading

aj6U£J1 iuLLJIjb jib JU> ir.r JL» J> jj

It has a page for each of the Jelali months
from Ferverdin Mah to Isfendiyarmuz Mah,
and gives the positions of sun, moon, and
planets for each day of the month, calculated

for Constantinople.

II. Foil. 14. 1. A precisely similar calen-

dar for the Jelali year 738, which began on
the 21st of Reb? II, A.H. 1231 (A.D. 1816),

with the heading

ftjJuJl ijJaLJljb jib JU> irri JL» Jj *5

MEDICINE.

Add. 5972.

Foil. 212 ; 8 in. by 5f ; 21 lines 8J in.

long ; written in Turkish Neskhi ; dated 22

Bebril, A.H. 1066 (A.D. 1656).

[HlLGEOVE TuENEE.]

A manual of medicine by Ibn Sherif

.

Beg. «jLa)\j <££* sabs -UL*.^) ,jll)\ & j.Ji

Ibn Sherif, or Sherif Zadeh, as he also

calls himself, f. 84 a, seems to have escaped

the notice of biographers. Haj. Khalfa, who
mentions the above title, vol. iv., p. 507,

gives neither the author's proper name nor

the date of his death. Nor does the work
itself supply much information respecting

the author's life. A passing mention of

Istambul as a Muslim city, f . 88 b, shows that

he lived after its conquest by Muhammed II,

A.H. 857. On the other hand the archaic

character of his language, which abounds in

obsoletewords, and is comparatively free from

foreign elements, would hardly admit of a

much later period than the close of the ninth

century of the Hijreh. A passage in which
the Sultan of Egypt is spoken of as a con-

temporary sovereign, f. 187 b, and the absence

of any mention of coffee or tobacco point also

to an early date.

From incidental references to Gallipoli,

ff, 83 b, 152 b, it would appear that Ibn Sherif

lived in that town. In the first of these

passages he takes credit to himself for having

re-discovered in the island of Lemnos the

drug called ^£2? ^Ao, or seal-clay, which
had been described by Ibn Beitar, but for

which physicians of his day used inferior

substitutes.

Although very sparing of quotations, Ibn
Sherif refers in a few places to the Jami' of

Ibn Beitar, and once, f . 200 a, to its abridg-

ment entitled «^s- i_*juL^ *~*> ^ l« and com-
posed A.H. 711 (Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 354,

and Leclerc, Histoire de la meMecine arabe,

torn, ii., p. 261).

The work is divided into five parts called

jtii which are sub-divided into Babs. The

contents are fully stated in the preface. They

are as follows :—Part I. consist of two Ma-
kalehs, the first of which treats of hygiene in

twelve Babs, f. 6 a, and the second con-

tains preliminary observations on diseases in

general, on diagnosis, and on various classes

of medicaments, iu thirteen Babs, f . 36 h.

Part II. Diseases of various parts of the body

and their treatment, in thirty Babs, f. 97 b.

Part III. Fevers, measles, small-pox, and their

treatment, f. 175 b. Part IV. Tumours, ulcers

and wounds, f . 183 b. Part V. Fractures and

bruises
;
poisons and antidotes, f. 202 a.

The are some additions of more recent

date in the margins. The longest of them,

ff. 135—138, relates to the medicinal uses of

tobacco.

Copyist: ^^iya)\^o^ ^ &*s? -aJ$\

For other copies see the Paris Catalogue,

p. 321, No. 168, Fleischer, Leipzig, Nos. 269
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and 270, Dresden, No. 17, Aumer, No. 242,

Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, p. 95, S. de Sacy's

Biblioth., No. 334, and Zeitschrift der D.

Morg. Ges., vol. xiii., p. 259.

Add. 5991.

Foil. 38 ; 8} in. by 5 ; 15 lines 3 in. long
;

written by different hands in Neskhi and
Nestalik, apparently in the 17th century.

[Hilgeove Turner.]

I. Foil. 1—23. Fragment of a medical

work containing directions for the prepara-

tion and use of compound medicaments, such

as pills, sherbets, electuaries and ointments.

Beg. jS »^W yj*} ggil (ji^l %\^ J^j

It consists of short sections headed J-ai

or u^b, with a recipe in each.

II. Foil. 24—30. A similar fragment in

another handwriting, beginning : y t-^b

j^^ lSjo j>\<* j Jsi «bj *ib ^j\ sjJLJ\ &?£*•

On the first page are found the dates A.H.
1069 and 1073.

III. Foil. 31—33. Extracts from a medi-

cal treatise, in Mesnevi verse, called Risaleh i

Kaisuni Zadeh, with the heading jbj j J1

Beg. 1^-j.i ^pb _jU* tfy

Bedr ud-Dln Muhammed B. Muhammed,
called in Arabic Ibn ul-Kausuni, ^jyo^ u>\
and in Turkish, Kaisuni Zadeh, after studying

medicine in Egypt, his native country, pro-

ceeded to Constantinople and became a great

favourite with Sultan Suleiman whom he suc-

cessfully relieved from gout, and by whom he

was appointed Re'is ul-Atibbii or Head-

Physician. He died in the second year of

Selim's reign, A.H. 975, according to
l

Ali,

Or. 32, f. 250, and El-Keviikib us-Sa'ireh,

f. 172 a, or A.H. 976, as stated in Takvim ut-

Tevarikh, p. 123. See also Pechevi, vol. i.,

p. 461.

His Risaleh was versified for Sultan

Sellm II, A.H. 978, or, according to some
copies, A.H. 975, by another physician who is

only known under his poetical surname,
Nida'i. See Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 431,

Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 718,

vol. ii., p. 539, and the Leyden Catalogue, vol.

iii., p. 283. Dervish Nida'i had been physician

to Sahib Girai, Khan of the Crimea, and was
afterwards attached in the same capacity to

Sellm II, for whom ho wrote the ^bJI *JU*.

Hammer, who gives some account of the

above poetical version in his Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 541, has fused the

original author and the versifier into one

person.

See also Uri, p. 315, No. 74 ; Pertsch,

Turk. Handschr., pp. 93, 94, 100; Arab.

Handschr., vol. iv., p. 18; Aumer, No 241,

and Rosen, Marsigli collection, p. 21, No. 331.

The present extracts treat of paralysis of

hand and foot, of asthma, and of the theriaca.

The last section is designated as the fourth

Bab of the Risaleh.

Foil. 34—38 contain miscellaneous recipe3

by various hands.

Add. 5984.

Foil. 400 ; 6 in. by 4; 9 lines 2\ in. long

;

written in fair Neskhi, apparently in the 18th

century. [Hilgeove Tubnee.]

niCi^N u*>^ *i**U\\ JSUj

A collection of five medical treatises re-

lating to some new or insufficiently described

diseases, by Mustafa FcizI ,^3 ,J&****
[read

Beg. <s+*t° *«ib-, 3 i . . . ^bJ^ <->j 41 jji

The author, who describes himself as the

physician of the reigning Sultan Muhammed
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Khiin B. Ibrahim Khan (Muhammed IV,

A.H. 1058—1099), says that, in consequence

of the prevailing confusion between two dis-

tinct maladies, viz. ejj\j* cJ& and J\5y»

aJ^«, and of the recent spread of other

hitherto unknown diseases, he received His

Majesty's commands to write the following

treatises on their nature, symptoms, and
treatment. They are founded upon the

Latin works of European physicians, and on

the author's own experience.

The authors most frequently quoted are

medical writers of the 16th century and of

the first half of the 17th, as Fernelius, Fra-

castor, Mercado, Fonseca, Saxonia, Senner-

tus, Rivierius, and Zacutus.

Contents : The author's preface, f. 34 h
I Hypochondriac affection eJ\.< cJ&, in

eleven Fasls, f. 37 a. II. Hypochondria

proper «jy J\*y», in seven Fasls, f . 109 b.

III. Lues venerea £J\ ^ij,, in twenty-five

Fasls, f. 146 b. IV. Plica Polonica, *jub,

in eight Fasls, f. 267 b. V. Malignant fever

*y>j tjrUa-, in thirteen Fasls, f. 305 b.

A full table of contents is prefixed, foil. 1

—33. The first two of the above treatises

are described in Krafft's Catalogue, p. 150,
Nos. 385-6, and by Pertsch, Gotha Cata-
logue, No. 118, ArabischeHandschr., vol. iv.,

p. 19.

Or. 3218.

Foil. 14 ; 8 in. by 4| • 22 fines 3 in. long
;

written in Nestalik, in the 19th cent.

[Baron von Kremer, No. 147.]

A treatise on vaccination ^Jo ^ilj, by
Mustafa Behjet, Court Physician J^^

Beg. yljŷ *u
3 . . . ^uh Vj ^^

This treatise, written A.H. 1216, is described

in the preface as a translation of the most im-

portant portions of a work [by E. Jenner]

which had just reached the writer, supple-

mented with some extracts from two Latin

treatises not specified.

Contents : Mukaddimeh containing an ac-

count of Jenner's discovery, f. 2 b. Bab I.

Contagion of the cow-pox, f. 5 b. Bab II.

Good effects of vaccination, f . 8 b. Khatimeh.

Practical method of vaccination, f. 11 a.

Jenner, the author of the original treatise,

is not mentioned in the preface, but his name
occurs further on, p. 3 b, in the following

passage : ^s^> «!U, tdij^A» jv. j3*~*

Some parts of the Turkish work agree

with Jenner's "Inquiry into the causes and
effects of the variola? vaccina?."

The present copy is very incorrectly writ-

ten by a European hand.

VETERINARY ART.

Add. 7900.
Foil. 46 ; 7f in. by 5}; 16 lines 3* in. long

;

written in Neskhi, with some vowels, with

ruled margins, in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 339.]

A manual of farriery, without author's

name, with the heading j^'i^ko t-jl^j*

Beg. c_^U Afo j^ J»| 'y j ^j J ^
The author relates in a short preface how,

a sickness having befallen the horses of

Alexander while he lay siege to Balkh, Aris-

totle, who was in the camp, wrote the present

work, which was the means of their restora-

tion to health.

The first three chapters treat of the points

of a good horse, the colours of horses and
their defects. The rest of the book is taken
up with the diseases of the horse and their

treatment.
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At the beginning is a table of chapters.

Foil. 40—46 contain some recipes for horses,

and an extract from the Persian Tuhfet ul-

Muminin relating to the diseases of animals.

On the first page of the MS. are the names
of two former owners, the latter being

Ahmed B. Suleiman, Defterdar of Baghdad,
with the dates A.H. 1174 and 1187.

A copy of the same work, dated A.H. 973,

is noticed by Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue,

No. 113. See also ib., No. 172, 12; 268, 4,

and Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No. 127.

Add. 7901.

Foil. 46 ; 8£ in. by 5 ; 11 lines 3J in. long

;

written in fair Nestalik, in the 18th century.

[Rich, No 466.

J

A work on horses and their treatment, by

Sheikh Muhammed, known as KazT-Zadeh,

Beg. ±>\ j Jb ^j- Jj\ Jjo. ^) i/\jS j li»-^ tU>

Sheikh Muhammed, son of Kazi Mustafa

Efendi, of Balikesri, settled in Constantinople,

where he became celebrated as a learned

divine and eloquent preacher, and caused a

great stir by his virulent attacks upon the

religious orders. He was appointed, A.H.
1032, Khatib of the Mosque of Sultan Selim,

and was transferred, A.H. 1041, in the same
capacity to Agia Sophia. Having accom-

panied Sultan Murad IV in the campaign of

Erivan, A.H. 1044, he fell ill in Konia and
returned to the capital, where he died on the

26th of Rebi' II, A.H. 1045. See Fezlekeh,

vol. ii., p. 182, and Na'ima, vol. i., p. 607.

In the preface to the present work he says

that among the many sciences to which he

had applied himself from childhood to old age

was the c^->y J*, or science of horseman-

ship. He had gained some experience of

good and bad horses, and had perused a

number of Beitar Namehs, or treatises of the

veterinary art. Having heard that the reign-

ing Sultan, Osman Khan B. Ahmed Khan
(Osman II, A.H. 1027—1031), who had
adopted the poetical surname of Farisi, was a

matchless horseman, he composed the present

treatise as an offering to His Majesty.

Contents: Mukaddimeh on the value and
importance of the horse, f. 6 a. Bab I.

Verses of the Coran and traditional sayings

(Hadi§) relating to horses and their excel-

lence, f. 11 b. Bab II. Signs of good and

bad horses, f. 33 a. Bab III. On the

management of horses and the care due to

them, f. 47 b. Bab. IV. On the teeth of

horses and their age, f. 44 a. Khatimeh. On
the useful properties of the various parts of

the horse, f . 45 a.

A copy is described by Hammer, Handschr.,

No. 176, and in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 557.

Add. 23,594.
Foil. 190 ; 8 in. by 5 J. [Robert Taylor.]

A miscellaneous volume, for the contents

of which see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 651.

The following part alone is Turkish.

Foil. 1—84; 21 lines 2J in. long; written

in Nestalik, with 'Unvan and gold-ruled

margins, apparently in the 18th century.

A treatise on various kinds of animals

used in the chase, viz. birds, hounds, and

panthers, on their training, and the treat-

ment of their diseases, translated from Arabic

by Murteza, known as Nazmi Zadeh ^j&j*

iJ$
(_g

Uaij^jLfrl)l (seep. 41 a), with the head-

ing s*Ujb u-jIIS

Beg. oolo\ (^U5
{̂
>-^..j) gV *-**V ^jj 3 J

i)j

The translator says that he wrote this

version, A.H. 1115, by desire of 'Ali Pasha,

governor of Baghdad. The Arabic text was

contained in a recent copy of the second part

(Juz) of the work of
l
Isa B. 'Ali B. Hassan

el-Esedi; and Nazmi-Zadeh, unable to pro-
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cure the first part, supplied some additional

matter from other sources.

An imperfect copy of the original work is

described in the Arabic Catalogue, p. 634 b.

See also Leclerc's Histoire de la medecine

arabe, torn, i., p. 503.

The work is divided into a great number

of rather small sections called Babs, but not

numbered. The first contains traditions

respecting those who first made use of birds

of prey for hunting, f. 2 b. The second de-

scribes the various kinds of hunting-birds,

f. 4 a. The rest of the contents may be

summarily stated as follows :—Training and

feeding of hawks, f. 7 b. Diseases of hawks

and their treatment, f. 14 a. On the nature

and good qualities of hounds, f. 66 b. Diseases

of the hound and their treatment, f. 71 a.

Diseases of the panther, f. 81 b.

MILITARY ART.

Add. 20,736.
Foil. 96; 10^ in. by 7; 15 lines 5J in. long.

[Earl of Monster.]

I. An Arabic treatise on horsemanship

and military exercises, written apparently in

the 15th century. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 529 a.

II. A Turkish treatise showing how a per-

fect horseman should manage his horse and
use his weapons in battle, with the heading

Beg. jHH-^ »y-»*-jN «0
(

«

—

>

It is written in Divani, apparently in the

16th century, and occupies twenty-eight

vacant pages in the above work, from f. 37

to f. 88.

In a prologue written partly in Mesnevi

,

partly in prose, the author praises Prince

Bfiyezld, whom he calls 'Veli 'Ahd, or heir-

designate, as the most gallant and noblest of

the sons of the Sultan [Suleiman]. It was

in his honour that he gave to the present

translation of the Risaleh i Furusiyyeh the

name of t^f'
He calls himself the humble servant Toma,

f.«4» .LiU- *t±», and says that " he had

been raised up by the Prince from the dust

of abjection to the steed of ambition. He

hopes to be looked upon by him with the

eye of favour, and to be invested with the

ornament of Islam."

The treatise consists of thirty-three Babs,

which are enumerated in the preface. At

the beginning of that table the author of the

original work is called Emir Bedr ud-Din.

The heading of Bab I. is ^y^-y o! <_>b ^^

The translation must have been written

some time before A.H. 966, when Bayezld

was defeated near Konia, by his brother

Selim, and fled to Persia.

Add. 23,595.

Foil. 47 ; 7 in. by 4i
; 11 lines 2i in. long

;

written in Divani ; dated Jumada II, A.H.

1006 (AD. 1598). [Robert Taylor.]

A treatise on horsemanship and on military

exercises on horse-back, with the heading

.y^-'^ji i-AX^i*, without author's name.

Beg. U v&Ji Sj»Utj yJlUI l^ 41 j*U

aiy i±>}i t-Jjljl ^UT tjj*>\ J«& _,
SjJJ,/j>Jby^

It is divided into short sections headed ^
^ J, j&)}\ £o J , j<>j3 \ Jj-> ,J$ etc., each

describing a special manoeuvre to be executed

on horse-back with bow and arrow. Another

chapter, beginning f. 17 b, treats of the

various ways of handling the club.

Copyist : wVxi>

At the end are written the names of two

former owners, viz. Ibrahim Agha B. 'Abdul-

lah, and Haji Suleiman el-'Omeri, Imam of

Mesjid el-'Omeri in the citadel of Haleb.
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Sloane, 3593.

Foil. 80; 8* in. by 5* j 11 lines 3 in. long;

written in large Neskbi, apparently in the 18th

century.

If- Joj^i

Treatise on horsemanship and cavalry

exercises, by Mustafa Agha el-Muteferrikah,

known as Kapu Aghasi Kuli, lei ^k^

Beg. ^.^lai Ja ^W^ JJj t^SM 411 jji

The author, -who calls himself the chief

of the Osmanli Masters-at-arms ^yi-sr" j*
yljoljts-, dwells in a long and discursive pre-

face, ff. 2—31, on the importance of military

training, on the perfection it had reached

in the period of his youth, and its sub-

sequent decline. From many references

to his own career the following data may
be gathered. Born of Christian parents

of Albanian nationality in Herzegovina, he

was taken in his boyhood as Memluk to

Egypt, and there learned the profession of

arms during the governorship ofMesih Pasha

and Hasan Pasha (A.H. 982—990). Having

subsequently repaired to Constantinople, he

entered the imperial service as Silahshur

under Sultan Ahmed I, and retained that

office under Osman II (AH. 1026—31) in

whose reign the present work was written.

It was presented to the author's patron,

el-Haj Suleiman Agha, Commander of the

palace guard (Dar us-Sa'adat Aghasi). The
date of composition, A.H. 1029, is conveyed

in the following distich :

The work comprises eight Babs, the head-

ings of which are given in the Leyden Cata-

logue, vol. hi., p. 299, and a Khatimeh.

Add. 26,329.

Foil. 59; 8in.by4i; 11 lines 2 J- in. long;

written in fair Neskhi, with gold-ruled mar-
gins, in the 18th century.

[William Ebskine.]

An account of some famous archery matches
which took place in Baghdad from its con-

quest by Sultan Murad IV (A.H. 1048) to

the author's time, with the measurement of

the ranges and the position of the stones

erected as memorials of the best shots.

Author : Seyyid Muhammed liiza'i, jo-»

Beg. aliiy *jg\ Jlai\ &s w^j* jl &r~*^ '***'

The work is dedicated to Ahmed Pasha

(B. Hasan Pasha), governor of Baghdad

(A.H. 1135—1159 ; see the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 435 a). The latest date is A.H. 1153,

incidentally mentioned, f. 39 a, as the year

in which Bosnevi Muhammed Pasha died.

Foil. 41—59 contain a fragment of an

Arabic treatise relating to the classes of letters

and their permutations.

ALCHEMY.

Add. 17,964.

Foil. 100; 81 in. by 5|; 19 lines 3J in.

long; written in Nestalik, A.H. 1117 (A.D.

1705).

A treatise on alchemy, by Dervish 'Omer

Shifa'I Jli^fr J^jjJ

Beg. ficS j*. j C > .»» ..* £j*

In a preface written in ornate prose, inter-

mixed with verses, the author, who is not
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otherwise known, gives the following account

of himself. He lost both parents in infancy

and, after much distress and wandering, took

rcfage at the holy threshold of Mevlana Jelal

ud-Din Rumi. In other words, he entered

the order of the Mevlevis. Having repaired

to Cairo, lie stayed there some time in the

society of holy Dervishes. But he subse-

quently proceeded to Rum and formed an

intimate friendship with another Dervish,

Sheikh Hasan Khalveti, for whose sake the

present work was written. The date of com-

position, A.H. 1117, is given in the last line

of a versified chronogram at the eud

—

jf ^jl^j j+C jS^iS )o\>- u^ j

i^lIS
<̂

s- 6£>jc (Jl*~^ tj& u^j^ "

The work is divided into a Mukaddimeh,

twelve chapters called *jJ*>, aud a Khatimeh,

all of which are enumerated at the end of the

preface, f. 4 b.

A table of contents in the same handwriting

as the text is prefixed to the volume. The

first Tallin begins, f. 17 b, with the heading:

J31
£•& iolU i^$\ JiaSz~,\ &Je J Jj^M fA*

On the last page is the author's seal, with

the name Omer B. Hasan Shifa'I and the date

A.H. 1115. On the first page is an Arabic

note stating that Sheikh Hasan Khalveti had

taken the book with him to Cairo.

INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS
AND DIVINATION.

Or. 2938.

Foil. 203; 8 in. by 5^; 15 lines 3 in. long;

written in fair and close Neskhi, with all the

vowels and with red-ruled margins ; dated

A.H. 1092 (A.D. 1681).

[Nathaniel Bland.]

A manual of Ta'bir, or interpretation of

dreams.

Beg. !ji- fjA^S j±*yai£ *>}<*=* ij**V s-**~

^j^j&jy sjjjiif ^Lk«j4 Q&£ ciA"***

Tbe work is evidently translated from

Arabic, although it contains no mention of a

translator. It begins with the author's pre-

face and an introduction consisting of four-

teen chapters (Makaleh), foil. 10 b—21 a.

The body of the work, foil. 21 a—196 b, is al-

phabetically arranged under the Arabic names

of the various objects which may be seen in

dreams, the import of which is explained in

the text. An appendix, foil. 196 b—203 a,

gives, in the same order, the Arabic names of

clivers trades and their signification in dreams.

Mr. Bland, to whom the MS. once belonged, has

fully stated the contents in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, vol. xvi., pp. 160—162.

He did not however notice that the author's

name is found, although incorrectly written, in

the preface, f. 9 a, as follows : ^aj^o ^\ ^JIi

*ll\ fc^, Jj^fl- ^l& Jftjl
(_rwt, t5^j JS-j\ ^\ji\

From this it may safely be inferred that we
have here aversion of theArabic Ta'bir Namej

0<[} jju*> of Ebu Tahir Ibrahim B. Yahya B.

Ghannam el-Hanbali el-Mu'abbir, who died

A.H. 693. See Haj. Khal, vol. ii., p. 312.

The division of the work and the initial words

correspond with those given by Haj. Khal.

Ibrahim.B. Yahya B. Ghannam, who is also

called el-Harrani en-Numeiri, wrote two metri-

cal treatises on the subject of dreams, entitled

AJ\ b}s>j »^^\ O and *L.J1
^J i

JJ^J\\ ^y^f-

^jLJ^j Uic-^\j . See Casiri, vol. i., p. 401,

Sprenger's Catalogue, No. 1922, Ahlwardt,

Verzeichniss, p. 81, and Pertsch, Gotha Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 484.

Foil. 2—7 contain a full table of chapters,

with the following title, ascribing the work to

Ibn Slrln, ^4/H y$ *^> jei*> <-r^ win* •

It has been remarked by Mr. Bland, 1. c.
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p. 1G0, that Ibn Sirin, was one of the au-

thorities quoted in the work.

A fragment of a similar work, also ascribed

to Ibn Sirin, is noticed by Fleischer, Drosden
Catalogue, No. 30.

Add. 7902.

Foil. 02 ; in. by 4 ; 15 lines 2\ in. long
;

written in Neskhi, apparently early in the

19th century. [Rich, No. 335.]

A treatise on the interpretation of dreams,
without author's name.

Beg. j^\ ^/^.jj *<y u .... 4) ^U

It is divided into fifty-three Babs, the sub-

jects of which are stated in the preface. The

heading of the first is UA^>\ cilijj i_->b £j\

The contents are fully stated by Hammer,
Handschriften, No. 388. See also Aumer,
No. 200, f. 08—79, and Fliigel, vol. ii.,

No. 1510.

Harl. 262.

Foil. 81 ; 8J in. by ; 13 lines 4 in. long
;

written in rude Neskhi, with all the vowels,

apparently in the 17th century.

A book of Remel, or divination by means of

dots, with the heading c-*:.^ J*j i_->o Ijjs

Beg. 3)j ^^iuJJ SiUI j idW ^ri> A ^
Jjjjlcj ±yZ>J\ oiJ-3> .... yiUJaM l^ "^ ul)^

t-y^i^j (»i^- lii^ili »? _jJ»>^ Jl ,jt\ «JJ! ±x&

It is said in the preamble that the book was

composed for Hfirun er-Reshid by a sage

called 'Abdullah B. Eni J\ &> M &t*

The instruction given for consulting it is

as follows : make at random an indefinite

number of dots on sand or paper. Divide

the number of dots by twelve. The result

will show the page and the lino at which you
will find the desired answer.

The book consists of 142 Babs, each of

which occupies a page, and contains twelve

oracular answers in as many lines.

The first Bab begins as follows : y Jj\ u-»b

A similar book of Remel, in 145 Babs, is said

to have been composed for Hiirun er-Reshid

by 'Abdullah B. Ins. See Krafft, No. 372.

Harl. 5522.

Foil. 76 ; 8± in. by 5f ; 13 lines 4 in. long;

written in Neskhi, apparently in the 17th

century, partly discoloured by clamp.

Another book of Remel, arranged on the

same plan as the preceding.

In a preface, imperfect at the beginning,

ff. 75, 76, the book is said to have been

written for Hiirun er-Reshid, by twelve

sages selected out ef twelve thousand, and to

comprise 144 Biibs, distributed under the

twelve signs of the Zodiac, beginning with

Cancer.

The Babs are not numbered ; but the

headings of the first 142 correspond, in spite

of verbal differences, with those of the pre-

ceding MS.

Add. 9702.

Foil. 126: 7 in. by 5; 15 lines 3f in. long;

written in neat Neskhi, apparently in the 16th

century. [Hodgson.]

I. Foil. 1—45. A book of Remel ascribed

to Daniel, with the heading J-^ ^J %\~»J
] U»

Beg. 3±6 jy *•-^ Jr-Jj^ i>j J^ J d£

The figures used in that mode of divination

consist of sixteen combinations of dots and

s 2
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lines, a table of which is given, f. 5 b. Their

names correspond with those of the Bodleian

Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 328, but do not quite

agree with those given by Hammer, Encyklo-

pKdische Uebersicht, p. 483. They are as

follows : lIacUt -.}& u*x> i>-^ <j^jji ^Us:

tl^»-\ J^Jl iff- J>ai' Jf> -jXZ* If* Ji-UM

The division is partly in Fasls and partly

in Babs ; several leaves appear to be missing,

and the contents to be made up of different

tracts. A table occupying two pages, ff. 31-2,

shows the correspondence of the above

figures with planets, months, countries, etc.

II. Foil. 45—66. Another treatise on the

same subject, beginning JJ* j tl*?.'* ,_$-? >U>

The author, whose name does not appear,

relates in the preamble how the Prophet

Daniel composed the first book of Remel by

desire of a king to whom he had prophesied

a victory over his enemy, and how he devised

for him the sixteen figures still in use.

It is uncertain whether a chapter on the

mode of discovering lost things by means of

Remel, which begins with a sJJl +~], f. GO b,

and some following sections relating to other

applications of the same art, are still belonging

to the above treatise.

The volume bears the title J*,N _Ua« writ-

ten by a later hand. It appears, from the

original folioing, to have lost fifty leaves

at the beginning. It is also imperfect at

the end. Four leaves subsequently added,

ff . 123-6, contain a fragment on the mansions

of the moon, in a recent handwriting.

Add. 5983.

Foil. 186 ; 6£ in. by 4£ ; from 9 to 11 lines

3 in. long ; written by various hands in a

cursive and rude character, dated (f. 63 b)

A.H. 1193 (A.D. 1779).
[HlLGEOVE TUENEE.]

I. Foil. 8—14. A book of Remel with

the heading ^iVpl *^» [sic] ^J ^yj\ <__>U£»

Beg. j
(

.^IJ\ sAs- Ja«v-^jy ur^y g*J
~

The author is called AbdullahB.Muhammed

B. Osman Zennatiel-Maghribi. See Mehren,

Copenhagen Catalogue, Turk. No. 23, Uri,

Karsh., No. 112, Casiri, vol. i., No. 919, and

Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 88.

II. Foil. 16—47. A treatise on horoscopes,

with the heading j> j> &Jyt jJUa (_->U^a \ss>

Beg. jliijb Jj\ ^j~\*>
i_5-?

**••* j O'V-' 3 r***

Jjl*0 Jiff- ,o^.ijLo «JLJ\ [&L»D>] ftJ^aJi' +iS e^.ss

Khair ud-Dln the astrologer ^.iMjjA- *s^*

says that he translated this book of horo-

scopes ^'if i>yiyo *3i> j) into Turkish, but

gives no information about the original

work or its author. It is divided into Babs,

and follows the order of the signs of the zo-

diac from Aries to Pisces.

The same work is found in a MS. dated

A.H. 1023, and described by Fleischer,

Dresden' Catalogue, No. 60. Another copy

is noticed in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 498.

III. Foil. 47—63. Another treatise on

horoscopes, called the Book of the Divs, with

the heading j& ^ s*U y^ (_r>ljtf'

Beg. ^L^L- 0^a»- uj5 ji sSj&t^fidj?-

The contents are arranged, as in the pre-

ceding, under the signs of the zodiac. They
were repealed to the Prophet Solomon by
twelve Divs presiding over those signs, and
over the fate of children born under them.

See Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, p. 422 a,

and Aumer, No. 257, f. 48.
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IV. Foil. 69—125. A book of Remel in

nine Fasls, with the heading J*, l-A^ \s»

SXJ\ sJs- JbJta

Beg. ^b Joo U . . . ^UN u-j> «U J-*^

jjii* Jj^jJ>A»jJ J«j (j,-^ *^j»i ti}/'

V. Foil. 144—182. Another book of Re-

mel, translated from Persian by the astro-

loger Khair ud-Dln el-Kunevi, j^I jo. Jx*

\jj>i&\
(see art. II.) with the heading \j.&

r
^)\ wAfr JbJU\ \^~ J*^ l-*\j/

Beg.JjbU.jl> Jj\ C*>.V ^ JU»j (j^>\p^ j^=-

The preface breaks off in the statement

of the subject of the third Fasl, and it is

not quite certain that tbe sequel, partly

consisting of tables, belongs to Khair ud-

Dln's work.

The rest of the volume is taken up with

miscellaneous notes and cabalistic diagrams.

Or. 1144.

Foil. 198; 8 in. by4|; 15 lines 2f in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with a tasteful

'Unvan, gold-ruled margins, and three minia-

tures (purposely obliterated), about the close

of the 16th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

A collection of anecdotes on curious

instances of Fal, in which passages taken at

random from the Divan of Hafiz (and in some

cases from the Ooran, the Mesnevi, and the

poems of Jami) were found to give answers

of striking fitness to the enquirers.

Author : Husein el-Kefevi, ^j^h ^

;U rJ* o>j rj> j
J

u>!b

Having been present, in Constantinople, at

a meeting of men of letters, in which notable

Fals from the Divan of Hafiz formed the

topic of conversation, the author was easily

prevailed upon to put into shape some notices

relating to the same and kindred subjects,

which he had previously collected. Ho dedi-

cated his work to the reigning Sultan, Mur.id

B. Sultan Selim (A.H. 982—1003).

It is divided into a large number of short

narratives with rubrics giving the names of

the persons to which they relate.

The author states incidentally, ff. 88 b, and

139 b, that ho had left, A.H. 985, the Medreseh

to which he was attached in Constantinople,

to visit his native place, Kaffa.

Husein Kefevi was appointed, A.H. 1007,

Kazi of Jerusalem, and in the next year

transferred in the same capacity to Mecca,

where he died A.H. 1010. He left, besides

his FfilNameh, notes on Bukhurl and Muslim,

and a Turkish commentary on the Gulistan,

in which he criticizes his predecessors, Sururi

and Shem'i. See Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 1 77,

Khulasat ul-Eser, f. 336, Pertsch, Pers. No.

62, and the Arabic Catalogue, pp. 651, 785.

The date of composition is not given ; but

it must fall between A.H. 994, the year in

which Uveis Pasha was appointed governor

of Egypt (see f. 177 b), and A.H. 1003, the

date of Sultan Murad's death.

The present MS. is slightly imperfect at

the end.

A work of similar import, previously written

by the same author, and dedicated, A.H. 985,

to the sons of Devlet Girai Khan, is noticed

in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 582,

under the title of OiKl* J* j isj^yii <-J$£

lii\a. ^L>,j. It begins with the same words as

the present work, which is apparently a later

recension of it. See also Haj. Khal., vol. hi.,

pp. 272, 340 ; and Hammer, Handschriften,

No. 178.

Haii. 5453.

Foil. 23 ; 8i in. by 5 ; 15 lines 2| in. long;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels and

with red-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century.
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A Fal Nameh, without title, preface, or

author's name. It is divided into short

sections, each containing a text from the

Coran, with the omens to be drawn from it.

Beg. J\ Ijjj^ 3)U «3 gUj JW5 ^JJ\ JJllI

Rubrics prefixed to the sections consist of

various combinations of three out of the first

four letters of the-Ebjed, as ^\\, \lJ\, u^'
£«, y, zjr},

M, etc.

Similar Fal Namehs are ascribed to Imam

Ja'fer Sadik. See the Leyden Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 188, Nos. 1251-2; De Jong, Bibl.

Acad. Reg., No. 211, Krafft, No. 369, and

Pertsch, No. 11, s.

An invocation to the Rijal ul-Ghaib, and a

short direction ascribed to Emir ul-Muminln

'Ali for consulting fate by means of dots

(Remel) occupy the last two leaves.

On the fly-leaf is a Latin notice of the MS.

by Salomon Negri.

Royal 16B. xxi.

A volume of miscellaneous Oriental papers

from the library of Thomas Hyde. The

following is Turkish.

Foil. 13—19 ; 8 in. by 4J; written in small

Neskhi, apparently in the 17th century.

A treatise in tabulated form showing the

omens to be drawn from throbbings in various

parts of the body, with the heading t_j\^ Uj>

eJJ -."tea-^

Beg. jiU^^y

It gives, in five columns, the import as-

signed to the throbbings by Ja'fer Sadik, the

Prophet Daniel, Iskander Zul-karnein, the

sages of Persia, and the sages of Rum.

For MSS. of the same class, or so called

&*lijSL>, see Pertsch, TUrkishe Handschr.

No. 17.

Appended is a short anonymous tract on

Remel J,c,^aXi? occupying little more than

one page.

PHILOLOGY.

ARABIC LEXICOGRAPHY.

Or. 1174.

Foil. 190; 10$ in. by 7 ; 5 lines 4J in. long

;

written in large Neskhi, with all the vowels

;

dated 1st Rejeb A.H. 864 (A.D. 1460).

[Ales. Jaba.]

The classed Arabic vocabulary of Mahmud
B. 'Omer ez-Zemakhsheri, who died A.H. 538.

This volume, which has been described in

the Persian Catalogue, p. 505 b, contains the

preface and the first Kism, or chapter of

nouns. Persian and Turkish glosses, in the

same handwriting as the text, are added

throughout between the lines.

Similar Turkish glosses are found in the

MSS. described in the Bodleian Catalogue,

vol. ii., No. 225, the Paris Catalogue, p. 289,

No. 192, and the Leyden Catalogue, vol. i.,

No. 140. The whole work was translated

into Turkish by Ahmed B. Khair ud-Din, of

Brusa, who died A.H. 1120. See Haj. Khal.,

vol. vi., p. 558, the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

p. 96, and Aumer, Turk. Handschr., No. 216.

Another MS., Add. 7429, dated A.H. 760,

contains the latter half of the Mukaddimet
ul-Edeb, viz. the verbs and particles, and has

at the beginning, ff. 1—8, interlinear glosses
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in Eastern Turkish, by a nearly contemporary

hand. See the Persian Catalogue, p. 1089 a.

Add. 7436.

Foil. 300; 8} in. byG; 17 lines 3 l
s in. long;

written in small Nestalik, with vowels, in

one of the eight Medresehs (Constantinople),

Shevval, A.H. 973 (A.D. 1566).

[Ricn, No. 261.]

A**^ uU?y

An Arabic dictionary explained in Turkish.

See the Arabic Catalogue, p. 468.

Beg. g1j£M ^.luJ #]/&) £j>\ ^jjl 41 ^
The author, whose name does not appear,

says, in a short preamble, that, the sacred

sciences and divine laws having come down
to us in the Arabian tongue, learning and

teaching that language is an act of piety and

a duty of paramount importance. On that

ground he excerpted the present work from

the Sihah of Jevheri and the Mukhtar i Sihah

(written by Muh. B. Abu Bekr Razi, c. A.H.

660; v. Rosen, Manuscrits Arabes de l'ln-

stitut, p. 53), took also some words from the

commentaries upon the Coran and the Hadi§,

and explained the whole in Turkish in order

to render it generally useful. The work is

divided into 28 Babs according to the final

radicals, and each Bab is subdivided into 28

Fasls according to the initial letters.

It appears to be distinct from a similar

work entitled Terjuman, or Terjuman ul-

Lughah, by Pir Muhammed B. Yusuf el-

Enkirevi ; for the latter is described by Haj.

Khal., vol. ii., p. 278, and vol. iv., p. 06, as

based upon the Sihah and the Mughrib, and

as consisting of three volumes. It may be

noticed, however, that an Arabic compendium,

by the same author, el-Multakat, is derived,

like the present work, from the Sihah and

the Mukhtar. See Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 107,

and Hammer, JahrbUcher, vol. 48, p. 8,

No. 143.

A copy of the Terjuman us-Sihah, in a

private collection, is dated A.H. 967. Oth.r
MSS; dated A.H. 903 and A.H. 969, and
also anonymous, are described in the Bodleian

Catalogue, Uri, No. 1155, and in the Leyden
Catalogue, vol. i., p. 69.

Add. 23,592.

Foil. 368; 8Jin.by5|; 18 lines 35 in. long;

written in Neskhi, with vowels, dated Eski

Zaghra, wui'r >j.j, Jumida II, A.H. 989
(A.D. 1581). [Rob. Taylor.]

The same work.

Copyist : ^Jiil *y*s? j> j-^-\

Add. 23,593.

Foil. 268; 8* in. by 5|; 23 lines 3f in. long;

written in Neskhi; dated 21 Safer, A.H. 1128
(A.D. 1716).

'

[Rob. Taylok.J

The same work.

Copyist :
l

jt&& M jj*

Add. 10,005.

Foil. 337; 11± in. by 7$; 33 lines 5* in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins; dated Kara Hisar, Muharrem, A.H.
1030 (A.D. 1620).

ThegreatArabic-Turkish lexicon ofMustafa

B. Sheras ud-Dln 'Ali el-Karahisari, com-
monly called el-Akhteri, ^^ ^j^J^ ^ aU^

Beg. UUi 3 J.xA\ j jki)b lii^ii ^jj\ 41 jji

yljuDl j i»bafl3b

The author states, in a short Arabic pre-

amble, that he has collected in these pages

Arabic words of common occurrence, which

he gathered from the Sihah of Jevheri,

Dustiir, Tekmileh, Mujmil, Mughrib, Tak-

dimeh, and other standard works of lexico-

graphy. They are arranged in Babs according
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to tho initial letters, and, under each Bab, in

Fasls according to the second and following

letters. He says at the end that the work

was completed in Kiitahiyeh, on the eve of

Thursday in the middle of Rebl
1

1, A.H. 952.

The author died, as stated by Nev'i Zadeh

in his Zeil Shaka'ik, in Kiitahiyeh, A.H. 968.

See Goldziher, Sitzungsberichte der K. Akad.,

Wien, 1872, p. 607, and Haj. Khal., vol. ii.,

j). 575.

The present MS. is stated in the colophon

to have been copied from a transcript of the

author's autograph. It agrees with the

edition printed in Constantinople A.H. 1242

uuder the title of jyp <j?*~\, and contains,

therefore, the larger of the two recensions

mentioned by Haj. Khal., under
l
c
/
*ii-\j vol.

i., p. 192,

The Akhteri has been reprinted in Con-
stantinople A.H. 1242, 1256, 1296, and 1298.
For MSS. see Uri, p. 228 seqq. ; Paris, Nos.
1260-3; Dresden, Nos. 127, 417; Copenhagen,
No. 13; Upsala, p. 15; Leyden, vol. i., p. 92;
Vienna, vol. i., p. 119; Petersburg, p. 198;
Munich, No. 780, Rosen, Marsigli collection,

No. 375, etc.

Copyist

;

o-*» I^ g.\g ^laif *;>$ Aft

Ub

Or. 1173.

Foil. 519; 8J in. by 6; 19 lines 2| in. long;

written in Neskhi, probably in the 16th
century, except foil. 3—8, 141—204, 513—
519, supplied by a later hand.

[Alex. Jaba.]

A shorter recension of the above work,
with the same preface. The margins contain

copious additions taken from the larger re-

cension, or Akhteri Kebir.

Harl. 5466.

Foil. 48 ; h\ in. by 4 ; 11 lines 2\ in. long
;

written in large Nestalik, with vowels;

dated Smyrna, Sha'ban A.H. 1101 (A.D.

1690).

A versified Arabic-Turkish vocabulary,

without author's name.

Beg. ^»-»CIs. ^ z>2saj

In a prologue in Meguevi rhyme the work
is described as an improved and enlarged

recension of the vocabulary of Firishteh

Oghli, the versification of which, according to

the author, was not free from grievous faults.

It contains thirty-three Kit'ahs, the first of

which begins, as in the original work, but

with a slight change in the second hemistich :

• -»fc .sxLS M >•*)< d»-

'Abd ul-Latif B. 'Abd ul-'AzIz, called in

Arabic Ibn ul-Melek, and in Turkish Firishteh

Oghli, was one of the great 'Ulema of the

reign of Bayezld II, to whom he dedicated

his Mebarik ul-Ezhar. See Haj. Khal.,

vol. iv., p. 549, and the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. iii., p. 87. He died, as stated in mar-
ginal additions to the Keshf uz-Zunun, Or.

3144, ff. 446 and 527, before A.H. 879. For
MSS. of his vocabulary see the Catalogues

of Paris, No. 231, Krafft, No. 16, Leyden,
vol. i., p. 93, Dresden, No. 197, Vienna,

vol. i., p. 116, Gotha, No. 36, Munich,

No. 788, etc.

The author of this enlarged recension

follows the order of the original work and
makes use of the same rhymes; but in some
cases one Kit'ah is enlarged to two, and
some new ones are added at the end.

Copyist : jyU\^^ ^ s^\ j£^ s^

A Latin notice of the MS. in the hand-
writing of Prof. Jean Gagnier is pasted

inside the cover.

Sloane 3113.

Foil. 97 ; 5^ in. by 4 ; 7 lines about 2J in.
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long ; written in large Neskhi and Nestalik,

with all the vowels, by the same hand as the

preceding MS.; dated Muharrem A.H. 1105

(A.D. 1693).

A versified Arabic-Turkish vocabulary by

Shemsi.

Beg. &o.\ Jili af %\ J.9. ^ ^a.

In a prologue in Mesnevi verse, folk 1—15,

the author relates how he was induced by

friends to write this vocabulary in imitation

of those composed first by Ibn Firishteh for

Arabic, and after him by Shahidi for Persian.

His object was to include all Arabic words

used in elegant Turkish composition. He
explained them in a plain style, easy of com-

prehension for children, and put them into

pleasing metres. The work consists of sixty-

two Kit'ahs, in which words of similar form

or sound are grouped together. In the last

line of each Kit'ah its metre is scanned with

the technical names of feet.

At the end of the first Kit 'ah, which con-

cludes the prologue, the author designates

himself by his poetical surname, Shemsi:

{i
^O ,-ijLi L^Jj*>° & K.,,.,«m<

Copies are noticed, but without the author's

name, in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,'

p. 121, in the Leyden Catalogue, vol. v.,

p. 320, and by Aumer, Turk. Handschr.,

No. 219.

Harl. 5497.

Foil. 125; 7 in. by 5; 7 lines 2| in. long;

written in Neskhi, with the vowels, apparently

in the 17th century.

An Arabic-Turkish vocabulary with the

heading CjXsj* l-j^'

Beg. ^U
ty J\j\ UW) JV1 J^

The words are arranged according to the

initial letters, and each letter is subdivided

into three sections (Bab) according to the

accompanying vowels, with such headings as

ijyJ^i\. Within the Babs, however, there is

no alphabetical arrangement; but words of

similar or kindred meaning are grouped to-

gether. Each line contains five Arabic words

with Turkish equivalents written in a smaller

character under each.

The Mirkat, or Mirkat ul-Lughat, named

in the heading, is arranged on an entirely

different plan, that of the Hihfih and Kamus,
from which it is derived. See the Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 118, and the Leyden

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 91. Another Arabic-

Turkish glossary entitled Ols^M id is noticed

by Rosen, Marsigli Collection, No. 37G.

On the fly-leaf, in the handwriting of

Wanley : " Tho. Baker gave this book to my
Lord, 8 October 1716,"

PERSIAN LEXICOGRAPHY.

Or. 3398.

Foil. 185; 8£ in. by 5|; 15 lines 3f in.

long ; written in a small and close Turkish

Neskhi ; dated beginning of Rejeb A.H. 982

(A.D. 1594.) [Sidney Churchill.]

I. Foil. 1—156. A Persian dictionary

explained in Turkish, by Lutf-ullah B. Abi

Yusuf el-Halimi, with the heading oU3 U*

Beg. aJ^U J>- tj&**j* j£j* J>. J^3 £iV •>»»»

Kinali-Zadeh, who includes Lutf-ullah

Halimi in his Tezkireh, Or. 35, f. 1046, not,

he says, as a poet, but as a writer on poetry,

states that he was one of the Ka^is of the

time of Muhammed II, and that he enjoyed

the patronage of Mahmud Pasha (who

was Grand Vezir, A.H. 857—872, and again

A.H. 877-8). He composed a work entitled^:

T
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.1

"

J\jii\ " now better known as ^Ak-
in two Defters, the first of which is a Persian

dictionary, while the second treats of prosody,

rhyme, and poetical ornaments. He was

deeply versed in the law of inheritance, on

which he wrote a text-book and a commen-

tary (^^jA* uaJ.y Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 398).

Halimi survived Muhammed II; for one of

his works CJjIJl J&, also a Persian dictionary,

is dedicated to that Sultan's son Bayezld II,

who succeeded A.H. 886 (see the Paris Cata-

logue, p. 289, No. 192); and Haj. Khal. dis-

tinctly states, vol. iv., p. 398, that he died

in the reign of the latter Sultan.

There is, therefore, no foundation for the

statement made by Hammer,* and since re-

peated by others, that the author of the

present work lived on to the reign of Selim I,

and died A.H. 923 or 924 The mistake

arose from a confusion between our author

and a later Halimi, who is mentioned by 'Ali,

Add. 10,004, f. 142, as one of the 'Ulema
of the reign of Selim I. The latter's name
was 'Abd ul-Halim B. \Ali. He was a native

of Kastamuni, and became a great favourite

of Selim I, who took him for his preceptor;

he accompanied the Sultan in his Egyptian
campaign, and died on the return journey
at Damascus, A.H. 923. See Kinali Zadeh,
Or. 35, f. 105 b, Shakaik, f. 133, and Gesch.
der Osm. Dichtk., vol. i., p. 185.

A copy of the c_^ j& is noticed in the
Oriental MSS. of Dr. John Lee, p. 17, No. 83,
and described as "a Persian and Turkish
vocabulary, A.H. 850—A.D. 1446." The
date is probably that of the composition of
the work.

In a short Persian preface the author says
that he had previously composed an exhaus-
tive work for the fixation of the "elegant lan-
guage," and had enriched it with divers rules
and subtle observations. It had become

(•) See Gesch. des Osm. Reiehes, vol.ii., pp. 433, 52G
C46, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 221.

noted under the name of Bahr ul-Ghara'ib,

and had been eagerly sought after. But

readers were perplexed by its difficulties, and

the author, taking pity upon their distress,

wrote the present work for its elucidation,

and divided it into two Defters.

The first Defter, the only one contained in

the present MS., is inscribed OU5 ^j^ Jj\j*»<J

Is? l_jjj»- <—**}]> j> *—*V° CAft> OUjI ^^o

It is a glossary of the poetical language

arranged in the usual alphabetical order, and

illustrated by copious quotations from the

classical poets of Persia. A list of the poets

quoted, drawn up by Simon Assemani, has

been reproduced, with additions, by Lagarde

in his Persische Studien, No. 17, where all the

known MSS. of Halimi's works are fully

enumerated.

The present work is commonly known as

^^jAs- £<0. It is called *ujl>' by Ni'met-ullah,

who mentions it as one of his authorities,

and by Haj. Khal. vol. ii., p. 19 and vol. iv.,

p. 503. It is also one of the sources of the

second edition of Sururi (see Bosen, MSS.
Persans de l'lnstitut, p. 229), and it appears

in the list of authorities prefixed by Menin-
ski to his Thesaurus. MSS. containing both

Defters are noticed by Uri, pp. 287-9, Nos. 88,

94, 98, by Aumer, Pers. Handschr., No. 302,

and in the Paris Catalogue, p. 288, No. 178.

Copies of the first Defter are much more
common. See the Catalogues of Paris, Nos.

177, 190, 193, Dresden, No. 90, Krafft, No.

21, Leyden, vol. i., p. 98, Upsala, Nos. 23

—

25, Petersburg, p. 431, Vienna, vol. i., Nos.

122—126, and Salemann, Lit. Bl. fur Or.

Philol., vol. ii., p. 75.

Copyist : ^^ ^ ^
II. Fol. 157—185.

A tabulated Persian-Turkish vocabulary,

without title or author's name, with the

heading fc.^ vj^\ j j^\ j^\
Beg. wbUlj
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The words are arranged, according to the

initial letters, in Fasls, and each Fasl is sub-

divided into three sections according to the

vowel which accompanies the first letter.

The Turkish renderings are written in a

small slanting character under the lines.

The vocabulary breaks off at the end of the

second section of the letter ^t*

Add. 7684.

Foil. 110 ; 9| in. by 7 ; 9 lines 4 in. long
;

written in large Nestalik, apparently in the

17th century. [Ricn, No. 278.]

A Persian-Turkish vocabulary by el-Kara-

hisari. See the Persian Catalogue, p. 513 a.

Beg. a(\jj^ \j» ±c ^> A& j *> ^j ^~

This is the first of the two parts of which

the complete work consists. It contains

nouns arranged under the final letters with

the Turkish equivalents written in a smaller

character under the line. The second part

contains, according to Aumer, Munich Cata-

logue, No. 310, the verbs arranged under the

first letter, and a short Persian grammar.

It appears from the Munich MS. that the

author's name was Hasan B. Husein 'Imad,

and that he dedicated the work to Sultan

Bayezld II (A.H. 886—918). In a MS. dated

A.H 947, and belonging to the Khedivial

library, he is called Hasan B. el-Husein el-

Karahisari. See Spitta, Zeitschrift der D.

Morg. Ges., Band 30, p. 318. Compare La-

garde, Persische Studien, No. 35. Ni'met-

ullah, who died A.H. 9G9, mentions the

Lughat i Karahisarias one of his authorities.

The present copy is very incorrect. It is

stated in a Persian note, on the first page,

that it was bought by Jemal ud-Din Muham-
med Aka at the time of the siege [of Isfahan]

by Shah Mahmfid, in the month of Sha'ban

A.H. 1134.

Harl. 5494.
Foil. 49 ; 8 in. by 5| ; 7 lines 3? in. long

;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels, A.H.
10G2 (A.D. 1652).

The well-known versified Persian-Turkish

vocabulary composed A.H. 920 by Shahidi,

who died A.H. 957. See the Persian Cata-

logue.p. 513 b, and Lagarde, Persische Studien,

pp. 29—32.

Beg. li^3

lib . Uut

»'sU

Si

Mevlana Shahidi, or Shahidi Dedeh, whose
proper name was Ibrahim, was born in

Mughleh, province of Menteshe, and entered,

like his father Khuda'i Dedeh, the order of

the Mevlevis. He left, besides the present

work, a treatise on prosody, and a poetical

expansion of 600 lines of the Mesnevi, entitled

*u»y yZ% (Persian Catalogue, p. 592 b). See

Latifi, f. 60 a, Kinali Zadeh, Or. 35, f. 173,

\5.1i, Or. 32, f. 293 b, and Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol ii., p. 258.

The work consists of twenty-six Kit'ahs in

various metres, and a last section in Mesnevi.

The measure of each Kit'ah is expressed in

the last line by the technical names of the

feet.

In the early part of the MS., ff. 6—31,
English glosses are written by a hand of the

17th century under most words. On the first

page is written " Brian Braxton his book,

1652."

A short Latin notice of the MS., in the

handwriting of Prof. Jean Gagnier, is pasted

inside the cover.

Harl. 5454.
Foil. 29; 8| in. by 5J; 13 lines 3£ in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with all the vowels
;

dated Rebi' II, A.H. 1090 (A.D. 1679).

The same work.

This copy contains, in addition to the pre-

ceding, some lines at the beginning of each

T 2
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Kit'ah, giving the technical name of its metre,

and a Turkish verse, as an example.

At the end is written : "u^j VG J'^
JJ&J>J J**j&^ u? s Francisco filio dissa

tuito [ha avuto] questo libro, 1695."

A notice by J. Gagnier is pasted inside the

cover.

Harl. 5458.

Foil. 20 ; 8£ in. by 5* ; 17 lines 3 in. long ;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels, and

with gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century.

Another copy agreeing with Harl. 5494

Prefixed is a Latin note in the handwriting

of Salomon Negri, dating the MS. Anno Heg.

1013 ; but this date is not found in the MS.

Harl. 5487.

Foil. 19 ; 8 in. by 4| ; 13 lines about 3 in.

lono- : written in Neskhi, with all the vowels,

apparently in the 17th century.

An imperfect copy of the same work. It

wants the latter part of the prologue, from

the 12th Beit, the first nine Kit'ahs, and the

first four Beits of the tenth. It has a few

English glosses, apparently of the 17th cen-

tury.

Prefixed is a notice in the handwriting of

Salomon Negri with the same date as above,

Harl, 5458, Anno Heg. 1013.

Add. 10,007.

Foil. 29; 7| in. by 5 ; 13 lines 2\ in. long

;

written in a small and neat Neskhi, with all

the vowels, and with red-ruled margins, A.H.

1096 (A.D. 1685).
[The Hon. Fred. North.]

An imperfect copy of the same work, with

Turkish glosses in the margins. It has, after

f. 21, a lacuna extending from the eighth

Beit of the twentieth Kit'ah to the 45th Beit

of the final section.

Sloane, 3583.

Foil. 48; 11$ in. by 8; 16 lines ; written in

Neskhi, by Salomon Negri (see the Arabic

Catalogue, p. 335 b), A.D. 1704.

The vocabulary of Shahidi arranged in

tabular form, with the addition of Arabic

equivalents, by el-Haj Musa esh-Sherefi B.

el-Haj Hasan el-'Abbasi, who finished the

work in Muharrem A.H. 1117.

The words are taken in the order in which

they occur in the Tuhfeh, and arranged in

three columns, containing, from right to left,

the Turkish, Persian, and Arabic. Latin

renderings have been added, in a fourth

column on the left, by Salomon Negri, who

writes on the first page: " Vocabularium

Turcico-Persicum metrice conscriptum. Sin-

gulas voces, secundum ordinem carminum,

Arabice fecit Elhag Mousa Alius Hassan

Elabbasi, qui turn opera sua merebatur apud

Marchionem De Feriol, Regis Galliarurn ad

Portam Othomannicam Legatum, Anno Heg.

1117. Salomon Negri emendavit etLatinam

interpretationem addidit .... Anno Christi

1704. Constantinopoli."

Add. 7004.

Foil. 107; 9 in. by 7±; about 11 lines;

written on English paper water-marked 1804,

by the Rev. John Haddon Hindley.

I. .Foil. 1—75. A transcript of the pre-

ceding vocabulary.

II. Foil. 76—107. The Tuhfeh i Shahidi

transcribed from Harl. 5494.

Or. 3216.

Foil. 105; 6^ in. by 4£; about 15 lines
;

written in Neskhi, apparently in the 18th

century. [Baron von Kremer, No. 90.]

Shahidi' s vocabulary in tabulated form.

The words are arranged in two columns,

the Turkish on the right and the Persian on
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the left of the page ; a third column on tho

opposite page contains the Arabic equivalents.

There are a few German and Latin glosses.

It begins with the words ,3, C-o.l^i, o-^ etc.,

from the second Beit of the prologue. Tho
last three pages contain the names of the

various metres used in the Tuhfeh, with

the same Turkish verses as examples of each,

as in Harl. 5454.

Harl. 500.

Foil. 138 ; 8| in. by 5. A volume of mixed

contents (see the Persian Catalogue, p. 789).

I. Poll. 20—39; 17 hues 2| in. long;

written in Nestalik, with a few vowels ; dated

8 Safer A.H. 1010 (A.D. 1601).

.Another copy of the Tuhfeh i Skahidi,

agreeing with Harl. 5494.

II. Foil. 40—72; 9 lines 3 in. long;

written in Neskhi, with the vowels, about the

same date.

A Persian-Turkish vocabulary by Muham-
med B. Haji Ilyas.

Beg.
r
^J^ 8,U)\j j\J) jjrjEM JJ\ all^

J3& ^\ J*

It is divided, as stated in the preface, into

ten Kisms and four Fasls. The Kisms con-

tain the infinitive, the various tenses, and the

participles of a number of Persian verbs.

The Fasls contain the nouns classed under

four heads, viz. heaven and earth, members

of the human body, trades, and animals. At
the end are the numerals. The Turkish

equivalents are written in a smaller character

under the Persian. The vocabulary begins

with the verb Danisten as follows :

—

&^j~ t^Kr" 1 w3

&*J ^>=.j' a
The work is noticed, under the above title,

by Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 243. For other

copies see the Catalogues of Loyden, vol. i.,

p. 98, and Krafft, No. 13.

A MS. of the same contents is fully de-

scribed, but without title, by Fleischer, Dres-

den Catalogue, No. 275. The Danisten of

the same author has another beginning, but

appears to be substantially the same work.

See Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 145

;

Uri, p. 285 seqq., Nos. 76, 91, 93, 99, 104,

106, 111; Paris, p. 280, Nos. 182-3, Ley-
den, vol. i., p. 97, and Gotha, Pers. Handschr.,

No. 13. Compare Lagarde, Persische Studien,

Nos. 16 and 29;

III. Foil. 108—138; 9 lines 2 J in. long;

written in large Neskhi, with all the vowels

;

dated Ramazan A.H. 1012 (A.D. 1604).

A versified Arabic-Turkish vocabulary, with-

out title, preface or author's name, beginning :

It consists of twenty-two Kit'ahs, and is

evidently the well known Lughat of Ferishteh

Oghli, an improved recension of which has

been noticed, p. 186 b.

Copyist : ^^ ^ ^.U

Add. 7887.

Foil. 79; 7 in. by 4; 23 lines 2| in. long;

written in small Nestalik, apparently in the

16th century. [Rice, No. 716.]

I. Foil. 1—71.

A treatise on the niceties of the Persian

language, especially on the fine distinctions

existing between synonyms.

The author, whose name does not appear
in this copy, is that prolific writer, Shems
ud-Dln Ahmed B. Suleiman B. Kemal Pasha,

who is praised by his biographers as the
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greatest scholar of Turkey and an accom-

plished poet. Son of a Mir Liva, Kemfil

Pasha Zadeh Suleiman, and born in Tokat,

Ahmed began life as a soldier, but was so much

impressed by the homage paid to science in

the person of Menla Lutfi Tokati (who was,

however, put to death as an infidel, A.H. 900),

that he gave up the career of arms and ap-

plied himself to study. He soon rose to a

high rank amongst the 'Ulema, accompanied

Selim I in the Egyptian campaign in the

capacity of Kazi'l-'Asker, and enjoyed the

favour of Suleiman, who entrusted to him

the composition of the annals of his reign.

During the last eight years of his life he

discharged the highest office of the law and

died as Sheikh ul-Islam in the month of

Shevval A.H. 940. 'Ali, who devotes to him

a long notice in his history of Selim I's reign,

Add. 10,004, ff. 140-2, rebukes 'Ashik, the

biographer of poets, for his carelessness in

giving A.H. 941 as the date of Kemfil Pasha

Zadeh's death, instead of the true date, A..H.

940, which is attested by a number of contem-

porary chronograms.

For other notices of his life see the Shaka'ik,

f. 132, Latlfi, ff. 32—34, Kinali Zadeh,

ff. 36—40, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii.,

p. 205, and Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. 191.

The present work is dedicated to the Grand
Vezir Ibrahim Pasha, who was in office A.H.
929—942. For other copies see the Persian

Catalogue, p. 514 a, Lagarde, Persische

Studien, p. 37, Aumer, Tiirkische Handschr.,

No. 212, Salemann, Lit. Bl. Or. Philol., vol. ii.,

p. 76, and Rosen, Marsigli collection, No. 444.

IL Foil. 72—79. An Arabic treatise, by

the same author, on the alterations which
words of foreign origin undergo in passing

into Arabic, with the heading ^ ^-Jl £L»

»>]j U>b JU^ fj>j* Cf\$y y- f^ 1

See Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 378, the Vienna
Catalogue, vol. iii., No. 1919, and the Ley-

den Catalogue, vol. i., p. 47, No. 80.

Or. 36.

Foil. 120; 6i in; by4J; 21 lines 2g in.

long ; written in a small and close Nestalik,

apparently in the 16th century.

[G. C. Rknouard.]

I. Foil. 2—104. Another copy of the

Daka'ik ul-Haka'ik, with the heading JjiVfo

II. Foil. 104 5—120. A treatise by the

same Kemal Pasha Zadeh on the various

meanings of the letter ^ attached to the end

of Persian words, with the heading: **^> »5b*»
i

Beg. e^cb &b sJs>^J> abulia)^ ^b\^° ^

In a conversation between some Persian

scholars it had been asserted by one of them
that the use of the final ,j was confined to

five meanings. The author declared that it

had more than ten, and he afterwards wrote

the present treatise iu support of his as-

sertion.

See for other copies the Catalogues of Paris,

p. 289, No. 194, 2, Leyden, vol. i., Nos. 99—
101, Vienna, vol. i., pp. 131,133, and Aumer,
No. 212.

Add. 7680.
Poll. 236; 8£ in. by 5| ; 21 lines 3 J in.

long; written inNeskhi, with a sprinkling of

vowels, apparently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 286.]

A Persian dictionary, explained in Turkish,

with copious poetical quotations, by Nimet-
Ullah B. Ahmed B. Kazi Mubarek er-Rumi,

^vj ] ^jk* o^ u> <W^ ^ *N\ c*vo. See

the Persian Catalogue, p. 514 b.

Beg. viiJU J o-U- b JJ^ j (jaUi ^ ^
It is divided into three parts (Kism) —

1 . Verbs in alphabetical order, f . 3 a. 2. Rules
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of Persian grammar explained in Persian,

f . 17 a. 3. Nouns in alphabetical order,

f. 22 b. In the third part, which occupies

the greater part of the volume, the words are

arranged in Babs according to the initial

letter, and within each Bab in three sections

according to the vowel of the initial.

The poetical quotations are mostly from

Shems i Fakhri, whose Persian glossary, com-

piled A.H. 745, and entitled J\+>- J***, has

lately been edited by Dr. Salemann, S. Peters-

burg, 1887.

The great value of Ni'met-ullah's dictionary

has been pointed out by Dr. 0. Blau in the

Zeitschriffc der. D. Morg. Ges. vol. 31,

pp. 484-94. According to a notice ex-

tracted by him from 'Ata'i's Zeil ush-Shaka'ik,

Ni'met-ullah was a native of Sofia, who settled

in Constantinople, entered the Nakishbendi

order, and was a zealous collector of books

and curiosities. He died in the capital in the

middle of A.H. 969. Dr. Blau adds that he

appears to have been a disciple of Kemal

Pasha Zadeh, whose explanations he occa-

sionally adduces as received from that

scholar's lips.

Ni'met-ullah's dictionary has been partly

incorporated by Castellus, assisted by Seaman

(see above, p. 2 a), in his Lexicon Hepta-

glotton. It is also one of the authorities of

Meninski.

To the copies mentioned in the Persian

Catalogue may be added Uri, p. 289, No. 95,

and Paris, pp. 289-90, Nos. 194-7, 205.

See also Lagarde, Persische Studien, No. 48,

and Salemann, Lit. Bl. Or. Philol. vol.ii., p. 77.

A table of contents by a later hand is pre-

fixed. On the first page is the name of a

former owner, Sheikh Muhammed La'li Zadeh

Efendi, late Kazi of Mecca.

Add. 7679.

Foil. 176; 8i in. by 5£; 19 lines 3f in.

long; written in small and neat Nestalik,

apparently in the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 285.]

An abridged recension of the preceding
work. See the Persian Catalogue, p. 515 a.

Beg. liUU (JjjaL.! b/ij ^'jj ^ j^»

The preface only differs from that of the

preceding copy by the omission of some
passages, especially of the enumeration of the

sources, and by the insertion of the above title:

In the body of the work most of the poetical

quotations are omitted.

A copy bearing the same title is described

by Flugel, vol. i., p. 132, No. 128 b.

Add. 7686.
Foil. 197 ; 8 in. by 5f ; 7 lines 3\ in. long

;

written in large Neskhi, apparently in the

17th century. [Rich, No. 279.]

An abridgment of the preceding dictionary

arranged in tabular form.

Beg.

<jn*j t\a c

The preface is omitted. The Persian words

are written consecutively at the rate of four

in each line. The Turkish explanations, much
condensed, are written in a small character

and slanting lines over the line.

After fol. 20 there is a lacuna of about ten

leaves, extending from the beginning of letter

s in the section of verbs to the concluding

lines of the grammatical section (Kism II).

On the first page is written ^y jJ^aJ ^
jy^1 L*\i, Ayasi is apparently meant here for

the name of the author or abbreviator.

A similar abridgment is ascribed, in a copy

noticed by Flugel, vol. i., No. 144, to Emir

Husein el-Ayasi ^-Aj^I, i.e. of Issus, or Ayfts,

in Cilicia. It begins and ends in nearly

the same way as ours, and contains, accord-

ing to Flugel, about 1,200 verbs [12,000 is
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evidently a misprint] and 10,000 nonns. In

the present MS. tliere are about 1100 verbs

in the first section, which is imperfect at the

end, and about 9800 nouns in the third.

The Vienna MS. is a transcript of the

Scaliger copy noticed by Dozy, -without

author's name, Leydon Catalogue, vol. i.,

No. 193. Compare Lagarde, Persische Stu-

dien, No. 47.

An Arabic note on the first page states

that Isma'll B. Ibrahim el-Baghdadi acquired

the MS. A.H. 1066.

Add. 7687.

Foil. 21; 8i in. by5A; 23 lines 34. in.

long; written in small Neskhi, with gold-

ruled margins, early in the 19th century.

[Rich, No. 281.]

A versified Persian- Turkish vocabulary by

Vehbi.

Beg. wly *$ j\ dc- ^i &+*

Sunbul Zadeh Vehbi Efendi, whose proper

name was Muhammed, was the son of Reshld

Efendi (or Rashid, according to Hayati) an

elegant writer belonging to the Sunbul Zadeh

family of Mer'ash. After completing his

studies in his native town, he settled during

the reign of Mustafa III in Constantinople,

and obtained employment as secretary to

Yenishehrli Osman Efendi and the Re'Is ul-

Kuttab Isma'Il Beg. Shortly after the ac-

cession of 'Abd ul-Hamid (A.H. 1187) he

was sent as ambassador to Persia to settle

the conflict that had arisen between Kerlm
Khan Zend and Omer Pasha, governor of

Baghdad. Having been accused by the

latter of sacrificing Turkish interests to

Kerlm Khan, he was screened from the

Sultan's displeasure by his powerful patrons,

and a poem entitled Tannaneh, presented

through them to the sovereign, restored him

to favour. He was subsequently appointed

Kazi of Rhodes. Under Selim III he col-

lected his poems into a Divan which he pre-

sented to the Sultan. Vehbi died at Con-

stantinople, upwards of ninety years of age,

and after a long illness, on the 14th of Rebi* I,

A.H. 1224. He left, besides the works above

mentioned, a Lutfiyyeh in imitation of the

Khairiyyeh of Nabi, and a poem entitled

jJo\ j^ii. See Jevdet, vol. ix., pp. 124-7,

Hayati's commentary, Bulak, A.H. 1254,

p. 60, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iv.,

p. 554.

Iu a prologue written in Megnevi verse,

the author says that on his mission to Iran

he visited Erivan, Isfahan, Nehavend, and

having stayed a long time at Shiraz, (the

language of which he calls Pehlevi, while

he designates that of Isfahan as Deri), he

associated with its poets and mastered their

idioms. The present work was a fruit of

that journey. He wrote it for the benefit of

his son Lutf-ullah, and dedicated it to a Vezir

whose name it hinted at in the following lines,

and to his two sons :

U^*-J^ J-£-k- ^->-**

The personage thus designated is evidently

Hamid Khalil, who was raised to the post of

Grand Vezir in Ramazan A.H. 1196, and was

deposed in Jumada I, A.H. 1199. See Jevdet,

vol. i., p. "300, vol. ii., p. 309.

The dedication must have been penned

shortly after his appointment, for the date of

composition, as stated at the end, is A.H.

1196. It is conveyed in the following

chronogram

:

u>c\aj\ #,13 *A?>i &a»- i-r'j^ J& y^J*

The vocabulary is evidently an imitation

of the Tuhfeh i Shahidi, which, however, the

ili?

Jr*}.
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author does not mention. It contains fifty-

seven Kit'ahs and a Mesnevi. The Tuhfeh i

Vehbi has been printed in Constantinople,

A.H. 1213, and in Bulak, A.H. 1245. A full

commentary upon it, written in the author's

life-time, A.H. 1206, by Hayati, was printed

in Constantinople A.H. 1215, and in Bulak,
A.H. 1254.

A versified Arabic vocabulary, also by
Vehbi, entitled -*, t^, was printed in Bulak,
A.H. 1216. ' '

A MS. of the Tuhfeh i Vehbi is described

by Fliigel, who may be consulted on the

various editions of the work, Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. i., p. 143. See also Lagarde,

Persische Studien, No. 17.

TURKISH LEXICOGRAPHY.

Reg. 16b. xxiv.

Foil. 314; 7 in. by 4£. [Thomas Hyde.]

An interleaved copy of the " Dittionario

della lingua Italiana Turchesca raccolto da
Giovanni Molino interprete, con l'indice delli

vocabuli Turcheschi, e brevi rudimenti di

detta lingua, in Roma mdcxli."

The transcription, in Arabic characters, of

part of the Turkish words, has been added in

the margin, and the Latin equivalents of the

Italian words are given on the inserted leaves.

On the fly-leaf is written :
" Latinam in-

terpretationem addidit Phs. Ant. Hancock.

Turcica quasdam in margine adscripta de-

sumpta sunt ex alio exemplari Dni. Clarke,

qui aliquando erravit in orthographia." But
the name of P. A. Hancock has been struck

out, and the word ' addidit ' converted into

• addidimus.'

Two leaves added at the end contain some
Latin and English notes in the same hand-

writing (that of Thomas Hyde), with the

heading " Ex Lazaro Soranzo de Rebus

Turcicis."

Add. 25,872.

Foil. 98 ; 8 in. by 5 J; 19 lines 4} in. long

;

written apparently in the 17th century.

[Wm. Cdbeton.]

An Italian -Turkish dictionary, without
author's name.

Beg. Abantiquo Off olde Eski zamonden

It is in four columns. The first, on the left,

contains the Italian words in alphabetical

order ; the last, on the right, the correspond-
ing Turkish words written by a practised

hand in the original character, and correctly

spelt with all the vowels.

Of the two middle columns the one contains

the English equivalents of the Italian words,
and the other, by the same hand, the tran-

scription of the Turkish words. The former,

however, has many blanks, and comes to an
end on fol. 92 a, while the latter is not carried

out beyond fol. 33 b.

On the fly-leaf is written "Edmondo Lynde,
robato de Sigr

. Francisco Drue."

Or. 1063.
Foil. 289 j 10 in. by 7£ ; 17 lines, written

in Neskhi, by an European hand, in the 17th

century. [Libki.]

A French-Turkish dictionary, imperfect at

the beginning.

It is written in two columns ; the French

words in alphabetical order on the left side

of the page, the Turkish equivalents, in the

Neskhi character, on the right. A French
transcription of the latter is written in a

minute character under each word.

The first word is 'Chanconnette* til*^3

' tourkigene,' the second ' Chantre,' sjjj^i.

l^ \Jf$$ ' konende irlaidgi mouganni.' All

the preceding part of the Alphabet is lost.

The last word is ' Zone ' jj jiy *Siai.

' minteke couchac kemer.'

On the fly-leaf, f. 288 a, is an Armenian
note by an Armenian priest named John,

u
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recording his arrival at Baghdad in the year

1124 (A.D. 1675). On fol. 289 b is written

" au [sic] Capucins de bagdad," and under-

neath, U»- c^ JU (belonging to Father

Hanna).

Sloane 2924.

Foil. 123; 8| in. by 5f ; miscellaneous

papers of different sizes, in various languages,

written by Engelbert Kaempfer, about A.D.

1685.

The following are Turkish :

Foil. 59—79. A French-Turkish vocabu-

lary in alphabetical order, from A to N,

giving the Turkish words in the Roman
character. The last leaves, foil. 75—79, con-

tain a few words and sentences without

alphabetical arrangement.

Foil. 81—95. A short Turkish-German

vocabulary, arranged by order of subjects.

At the end are a few French sentences partly

translated into Turkish.

Harl. 5558.

Foil. 64 ; 7£ in. by 5J, 13 lines ; written

by a French hand of the 17th century.

A Turkish-French-Armenian vocabulary,

in three columns. The Turkish is written on

the right, the Armenian on the left (both in

the original character, but very badly spelt)

and the French in the middle. The Turkish

words, which form the leading part, are

arranged in a rather loose order according

to the place they would occupy, when tran-

cribed, in the Latin alphabet.

At the end are added a short dialogue in

the same three languages, f. 57 b, the Lord's

prayer in Armenian, f. 63 «, and the Arme-
nian alphabet, ff. 63 b—64 b.

Sloane 3262.

Foil. 377 ; 11| in. by 8 ; written in Neskhi,

with thevowels,from left to right, onEuropean
paper, by Salomon Negri, early in the 18th
century.

A copious collection of Turkish sentences,

extracted chiefly from historical works, and

arranged in alphabetical order according to

the leading word in each, with Latin trans-

lation.

Four pages at the beginning, and one at

the end, contain some sentences arranged

under grammatical rubrics.

Sloane 3263.

Foil. 191; 12 in. by 8i ; written like the

preceding, and by the same hand.

Another collection of sentences of the same

kind as the preceding, and similarly arranged.

The alphabetical series is imperfect at begin-

ning and end ; it begins with c^olal and ends

with
wii**

Sloane 4084.

Foil. 17 ; 9 in. by 3£ ; written in large

Neskhi, mostly with the vowels, by Salomon

Negri, early in the 1 8th century.

A note-book containing chiefly Persian

words with their Turkish equivalents and

Latin renderings, without any systematic

arrangement ; also some Persian verses and

Turkish sentences.

Or. 3215.

Foil. 118; 8 in. by 5£; about 20 lines 5

in. long ; written in an intermediate character

between Neskhi and Nestalik, in the first half

of the 19th century.

[Baron von Kkemer, No. 89.]

A French-Turkish glossary, by Baron

Valentin von Huszar (first interpreter of the

Austrian Mission, Constantinople).

It is disposed in two columns, the French

on the right and the Turkish on the left, and

it follows the order of the French alphabet.

The Turkish rendering of each French

word is embodied in a Turkish sentence

written in the original character, the trans-

lation of which is given in the French column.
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Beg. (ji^5 j_^.^j^jV J^ Absorber. Tous scs soins sont

J3i-^ d^*"^ vl*i'J«J Absorbes par les inquietudes.

An appendix of twenty folios contains

miscellaneous extracts, consisting for the

most part of select verses and maxims in

Arabic, Persian and Turkish ; it includes a

few Tarji '-bends from the Divan of Jami.

On the first page is written :
" Nach dem

Tode des bekannten Orientalisten, Hofrath

Valentin Freiherrn von Hu3zar wurde diese

von ihm eigenhandig geschriebene Sammlung

von Turcicismen seitens seiner Familie mir,

seinem dankbarsten Verehrer, als unvergess-

liches Andenken hieher Uberschickt.

"

" Smyrna, 23 Janner 1851.

Schaeffer.
"

Lower down, in Arabic, the " ex libris " of

Alfred Kremer, Austrian Bash-Terjuman,

Alexandria, 21 Shabat, 1856.

Or. 2959—2968.
Ten large folio volumes, 17 in. by 10^;

about 33 lines 5 in. long in a page ; in the

author's handwriting, with the following title:

" Fifteen chapters and part-chapters (1 to {y>)

of a Thesaurus Dictionary of Arabic, Persian

and Turkish (Ottoman and Eastern), explained

in English, in ten volumes of manuscript; com-

piled by James "William Redhouse, C. M. G.

;

decorated with the insignia of the Imperial

Ottoman Order of the Nishani Iftikkar, etc.,

and by him respectfully presented (with

permission) to the Library of the British

Museum, London, 1885."

The following extracts from the preface will

convey an idea of the author's long prepara-

tion for the work, and will best describe the

origin, gradual expansion, and comprehen-

sive scope, of this vast, but, unfortunately,

incomplete, repertory of the three leading

languages of the Muslim world.

" The compilation of this dictionary was

undertaken in pursuance of a promise, first

publicly given in 1855 in my Vade-mecum of

Ottoman colloquial language, to prepare a
series of more complete and scientific works
for the use of Oriental students.

"In 1856 I published a short bilingual

vocabulary, in two parts, English-Turkish and
Turkish-English, of about ten to twelve thou-

sand words each; and this was followed in

1860 by a much more complete English-

Turkish lexicon of about 47,000 words, pub-
lished for the American missionaries in Turkey.
"But in 1828-35 I had already prepared my

first Turkish dictionary, explained in English

and French; this I was preparing to publish

in London (in 1835), when the first volume
of Bianchi's Dictionnaire Turc-Francais made
its appearance and forestalled my book.

" In 1S38, again, I commenced, and in 1841

completed, at Constantinople, a dictionary

of about 25,000 selected Arabic and Persian

words used in Ottoman literature, and ex-

plained in Turkish. This has gone through

many editions, and the original holograph

is preserved in the Prince Consort's Library

at Buckingham Palace, London.
" In 1864 1 had commenced the preparation

of a much more extensive Ottoman Dictionary

for Turkish use than had before been at-

tempted. Besides Meninski and Bianchi for

Turkish words, I drew from Johnson's 'Per-

sian, Arabic and English Dictionary' such

Persian and Arabic words and significations

as, by experience, I knew to be employed in

Ottoman Turkish. These were collated, with

such of the native originals mentioned in

Johnson's preface, as were procurable byme. . .

.

" But when Lane's first parts had appeared,

and other works of reference had been gradu-

ally acquired, I found that interlineal correc-

tions and additions no longer sufficed, but

that, as I was writing my Ottoman dictionary,

so also must I compose the Oriental-English

lexicon, without further reference to Johnson,

except as an aid in alphabetical arrangement.
" Wishing to make my Ottoman Dictionary

as comprehensive as I might be able to ac-

U 2
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complish, I would not follow Lane's example,

but resolved to include in it all classes of

words, vernacular, literary, scientific, tech-

nical, ancient and modern, to the utmost

possible extent

"I had reached the jj! section of the \

chapter of my Ottoman Dictionary before I

made up my mind to write the English one

in extenso. To do this I had to go back to

the beginning. But after a short essay of

that plan, I began to carry on the two books

pari passu. Thus I continued to the end of

the \ chapter, leaving the gap between sec-

tions —j\ and j\ to be filled up later in the

English work: This, however, has not been

accomplished.

" Chapters i_-> and t-» were composed in

like manner, as well also as chapter cj , as

far as the parts of Lane's lexicon pub-

lished to that date enabled me to carry the

Arabic derived words beginning with this

important servile letter

" The remaining chapters <L>, ,_, _, •
,

*> '*' J»J» J» 0"» areas complete as my time
and materials allowed me to make them.
Circumstances had led me to discontinue

the Ottoman Lexicon when chapter J was
finished

; so that chapter^ was written for

the English work alone. In its ten volumes
I had written more than 84,000 words, some
of great length.

" The Turkish work has been presented to
the Ottoman Government in ten volumes.

" All this while my books of reference had
been gradually increasing in number, and,
with them, the extent of my explanations and
quotations

; so that chapter o- fills about
double the number of pages that chapters
l_> and >_; together occupy, though con-
taining a much smaller number of words
explained

" At this juncture a suggestion was made
for the composition of a new book on a more
restricted scale for the Ottoman language

only, explained in English, and as full as

reasonably might be. The funds for its pub-

lication were found by the Board of American
Missionaries at Constantinople. The new
work was begun, and in due course the whole

manuscript was placed in the hands of the

editors, with a total of about 9i,000 words.

It has for some time been in course of

publication ....
" My great desideratum being thus success-

fully accomplished, permission was obtained

to present the ten volumes of the incomplete

Thesaurus to the Library of the British

Museum, where it is hoped that it may prove
useful to young Oriental students in various

ways, partly as an inducement to do better,

and partly as a warning against attempting

too much."

A list of abbreviations, which follows the
preface, includes the following titles of works
consulted and referred to by the author :

Avicenna's anatomy, medicine, etc., in

Arabic. Romae, 1593.

Alfragani elementa astronomica. Amste-
lodami, 1669.

Bahari 'Ajem, lithographed at Delhi, A.H.
1282.

Burhani Qati', lithographed in Persia, A.H.
1278.

Ulug Bey's List of Stars, Royal Astro-
nomical Society.

Burhani Jaini', lithographed in Persia,

A.H. 1260.

Castellus, Dictionarium Persico-Latinum.

London, 1669.

Diary of the Shah of Persia, in Persian.

Dorn's account of an Arabian Astrolabe.

Imp. Academy.

Freytag's Arabic-Latin Lexicon, Halis,

1830—37.

Golins's Arabic-Latin Lexicon, Lugd. Bat.,

1653.

Galatati Mesh-hura, corrupt words ex-

plained. Const. A.H. 1221.

Gravius's various opuscula. London, 1650.
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Ibnu Hisbam's Life of Muhammed. Gottin-

gen, 1859.

Heft Qulzum. Lucknow, 1822

Hyde's Historia Veterum Persarum. Oxon.

1751.

Istilahati Funun, Muh. Technical Terms.

Calc. 1862.

Johnson's Persian Dictionary. Lond. 1852.

Ferhengi Jihangiri. MS. copied A.H. 1044.

Kenzi Lugat. MS., India Office.

Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon. London,

1863 . .

.

Lehjetu '1-Lugat, Turk. Arab. Pers. Voca-

bulary. Const. A.H. 1216.

Meninski's Lexicon. Vienna?, 1780.

Makhzenu'l-Edwiya. MS. 2 voll. India.

Mueyyidu'l-Fudzala, Pers. Dictionary. In-

dia Office.

Ni'metu'llah's Persian Vocabulary. MS.
copied A.H. 1161.

Niebuhr's Voyage en Arabic Amster-

dam, 1776.

Qamus, in Arabic. Calcutta, A.H. 1l

Qazwini's Constellations, Latin by Ideler.

Berlin, 1809.

The Qur'an.

Rashldi's Persian Dictionary. Calc. 1875.

Sihah of Jewheri. MS. copied A.H. 1095.

Shu'uri's Ferheng. Constantinople, A.H.

1155.

Shakespere's Hindustani Dictionary.

Sheref Kama (Ferbengl Pjrahlm Shahl)

copied in India, 1872.

Schier's names of the stars, in Arabic.

Sontheimer's lbnu'l Baytar. Stuttgart,

1840.

Sururi's Persian Dictionary. MS., India

Office.

Surah, Persian translation of the Sihah.

Tibyaoi Nab", Turk, transl. of Burhani

Qati'. Const. A.H. 1212.

Turner Macan's Vocabulary to the Shah

Xfima.

El-Uqy;\nu'l-Baslt, Turk, transl. of the

Qanius. Const. A.H. 1225.

Vuflers' Persian-Latin Dictionary. Bonn,
1858.

Vambery's Eastern Turki Vocabulary.

Yaqut's Geographical Dictionary. Got-

tingen, 1846.

Zenker's Dictionnaire Turc-Arabe-Persan.

Leipzig, 1866.

The words are arranged in strict alphabet-

ical order. They are written in the original

character, not only with all the vowels, but

also with supplementary signs denoting the

various shades of the vowels, and they are

accompanied with a transcription in the

Roman character. One of the initials A, P,

and T, i3 prefixed to each word, to indicate

its Arabic, Persian, or Turkish, origin.

The following list will show the size and

contents of each of these bulky volumes:—
Vol. i., Or. 2959, foU. 450, letter 1. Vol. ii.,

Or. 2960, foil. 623, letter <-» ; f. 473, letter

»_». Vol. iii., Or. 2961 , foil. 523, letterO from

the beginning to the word »j3. Vol. iv., Or.

2962, foil. 834, letter O; f. 118, letter ^;
f. 632, letter £. Vol. v., Or. 2963, foil. 62S,

letter £• Vol. vi., Or. 2964, foil 768, letter

£. Vol. vii., Or. 2965, foil. 1211, letter 3 ;

f. 1024, letter j. Vol. viii., Or. 2966, foil. 977,

letter^. Vol. ix., Or. 2967, foil. 566, letterj ;

f. 548, letter^. Vol. x., Or. 2968, foil. 1301,

letter (_*•*•

GRAMMAR.

Add. 7432.

Foil. 80 ; 7| in. by 4* ; 19 lines 2 in.

long ; written in small Nestalik, apparently

in the 17th century. [Rica, Ha 507.]

A Turkish commentary upon an Arabic

treatise on the conjugation of the verb, im-

perfect at the beginning, and without title.

Fol. 1 contains a spurious beginning.

Fol. 2, the first extant of the original MS.,

begins abruptly with these words : u^aO* J\
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The text of the -work commented upon

begins as follows : .**? *fcj J* fXJ\j ijUH j

It belongs to the well-known grammatical

treatise entitled el-Maksud .JyoSA See the

Arabic Catalogue, p. 233 b.

At the end are some comments on two

other grammatical tracts, el-'Izzi, f. 58 a, and

Merah ul-Ervfih, ff. 63—99.

For the rest of the contents, ff. 71—77,

see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 474 a.

GRAMMAR.

Add. 27,274.

Foil. 57 ; 8} in. by 6 ; 11 lines 4 in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, on blue-tinted

European paper, early in the 19th century.

[Sm John Malcolm.]

^J^\ gJaSN, &-j^ j^\

A grammar of the Turkish language ex-

plained in Arabic, by Ibn Muhammed Salih

Beg. vki!U a£j j JJ>^\ uJ^5i i^JJl ifl *«U
M

5>-Laiib »iUfr y* >ll ^ Jwai j tl)
LA5\ j

The author says in the preface that, Turkish

being the language of the now ruling Otto-

man dynasty, he had been often desired to

compose a manual of that tongue. At last,

having been led by fate to the threshold

of a noble patron, who bore the name of

Mensur and combined the offices of Kazi and

Katib or Tevki'i (secretary of the Divan), and

having been entrusted by him with the tuition

of his son, Seyyidi Ahmed, he wrote the pre-

sent treatise for the use of his pupil. He had

then at hand upwards of thirty lexicographi-

cal works, which he enumerates as follows :

^jjA*. ^jU* j till M j o\Jy> j jz*£=A\ uf/^

[Jijl *bj\ CJU yjS J

&*'

But none of those works was expressly

designed, like the present, for the teach-

ing of the Turkish language. The author

had completed his own when he lighted upon

a manual ascribed to Ebu Hayyan en-Nahvi

<J^ tJ*" ^J\ &*%&, and entitled hJ^\ s,^

eJj&\ lii&J, but he found that the writer's

knowledge of the language was imperfect, and

that, moreover, the Turkish of his day was

the Tatar dialect jfjj, now obsolete in the

Turkish empire, although still spoken about

Kaffa and in the Tatar country, as the author

ascertained when visiting those parts.

Ibn Muhammed Salih lived apparently in

Egypt, and probably not earlier than the 11th

century of the Hijreh, certainly after the

death of Sultan Suleiman, who is spoken of

as dead, f . 5 b.

The work is divided into a Mukaddimeh,

four Rukns, and a Khatimeh, as follows

:

Mukaddimeh. Letters used in Turkish, f. 7.

Rukn I. The Turkish verb, in eight Babs,

viz., 1. Infinitive. 2. Imperative. 3. Prohi-

bitive. 4. Past. 5. |Present. 6. Name of

the agent. 7. Negative. 8. Plural, f. 9 a.

Rukn II. A classed vocabulary of nouns,

f. 33 a. Rukn III. Pronouns, particles and

numerals, f . 41 a. Rukn IV. Words common

to Arabic and Turkish, f. 46 a. Khatimeh.

Familiar sentences and dialogues, Arabic and

Turkish, f. 49 a.

Two copies of the same work, one of which

had belonged to J. J. Schultens, are fully

described by De Jong in his catalogue of the

MSS. of the Dutch Academy, Nos. 22, 23.

See also Aumer, Arab. Handschr., No. 768.

A MS. with the same title, but without
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authors's name, is noticed by Fliigel, Jahr-

biicher, vol. 92, Anz. Blatt, p. 34, No. 194.

Another, with the same contents, bearing the

same author's name, but no title, is described

by Pertsch, Arab. Handschr., No. 354. An
Upsala MS., evidently containing the same

work, is entered under the title ^ *~«iU \)^
&i!y3\ &D1, which, according to the preface

of our copy, belongs to an earlier work. See

Tornberg, No 56.

Sloane 2908.

Foil. 16 ; 18 in. by 10 ; about 60 lines 9£ in.

long in a page.

" Raphaelis du Mans Descriptio Persise

comunicata Dno. Engelberto Kaempfero, Is-

pahanae, 1684, cum gramatica Linguae Tur-

cica?."

This is the author's autograph. The de-

scription of Persia, foil. 1—11, has the follow-

ing subscription :
" In obsequium clarissimi

viri et Domini Engelberti Kempfer, medici

peritissimi necnon eiusdem fidelissimi amici

D.D. pristaue. In Hispan persidis regia 22

Sept. 1684. Humillimus servulus Raphael du

Mans residentia? nostra? 38 anno."

The Turkish grammar, foil. 12—16, 14 in.

by 9, gives the leading forms of the language,

written in the Roman character and explained

in Latin. It has the following subscription

:

Ha?cce in obsequium Clarissimorum Virorum

Celeberrima? Legationis Suedia? Comitum
calamo currenti scribebat die 20 Apr. 1684 in

Hispan Humillimus Servulus.

Kampfer was attached to a mission sent

in 1682 by the king of Sweden to the Russian

and Persian Courts.

He mentions the author in his "Amcenitates

Exotica?," preface p. 4, and p. 237, and calls

him " Interpres Regius, vir maximi candoris

et eruditionis, R. P. Raphael du Mans capu-

cinus."

In a manuscript ' Grammaire Turque. . . par

du Lauziere,' a work based on the preceding

grammar, tho author of the latter is termed
" R. P. Raphael Du Mant capucin francois,

interprets du Roy de Perse." See the Upsala

Catalogue, p. 33.

Add. 27,394.

Foil. 93; 8| in. by 6$, 13 lines 4| in long.

" Grammaire de la Langue Turque traduito

de Latin en Francois par Philippe Desmar-

tineaulx de Granvilliers, et dJdide a son Excel-

lence Madame Girardin, Ambassadrice de

France a la Porte Ottomane, a Constantinople,

le 26decembre, 1688."

This is evidently the author's autograph

and the presentation copy. The dedicatory

epistTe, written throughout in gold, is signed

" philippe Desmartineaulx."

The author of the Latin original, not named

by the translator, is Andre du Ryer, who pub-

lished his Rudimenta Grammatices lingua)

Turcica? in Paris, 1630.

Sloane 3585.

Foil. 58 ; 6J in. by 4£ ; a miscellaneous

volume, written for the most part by Salomon

Negri (see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 335 b),

early in the 18th century.

Foil. 13—50; 11 lines about 3| in. long;

written in large Neskhi.

Turkish dialogues composed, as stated at

the end, by Butrus Dlb el-Halebi, interpreter

of the king of France ,jl»»"y i_s-J^ <r^-> UtAv
Li> ^UaU, A.D. 1704.

Beg. viUUjiy JUj t/j^S c'** «-»V jfy

They consist of the five following chapters

(Bab). 1. Between master and servant on

rising in the morning, f. 13 a. 2. Buying

and selling, f. 21 b. 3. Eating and drinking,

f. 2 4 b. 4. Between two townsmen, f. 34 a.

5. Between three friends, f. 39 b.

For tho rest of the contents see the Arabic

Catalogue, p. 533 b.
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Or. 1123.

Foil. 23 ; 14J in. by 9£ ; about 30 lines

8 in. long. [Warren Hastings.]

"Abrege* d'une grammaire Turque avec

1' interpretation Fraucoise et Persanne, faitte

pourl'usage de ceux qui voudroient apprendre

avec facility cette langue, par D. Talamas

Jerosolimitain, l'ann 1780."

The Turkish words are written in the

original character, by a European hand, and

are accompanied with a transcription in the

Roman character, and with the French and

Persian equivalents, the latter in the Arabic

character.

The same arrangement is observed in the

following additional sections : 1. Two familiar

dialogues, f. 15 b. 2. Five stories of Nasr

ud-Din Khojah (without transcription of the

Turkish text), f. 17 b. 3. An alphabetical

French-Turkish-Persian vocabulary, ff. 19 b

—28.

POETRY.

PERSIAN POETS.

TRANSLATIONS AND COMMENTARIES.

Or. 1126.

Foil. 620 ; 13 in. by 9^ ; 23 lines 7} in. long

;

written io fair Neskhi, with all the vowels, in

four gold-ruled columns,with *Unvan and gold

titles, apparently in the 16th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

The Shahnameh of Firdevsi, translated into

Turkish verse by Sherif i_Jd *I»

Beg. (jtj.1 ^j\ j\iA e^\ ^ y>.

The author designates himself by his poe-

tical name, Sherif, in the following lines of

the prologue, f . 8 a.

And again, in the epilogue, f . 615 b.

But in the following inscription, written in

gold, on the riehly,ornamented first page, his

name appears as Sherifi: gjj^£,'£ky~je ^*O.J

It may also be noticed that in one passage,

f. 8 b, the author calls himself Seyyid

:

and that in another, f . 8 a, he is addressed by

the Sultan as a descendant of the prophet

:

In the prologue, which occupies the first

twelve pages, are found, after the usual

praises of God the prophet, and the first four

Khalifs, five sections with the following

rubrics :

—

»li» ^J fey l-^Uj Jai c_*^*» [sic] o*S jJ

fW$\ a\Uu«^\ CJUl
p
bp^J\ yUaLJl *. J
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-u» uOiiin

CJM ...UJLJI

**\isUi t_j^ « cjJ\J

J^oijc ^^Ail

W^J

Of these the first four consist of eulogies

upon the Sultan of Egypt, Kayitbai (A.H.
901—904), upon his son and successor, el-

Melik en-Nasir Muhammed (A.H. 904-5), and,

lastly, upon the reigning sovereign, el-Melik

el-Eshref Ebu'n-Nasr Kanisauh el-Ghavri,

who is stated to have ascended the throne on
the first of Shevvfd A.H. 906. Under tho

last of the above rubrics the author relates

how the Sultan, whose heart inclined to the

Shahnftmeh, sent for him and desired him to

undertake its translation, and how, after

objecting his inability and the difficulty of

the task, he finally complied with His Ma-
jesty's wish. He adds that he had discarded

the metre of the original as too difficult, and
had adopted an easier one.

<J*J* Jj 1 ^^
*J*

«Sj1 j

In the epilogue, ff. 615 b—620 a, we find

again a glowing panegyric of the same Sultan,

and a profuse description of the royal gardens,

palaces, Medresehs, and other public buildings,

which he had restored or created.

The author's royal patron, Kansauh el-

Ghavri, the last of the Memluk kings of

Egypt, was defeated by Sultan Sellm near

Haleb, A.H. 922, and fell on the battle-field.

Towards the end, f. 615 b, the author

claims indulgence for this, his rough draught,

which, he feared, was not free from errors

and blemishes

^S JJOJ
p

y J> «t&

and adds that ho hoped, with God's help, to

prepare subsequently a revised copy as an
offering to the Sultan.

In the subscription Shcrif states that

Firdevsi had finished his poem A.H. 8

after spending thirty years, or, according to

others, sixty years upon it, and that he, tho
translator, completed his version A.H. 913

:

*&JI
; {j~t>. [read w'v«J] w)-wuu- 3j2s- e^lS *i—

A* J*
The total number of Beits is about 55,000,

from which are to be deducted nearly 1000
Beits which belong to the translator's pro-

logue and epilogue.

This fine volume was once ornamented with

seventy-four half-page miniatures; but all

have been cut out, and their places have been
filled with pieces of coloured paper, at the

back of which tho lost original writing has

been supplied by a modern hand.

A former owner, Muhammed fAbd ul-Baki

el-Muderris Yegen Efendi-Zadeh, who wrote

his name on the fly-leaf, with the date A.H.

1170, calls tho MS. an illustrated Shahnameh

A fragment of a Turkish Shahnftmeh

described, without author's name, in tho

Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., No. 504, is part of

the present version. The first verse there

quoted is found on f. 341 a of our MS., and

the death of Isfendiyiir, with which the frag-

ment concludes, occurs on ff. 395-7 of tho

same copy.

A Turkish translation, the first volume of

which was found in a MS. belonging to M.
Jaubert, is mentioned by Mohl in his Preface

to the Shahnameh, p. 73, as dedicated to the

same sovereign, A.H. 916, by Tatar 'AH

Efendi. It is probably a later recension of

the same work.

Harl. 5447.

Foil. 60 ; 6J in. by A\ ; 15 and 17 lines 3 in.
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long; written in Neskhi, apparently in the

17th century.

I. Foil. 1—29. The PendNameh of 'Attar.

See the Persian Catalogue, p. 579 b.

II. Foil. 31—60. A translation of the

above work in Turkish verse, without author's

name.

A Persian prologue beginning

fj u 1

fit (*J ^
is followed by a section written, like the rest

of the work, in Turkish Mesnevi, with the

heading fia& ***\j u>\ ^si* s^-j, ^ju^o . It

begins

:

After a panegyric on that just and liberal

ruler, Bayezid B. Suleiman, whom he calls

his benefactor, the author says that he wrote

this version by that prince's desire. The date

of composition, A.H. 964, is given in the last

line,

Bayezid was at that time governor of

Karaman, and the work was probably written

at his residence, Konia.

There is some uncertainty about its author,

whose name does not appear in the text. In
a MS. described by Fleischer, Leipzig Cata-

logue, No. 306, he is called Jla* ^jJ\ J^)\
" the late Mevla Makali," and the same author
is named, probably on the same authority,

under two other Nos., Leipzig Catalogue, No.
325, s, and Gotha Catalogue, No. 214. But
in a Vienna MS., which has the same begin-
ning and the same rubrics as ours, the work
is ascribed to cs>*l Emri. See Fliigel, vol. iii.,

p. 415. An anonymous copy of the same
translation is noticed among S. de Sacy's
MSS., No. 346, and a fragment, also without
author's name, is mentioned by Krafft, No.
191. None of the poets recorded in the

Tezkirehs, under either of the above takhallus,

appears to have lived in Karaman or at the

court of Prince Bayezid.

The attribution of the version to Makali

may have originated in a misunderstanding

of the word Makfili in a passage of the pro-

logue, f. 32 b, where the author, after refer-

ring to previous translations, says :

J'jj tS\ b^J> Jliu y
Another copy, without author's name, Or.

1157, will be noticed further on, among the

MSS. of mixed contents.

A Latin notice of the MS., in the hand-

writing of Salomon Negri, is prefixed.

Add. 6960.

Foil. 133; 10i in. by 8; about 15 lines in

a page ; written by the Rev. John Haddon
Hindley on paper water-marked 1802.

Papers relating to the Pend Nameh of

'Attar, among which is a copy of the above
Turkish version, foil. 5—34, transcribed from
the preceding MS. See the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 580 b.

Sloane 3588.

Foil. 94; 8 in. by 5f ; 19 lines 2J in. long;

written in a small cursive Nestalik ; dated
beginning of Zulhijjeh, A.H. 1083 (A.D.

1673).

I. Foil. 1—24. The Pend Nameh of 'Attar.

II. Foil. 25—94. A Turkish commentary
on the same, entitled s^X> o<iU-», by Shem'i.

Beg. jM [sic] J^ j^UJ ^ ^u.
_, JJ^

Mevlana Shem'i, whose proper name was
Mustafa, is described by Na'lma, vol. i.,

p. 40, as an accomplished, but humble, scholar,

leading the life of a Sufi, free from ambition
and worldly ties, who earned his livelihood

by teaching children and the dependents of

the great. He died, according to Na'lma,
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about A.H. 1000 (»jjj,.j» J*K ,JM). Ham-
mer, in the Gesoh. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv.,

p. 205, places his death in A.H. 1001, with-

out stating his authority. There is, however,
good reason to think that Shem'i remained
alive and engaged in literary work some years

longer. His commentary on Jami's Tuhfet
ul-Ahrar, the autograph of which is preserved

in the Gotha library, is dated 11 Muharrem
A.H. 1006 (see Pertsch, Persische Hand-
schr., No. 80), and his commentary on the

same poet's Subhat ul-Ebrar was written in

the month of Safer A.H. 1009 (v. Haj. Khal.,
vol. iii., p. 575). Besides the above-men-
tioned works, he left commentaries on the

Mantik ut-tair, Makhzen ul-Esrar, Mesnevi,
Bustan, Gulistan, Beharistan, and the Divans
of Hafiz and Shahi.

In the preface of the present work Shem'i
says that it was written at the request of an
honoured friend, 'Omer B. Husein, who
begged of him to adorn its preface with the

name of his patron, Zlrek Agha, a favourite

courtier of the reigning Sultan Murad HI
(A.H. 982—1003). The commentary in-

cludes the whole of the text, distinguished

by a red line drawn over it, and consists of

little more than a Turkish paraphrase of

the Persian verses.

The subscription says that this MS. had
been transcribed from the author's autograph,

A I A h

(
^*«*»» &&-,'.*«» JJ.mO ij*

For other copies see the catalogues of Paris,

p. 300, No. 329, Dresden, No. 170, Leipzig,

Nos. 29, 307, Leyden, vol. ii., No. 656, St.

Petersburg, No. 358, Vienna, vol. iii., p. 416,

and Munich, Turk. Handschr., No. 256.

Or. 1213.

Foil. 222; 12 in. by 8*; 31 lines 5J in.

long; written in small and cursive Neskhi,

apparently in the 17th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

A full Turkish commentary upon the fourth

Defter of the Mesnevi of Mevlana Jelfil ud-

Din Rumi, by Shem'i.

logue, p. 589 a.

1 :,"

See the Persian Cata-

j-oTjj.^ »tji\£* tj^Si*.

The doxology is followed by a panegyric on
the reigning Sultan Murad III. o*W

Jj>

After which the author says that, an exalted
mandate having gone forth for the compo-
sition of a Turkish commentary upon the
Mesnevi Sherif, this weak and downcast ser-

vant, Shem'i, had exerted himself in obedience
to it, and, having already completed the third

Defter, was now commencing the fourth. He
adds that, after the Coran and Hadlg, the
Mesnevi was the noblest book in existence.

The commentary begins with the Arabic
preface of Defter IV, and comprises the entire

text, written verse by verse, and distinguished

by a red line.

Shem'i says at the end that he completed
the commentary of the fourth volume with
his own hand on the 15th of Jumada II,

A.H. 999.

The work appears to have been completed
in six volumes. See Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 375.

The present MS. was a Vakf, or pious gift

to some religious establishment, as the word
>_s»j written at intervals in the margin testifies.

A note on the first page, probably relating to

that donation, has been obliterated, with the

exception of the date A.H. 1042.

The margins contain copious glosses in the

same handwriting as the text. A table of

contents by a later hand is prefixed.

Add. 5973.

Foil. 83; 8 in. by5±; 17 lines 2 T
B in. long;

written in small and neat Kirmah, with ruled

margins, probably A.H. 960 (AD. 1553).

[HlI.GROVE TCKXEK.]
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A Turkish commentary upon the preface

of Sa'di's Gulistan, by Mahmud B. 'Ogman

B. 'Ali el-Lami'I ^-^M Jc ^> \J& ^ j^**

(f. 3 6).

Beg. ciLijj u^Ua. JJJ#*' 'US ^ JU> ^ b

Lamil was a native of Brusa and a son of

Osman Chelebi, who had been Defterdar of

Sultan BayezTd II. After completing the

usual course of studies, he entered the re-

ligious order of the Nakishbendis, and spent

his whole life in his native city, where he died

A.H. 937, according to the Taj ut-Tevarikh,

f. 478, or A. H. 938, as stated by Haj. Khal.

He is one of the most fruitful writers, in prose

and verse, of Turkey, and was called by his

admirers the Jami of Rum. According to

'AH, Or. 32, f. 31, he was entitled to that name
rather by the number of his works than by

their merit, and he was, as a poet, far inferior

to his predecessors, Ahi. the author of Husn
u Dil, aud Hamdi, the author of Yusuf u

Zuleikha.

In the best known of his prose writings,

Sheref ul-Insan, Lami'i enumerates twenty-

four of his previous works in prose and verse.

A list of them, including the present, is given

by Kinali-Zadeh, Or. 35, f. 281.

In the Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, Ham-
mer devotes to Lami'i the longest of all notices,

vol. ii.,pp. 20—195, and gives copious extracts

in translation from his poems. Letters of

Lami'i, containing references to his works,

have been analyzed by Fleischer, Leipzig

Catalogue, pp. 385-6. See also Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. hi., p. 465, and Gibb, Otto-

man poems, p. 189.

The date of the present work is given in the

preface, f. 3 b, in the following verse :

In the Khatimeh, f. 80 6, the author again

states that the fair copy was completed on

Monday, the ninth of Rejeb A.H. 910, in the

year 1816 of Alexander, 822 of Yezdegird,

and 428 of Melikshah.

The date of transcription is given by a

curious blunder of the copyist as AH. 360,

wUilS j ^^1-* &i->, probably for 960, eA**J5.

Copyist : <_£*,> ^ *y*s?

For other copies see De Jong, Bibl. Acad.,

p. 251, Fliigel, vol. i., p. 541, aud Aumer,
Anhang, p. 182, No. 359. A commentary
on the same preface, described by Pertsch,

Pers. Handschr., No. 65, is distinct from the

present one.

Hail. 5485.

Foil. 239; 8 in. by4i; 21 lines 2J in.

long; written in small and close Nestalik,

with red-ruled margins; dated Constantinople,

A.H. 1000 (A.D. 1591-2).

A Turkish paraphrase of Sa'di's Gulistan,

with the Persian text, by Sherni (v. supra,

p. 154 b).

Beg. ^ tj^ ^ £lo Jjl WU{ ^ o-l^

The author says in the preface that he had
withdrawn from the commerce of men, and
was living in contented seclusion, when he
was requested by Muhammed Chelebi, steward
(jvt) of the Padishah's gardens, who had
been for some time his pupil in Persian, to

write a commentary upon the Gulistan. After
some resistance he yielded to his entreaties,

and composed the present work in the space

of five months. He states further on, at the

end of Sa'di's preface, f. 28 b, that it was
completed on the 20th of Rebi' I, A.H. 977.

For other copies see Krafft, No. 153, and
the Catalogues of St. Petersburg, No. 374,

Vienna, vol. i., No. 556, and Munich, Pers.

Handschr., Nos. 162-5.

The margins of foil. 3—23 contain the

initial portion of the same Shem'i's com-
mentary upon Sa'di's Bustan.
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Beg. ji *SU> Jjl ^ uj t\j!> j s>~ ^ a*».

The last verse explained is

See Grafs edition, p. 58.

TMSS. of the same commentary are noticed

in the Catalogues of Dresden, Nos. 154, 160,

Leyden, vol. ii., No. 649, Upsala, No. 159,

and Gotha, No. 69.

Copyist : ^yjuN s+>-\

Prefixed is a short Latin notice of the work,

in the handwriting of Salomon Negri.

Add. 19,509.

Poll. 254; 71 in. by 5^; 17 lines 8* in.

long; written in plain Turkish Neskhi; dated

22 Rebl
1

1, A.H. 1058 (A.D. 164S).

Another copy of Shem'i's commentary on

the Gulistan, with the same date of com-

position (f. 30 b).

On the first page is the name of a former

owner, Perille (Dragoman of the French

Consulate in Saida ; v. p. 101 b), and at the

end is written "No. 550 ach[ete] v[en]te

Kief[fer]."

Sloane 2651.

Foil. 188; 8 in. by 5|j 21 lines 3j in.

long; written in small Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins, apparently in the 18th century.

Another copy of Shem'i's commentary

upon the Gulistan, with the same date of com-

position (f. 22 b) as in the preceding MSS.

Add. 7746.

lines 3J in.Foil. 202; 8 in. by 5|; 21

long; written in fair Neskhi; dated 1st Rebl' I,

A.H. 1224 (A D. 1809). [Rich, No. 370.]

A fourth copy of the above commentary,

with the same date of composition (f. 21 b).

Copyist ; &dl ^^ &,

Add. 7765.

Foil. 264; 8J in. by5|; 20 lines 3J in.

long; written in cursive Nestalik, apparently

in the 17th century. [Rich, No. 126.]

A commentary upon the Divan of Hiifiz

by Sururi, who died A.H. 969 ; see above,

p. 107 b.

Beg. l^j lMjM ^ /&\ laa»- ^SM 41 .uU

Sururi rebukes in the preface the ignorant

men who deny the spiritual meaning of the

odes of Hafiz, and says that the scope of his

commentary is to disclose the mystical sense

aimed at by the poet under sensible images.

The present copy is imperfect at the end.

It breaks off after the third Beit of the Ghazel

beginning ^jy* ^ u^*~^*' 3 L3 JJ J' wu *' n

is the 12th Ghazel of the letter . See

Rosenzweig's edition, vol. ii., p. 43 k

An imperfect table of the first lines of

Ghazels occupies three pages at the begin-

ning. For other copies see Uri, Nos. 134-5,

137, Fleischer, Dresden Catalogue, No.

171, Leipzig Catalogue, No. 310, and Aumer,

Pers. Handschr., Nos. 81-2, Anhang, No. 357.

Or. 3206.

Foil. 240 ; 9 in. by 6 ; 21 lines 3f in. long

;

written in fine and close Neskhi ; dated 26

Zulhijjeh, A.H. 966 (A.D. 1559)

[Baron von Kbemeb, No. 184.]

The latter portion of the same commentary,

extending from the beginning of letter c to

the end of the Divan.

Beg. Ajr^ ^\ ^ J? [tfjfl] 4ll A.U

This passage occurs on fol. 199 a of the

preceding MS. The first Ghazel explained

begins pU^ »li» js} J?/ cJ^Jo. See the

edition of Brockhaus, vol. ii., p. 267, and

Rosenzweig's edition, vol. ii., p. 150.
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The last poem is the Mukbammes beginning

r
iV f* „1 y &*J*' Sce Rosenzwei&'

vol. iii., p- 534.

The commentator gives at the end the well-

known chronogram on the death of Hafiz

u, i*ft. and adds some remarks on the

various recensions of the Divan. He states,

in conclusion, that he completed the com-

mentary on the eve of the 4th day of Zul-

hijjeh, A.H. 966 (twenty-two days before the

date of the present copy).

Or. 29.

Foil. 239; 8J in. by 5| ; 23 lines 3f in.

long; written in small and neat Neskhi,

apparently in the 16th century.

[G. Cecil Renouard.]

A commentary upon the Divan of Hafiz, by

Shem*i (see above, p. 154 V).

Beg. ^SijA^ e->UiT *£\j ^jolo wbb j, **

£*»\ tjii lilj (_r*J-« J^J^ l?^
In a short Persian preamble the author

says that he wrote this commentary by desire

of a noble and generous personage, whose

name and surname he discloses in the fol-

lowing verse :

cl*~ijjj i !__*a5 a—»-\ (ji^J

Ahmed Beg, surnamed Ferldun, who was

Re'Is ul-Kuttab under Selim II, has been

already mentioned as the compiler of the

Munshe'at us-Seliitln, p. 80 b.

The commentary consists of little more

than a Turkish paraphrase of the Persian

text, which is inserted in full, written with

all the vowels, and distinguished by a red

line. It ends with the same Mukhammes as

the preceding commentary.

The author gives at the end a versified

chronogram for the death of Hafiz, in which

the date is expi'essed by the words ^^a* tiJU-

= A.H. 791, and adds that he completed this

commentary on a Friday, at the end of Zul-

hijjeh A.H. 981.

A MS. containing the second half of the

work is noticed by Krafft, No. 202. The

first volume is mentioned in the Paris Cata-

logue, p. 330, No. 277.

Or. 3205.

Foil. 518; 8 in. by h\ ; 23 lines 3| in.

long; written, by several hands, in Neskhi

and Nestalik, with red-ruled margins, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

[Baron von Kremer, No. 183.]

Commentary upon the Divan of Hafiz, by

Sudi.

Beg. ui,l4\j^ ©W i>* ?j <-^ & *£

The work has been printed in three volumes,

Bulak, A.H. 1250. The first portion, ex-

tending to the middle of the letter O, has

been incorporated by Hermann Brockhaus in

his edition of the Divan, Leipzig 1854.

Copies are mentioned in the catalogues of

Krafft, No. 201, S. Petersburg, p. 364,

Copenhagen, No. 19, Vienna vol. i., p. 556,

and Aumer, Anhang, No. 358.

Sudi was a native of Bosnia. During the

latter part of his life he was employed as

preceptor of the pages in the palace of

Ibrahim Pasha.a He left, besides the above

work, commentaries upon the Shafiyeh,

Kafiyeh, Mesne vi, Bustan and Gulistan, the

last two of which Haj. Khal. calls the best of

all commentaries upon those works. Sadi

died, according to the Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 7,

and to Na'ima, about A.H. 1000. Hammer,

Cesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 205,

records his death under A.H. 1001.

The latter date is, however, too early ; for

two of Sudi's works were written subse-

(
a
) Ibrahim Pasha, who was, like Sadi, a native of

Bosnia, was raised to the post of Grand Vezir, A.H. 1004,

and occupied it, with short intervals, to the time of his

death, A.H. 1010 (Hadlkat ul-Vuzera, f. 29).
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quently, namely the present work, composed

A.H. 1003, as stated in this line at the end of

the Bulak edition

:

and the commentary upon the Bustan, which,

according to the copy described by Fliigel,

Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 541, was finished

in the month of ShevvfU, A.H. 1006.

A somewhat earlier date for the com-

mentary on Hafiz is found in the following

chronogram written in the margin of the

present copy, 6" 10, by the same hand as the

text, according to which it was completed on

the 13th of Zulka'dek, A.H. 1002 :

lSJJj <_?^
<f-

iil»'»ii*ftJ\ ijh &*

In a preface which does not appear in the

Bulak edition, Sudi says that he wrote this

commentary at the request of a dear friend

and benefactor, now departed, Muhammed
Efendi, Sheikh of the sanctuary of Medina

,j&>ji\ &*s? t—jyo *f 2si, who had begged of

him to explain the natural sense of the poems
of Hafiz, without entering upon Sufi inter-

pretations.

The full name of the friend above-men-

tioned is Muhammed B. Bedr ud-Dln el-

Ak-Hisari, poetically surnamed Munshi.

He was born in Ak-Hisar, province of Sarii-

khan, and is chiefly known as author of a com-

mentary upon the Coran, entitled ^>y^\ J^ji

(see Haj. Khal. vol. ii., p. 380, and vol. vi.,

p. 339). He was appointed Sheikh of the

Harem of Medina in Rebl' II, A.H. 982, when

he took his abode in that city. He died in

Mecca, A.H. 1001. See Khulasat ul-E§er,

Add. 23,370, f. 157, Na'ima, vol. i., p. 40,

and Fezlekeh, vol. i. p. 7.

The commentator's preface is followed by

a Turkish translation of the Persian pref

of the editor of the Divan, Gulendam (see the

Persian Catalogue, p. 628 h).

The present MS. contains the first half of

the work ; it comes down to the end of let-

ter *. The last Ghazel begins ^J ttai. «/\Sa^

•V c>^ <>Jjt>±>j- It is found in the Bulak
edition, vol. ii., p. 287, and in the Leipzig

edition, vol. ii., p. 203.

The commentary gives, after each verse,

some short verbal and grammatical explana-

tions, followed by a Turkish paraphrase.

It was written more than twenty years after

the commentary of Shem'i, which is occa-

sionally the object of the authors strictures.

' Foil. 1—7 contain a tabulated index of the

beginning of the Ghazels.

Add. 10,002.

Foil. 137; 8 in. by 5| ; 21 lines 3£ in.

long ; written in Nestalik, apparently in the

17th century.

A commentary upon the Beharistan of

Jami, by Shern'i (see p. 154 b).

Beg. *j!s- e£s> \j ,J\^ j* ^j <_>-U-» j &+*.

The author says in the preface that, having

complained to kind friends of the hardship

of the times, and of his state of penury,

he was advised by some of them, as a means

of retrieving his fortunes, to compose the

present commentary, and to dedicate it to the

Grand Vezir, by whose favours he would

pass from the autumn of poverty to the

springtide of joy and opulence. Then follows

the dedication to that dignitary, Muhammed
Pasha, Grand Vezir of the reigning Sultan,

Murad Khan B. Sellm Khan.

This is the celebrated Muhammed Sokolli,

who was in office under Sellm II, and in the

first years of the reign of Murad II, until he

died by the hand of an assassin A.H. 987.

The work was therefore written between the
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accession of Murad III, A.H. 982, and the

last-mentioned date.

The commentary includes the whole Persian

text, distinguished by a red line. It consists

almost entirely of a Turkish paraphrase.

Copies are noticed in the Leyden Catalogue,

vol. i., p- 357, where the author is not

named', in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

p. 574, the Gotha Catalogue, Persian MSS.,

p. 107^ and the Munich Catalogue, Pers.

MSS., No. 1G9.

Add. 7778.

Foil. 184; 7} in. by 4* ; 17 lines 2* in.

long ; written in small and cursive Nestahk

;

dated 24 Rebl' II, A.H. 967 (AD. 1560).

[Rich, No. 336.]

A commentary upon the versified treatise

on enigmas of Mir Husein Nishapuri, by

Sururi. See the Persian Catalogue, p. 649 b.

Beg. fUrftf jfe ** j fS-jH tr*-^ ^ C~>

\i*A yjU^ *\5 jr>& ^
Sururi, who has been already mentioned,

p. 107 b, says, in the preamble, that some

friends who had read his previously written

Turkish commentary upon the Risaleh i Mu-

'amma of Jami, asked him to explain also

the Risaleh of Mir Husein. He states at the

end that the present commentary was com-

pleted at the beginning of Rebf I, A.H. 965

(two years before the date of the present

copy), and that the author of the original

work, Mir Husein Nishapuri, had died on the

9th of Zulka'deh A.H. 904.

The above work is not noticed by Haj.

Khal. Latlfi mentions Sururi' s commentaries

upon the treatises on Mu'amma of Jami and

of Mir Husein, but gives wrongly to the

latter the surname of "Vaiz. See Add.

17,339, fol. 57 a.

TURKISH POETRY.

Bail. 5511.

Foil. 356 ; llf in. by 8 ; 15 lines 5| in.

long ; written in plain large Neskhi, with all

the vowels, and with red-ruled margins;

dated middle of Ramazan, A.H. 1047 (A.D.

1638).

A religious poem in Mesnevi rhyme, with

a prose preface, by 'Ashik Pasha.

Beg. of the preface : <_>-^-» j **•
<J!
^

£U> j ^U-T ,^ jJU. J ^1^ j- ^ ^

Beg. of the poem :

Poetry began in Turkey, as in Italy, with

a religious poem, and nearly at the same time

;

for the work of 'Ashik Pasha dates only a few

years later than the Divina Commedia. In

the preface, in Persian prose, found in the pre-

sent copy, the author calls himself \AH B. el-

Mukhlis B. Sheikh Ilyas, adding that his

grandfather was commonly called Baba, and

that he was himself known as Sheikh Pasha

el-'Ashik uJj^ ^Ul g£> rf u-1^ w* J*
jiU\ U»L ^ ^J}J*^ j*j V^ **=r

It is stated in the Shaka'ik, f. 4, that his

father, Sheikh Mukhlis Baba, lived inKaraman,

and followed Osman Ghazi in his conquests ;

further, that 'Ashik Pasha, who lived also

under Osman, took up his abode in Kir Shehri,

a town of Karanian, where he died in great

renown of sanctity, and where his tomb is

visited by pious pilgrims.

A somewhat different account is given by

Latlfi, f. 20, who says that 'Ashik Pasha came

from a place close to the Persian frontier, and

settled in Kir Shehri in the reign of Urkhan,

being a contemporary and an associate of

Sheikh Hap Bektash. He adds that, although
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wealthy and living in princely state, 'Ashik

was a true Dervish at heart, and that his poem,

known as 'Ashik Pasha Divani, contains a

full exposition of spiritual truth, but that its

verses lack elegance and grace.

See also Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. i., pp. 31, 54, and Gibb, Ottoman Poems,

p. 165.

There is no authority for Hammer's state-

ment that 'Ashik Pasha lived down to the

reign of Murad I (A.H. 761—792). The
dates of his birth and death, A.H. 670 and

A.H. 733, are given at the end of the table

of chapters, f . 5 b, in the following line :

Haj.Khal. also records his death in Kir

Shehri, A.H. 733. See Takvim ut-Tevarlkh,

p. 91.

The poem was completed three years pre-

viously, A.H. 730. The date is given by the

author in the following lines of the epilogue :

uiUys* 8J>JJlJ 30

The proper title of the poem is Gharib

Nfimeh, as stated in the rubric of the tenth

Dastan of Bab X., f. 349 b, i_^ c-^yjl ^^ tz\^> «*\3, and further on in this line :

«V (i" J"> J*\ J J
9. ^

But it is more generally known under the

rather improper name of Divan. Haj. Khal.

calls it **& uJ,^* and gives the same date of

composition as above (v. vol. v., p. 609).

Copies bearing the title of **U <—.^, are

mentioned by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No.

206, and in Melanges Asiatiques, vol. v.,

p. 460. Other MSS. are noticed by Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 14, by Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., No. 650, and by Rosen,

Marsigli collection, p. 20, No. 3627.

In the proso preface, which occupies tho

first throe pages, the author, after bestowing
due praise upon the holy men who in Arabic

and Persian, in prose and in verse, had dis-

closed the mysteries ofreligious life, says that

his object in writing the present work was
to rescue from spiritual ignorance those to

whom the above languages were unknown.

Although not referring by name to the

Mesnevi of Mevlana Jelal ud-Dln Rumi, 'Ashik

Pasha evidently took it for his model, and

adopted its metre. The Divan consists of

comments on the spiritual or mystic sense of

verses of the Coran and sayings ofthe Prophet,

illustrated by copious tales, apologues and

anecdotes ofholy men. It is divided into ten

books (Babs), each of which comprises ten

sections called Dastan. The ten Bibs are

enumerated, and their subjects defined, by tho

author in a versified table of contents, f. 5, the

beginning of which is lost, as well as a portion

of the prologue. They begin as follows :

Bab I., f. 12 b (wanting Dastans 4—10).

Bab II. (slightly imperfect at the beginning),

f. 19 a. Bab III., f. 33 b. Bab IV., f. 58 b.

Bab V., f. 88 a. Bab VI., f. 117 b. Bab VII.,

f. 156 a. Bab VIII., f. 195 b. Bab IX., f. 2506.

Bab X., f. 296 a.

Copyist : J&** ^ ^V*-*

On the first page is written :
" Diesses

Tiirckische Priesterbuch hat der gnediege

Herr H. Joann Wilhelmb a Keth von Wandt-

sheidt der Rom. Khays. May. Obrister zue

fues in dem eroberten Offen zur beuth be-

kommen, undt unserm Maintz. Covent Ord.

Erem. S.P. Augnt zue einem gedenckzei-

chen der sieghaften "Waffen Seiner Khays.

Maystet Leopoldi dess Ersten verehret den

10' Augusti 1688."

Lower down, in the handwriting of Wanley

:

"Dominus meus coemit codicem a Nath. Noel

Bibliopola, A.D. 1716."

Latin notices of the MS. in the handwriting

of Gagnier and Salomon Negri are found at

beginning and end.

T
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Add. 7932.

Foil. 297 ; 8 in. by 5} ; 15 lines 4 in. long

;

written in Neskhi ; dated end of Muharrem

A.H. 1074 (A.D. 1663). [Rich, No. 188.]

Another copy of the same poem with the

heading *jJ* A\ £», *
3j

**£A> j^'* &Z» i—'ui

The MS. contains no preface, and has a

considerable gap extending from the fifth

page of the prologue to the end of the fifth

Dastan of Bab III. The lacuna corresponds

to foil. 5—44 of the preceding copy.

The remaining Babs begin as follows : IV.,

f.12 0. V., f. 39 b. VI., f. 67 a. VII., f. 106 6.

Vin.,f. 146 a. IX., f. 186 a. X. f. 241 a.

Copyist : ,J-ejU ^^ &> v-a-»^.

Haii. 3273.

Foil. 320; 10J in. by 7£; 13 lines 5J in.

long ; written in a peculiar bold character and

archaic spelling, with all the vowels, and

with red-ruled margins, probably in the

15th century.

Iskender Eameh, or Alexandreide, by Ah-
medi.

Beg. **>-jM ^J\ &\ ~~>J*

Ahmedi, whose full name was, according to

one of the following copies, Taj ud-Din Ahmed
B. Ibrahim el-Ahmedi, is mentioned in the

Shaka'ik, f. 18 a, and in the Taj ut-tevarikh,

f. Ill a, as one of the 'Ulema of the reign of

Bayezid I. He studied in Kermiyan, his native

country, and in Cairo. After his return home
he became the preceptor of the Prince of

Kermiyan, who was fond of poetry, and after-

wards attached himself to Emir Suleiman, son

of Sultan Bayezid, who raised him to a high

rank, and for whom he composed the pre-

sent poem and many laudatory pieces. The

Shaka'ik adds to the above account an anec-

dote relating to a witty repartee by which

Hamdi ingratiated himself with Timur.

Latifi, who has been followed by Hammer,

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. i., p. 89,

differs from the above works in making

Ahmedi a native of Slvas, and in giving him

for patron an Emir Selman, designated as

one of the Bui Begs of the reign of Murad

Khan Ghazi,j*<> ^s>)& (jy iMj3 b ,j}s> ^U. b\j<

,^-ita C-^ULj. As to the latter point the evi-

dence of the poem is clearly against him. The

poet died, according to theTakvim ut-tevarikh,

p. 101, A.H. 815.

Ahmedi did not translate the Iskender

Nameh of Nizami. As he says himself in the

prologue, f . 24 a, he did not tread in the foot-

steps of any one, nor did he appropriate any

man's work

:

Although adopting in its main features the

Alexander legend, as shaped by his Persian

predecessor, he tells it in his own way, and

adds much original matter. He weaves into

the narrative philosophical digressions on the

origin and figure of the world, on man, his

bodily structure and mental faculties, virtues

and vices, etc. More than a quarter of the

poem is taken up with a review of Eastern

history, placed in the mouth of Aristotle,

who tells Alexander of the kings who reigned

before and who shall reign after him.

The date of composition is given with great

precision, and according to four different eras,

in the epilogue, f. 319. The poem was com-

pleted on the first day of Rebi'II, A.H. 792,

corresponding to the years 1700 of Alexander,

759 of Yezdegird, and 310 of Melikskah—
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p* ijd^.+g ^J** yJjJ^C-

^ w, (jfijo j> Jjl>. jjj. ^jj vib

»U-£Lo ;^

Jj ^i_Lj
tf
jJ^Jjii «JJ> till* ^

Ji £>y* jy ^ l?^. Jy" *^

There are, however, additions of later date.

The historical sketch is brought down, f . 284,

to the invasion of Timur and to the death of

Bayezld I (A.H. 804-5), and it concludes with

a panegyric on Emir Suleiman, who is de-

scribed as the rightful heir to the throne and

the reigning Sultan. The poet adds that,

should God grant him life, he would record

in another book the deeds of Emir Suleiman:

That intention appears to have been carried

out; Haj. Khal. mentions, vol. iii., p. 615, a

Suleiman Nameh by Ahmedi Kermiyani.

A still later passage occurs some pages be-

fore, f . 272 : the history of the Ilkani dynasty

is brought down to the defeat of Sulfcan

Ahmed, near Tebriz, by Kara Yiisuf, an event

of A.H. 813. In other copies, however, the

same account concludes with the restoration

of Sultan Ahmed, after the death of Timur

(A.H. 807), to the throne of Baghdad.

In some verses which are wanting in this

copy, but are found in the other three (Add.

7918, f. 192 a, 7905, f. 161 b, and Or. 1376,

f. 194 a), the poet, after relating the exter-

mination of Rustem's family by Behmen,

adduces, as other instances of the instability

of human greatness, the fall of Bayezld and

Timur, and, lastly, that of his mighty pro-

tector, Mir Suleiman.

;r Jy j &J* J) ^y
»bu- liiU- o-y" »£> ^y" U./ y

& CL^ii <Jl^ u^-» Ja*

Emir Suleiman, fleeing from Adrianoplo

before his brother Musa, was stopped on bia

way to Constantinople and put to death, by
order of the latter, in the early part of A.H.
814 (not 813 as stated in Takvim ut-tevarikh).

See Taj ut-tevarikh, f. 133 a, Bihishti, f. 68 6,

and Nukhbet, f. 127 a.

In the last verses Ahmedi states that tho

poem consists of 8250 Beits.

jii »j\i} lib lSl*> &bc-0 jiift

*b «liyj JM jj/\ j>

«b yjW jf^ KT O-^-j

The contents of the present copy agree

generally with the analysis of the poem as

given by Hammer in the Jahrbiicher, vol. lvii.,

Anz. Bl. p. 1, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. i., p. 92 seqq. It appears, however, that

the MS. which he followed had a lacuna of

considerable extent between the sections de-

signated by him as second and third songs.

The corresponding portion of our MS., foil.

59—100, treats of Alexander's journey to

SIstan, and of his love-adventures with Gul-

shah, daughter of king Zeresp. It contains

also the first part of the section relating to

Alexander's projected expedition to India,

and his dealings with king Keid and the

Indian sages.

Apart from the fine Venice MS. which Ham-
mer described and supposed to be unique,

copies are noticed in the catalogues of Paris,

p. 332, Nos. 309—311, TJpsala, No. 188-9,

S. Petersburg, Nos. 565-6, Gotha, Nos.

184-6, and Munich, No. 174. For other

notices of the author see Kinali Zadeh, f. 52 a,

Kunh ul-Akhbar, vol. v., p. 128, Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. i., p. 350, and Gibb, Otto-

man Poems, p. 166.

The first and last pages of the present copy

have been supplied by later hands. A Latiu

notice, by Salomon Negri, is prefixed.
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Add. 7918.

Foil. 251 ; 9 in. by 5£ ; 15 lines 3f in.

long ; written in a character somewhat simi-

lar to that of the preceding copy, but much

smaller, with the vowels, and with red-ruled

margins, apparently about the close of the

15th century. [Rich, No. 176.]

Another copy of the Iskender Nameh,

imperfect at beginning and end. It wants 8

or 9 leaves at the beginning, corresponding

to foil. 4—13 of the preceding copy, and

about 23 at the end (Harl. 3273, foil. 308—

320). Of this last portion, however, a single

leaf relating to the death of Alexander (Harl.

3273, foil. 312 b, 313 a) has been preserved

and is prefixed to the MS. A few single leaves

are also missing in the body of the volume.

The first page, f. 2 a, contains the begin-

ning of the praise of the Prophet, with this

rubric, «li) uJ\^e *1R J^-*, c^ A-*^ *&• r<y*j*

«*}Uj Us- (Harl. 3273, f. 14 b). The last

page but one has this rubric^^jj j±&*\ ^sx^»j

fcjjtf eH&'M (Harl. 3273, f. 307 a).

In the margin of f . 1 a is written the name
of a former possessor el-Haj Ahmed B. el-

Haj Suleiman Beg, Defterdar of Baghdad,

with the date A.H. 1213.

Add. 7905.

Foil. 211 ; 9| in. by 5£ ; 15 lines, 2| in.

long ; written in neat Nestalik, with 'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins, dated Shlraz, A.H.

940 (A.D. 1533). [Rich, No. 172.]

Another copy of the same poem.
Although complete in appearance this MS.

has some considerable gaps.

The first extends from the rubric *&*£ .3

Cj\sl* A»-»\ J-*^, f. 7, to near the end of the

section entitled jl*U <£~»±> i—^b ^±L ij}^

jo.j\*j, f.10. It corresponds to foil. 11 a—57 b

of Harl. 3273. Of the intervening portion

only two detached leaves remain, foil. 8 and 9.

The second lacuna occurs after f . 188, and

extends from the reign of Yezdegird to the

death of Husein (Harl. 3273, foil. 237 b—
240 a).

The historical sketch, which in this copy

is put into the form of prophecy, and much
condensed, comes to a close with the extinc-

tion of the Khilafet of Baghdad, f. 202 a,

leaving out the contents of upwards of thirty

leaves of the Harleian MS. (foil. 257—291).

There is a further gap towards the end,

after f. 205. It extends from Alexander's

journey to the Ka'bah to his death (Harl.

3273, foil. 296 6—314 a).

There are, besides, single leaves missing,

probably abstracted for the sake of minia-

tures, after foil. 73, 100, 125, and 153.

Copyist : i_-i'K 6.+^?

Or. 1376.

Foil. 276 ; 12! m. by 8} ; 15 lines 5£ in.

long ; written in rude Neskhi, with the

vowels ; dated 25 Shevval, A.H. 1252 (A.D.

1837). [Sir Chas. Aug. Muekay.]

Another copy, with the title jSj6L>\ l-jI^

(j^HLcT^' k-AaJ %a&\ Sjji' U1*N CJ\< i_fljJ'-J ft*U

il
^U3\ <_j, (JL-oUjo (^jfl^oji' yjkLa^j Ijui^H dJjij

This MS. contains the entire poem, and
agrees closely, in spite of some minor diver-

gencies, with the first of the preceding copies.

Add. 5986.

Foil. 34; 7f in. by 5^; 17 lines 3J in.

long; written in a cursive and ill-shaped

Nestalik, apparently in the 17th century.

[HlLGEOVE TlJENEE.]

A Sufi poem, treating especially of the

mystical meaning hidden in the letters of the

Coran, by RefiH ,joJj
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Beg. {*<* J\ JUN j^> %\

The author, uo notice of whom has been

found, designates himself by his poetical

name only, which occurs in the following

lines, foil. 27 a, 29 h and 34 a :

He appears to have been a disciple of

Seyyid 'Imad ud-Din Neslmi, a well-known

Sufi, who took his takhallus from his native

place, Neslm, a district near Baghdad, and

was put to death in Haleb, A.H. 820, in con-

sequence of some verses which the 'Ulema

pronounced arrant blasphemy. See Haj.

Khal., vol. hi., p. 318, Latin, f. 90 6, Kunh
ul-Akhbar, vol. v., p. 240, Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. i., p. 124, and Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. i., p. 499.

In his epilogue Refi'i speaks of his spiritual

guide with the greatest reverence, and alludes,

in the following lines, f. 27 a, b, to the per-

secution which he had suffered.

»jA>\ ,J^-»- &bj j£> jX> ^jJo Jd

Jjl^" _,3 J-ai jAfr Jj^i. J_,\

l£-*^ uV-?, j!;^ j^r"

The poem was completed on the first

Friday of Ramazan, A.H. 811, as stated in

the following verses, f. 28 a :

The poem contains, as the author explains

further on, f. 28 b, passages translated from
the following three works : 'Arsh Nameh (by

Fazl Ullah Astrabadi, who died A.H. 804 ;

see Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 196, vii., p. 792),

Javidiin Nameh (by Efzal Kashi, who died

A.H. 707; see the Persian Catalogue, p. 8296),

and Mahabbet Nameh.
The margins contain Arabic texts from the

Coran or Hadis. alluded to in the poem.

The Besharet Nameh is mentioned, with-

out author's name, in the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. hi., p. 461. A Genj Nameh, ascribed to

RefTi, ib. vol. i., p. 720, is probably due to

the same author.

Add. 7906.

Foil. 261 ; 9} in. by 6* ; 13 lines 4 in. long

;

written in fine clear Neskhi, with all the

vowels, and with TJnvan and red-ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 15th century.

[Rich, No. 789.]

Khusrev and Shlrin, freely translated from

the Persian of Nizami (see the Persian Ca-

talogue, p. 566 a), in the same metre, by

Sheikhi.

Beg. p>_±&\ .J*-^ *a»\y\ J^tf

Sheikhi was, like his brother poet Ah-

medi, under whom he studied in his youth, a

native of Kermiyan. Later in life he was

initiated in Sufi doctrines by Sheikh Haji

Beiram, and he is mentioned in the Shaka'ik,
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f. 89 b, and the Taj ut-Tevarikh, f. 244 b, as

ono oi the Sheikhs of the voign of Murad II.

Having also studied medicine, ho was known

as Hakim Sinan, ami was sont for by Sultau

Muhanunod 11, during his illnoss in Angora,

A. 11. SIS (. Taj ut-Tovankh, f. 111). Ho
took up his abode in a village near Kutahiyeh,

where ho died. Tho date of his death is not

known; ho was still alive in Brusa, A. II.

Sol. See Uosch. des. Osm. Reiehes, vol. i.,

p, #39,

His Khusivv u Slurin is the first of the

romantic poems of Turkey, and has not boon

equalled. It is dedicated to Murad II, whose

praises are sung at length in the prologue.

The poem was left unfinished by the author

at his death; and the conclusion was written

by .lemali, his brother, according to Haj.

Khal., vol. iii., p. 13S. or his sister's son, as

stated by Kiuali Zadeh, f. 158. For not

of Sheiklu's lite see Kuuh ul-Akhbur, vol. 1 .

p. 190, Hammer, ^eseh. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. i., p. 898, Gesch. dor Osm. Oichtk., vol.i.,

p. 104, and Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. lo7.

Shoikhi's own composition comes to an

abrupt close after the dialogue carried on

between Khusrov and the sage Buaurg timid

on the origin and st rueturo of the world, a

subject lightly broached by Xixami in a few

lines ^Luokuow edition, p. lo7). but dwelt

upon at considerable length by his Turkish

imitator. Jemali did uot complete the tin-

finished story of Khusr. Shirin,

epilogue consists of little more than one

hundred Beits, and relates only to the death

he poet and to the praises of the reigning

Sultan, Murad II.

The present copy, which had been bound
in a state of great confusion, probably for

Bieh, has been restored to its primitive order.

It wants a leaf after f. 17, and the last folio,

which contained the last three distichs of the

epilogue.

For other ccpfes see the catalogues of

Paris, p. 8: \ ^3-^28, Dresden, No, 49,

Krafft, No. 211, Leyden, vol. ii., No. 704,

Gotha, No. 199, Vienna, vol. i., p. 617, and

Munich, Nos. 176-7.

Or. 2708.

Foil. 90 ; 11 in. by 7 ; 21 lines 3| in.

long, with 38 half-lines in the margin

;

written in Neskhi, with 'Unviin, gold-ruled

margins, gilt headings, and fauciful marginal

drawings in gold, apparently in the 15th

century.

The same poem.

Foil. 3
" and 50, have been supplied

by a later hand. A leaf is wanting after

f. S2, and another after f. 8 I.

There are eleven miniatures of a high

degree of finish on foil. 10, 17, 19, 31,

1, 57, 62, eland 74.

Or. 3294.

Foil. 190 ; 9J in. by 6J ; 17 lines 4| in.

long ; written in two columns, in fair but

rather cursive Xoskhi, with all t: Is;

dated middle of Rejeb, A.H. S90 (A.D.

[S. m Sac*.]

The same poem.

The text is fidler than in the preceding

copies. This is especially the case with

the concluding D of the poem; the

discourse of Khnsrev with the sage Buiurg

I' mid occupies no less than 19 pages,

£ 177 »—.186 b, while it fills only 13 pages of

smaller siae in Add. 7906, and 8 pages in Or.

See Blbliotheque de M. S. de Sacy, vol iii.,

p 59, No. 8*7.

Add. 19.451.

Foil. 98 ; 7 in. by 4 j 17 lines 2J in. long;

written iu small Xeetalik, partly with vowels,

and with red-ruled margins ; dated Bamasin,

A.H. - V.D. 14

An imperfect copy oi tike same poem, con-

taining three detached fragments, as follows

:
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Foil. 9, 10. The latter part of the section

relating to the meeting ofKhusrev and Shlrln

in the hunting field, and corresponding to

foil. 104 a—106 a, of Add. 7906.

Foil. 11—32. A fragment extending from

the middle of the section entitled j J^i c-JL«

^IjiA* b jj^. t^V-s u-li? to the visit of

Khusrev to the cloister of Nestor (Add.

7906, ff. 113 b—104 b.)

Foil. 33—93 . The latter part of the poem,

from the middle of the section relating to the

false intelligence of Shirln's death, conveyed

to Ferhad, to the end of the epilogue (Add.

7906, foil. 187 6—261 b).

Copyist
: .x*-^

ls^"'"** e£
******

Add. 24,962.

Foil. 189 ; 101 in . by 7 . 15 une8 4^ [n ,

long; written in Neskhi, with all the vowels,

dated Jumada I, A.H. 933 (A.D. 1527).

[Lokd Abeedeen.]

A* 15 W
The book of Jamasp, a tale in Me§nevi

rhyme, by Musa 'Abdi, {jsxs- ^j»y

Beg. «J,1 j^j oHJj-^ *^ f^O*

The author's name appears in the heading

In the prologue, immediately after the cus-

tomary blessings upon Muhammed and his

successors, he designates himself by the same

takhallus, to which he adds his proper name,

Musa

:

Ctt^f L-*^l 8J^' ti£
8>xV

This is followed by a panegyric on the

reigning Sultan,Murad B.Muhammed (Murad

II, A.H. 824—855), at the close of which

the author says that he wrote this translation

for that sovereign, and entitled it Jamasp
Nameh ; but he gives no clue to the original

from which it was derived :

—

**j3 *jU j^jj **_>^T »ll»

A eulogy on the Vezir Muhammed Pasha

concludes the prologue.

In the epilogue 'Abdl says that, having

commenced the poem in the spring, he finished

it at the same season of the ensuing year.

Ifc was completed A.H. 833, in the town of

Aidinjik.

jj*b
\J^j>-\ j£ Jlfr *}ju*

r
U3 ^Jjl t-J^J ^'j

The hero of the tale, which is written in old

and comparatively pure Turkish, is Jamasp,

son of the Prophet Daniel. In the opening

chapter, Daniel, who has discovered a remedy

against death, and described it in a book, is

crossing the Jihun on a bridge, holding that

book in his hand, when he meets the angel

Gabriel, who snatches it from him and throws

it into the river. Some leaves, however, are

rescued by the prophet, who soon after dies.

"We are then told how Jamasp, his post-

humous son, left by some treacherous ass-

drivers at the bottom of a well, falls into the

power of the king of the snakes^U »U», who
beguiles his captivity by telling him wonderful

stories. These tales, which occupy the greater

part of the volume, relate mostly to the
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wanderings and marvellous adventures of a

wise son of Israel called Bulkiya VjJib, and of

Jehanshah, prince of Zabulistan.

In the end Jamasp, released by the snake-

king, is raised by Keikhusrev to the highest

dignities, and, becoming possessed of the

remnant of his father's book, extracts from

it all known sciences.

In some MSS. a poem bearing the same title,

the same date, and evidently identical with the

present, is ascribed to Sa'di. See Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 150, Leyden Cata-

logue, vol. ii., p. 127, and Aumer, TUrk. MSS.,

No. 175. Turkish prose versions of the same

tale are noticed in the catalogues of Dresden,

No. 61, Ouseley, No. 605, Krafffc, No. 166,

and Lee, No. 197. An Arabic version is men-

tioned by Rosen, MSS. arabes de l'lnstitut,

No. 126.

The biographers of Turkish poets do not

mention any 'Abdi or Sa'di at that early

period.

The MS. contains ten coloured drawings of

a rather rude style of execution, and much
defaced. They occur on foil. 11, 20, 74, 84,

96, 103, 108, 135, 152 and 158.

Copyist; J*jy & J&**»

Or. 1040.

Foil. 312 ; 71 in by 5J ; 15 lines 4 in.

long; written in plain Neskhi, with all the

vowels ; dated Safer, A.H. 1049 (A.D. 1639).

[A. GuNSBUEG.]

The great religious poem of Yaziji Oghli

Muhammed &>s? Ji-^ cs-j^-

Be< JU ^«

Muhammed B. Salih, called in Arabic Ibn
ul-Katib, and in Turkish Yaziji Oghli, has

already been mentioned in connection with
his brother, Ahmed Bljan, p. 18 a. He was,

as stated in the commentary of Isma'il Hakki,

vol. ii., p. 555, a native of Malgharah, near

Adrianople, and became a disciple and Kha-
lifeh of the great mystic, Sheikh Haji Beiram,

in Angora. He spent most of his life in

religious seclusion at Gallipoli, where he died

A.H. 855. The date is found in marginal

additions to Haj. Khal., Or. 3144, foil. 428 b,

459 b, 340 b, and in Rifat's Lughat i Tari-

khiyyeh, vol. vii., p. 191. He left, besides

the works already mentioned, a commentary
upon the Fusus ul-Hikem.

The above title is that which was given to

the work by the author, as stated in the

following line at the end :

But the poem is generally called Mu-
hammediyyeh (see Haj. Khal., vol. v., p. 429

and p. 646). It is a full exposition of the

traditions and doctrines of Islamism based

on texts from the Coran and the Hadig. It

deals especially with the divine . mission of

Muhammed, with his life, with the end of

the world, paradise, hell, and kindred sub-

jects. See Hammer's statement of the con-

tents, Gesch. der. Osm. Diohtkunst, vol. i.,

pp. 128—134.

The epilogue contains an account of the

visions in which Muhammed and Haji Beiram

appeared to the author, and eulogies on the

two Sultans then living, Muriid II and his son

Muhammed II, and on the author's patron,

the Vezir Mahmiid Pasha Ibn KassSb. After

describing his former work, the Magharib,

and the Turkish version of his brother Bljan

(Envar ul-'Ashikln), the author says that the

latter work and the present were both over-

flows of the teeming sea of the Magharib :

The poem was completed at the end of the

month of Jumada II, A.H. 853, as stated,

f , 308 b, in the following lines :—
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(.^jjjjl j>M i_Jy* j~~\ ,_jbf

The Muhammediyyeh has been edited by

Kazim Beg, Kazan, 1845, and lithographed

in Constantinople, A.H. 1258 and 1270 (see

Journal Asiatique 4° SeYie, torn, iii., p. 223,

and Sitzungsberichte der Kais. Akademie,

Vienna, vol. xvii., p. 169). A commentary by

Isma'Il Hakki, entitled —}J\ -J, has been

printed in Bulak, A.H. 1252. A second

edition, published in the same place, in two

volumes, A.H. 1258, contains the text of the

poem in extenso. A Persian version, by 'Ala

ud-din 'Ali B. Muhammed, called Musannifek,

is mentioned by Fliigel, Jahrbiicher, vol. 47,

Anz. Bl., p. 21.

For other MSS. see the catalogues ofParis,

p. 327, No. 238, Dresden, Nos. 371, 393,

Upsala, No. 410, Copenhagen, No. 2, St.

Petersburg, No. 567, Gotha, Nos. 217—219,
Munich, Nos. 179—181, and Rosen, Marsio-li

Collection, p. 19.

Copyist : din c>j& ^> ^^

Add. 6536.

Foil. 30; Hi in. by 7; 17 lines 4£ in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with all the vowels,

apparently in the 1 7th century.

[J. F. Hull].

A fragment of the same poem extending

from the middle of the third Mevtan to the

beginning of the seventh. It corresponds

with ff. 208 b and 242 a of the preceding MS.,
and with vol. ii., of the Bulak edition of

A.H. 1258, from p. 314, line 25, to p. 413,

line 13.

The first rubric is : b h^pS ^J ^Jbo &\ JU'

0'j j»! i_JS ij \^>-\ ^) j\j i«<ii Jiff, ^y,
[read *jiffl] w ii^S^ ±>J

Sloane 4090.

Foil. 25; 18$ in. by 8£; a volume of mis-

cellaneous Oriental papers.

Fol. 18 contains some lines written in two

columns, in a large Neskhi, apparently by

Salomon Negri, early in the 18th century.

Beg. ut>^3j! urJ\ Oju* )^j/ t/^'i

They are verses in praise of Muhammed II,

written in a plain popular style, and probably

due to Sliahin Oghli, whose name appeard in

the last line but one,

J1
wl?-J j^ff.x5yjy Js-j\ ^U,

Or. 2172.

Foil. 189 ; 7 in. by 4|; 17 lines 2| in. long

;

written in neat Nestalik, with 'Unvfm and
gold-ruled margins, apparently in the 16th

century. [Jos. Gab. Hava.]

Yusuf and Zuleikha, a free version of the

poem of Jami (see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 645), by Hamdi, ^s±*>-

Beg. «H +J\ Jj) auwUiiy* ji

Hamd-ullab, poetically surnamed Hamdi,

was the youngest son of the celebrated Sheikh

Ak Shems ud-Dln. He lived under Bayezld II,

and died A.H. 909 (Takvlm, p. 114). His

Yusuf u Zuleikha, the most popular of

Turkish Mesnevis, was first dedicated to

Bayezld ; but the poet, seeing that it did not

meet with the expected acknowledgment,

subsequently suppressed the dedication. See

Latifi, f. 45, and Kinali Zadeh, f. 88. Be-

sides the present poem he left, according to

the latter author, and to the Shaka'ik, f. 33,

a Leila Mejnun, a Mevlid i Nebi entith-d jJ^«

^U- jjy, j ^U-o-, and a Kiyafet Nameh.
z
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See Hamdi's life in Gescli. der Osra. Dicht-

kunst, vol. i., p. 151, where the contents of

the present poem are fully stated.

The date of composition, A.H. 897, not

found in the present copy, is conveyed in two

verses at the end of the next-following MS.

The same verses will be found in the Upsala

Catalogue, p. 117.

The MS. wants a few single leaves, pro-

bably abstracted for the sake of miniatures.

Copyist : ^ ±t-\ &£» J\j& ^ <y}^ ij^jj*

For other copies see the Catalogues of

Paris, No. 359, Dresden, Nos. 239, 258,

Upsala, Nos. 192-3, St. Petersburg, p. 515,

Gotha, No. 190, Vienna, Nos. 656-9, Munich,

Nos. 183-4, 292, and Melanges Asiatiques,

vol. v., p. 361.

Add. 19,361.

Foil. 189 ; 6} in. by U2 ; 17 lines 2| in.

long ; written in cursive Neskhi, with ruled

margins, apparently in the 17th century.

The same poem.

The following lines added at the end con-

tain the date of composition :

—

jte».ib J^j t^s Jjfc\ ^Jy

Or. 1171.
Foil. 166 ; 7 in. by 4±; 19 lines 2| in.

long; written in small and cursive Neskhi,

with red-ruled margins; dated Constanti-

nople, 20 Ramazan, A.H. 986 (A.D. 1578).

[Alex. Jaba.]
The same poem.

Copyist : ^y> ^ j>\*j s»\»

Or. 1163.

Foil. 179 ; 8 in. by 5 ; 13 lines 3 J in. long;

written in two columns, in Neskhi, with all

the vowels, apparently in 17th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

Two poems by Hamdi, both imperfect at

beginning and end, viz.

:

I. Foil. 1 a—47 b. A poem on the life of

Muhammed, beginning abruptly with the glad

tidings brought by the angels to his mother,

Amineh, " From thee will come forth the full

moon of the Arabs."

The following line, written in red, runs

like a burden through the whole poem, and

serves to divide it into numerous sections :

oUs» <_->! &3oU- JLJ\ tS ,ss

The last of these sections is an elegy on

Muhammed's death, the first five Beits of

which are alone extant. The poet's name
occurs, f. 45 b, at the end of a Ghazel in

praise of the Ka'bah, in the following lines :

This poem is probably the Mesnevi men-
tioned by Kinali Zadeh, f. 88 a, under the

title ^U- iijyj ^U—» jJj^c. A similar Mev-
lid Nameh, dubitatively ascribed to Hamdi
by Dr. Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, p. 23,

appears, from its initial verse, to be written in

a different metre.

II. Foil. 48 a—179 6. Leila u Mejnun,
imitated from Nizami, but not in the same
metre.

Of the prologue nothing remains but the

last seven Beits.

The narrrative begins with the rubric *Ua*

%}j &)*£ w^«»te and with these verses :
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Some lines quoted by Latlfi, f. 45 &, in

which Hamdi complains of the neglect of

poetry in his time, are found on f. 174 b. In
the same passage the poet's name occurs in

the following verse

:

The last section, relating to the death of

Mejniin, begins, f. 178 b, with this verse :

On the first page of the MS. is written, by

a late hand, the mislead ing title ^y^ *J^.^

CJJjJ^ai, ascribing the poem to Fuzuli.

Add. 7929.

Foil. 149 ; 8k in. by 5 ; 15 lines 2| in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik, apparently in

the 17th century. [Rich, No. 184.]

The Divan of Nejati, with a preface by the

author. Nejati, whose proper name was 'Isa,

began life as a slave in Adrianople. His

poetical genius won him the favour of Sultan

Bayezid II, who attached him successively to

the service of his two sons 'Abdullah and

Mahmud. He survived both, and ended his

life in retirement in Constantinople, where he

died A.H. 914, a date fixed by the contem-

porary poet Sehi, in the chronogram ^jjf

f_g\& (jfW . He was universally held, until

surpassed by Baki, as the greatest of the

lyric poets of Turkey.

In a preface written in mixed prose and

verse, the beginning of which is lost, the poet,

after praising Sultan Bayezid as the reigning

sovereign, says that he collected his scattered

poems at the request of Kazi 'Asker 'Abd ur-

Rahman Chelebi (i.e. Mu'eyyid Zudeh, who
was Kazi 'Asker of Rumili A.H. 911—17,
919-920, and died A.H. 922, v. Takvim).

Contents:—Preface, f. 1 a. Kasidehs,

mostly in praise of Sultan Blyezid and of hid

two sons, 'Abdullah and Mahmud, f. 5 b.

Beg. Jl/j»\ ^Jl. AJ^jyiyL

Turkish Ghazels in alphabetical order,

f. 31 b.

Beg. li^TjJ_,\ *iW
r
tfy wliU J},

U^iTjij\ *i^> ft^jic. i__y.y j«*ii

Persian Ghazels, Kit'ahs, Ruba'is, f. 141 a.

Turkish Kit'ahs, Ruba'is, etc., f. 142 b.

The last section is imperfect at the end

;

the MS. breaks off shortly after a Mesnevi

beginning

:

For notices of Nejati see Latifi, f. 89,

Kinali Zadeh, f. 277, 'Ali, Add, 10,00 1, f. 81

,

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. i., p. 1G2, and

Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. 179. For MSS. of

the Divan see the Catalogues of Paris, Nos.

262, 281-2, Upsala, Nos. 194-5, Vienna,

Nos. 661-3, and Munich, No. 163.

Or. 1152.

Foil. 84 ; 8* in. by 4} ; 17 lines 2 J in.

long ; written in choice Nestalik, with' Unvan

and gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

16th century; bound in stamped and gilt

leather covers. [Alex. Jaba.]

The Divan of Mesdji.

The author, a native of Pristina, near

Uskub, was employed as secretary of the

Divan under the Grand Vezir 'Ali Pasha

(Khadim 'Ali, who held the po3t of Grand

Vezir A.H. 907-9 and 912—917). Ho
attained a high rank as a lyric poet and died

z 2
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A.H. 918. See Latifi, f. 85, Kinali Zadeh,

f. 256, Gesch. der Osra. Dichtk., vol. i., p. 297,

and Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. 182.

Contents : Kasidehs and Kit'ahs, f . 2 b.

Beg. Kij ^Sf> jwsT jA J*s\ u* ^

They are addressed to the Sultan Bayezld

II, bis son, Sultan Selim, and some of tbe

great dignitaries of bis reign ; tbey include

tbe Kasldeh written to tbe poet's patron,

Nishanji Pasha, i.e. Ja'fer Chelebi Taj Zadeh

or Taji Beg Zadeh (see p. 94 a), which is

quoted by Kinali Zadeh, and partly translated

by Hammer, I.e. p. 297 (see f. 6 b).

A Mesnevi known as Sbehr Englz j^>

Jj&l, describing tbe fair youths of Adrianople,

and ending with two gbazels, f. 24 a.

Beg.
f*MJ J j)) 3'JK** U$
Jjii ^ai &l^f XiSJ>

See Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 86, Krafft,

No. 213, and tbe Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

No. 771.

Gbazels in alphabetical order, f. 29 b.

Beg. ],<_^> ^ iSxLa. ^ O-*^ J\

A few Rubais and Ferdiyyat, f. 84 a.

On the first page are the impressions of

three imperial seals with the Tughra, two of

which appear to contain tbe names of Suleiman

and Mustafa.

An imperfect copy of Mesihi's Divan is

described by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No.

174, and a collection of bis Gbazels is noticed

in the Vienna Catalogue, No. 762.

Arundel Or. 18.

Foil. 76; 6J in. by4|; 13 lines 3 in. long;

written in neat Nestalik, with two 'Unvans

and gold-ruled margins ; dated 20 Rebi1
II,

A.H. 938 (A.D. 1531).

Tbe Divan of the same poet.

Tins MS. differs from the preceding by the

omission of the Kasidehs, and tbe number

and arrangement of the Ghazels.

Contents : Tbe Mesnevi called Shehr Englz,

f. 1 b. It ends with three Ghazels, the first

of which is the same as in the preceding MS.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, ff. 12 b—74.

Beg.

The first Ghazel of this copy is the seventh

of the preceding MS. The first Ghazel of

the latter is here omitted.

At the end are five verses due to the

copyist Muhammed, and containing the date

of transcription.

Two additional leaves, ff. 75-6, contain a

Kasldeh addressed to the Nishanji Ja'fer (Taj-

Zadeh) by a contemporary of Mesihi, the poet

Zati Jf&, who died in old age A.H. 953 (Gesch.

der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 240).

Add. 7915.

Foil. 210; 8 in. by 6; 19 lines 3f in. long;

written in cursive Kyrma, apparently in tbe

16th century. [Rich, No. 173.]

Yusuf and Zuleikba, a free translation

from the Persian of Jami (see the Persian

Catalogue, p. 645 a), in the same metre, by

Kemal Pasba Zadeh (see above, p. 141 b).

Beg. ^T ^^\ V* ^hjJT

This poem is one of the author's early com-

positions ; for it was written before A.H. 918,

as shown by the panegyric on Bayezld II,

as reigning Sultan, in the prologue, f. 17 b.

±?-\ y>? ^jj ijdtf *6y\ "

It is considered by Kinali Zadeh as the best

of tbe author's poetical works. According to

a verse of Kemal Pasha Zadeh, quoted by
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Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 518, it consists of

7777 Beits. See the extracts translated by

Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Diclitk., vol. ii.,

pp. 207—210. A copy is described by

l'ertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No. 210.

The present MS. is written in a very cur-

sive character, and without any rubrics.

Add. 19,805.

Foil. 224; 8in.by5|; 17 lines 4 in. long
;

written in plain largo Neskhi, with all the

vowels, and with red-ruled margins; dated

Sh.Vbrm A.H. 1087 (A.D. 1G7G).

A poem in Mesnevi rhyme on the life and

miracles of 'Ali, by Yemlni, with the heading

Beg. ,_^.^j If f}*±>\
Sk J$

The author, a fervid Shi'ah, could not find

much favour with the Sunnis, and has re-

mained unknown to Turkish biographers. He
frequently designates himself, in the course

of the poem, by his takhallus, Yemini. His

proper name was Dervish Muhammed, his

surname Hiifiz Oghli, and his father was a

native of Samarkand, as he states at the end,

f. 222 b.

aT jji tt j*\ kiu j^

Further on, f. 223 b, he says that the poem

was composed A.H. 925, and that it consists

of 7360 Beits.

The Fazilet Nameh, although breathing nn

ardent Shi'ah spirit, and dealing with tho

most fabulous legends that have gathered

round 'Ali's name, was written in Turkey, as

the author says, for those valiant champions

of Rum who cherish the twelve Imams and

the prophet's family, and lay down their

lives in the path of faith.

J^M tJJ* l^3j J*k •*

The author purports to follow the tradition

of 'Abbas Jabir as handed down by Musa
Kazim.

Jbtf ^Ljj* ^J-X>\ ^^2)

The prologue is followed, f. 7 b, by an

introduction treating of the ' light ' of Mu-

hammed, the birth of 'Ali, and the various

miracles which accompanied and followed it.

The poem is divided into twenty sections,

each of which is called cJ^ai, with the fol-

lowing headings

:

I., f. 34 a, oUii jj JJUiN J-iil WL> ^
J*

r
U. II., f. 39 b,

fitf
c^> UU y.

III., f . 51 a, 0..f* jy 1 e,l*>jJ • IV., f. 58 6,

j&«- jyv« v >
f- 58 b

* ?vs<*? jy/
JU diU j J]^S LfjS. VI., f. 88 a, jyijj

yVi^j*. VII., f. 93 a, gjl ^ liJ ei^ >»

yU*-*. VIII., f. 103 a, w<->^ «a*»0>-

IX., f. 113 », ayjr1^/' X.,f.ll9ft,

J« y* JV-V • XL, f. 125 a, C^jie jy.1 ^
j4>. XII., f. 135 b, ^ i.^ jd. XIII.,

f. 137 6, **rj ^ r/ J* fU jl O^.
XIV., f. 144 a, iU.1^. jy^j^"**- »j^ V-

5 '
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XV., f. 161 b, y» ±+*e £**o jl «b^ fcj*
JV-*

»*&.. XVI., f. 108 a, ^^y- XVIL,

f. 175 a, jM w*U> ,y ui~m> UW j» • XVIII.,

f. 182 b, fkJl <"& dy*j »i*A*j J £ &J J*'

XIX., f. 191 b, <jry**j& V i#- ufl *•*> j*<

XX., f. 209 b, *&rj *M
r/ > r

U oU, ,A.

Or. 1039.

Foil. 196 ; 10 in. by 6| ; 15 lines 4 in.

long ; written in plain Neskki, with 'Unvan

and red-ruled margins ; dated A.H. 972 (A.D.

1564-5). [A. Gunsbubo.J

A history of Sultan Sellm I, in Mesnevi

verse, by ShukrI l?^-

Beg. «y A\
f~> n?]y« ^j^4^i

5b\ /M ^ jy* j#» <->J» <J

ShukrI says of himself, in the epilogue,

f . 194 b, "I am a Kurd, and from a Kurd,

people think, learning and excellence are

not to be expected."

Jls* ^1 _^.1 x^b Jfc\

He proceeds, however, to give a long list

of his accomplishments. He was versed in

Hadls, Tefslr, law, interpretation of dreams,

rhetoric, philosophy, astronomy, and sundry

other sciences. He was able to write verses

in six languages, viz. Turkish, Persian, Arabic,

Kurdish, Armenian and Hindi. He had

been professor, judge and preacher, and was,

moreover, a consummate falconer and sports-

man.

The present work, called by the author

»*\i **Lj or»*\i ij*^*, is mentioned by Haj.

Khal., vol. ii., p. 113, and vol. iv., p. 380,

under the title of &>.,ji-» C*WjS». ShukrI does

not lay any claim to personal knowledge of

Sellm. In the prologue, after a panygeric on

the reigning Sultan, Suleiman, he gives the

following account of the origin of the work.

His patron, Shehsuvar Oghli 'Ali Beg, who

often spoke with admiration of Sellm, had

induced him to write from his oral ac-

count a versified history of that Sultan.

When 'Ali Beg was slain (A.H. 928) and

Kuchi B. Khalll took his place, the author

showed his book to the latter, who found it

incomplete and full of errors, and told him

that he, having been, as Agha of the Court, in

constant attendance on Sellm, could give

him a full and true account of his deeds.

Thereupon ShukrI destroyed his former book

and wrote the present one, in which he

merely put into verse the narrative received

from his new patron's lips :

The history begins with the appointment

of Sellm as prince to the governorship of

Trabezun, and concludes with the Sultan's

death and the accession of Suleiman. The

greater part of the poem is taken up with a

detailed account of the Persian war.

Latlfl, f. 60 b, and Kinali Zildeh, f. 150 a,

speak in disparaging terms of the author's

poetical talent. 'Ali, who calls him Menla

ShukrI, Or. 32, f. 293, says that he was the

Khojah, or preceptor, of \Ali Beg (Shehsuvar

Oghli), a Zulkadrlu Emir. When he pre-

sented his poem to Suleiman and to the

Grand Vezlr Ibrahim Pasha (A.H. 929

—

942), he was rewarded with a military fief,

and was ordered to compose a Suleiman

Nameh, or poetical history of Suleiman,

which he did not carry on further than the

Sultan's accession.

The Sellm Nameh is described by Fleischer

in the Dresden Catalogue, No. 101. A copy

noticed by Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

No. 1007, is dated A.H. 927, and must,

therefore, contain Shuhrl's first attempt. See

also Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. ix., p. 193, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. ii., p. 452.
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Add. 24,963.

Foil. 239 ; 6f in. by 5 ; 15 lines 3 in. long

;

written in small and distinct Nestalik ; ap-

parently in the 16th century.

[Lord Aberdeen.]

Vis and Riimln, a romance in Mesnevi

rhyme, freely translated from the Persian of

Fakhr i JurjanI (see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 822 a, ix), by Lami'i ^^ (see above,

p. 156 a.)

Beg. i_Jl« uj«» »x>5\ Ji> JS ^^M

This is one of the last works of that prolific

author. After long lamentations on the

scantiness of his means, and his inability

to provide for the education cf his nume-
rous children, Lami'i says, f. 15 a, that the

number of his previous writings in verse and

prose amounted to five-and-twenty :

The prologue includes panegyrics on Sultan

Suleiman and on the Grand Vezir Ibrahim

Pasha, who was in office from A.H. 929 to

942. The title of the original work, and the

name of its author, are found in the following

lines, f. 14 a :

.j \jj j j—t—* -*a*<3—' _j—? i/^»>

jO \su> j^ Jji>\ Jj ujj^\^m,

U**W> 39- LT*j/ **& J3* 9

In the same passage we are told how a friend

brought that precious book to the writer,

and reminded him that he had once received

the Sultan's command to translate that be-

witching tale, but had not been able to obey,

for the very good reason that no copy of the

work could be found.

A full analysis of the contents of LiimiVs

version, with translated extracts, will be found

in Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii.,

pp. 63—89. A copy is described in the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 629.

Or. 1151.

Foil. 78; 7f in. by 4f; 17 lines 2J in.

long ; written in small and cursive Nestalik,

with red-ruled margins ; dated middle of

Rebi' I, A.H. 973 (A.D. 1565).

[Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1 b—8 a. Sixty-nine sayings of

Muhammed, with a metrical Turkish para-

phrase, without author's name.

The first saying is c^biib JUs^ UJl, and

the second ^xxM ^ t^pjo. Ka» [«3] d\ <ij>. ^
The paraphrase consists of two Beits for

each saying, and begins as follows:

J^j, ts*#£? ti^W J^N M
iJyO lZXL>).j>\ Sjvi-tilSjJ e~J>jjij\jJ*

(A collection of 69 sayings, with Turkish

paraphrase, is also noticed by Pertsch, Arab.

MSS. No. 3, 24.) At the end are ten sayings of

'Ali, with a similar Turkish paraphrase. The

heading is j^j i&\ »/ ^Js- cy* i£_>U& 1^-y

.

and the first saying is Oiij^ U AlaiM <^ajS3)

'a.Jb, with a parpharase beginning

:

Jl^ Ob'i iS*jij J^ *U* (.ij'j &i»b

ca*iN ^-p J* fjb j fij/ tbj/^

II. Foil. 8 b—67 a. The Divan of Usiili,

with the heading
^Jy"\ ij^y <-^b-b*j<i

Beg. ^b «3U eUb Jjl ^JS

U^U- ii*i* ifjSJt ijj> J
Usuli was a native of Viirdar Yenijehsi, a

town of Rumili. Attracted by the fame of

the great mystic, Ibrahim Gulsheni, he went

to Egypt and became a fervent disciple of the
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holy Sheikh. After the death of Gulsheni,

A.H. 940 (Takviin, p. 118), he returned to his

native place and spent the rest of his life in

religious seclusion and poverty. His poems are

all mystic, and in the manner of Nesimi. See

Latin, f. 35 b. Kinali Zadeh, f. 49, *Ali, Or.

32, f, 264, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. ii., p. 221. Haj. Khal. states, vol. iii.,

p. 261, that Usuli died A.H. 945. The

same date appears in a marginal addition to

Kinali Zadeh, Or. 35, f. 59.

Contents : A Mesnevi entitled Munajat, or

invocation, and other Mesnevis, with a short

piece in prose at the end, f. 8 b. A Mesnevi in

praise of some holy persons living in Yenijeh,

with the heading ^jJ
{Jyo\ \dy j£>\ yj*

*,*, f. 14 b.

Beg. y-i y-. Vl*J j jM \i'^»

Seven Kasidehs, f . 20 b, beginning

:

Mukhammes and Tarji'-bends, f. 27 a.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, ff. 31 b—
67 a.

Beg. \jul> jA>) J^ry>> «i ijj^. ^y^o^ &f?j

The first Ghazel is quoted by Latifi and

'AH as the most popular of Usuli' s poems.

The Divan af Usuli is mentioned in the

Paris Catalogue, p. 330, No. 284. Another

copy, of fuller contents, and differently

arranged, Add. 7917, II, will be noticed fur-

ther on.

III. Fol. 67 b. A Terji'-bend, with the head-

ing JS*** jjllalu* Ja^A?

Beg.

j^-^ J» ^j? Jp6. £*»-j y.^j^ *~>j

Sultan Mustafa, who was put to death

A.H. 960 by his father, Suleiman, is recorded

by 'Ahdi, f. 10 b, and Kinali Ziideh, f. 34,

among the princely poets.

IV. Foil. 68 b—75 a. Religious poems by

Gharibi, with the heading ^>.f- J^i" C;^

Beg. J\#* j*\ J\* aitftfy ^V jy

They consist of nine Ghazels and a moral

poem in Mesnevi, with the heading^o j;«\j ^b

This last begins, f. 70 a, as follows :

Gharibi was, like Usuli, a native of Vardar

Yenijehsi. He became a Mevlevi, led a

wandering life, and died, still young, in Con-

stantinople A.H. 954. See Kinali Zadeh,

f. 207, and 'Ahdi, f. 137, whose poetical quo-

tations, however, are not found in this MS.,

and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 253.

Or. 1154.

Foil. 136 ; 8}. in. by 5 ; 21 lines 3 in. long

;

written in small Kyrma ; dated end of Rebi'

II, A.H. 980 (A.d! 1572). [Arax Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1—57.

(J**
S

u>b*5

The Divan of Ishak Chelebi.

The author was the son of a sword-smith

in Uskub. Having entered the ranks of the

'Ulema, as assistant of Karah Ball, he was

successively appointed professor in Adria-

nople, Uskub, Brusa, etc., and finally, A.H.

937, in Constantinople. There he gave up

the dissolute and vicious life he had long been

leading, and reformed his habits. Having been

afterwards raised to the post of Kazi of

Damascus, he set out in Zulhijjeh A.H. 942

for that city, where he died, A.H. 949. The

last date is given by Kinali Zadeh, f.46, who

quotes, in confirmation of it, a chronogram

composed by Ishak himself, at the approach

of death. The Sbaka'ik, however, f. 167,

gives A.H. 943, and Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,
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p. 261, A.H. 944, as the date of his death.

Ishak Cbelebi left, besides his Divan, a

rhymed history of Selira I. before his acces-

sion, entitled «*U j^"' (Haj. Khal., vol. ii.,

p. 112, vol. iii., p. 615).

For notices of his life see also 'Ali, Or.

32, ff. 225 and 262, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. ii., p. 218, and Gibb, Ottoman Poems,

p. 193.

The Divan is imperfect at the beginning.

The first page contains the last eleven Beits

of a Kasldeh, the Redif of which is ^j^
The next Kasldeh begins as follows

:

Jts ScilAi uili«» ^-jjp (jiiJ tdilis;
{jr?y

After four more Kasidehs the alphabetical

series of Ghazels begins, f. 4 a, as follows

:

Appended to the Divan are the two fol-

lowing pieces : 1 . Official report addressed

to the Sultan on the state of the fortress of

Beit Jibrln, Palestine, and the good conduct

of its garrison, dated 12 Zulka'dek A.H. 967,

f. 57 b. 2. Some elegies by 'Olvi, the last

of which relates to the death of Torak Beg, and

ends with a chronogram for A.H. 970, f. 58 a.

l

01vi is the takh alius of Muhammed Derzi

Zadeh, of Constantinople. Torak Chelebi, the

poet's patron, was a favourite of Prince Sellm,

afterwards Sellm II. See Kinali Zadeh,

f. 185 b, who speaks of 'Olvi as still alive

(A.H. 994), and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. iii., p. 19, where he is stated to have died

A.H. 988. According to Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 297, he died A.H. 993. Fleischer has

shown, in the Leipzig Catalogue, p. 550,

note, that the true reading of ^^s- is 'Olvi,

not 'Alevi, as read by Hammer.

III. Foil. 59—136. Genjineh i Raz, by

Yahya Beg. See further on, p. 181 b.

Add. 19,507.

Foil. 78 ; 8i in. by 4£ ; 17 lines 2£ in. long;

written in small and cursive Nestalik, appa-

rently in the 16th century; partly stained

by damp.

" Rose and Nightingale," a romantic poem
by Fazli J.^

"O"

A\ fXJ lir
l_^V-jK

Kara Fazli (Muhammed), of Constantinople,

a disciple of Zati, was successively attached

as Divan Secretary to three sons of Sultan

Suleiman, viz. Muhammed, Mustafa (to whom
the present poem is dedicated) and Selira.

He died, according to Kinali Zadeh, f. 218,

A.H. 970, or, as stated by Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

p. 234, A.H. 971. See Latin, f.706,Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 309, and Gibb, Otto-

man Poems, p. 197. The date of composition,

A.H. 960, is expressed in the last distich,

JSu-I» *ju\»- iJ$.jO |/*jVj

The text has been published, with a German
translation, by Hammer, Pest, 1834. See

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 639, Jahr-

biicher, vol. 66, Anz. Bl. p. 30, vol. 91,

pp. 196—211, and Fleischer, Leipzig Cata-

logue, No. 319.

Add. 7921.
Foil. 48 ; 7| in. by 5 ; 11 lines 3 in. long;

written in neat Neskhi, with all the vowels,

and with gold-ruled margins and gilt head-

ings, apparently about A.H. 961 (A.D. 1554).

[Rich, No. 616.]

A poetical account of the victories gained

by the Turkish admiral Sinan Pasha, viz.

the taking of Tripoli of Berbery and the

defeat of the Spanish fleet (A.H. 960-961),

by Nigari, <j}&-

The author, who in the poem designates

himselfby the above poetical surname, writes,

at the end, his proper name and title, viz.

Haider, imperial Re'Is (ship's captain) j^\
>li»4>b (j-jojjJj*- j!&* • He was a native of

Galata, who distinguished himself both as a

A A
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painter and as a naval officer. He became a

favourite of Sultan Selim II, and died about

AH 980 (or, as stated in tbe Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 233, A.H. 984).

See Kinali-Zadeh, f. 286, and Gescb. der

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 349.

Nigari composed tbe present poem im-

mediately after tbe events to which it relates,

and before the death of Sinan Pasha, which

took place A.H. 961 (see Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. hi., p. 744). He must have been

then already advanced in years, for he com-

plains in the epilogue that, after thirty or

forty years of active service, he was still

nothing more than a humble captain :

m&o *kj* J& £-&»

This copy has lost the beginning of the

doxology. The usual praises of Muhamined,

and the" first four Khalifs, are followed by

panegyrics on the reigning Sultan Suleiman,

his son Shehzadeh Selim Khan, the Grand

Vezir Rustem Pasha, and the three other

Vezirs. Next comes a eulogy, imperfect at

the beginning, on the author's hero and special

patron, admiral Sinan Pasha.

The narrative begins, f. 9 b, with the

rubric: ><w,jW j *i>V*^ ***&£> ^3jT ut**

The first section relates to the defeat

of Torghud Beg by the Spanish fleet, and

the taking of Mehdiyyeh by the latter (A.H.

957). On receiving news of that reverse Sulei-

man dispatches Sinan Pasha with a powerful

fleet against the Spanish ships. The history

concludes with a detailed account of the

rout of the Spaniards, the capture of their

ships, and the reception of the victorious

admiral at Court.

It is stated in the epilogue that the poem

consists of 999 distichs.

On the last page is a versified chronogram,

by Nigari, relating to a narrow escape of

Sinan Pasha's ship from foundering at sea,

A.H. 961.

Add. 23,984.

Foil. 53 ; 8i in. by 5 \ ; 11 lines 3 J in.

lone ; written in elegant Neskhi, with all the

vowels and with *Unvan, gold-ruled margins

and gilt headings ; dated middle of Shevval,

A.H. 969 (A.D. 1562).

A poetical account of the victory gained

by the Kapudan Pasha Piyaleh over the

Christian fleet before Jerba, and of the taking

of that fortress, A.H. 967, with the heading

eJj>- ?sj&> ^«*U >s

Author : Nida'i, ^s')
**

Beg. Wyj>j j& ^
lib 3 fte j jjls- j pl»

The narrative begins with
%
a message re-

ceived from Torghud by Piyaleh, announcing

the taking of Jerba by the Christians. It

concludes with the triumphal entry of the Ka-

pudan Pasha into Constantinople. The date

of his victory, A.H. 967, which, as appears

from the heading l_^o £^, is also that of

the poem, is given in the following line,

f. 52 a :

See Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iii.,

p. 420.

There is nothing to show that the poet was

identical with Nida'i, author of a medical

manual in verse, who lived about the same

time. (See p. 125 b.)

Or. 1148.

Foil. 169 ; 9 in. by 5-| ; 21 lines 4 in.

long ; written in small and cursive, but dis-
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tinct Nestalik ; dated 20 Zulhijjeli, A.H. 972
(A.D. 1565). [Alex. Jaba.]

The Divan of Gbarami.

The author, who calls himself in the present

MS. Seyyid Muhammed B. Mustafa, known
as Gharami, was, according to Kinali Zadeh,
f . 207, a native of Karaferia in Rumili. He
began his official career as assessor to Leis.

Zadeh, then Kazi of Cairo, and became after-

wards Kazi in Rumili. He was a virtuose in

music and a skilled geomancer JU, and

thought-reader ^b^o, but a mediocre poet.

He was past sixty, says 'Ashik, when he
began to give himself out for a Seyyid, and to

assume the green turban. The date of his

death is not known. It must fall between
A.H 974, the latest date occurring in the

Divan, and A.H. 994, when Kinali Zadeh
wrote of him as dead. See Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. h\, p. 478.

From the following subscription, f. 155 b,

it appears that the present MS. is the author's

autograph, so that the date it contains, A.H.

972, may be taken as that of the compilation

of the Divan : *g ^J
&^L^ ter^ i'±a> C^yd

jouJ jJuM wj^j «-»li>li ijjo wU *~~>j u£*f*'j i_^

rfU\ \jk«U- j*&a yj<>)j*> <—
'

3jj^ (jpa-a* ^ <i*^°

The margins are covered throughout the

volume with additional pieces written by the

same hand as the text.

Contents : Ghazels in alphabetical order,

f . 2 a, beginning :

The Memorial of Poets, f. 153 a, with the

heading \j*£2\ 'ijsi »i*j

Beg. tJ^j* (j,*^ ij&yo *•£ 8J—1*J°

It is in the form of a Kasideh. Each lino

contains tho name of a Persian or Turkish
poet, with some allusion to his poetical sur-

name.

Mukatta'iit, f. 156 a. Kasldehs, f. 159 a.

This last section is imperfect at the end.

A detached leaf, originally belonging to it, ifl

now prefixed to the MS.
On the last page, f. 170 b, is a poem, im-

perfect at the end, relating to a dearth of

corn and fodder, which occurred in Istainbul

A.H. 974, with the heading :
il
#o~> j £jl **-»

Or. 1149.

Foil. 125 ; 8| in. by 5| ; 15 lines 3| in.

long; written in elegant Nestalik, with

'Unvtin and gold-ruled margins, apparently in

the 16th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

iA=» Jji>

The Divan of Rahlmi, with a prose preface

by the author, beginning

:

e^jS j (j»M u^V u4/*^* u^Jj^ J^y u • •

(The first word is lost, with the exception

of the final u , in consequence of a hole in the

paper.)

The author, who calls himself Muhammed
Rahlmi, says in the preface that he was born

and bred in Kutahia, the capital of Anatoli.

After completing his literary studies under

the scholars of his native city, he led for some

time a life of pleasure, and was admitted to

the assemblies of Sultan Selim (who resided

in Kutahia as governor of Anatoli A.H. 966

—974; see Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. hi.,

pp. 368 and 426). He repented afterwards of

the pursuit of sensual joys and found peace in

abstinence. He did not, however, banish

from his mind the memory of the old asso-

Aa2
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dates who bad inspired his verses, and was

induced to collect his scattered poems.'

'Ahdi, who wrote A.H. 971, and speaks of

Rahlmi as still living, says, f. 15 b, in agree-

ment with the above, that he was a native of

Kutahia and a favourite of Prince Sellm, wbo

conferred upon him the rank of colonel^
JL> and a valuable fief. Seven of the eight

Belts quoted by 'Ahdi are found in the pre-

sent Divan. Kinali Zadeh, who also quotes

some lines found in this copy, gives, f. 117 b,

a different account of the poet. According

to him, his proper name was 'Abd ur-Rahim,

and his father, Muhammed Chelebi, a native

of Amasia, was attached as Sheikh to the

monuments of the Osmanli Sultans in Brusa.

Rahimi joined the religious order of the

Maghribis and, being a skilled penman, earned

a livelihood as a copyist. He died about

A.H. 970. Compare Hammer, Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 196.

The Divan must have been compiled after

A.H. 974, the date of the accession of Sellm

II, who is spoken of in the preface as the

reigning Sultan.

Contents: Preface, f. 1 b. Kasidehs,

mostly in praise of Sultan Sellm, f . 5 a.

Beg. J ^j\ &+> u}~^J **$ ^f &***

Mesnevis and Teru'bends, f. 19 a. Mu-

khammes, f. 32 a. Ghazels in alphabetical

order, f. 35 b.

Beg. bsjjrf* tt*rj* J'*$ &&j »* ft"

This section breaks off in the letter <j,

f. 120 b.

Kita'at, f. 1 21 a. Ferdiyyat in alphabetical

order, ff. 122 a—125 b. This last section is

also slightly imperfect, breaking off in the

letter t.

In the latter part of the Divan are some

chronograms ranging from A.H. 962 to 964.

They relate to the building of palaces by

Sellm, and other occurrences, in Aidin, and

show that Rahlmi was at the Prince's court

even before his appointment to the governor-

ship of Anatoli.

Or. 1147.

Foil. 174; 10 in. by 7$; 25 lines 6 in. long;

written in four columns, in small but dis-

tinct Neskhi; dated (f. 31 b), Safer, A.H. 988

(A.D. 1530). [Alex. Jaba.]

The Khamseh, or five poems, of Yahya.

Yahya Beg belonged to a noble Arnaut, or

Albanian, family, the Begs of Dukagin.

Following his father's profession, he served,

in early life, in the ranks of the Janissaries,

and was subsequently appointed to the

stewardship of various pious foundations

of the Sultans in Constantinople. His bold

elegy on the death of Prince Mustafa, put

to death by Suleiman (A.H. 960), and some

biting verses directed against Rustem Pasha,

drew upon him the wrath of the Vezir, who,

on being re-instated (A.D. 962), obtained

from the Sultan the dismissal ofthe offending

poet and his banishment to a fief in the San-

jak of Zvornik, Bosnia. "Ali, from whose his-

tory, f. 330, the above is taken, met him there

A.H. 982, and says that he was past eighty,

and still engaged in compiling his Divan,

when death overtook him A.H. 983. After-

wards the poet's son, Adem Chelebi, brought

to 'AH the preface of the Divan, which, ac-

cording to his father's dying wish, was to be

submitted to him for revision.

Yahya's contemporaries, Kinali Zadeh,

f. 308, and'Ahdl, f. 182, place him in the high-

est rank of Turkish poets, and especially of

Mesnevi-writers. According to Haj. Khal.,

vol. i., p. 340, and vol. iii., p. 322, Yahya Beg

was still alive AH. 990, and died about A.H.

1000. Compare Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. iii., p- 32, and Gibb, Ottoman Poems,

p. 200.

Although MSS. of most of the poems com-
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posing the Khamseh, especially Shah u Geda
and Genjlneh i Raz, are not uncommon, a

copy of the entire collection does not appear,

as far as we know, in any printed catalogue.

The present MS. begins with the heading

aL-j Jjl i_JL«j Jy\ ylX (_jli^ ^j-jg 3L^i-, and

contains the five poems in the following

order, which differs from that in which Haj.

Khal. gives tli3m, vol. iii., p. 176 :

I. Foil. 1—31 b.

Gulshen i Bnvar, a religious poem treating

of the qualities and disposition necessary to

a true devotee, and of the various degrees of

holiness. It is in the metre of Nizami's

Makhzen ul-Esrar.

Beg. j»A»p\ ijt'j^ d\ *-J

Although holding the first place in the

Khamseh, this poem was the last in date.

In the epilogue Yahya speaks of the Khamseh
as complete, and describes himself as a weak

old man, bent double with age, like the letter i

tja-j JV^j j^JO.\ li)U- JA)

It was composed, however, before the death

of Suleiman (A.H. 974), who is addressed in

the prologue of this poem, as well as in the

other four, as the reigning Sultan. In the

same section the poet names the four great

writers of Khamsehs, Nizaini, Kbusrev, Jami

and Neva'i, and claims to be ranked next to

them as fifth.

For other copies see Fleischer, Leipzig

Catalogue, No. 321, Dresden, No. 259, and

Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue, No. 220.

II. Foil. 32 £—85 b.

Yusuf and Zuleikha, in the same metre as

as the Khusrev u Shirin of Nizami and the

Yusuf u Zuleikha of Jami.

Beg. *b\ y^j pLls v* ^\
&>\ UJSJ y. t*y

Yahya composed this poem on his journey

to Mecca. The first impulse came to him

during his stay in Canaan, the land of Joseph's

birth, and ho drew a fresh inspiration for the

same theme from the sight of the beauties

of Misr, which he describes at length in the

prologue

:

J^ji iib ^jy.j ^^ v_i-»^i yi

JS j^b\ jlfr u^T <_$•,>-

.jU^ liJlifcs)u?
J.

i_ft-»j->.
r
*>

y-jb J J-»* g? f^ C)V->

In the epilogue he asserts that the poem is

not a translation, and he claims for it the

merit of original invention :

Vxa* ">
j i_£x\a.\ i_ijj'jy

£jLS\ tj-d}\ fC'J* JU»-

This poem has been printed with the Shah

u Geda, Constantinople, A.H. 1284. See

Journal Asiatique, 6° SeVie, vol. xiv., p. 75.

The only other known copy in Europe is u

MS. of the convent Gottweih, Austria, de-

scribed by Krafft, Jahrbiicher, vol. 110, .Anz.

Bl., p. 32.

III. Foil. 86 6—118 a.

j\j ******

Genjlneh i Raz, a religious poem in the

metre of the Subhat ul-Ebifirof Jami.

Beg. <iill *—J J*o ^Jj j (jV

t\j wcsr jy*. «3jyj A».\

It is divided into forty sections called

Makaleh, and consists of comments on Arabic

texts relating to spiritual life, illustrated by

anecdotes.

It was composed in the space of less than

one month, A.H. 947, as stated in the fol-

lowing lines at the end :
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The poem begins with a section treating of

the mystic sense of the sacred formula ^
*U\. This is indicated by a prose rubric

beginning: <dJl *~j w^ wo ~«A1> j Jas^ ^*\ y
The chief subjects are stated in Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 32. For copies see

catalogues of Paris, p. 329, No. 268, Uri,

p. 296, No. 141, Upsala, Nos. 184, 211-12,

Krafft, No. 220, and Gotha, Nos. 5, 220-23.

IV. Foil. 119 &—158 b.

Kitab i Usui, or Usui Nameh, a poem con-

taining moral precepts and rules of life, illus-

trated by anecdotes ; in the metre of the Is-

kender Nameh of Nizami.

Beg. J£Jj\ ^Ui **ls. o <Ji J£

The contents are stated by Krafft in his

catalogue, No. 221 ; an extract is given

in Wickerhauser's Chrestomathie, p. 277.

Another copy is noticed by Pertsch, Gotha
Catalogue, No. 226.

V. Foil. 154 3—174 &.

Shah u Geda, or King and' Beggar, in the

metre of Nizami's Heft Peiker.

Beg. l-Aa)^
Jj\

411 ^ J^

The poem was composed, as stated at the

end, in the space of a week :

Jiai j^a jyU j| &Li^i>

This is the most popular of Yahya's com-
positions. It has been printed in Constanti-

nople A.H. 1 284. The subject is stated, and
some passages translated, by Hammer, Gesch.

der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 39. Extracts will

be found in Wickerhauser's Chrestomathie,

p. 297. For copies see the Catalogues of

Paris, p. 335, Nos. 346—351, p. 336, Nos.

367-8 ;' Uri, p. 202, No. 931, p. 307, No.

29; Dresden, No. 76; Krafft, No. 219;

Upsala, Nos. 208—210 ; Vienna, Nos. 688—

691; Gotha, Nos. 156, 186-7; Munich, Nos.

156, 186-7 ; De Jong, Bibl. Acad. Reg., No.

205, and Marsigli Collection, p. 20, Nos.

3270, etc.

Add. 19,446.

Foil, 89; 7f in. by 5; 17 lines 3£ in. long;

written in plain Neskhi, dated 'Aintab, A.D.

18-19.

Atiother copy of the Gulshen i Envar. See

p. 181 a.

On the first page is written, by a former

owner, Martin, ^-i cj^U.^ ^^ip- '
Aic ' ^J^

jSJL^J, and on f. 88 b, in the margin :
' Copiren

lassen in Anteb in Syrien.'

Or. 37.

Foil. 110 ; 6| in. by 3| ; 15 lines 2 in. long

;

written in neat Nestahk, with gold headings

and gold-ruled columns, apparently in the

16th century. [G. Cecil Renouaed.]

Another copy of the Genjineh i Raz. See

p. 181 b. The first page has been supplied

by a later hand.

Add. 5979.

Foil. 83 ; 7| in. by 4J ; 19 lines 2\ in. long

;

written in Nestalik, with red-ruled margins
;

dated ZulkaMeh, A.H. 1002 (A.D. 1594).

[Htlgkove Turner.]

A third copy of the same poem, with the

same prose heading as in Or. 1117.

Or. 1162.

Foil. 108; 1\ in. by4| 15 lines 3 J in. long;
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written in Neskhi, with red-ruled margins,

apparently in the 18th cent. [Alex. Jaba.]

A fourth copy of the same poem.

Add. 5978.

Foil. 100; 7i in. by 41; 15 lines 2f in. long;

written in cursive Nestalik, with ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 17th century.

[HlLGROVE ToRNER.]

Another copy of the Usui Niimeh; see

p. 182 a.

Or. 1159.

Foil. 64; 7 in. by 3£ ; 17 lines 2 in. long;

written in small and distinct Nestalik, with

'Unvan and ruled margins ; dated A.H. 998

(A.D. 1590) [Alex. Jaba.]

Another copy of the Shah u Geda. See

p. 182 a. At the end is the name of a former

owner, Muhammed ul-Katib, of the Janis-

saries, with the date A.H. 1008.

Add. 19,450.

Foil. 31 ; 6| in. by 4 ; 17 lines 2f in. long;

written in small Nestalik, with red-ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 17th century.

*^_5 £-*

Shem' and Pervaneh, a love-story in Mes-

nevi rhyme, in the metre of Nizami's Heft

Peiker, by Mu'idi ^sxm

Beg. ^ A&A &\ w *-5j\

Mu'idi took his poetical surname from his

father, Muhammed B. 'Abd ul-'AzIz Mu'ld

Zadeh, who belonged to an ancient and noble

family of Mer'asb, tilled the office of Mufti in

Damascus, and died A.H. 963 as Kazi of

Jerusalem ( Zeil Shaka'ik, f. 104). Having

entered, like his father, the career of the

'Ulema, Mu'idi was first attached as Mulazim

to Akhi Zadeh, Kazi 'Asker of Anatoli (A.H.

979-80), and was subsequently appointed
professor to the Medresoh Khanjeriyyeh in

Brusa. He had lost that post, but was still

living, when Kinali Zadeh wrote his Tezkireh,
A.H. 994. He is stated, however, in the
Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 49,
to have died in that same year.

In the last named work Hammer gives two
separate notices of Mu'idi, under the names of

Mu'idi II, vol. iii., p. 49, and of Mu'idi III,

ib. p. 337. But he cannot repress a strong
suspicion that they may be one and the same
person. As they bear the same name and
have the same father, there cannot be any
doubt as to their identity.

In-the prologue, after the usual praise of

Muhammed, Mu'idi speaks of his setting out
on the pilgrimage to Mecca, and describes

the beauties of Haleb, where he tarried

some time on his way. It was there he
composed the present poem in the space of

two or three weeks :

In obedience to a heavenly voice he made
it an offering to the Defterdar Muhammed
Beg, whom he praises to the skies as a gene-

rous patron of letters, and his own bene-

factor :

j\y\ *&»* ^y (j£j «**>

This was apparently Lalehzar Muhammed
Chelebi, who was made Defterdar of Haleb,

with the title of^ j t-^frj^J^i, by the Grand
Vezir Muhammed ( Sokolli) Pasha, A.H. 973,

and was still in office at the time of the acces-

sion of Murad III, A.H. 982. See Pechevi,

vol. i., p. 447.

The subject of the poem is the love-story

of Dervish Pervaneh and a Syrian princess

called Shem\ The present copy is imperfect
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at the end. It breaks off in a passage describ-

ing the arrival of Pervaneh at the retreat

of his beloved. The last line is :

**j. J^ CL*,&\ jjii.£> **-£»

JJ JiM ^ yUU ft*

On the last page is impressed a seal bear-

ing the name of Nabi, Voivoda of Moldavia,

^jjo jjyj ^b' »jjj> with the date A.H. 1166.

Add. 18,445.

Foil. 101; 8 in. by 4}) 17 lines 2f in.

long; written in Nestalik, with red-ruled

margins; dated Constantinople, 17Zulka'deh,

A.H. 996 (A.D. 1588).

The " Gardens of Paradise," amoral poem

in imitation of the Makhzen ul-Esrar of

Kizami, and in the same metre, by Jinani

Beg. *&~J\ ^J^ M *-J

Kinali Zadeh, to whom Jinani had sent

some verses for his Tezkireh, says that he

was born in Brusa and became first Mulazim

to Mu'allim Zadeh (Kazi 'Asker of Anatoli

and Rumili, A.H. 974-9; see Takvlm, p. 188,

and Zeil Shaka'ik, f. 73), and afterwards

Muderris, or professor, in his native city.

It is stated in a note added by the copyist at

the end of the present MS. that he died there

on the first of Muharrem, A.H. 1004, a date

confirmed by Haj. Khal., vol iii., pp. 271, 517.

He left, besides the present work, a Divan and

a collection of tales composed for Murad III,

and entitled Jo"$\ £?.W- IQ a MS. of the last

work described by Pertsch, Gotha Catalogue,

No. 231, the author is called Mustafa B. Mu-
hammed Jinani. Compare Gesch der Osm.
Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 92.

From a wordy prologue, in which Murad
Khan B. Sellm (Murad III) is praised as the

reigning Sultan, it appears that the present

poem had long been lying unfinished, when

an eminent poet, Azeri (who died A.H. 994;

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 45),

having come to Brusa, encouraged the author

to complete it and to give it to the world.

Jinani names Nizami, Jami, and Khusrev, as

his models.

The poem is divided into twenty Revzahs,

treating of various virtues and the opposite

vices, illustrated by anecdotes. In the epi-

logue the author mentions three poets who had

given lustre to his native city, Lami'i, Jellli,

and Bahmi,

The poem was completed, as stated in the

following lines, f. 100 a, on the first of Zul-

hijjeh, A.H. 986 :

i^J^J) ^bj C\~S-> <J&}.Z J-5

Copyist : ^^ j^\ lib s^ & i_^
The contents of the Riyaz ul-Jinan have

been fully stated by Fleischer, Leipzig Cata-

logue, p. 345 a. His Divan is described in

the Upsala Catalogue, No. 214.

Or. 3291.

Foil, 208 ; 91 in by 5| ; written in small

Nestalik, in three red-ruled columns, with

about fourteen diagonal lines in each column,

apparently in the 17 th century.

I. Foil. 2-104

The Divan of Kabuli, with a prose preface

by the author, beginning : jy ^b-. j j^.

&L-\jT oJLai Jl»S ^bxil $\ji\ fti* *«Jj\j y». jJW

The author calls himself J^jj* jJjjA and
names as his native place the town of Kedus,
in the province of Kermian, where he had
spent his youth and cultivated a natural taste

for poetry. Having collected his compositions
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in a Divan, he dedicated it to Osman Pasha,

whom he designates as the conqueror of

Tebriz and Shirvan.

As Osman Pasha, son of Uzdemir Pasha,

took Tebriz in Ramazan A.H. 993, and died

in Zulka'deh of the same year, the date of

the dedication must fall between those two
months. The Divan, however, contains some
later compositions, among which is a long

Kasldeh, ff. 8 a—10 b, on the military riot

which took place in Constantinople on the

16th of Jumada T, A.H. 997, and on the

tragic end of its victim, Muhammed Pasha,

Beglerbegi of Rumili.

According to Haj. Khah, vol. iii., p. 301,

the author, ^j^J^xi, died A.H. 1000, and

four of his couplets are quoted in the Zubdeh.

Hammer makes no mention of him.

The preface is followed by an invocation in

Persian verse, beginning

:

f^Vf^Lw* J wt-i f
4*

l^-jb y» Sj* u*.

The first Kasideh is addressed to Osman
Pasha, and begins as follows :

t^IiUifr J^ jUSiib y-* JoiA jljj

The Kasldehs, some of which are in praise of

Sultan Murad III, and of the Serdar Ferhad

Pasha, who was engaged, like Osman Pasha,

in the Persian war, are followed by some

Terji-bends and Mukhammesat, two of which

are amplifications of Ghazels by Sultan Murad.

The alphabetical series of Ghazels, ff. 25 a

—88 a, begins :

At the end are some Mesnevis, including a

Saki Nameh, and laudatory poems, lastly some

Ruba'is and Ferdiyyat.

II. Foil. 108 £—143 b.

The tale of Sheikh 'Abd ur-Rezzak, an alle-

gorical poem by Ziya'i.

Bog.

From a note in the handwriting of the
copyist, at the end of the poem, we learn that
the author, Ziya'i Chelebi, a native of Mfistur,

in the Sanjiik of Hersek, was carried off by
plague, in his native town, a year after

the composition of the poem, i.e. A.H. 992.
Haj. Khah, who calls him Ziya'i Hasan < 1-

Mustari, vol. iii., p. 292, gives the same date
for his death. He is not noticed by Hammer
in his Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst.

In the course of a long prologue the author
says that he had composed many Ghazels,

but that, meeting with no favour in his native

place, he had wandered forth and spent many
years in exile and poverty. He returned at

last to his home and, having found a generous
patron in the person of a noble Emir, Yahya'i

Muhammed Beg, whose literary accom-
plishments he. extols at length, he dedicated

to him the present work, which he describes

as a poetical version of a prose story. He
refers also to a previous poem of his on the

love story of Verkah and Gulshah.

The date of the composition of the present

Mesnevi, A.H. 991, is fixed by two chrono-

grams in the last lines, which are as follows

:

The hero of the tale, SheikhAbd ur-Rezzak,

also called the Sheikh of San'an
iJ*±o xJi, is

described as a famous saint, surrounded by

flocks of devout disciples. Having become

passionately enamoured of a Greek beauty,

the daughter of Kaisar, who appeared to him

in a dream, he starts in quest of her, and,

after seeing her, is so distracted by love as

to cast his faith and self-respect to the winds,

and to become, at the fair one's behest, a

keeper of swine.

B B
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Prefixed to the Mesnevi is a Terji'bend on

the pains of exile, by the same Ziya'I, f. 106 b

—107 b.

It begins J^. v/^y* ^ 3 f"
(•^-'j t) Xtf" }>-*

and is imperfect at the end.

III. Foil. 145 a—205 b. Select poems,

chiefly Museddesat, Terkib-bends, and Takh-

mlsat, by various poets who lived in the tenth

and the first half of the eleventh century of

the Hijreh.

Those whose names recur most frequently

are Fevri, who died A.H. 978 (v. Osm.

Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 499), Azeri and 'Olvi, who

died A.H. 993 (v. Haj. Khal., vol. iii., pp. 261,

297), Jinani, who died A.H. 1004 (v. Osm.

Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 92), Baki, who died

A.H. 1008, Tighi, who died A.H. 1027 (v. ib.

iii., p. 167). Azmi Zadeh Haleti, who died

A.H. 1040, is one of the latest.

The collection appears to be the work of a

poet, who inserted some of his own pieces,

designating himself as the humble Jevri

J& ^yr- See foil. 174 b, 186 a, 192 b. A
poet, so called, Ibrahim Chelebi, of Constan-

tinople, died A.H. 1065. See Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iii., p. 417.

The following is an alphabetical list of

poets quoted :

^S\ f. 192 ; ufjil ff. 150, 151, 162, 172,

198
';

j&~\ f. 182; ^ f. 204; «^b f. 205;

JJb ff. 176-7; J>\x> f. 201; J^ ff. 147-150,

168-171, 180-1, 194, 199, 200; ^bV
ff. 157-8, 159-162, 185, 189, 196-8

; ^
ff. 174, 186, 192 ; j3U ff. 157, 1 66

; ^Aifl w->.

f. 186 ; Ĵfi* ff. 146, 165 ; mj)»- f. 193 ; JUi.

ff. 203, 205
; J*i f . 195 ;

(_S Ĵ ff. 156, 181,

183-4
; ^^ f . 201 ;

pL ff. 168, 202

;

^V f. 204 ;^ f. 145 ; ^^ ff. 164, 194

;

^jd«- f. 202 ; j\^» ff. 147, 172, 183 ;^
f.199; j>U ff. 178,204; ^^ ff. 158,168;
^.b* f. 194; J»i f. 156; J* ff. 167, 171,

188, 195; ^ ff. 146, 202; Jlk* ff. 156,

179, 195; ujic ff. 156, 158, 168, 174, 189,

201; ,j^ f. 187; u-j I 204; ^y ff. 164,

176, 182, 185, 187-8; J^S ff. 180, 190; JUS"

f. 159, fcrtj U>b JL^ f . 167 ; j>^ f. 193
; ^ '

f. 146; ^fj ff. 164, 166; JU ff. 172, 200,

202 ; Ji. f- 205; ^iLc ff. 145, 181, 200-1

;

jok. f. 191 ; JSj. f. 203 ;
^jha f. 150 ;

^Jyo f. 187; ^J\i ff. 166, 178,198; ^U
f. 166; ^sy" ff. 180, 188; Jb,i f. 145; ^JV,

ff. 173, 179, 182; ^ ff. 182, 191; ^ib

f. 183; ,^W* f. 157; JU* f. 145; ^
f. 191.

The last folios of the volume, 206, 207,

contain miscellaneous verses by divers hands,

among which is a chronogram for the acces-

sion of Sultan Mustafa II, A.H. 1106.

Add. 7931.
Foil. 178; 10* in. by 6; 9 lines 3J in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, with all the

vowels, and with TTnvan and gold-ruled

margins, apparently early in the 17th cen-

tury. [Rich, No. 187.]

A rhymed chronicle of the Osmanli Sultans

from the beginning of the dynasty to the

reign of Murad III, by Seyyid Lukman (see

p. 53 b.)

Beg. pis~J>\ ^Jh &\ ~~>

pi** uT ^Ajb £*>

The year of composition, A.H. 999, is

stated at the end, f. 177 b, in the following

lines : ^ wj ^ ^ ^^. j^

jj, 8i}jk»y jl«

In the last distich the place reserved for

entering the names of day and month has

been left blank in the MS.
The MS., which had been bound, apparently
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for Rich, in a state of confusion, has been

restored to its primitive order; but it has some
lacunae. These occur mostly at the beginning

of the several reigns. They are probably due
to the fact that one leaf or two have been

abstracted from those places for the sake of

the miniatures which they contained. Three

such miniatures are left, ff. 8, 9 and 17. They
occupy the whole page, are of a fair style of

execution, and represent three early Sultans,

apparently Osman, Urkhan and Muhammed
I., with attendants. Throughout the first

part of the MS., ff. 1—87, the margins are

covered with stencilled ornamental designs in

colours.

The work is divided into sections, which

are separated by blank spaces, but have no

headings. The contents are as follows

:

Prologue, f. 1 b. Ertoghrul, f . 4 a. Osman,
f. 6 b. Urkhan, f. 7 b. Murad, f. 10 a. Bayezid

I.,f. 12 a. Sons of Bayezid I., f. 13 a. Muham-
med I., f . 16 a. Murad II., f. 22 a. Muhammed
II., f. 26 b. Murad II., second reign, f. 27 b.

Muhammed II., second reign, f. 28 a. Baye-

zid II., f. 35 a. Selim I., f. 47 a. Suleiman, f.

56 a. Selim II., ff. 86 a—87 b.

The last section, which is imperfect at

the beginning, comes also to an abrupt

termination. It comprises only the events

of A.H. 974-5, namely, the arrival of the

Persian envoy, Shah Kuli Khan, the rebellion

of 'Olyan in Basrah, and the expeditions of

Sinan Pasha against Mutahher in Yemen and

against Tunis.

Foil. 88-9 contain an abridged version of

the prologue.

The rest of the MS., ff. 90—178, is occupied

by the latest portion of Lukman's chronicle.

It ranges over the two years immediately pre-

ceding the time of composition, and assumes,

for that period, the circumstantial character

and tedious prolixity of a Court-circular.

It begins abruptly with some appointments

which followed the military riot of Jumada I,

A.H. 997, and dwells on the financial and

other reforms effected by the New Grand
Vezir, Sinan Pasha. A long panegyric, ad-
dressed to him by the author, concludes,
f. 97 b, with a request for employment

:

The next subject, which takes up nearly the

whole space, is the conclusion of the Persian
war and the mission of the Persian prince

J*3 \ »U» (Haider Mirza), with the ambas-
sador Mehdi Kuli Khan and a numerous
suite, to the Turkish Court. The arrival

of the Prince at the camp of the Turkish
general, Ferhad Pasha, at Hasan KaTah, near
Erzerum, his reception in Constantinople, the
various banquets given in his honour by the

Sultan and by the Vezirs, and the presents

exchanged on those occasions, are described

at inordinate length. The last event recorded

is the building by Sinan Pasha of a kiosk for

Murad III., A.H. 999.

The last portion of the chronicle must have

been written before the deposition of Sinan

Pasha, which took place in Shevval of that

same year. Several pages reserved for minia-

tures have been left blank.

Add. 7922.

Foil. 101; 11 in. by 7; 15 lines 2 J in. long;

written in elegant Nestalik, with two TJnvans

and gold-ruling, and with broad margins of

blue and red tinted paper, covered with taste-

ful designs in gold ; dated 1st Sha'ban, A.H.

1046 (A.D. 1636). [Rich, No. 606.]

The Divan of Baki, the greatest lyric poet

of Turkey. See p. 118 b.

Beg. Jo jlj» |.sU> *&» t-jli*- c-o*

The Divan begins with fifteen Kasidehs, all

of which have been translated by Hammer in

bb 2
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his version of Baki's Divan, Vienna, 1825,

or in his Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst. Both

works are referred to in the following list

:

1 . In praise of Sultan Muhammed III. (Osm.

Dichtk., vol. ii., p. 370), f. 2 b. 2. Elegy on

the death of Suleiman's daughter, Princess

Mihr u Mah (Osm. Dichtk., p. 374), f. 3 a.

3. On the death of Suleiman (Divan, p. 36),

f. 4 b. (Of this elegy the first seven lines

only are extant, a leaf or more being lost).

4. Description of the palace of Ferldun Beg
(Osm. Dichtk., p. 377), wanting the first

eleven lines, f. 5 a. The remaining Kasidehs

are in praise of the following persons

:

•"). Sultan Suleiman (Divan, p. 6), f. 6 b.

6. Muhammed Chelebi (Osm. Dichtk., p. 369),

f. 8 a. 7. 'AH Pasha (Divan, p. 15), f. 9 b.

8. Sultan Selim II (Divan, p. 9), f. 11 a.

9. 'Ali Pasha (Divan, p. 19), f. 12 6. 10. Kazi
Zadeh (ib., p. 23), f. 14 b. 11. Muhammed
Chelebi (ib., p. 27), f. 15 b. 12. Mufti Ebu
Su'ud (ib., p. 13), f. 17 a. 13. Khojah Sa'd

ud-Din (ib., p. 30), f. 18 b. 14. Kubad Pasha
(Osm. Dichtk., p. 362), f. 19 b. 15. Baba
Efendi (Khoja Sa'd ud-Din) (Osm. Dichtk.,

p. 367), f. 21 a.

The alphabetical series of Ghazels begins,

f. 22 b, with the following verse (Divan, p. 41 ):

UU jjjJUJls. ullaL, dL&J&c c^Jl*-,

At the end, ff. 97 b—101 a, are three Mu-
khammesat with a few Kita'at, Mesnevis
and FerdiyyFit.

From the following subscription it appears
that this fine copy was written for Shah
Safi by Bendeh i Shah i Nejef (the servant of
'Ali) Efshiir.

,M1^ j,L y» £$ ^U, j^j jya^
There are eight whole-page miniatures, in

Persian style, of a high degree of finish, on
foil. 1, 2, 25, 30, 44, 77 and 89. On the

second of £hese are written two lines of a

Persian Ghazel by Baki, beginning
;

Baki's Divan has been printed in Constanti-

nople, 1859. For MSS. see the Catalogues of

Paris, p. 330, No. 285, Leipzig, No. 320, Krafft,

p. 73, Upsala, p. 124, Leyden, vol. ii., p. 128,

S. Petersburg, p. 516, Gotha, p. 167, Vienna,

vol. i., p. 648, and Munich, Nos. 165-6.

Add. 25,423.

Foil. 109 ; 8i in. by 4£; 21 lines 2$ in. long;

written in a distinct Nestalik, with two

'Unvans and gold-ruling ; dated the last day

of Rebl' II, A.H. 1004 (A.D. 1595).

Another copy of the same Divan, written in

the life-time of the poet, and more complete

than the preceding.

Beg.
{J*^r yllaLj .»jjL« ^JjZ* ^j^> ij&)

WU» Jjf ^js> j p\ £l> till,

The first section, that of laudatory poems,

comprises twenty-seven pieces arranged under

the names ofthe persons in whose praise they

are, as follows : Sultan Suleiman, four pieces

(translated by Hammer, Divan, pp. 6 and 3,

Osm. Dichtk., pp. 361, 377), f. 2 b. Selim II,

two pieces (Divan, pp. 10 and 9), f. 6 b.

Murad III. eight pieces, f . 7 b. For the first

three see Osm. Dichtk., pp. 371, 373. The
five untranslated pieces begin as follows :

tV WV^ t^ty tl^Oo) JU=- Jk*5 t-»)

Muhammed III, one piece (Osm. Dichtk.,

p. 370), f. 12 a. \Ali Pasha, two (Divan,

pp. 15, 19), f. 12 b. Kubad Pasha, one (Osm.
Dichtk., p. 362), f. 15 b. Ebu's-SuTid, one
(Divan, p. 13, Osm. Dichtk., p. 364), f. 16 b.

Kazi Zadeh, one (Divan, p, 23), f. 17 b. Akhi
Zadeh, one (Divan, p. 27), f. 18 b. Muham-
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raed Chelebi, son of Ebu's-Su'ud, one (Osm.

Dichtk., p. 369), f. 19 b. Baba Efendi, two

(Divan, p. 30, Osra. Dichtk., p. 367), f. 20 b.

Ferldim Beg (Osra. Dichtk., p. 377), £. 22 b.

Elegy on Suleiman's death (Divan, p. 36,

Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. 92), f . 23 a. Elegy

onPrincess Mihr u Mali's death (Osm. Dichtk.,

p. 374), f. 25 a.

The rest ofthe volume contains : Takhmisat

of Ghazels by Suleiman, Selim II, Murad III,

and Nejati Beg, f. 26 a. Persian Takhmisat

and Ghazels, f. 28 b. Mesnevis, f. 31 b.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, beginning as

in the preceding copy, f. 33 b. Matali", f. 107 b.

It is stated in the subscription that the MS.
was written by Muhammed B. 'Omer, called

'Ashik, for Mustafa Agha, Rikabdar, or

equerry, of Sultan Muhammed III.

Add. 19,447.

Foil. "65; 6i in. by 8|; 15 lines 2\ in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with all the vowels,

apparently in the 17th century.

The Divan of Haleti.

Beg. ^^ ofc ^4\ V?.

uJ
£*~ CJ3ksu> &&U» ^

The author designates himself only by his

poetical name, Haleti, which is found at the

end of his Ghazels, and in the last verse of

the first piece

:

The Divan is throughout of a religious and

mystic character. It contains several pieces

in praise of the celebrated Sheikh Ibrfihlm

Gulsheni (see p.175 b), founder of the religious

order which bears his name, and to which the

author apparently belonged. Towards the

end, ff. 65 a, 65 6, are two chronograms for

the death of Sheikh Ahmed, son and spiritual

successor of the above Sheikh

:

jii gJ5 wJy J*tf £-£»

,JLi&
t;
^\ ±*>-\ i^jjs- c-«la5

^jA-lK yf\ 0_»-l ,_y!y3 cJJJ^

Both give the same date, viz. A.H. 978.

From the above it becomes evident that the

Divan is to be ascribed to Dervish Haleti,

whose proper name was Muhammed, and who
died A.H. 1012 (see Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 274, and Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. hi., p. 129), and not to his better known
namesake, 'Azmi Zadeh Mustafa Hfileti, who
died A.H. 1040 (see p. 96 b), and is also the

author of a Divan (see Haj. Khal., ib., and

the Leyden Catalogue, vol. ii., No. 711).

A poena said to have been composed in

Cairo by Gulsheni Zadeh Haleti Efendi

(Leyden Catalogue, vol. v., p. 190), is probably

by the author of the present Divan.

Contents : Kasidehs and Mesnevis, f. 2 b.

Terklb-bends and Mukhammes, f. 13 a. At

the beginning of this section are two Saki

Namehs, the first of which commences :

ir**" LT-* *H- OS-* **-**•

\Lo jjji s^)j i&\ (_vij»- w Ij

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 19 a.

Beg. L- j goj» ^y. ^.W j.U ^S *$

A few Kit'ahs, Ruba'is, and Ferdiyyat,

ff. 63 6—66 a.

The copyist designates himself as one of the

servants of Sheikh Gulsheni ^Uls- {J^jj-*

(_)-l>J> ,_^1& Cy> [(jtfjJj] 5^SJJL> j\ y'^

The date of transcription is partly torn ;

only the last numeral, ^jjlj "thousand," is

left.

On the fly-leaf is written in Turkish, "Martin

1850. Bought at 'Aintab, Syria."

Or. 1155.

Foil. 181 \ 1\ in. by 4£, 21 lines 2£ in.
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long; written in minute and cursive Nestalik;

dated Istanbul, 22 Sha'ban, A.H. 1088

(A.D. 1077) ; partly discoloured by damp.

[Alkx. Jaba.]

A collection of poems by various authors,

who lived in the first half of the eleventh

century of the Hijreh, to which is prefixed

a table of contents with the heading C+>»rf

I. Foil. 8—42. Ruba'is of *Azmi Zadeh

Haleti Efendi (see p. 90 b), in alphabetical

order, with the heading JjA?- J^li C~>Wb;

Beg. |j£. oVi Co** jf^j\j^-iU-

\±$ j*i\ jLc j jo^
The Ruba'is of Haleti are mentioned with

special praise in Khulasat ul-Eser, f. 431.

Haj. Khal. notices them under the title of

eA^bpi J\j>d, vol. hi., p. 274.

II. Foil. 43—04. A Saki Nameh, by Riyazi

Efendi, with the heading JJai d*s-^b **^ ,Jil-»

^^ ^\>j fyyc

Beg. 6^b ojS jo»\ J^ iX»=-

Riyazi (Muhammed B. Mustafa el-Asamm),

the biographer of poets, was born A.H.

980. He followed the legal career, and

died A.H. 1054. See Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. hi., p. 307, Haj. Khal., vol. h., p. 202,

vol. hi., pp. 282, 572, and the Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. i., p. 000. The Saki Nameh is

noticed by Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue,

p. 547 b. See also below, p. 190 a.

III. Foil. 05—92. Leila u Mejnun, aMes-
nevi, by Kaf Zadeh Fa'izi, with the heading

:

J^lff jjJS y^J jQ« J>

Fa'izi ('Abd ul-Hayy B. Feiz-ullah) author of

the well-known anthology, Zubdet ul-Esh'ar,

began his career as a Muderris, and became,

A.H. 1020, Kaziof Salonik. See Khulasat

ul-Eser, f . 453, where he is said to have died

about A.H. 1032. According to Haj. Khal.,

vol. hi., p. 300, his death took place A.H.

1031. See also Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue,

vol. i., No 099.

In the Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. hi.,

p. 151, Hammer has confounded Kaf Zadeh

Fa'izi, the author of the Zubdet ul-Esh'ar,

with his father Feiz-ullah, the Kazi 'Asker of

Rumili, whose takhallus was Feizi ^joii, and

who died A.H. 1020. See Khulasat ui-Eser,

f. 90, and Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 341.

The Leila Mejnun, which is not noticed by

the above authors, appears to have been left

unfinished. The present fragment consists of

little more than the prologue, which contains

a panegyric on Osman' II (A.H. 1020—31) as

the reigning Sultan. The narrative, which

begins f. 80 a, comes to an abrupt termina-

tion, f. 92 a.

The prologue concludes with a Saki Na-

meh of upwards of 100 Beits, ff. 82 a—80 a,

beginning :

This piece is mentioned in the table of con-

tents prefixed to a collection of Saki Namehs,

Add. 7925, as part of the Leila u Mejnun of

Kaf Zadeh Fa'izi. See p. 190 a.

IV. Foil. 93—90. Saki Nameh, by Sabuhi,

Beg.

fr* ,.,vo- - **> 3i w^ us-

In the table of contents the author is called

Sabuhi Dedeh. He was Sheikh of a Mevlevi

cloister in Constantinople, and died A.H.

1057. See Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. hi.,

p. 393.

V. Foil. 97—133. Divan of Seyyid Sabri

Chelebi ^^ ^^o i-j J\^
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Beg. ^Ui~» j*-V° ,ji»±.j ^fcj e&\ jJW

Sabri (Muhammed Chelebi), called 'Ilmi

Ziideh, was Muliizim to the Mufti Yahya

Efendi, and afterwards Kazi. He died A.H.

1055. See Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii.,

p. 3G9, and Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 290.

Contents : Kasldehs in praise of Sultan

Murad IV, of Muhammed Girai Khan, of the

Muftis Ebu Sftld (A.H. 1053—65), Akhl

Zadeh Husein Efendi (A.H. 1041—43), Yahya
Efendi (died A.H. 1053), of the poet Ali

Riza'i Efendi (v. infra, p. 198 b, iv.), etc.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 108 a,

beginning :

Mukatta'at, with chronograms for A.H.

1035 and 1037, f. I8l b. Mufredat, f. 132 a.

Another recension of Sabri's Divan forms

part of Add. 7930 ; but it is not so rich as

the present, and is differently arranged. A
copy is mentioned in the Paris Catalogue,

p. 330, No. 279.

VI. Foil. 136—178. jU yitf Gulshen i

Niyaz, by Karah Chelebi Zadeh 'Abd ul-'AzIz

Efendi B.Husam ud-Din, a Mesnevi composed

at the time of the poet's banishment to

Cyprus, with the heading oJiJ jL3
{i)
l!>f l-jUS'

wl;

Bet .51 uH
Jj (j^ (jiJ^ u*? «i«ll

'Abd ul-'Aziz B. Husam ud-Din, called

Karah Chelebi Zadeh, and, in poetry, 'Azizi,

is the author of the history entitled Revzat

ul-Ebrar, and dedicated, A.H. 1058, to Sultan

Ibrahim (see Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. ix.,

p. 187, and the Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 96). He was appointed, A.H. 1036, Kazi

of Mecca, and, A.H. 1043, to the same office

in Constantinople. A dearth of butter, which
occurred in the capital, A. 1 1. 1044, and was

imputed to him, so incensed Sultan Murad IV,

that he ordered him to be drowned in the sea.

A counter-order, obtained by Beirfim Pasha,

and commuting his sentence to banishment

to Cyprus, arrived just in time to Bavo his

life (see Na'ima, vol. i., p. 577). The pre-

sent poem contains the author's apology,

and his appeal to the Sultan.

Abd ul-'Aziz was recalled A.H. 1045, rose

successively to the posts of Kazi Asker and

(A.H. 1061) of Mufti, and died A.H. 1068.

See Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 426,

Khulasat ul-Eser, f. 496, and "Wustenfeld, die

Gebhrten-Familie Muhibbi, p. 48.

Copyist: Oliyy, yf\Z> ±*>-\ ^Jj y\

Sloane 3584.

Foil. 79 ; 1 11 in by 7 ; 15 lines 4£ in. long
;

written in fair Nestalik, with an 'Unvan and

gold-ruled columns, probably about A.D.

1630. Bound in ornamental stamped and

gilt leather covers.

A poetical account of the military trans-

actions in which Ken'an Pasha was engaged

from A.H. 1036 to A.H. 1038, by Tulu'i j-£>

Beg.^|liji."» jit! *£ t^\ *jusj^ ±a».

The MS. has suffered from damp, and, some

of the adhering pages having been incautiously

pulled asunder, portions of the writing, espe-

cially in the prologue, are lost. Enough, how-

ever, remains to show the origin of the work.

The author describes himself as the panegyrist

of the reigning Sultan Murad (IV), who had

raised him, he says, from a position of

obscurity and want, to overwhelm him with

favours. Ho states that, having been shown

by Kenan Pasha a prose record of that
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general's campaigns, he volunteered to turn

it into vorse, as an acceptable offering to His

Majesty. The narrative begins in the month

of Rejeb, A.H. 1036, when Kenan Pasha

received from the Sultan, upon the recom-

mendation of the Kaim Makani, Rejeb Pasha,

the mission of restoring order in the province

of Rumili, then infested by banditti. Ken an

Pasha set out with a body of troops in the

ensuing month of Sha'ban, marched succes-

sively through Rodosjik, Dirama, Gallipoli,

Salonik, Yenijeh Vardar, Yenishehr, and

completely routed the Albanian rebels. He

was subsequently called to Adrianople, and

took a prominent share in military operations

against the rebellious Tatar prince, Shahln

Girai,whose defeat and escape are narrated at

great length, and in the installation of Jani-

beg on the throne of the Crimea (A.H. 1037 ;

v. Na'Ima, vol. i., p. 455). The poem is im-

perfect at the end ; the last portion extant is a

detailed account of the naval victory gained

by Ken'an Pasha over Cosack freebooters

in the Black Sea. (That engagement took

7>lace off the island of Monastir at the end

of Safer, A.H. 1039; see Na'ima, vol. i.,

p. 489.)

In the prologue the poet mentions, among

the glorious achievements of Murad IV, his

rebuilding of the Ka'bah (which had been

destroyed by a flood on the 19th of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1039 ; see Na'Ima, vol. i., p. 490).

Hence it may be inferred that the poem

was written, at the earliest, A.H. 1040.

Its hero,Ken'anPasha,became subsequently

governor of Buda, and lastly Kapudan Pasha,

A.H. 1066 ; but he was dismissed a few

months later, in consequence of his disastrous

defeat in an engagement with the Venetian

fleet in the Dardanelles on the 4th of Rama-

zan, A.H. 1066.

The author's name, and the dedication

to Murad, are found in the following lines

written above and below a portrait of that

Sultan, f. 9 a,

J"*- ;** fi> u*-k

,JUi- u*J {j»&-> o***^ J-^* y

i_ .-*" (Jj^?-
*J»y jt-y^ ifj—^*

^jPyj i*g) C-oo &AA
{J£* Cilifcl

A poet of the same name is mentioned by

Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii.,

p. 322 ; but his identity with the author of

the present work appears doubtful.

The MS. contains four whole-page minia-

tures of a fair style of execution. The first

three are portraits of Sultan Murad with

courtiers and attendants ; the fourth repre-

sents three Turkish galleys in action.

A short Latin notice, in the handwriting of

Salomon Negri, is prefixed to the MS.

Add. 7935.

Foil. 138; 8 in. by 4^ ; about 23 lines 2J in.

long ; written in Nestalik, partly in diagonal

lines, apparently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 261.]

The Kasldehs, or laudatory poems, of

Nefi

Be^

.xaj

*...i.» euL^Joi J
,\ S-iSLX*?

Nefi (Omer Efendi), born in Hasan KaPasi,

near Erzerum, followed the avocation of an

accountant, and became the panegyrist and

favourite of Murad IV, and one of the most

brilliant poets of his reign. But he made

many and powerful enemies by his pungent

satires. One of these having roused the wrath

of the Grand Vezir Beiram, the poet was sur-

rendered by Murad to the revengeful Pasha,

who had him strangled in the palace, A.H.

1044. See Na'Ima, vol. i., p. 586, and Haj.

Khal., vol. iii., pp. 318, and 631. In tbe Fez-

lekeh, vol. ii., p. 183, the same event is re-

corded under A.H. 1045. Compare Khulasat
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ul-F&er, f. 01, Osin. Diclitkunst, vol. iii.,

p. 2.'! I, and GKbb, Ottoman Poems, p. 208.

The Kagldehs are arranged according to

subjects, as follows : Four Kasidehs in praise

of Muhammcd, f. 1 b, trie first three cf which

are Persian. Kasidehs in praise of the Sul-

tans, viz. Ahmed I, f . 9 a ; Osman II, f. 29 b ;

Murad IV, f. 40 b. Kasidehs in praise of the

following Grand Vczirs: Murad Pasha (A.H.

1015— 1020), f. 65; Nasuh Pasha (A.H.

1020—1023), f. 70 a; Muharamed Pasha

(Damad, A.H. 1023—1029), f. 80 6; Khali]

Pasha (A.H. 102G—1037), f. 88 a; 'Ali Pasha

(AH. 1029-30), f. 90 a; Husein Pasha

(A.H. 1030—1032), f. 92 a; Hiifiz Ahmed
Pasha (A.H. 1034—1041), ff.94 b, 99 b ;

Muhammed Pasha (A.H. 1041—1046),f.96i;
Khusrev Pasha (A.H. 1037—1041), f. 101 a ;

Beiram Pasha (Ka'im-Makam A.H. 1038

—

1046, afterwards GrandVezir), f. 105 a.

Kasidehs in praise of Mustafa Pasha, the

Mufti Es'ad Efendi, and other dignitaries,

with a few Kit'ahs at the end, ff. 107 a—13S a,

The Divan of Nefi has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1252, and lithographed in Con-

stantinople A.H. 1269. For copies of his

satires entitled UiS J^>, see the Catalogues of

Leyden, vol. ii., Nos. 712-13, and Vienna,

vol. i., p. 656. A Saki Nfuneh, by Nefi, is

noticed in the Leipzig Catalogue, p. 547 b.

Or. 1170.

Foil. 100; 7} in. by 4f; 19 lines 2f in.

long; written in fair Nestalik, with ruled

margins, apparently in the 17th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

A versified treatise on prognostics to

be derived from eclipses, halos, shooting-

stars, rainbow, hail, peculiar appearance of

the sky, and other meteorological phenomena,

according to their occurrence in the months
of the solar year, from Teshrin Evvel to Eilul.

The author, whoso name does not appear,

sin the prologue that the original work

had been previously translated from Persian

into Turkish verse by a poet called Salah ud-

Din.

J**jt w> Jy y. J*

The verses being defective, and the lan-

guage obscure, the writer, although protesting

that the task was beneath him, had 1

prevailed upon by a friend to re-write the

work in a correct and elegant stylo.

The date of composition, A.H. 1045, is

expressed at the end of the prologue by the

following chronogram:

The MS. is imperfect at the end ; it breaks

off before the end of the chapter relating to

Eilul in the section headed

:

This is evidently the work which Haj. Khal.

mentions under »^*, vol. vi., p. 119. He
says that it was first put into verse by Salah

ud-Dln, and afterwards altered and improved

by a poet of his time with the poetical sur-

name of Jevri, who completed it A.H. lo 15.

The original poem of Salah ud-Dln, entitled

Shemsiyyeh, was composed A.H. 81 1. Ham-

mer gives a full analysis of its contents, in

substantial agreement with the present work,

in the Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. i.,

pp. 73—89. According to \Ali, Kunh ul-

Akhbar, vol. v., p. 237, Salah ud-Dln, tho

author of the a-***, was the father of Sheikh

c
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Yaziji Oghli Muhammedand of Ahmed Bij'an

(v. supra, p. 17 b). Copies are described by

Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, No. 262, Dresden

Catalogue, No. 77, and by Pertsch, Gotha

Catalogue, Nos. 203—205.

Jevri, whose proper name was Ibrahim

Chelebi, was a Mevlevi and one of the most

eminent poets of the reign of Murad IV.

He died A.H. 1065. See Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 417. His Divan is

noticed in the Paris Catalogue, p. 328, No. 260,

and in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 654.

Or. 2835.

Foil. 79 ;
7i in. by 4± ; 17 lines 2$ in. long;

written in small and fair Nestalik, with'Unvan

and silver-ruled margins; dated 1st Sha'ban,

A.H. 1054 (A.D. 1644).

The Divan of Yahya.

Beg. [U^] l^j ^tji *l<JUr Jl

Yahya Efencli was the son of Zekeriyya

Efendi, who died as Mufti A.H. 1001. He
was raised to the same office, which he

occupied, with short intervals, from A.H. 1031

to the day of his death, the 18th of Zulka'deh,

A.H. 1053. He stood high in the favour of

Sultan Murad IV, whom he accompanied in

the campaigns of Erivan and Baghdad. Full

notices of his life will be found in the Fezlekeh,

vol. ii., p. 231, Na'ima, vol. ii., p. 33, Khu-
lasat ul-E§er, f. 477, and Gesch. der Osm.
Dichtkunst, vol. hi., p. 378. He was known
as a poet as early as A.H. 994, when Kinali

Z fideh gave him a place in his Tezkireh.

Contents : Ghazels in alphabetical order,

including, towards the end, f. 61 b, a Terkib

addressed to Sultan Murad. Mukatta'at,

f . 69 b. Chronograms with dates ranging from
A.H. 1009 to 1048, f . 71 b. Mufredat, f . 74 a.

Saki Nfimeh, a Mesnevi (the same as in

Add. 7925, i) f. 76 b. Takhmis, f. 78 b.

Several of the Ghazels are addressed to

Sultan Murad IV, and a few to Ahmed I. and

Osman II.

The Divan must have been collected at an

early date; for a copy, written A.H. 1032, is

noticed in the Leyden Catalogue, vol. ii.,

No. 714. For other MSS. see below, Add.

11,525, ii, and the Catalogues of Paris, p. 330,

No. 278, Leipzig, No. 322, and Vienna, vol. i.,

No. 708.

Most copies begin with the following verse,

which in the present MS. belongs to the

second G hazel

:

Or. 1156.

Foil. 74 ; 8 in. by 4| ; 23 lines 2f in. long

;

written in small and cursive Shikesteh-amiz,

apparently in the 17th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 1—38.

The Divan of Riyazi, who died A.H. 1054.

See p. 1 90 a, art. ii.

Beg. j eJ. Uij J*>W»? i^oii, j eJ.

Contents : Kasidehs, mostly eulogies on

Sultan Murad IV ; the last is in praise of the

Grand Vezir (Chelebi)
c

Ali Pasha (A.H.

1029-30), f. 1 b. Ghazels in alphabetical

order, f. 8 b, beginning.

%j jAJ^i?- i\
}
yE». Jl&e CJJL»

& j^y^a>\j tiUj ^Ifla- CX~»

Ruba'iyat, f. 32 6. Matali' and Mufredat,

f. 37 n. A copy of the Divan is described in

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 660.

II. Foil. 39—74.

The Divan of Fa'izi (Kfif Zadeh), who died

A.H. 1031. See p. 190 a, art. iii.
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Be6- L,'

Contents : Kasldehs in praise of the Imams

'Ali, Hasan, and Husein, of the Sultans Osman

II. and Ahmed I, of the Mufti Yahya Efendi,

and of the Grand Vezirs (Chelcbi) 'Ali Pasha

(A.H. 1029-30) and Dilaver Pasha (A.H.

1030-31), f. 39 b. Ghazels in the usual

order, foil. 56 b—75 b, beginning:

Add. 7925.

Foil. 102; 7iin.by4; 18 lines 2} in. long;

written in a neat Nestalik Shikesteh-Fimiz,

with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins, appa-

rently in the first half of the 17th century.

[Rich, No 170.]

A collection of six Saki Namehs, composed

by different poets who lived in the first half of

the eleventh century of the Hijreh. From the

headings prefixed it appears that most of them

were still living when the MS. was written.

I. Foil. 1—3. Saki Namehof the Sheikh ul-

IslamYahya Efendi (p. 194a), with the heading

*1M &+{*» ,j^i\ Lf&Z j*^*^ vJuIj o^<i» >**U jiU**

Beg. c: 51 <*j>\j!> Jj iy& J\ J£

The poem consists of seventy-seven Mesnevi

verses. It is included in the Divan described

by Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, No. 322.

II. Foil. 4—19. Saki Nameh of 'Azmi Za-

deh Haleti (see p. 96 b), with the heading

»U\ «Jl«> ^^i) ^W t&\j
i_r^}

c' *—*j*"" ***^
(J^*"

Beg. t>M uiiii' ju- ^ jr

The poem is divided into fifteen sections,

called Makaleh, and contains 515 Mesnevi

VdrMS. A Siiki Nameh, with the same begin-

ning, is ascribed by IJaiuf Zideh to a lattr

poet. See Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 6

III. Foil. 19J—22. Saki Namehof Shcikhi

Efendi, with the heading O,*** **»li jjf—

»l£) JU» ^jJi\ ^f *>d\ ^ , from which

it appears that the author was the patron of

the collector of tho poems.

Beg. k^JjM *&iU;.) o>—• ^ ij>

Seyyid Muhammed B. Muhammed B.

B urban ud-Din el-Huseini, with the poetical

surname of Sheikhi, belonged to a noble

Seyyid family of Hamid. He was born in

Constantinople, and began his official career

as Mulazim of the Mufti Yahya Efendi. In

A.H. 1033 he was appointed Kazi of Jeru-

salem, and, A.H. 1034, succeeded his uncle,

Sherif Efendi, as Naklb ul-Eshraf. But,

having incurred the displeasure of Murad IV,

he was deposed, A.H. 1043, and sent as Kazi

to Mecca. Death overtook him on the way

thither, in Jidda, in the same year. See

Khulasat ul-E§er, f. 307, Fezlekeh, vol. ii.,

p. 162, Na'Ima, vol. i., p. 572, and Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iii., p. 227. His Saki Nameh is a

Mesnevi of 111 verses.

IV. Foil. 23—69. A Sftki Namah, entitled

'Alem Numa, by Nev'i Ziideh 'Ata'i. In the

table of contents: o'c->^ U3JV
^lafi- lii\j

Beg. cju-
} cjw jjj^ *tia

ftJJjSi

'Ata'i ('Ata-ullah B. Yahya), son of Nev'i

Efendi, was born A.H. 991. He followed,

with success, the legal profession, and rose to

the first rank among the poets of his time.

He died in Constantinople A.H. 1044, and left

a continuation of Mejdi's translation of the

Shaka'ik, a Divan and a Khamseh. See

Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 168, Khulasat ul-E§er,

f. 355, Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. hi., p. 2 1 I,

and Gibb, Ottoman Poems, p. 207.
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The present poem, which is the fourth of

the author's Khainseh (v. Vienna Catalogue,

vol. i.,p. 655), is dedicated to Osmanll. It is

divided into 41 sections, a table of which is

ixiven at the beginning, and consists of 1561

Mesnevi verses and twelve Ruba'is.

The date of composition, A.H. 1026, and

the title 'Alera Numa, are found in the follow-

ing line, f . 68 a :

Copious extracts are given in translation

by Hammer, Osm.Dichtkunst, vol. iii., pp.268
—2al.

V. Foil. 70—99. Saki Nameh, entitled

Nukl i Mejlis, by Rivazi Efendi, containing

1025 Mesnevi lines, ^Jfo. Ctya*- m*\J JiU

^Ls? J5ij ,^—1}^ tfOJiJ See p. 190a, ii.

VI. Foil. 99 6—102. Saki Nameh by Jem'i,

in 101 Mesnevi verses,
^J,}

± jc\L *<u'j J^-»

Beg. \&. jip p JU or! J

Jem'i (Muhammed Efendi), who belonged,

like the preceding poets, to the class of the

'Ulema, is the author of a Divan (Haj. Khal.,

vol. iii., p. 271). He died A.H. 1075. See

0.sm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 459, where a

short extract from the Saki Nameh is given.

See also the Leipzig Catalogue, p. 547 b.

The table of contents gives the titles of two

more Saki Kamehs which are not found in this

volume, one from the Leila u Mejnun of Kaf
Zad.eh Fa'izi (p. 190 a, iii) and the other from

a poem of the same title by Fuzuli (Or. 405).

Add. 7924.

Foil. 54, 10.} in. by 7 ; about 23 lines of

unequal length, partly diagonally written, on

gold-sprinkled paper, with gold-ruled mar-

gins, apparently in the 17th century.

[Rich. No. 167.]

The Divan of Fehlm.

Beg. »&&] i_->l^& J »>-j»- *& u3 s

Felrim (Unji Zadeh Mustafa Chelebi), born

in Constantinople, flourished under Murad IV.

and Ibrahim I. He attached himself to

Eyyub Pasha, whom he accompanied to

Egypt, and, after staying some time in that

country, died on his return-journey, accord-

ing to Safa'i, A.H. 1058. Riza and Sheikhi

give an earlier date for his death, A.H. 1054.

Eyyub Pasha held the office of governor of

Egypt from Rebf I, A.H. 1054 to Rebf I,

A.H. 1056 (Add. 7878, f. 45). See Fehim's

life in Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 370, and

the contents of his Divan, ib. p. 374, and in

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 659. A copy

is noticed by Rosen, Marsigli Collection,

p. 20, No. 3289.

Contents : Kasidehs in praise of Muham-
med, f. 2 b, of Murad IV, f. 5 b, of Eyyub
Pasha, f. 7 b, of the Mikyiis, f. 8 a, of 'Avni

Efendi, f. 9 b, and a Fakhriyyeh, f. 11 a.

Terjfbends, Terklb-bends, and Kasideh i

Shikayet, f. 12 a. Kit'ahs and chronograms

ranging from A.H. 1048 to 1054, f. 18 b.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 215, begin-

ning:

Three Persian Ghazels, f. 51 a. Kasideh

on the appointment of Eyyub Pasha, con-

cluding with a chronogram for A.H. 1054,

f. 51 b. Ruba'is in alphabetical order,

ff. 52 a—54 a.

The Kasideh translated by Hammer, 1. c,

p. 373, and designated as the first of the

Divan, occupies the second place in this copy.

The Divan of Fehlm is mentioned by Pertsch,

Gotha Catalogue, No. 172.
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Add. 7930.

Foil. 221; 9in, by4£; 17 lines 2} in. long;

written in fair Nrstalik, with several 'Unvans

and gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

17th century. [Rich, No. 185.]

I. Foil. 1—118.

JuWJ*
The Divan of Na'ili.

Beg. j&£ JUU u«i^ ****i» ^
J>.J>~\ ^>

Na'ili (Yeni-Zfuleh Mustafa Efendi), a

native of Constantinople, was secretary of the

Divan, and died A.H. 1077. See Osin. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iii., p. 467.

Contents : Kasldehs in praise of Muham-
med, f. 1 b; of the Sultans MuradIV, f. 7 b,

and Muhammed IV, f . 10 a ; of the following

Grand Vezirs : Mustafa Pasha (Kara Mustafa

A.H. 1048—1053), f. 11 b, Muhammed Pasha

(A.H. 1053—1055) f. 12b, Salih Pasha (A.H.

1055— 1057), f. 19 b, Muhammed Pasha

(A.H. 1 05^-59), f. 23 a, and of some other

dignitaries. A Terji'bend on his brother's

death, f. 39 a.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 41 b, be-

ginning :

(The Ghazel translated by Hammer, 1. c,

p. 468, is found with considerable variations,

f . 89 a.)

Terji'and Terkib-bends, ff. 113 a—118 a.

The Divan of Na'ili has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1253. A copy is noticed in the

Leyden Catalogue, vol. h\, p. 129, No. 716.

II. Foil. 119—136.

The Divan of Vejdi.

Beg. \jjo ^j dji »!_,£ uJ^i>T ttfialj J.

Vejdi ('Abd ul-Baki), of Constantinople,

was secrotary of the Divan, and afterwards

chancellor (Beglikji). He was put to death

by order of Sultan Ibrahim, at the instigation

of his former patron, the Re'is Efendi, A. II.

1071. See Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 1 1- i,

where some Ghazels found intho present MS.

are translated.

The Divan consists of Ghazels, in alpha-

betical order, with a few Kit'ahs and Ferdiy-

yat at the end, ff. 134 a—136//.

The Divan Vejdi, described by Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. i., p. 601, appears to be by

another poet.

III. Foil. 137—179.

The Divan of Sabri. See p. 191a.

Beg. h» .^J3 ,cC>J

JiZ>\ L^U ,_rJl\ ±>.

Contents : Kasidehs in praise of Sultan

Murad IV, f. 137' b, of Yahya Efendi (Mufti

A.H. 1031—1041), f. 142 b, and of the poet

'Ali Rizii'i, f. 146 b. Ghazels in alphabetical

order (with a few Matali'at the end), ff. 149 b

—179 b, beginning :

IV. Foil. 181—221. The Persian Divan

Xazlri Tusi. See the Persian Catalogue,

p. 641 b.

Add. 7919.

Foil. 31; 8 in. by 5£; about 15 lines 34

in. long ; written in cursive Nestalik, appa-

rently in the 17th century. [Rich, No. 178.]

The Divan of Na'ili. See above, art. i.

Beg. J* ^lif ^j^s. pjU ijj*

This collection is not so copious as the

preceding, and it is differently arranged.

The Kasldeh in praise of Muhammed, with

which it begins, is the fourth piece in the
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preceding MS., f. 5 a. Most of the laudatory

poems are omitted. The Ghazels begin,

f. 12 b, with the following line:

& Jy- ^ j^j 1 ci^* Jj*^ w^-»

This is the tenth Ghazel of the preceding

copy, f. 43 a.

The margins contain additional poems

;

the first is a Kasideh in praise of Sun*I Zadeh

Muhammed Efendi (Mufti A.H. 1072-73),

which is found in Add. 7930, f. 35 a.

Add. 7933.

Foil. 93 ; 9 in. by 5i; 15 lines 3£ in. long;

written in fair Shikesteh-amiz, with 'Unvans

and gold-ruled margins; dated Constanti-

nople, Rejeb, A.H. 1107 (ff. 15 b, 53 a) and

Adrianople, Zulhijjeh, A.H. 1108 (f. 93 b)

(A.D. 1696-7). [Rich, No. 186.]

I. Foil. 1—15.

The Divan of Nedim,

Beg. ^ybb aa&jjS- jy tj
}j J\ aUi ^SLi) tdJ^*

ibb* sJjjT i^JJ «^.\ td)j.;.& a^b J^^
The poet, who signs some letters appended

to the Divan, Muhammed Nedim, is distinct

from a better known, but later, poet of the

same name, Nedim (Ahmed), who died A.H.

1142 (see p. 203 b).

From the contents of the Divan the author

appears to have lived under Muhammed IV,

about A.H. 1060—1080.

Contents: Fol. 1 b. Kasldehs in praise of

the following Muftis : Husam Zadeh 'Abd

ur-Rahman (A.H. 1065-66), BCilevi Mustafa

(A.H. 1067—69), Beha'i Muhammed (A.H.

1059—64), Minkari Zadeh Yahya (A.H.

1073—84), Sun'i Zadeh Seyyid Muhammed
A.H. 1072-73), and two other dignitaries,

Hazret (Muhammed) Agha and Ebu Sa'Id

Efendi (Mufti A.H. 1053—65). Fol. 8 b. Gha-
zels in alphabetical order, beginning :

Foil. 14 6—15 b. Rubais, Mufredat, and

Mu'ammas.

To the Divan are appended three compli-

mentary letters by Muhammed Nedim, f. 16 a.

The second was written to 'Izzeti Efendi

(Sheikh Muhammed) on his appointment as

Sadr i Rum, or Kazi "Asker of Rumili (A.H.

1080; see Takvim ut-Tevarikh, p. 192, and

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 52 b).

II. Foil. 17 6—18 a. Mufredat of Ata'i,

py-j* (_^** Cj\dji* (see p. 195 b).

Beg. bU jyj^jjji dji> jb j uxte- l^'jJ

III. Foil. 18—53. The Divan of Tifli,

with the heading ^^ j& ^ ^j ^

Beg. Uwil «olJL-o i^LLs* ,£> J» ub

Tifli (Ahmed Chelebi), of Constantinople,

was a favourite of Sultan Murad IV, and died

A.H. 1074. See Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. hi.,

p. 449. The first Ghazel translated by Ham-
mer, 1. c, is found in this copy, f. 39 b. The
Divan consists of Ghazels in alphabetical

order. At the end are a few Kit/ahs, f. 51 a,

and some chronograms relating to the build-

ing of a palace by Murad IV, A.H. 1041, and
to other occurrences, the latest of which is

dated A.H. 1062.

IV. Foil. 54—98.

The Divan of Riza'i.

Beg. b\^,T *U^> ki. J/ 1^ ^
lifl *L^ jjj\ Usi piM^s

Ali B. Muhammed Riza'i was the sister's

son of the Mufti Yahya Efendi, and followed
the legal profession. Having been appointed
Kazi of Cairo he landed at Bulak in Zulhijjeh

A.H. 1038. He was then suffering from
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ophthalmia, and died throe months later, on

the 28th of Safer, A.H. 1039. See Khulas.ii

ul-Eser, f. 38 b, Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 281,

and Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 206.

In the following verses, f. 92 b, the poet

alludes to the disease with which he was

afflicted

:

v±+>. ^J° J*V j]i ^j j^-*^^ fV

^, J,li y> JUO l£^°J <j\

\-~*~j Sjlla-i x_j*o (j'JJO.l

This circumstance removes any doubt as to

which of the six poets mentioned in the Ge3ch.

der Osm. Dichtkunst, under the name of

Rizii'i, was the author of the present Divan.

The poet frequently refers to the master

ilLJ, to whom he submitted his verses,

but without naming him. This was probably

his uncle Yahya Efendi, who was also his

preceptor.

Copyist: ubj-oj ji&£l\ Lf^j f^J^ UHjLr*

n\j lib
{J
^>-

Add. 22,911, fol. 442.

A single sheet,llf in. by 7; written, on one

side only, in a cursive Neskhi of the 17th

century ; bound up in the 2nd volume of the

papers of Dr. John Covel (see p. 91 a).

A poem by Sena'i, invoking God's help for

the Muslim army engaged in the holy war.

Beg. Uap WL^ ^ji^LiijyUl ^\ b

The second of the above lines is repeated

as a burden at the end of each of the thirteen

quatrains of which the poem consists. The

name of the poet appears in the last line but

one:

This Sena'i is probably the fourth poet of

that name mentioned by Hammer, Gesch. der

Osm.Dichtk.,vol.iii.,p.542. His proper name

was 'Abd ul-Baki Efendi; he was judge of the

camp in the Hungarian campaign of the

Grand Vestr, Suleiman Pasha, A.H. 1097, and

died A. 1 1. 1100. In a Leipzig MS., No :i23,

he is called 'Abd ul-Baki Suuzi.

Or. 3290.

Foil. 1 1 1 ; 8£ in. by 5 ; 25 lines 2£ in. long

;

written in a small and cursive Turkish hand,

in two gold-ruled columns, with four rather

coarse 'Unvans ; dated (f. 90 a) 29 Jumada II,

A.H. 1133 (A.D. 1721).

I. Foil. 4—55.

The Divan of Sirri.

Sirri (Ibrahim Efendi), of Scutari, was

Defterdar of Crete, and died A.H. 1110. He
is the third of the poets mentioned under that

name by Hammer. See Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 581. The second of

the pieces translated by Hammer is found in

the present copy, f. 38 b.

Contents : Kasidehs arranged without ap-

parent system, f . 4 b. They are addressed to

Sultan Muhammed IV, to the successive

Grand Vezirs, Kuprili Zadeh Ahmed Pasha

(A.H. 1072—87), Kara Mustafa (A.H. 1087—

95), Mustafa Pasha (A.H. 1104-5), 'Ali Pasha

(A.H. llOS-e^'Amujeh Zadeh Husein Pasha

(A.H. 1109-10), and to some other digni-

taries of the same period, viz. the Sheikh ul-

Islam Feiz-ullah Efendi, the Kapudan Pasha

Musahib Mustafa, and the Re'is ul-Kuttab

Rami Efendi. At the end are some versified

chronograms relating to the appointment of

the Grand Vezir Kara Mustafa, to the acces-

sion of Suleiman II, to a feat of archery

performed by Sultan Muhammed IV, etc.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 25 b,

beginning

:

A few Kit'ahs and Ferdiyyat, f. 45 a. A
Mesnevi, the story of a Sipahi called Khahl,
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S<o &*JO

fj J*
Khairi Nameh, by
*!,

who inherited vast wealth and became

Mevlevi, ff. 46 a—55 b.

Beg. J* £> £

II. Foil. 56 6—90 a

Nabi (v. p. 201 b).

III. Foil. 90 6—111 a.

The Divan of Heva'i.

Beg. ^ ^jo <J\ ij&ojtj i-*4 lj9. £*
bt*tf war> J/

This is the first of the eight Ghazels

selected by Hammer from this Divan, Gesch.

der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 141. The

remaining seven are also found in the MS.,

namely, Nos. 2—4, f. 90 b; No. 5, f. 92 a;

No. 6, f. 100 a ; No. 7, f. 105 b ; No. 8,f. 104 b.

Heva'i, who was a preacher in Brusa, his

native city, wrote commentaries upon the

Bustan and Gulistan. See Kinali Zadeh,

Or. 35, f. 364 6. He died A.H. 1017, as

stated in a marginal addition, ib., and by
Haj. Khal., vol. ii., p. 52. Hammer gives an

earlier date, A.H. 995.

The Divan consists mainly of Ghazels in

alphabetical order. At the end are a few

Mukhammesat, Ruba'is, and Kit/ahs.

A former owner, Ventura de Paradis, first

interpreter of the French Embassy at the

Porte, wrote on the fly-leaf i_;\i£i\ li* ^_«-U>

Some French glosses to the Khairi Nameh
are probably due to him.

Or. 407.
Foil. 198 ; 9i in. by 5| ; 19 lines Si in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik Shikesteh-amlz,

with gold-ruled margins, apparently early in

the 18th century. [Geo. W. Hamilton.]

The Divan of Nabi (see p. 37 b).

Beg. U~ j csjyo jlji\$p j>j *D! JU3

In a versified prologue to the Ghazels,

f. 70 b, Nabi states that a collection of his

poems made by some learned man (not named)

in Istambul had become incomplete, many
poems having been composed since, and that

Silihdar Ibrahim Pasha, treasurer of the

Sultan, after his arrival at Haleb, took upon
himself the trouble to compile a new collec-

tion, assigning to each poem its proper place :

i ft«0 I*>../ tJ^>\ fi*\]>\
,-*'<^, u?

i^Jh- {j\ji& «ia»- *^j2 Jiijki^.jjjl

t-^^Jj^ olfy ^j)i-X) j pioSo &JO,

This must have taken place a few years

before the close of Nabi's life ; for the Divan
includes a chronogram for the birth of Sheh-

Zfideh Sultan 'Isa, a son of Ahmed III, born

A.H. 1117.

Contents : Kasldehs, including poems in

praise of the reigning Sultan Ahmed III, of his

predecessor, Mustafa II, of Musahib Mustafa

Pasha, the author's first patron (who died

A.H. 1095 ; see Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. vi., p. 765), of the Grand Vezirs

Husein Pasha (Kuprili, A.H. 1109—1114),
Daltaban Mustafa Pasha (A.H. 1114), Kala'ili

el-Haj Ahmed Pasha (A.H. 1116), and of

other dignitaries, f. 4 b. — Mukhammesat,
f. 40 a. Chronograms for contemporary

events, f. 42 a. Mesnevis, f. 55 a. Ghazels

in alphabetical order, foil. 70 b—198 a, with a

prologue entitled g^d ggl !—£*)£ vf- UW yi

jjl^ifr CIaS-!^ to which is prefixed a Ruba'i
beginning :

y ,joU- /O
iLJ\m u wV> aklaJI

A RubaH is similarly prefixed to the letter

Alif , and to each of the succeeding letters.

The first Ghazel begins as follows :

W1 uV ij*- j>>

U_jj\ J6 jf jtSjZ* J£>»1
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Several additional pieces are written in the

margins.

Beg. *ij Jai x.( ^Uuw bi«

The contents are, to some extent, different

from those of the preceding copies, and other-

wise arranged. They are as follows :

Mesnevi poems, mostly in praise of Sultan

Muhammed IV, and Musahib Mustafa Pasha, !

f. lb. Kasldehs, f. 21 b. The first four are in

praise of the poet's patron, Musahib Mustafa I

Pasha (Or. 407, ff. 21 a, 23 a, 27 a, 24 b) ;

the next following are addressed to Ja'fer

Pasha, to Sultan Mustafa II. on his accession,
j

to the Grand Vezir Husein Kuprili, and to

The contents of the Divan are stated by

Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iv.,

pp. 51, 52. It is included in the Kullivat

described in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

p. 671. See also the Catalogues of Upsala,

No. 219, and Munich, No. 167.

Add. 7920.

Foil. 115; 8J in. by ft}; 21 lines, 3£ in.

long; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins; dated 22 Rejeb, A.H. iw (evidently

for 1177 = A.D. 1764). [Rich, No 178.]

The Divan of the same poet.

Contents : Kasldehs with the same begin-

ning as in the preceding copy, f. 1 b. This

section contains a less number of pieces than

the latter, and the contents are somewhat
differently arranged. A few chronograms

and Mesnevis, f. 30 a. Ghazels, with the same
prologue as in Or. 407 and the same begin-

ning, f. 34 b. Kit'ahs, Rubii'is, and a Mukh-
ammes (translated by Gibb, Ottoman Poems,

p. 113), fE 111 a—115 6.

Or. 1161.

Foil. 171 ; 7\ in. by 4£; 13 lines 3 in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, apparently in

the 18th century. [Alex. Jaba.]

The Divan of the same poet.

the Re'is Rami Efendi. Mukhammesat, f.46 //.

Chronograms with dates ranging from A. II.

1072 to 1122, f. 49 a. Ghazels in alpha-

betical order, f. 66 b, beginning

:

Rubii'iyyat, f. 145 b. Matali', f. 155 a. Mu-
'ammeyat,or riddles on proper names, f. 161 </.

Laghziyyat, or logogriphs, f. 167 a. La^ifehs

and Hezeliyyat, ff. 169 a— 171 a.

Add. 5985.
Foil. 46; 8$ in. by 41; 19 lines 2Hn. long;

written in cursive Nestalik ; dated beginning

of Rebi* II, A.H. 1116 (A.D. 1704).

[HlI.GROVE TPBNER.]

A poem, containing moral precepts and
rules of life, by the same Yusuf Nabi.

Beg. *SllH fjJ&fr A\ Jj\ si-

This poem, which is also called w^**- (see

the Appendix to Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 570) is

addressed to the author's son, Abulkhair

Muhammed Chelebi, who, it appears from the

prologue, was born in his father's fifty-fourth

year, and was eight years old at the time of

composition. In the same passage Nibi, after

praising his birthplace, Roha, says that, after

spending thirty years of his life in official

duties, partly in Adrianople, partly in Istanbul,

he had given up worldly pursuits and retired

to a secluded life in the congenial climate of

Haleb, where he was writing the present work.

The Kbairi Nameh has been published,

with a French translation, by M. Pavet de

Courteille, Paris, 1857. Some translated ex-

tracts will be found in Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. iv., pp. 62—61. For MSS. see Krafft's

Catalogue, p. 76, the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,

pp. 671, 675, P. de Jong, Catal. Acad. Reg.,

p. 253, and the Munich Catalogue, Nos. 94

and 188.

D D
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Add. 7928.

Foil. 120; 8i in. by 4}; 21 lines 2| in. long;

written in neat Nestalik, apparently in the

17th century. [Rich, No. 183.]

The poetical works of Sabit, Oj£ O '*£.

Beg. VjuLu* j ;ll*« -fftJuJ jii-^ S^iiyi li^yi-

Sabit fAlaud-Din Efendi) belonged to the

class of the 'Ulemii, and was successively

appointed Kazi of Bosnaserai, Konia, and

Diyarbekr. He died A.H. 1124. See the

Appendix to Haj. Khal., vol. vi., pp. 617, 623,

and Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv.,p. 46.

Contents: Kasldeh in praise of Muhammed,

f. 1 b. The story of Siiz-ebesi ^lAjy, the

rake of Rodosjik, a comic tale in Mesnevi
'

(called »U sy by Hammer, 1. c.) f . 4 a, begin-

ning:

The tale of the barber, &*b y>j, in Mesnevi,

f, 7 b, beginning:

A Terji'bend addressed to the Mufti, with

prayer for promotion, f . 9 b. A Mesnevi on

the ascension of Muhammed, s-^j**, f. 11 b.

Kasidehs, several of which are in praise of the

Mufti Feiz-ullah (A.H. 1101—1115), who

appears to have been the author's patron,

f . 14 a. Ghazels in alphabetical order, f . 43 b.

Beg. \±iS\ &SUaLrt j\ Oi* j (jw^<*» J «*"•»

\jjo\ «j^.i> aJJ^b ijtyj ijs-'j-*

Chronograms for contemporary events,

with dates ranging from A.H. 1091 to A.H.

1115, and, in marginal additions, to A.H. 1118,

f. 91 a. Ruba'iyyat, f. 95 a. Matfili
1
and a

Mukhammes, f. 97 a. Edhem Nameh, a Mes-

nevi on the great Saint Ibrahim Edhem,

foil. 102 6—120 b, beginning:

^ji,j j^ja ^U* Jk <j>&>}

A prologue, rather longer than the poem

proper, contains eulogies on the reigning

Sultan, Mustafa II, and on the Mufti Feiz-

ullah.

For copies of the Kulliyat and the Divan of

Sabit, see the Catalogues of Vienna, vol. i.,

N03. 726-7, of S. Petersburg, No. 57 5, and of

Munich, Nos. 168-9.

Or. 1160.

Foil. 99 ; 7| in. by 5$ ; 19 lines 4 in. long;

written in a cursive and inelegant Nestalik,

apparently in the 18th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

The Divan of the same poet.

Contents: Kasidehs, less in number than in

the preceding MS. and somewhat differently

arranged, but with the same beginning, f. 1 b.

Two Terji'bends (the first of which occurs in

Add. 7928, f. 9 b), f . 33 a. Ghazels in alpha-

betical order, beginning as in Add. 7928,

f. 36 b. Chronograms, f. 94 a. Ruba'iyyat

and a short piece in Mesnevi, ff. 96 b—97 b.

Add. 7934.

Foil. 161; 8i in. by 5 i ; 15 lines 3* in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik Shihesteh-amiz,

with Tinvan and gold-ruled margins ; dated

Safer, A.H. 1160 (A.D. 1747).

[Rich, No. 571.]

The collected works of Vahyi.

Beg. urJ^ Jif- v*\lj ^ y-jj V.

(0jJj1 ^UJS ?ij&> Jj* j>

According to a contemporary note, written

on the first page, the author, Seyyid Muham-

med Vahyi, Sheikh of the cloister of Balata

Is^b s>j}j, was . the son and successor of

Seyyid Hasan Nuri Efendi, who died A.H.

1100. Vahyi was born in Ramazan, A.H
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1070, and died in Jumuda II, A. II. 1130.

Ina rhymed epilogue, Feizi, the author's son,

says that his father, who had compiled his

Divan at the age of twenty, had composed

many poems since. Two years after his

death, he (Feizi) collected all his compositions

oLK in the present work. The date of

compilation, A.H. 1132, is expressed in the

last line by the chronogram U>j ,_$Jj1 dsZ* (&
See Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 100.

Contents : Ruba'is composed during the

author's pilgrimage to Mecca and at the

tomb of the prophet, f. 1 b. Poems in praise

of Muhammed, O^o, f. 4 Occasional

poems composed on feast days, with descrip-

tions of Istanbul, of the spring, etc. f. 36 a.

Laudatory poems, one of which is addressed

to the Grand Vezir \Ali Pasha Damiid (A.H.

] 125—28) and another to the Mufti Mahraud

Efendi (A.H. 1125-26), and a Terklb-bend,

f. 45 a. Two pieces in rhymed prose, de-

scriptive of female beauty, with the heading

^UU- ,_$LaC^ <^^"» < »U3j\ jj'ju j& J^jl» j£. >

f . 51 a. Ghazels in alphabetical order, f . 55 b.,

beginning :

Mukatta'at, f. 117 h. Chronograms, with

dates ranging from A.H. 1090 to 1127,

f. 118 b. An alphabetical series of Ruba'is,

f. 128 a. Takhmisat of Ghazels by Yahya

Efendi, Nasuhi and \Avni, f. 131 a. Mu'am-

meyat, f. 132 b. Riddles, jWl, f. 136 b.

Da'vet Nameh, Du'a Nameh, and Tevbeh

Nameh, f. 148 a. Letters to Hasan Pasha,

governor of Baghdad, f. 152 a, and to Kuchuk

Mu'ezzin Chelebi, f. 158 b.

Or. 2836.

Foil. 119 ; 8 in. by 5$ ; 17 lines 3} in. long

;

written in cursive Nestalik ; dated 13 Rejeb,

A.H. 1170 (A.D. 1757).

The Divan of Nodirn.

i^* <j^)j* »

Xcdim (Ahmed B. Muhammed), who lived

under Sultan Ahmed III (A.H. 1115—1148),
is chiefly known as the translator of the

Tarikh i Munejjim Bashi, which he brought

down to A.H. 1142 (see Haj. Khal. App.,

vol. vi., p. 544, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii.,

p. 106, and Journal Asiatique, 7" Serie,

vol. xiii., p. 272). He had successively for

patrons two Grand Vozirs, Shehtd 'AH Pasha

(A.-H. 1125—1128) and Dfanld Ibrahim

Pasha (A.H. 1130—1143). The latter ap-

pointed him keeper of a library founded by
himself, as the poet states in a poem addressed

to the Vezir on that occassion, f. 34 b :

The Divan has been printed in Bulak, A.H.

1255, and analyzed by Hammer, Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iv., p. 310. For MSS.
see the Catalogues of Vienna, vol. i., p. 667,

and Munich, No. 170.

Contents : Kasldehs addressed to Sultan

Ahmed, Shehid 'Ali Pasha, Ibrahim Pasha,

and to Mustafa Pasha, who held the office of

Kapudan Pasha A.H. 1133—1143 (v. Takvim

ut-Tevarikh, p. 234). This section includes

the Hammamiyyeh, or bath-song, translated

by Hammer, I.e., pp.311—314, and a num-

ber of chronograms with dates ranging from

A.H. 1125 to 1141.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 74 b, be-

ginning :

LiT «ibli all'* ^jfi- «J&o

Kitaat, Murebbaat, and Mufredat, f. 113 b.

At the end are a few short pieces in Arabic

and Persian.

D D 2
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Or. 1153.

Foil. 182 ; 8 in. by 5 ; 17 and 15 lines 3J-

in. long; written in cursive Nestalik, with

ruled margins ; dated Zulhijjeh, A.H. 1197

(f. 126 b), and Safer, A.H. 1198 (f. 180 a),

(A.D. 1783.) [Alex. Jaba.]

The collected works, in prose and verse, of

Hashmet, with the heading ^js- j£* ^j
JUS tti\ &Juj ,_^jjj\ Cj>jm3o- joUj ^^ijd^

and with a preface by the editor, Seyyid

Muhammed Said Imam Zadeh, of Brusa,

beginning

:

-J#l Vj liUUN «!iUJ {$& ^iw *+*\

Hashmet Efendi, who is not mentioned in

the Osm. Dichtkunst, was, according to the

preface, a son of the Kazi 'Asker 'Abbas

Efendi, and had scarcely reached middle life

when the present collection was made, about

A.H. 1180. The editor, who associated with

him during his stay in Brusa, bestows exube-

rant praises on his poetical talent, especially

displayed in his Kasidehs, in which he imi-

tated and surpassed Nef'i, and also on his

consummate skill in feats of arms.

Contents : The editor's preface, f. 1 b. Two
Arabic poems containing the names of God

Jwii A*-/ CjMojKi > and the names of Muham-
med, the first of which is dated, by a chrono-

gram, A.H. 1180, f.5 a. Kasidehs addressed

to the Sultans Mustafa III. and Mahmud I,

to the Grand Vezirs Raghib Pasha (A.H.

1170—1176), Abdullah Pasha (A.H. 1160—
1163), Hakim Zadeh l

Ali Pasha (A.H. 1168),

Mustafa Pasha (A.H. 1165— 1170), to the

Mufti VSsim Efendi (A.H. 1172-73), and

to other officials, f. 11 b, beginning :

Chronograms, f. 35 a. Museddesat and
Mukhammesat, f. 43 b. Ghazels alphabeti-

cally arranged, f. 50 b, beginning :

Riddles and logogriphs, ob.U*« j jUS,

f. 107 a. Mukattaat, f. 108 b. Intisab ul-

Muluk CJ^)\ <—A-^j\, a fantastic dream of

the poet, relating to the accession of Mus-

tafa III, in prose, f. Ill b. Terkib-bend in

imitation of Ruhi, f. 126 b. Kasldeh in praise

of the Mufti Veil ud-Din (A.H. 1173—75),

f. 132 a. Forty Hadis. with metrical para-

phrase in Turkish, f. 134 a. The first of these

is yT^D! <Xo w f(rf>-
The author did not

proceed beyond the thirtieth. The last ten are

due to Sabri (al-Haj Husein Efendi al-Iznik-

midi), the copyist of the MS. (see f. 136 b).

In the rubric the author is designated as the
' late ' Hashmet Efendi lS*« "--» jyuU j ff^j*

The title-deed of poets, ^*i!\ J.L- ^»3
'«-*,, a

treatise in prose, on the value of poetry,

ff. 137 b—180 a. It is dedicated to the

Grand Vezir Raghib Muhammed Pasha, and

treats of some passages of the Coran or

the Hadis which assume a metrical form, of

the high esteem in which poets were held by

Muhammed, and of verses composed by the

early Khalifs and Imams.

The Divan of Hashmet has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1257.

Add. 23,985.

Foil. 174; 8£in.by 5f; 21 lines, 3£ in. long;

written in Neskhi, with two 'Unvans and gold-

ruled margins, in the 19th century.

The Divan of Ghfdib.

Beg. uJltj j3j jj±>\ jjj ^l*
r
/ MjJfl

Muhammed Es'ad, son of Mustafa Reshid

Efendi, and commonly called Ghalib Dedeh,
was Sheikh of the Mevlevi cloister of Galata.

He was the most eminent poet of his time,

and stood high in the favour of Selim III.

He was born A.H. 1171, and died, according
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to Nuri, on the 2.3th of Rejeb, A.H. 1213

(v. supra, p. 59 a, and Jevdet, vol. vii., p. 70).

See his life, with copious translated specimens

of his compositions, in Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtk., vol. iv., pp. 378—413, whore, how-

ever, a wrong date, A.H. 1210, is given for his

death. The Divan contains chronograms

which come down to A.H. 1213.

Contents : Kasidehs, many of which are in

praise of Sultan Selim III, f. 1 b Chrono-

grams relating mostly to buildings erected by

the same Sultan, 1.20 a. TerjI'bends, f . 34 a.

Takhmlsat, f. 49 b. Sherkiyyfit, f. GO a. Mes-

nevis with a few short pieces in prose, f. 64 a.

Ghazels in alphabetical order, f. 75 b, be-

ginning :

& ji jra^c *JJ ^Jj\ jlP

A second series of chronograms, consisting

mostly of obituary dates, f. 151 b. Mukatta'at,

f. 158 b. Ruba'iyyat, f. 163 a. Single lines,

tiJiU oWI, f. 170 a—174 b.

At the end is written, as date of transcrip-

tion, iivr, an evident mistake for A.H. 1272

(A.D. 1854).

The Divan of Ghalib has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1252. A copy of his Kulliyat is

noticed in the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i.,p. 690,

and his commentary upon the Jezlreh i Mes-
nevi, ib.,p. 521. His poem entitled J^j ^r-»

is described by Hammer, Jahrbiicher, vol. 85,

Anz. Bl.,p. 40.

Add. 10,006.

Foil. 37; 8 in. by h\; 17 lines 3J in. long

;

written in cursive Nestalik, in the 19th

century. [The Hon. Fred. Nokth.]

" The Book of Women," a Mesnevi describ-

ing the merits and defects of women of various

nations, by Fazil, J-eli

Beg. ijt c^l ^ Jjl

Fazil Bog, son of the famous Tahir Omer
Pasha, of Akka, lost his father in early life,

and was brought up in tho palace of Sultan

'Abd ul-IIamid. Under Selim III. he was

appointed governor of Rhodes, and wa3 after-

wards attached as Khojah to the Divan. He
died in Beshiktash at the end of Zulhijjch,

A.H. 1225. See Jevdet, vol. ix., p. 219, and

Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. iv., pp. 428

—

453, where ample extracts from the present

poem are given in translation. See also Ham-
mer, Jahrbiicher, vol. 58, p. 24, vol. 74, p. 29

;

Gibb, Ottoman Poems, pp. 139, 218; and the

Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 424.

In the prologue the poet introduces his

beloved, for whom he had previously written

his Khuban Nameh, and to whose entreaties

he again yielded in composing the present

poem.

Both poems have been published, with the

Defter i 'Ishk and the Rakkas Nameh of the

same author, in Constantinople, A.H. 1253,

and re-printed A.H. 1255. The Zenan Na-

meh has been translated into French, by M.
Decourdemanche, under the title of'Le Livre

des Femmes," Paris, 1S79.

POEMS IX AZERBAIJANI TURKISH.

Or. 3380.

Foil. 83; 9|in. by6£; 12 lines 2J in. lone;

written in elegant Nestalik, with gold-ruled

margins, mounted on red-tinted and gold-

sprinkled paper, with two tasteful
c

Unvans,

apparently in the 16th century; bound in

ornamental stamped leather covers.

[Sidney Chcbchiu.]

The Divan of Khata'i, i.e. Shah Isma'il

Safevi.
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On the first page is the following inscrip-

tion, written in white on gold ground, en-

closed in a highly finished circular ornament:

Contents : I. A Mesnevi containing exhor-

tations to a religious life, f. 2 b, beginning:

»],& ab\ &£->jj' (j^&P (JLw»ji> *s

It consists of 168 Beits, and is designated

in the following line, the last but three, by the

title of Nasihat Nameh :

II. Ghazels in alphabetical order, begin-

ning, fol. 10 b, with a second 'Unvan, as

follows:

The poems are partly erotic, partly reli-

gious. Invocations to, and praises of, Ali and

the other Imams are of frequent occurrence.

At the end are ten quatrains consisting

chiefly of invocations to "AH. The takhallus

of the royal poet is written in gold, wherever

it occurs. That it is to be pronounced

Khata'i, and not Khita'i, is shown by the fol-

lowing line, in which it is connected with the

word "Khata," sin:

Uai jl j^y j^. fj0* y
A distinctive feature of the dialect used is

the frequent substitution of ~ for j in such

words as Ajj for jy„, ^ for ^i', jsg- for

AS* etc.

Some leaves are transposed and a few are

lost.

Shah Ismail, the founder of the Safevi

dynasty, was born A.H. 892. He spent his

early life in Azerbaijan and Gilan, in the midst
of his followers, who belonged chiefly to the

Turkish tribes of Efshar and Kachar. He

ascended the throne in Tebriz, A.H. 907, and

died in his 38th year, A.H. 930. His son,

Sam Mirza, who gives a brief summary of his

life in the Tuhfeh i Sami, f. 8 a, says that he

used Khata'i as his takhallus in his Turkish

and Persian verses, but quotes only one

Persian line of his composition. Valih notices

him under Khata'i, and says that he left a

Persian and a Turkish Divan. See Riyaz

ush-Shu'ara, f. 153 a, Ateshkedeh, f. 7 b
}
and

Mejma'ul-Fusaha, vol. i.,p. 22.

Or. 405.

Foil. 90; 8| in. by 4f; 17 lines 3 in.

long; written in fair Nestalik, with two
'Unvans, gold-ruled margins, and twenty-

three half-page miniatures ; dated 1st Rebi'

II, A.H. 1075 (A.D. 1664).

[G. TV. Hamilton]

Leila and Mejniin, a Mesnevi by Fuzfili,

^yah. See p. 39 b.

Beg.
rj
&-5\ «-^j-l *-&

To the poem is prefixed a short preface in

prose and verse, beginning ;

tJ
ljJi jx**> t&y iJ^f AiLLs-

in which Fuziili appeals to men gifted with

spiritual insight who would not fail to dis-

cover the mystic meaning hidden under the

veil of the allegory.

In the prologue, f. 13 b, the author relates

how the subject of the poem was forced upon
him by some literary friends from Rum, who
remarked that the tale of Mejnun and Leila,

many versions of which existed in Persian,

had not yet been told in the Turkish

language :

The prologue concludes with panegyrics on
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the reigning Sultan and on tlio governor of !

Baghdad, neither of whom is mentioned by

name.

The poem is probably one of the latest

compositions of Fr.zfili ; he refers to himself

in tho epilogue, f*.
(J7 f>, as one whoso life is

nearly spent :

I»W1 .«» JLi\ *)y t£ &^u.

The metre is that of Nizfimi's Leila u

Mejnun, which has been adopted by most of

his imitators. See the Persian Catalogue,

pp. 5GC b, 611 b, 645 a, 052 b, 875 a.

Copyist : ^^ ^J^oj <:>-+*?

The poem has been printed under the title

of (Jj-a* s-xya'-* in Constantinople, A.H. 1264

(v. Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie,

vol. in., p. 311). It has also been litho-

graphed in Tebriz, A.H. 1274. For MSS. see

the Catalogues of Paris, p. 332, No. 316,

p. 333, No. 331, etc.; Upsala, No. 201, and

Munich, No. 185.

Or. 406.

Foil. 103 ; 9 in. by 5£ ; 15 lines 2\ in.

long; written in neat Nestalik, with two

'Unviins and gold-ruled margins, apparently

in the 16th century. [G. W. Hamilton.]

The Turkish Divan of Fuzfili, with a prose

preface by the author, ^J^ »»Ij.J

Beg. of the preface : jkJ J&< J^ &£ «**»

Beg. of the Divan :

\s£\ h\ tSL—s- C*iLa»- t\j <-^AJV—

»

In the preface the author, after dwelling on

the many years spent by him in the cultivation

of poetry and in pursuit of science, relates

how a beloved friend represented to him that

he alone wrote with equal case and elegance

prose and verse in Arabic, Persian, and

Turkish, and that, while his Persian Ghazels

and his Arabic Bejel were a source of delight

to many, it was not fit that men of Turki-h

tongue should be left unprovided for. Al-

though then engaged on work of higher

import, the poet yielded to his entreaties, and

hastened to collect the Turkish verses of his

youth. He hopes that tho fact of his never

having left his native land, 'Irak 'Ajem, will

not lower him in the estimation of Turkish

readers.

Contents : Preface, f. 3i. Ghazels in alpha-

betical order, f. 9 b. A Mukhammes, a Mated-

des and Murebba'iit, f. 86 </. Kit a'at, f. 90 '/.

Rp.baiyyat alphabetically arranged, f. 96 />.

There are some additional pieces in the

margins. The Divan of Fuzuli has been

printed in Bulak, A.H. 1 256, and in Constan-

tinople A.H. 1284. For MSS. see the Cata-

logues of Dresden, No. 412, Upsala, Xo. 2

S. Petersburg, No. 570, Gotha, No. 209,

Vienna, vol. i., No. 680, and Munich,

No. 164.

Add. 19,445.

Foil. 121; 8 in. by 4J; 12 lines 2J in.

long ; written in neat Nestalik, with a rich

'Unvan, gold-ruled margins and gold orna-

ments ; dated 1st Jumada II, A.H. 1041

(A.D. 1631).

I. Foil. 1—105. The same Divan.

The preface is lost with the exception of

the last line.

Contents: Ghazels in alphabetical order,

beginning as in the preceding copy, f. 1 b.

Two Terjfijends, f. 98 a. Three Mukhatn-

mesat, f. 101 b. The same Museddes as in

Or. 406, f. 103 b.

II. Foil. 105 6—123 a.

Beno" u Badeh, a Megnevi describing a con-
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test between wine and the opiate called Beng,

by Fuzuli.

Beg. j-J «3lv.K pjj eyjj j!

Copious translated extracts will be found

in Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii.,

pp. 395—302. See also Fleischer's analysis

of the poem, Dresden Catalogue, No 302, and,

for other copies, the Catalogues of Leipzig,

Nos. 325, 327, Dresden, No. 412, S. Peters-

burg, No. 570, and Vienna, No. 679.

On the first page is the name of Martin, in

the Arabic character, with the date 1850, and

a Turkish note stating that the MS. was

bought at \Aintab, Syria.

Add. 7916.

Foil. 104; 5} in. by 4 ; 12 lines 2| in.

long ; written in cursive Nestalik ; dated

Rebi
1

1, A.H. 1066 (A.D. 1655).

[Rich. No. 181.]

The same Divan, imperfect at the begin-

ning.

It begins with the third line of the seventh

Ghazel in \ (Or. 406, f. 11 a, line 12). The
lost portion is imperfectly supplied by a page

of modern writing, containing the first Gha-

zel and a portion of the second.

There is also a leaf wanting after f. 5.

Contents : Ghazels in alphabetical order,

f. 1 b. Terjl'bends, Museddesat and Kita'at,

f. 78 a. Ruba'iyyat in alphabetical order,

ff. 95 a—100 a.

Copyist : (?) J^ J^s- aij Vj* sU.

The last four leaves contain Persian pieces

by Talib, 'Urfi, and Hafiz.

Add. 7917.

Foil. 177; 12 in. by 7\; 15 lines 5 in.

long ; written in fair large Neskhi, with all

the vowels, apparently in the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 181 a.]

I. Foil. 3—105. The Divan of Fuzuli,

with the prose preface as in Or 406.

Contents : Preface, f . 3 b. Ghazels in al-

phabetical order, with the same beginning,

f. 11 b. A Terji'bend, f. 87 a. Kitaat.f. 89 a.

Museddesat, Mukhammesat, and Murebba'at,

f. 90 b. A Terji'bend entitled Saki Nameh
(the same as in Add. 19,445, f. 100 a), f 93 a.

Kita'at, f. 94 a. Ruba'iyyat in alphabetical

order, ff. 99 a—105.

To the Divan is prefixed a letter of Fuzuli

to Sheikhi Pasha, conveying the writer's

thanks for the receipt of a pension, ff. 1 b—3 a.

II. Foil. 106—177. The Divan of Usuli

(see above, p. 175 b).

Contents : Me§nevis with three Ghazels at

the end, f. 106 b.

Beg. u^'j WV LiJb Jjl rfjt
yJ^W CJ±* tj^ji. ^J> ^

Alphabetical series of Ghazels, with the

heading ^Jjjoi ^&u\ ,Jyo\ ^jfji, f. 112 b.

Beg. \£~»jX \Lo tiLajJj^ Js ^Us IJj-o

Oum) y+a \oi- *^*£-> jjj (^7*»» to £j>-

(This first Ghazel is the third in Or. 1151,

f. 32 b.)

Additional Ghazels, etc., f. 144 a. Me§-

nevis, f. 154 a. These include the Shehr

Engiz of Edirneh, noticed in Or. 1151. It

occupies foil. 155 a—163 b.

KasTdehs, with some Mukhammesat and

Museddesat, ff. 164 a—177. This last sec-

tion is imperfect at the end.

A former owner states, in a Persian note

on the first page, that he had received the

MS. in Kandahar from Ilyas Khan, governor

of Ferah, and had made a present of it to

his son, Ja'fer Kuli.

Add. 7923.

Foil. 184 ; 7| in. by 4| ; 14 lines 2| in.

long ; written in cursive Nestalik, A.H.

1050 (A.D. 1610). [Rich, No. 168.]
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Verka and Gulsha, a romantic poem in

Mesnevi rhyme, and in the metre of Nizami's

Leila u Mejniiu, by Mesihi LS^M*.

Beg. tdJb j& J\ cLijJU* J&> \3

t£&> OoJJ {j^ l_Jj!U> y^>

The author, no notice of whom has been

found, designates himself only by the above

poetical name. He lived under Shah 'Abbas

I, of Persia, to whom he addresses a Kasideh

in the prologue ; but he did not complete the

poem till after that sovereign's death. The
epilogue contains a panegyric on his suc-

cessor, Shah Safi. The date of completion,

A.H. 1038, is given in the following lines,

f. 183 I : jjJiaJ^jC> j jyy
1

CJU.

lIa^Jjj y. ijjJmj^S &<Ls£\

In a previous passage, f. 178 b, the author

refers to his three poems, viz. the present one,

Verka u Gulsha, ' Grain and Net,' and 'Bee

and Honey'

:

^tiT ^ ^j\ jjj y^,

The present poem is probably translated

from a Persian original, to which, however,

no clue is given. The names of the hero and
heroine are known to Persian lexicographers

as Verkah tSjj and Gulshah slitf- The latter

betrays the Persian origin of the story. An
anonymous Persian poem, entitled oUl/' ^ »S.3 ,

was lithographed (in Teheran) A.H. 1282.

The scene of the tale is laid in Arabia.

Hari§, king of a nomad tribe, the Beni Shei-

beh, appoints as his successors his two sons,

Humam and Hilal, to whom two children are

born in one day. Verka, the son of Humam,
and Gulsha, the daughter of Hilal, grow up

together in mutual affection ; but they are

soon separated. Verka overcomes his rival,

'Amr, chief of the Beni Zaif, who had carried

off his beloved, and afterwards 'Antar, a
formidable warrior from Yemen. Other
adventures bring him to Syria, and he finally

succumbs to the pangs of separation. Gulsha

dies on the tomb of her lover. In the end,

however, both are recalled to life in answer
to the prayer of Muhammed, and they end
their days in blissful union.

On the last page are three short pieces of

Persian verse by the same Mesihi.

Add. 7927.
Foil. 119; 8 in. by 5£; 15 lines 3| in.

long ; written in cursive Shikesteh-amiz,

apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 182.]

The Divan of Kavsi.

This poet, who is unknown to Osmanli

biographers, appears from his occasional

references to Tebriz (see foil. 38 b, 108 b),

to have lived in that city ; and other passages

show that he was a Shi'ah. Several of his

Ghazels are avowedly imitated from those of

Fuzuli. See foil. 20 a, 35 a, 36 a, 40 b,

93 a, 104 a, etc.

The MS. is imperfect at beginning and

end. It must have lost many leaves at the

beginning, for the alphabetical series of

Ghazels, which occupies nearly the whole

volume, begins abruptly in the letter j. The
first complete Ghazel begins :

The Ghazels are followed, f. Ill a, by some

Terjl'at, the last of which, in praise of the

garden of Mirza Tahir, is unfinished. It

begins

:

jj \*o jj^jj tS t±**\>- yy j»]j

j* lib t-»T Ji j uZX>J& ^ i>,4>

Mirza Tahir Vahid Kazvini, who is appa-

£ E
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rently meant, was the historian of Shah

'Abbas II, and the Vezlr of Shah Suleiman,

A.H. 1101—1105. See the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 189 6. According to Mejma* ul-

Fusaha, vol. ii., p. 50, he composed also

Turkish verses.

The author of the Divan is probably iden-

tical with Kavsi Tebrizi, who, according to

the Persian Tezkirehs of Tahir Naslrabadi,

f. 212 a, and of Valih, f. 372 6, lived at the

same period. He is mentioned as one of the

disciples of Aka Husein Khwansari, the

famous Mujtehid of the reign of Shah

Suleiman.

POETICAL MISCELLANIES.

Add. 11,525.

Foil. 110; 9i in. by 6£; 21 lines S| in.

long ; written in fair Nestalik, apparently in

the 18th century.

I. Foil. 1—60. An anthology entitled

OljJje, containing short poems, such as

Ghazels, Takhmlsat, Museddesat, by various

authors, most of whom flourished from the

time of Suleiman I. to that of Murad IV.

It appears to have been compiled during the

reign of the latter Sultan, who is designated,

f . 40 6, as the reigning sovereign. The first

Ghazel is by Kabuli (died A.H. 1000 ; see

p. 184 b), and begins :

/J 1 HT^ J^* SJJu-jli uJjJJ' ^JJui Ifta-

The following is an alphabetical list of the

poets included, with reference to the folios of

the MS.: jfl ff. 4 b, 7 6, 8 a ; j\rf»| ff. 31,

36 J; ^Tf.176; ^~\49b; <j^16, 12a,

30a; j^\ 37 b ; J~\22b; ^'\ 28 b; J\>
11 a, 25 b, 26 a, b, 32 b, 33 a, 6, 35 b, 37 a, b,

39 6,48a; ^296; JLi^ 246,25a; ^J
96; J# 46,66; J\J 30 a, 35 a, 38 6, 39a;

JUS 486; ^U32a; j!*=- 27 a, 29 a ; J\*
3 a, 10 a, 28 a ; ^^jop- 14 a ; ^^ 21 a ; syJ*
40 a, 41a; ^ILi- 13a; JuJ^ 16 6; JUi-

17 a, 20 a, 30 6, 33 a, b, 34 a, 36 6 ; Jfe*.

28 a ; J±3J* 12 6, 24 6, 39 6 ; J\i 31 6, 34 a,

38 6 ; u$j 36 6; j>\j 32 a, 6; Jfy 11 6 ; L$ Ĵ

15 a, 246, 266, 27 a; ^^196; ^366;
^^,25 0; Ji.j2hb; ^^16 a; Jisy>60a;

^UU 2 a ; JuU 2 6 ; ^UJ- ^IkU 20 6

;

J^-» 11 a ; u?jj«» 38 a ; ^^ 36 a
;
^U.

486; ^^ 18 a; J^£> 276; LfJS, 29 a,

33 a
; ijx^ 32 a ;

^U> 6 6 ; J]^
9 35 a ;

J^25a; JL*o 48 a; J^oo^Oa; t_Jlk4a;

^^ 346; J> 26 a, 28 6
; ^ ^s. 50 a,

52 a—57 a, 59 a, 60 a, 6
; Jle 22 a, 23 a,

27 a, 6 ; ^jp 48 6 ; JU^ 48 6 ; o^ 10 6,

31 a, 40 a
;
^c 38 a ;

^U> 29 6, 47 a

;

ifji 136; j^ 34 6; Jiy 27 6, 32 a
; J_^ij

216,23 6, 24a, 30 6,31a; 0^346; ^j
216; ^ 316; J^» 16, 5 6, 28a, 31a,

37 6,40 6; ,^»U» 7 a
;
jMJ'59 6 ; Ubb Jl/

Wjj 49 6 ;
j>U/ 9 a

; ^/ 57 6—59 a
; JJ

25 6; JiJ 6 a; ^j^° 26 a; ^ 16, 5 6,

28 a, 31 a, 37 6, 40 6 ; ^-^ 18 b, 34 6
; ^^

13 a; s\j* JJaU 27 a, 39 a, 40 6 ; ^j^ 39 a

;

ijsxM 30 a, 35 a ;
jj^o 38 a ; JIS 8 6

;
^U

3 a; JiU£ 14 6, 28 6, 29 6, 30 6, 36a, 37 a;

j^ju^i 9 a ;
^^ki 37 a ;

jjsy 26 a, 6
;

^alj

2a; ,_/-*, 36a; ^ 30a; J^Jt. 34; ^jb
59 6,^ 37 6, 40 6.

II. Foil. 61—102.

The Divan of Yahya Efendi, the Sheikh

ul-Islam, who died A.H. 1053. See p. 194 a.

It begins with the Ghazel which occupies

the second place in the former copy :

Beg. tag eij\ ^^ li&lft df jj J^ ji

It consists exclusively of Ghazels alpha-

betically arranged.

III. Foil. 103—110. A collection of short

pieces and detached verses, with the heading
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Beg. &*A?.ii <_?>*& S-'Ij?" &<&*• d&

There are no rubrics, with one exception,

viz. i^jiJJJJi. f. 106 ft. The names of Huda'i

and 'Olvi occur in some of the verses.

Or. 2709.

Foil. 29 ; 8 in. by 5 ; written mostly in

diagonal lines, in an elegant Nestalik, with

broad margins ornamented with gold designs,

apparently about the close of the 16th cen-

tury. Bound in painted covers.

An album of drawings and select verses.

The latter, mostly Ghazels, belong to poets

who flourished about the middle of the tenth

century of the Hijreh, viz. 'Olvi (died A.H.

993 ; Haj. Khal. iii., p. 296), ff. 3 ft, 7 a, 8 ft,

13 a, 15 a, 19 a ; Rahmi (died A.H. 975, ib.,

p. 280), foil. 9 a, io ft, 21ft; Fevri (died

A.H. 978), f. 5 a ; 'Ashik (died A.H. 979),

f. 16 a ; Zati (died A.H. 953), f . 20 a ; Emri

(died A.H. 983), f. 23 a; and Huda'i (died

A.H. 991), f. 28 a. On the name of 'Olvi

ij^s-, which Hammer reads Alewi, see Flei-

scher, Leipzig Catalogue, p. 550 6, note.

The drawings consist for the most part

of figures of men and women ; a few appear

to be portraits. Some of the accompanying

inscriptions, as
l_s^rjf ^}> £ 10 a,

iyrjy

L5
~^Pb, f. 15ft, and^J J^*v f. 13 ft, seem to

connect the album with Tebriz.

Sloane 4089.

Foil. 30; 7£ in. by 2\ ; written in Nestalik,

Neskhi, Divani, and Kyrma, apparently in the

17th century.

A scrap-book containing miscellaneous

extracts in Turkish and Arabic. The former

consist (1) of religious songs, called Ilahi

J^\, by 'Alimi, Zakiri, Huda'i (Sheikh Mah-

mud, of Uskudar, who died A.H. 1038;

v. Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 113), and Niyiizi, (2) of

a portion of a versified Fal i Kur'fln, foil.

12—14, beginning:

,Sa~o j us* j^ 15 j r*-
>jj

(3) of a few Ghazels by Yahya, foil. 15, 16, and

(4) of a versified treatise on physionomy,

the Kiyafet Namohof Hamdi, with the head-

ing t/Aiil ^fj^»- «*b e^*U», foil. 20—27, begin-

ning:

O"u»

The author, according to Haj. Khal., vol.

iv., p. 890, is Hamd-ullah B. Ak Shems-ud-

Din, who died A.H. 909, (see p. 169 ft). A
few lines have been translated by Hammer,
Osm. Dichtkunst, vol.i., p.156. See Fleischer,

Dresden Catalogue, No. 329, 2. Another copy,

with the same beginning, is noticed, without

author's name, in the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 589.

Add. 7939.
Foil. 173; 5$ in. by 2|; about ten lines

(mostly diagonally) in a page, written in

Neskhi, with all the vowels, apparently in the

18th century. [Rich ; not numbered.']

A scrap-book, written probably in Baghdad,

and containing a collection of short poems

and songs, chiefly Arabic and Turkish, with

a few Persian. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 510 ft.

The Turkish portion consists of anonymous

songs designated by the technical names

j~»£>y, juLj, ^'-v-, or ul)/^., and of short

pieces, chiefly Ghazels, by the following poets:

Ruhi, Sabit, Selimi, Jami, and Kiyasi, foil.

19—28; Beyani, Fenni, Ghazi Ahmed Pasha,

Fuzuli, Ramiz, Es'ad, Kerimi, Khaki, Hamldi,

and Raghib Pasha, foil. 31—53; Kadiri

(Murteza Efendi Baghdiidi) and Nizami,

foil. 58—60 ; Mejnuni, 'Izzet, Sati', Rasikh,

Agah, 'Olvi, Vahdeti, Miyani, Shem'i, Neshati,

E B 2
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Bedri, Yahya, and 'Atif, foil. 63—82; Kur
Oghli, and 'Ashik 'Omer, foil. 104—113;
Hashmet, Vasif, Viisik, and Vehbi, foil.

123—152.

In the last section are found also some

verses exchanged between Ahmed Pasha,

governor of Baghdad, and Tahmaz Kuli

(Nadir Shah), at the time of the latter'

s

invasion (A.H. 1145), foil. 144—147.

Add. 7937.

Foil. 39 ; 8£ in. by 5£ ; about 15 lines,

diagonally written, in two columns, in Neskhi,

apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 642.]

A scrap-book containing mystic songs

(sl~>, ,_^U-»> ^\) and Ghazels by various

poets, some of whom appear to have been of

the Khalveti order of Dervishes. The names
which most frequently recur are those of

Niyazi Misri (died A.H. 1111, Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. iii., p. 587), foil. 7 b, 9 3, 22 a,

23 a, 27 6, 32 a, 36 b, etc; Eshref Oghli

(see Osm. Dichtkunst,vol.iv.,p. 473), foil. 7 a,

18 a, 28 b, 35 a; Fuzuli, foil. 21 b, 26 a, 27 a

;

Huda'i, foil. 17 a, 26 b, Shemsi, foil. 6 b,

17 b; and Jemali Khalveti, foil. 29 b, 33 a.

Add. 19,435.

Foil. 66; 7|in. by5£; about 15 lines, written

obliquely, in two columns, in a cursive

character between Neskhi and Kyrma, pro-

bably in the latter part of the 18th century.

A scrap-book, containing songs of the

kinds called Sherki, Sima i, and Kalenderi

;

also Ghazels by various poets, mostly of the
11th and 12th centuries of the Hijreh. Those
whose names more frequently recur are Niibi

(died A.H. 1124), who is spoken of as dead,

fyy, La'li, Medhi, Gevheri, Shakir, Nigah,
Tifli, Kellm, Keshfi, and Jesari. The name
of the last is more than once disguised under
numerical figures as follows: i< r.. i i. r.

On fol. 37 is written in French, but ap-

parently by an Oriental hand, " Pallais des

Tuilleries."

Sloane 2691.

Foil. 6 ; 8J in. by 4£ ; written in diagonal

lines, in cursive Shikesteh-amlz, apparently

in the 17th century. Bound with Sloane

1574.

Detached verses and short Ghazels by

various poets, such as 'Olvi, Nejati, Khayali,

Baki, Haleti, Sabri, Sabit, Fuzuli, etc.

Add. 26,326.

Foil. 40; 7 in. by 4J; about 16 lines 2£ in.

long; written in rude Neskhi, about A.D.

1800. [War. Ekskine.]

A collection of popular songs, in vulgar

Arabic, of the class called Mawfiliya and

Shughl, including, from f. 28 to f. 36, some
Turkish songs, the first of which begins

:

jjj\ tiU^ (jUc a^j jb sf y JiJL.

On the fly-leaf is written " Claudius J. Rich,

1803," and above," in pencil, " Sheikh Khojah
Abbas."

Sloane 3114.

Foil. 184 ; 5| in. by 8 ; written in small

Neskhi, in the shape of a scrap-book, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

A collection of Turkish songs arranged

according to their melodies, with the musical

notation on the European system.

The name of the compiler, 'Ali Ufki,

appears in the following heading, f. 9 b:

1±>J ^a- ^Kj\ ,J& **eU-

The collection is divided into a number of

chapters (Fasl) which bear the following
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technical names of musical modes : jj---—

£. 10 b,^ f. 35 b, 1y f. 50 *, jlic f. 62 b, J^
f. 70 b, "ff

f . 75, if* f. 87, jSjU. f . 96, »\L,

f. 98, £#*\j f. 109, ,yL f. 123, -,1 f. 129,

jV^ f. 134, j3jI^ f. 142, J§* f. 145, jflii

f. 152, *ifu, f. 156, jU^ f. 159, j>J& f. 161,

diLiy f. 165, CJliy. ^1* f. 168,^U* f. 174.

The anonymous writer of an Arabic note,

f. 108 a, which is dated Friday, the 24th of

Zulka'deh, A.H. 1079, describes Ufki as an
eminent musician, physician, and linguist, and
states that he had then arrived at Yenishehr as

Terjuman to Sultan Muhammed. A song in

praise of the same sovereign, f. 39 b, is dated

A.H. 1075. Ufki appears to be the author

of some of the poetical pieces included in the

collection. See fol. 119 b.

This volume belonged to \AH Beg, Santuri,

or cymbalist, of Sultan Muhammed (IV), who

wrote on the outer edge ^Js- *SClL j *f»le

A Latin notice of the MS. by Salomon

Negri is prefixed, foil. 1—8.

Or. 3221.

Foil. 157; 9£ in. by 5| ; written in fair

Neskhi, in two columns, with about twenty

slanting lines in each, and with broad gold-

ruled margins, probably early in the 19th

century. [Baron von Kekmee, No. 185.]

A collection of Turkish songs systemati-

cally arranged according to musical modes
and melodies, with blank spaces left for fur-

ther insertions.

The original folioing in Oriental figures

shows that 32 leaves are wanting at the be-

ginning, fourteen after fol. 2, and 62 after

fol. 123, besides single or double leaves in a

few other places.

Beg. (^j'jo »L-j Jjyj

\y» &**j Jjl *1>\ <_yU "*j*j UAm

y' tiJy j, aLJy- JSy' s£ G *u»!j\

The main sections bear at the top of the

page the following technical names : Jjyj

\\ — uil»>y fo sVii yy' (--'A*J^-» »jj.jju.)

J3
\ j^i ayyj jUa>- ^s^Jjjf- y^'Ja Jj*X j^»

The above sections are uniformly sub-

divided into Shcrkiyyat oUiyi. and Sema -

iyyat l^>Ij*U-». Some of the above names

of musical modes are mentioned by Fliigel,

Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., No. 767.

TALES, EABLES, AND ANECDOTES.

Or. 1128.

Foil. 157 ; 14 in. by 9 ; 29 lines 6J in.

long; written in fair Neskhi, with all the

vowels, and with red-ruled margins ; dated

1st Rebi* I, A.H. 988 (A.D. 1580).

[Alex. Jaba.]

pL-o ji ,\*aJ

The story of Ebu Muslim, a well-known

romance, the hero of which is the celebrated

general who seated the Abbasides on the

throne and was put to death by Khalif el-
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Mensur, A.H. 137. See Ibn Khallikan, De

Slane's translation, vol. ii., p. 100.

This volume contains the latter half of the

work. It is divided into two parts, the

second of which is designated as the fourth

volume of the work, Las y* g\J\ ^ ^i*

The first leaf of the MS., which has heen

supplied by a later hand, begins with the

rubric ab^£>
J6jjj

feJij~> ^^ j J^*~\ tMjl)

The first incidents narrated are the re-

covery of Ebu Muslim from the effects of

poison, the dispatch by his adversary, Tahir,

of a letter to the Umeyyade Suleiman B.

Velid, informing him of the death of Velid,

his father, and of Nasr i Seyyar, and the

setting out of Suleiman from Baghdad with

seventy thousand men, in order to avenge his

father's death upon Ebu Muslim.

The third volume deals with the capture of

Kei, Baghdad, and Kufah, by Ebu Muslim,

and concludes, f. 79 b, with the answer of

'AH B. Mujahid to the letter of Mehlan.

The fourth volume, beginning, on the same

page, with the flight of Mehlan to Nakhshlvan,

relates at length the story of Feramurz, the

conquest by Ebu Muslim of Damascus, Egypt

and the Maghrib, and his seating successively

Ebul-'Abbas (es-Seffah) and Ebu Ja'fer (el-

Mensur) on the throne. The narrative is

brought down to the death of the hero on the

25th of Sha'ban, A.H. 137, and concludes with

the end of his associate, Ahmed Zemji.

Portions of the same tale are noticed in the

Catalogues of Paris, p. 310, Nos. 57—60,

Dresden, No. 37, Leipzig, No. 283, Krafft,

p. 53, Copenhagen, No. 18, Gotha, p. 199,

and Vienna, vol. ii., p. 30. The earliest

dated MS. is the Paris copy, No. 58, which is

of A.H. 928. A poetical version entitled

A~* \>\ t-»>\I> has been printed in three vo-

lumes in Constantinople, A.H. 1290. See

Zeitschrift der D. Morg. Ges., Band 30,

p. 1 63. An account of the Persian original

by Khanikoff will be found in the Journal

Asiatique, 5e Serie, xx., pp. 93—97.

Harl. 5493.

Foil. 118; 8 in. by 51; 19 lines 4 in.

long; written in fair Neskhi, apparently in

the 16th century.

A detached portion of the same tale, in a

shorter recension, which is not divided, like

the preceding, into sections.

This volume, designated on the fly-leaf as

the eighth ^^jS** i^i>l?- Ju~* y>\ fn^i, is im-

perfect at beginning and end. It commences

abruptly with the encounter of Salih, while

hunting in the company of Feramurz, with a

formidable Div called Lak B. Kenad. It ends

with the reception, by Ebu Muslim, in Me-

dina, of the news of the death of Khalif

Ebul-'Abbas. Its contents correspond with

foil. 122 a—150 b of the preceding MS.

A very summary conclusion, occupying one

page, f. 118 a, has been added by a somewhat

later hand. At the back of the same folio

is a Turkish note relating to the purchase of

the MS., A.H. 1002.

Pasted on the cover is a Latin notice of

the MS. by Jean Gagnier. See the Arabic

Catalogue, p. 763 a.

Add. 10,000.

Foil. 263; 8J in. by 6; 13 lines 3f in.

long ; written in plain Neskhi, with all the

vowels, apparently in the 16th century.

The romance of Seyyid Battal Ghazi, the

legendary champion of Islamism against the

Greek empire, with the heading : <%»• oA£»-

Jw« A\ Jyvj rtj\ y* *J^ A\ £*9-j (JFjte JUaJ

It begins with a versified prologue, the

first line of which is :
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The contents agree substantially with the

abstract given by Fleischer in the Berichte

der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu

Leipzig, vol. ii., pp. 150—169, and with the

German translation of Dr Eth<5, Leipzig 1871.

The narrative is divided into ten sections,

termed Mejlis, or sittings, and beginning on

foil. 2 6, 19 b, 40 a, 72 b, 99 b, 137 b, 151 a,

196 6, 204 a, and 217 b. Each Mejlis

begins with somes lines in Mesnevi. Pieces

of verse are also occasionally inserted in the

narrative, especially in the early part of the

work.

Language and spelling are archaic; but

foil. 154—188 and 191—195 present a more

modern text, supplied by a later hand.

Copies are noticed in the Catalogues of

Paris, pp. 332seqq. Nos. 317, 318, 338—342,
Uri, No 22, Dresden, Nos. 104, 123, Leipzig,

No. 284 and 307, 2, Upsala, No. 407, «, S.

Petersburg, p. 521, and Vienna, vol. ii.,

p. 33. The work has been lithographed in

six vols., entitled JllaJ jju*» e-.Slx*, in Con-

stantinople, A.H. 1082; see Zeitschrift der

D. Morg. Ges., Band 30, p. 164, and Journal

Asiatique, 6° Serie, vol. xi., p. 478.

Add. 7884.

Foil. 117 ; 12 in. by 8i
; 23 lines 6£ in.

long ; written in cursive Neskhi, apparently

in the 18th century. [Rich, No. 482.]

A portion of the Life of 'Antar, translated

from Arabic into Turkish.

For the Arabic original see the Arabic

Catalogue, pp. 319—321, where a complete

copy in four volumes, Add. 7378—7381,

is described, and the Vienna Catalogue,

vol. ii., p. 4.

The present MS. contains parts of two

consecutive volumes of the Turkish transla-

tion, the latter of which is designated in the

heading as the eleventh ^ jZs- ^j'ii jiil

,s\li. ^jijs- £jS&». The immediately pre-

ceding volume, foil. 1—47, which must
therefore be the tenth, is imperfect at the

beginning. It deals chiefly with the adven-

tures of 'Antar in the land of the Black

(Sudan). The first pages relate to his en-

counter with Melik Ghazid (called Suweid, in

the Arabic text), who is seized by 'Antar and
beheaded by Ghazub, and to Antar's expe-

dition against Laun az-Zulam. At the end
we are told how Antar, having defeated

Ghazban in a wrestling match, brought him
home captive, and was going to behead him,

when his hand was stayed by 'Ablah. The
contents correspond with foil. 169 b—304 b

of the third volume of the Arabic original,

Add. 7380.

The next following volume, foil. 48—80,

is imperfect at the end. It breaks off at the

point where Ghazban, having routed the

Indian army before Meda'in, is received with

the highest honours by king Kisra. Its

contents correspond with foil. 304 b—367 a

of Add. 7380.

The latter part of the MS., foil. 81—117,

is by another hand, and contains a further

section of the work, imperfect at beginning

and end. It begins with the fight of 'Antar

and 'Abd Heyyaf, when the former, catching

up an iron club hurled at him by the latter,

stuns his adversary with it, but spares his life.

It breaks off in the account of 'Antar's return

to the Beni 'Abs, and of his meeting with his

brother Sheibub, who tells him that his

Kasideh has been torn down from the Ka'bah

by a mighty chief (el-MustauSr). The cor-

responding portion ofthe Arabic text extends

from Add. 7380, fol. 371 a, to Add. 7381,

fol. 52 b.

The fourth volume of the Turkish version

is noticed in the Paris Catalogue, p. 335,

No. 354.
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Add. 7882.

Foil. 261 ; 10 J- in. by 6$; 15 lines 4} in.

long ; written in fair Neskhi, -with a few

vowels, apparently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 797.]

"The story of the forty mornings and

evenings," translated from Arabic by Ahmed
Misri, .jf^o* J*-\

Beg. cTjb Jjl £*>\$> J, i/US j C*ite ,3 •)*•»

This story, which is commonly called the

Tale of the Forty Vezirs ^bi-^jj jjy>, is an

expansion of an old Indian tale, the Persian

version of which is called Kitab i Sindbad, or

Sindbad Nameh (see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 748, and Clouston, the Book of Sindibad,

1884). The leading story is the same in

both ; a young prince, falsely accused by his

stepmother, is under sentence of death. He
is defended in turn by the king's Vezirs (seven

in the original work, forty in the expanded

version), who, in the morning of as many
days, endeavour, by appropriate tales, to allay

the king's wrath, while, in the evening of

each day, the queen strives, by similar means,

to hasten the prince's doom.

This groundwork is used as a convenient

frame for the insertion of tales of the most
varied character and origin, many of which
have no perceptible bearing on the supposed
object of the narrator.

The Turkish version has been printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1283 and 1285 under
the title of jtJS jfa jj. See Journal

Asiatique, 6e Serie, art. xi., p. 484, vol. xiv.,

p. 87. The introduction, and the tales of

the first twenty days, edited by M. Belletete,

have been printed after his death, Paris,

1812. An incomplete French translation, by

Petis de la Croix, will be found in the Pan-

theon Litteraire, Contes Orientaux, pp. 301

—

367. A German version of the whole work,

from a Dresden MS., was published by Behr-

nauer, Leipzig, 1851. Still more complete

is the excellent English translation of E. J.

W. Gibb, London, 1886, which comprises no

less than 112 tales collected from all available

sources.

The Turkish version purports to be derived

from an Arabic original, entitled ijyt>.\ <-l^.l£=-

L-«j a..o, which, however, appears to be lost.

The translator, who calls himself in the pre-

sent copy, and in the MSS. of Leipzig,Vienna,

and St. Petersburg, Ahmed, or Ahmedi
Misri, is only designated in Belletete's text,

and in most other copies, by a patronymic,

Sheikh Zadeh.

In the preface, after praising the reigning

sovereign, Sultan Murad B. Muhammed B.
Bayezid Khan (Murad II, A.H. 824-855), he
says that the fittest gifts to be presented to

His Majesty were books of wisdom. " For that

reason I, Ahmed i Misri, made for the Sultan

of the age a neat copy of the book called

' HikSyet Erba'ln Subh uMesa,' and translated

it from the Arabian into the Turkish tongue,

so that the Padishah of the world might read
with ease the graceful thoughts and phrases,

the rhymes and assonances, the pertinent

tales and apt quotations, etc., of my book:"

<_?i>ii»- iualjJ ,30 Jd\ L-«j £*> ^JuO,! £*£&-

G ij&\ &*»-y (—^JJji> &*-b<i tdJy uJota <_^e

f*)j* cJ^W^ j sjJd\p-\ j Wlvb\ jd]L«U* ,*j

Belletete's text, which agrees in substance
with the above, has the additional statement
that the Arabic original was destitute of the

graces and ornaments of speech. The same
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passage is found in tho next-following two

MSS.

Copies of tho 'Forty Vezirs' vary con-

siderably with regard to tho subjects and tho

arrangement of the tales. In both respects

the present MS. agrees in the main with

Behrnauer's translation, but its text is rather

fuller, and some of the tales are different.

The following table shows the eighty tales

it comprises, viz. two for each of tho forty

days, with references to tho pages of

the German and the English translation,

respectively designated by the initials B.

(Behrnauer) and G. (Gibb):

1st day. The Sultan of Egypt and Sheikh

Shihabud-Dln(B.,p.l6, G.,p. 16),f. 12&.

The well educated prince and the spoiled

prince (B., p. 28, G., p. 27), f. 20 a.

Ilnd day. The merchant and the parrot

(B., p. 33, G., p. 33), f. 24 6. The half-

witted prince and his tutor (G., p. 384),

f. 26 b.

Illrd day. The three princes put on trial

by their father (B., p. 39, G., p. 41),

f. 29 a. The bastard prince healed by

coarse diet (G., p. 37), f. 39 a.

IVth day. Moses and *Uj B. 'Anak (B.,

p. 65, G., p. 64), f. 42 b. Khizr and

the sham Sufi (B.,p. 69, G.,p. 69), f. 455.

Vth day. Samson and his wife (Delileh)

(G., p. 384), f. 48 b. The potter's fair

son and the Maghribi (B., p. 76, G.,

p. 76), f. 51 b.

Vlth day. The tailor and his wife (B.,

p. 80, G., p. 82), f. 55 a. The illegiti-

mate son of the merchant's wife and a

robber (B., p. 85 G., p. 87), f. 58 a.

Vllth day. The wise and foolish Vezirs,

(B., p. 91, G., p. 92), f . 62 a. Sultan 'Ala

ud-Din's visit to the madhouse, (G.,

p. 345), f. 65 b.

Vlllth day. The merchant who mated his

slave-girl with an ape (G., p. 853),

f. 68 a. Tho three prinOM and the

jewel-casket (B., p. 103, G., p. 106),

f. 70 b.

IXth day. The hermit and the thief

(G., p. 298), f. 73 a. The three princes

and their father's enigmatic will (B.,

p. 110, G., p. 114), f. 74 b.

Xth day. Tho crafty woman and the mer-

chant (B., p. 116, G., p. 386), f. 78 a.

The king and tho truthful shepherd

(B., p. 123, G., p. 358), f. 81 b.

Xlth day. The tailor prince and the stingy

merchant (B., p. 129, G., p. 122), f. 8

, The merchant's legacy and his two pro-
*

digal sons (B., p. 136, G., p. 130).

Xllth day. The king and the Vezir's hand-

some son (B.,p. 139, G.,p.133),f. 92 a.

The hermit Barsisri and the princess

(B., p. 145, G., p. 138), f. 95 b.

XHIth day. Ayiis (^y^)) and the Dervish

(B., p. 151,G.,p. 144), f. 1 00 a. The king

and the invisible turban (B., p. 155,6.,

p. 148), f. 103 «.

XlVth day. The prince under an evil star

and his two sons (B., p. 158, G., p. 151),

f. 105 a. The king who had two good

sons and a wicked one (B., p. 168, G.,

p. 163), f. 112 b.

XVth day. The tailor's wife and tho

cotton-carder (B., p. 173, G., p. 366),

f. 166 a. The Hashish-eater (B., p. 175,

G., p. 171), f. 118 a.

XVIth day. Khalid and the monk (B.,

p. 178, G., p. 269), f. 120 b. Abu 'All

Sinaand the mice (B.,p.l84, G., p. 300),

f. 125 a.

XVIIth day. The ploughman and the

treasure (B., p. 187, G., p. 379), f. 127 o.

The king's clever favourite and the

Siibashi (G., p. 266), f. 129 6.

XVIIIth day. Hurut andMiirut (G.,p.l 67),

f. 131 a. The widow's lazy son and

F p
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the magician (B., p. 195, G., p. 253),

f. 133 b.

XlXth day. The princess in love with the

page (B., p. 199, G., p. 381), f. 137 a.

The prince who died of a bone on the

heart (B., p. 202, G., p. 173), f. 140 a.

XXth day. Aidin Beg and the Dervish

(B., p. 204, G, p. 179), f. 142 b. Sultan

Mahmud and Hasan Meiinendi (B.,

p. 209, G, p. 188), f. 145 b.

XXIst day. Khannas, the son of Iblis (G.,

p. 348), f. 148 b. The youth who was

one of forty sharpers in Baghdad (B.,

p. 214, G., p. 194), f. 151 a.

XXIInd day. Sultan Mahmud and the

bold beggar (B., p. 218, G., p. 198),

f. 154 b. The cobbler and the princess

(B., p. 222, G., p. 203), f. 157 a.

XXIIIrd day. Hasan Basri and the Kaisar

of Rum (B.,p. 228, G., p. 213), f. 162 b.

The gardener, his son, and the ass (B.,

p. 232, G., p. 218), f. 166 a.

XXIVth day. The king and the poisoned

lancet (B., p. 235, G., p. 220), f. 167 b.

The weeping Turkish peasants (B.,p.238,

G.,p.22t),f. 167 J.

XXVth day. The queen who hid her lover

in a chest (B., p. 241, G, p. 227), f. 173 a.

Seyyid Rukn ud-Din and the Ebdal a
hawking (B., p. 243, G,, p. 230), f. 175 a.

XXVIth day. The fair prince and the
enamoured Ebdal (B.,p.246, G.,p. 233),
f. 177 b. The king's favourite who ate

garlick (B., p. 250, G., p. 239), f. 182 a.

XXVIIth day. The merchant's son and the
magic mirror (B., p. 253, G., p. 244),
f. 185 b. Lokman thrown into a pit

(G., p. 175), f. 191 a.

XXVIIIth day. Dellet el-Muhtfdeh and
her two husbands (B., p. 261, G, p. 257),
f. 195 a. The old man who praised his
ass's wisdom (B., p. 268, G., p. 363),
f. 200 a.

XXIXth day. The water-carrier, 'Omyan,

who gave a camel to his son's teacher,

and found a treasure (B., p. 270, G.,

p. 278), f. 202 a. The king and the

formidable-looking recruit (B., p. 274,

G., p. 396), f. 206 a.

XXXfch day. The woodcutter and the shrew
(B., p. 277, G., p. 288), f. 207 b. Moses
in search of a wiser man than himself

(G, p. 306), f. 210 b.

XXXIst day. The silk-merchant's wife

who sent her husband up a tree and
dallied with her paramour in his sight

(B., p. 283, G., p. 303), f. 214 b. The
merchant who played chess with the

Fireng (B., p. 285. G., p. 397), f. 215 a.

XXXIInd day. Keikubad and his devout

wife (G., p. 390)^ f. 218 a. The fleas

complaining of men before Solomon (B.,

p. 301, G., p. 295), f. 220 a.

XXXII Ird day. Abraham, Ishmael, and
the Devil (G., p. 391) f. 222 b. The
bragging Khorasani put to shame by his

son(G.,p. 276), f. 224 a.

XXXIVth day. The Arab who offered a

goat for sale (G., p. 3 1 1), f. 226 b. The
devotee who broke his jar (G., p. 393),
f . 228 a.

XXXVth day. The carpenter who sur-

prised his wife with her lover (G.,p.394),

f. 230 a. The merchant who shut up
his son in his warehouse (B., p. 305, G.,

p. 399), f. 232 a.

XXXVIth day. The blind man who found

Harun er-Reshid's jewel-casket, (B.,

p. 308, G., p. 319), f . 235 a. The four

sons changed to animals for disobeying

their father's order (G., p. 395), f. 237 a.

XXXVIIth day. The youth who went after

a fair maid and found himself in Hell

(B., p. 311, G., p. 327), f, 238 a. The
two rival Kazis of Cairo (G., p. 321),

f. 240 b.
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XXXVIIIth day. The Dervish and the

youth who slow the forty robbers (B.,

p. 316, G., p. 340), f. 242 b. The king

changed into a parrot (B., p. 321, G.,

p. 313), f. 246 a.

XXXIXth day. The Persian merchant who
kept his wife and his dog in chains (B.,

p. 325, G., p. 331), f. 249 5. Noah, the

deluge, and the ark (G., p. 355), f. 251 a.

XLth day. The Sultan of Egypt and the dis-

contented wives (B., p. 330, G., p. 323),

f. 253 b. The Sultan of Egypt who,

after fleeing before the rebels, recovered

his kingdom (B., p. 331, G., p. 368),

f. 254 b.

On the cover is the Ex Libris of Franc, de

Dombay, who has also written his name on the

fly-leaf, with the date 1792. To him are pro-

bably due numerous glosses written between

the lines and in the margins. They consist of

transcriptions of some words of the text, with

the addition of Italian, and, in some instances,

modern Greek, equivalents.

For other copies see the Catalogues of Paris

Nos. 378-9,388—392 ; Uri, p. 305, No. 17 ;

Dresden, Nos. 149, 245 ; Leipzig, No. 330, *
;

Krafft, p. 53 (six copies) ; Leyden, No.

501; Upsala, No. Ill; Lund, No. 5; St.

Petersburg, Nos. 579—582 ; Vienna, No.

430 ; Rosen, Marsigli Coll., p. 21, No. 3548,

and Gibb's preface, p. 10.

Stowe, Or. 20.

Foil. 171; 9| in by 7; 13 lines 4f in. long;

written in large and plain Neskhi, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

Another copy of the same tale, agreeing in

in the main with the text translated by
Behrnauer, and containing the same stories

with some divergences of detail. The author

is called Sheikh Zadeh. The short story of

the second night is omitted.

The MS. has lost about a page at the be-

ginning and as much at the end. It wants

also two leaves after fol. 10 and ono after

fol. 13. Foil. 2 and 3 have been supplied by
a later hand.

Add. 5968.
Foil. 152; 8iin.by6£; 15 lines 3J in. long;

written in fair Neskhi ; dated 23 Jumada I,

A.H. 1143 (A.D. 1730).

[Hilorove Turner.]

A third copy of the same tale. The text

agrees also, substantially, with the translation

of Behrnauer, and has the same stories, but

it is shorter and incorrectly written.

In the dedication the name of the Sultan

is written Murad Khan B. Sultan Ibrahim

Khan, and that of the author, Sheh Zadeh

tty *£>, instead of Sheikh Zadeh. It wants
also the story of the second night.

Copyist : ^y^ ^Js-jtsiiM

Add. 18,885.
Foil. 323; 11 \ in. by 8; 14 lines 5 in. long

;

written in large Neskhi, with all the vowels,

apparently in the 16th century.

[Toe Hon. Frederic North.]

The romance of Kiran Habeshi.

Beg. oU»j Jit <_**Ij J^uSjU-jo-'a-.

The anonymous translator states in the

preface that, for the benefit of people ignorant

of Persian, he turned this entertaining story

from that language into Turkish by desire of

his powerful and liberal patron, the favourite

of the Padishah, Hasan Beg. The rubrics

are mostly Persian, and some Persian verses

are left in the original language. The style

is extremely simple, without any pretence to

literary elegance, and the language plain

colloquial Turkish. The translation was
probably written in the ninth century of the

Hijreh. Copies dated A.H. 902, 917, 920,

are found in the libraries of Vienna, Upsala

ff2
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and Paris. Sultan Muhammed Khan, who is

mentioned by the translator, at the end of

vol. ii., Add. 18,886, f. 25 b, as the reigning

sovereign, can hardly be any other than

Muhammed II, the conqueror of Constanti-

nople. It may also be remarked that the

occurrence of some European words as \jj$*

"florin," and ^J "baker's oven," would

scarcely admit of a much earlier date.

Ebu Tahir Musa et-Tartusi ^y, jt&» g\

^jbJcR is named at the beginning as the

author of the original work. His name,

occasionally written also ^j»y*Jc2\, or Muham-

med Tarsusi, is frequently repeated in the

sequel. Other tales connected with the

Persian legends, as the Darab Nameh, Kahra-

mfm Nameh, etc., are ascribed to him. See

Mohl, Preface du Chah Nameh, p. 74, and

Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, No. 280.

The first rubric is
J(

> Ji'l& y^^Sj wh*»ta jl&l

jyij\ Juo if, but the words "Kahraman'Akil"'*'

have been partly obliterated, and the name of

Kiran Habeshi
i
JLt*~ J£ substituted for them

by a later hand.

The present MS. is only the first volume of

the work. It deals chiefly with the following

subjects: Kubad, son of Ardeshlr, son of

Babek, who resides in Damascus, and holds

Iran under his sway, has three sons, named
Khusrevshlr, Ardeshlr, and JehangTrshah.

He asks in marriage for the eldest the

daughter of the Kaisar of Rum, who readily

consents. Having heard, from a merchant
named Khalil, of the wonderful beauty of

Shemseh, daughter of Irej, Shah of Turan
and Chin, whose capital is Tamghaj, he sends
his Vezir, Humai, to claim her as a bride for
his second son. But Irej, mindful of the old
feud of his grandsire, Afrasiab, with Iran,

(
a
) The insertion of that name was probably due to a

confusion with the Dastiin i Kahramiin, ascribed to the
same Tartusi; see Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, p. 522.

scorns the proposed alliance, tears up Kubad's

letter, and casts his ambassador into prison.

Kubad swears to avenge the insult, and by
his order the Emir of Khurasan invades

Turkistan, where he encounters an army
commanded by Shapur and his brother,

Kushtehem. The war is carried on with

checkered success. The armies are succes-

sively reinforced, on the Turkish side by

Emir Tuj, brother of the Shah, by Tureh

Khan, by Irej himself, and by Geihan Shah,

prince of Kashmir ; on the Persian side by
the governor of Irak, by the princes Arde-
shlr and Jehanglrshah (the former of whom
is made prisoner and taken to Tamghaj), by
the Khwarezmshah, and finally by Shah
Kubad in person. The Persians take Kash-
ghar and Khoten. But the hero of the

romance is, as its title shows, Kiran
Habeshi, a Negro of humble birth, originally

ass-driver jj^i^i- to the Vezir Humai, who
performs prodigies of valour, and by his

amazing strength, daring, fleetness and re-

source, becomes the terror of the Turks
and the mainstay of the Persians. He, and
some congenial associates, such as Shehmerd
Razi,Deh-Dlv,Ebu'Asim,Penjeh,GuliBalkhi,

Ebul-'Ala, and others, are constantly running
to and fro, in various disguises, between the
two camps, capturing hostile chiefs, rescuing

captives from the very recesses of the king's

palace, often caught and apparently doomed
to torture and death, but always miraculously

saved from impending destruction.

In the concluding portion of the present
volume the Shah i Chin, beaten by Kubad,
takes to flight. Shervln, Emir of Balkh, and
Kiran are sent in pursuit, but, deceived by a
treacherous guide, they fall into the power of
the fugitive king, who prepares to put them
to death. They contrive to escape, however,
and to reach a fortress, Hisari 'Ayyarfin, held
by a friendly chief, Emir Sa'd, while Kubad,
anxiously waiting for news of them, prepares
to winter in Khoten.
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It may bo noticed that both Shomsoh Banu
and Kiran play a part in the Gershasp

Nameh ; see the extracts given by Riza Kuli

Khan in the Mejma' ul-Fusaha, vol. i., p. 136,

and Or. 2878, f. 112 o.

Copies of tho Kiran Habeshi, or of por-

tions of it, are noticed in tho Catalogues of

Casiri, vol. ii., p. 160, No. 1712 ; Uri, p. 306,

No. 20; Paris, p. 334, Nos. 335-7; Copenhagen,

p. 57, No. 16; Upsala, p. 67; Vienna, vol. ii.,

p. 32, No. 800; and De Jong, Bibl. Acad.

Reg., p. 252.

Tho following title has been pasted on the

first page of the MS. *&*o
^J^*" ^/ <A3 ^

jJ^lj^M* u-»SU* lililf* f^yLtf &%} ylX-ib 8J-»Jl&

On the fly-leaf is written this strange

description of the work, signed with the

initials A.H. :
" Keran Habashi, a general

history of Persia and its Shahs, translated

from the Persian by Habeshi Efendi, in

3 vols."

Add. 18,886 and 18,887.

Two uniform volumes of foil. 478 and 379 ;

16 in. by 11; 17 lines 6^ in. long; written

in very large Neskhi, with 'Unvans and red-

ruled margins, dated Jumada I, A.H. 1001

(A.D. 1593). [The Hon. Fkedekic Noeth.]

The second and third volumes of Kiran

Habeshi, written by one and the same hand,

according to the following subscription of

vol. iii., in tho Imperial library of Con-

stantinople :

<J Jj^ «/*W Jt* (J **&* ^*^° - • • • j*5*

Si i MU\i.. i &b »>

The language, as compared with that of

the preceding MS., is slightly modernized, and

the stylo is more concise.

The second volume begins with the arrival

of Kuba and his army at the Persian camp.

It repeats a portion of the narrative with

which tho preceding MS. concludes, from
fol. 297 b, to tho end. The first rubric is

:

J^ uW cr?/4 &U J&*} e^ **** **"• &***j

The continuation begins, f. 25 b, with this

rubric : <_£**' w^ frtr*^ <—>^ &• ,_^l jJ^

followed by these words : y ^ uiky* ^Jj^" &

Tho remaining part of the volume deals

with the following subjects : Ardeshlr Shah

brought as prisoner to Tamghaj with Ebul-

'Ala. Love-messages between tho captive

prince and Shemseh, convoyed by the latter's

foster-sister, Gul, and by Ebul-'Ali. Shemseh

sent by her father's order as bride to Geihan

Shah, king of Kashmir, resists all his entrea-

ties and threats. Ardeshlr Shah, sent as

prisoner from Tamghaj to the Turkish camp,

is rescued on the way by Kiran. Tho two

princes march into Kashmir and fight Geihan

Shah. Kiran enters the garden of Solomon

uUjLj c\i and sets Dlvs and Peris free.

Geihan Shah, besieged in the fortress of Bi

Feryad Jb.jj ^lo*, falls into tho power of

Kiran, who penetrates by stealth into the

place and contrives to introduce Jehangir into

the king's palace. The narrative breaks off,

f . 474 b ; the last incident related is the

capture of Emirzad, one of the officers of

Geihan Shah, by Kiran and Ebul-'Ala, who
prepare to dispatch two by two the guards

seized in the palace.

Four leaves added by a later hand, foil. 475

—478, give a deceptive appearance of com-

pleteness to the volume. They contain a

spurio.us and very summary conclusion of the

tale.

The headings of part of the present volume

are given by Tornberg in the Upsala Cata-

logue, p. 65.
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There is, apparently, a slight gap between

the end of vol. ii. and the equally abrupt be-

ginning of vol. iii. The latter takes up the

narrative at the point when, all the guards of

the palace having been slain, the prince

orders their ears to be strung on a cord and

thrown down into the cellar where Geihan

Shah and his Vezir, Akratls, were confined.

The contents of the third volume deal mainly

with the following subjects : Capture of the

fortress of Bi Feryiid by the Persian army.

Geihan Shah and Akratls escape through an

underground passage. Kiran and Ebul-\Ala

start in pursuit, but fall into a well. Jehan-

glr in love with Genj Mihr, daughter of

Geihan Shah. Geihan Shah joins the Indian

army commanded by the son of the Rai Hind.

The Dlv Mahakal rescues Kiran, and carries

off prince Ardeshlr to the land of the Peris.

Battles of the Persians with the Indian army.

Geihan Shah is slain by Kiran and the Indian

prince by Jehanglr. The latter joins his father,

Kubad, before Balkh. War renewed with

the Shah i Chin, who is defeated, overtaken in

his flight, and slain by Kiran. His brother,

Tuj, enthroned in Tamghaj as vassal of

Kubad. Jehiinglr starts in search of his

brother and of the two princesses, Shemseh

and Genj Mihr, and meets with wonderful

adventures by land and sea. Kiran rescues

prince Ardeshlr from the Mount of Divs,

where Polls kept him confined. Shemseh and

Genj Mihr, after escaping from a thousand

dangers at sea, are saved by the merchant

KhalTl, who brings them backto Khusrevshab.

The latter sets out in search of his two

brothers, who had fallen into the hands of

the king of the Zengis, finds them in the

Island of Mengusi and takes them to Kaisar.

All return to Damascus. "Wedding of the

princes. Kubad yields the throne to Arde-

shir, who in his turn gives it up to Jehanglr.

Or. 3220.

Foil. 157; 11| in. by 8; 17 lines 5J in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, apparently in

the 17th century.

[Bauon von Kbemer, No. 159.]

The first volume of the same romance.

The contents are the same as in Add.

18,885, with which the present copy is in

textual agreement ; but a few leaves are

wanting at the beginning. In the first page

the merchant Khalil relates how he first

beheld Princess Shemseh, daughter of the

Shah i Chin, standing on the roof of the

palace with a bunch of roses in her hand.

The corresponding passage begins in Add.

18,885, f. 15 a, line 11.

Or. 1146.

Foil. 207 ; 8 in. by 5^ ; 21 lines 3± in.

long ; written in Neskhi, apparently in the

17th century. [Alex Jaba.]

The tale ofKahir Dilaver, with the heading

:

Beg. \&*o j> j&6jt\i «&> jj ijos} chj ijj),

This is only a detached part of a probably

extensive romance, apparently a late com-

position in vulgar Turkish, belonging to the

class of the wildest and most childish fiction.

The action is laid in the time of the Prophet

Solomon ^UjJu- 0,-i», who plays in it a

leading part. This, however, does not exclude

the frequent mention of modern places, as

Constantinople, Baghdad, etc. The principal

hero is Kahir, son of Sam, called, from his

prowess, Kahir Dilaver, who is constantly at

war, not only with human foes, but also with

innumerable hosts of Divs, Jinns, Peris and

sorcerers jiV> under command of their

mighty chief, Polls.

The names of other leading actors, Kei-
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kubad, Zal, Rustera, the bird Slmurgh, Jem-

hur Shah, Edniya U^, Kahkashiin Shah,

Jelal ud-Din Misri, etc., are. partly borrowed

from Persian legend, partly fictitious.

This volume begins and ends abruptly,

and has no division. In the first pages it is

related how Kahir Dilaver is carried off by a

bird from the land of Jabluka to a city of

emerald and ruby, and finds, in a cave, an old

Jinn, who gives him a talisman against hun-

ger. He proceeds on his way and meets

Iblis, who, in various disguises, tries in vain to

entrap him into an act of worship, and he has

afterwards a fierce struggle with an 'Afrit

called 'Akarkarha \t>j>Js\fi-.

The narrative breaks off at the point where

Iblis, in the disguise of a Hindu, brings a

forged letter to Makliin Shah. The imme-
diately preceding incident is the release, by
Zal, of four prisoners brought to him, viz.

Jalim, the Indian, his brother, and two sons of

Maklan Shah.

On the first page is written the name of a

former owner, Seyyid Muhammed B. Ibrahim

Iskatchi Zadeh el-Kiridi, with the date A.H.
1173.

Or. 3297.

Foil. 149 ; 8$ in. by 6 ; 13 lines 41 in.

long; written in large Neskhi, with all the

vowels; dated beginning of Shevval, A.H.
985 (A.D. 1577).

[Chevalier F. de Castelisranco.]

Anecdotes of holy men, with the heading

:

Beg. Jj* fiSfti- Jj\

J* yU-»

(_jwL»*> , li)

The writer, who does not give his name,
says that the best means to keep steadfast in

the faith, and to escape from the contamination

of a wicked world, is to dwell on the lives of

the saints, and on their merits. This induced

him to translate a book written on that sub-

ject, in Persian, by the Sheikh usb-Shuyukh,

Sheikh Ebu'l-Lei§ Samarkandi. The work
consists of twenty Bibs, each of which con-

tains ten stories. The anecdotes are classed

according to the religious virtues, pious

practices, and supernatural gifts, which they

illustrate, as will be seen from tbo following

table, given at the end of the preface :

jO sjx^jJL-S C^ob, *~Ju ^b* L->b

jj^So-
«^*^V sjJosjbfr tilyo^ «^J\S v_>b

jj£J*\ ^jaU/j <—-^y ^ »&\ X^j t—>b

.5 8JJLJJL0 tj&j& (^•i (j-*^- «—->b

jS s^ijL^Jj liJjjL*-^ wy ^ibj t-»b

j4) i±£d\ J^S JU- jd J>j&\
^\£-ij> ^b* i_-»b

ji siClu ^ w,uKj> iJiytjl j> *-»b (_«>b

J} %&>Jid-*3J> C)
A»/Lr» 1wl J£y jo^j jL\s- u->b

jii SJJC>\&a- J^Oj*- IjLS- ^.ib- c_>b

j& iS>Jo*\J jiijf- ijts- C-JU i__>b

jOSiiJi^l Jj-o i^JjjjSsjjUjJ s^i* *?bJl t->b

j(J Sjjjb&»j 8jjj\5j\ bi^ s^ic- ya',5 L-»b

.& s^iijviip »jXo (jijJij.iJj^ bjj\ s^Lfr «*«b t-»b

In the body of the work Bab XL and Bab
XII. are left out, and tho ordinal numbers are

transferred to the next-following Babs. The
same error in numeration obtains to the end,

so that the last Bab, which is in reality the

twentieth, is designated in the heading as the

eighteenth.

Abu'1-Leis Nasr B. Muhammed Samarkandi,
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the alleged author of the original Persian

work, who died A.H. 375, is known only as an

Arabic writer, and among the numerous works

ascribed to him by Haj. Khal. there is none

like the present.

The translation is written in plain old

Turkish, and in archaic spelling.

On the first page is the name of a former

owner, Ikbal B. 'Abdullah, who dates from

Misr (Cairo), A.H. 1020.

Add. 7885.

Foil. 50; 8^ in. by 5}; 15 lines 2f in. long;

written in clear Neskhi, with red-ruled mar-

gins ; apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich. No. 383.]

The humorous stories of Nasr ud-Din

Khojah, with this heading : ^ ****} ^
tilij^ ^.jJl^waJ *r\j=- (T}

!VC
*+*~J L$^ v?-^

sJ. sjoby. uJ'jJo) «-*i>y tjjj\ (_.>Vj^-» (tf?^*
5^*

Beg. *&-x> I* CJJik- «bj ij^ Jj^ <->\j

The work, which is generally known as

Lata'if i Nasr ud-Din Khojah ^aj i_flj.k5

*?"V- &?-^> Legins in this copy with a table

of the eight Babs into which it is divided.

The first half only of that table is extant, a

leaf or more having been lost after f . 1. The

first four Bibs comprise the Khojah's pleasan-

tries (1) with common people, (2) with princes,

(3) with his wife, (4) with his son.

The division, however, is not observed in

the body of the volume. The first five stories

are those numbered 111.—VII. in the ' Sot-

tisier' of Decourdemanche, but further on the

order differs. The last story of the MS. is

the CVIIth of the « Sottisier.'

The anonymous editor says in conclusion

that there is no doubt that Nasr ud-Din

Efendi was one of the great saints, and he

invites the readers to recite a Fatihah for his

goul.

Common tradition makes Nasr ud-Din

Khojah contemporary with Bayezld I. and

Timur, and places his tomb in Akshehr. The

collection of the comical stories that have

clustered round his name is an old and

popular book. It was printed for the first

time in Constantinople A.H. 1253, and in

Bulak A.H. 1254. A German translation

has been published by W. von Camerloher,

Triest, 1857. There are also French trans-

lations by N. Mallouf, Smyrna, by Decour-

demanche, Paris, 1876, and, by the same, a

more complete collection entitled Sottisier

de Nasr-eddin Hodja,' Bruxelles, 1178. An
English version by G. Borrow was printed in

Ipswich, 1884.

For MSS. see the Catalogues of Paris, Nos.

229, 236, 395; Uri, No. 35; Krafft, No. 171;

Leyden, Nos. 502, 2715; and Vienna, vol. ii.,

p. 28.

Add. 7883.

Foil. 268 ; 8i in. by 5|; 15 lines 2f in.

long ; written in Neskhi, with a few vowels,

apparently in the 17th century. Foil. 1—4,

69—129, have been supplied by a later hand.

[Rich, No. 381.]

A collection of detached tales, without

preface or author's name,

Some of the tales have headings bearing

consecutive numbers, viz. 12—18, 28—32,

but others want the rubrics, and there are

some lacunae. Most of the tales have short

epilogues, setting forth the moral lesson to

be drawn from them. The language is plain

Turkish; but the rubrics are Persian.

This is evidently an imperfect copy of an
anonymous collection of forty-two tales en-

titled isl^\ c^i -Jd\ not to be confounded
with an earlier work of the same name de-

scribed in the Persian Catalogue, p. 751 b.

Indeed the title might be inferred from a
passage, f. 72 a, where it is said :

' All these

stories are tales of deliverance from distress,'

jSiZtl) ^ ^jS.)\J^\ ftUs-Jo.K* yj Six com-
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plete copies of the work are noticed in the

Catalogues of Paris, Nos. 377, 382, 384;

Gotha, No. 234; Vienna, No. 798, and

Munich, No. 204. The date of the last,

A.H. 914, points to an early period for the

composition of the work.

The contents of an Upsala MS. comprising

the second half of the collection, i.e. tales

24—42, are fully described by Tornberg,

pp. 65-6, and agree, as far as they go, with

the present copy. Another fragment, con-

sisting of tales 26—34, is mentioned, without

title, in the Vienna Catalogue, No. 802.

Another Turkish work, also entitled -J
isL am, but divided into thirteen Babs, was

written by Muhammed B. 'Omer el-Halebi

for Sultan Murad II. See Haj. Khal., vol. iv.,

p. 411, and the Paris Catalogue, p. 338,

No. 383.

Contents: The king in search of a man
without sorrow (imperfect at the beginning;

see the Persian Catalogue, p. 760 a), f. 5 a.

Tale 12. The goldsmith's wife, the Fakih, the

Muhtesib, the Sliihneh, the Vali, and the Kazi,

f. 13 b, with the rubric J\j Jk\ f*^* <-^.&>-

Tale 13. The carpenter of Nishapur who
played a trick on the weaver, f. 23 a.

Tale 14. Ishak Mausili and the kiosk to

which he was hauled up in a basket, f. 32 b.

Tale 15. Balkis, the king's daughter, and

the Peri, f. 38 b. Tale 16. 'Abd ul-'Aziz, son

of Mensur, the jeweller, who, after squander-

ing his father's fortune, found a treasure in

Egypt, f. 43 b. Tale 17. Tahir the dog-wor-

shipper and Shemseh the witch, f. 54 a.

Tale 18. The robber and the Kazi, f. 68 b.

The merchant Bihriiz, of Merv, the linen-

draper of Baghdad, and the daughter of the

king of Kashmir, f . 72 b. The Kazi of Bagh-

dad before Harun er-Reshid, f. 88 b. (It

breaks off, f. 92, and is continued on a trans-

posed leaf, f. 129). Shapur the brickmaker,

who married the divorced wife of Khwajah

Muzaffor, f. 93 a. (The first part of tho

story is written by a later hand at the be-

ginning of the volume, ff. 1

—

1). Tho three

princes who buried their father's money,

f. 103. Tho king who every year cast a
Vezir to the dogs, f. 106 a. Levvahah of

Nishapur, and his claim upon Besher, the

money-changer of Baghdad, f. 108 b. Prince

Khalaf and the daughter of the Faghfur,

f. 112 a (foil. 129 and 130 are fragments of

other stories). Seif ul-Muluk and Bedi* ul-

Jeraal, f. 135 b. Tale 28. Dekin the camel-

driver, the woman left for dead by her hus-

band *Amir, and Habib the sorcerer, f. 178 a.

Tale 29. Yahya Bermeki and the blind man
who discovered the stolen jewels, f. 192 b.

Tale 30. Erviyyeh, the pious woman, whom
her husband's brother attempted to seduce,

f. 194 a. Tale 31. The dispute of Solomon

and the Simurgh on fate and predestination,

f. 217 b. Tale 32. Prince Gul Baghban and

the daughter of the King of Yemen (the

beginning only), f. 234 a. Khiilid and Yusuf

the meddling barber (wanting the beginning),

f. 235 a. Delleh, the crafty woman, f . 236 b

(imperfect at the end). Prince Cheipur and
king Simjur (wanting the beginning), f. 259 a.

The talisman of Egypt and the daughter of

Bukht Nasr, f. 263 b. Akhi Khurdek and the

boasting traveller, f. 267 a.

The last tale, the 42nd, according to the

Upsala Catalogue, is unfinished, because, as

the copyist states, the MS. from which he was

transcribing had lost some leaves at the end.

Add. 19,803.

Foil. 145; 8}in.by5|; 17 lines 4 in. long;

written in Divani, apparently in the 17th

century.

A detached volume, imperfect at beginning

and end, of a collection of tales, partly bor-

rowed from the Arabian Nights.

The plan of the original work has been

preserved. The stories are told night after

night by Shehzad to the Sbah i Chin, but

o a
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they do not follow the same order, and are

considerably altered. A new feature is in-

troduced : the night-tales alternate with day-

stories. The latter are told to the same king

by a narrator called Behram Khushkelam ;

they deal exclusively with the wonderful

adventures of the celebrated saint Seyyid

Juneid.

The first entire section belongs to the lat-

ter class. It begins: ^J^y>- fa C^.K*

fal->j±>} J.-*- ^r 'H*'
5

ftjt
j»&

Tlie second section, one of the night-tales,

begins : ^Lil. til^Sifc* SJNj^ <-»M^^
c^i ^3 \^ fix fj^J J&~ ^j£*

^J&\ <~>sV> f*>
•i^ Lf^J^ £*$•* u'jb^

The night stories bear consecutive numbers.

The first, entire, f . 9 b, was designated as the

09th, but the number has been altered by a

second hand to 101. The last, f. 143 b, is

the 120th. They include the following tales :

'Attaf Dimiskki, the pimp Sa'ideh, and Sheikh

Ebul-Berekat (imperfect at the beginning),

f. 4 a. The tailor, the Jewish doctor, the

king's head-cook, and the Christian broker

(corresponding with the story of the Calcutta

edition, vol. i., p. 199), f. 39 a. Kamer uz-

Zeman, son of Sultan Mahmud, and his

daughter, Shems un-Nehar, fol. 59 a. Ahmed

Saghlr and Shems ul-Kusiir, f. 94 a. The

lame youth and the prating barber (wanting

the end ; see the Calcutta ed. vol. i., p. 235),

f. 133 r».

The above tales are found in the same order

in the second volume of a Turkish version of

the Arabian Nights, in the Bibliotheque

Nationale, No. 356, the contents of which are

stated by H. Zotenberg, Histoire d\Ala al-Dln,

ou la Lampo Merveilleuse, Paris, 1888, p. 22.

Turkish translations of the Arabian Nights

are noticed in the Catalogues of Paris, p. 336,

No. 356, and of Upsala, p. 62, Nos. 109, 110.

A Turkish version, by Ahmed Nazlfi, has been

printed in Constantinople without date (see

Melanges Asiatiques, vol. v., p. 480). Editions

are mentioned under A.H. 1236 and 1288 in

the Journal Asiatique, 7° Serie, vol. i., p. 529.

Or. 1145.

Foil. 158; 8 in. by 6; 15 and 17 lines

about 4i in. long; written in Nestalik

;

dated end of Ramazan, A.H. 989 (A.D. 1581).

[Alkx. Jaba].

"The nobility of Man," freely translated

from the well-known apologue, "The Contest

of man with the animals," the twenty-first of

the "Tracts of the Sincere Brothers" JjU,

,^\(see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 662 b).

Beg. u-

Ju6 U v--J..

r^ ft

The translator is the poet Lami'i, who died

A.H. 937 or 938 (see p. 156 a). In a long

and wordy preface, foil. 3 b—18 b, a great

part of which is devoted, as well as the epi-

logue, foil. 154 a—158, to the praises of the

reigning Sultan Suleiman, he states that he

wrote the present work A.H. 933, when he

had reached the age of fifty-five. He gives

there, f. 14 b, his proper name, Mahmud
B. 'Osman B. Hyas; but in some of the

mimerous poetical pieces, Turkish and Per-

sian, with which his prose is intermixed, he

calls himself by his poetical surname, Lami'i.

The original work, printed in Calcutta,

1812. has been re-edited by Dieterici under

the title of "Thier und Mensch vor dem

Konig der Genien," Leipzig, 1879 and

1881. For copies of the Turkish version see

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 421, the

Munich Catalogue, No. 206, and Rosen, Mar-

sigli Collection, p. 21, No. 3350.
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Copyist : Jti/i ^ju- Wy> yf

A table of contents, written by the same
band as the text, occupies one page at the

beginning.

Add. 7843.

Foil. 167 ; 11$ in. by 6f ; 23 lines 4 in.

long; written in fair Neskhi, with 'Unvan ;

dated middle of Zulhijjeh, A.H. 1021 (A.D.

1613). [Rich, No. 334.]

The same work, with twenty-six coloured

drawings, in very fair style, representing men
and animals.

Copyist: J£b\J> Jj'
*1]\ u^^ll> ±+s?

Or. 1138.

Foil. 374; 10 in. by 6| ; 19 lines 3.^ in.

long ; written in neat Nestalik, with 'Unvan
and gold-ruled margins; dated Cairo, Ju-

mada II, A.H. 959 (A.D. 1552) ; bound in

ornamental stamped leather covers.

[Alex. Jaba.]

The fables of Bidpai, freely translated

from the Persian version, entitled Envar i

Suheili (see the Persian Catalogue, p. 756),

by 'Ali B. Salih.

Beg. j^lMI Jp^ j jpfc- ^Jb. O^

'Ali Chelebi, a native of Philippopolis,

was commonly called Vasi' 'Alisi <j»^ <*->|j

(not Ali Wasi, as Hammer has it), i.e. Vasi*'s '

'Ali, because he had commenced his career as

assistant s^m to the professor Mevlana 'Abd

nl-Yasi' (who retired, A.H. 929, from the

office of Kazi 'Asker Rumili, and died in

Mecca, A.H. 944 or 945 ; v. Shaka'ik). He
held, successively, professorships in Brusa,

Adrianople, and Constantinople, and died

as Kazi of Brusa, A.H. 950. He ranks as a

poet on account of the verses freely inserted

in the present work, which is regarded by

Turkish critics as an unequalled model of

elegant composition. For notices of his life

see Shaka'ik, f. 172 b, Latifl, f. 71 i, Kinali

Zadeh, f. 200 o, 'Ali, Or. 32, f. 228, Pechevi,

vol. i., p. 59, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk., vol. ii.,

p. 229, and Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iii.,

p. 268.

In the preface 'Ali Chelebi, after giving an

account of the origin of the work, and of its

different versions, states that he commenced
the present translation at the time of his

appointment as Muderris to the Medreseh
attached to the mosque of Sultan Murad in

Adrianople, and he concludes with a pane-

gyric on Sultan Suleiman, to whom the work
is dedicated.

It is related by 'Ali, I.e., that, after

finishing the work, on which he had spent

twenty years of his life, the author had two
handsome copies made for presentation to

the Grand Vezir Lutfi Pasha (who was in

office A.H. 945—47) and to Sultan Suleiman.

The former did not condescend to take the

book in his hand, and severely rebuked 'Ali

I
Chelebi for wasting so much time on lying

|

tales. But the Sultan formed a different

!
estimate of the writer's deserts, and rewarded

:
him the next day by appointing him Kazi of

Brusa.

The present copy, dated nine years after

the author's death, was written by Mustafa B.

Mahmiid B. Evrenus, poetically surnamed
Muslimi, who adds at the end some verses in

honour of its possessor.

A table of contents, dated Shumla .J*i,

A.H. 1186, is prefixed.

The Humayiin Nameh has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1251. An abridgment, entitled

j\*~M\j\*i, by Osman Zadeh Tii'ib, has been

published in Constantinople, A.H. 1256.

Another abridgment, by the same writer,

entitled gLaiN jsjoj is noticed by Aumer,
Munich Catalogue, Nos. 198-9. Partial

French translations, by Galland and Car-

donne, have been published under the title

a a 2
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of ' Contes et Fables indiennes,' Paris, 1724

and 1778, and in the Pantheon Litteraire,

Contes orientaux, pp. 3C9—549. Extracts,

translated by A. Royer, will be found in

the Journal Asiatique, 48 Serie, vol. xii.,

pp. 381—416, and vol. xiii., pp. 415—453.

See also Diez, ' Ueber Inhalt und Vortrag des

Koniglichen Baches,' Berlin, 1811, and S. de

Sacy, Calila et Dimna, p. 51.

For MSS. see the Catalogues of Paris,

Nos. 369—376, 381; Uri, No. 155 ; Dresden,

Nlbs. 396, 402, 405 ; Krafft, No. 157 ; Upsala,

Nos. 107, 108; S. Petersburg, No. 583;

Leyden, vol. i., p. 361 ; Gotha, No. 227

;

Vienna, vol. hi., Nos. 1867—72; Munich,Nos.

192—197, and Asiatisches Museum, p. 601.

Add. 15,153.

Foil. 443 ; 10 in. by 6£ ; 19 lines 4$ in. long;

written in elegant Neskhi, with a rich
l
Un-

van, gold-ruled mai'gins, headings in blue and

gold, and marginal ornaments, apparently in

the 16th century; bound in stamped and

gilt leather covers, and enclosed in a similarly

ornamented case.

The same work, enriched with 165 spirited

and highly-finished miniatures, some of which

are whole-page, while others occupy half a

page or less.

The latter part of the MS., ff. 432—443,

supplied by a somewhat later hand, is dated

Zulhijjeh, A.H. 997 (A.D. 1589).

In the first page is a note dated i*r (A.H.

1182), stating that the volume belonged to

Muhammed Emin B. Veli ud-Din, late Kazi

of Mecca.

Sloane 3586.

Foil. 401 ; 9 in. by 6} ; 19 lines 4 in.

long ; written in neat Neskhi, with all the

vowels; with 'Unvan and red-ruled margins;

dated Ramazan, A.H. 977 (A.D. 1570).

A third copy of the same work.

Had. 3280.

Foil. 326; lOf in. by 6|; 23 lines 3 } in.

long ; written in Nestalik, with red-ruled

margins, apparently about the close of the

16th century ; bound in stamped leather

covers.

A fourth copy of the same work.

A Latin notice of four pages, by Salomon

Negri, is prefixed.

Add. 7842.

Foil. 321; 12 in. by 7|; 23 lines 3| in.

long ; written in Kyrma, with red-ruled

margins, apparently early in the 17th cen-

tury. [Rich, No. 449.]

A fifth copy of the same Avork.

On the first page is written " Spahani

1623," and lower down,"Georgius Strachanus

Merniensis Scotus, Carmra
. Excalceatorum

Missionis Scyracensis.'' (See the Persian

Catalogue, p. 812 b)

Sloane 3248.

Foil. 18 j 11$ in. by 8 ; about 20 lines 5$ in.

long; written in large Neskhi, by Solomon

Negri, early in the 18th century.

An extract from the above work, viz. the

story of the hermit, the fox, the pimp, and

the wives of the shoemaker and the barber

(the eighth story of Bab I.), with the Persian

text of the Envar i Suheili, in parallel

columns.

Add. 5974.

Foil. 140; 7| in. by 51; 11 lines 4 in. long;

written in rude Neskhi, and badly spelt

;

apparently in the 18th century.

[Hilgkove Turner.]

The tale of Shirvan Shah and Shemii'il,

translated from Persian, with the heading:

y'o JjU<£> »U» ^ji^t ftkjo!> ^..J* cA'.^»-
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Beg. e^ote ) <*» lJ j"**" 3 <-^V t-J <*•**

The translator, who designates himself only

by the poetical surname Baka'i ^y'Ju, says in

tho preface that, being attached to the service

of Prince Muriid Khan B. Selim Khan in

Magnesia, A.H. 982, it occurred to him to

translate the present tale from Persian, as a

suitable offering for his Highness. He states

at the end that he performed that task during

the month of Rebl' I. of the above year (a few

months before the prince's accession as

Sultan Muriid III, which took place on the

7th of Ramazan, A.H. 982).

The translator is probably identical with

the poet Baka'i, of Nicaea, who was Khojah

of Muriid III. during his minority, and died

A.H. 1003. See Gesch. der Osm. Dichtkunst,

vol. Hi., p. 86, and 'Ahdi, f. 58 b.

The hero of the tale is the son of Bakht-

yar, king of Shiriiz. His father asks for him

the hand of Humayun Band, daughter of

Shiipur, king of Baghdad. In the meanwhile,

however, Shlrvan Shah strays away from his

suite in the hunting field, alights at the tent

of Shema'il, the fair daughter of a shepherd,

and falls desperately in love with her. He
ends, after many adventures, by marrying

both Humayun and Shema'il. The latter's

six brothers, Rahhiim, Ferhiid, Feramurz,

Ferldun, Khudadiid, and Merzubiin, who play

a considerable part in the tale, become great

princes.

A tale called Hikayet i Shah Shirvan,

briefly noticed by Krafft, p. 54, may be a

shorter version of the same story.

Or. 3298.

Foil. 263 ; 14J in. by 9£ ; 18 lines 5£ in.

long, written in a fair large Neskhi, with

'Unviin and broad gold-ruled margins, ap-

parently in the 16th century; bound in

stamped and gilt leather covers.

[PlERRE AMEDEE JADBEKT.]

ja>y *xm3

Tho tale of Ferrukhruz, translated from

Persian.

Beg. (j*U»jjWj J'jii* ij\j*- &+» j\ ^v

The hero of the romance, Femikhriiz, is

the son of Khurshid Shah and Eban-dukht.

Tho principal incident is tho disappearance of

Gulbuy, daughter of Kaimun Shah and des-

tined bride of the prince, who has been carried

off by Tuti Shah, king of Kirmend. That
wicked king, and his wily Vezir, Khfikiin, arc

the arch-villains of the story. On tho prince's

side are three gallant champions named
'Alem-efriiz, Jengjuy, and Ruz-efzun, who
assist him in his search after tho lost princess,

and meet, like their master, with an endless

succession of dangerous scrapes and wonder-
ful escapes.

The narrative begins on fol. 2 a, line 5, as

follows: f>.s>\ (ji-^j oyj «JJU^j uFjy* »Jj^ ji^*

"In the first volume I had brought the

story to the point where Ferrukhruz, coming

into the presence of his father, Khurshid

Shah, said," etc. From this it is evident that

the MS. contains only the second volume of

a romance of considerable extent ; nor does it

bring the story to a close. The last pages

relate to the hero's encounter with a new
foe, Shah Kiitus. Ferrukhruz, who has just

been released from captivity by his servant

Semek, joins his father's army, and both

sally forth to attack Shah Katus, and they

drive him defeated into his city c^\SJ*!* ^i, #

In the last lines it is related how Ferrukhruz

sends Ubruk to look after 'Alem-efruz and

inquire why he tarries so long.

At a break in the narrative, f. 36 b, the

translator, who does not give his name, says

that he was ono of His Majesty's sailors
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*jy pi** J^ WV- »tf» C^ and invites his

hearers to pray for the long reign of Sultan

Murad Khan B. Selim Khan (A.H. 982—

1003). On resuming the story, f. 37 a, he

names the author of the Persian original,

Feramurz B. Khodad B. 'Abdullah el-Katib

el-Erjani, J&y> CLU£U« $ 3
^ai*** <JXci£ .>

*•»]

Jk) ,J^h\ jjUc ^Uj ab.y 5Ax-,Vi J^J ^J+h *l!l

Further on, f. 51 a, the same writer is

simply called dto« j/>]/'

The tale is told in plain colloquial Turkish

;

but every now and then Persian verses, taken

from the original work, are textually inserted,

and their import is afterwards set forth in

Turkish prose. There is no division into

chapters, but there are frequent breaks indi-

cated by the words i_-3U- ^j\ U\ written in

sjold in the text.

The first page, and the first four lines of the

next, although written by the same hand as

the rest of the MS., contain an evidently

spurious preamble, intended to give an ap-

pearance of completeness to a detached

volume. Feramurz B. Khodad (written here

j^) is there made to say that some friends

had once applied to him for a new and elegant

tale, fit to be recited to the great, and that he

had written the present story to comply with

their wish.

The MS. contains sixty-three whole-page

miniatures of a fair style of execution, in

Several of which the faces have been purposely

blurred and obliterated.

On the first page is written the name of a

former owner, a Turkish princess named
Zeineb ^Jo^a*. ^UaL* t-.i?j Jjz\ju»

Add. 10,003.

Foil. 53 ; 8J in. by 6 ; 13 lines 4£ in. long

;

written in cursive Turkish Neskhi, apparently

about the beginning of the 19th century.

[Tee Hon. Frederic North.]

The tale of Muhammed Beg and Farah-dil,

without author's name, with the heading

:

At the beginning is a prologue in five Mes-

nevi lines, the first of which is :

The prose narrative begins :
{J
i£"

_, CajVj.

The hero of the tale, Muhammed Beg, of

Erekli (Heraclea), a town on the shore of

the Black Sea, attracted by a report of the

bounties lavished by Sultan Ahmed [I.] to

celebrate the completion of his mosque on the

At-Meidana
,
goes to Constantinople with six-

teen paras in his pocket. There he meets

a rich townsman, 'Ali Efendi, who shows him

the sights of the capital, and he falls in love

with a girl of surpassing beauty, called Farah-

dil, whom he sees in the slave-market, and

who supplies him with secreted jewels, as the

means of securing her possession by purchase.

Both are afterwards carried off in a Christian

ship as slaves, and the rest of the tale is chiefly

taken up with their adventures in captivity

in Germany and Spain.

On the first page is written, by the same

hand as the text, a Turkish promissory note,

dated Smyrna, A.H. 1223.

On the fly-leaf the work is described as the

' Life and History of Sultan Ahmed Khan.'

Harl. 5456.

long

;

Foil. 72 ; 8$ in. by 5J ; about 20 lines 4 in.

written in cursive Neskhi ; dated

(f. 68 a) iaa, apparently for A.H. 1088 (AD.
1677).

(
a
) The foundation of Sultan Ahmed's mosque was laid

on the 9th of Kejeb, A.H. 1018. Its completion was
celebrated on the 4th of Jumada II, A.H. 1026. See

Fezlekeh, vol. i., pp. 331, 383.
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"The treasury of philosophy," or the
romance of Ebu c

Ali Sina (Avicenna) and his

twin brother, Ebul-Haris, by Ziyi ad-Bin
Ynhya ^gi ^J\ >L^

Beg. ^1 ^H & ^

A prologue, in fifty-one Mesnevi verses, is

followed by a short preface in prose. The
author refers to a story of Ebu 'Ali Sina,

previously composed byDervish Hasan Medhi
(see above, p. 43 a), which had been presented

to Sultan Murad III. (A.IT. 982—1003), but
had not been accepted. Haviug found that

it was an unshapely composition, full of in-

coherent and absurd stories, he determined
to write a true account of Ebu 'Ali accord-

ing to historical records. He commenced it

in Scutari, on his way to Larindeh, whither

he was sent as Kazi, and had finished it on
reaching the latter place.

Notwithstanding the above profession, the

work deals from beginning to end in pure

fiction, and the hero appears throughout in

the character of an all-powerful magician.

We are told at the very outset how he and
his brother shut themselves up, for a whole

year, in a cave, where books of magic and
alchemy had been hidden by King Solomon,

and thus became adepts in the black arts.

The tale is chiefly taken up with the wonder-

ful adventures of the two brothers at the
Court of the Sultan of Egypt, and afterwards
with Shah Muhmud, king of Kermaii.

An Upsala MS., No. 118, with the mom
title and beginning, gives, at the end, the date
of composition, A.H. 1038, in the following
line, in which the author takes the poetical

surname Ziyii'i :

v& ] £/> j* J^> <j^.i

A copy, dated A.H. 1051, is noticed in the
Vienna Catalogue, vol.i., p. 422. A shorter re-

cension, with a prose beginning, is mentioned
in the Catalogues of Upsala, No. 119, and
Gotha, No. 250. A third version of the same
tale is described by Aumer, Munich Cata-
logue, No. 207. A similar, if not identical,

work, entitled li.«. J* ^1 cyb\£-, has been
printed in Bulak, without date, and litho-

graphed in Constantinople, A.H. 12G5. See
Hammer, Sitzungsberichte der K. Akademie,
vol. vi., p. 222.

At the end of the MS., foil. 09—72, is a

fragment of a legendary history relating to

Haji Bektash, and to the origin of the

Osmanli dynasty. The Oghuz chief, Kiya,

has three sons, called Aitoghmish, Ertoghdi

Alp, and Gunder Alp, who succeed each other

in the Sanjak conferred upon them by Sultan

'Ala ud-Din Seljuk. Haji Bektash Veli, also

called Hazret Khunkarjioi- u^, bestow >

his blessing on Ertoghdi Alp, and, after him,

•upon his son Osmau Beg.
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MANUSCRIPTS OF MIXED CONTENTS.

Hail. 5450.

Foil. 189 ; 7} in. by 4| ; about 20 lines 3 in.

long ; written in a cursive and ill-shaped

Turkish character; dated (foil. 18, 160)

from A.H. 1070 to 1087 (A.D. 1660—1676).

I. Foil. 1—5. A tract on the errors of

recitation which vitiate the legal prayers.

Beg. u?.^ i^fr *%ei\ J*?- {j&\ &!J ±*&

It is stated to be extracted from the work

of Kilzi Khan, the Khuliisah, and the Munyeh
i Kebir.

II. Foil. 5 a—9 b. A chapter on Satan's

attempts to entice dying believers into a

denial of faith.

Beg. ^UaJuS. 8Jjb y yUaJLiJ! j& ,J fc-»U

III. Foil. 9 5—18 a. Advice of IblTs,

Jp*?** u»£l\> or Muhammed's conversation

with the Devil, translated from Arabic.

Beg- J^ ij4>\ ^ • • • *5U»o Js. «U ±+J)

For MSS. of the same or similar tracts,

see the Catalogues of Dresden, Nos. 21, 2,

264, 10 ; Upsala, Nos. 127, 407, 3 ; Krafft,

No. 172; Pertsch, No. 1, 13; Vienna, vol. i.,

p. 133, 10, and De Jong, No. 214, 2.

IV. Foil. 18 6—22 b. Poetical pieces

containing reflections on the perversity of

the age and pious exhortations, without

author's name.

Beg. j&s. a-^^jj^jl ^i) ciiiUj

V. Foil. 23 a—25 b. A Ta'bir Nameh,

said to have been brought to Muhammed by
the angel Gabriel.

VI. Foil. 27 6—35 a. A chapter on the

condition and future state of those who

neglect the legal prayer 'i%a!>\ l^Jo l_->b_jj ,Jw»j

.^W CJJJ^ss) <^j> ^Ui Jjai ji
^J*}J)

jl> w

VII. Foil. 36 b—59 b. A Mesnevi treating

of the fate of souls after death, of resurrection

and judgment, heaven and hell.

Beg. ^)s\
u>j<y>\

*±> *j^^

VIII. Foil. 60 a—84 b. Another Mesnevi

on the principal tenets and religious obser-

vances of Islamism.

Beo- ^ 3" tf'^ &>)£ us?

The above two pieces are in the same

metre, viz. that of the Mesnevi portions of the

Muhammediyyeh, and are possibly detached

parts of a similar poem.

IX. Foil. 84 b—144 a. Sindbad Nameh
s*b ^bijj^, or the history of tho king's son

and the seven vezirs (see the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 748).

Beg. (—^Jji j jlJoKs- t_Jula) a^ljtf'y, S J£b

The main story, or canvass of the tale,

agrees with the * Seven Viziers' as translated

by Jon. Scott in his ' Tales, anecdotes, and

letters,' pp. 38—198, and with the Syntipas

analyzed by Loiseleur, 'Essai sur les fables

indiennes,' pp. 93—127 ; but the inserted
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short stories differ very considerably, as will

be seen from the following list of the first six

:

1. The fox and tho ape, told by Sindbad (see

Olouston, Book of Sindibad, p. 13), f. 86 b.

2. The Fil-bfm, or elephant-driver, who
failed to tame a wild elephant for the king

(ib., p. 17), f. 88 a. 3. The sick king for

whom lion's milk was prescribed, f. 89 b.

4. The king of the apes (ib., p. 27), f. 94 b.

•">. The merchant and tho parrot (ib., p. 31),

f. 96 b. 6. The bath-keeper and the prince

(ib., p. 61), f. 99 a.

The last two stories are new ; viz. those

of the fox who was caught in Balkh and

who, while shamming death, lost his 'tail and

his teeth ; and of the thief of Baghdad, who
obtained his release from prison by bidding

his wife put the stolen trinkets into another

man's box.

In the end the guilty queen is saved from

death by the intercession of the prince, and, at

his suggestion, cast out of the city. The
story concludes with the moral exhortations

of the dying king to his son. The latter

succeeds, and makes Sindbad his Vezir.

X. Foil. 144 a—160 b. The story of

Temim ed-Dari, one of the Prophet's com-

panions, who returned to his wife after thirty

years absence.

Beg. ^ iJiJ*y}\ j~<\ ^/j <jdj\ c-Ajj

»tf\i ij&yy^ lite?"-* i—>jlS yjUi -Ifo *j* ^jej

Copies of the Arabic original are noticed in

the Catalogues of Uri, No. 854, 2; Krafft,

No. 151, 7; Leyden, No. 289, and Loth,

p. 300, viii. A Turkish version is mentioned

in the Paris Catalogue, No. 78, and another

in verse, by Aumer, Munich Catalogue,

Xo. 190.

XI. Foil. 161 b~189. Legends relating

to Solomon, Alexander, Moses, Nebuchad-

nezzar, etc., taken from commentaries upon

the Coran, anecdotes of Zu'n-nun Misri, etc.

Beg. %J^r r
%J\ lA* ^VJU^AL^tt^JB

)^-Jr>j> u^S" ^jji* *})>•>>

Copyist : Jy- ntf^ J>^\ jc ^^
Harl. 5463.

Foil. 150; h\ in. by 4; 11 lines, 2$ in. long;

written in Neskhi ; dated Rejob, A. II. 1077

(A.D. 1667).

A volume containing some chapters of the

Coran, and various prayers in Arabic, with

Turkish introductions (see the Arabic Cata-

logue, p. 381).

It includes the following Turkish tracts :

I. Foil. 47 a—54 a. On omens to be de-

rived from throbbings in various parts of the

body, with the heading: CX»J^» dliilfl ^\

II. Foil. 79 6—846. Fal-Nameh, showing
the import of letters found on opening the

Coran at random, with the heading : J\J Ji

III. Foil. 123 rt—140 h. A tract, by que*
tions and answers, relating to the rules and
traditions of the order of Haji Bektash, the

patron-saint of Jannissaries.

Beg. JUU/vjJjI J-1, %pj\ ,jj\# i*)jjy,\

IV. Foil. 141 a—147 b. A similar tract,

with the heading : «*U o^» >^<&>J*
f^ U*

Copyist (fol. 140 b) : wu
(
_^a* j> cr~»-

Haxl. 5486.

Foil. 51 ; 8 in. by b\ ; 8 and 9 lines 4±
in. long ; written in large Neskhi, with all

the vowels, on European paper, and on one

side of the leaves only ; dated Muharrem,

A.H. 1072 (A.D. 1661).

I. Foil. 1—10. A collection of about a

hundred Turkish proverbs, the first of which is

h n
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«liTj^3_,\ J/ *U» *U9. From fol. 1 to 7 a

transcription, in Roman letters, has been

added on the opposite page by an English

hand of the 17th century. The first proverb

is transcribed : Damla damla ghiol olur

angla.

II. Foil. 11—44, 51. Familiar dialogues

between a teacher and his pupil, without

author's name.

Beg. i+»j *%J\ JoJ* &&
f^*" t?JJj' *?-^

The above portion of the MS. belonged to

Dr. John Covel, chaplain to the ambassador,

Sir Daniel Harvey (see p. 91 a), who has writ-

ten on the first page ' Giovanni Covelli, 1670.'

III. Foil 45—50 ; b\ in by 4. A short

preface to the Psalms of David, written in

Turkish, by a European hand, with an Italian

translation.

Beg. OjrfL- 13 (jjO^jS*^ i liU\J ] Jt^ j>{m

Short descriptions of the contents, in Latin,

in the hand of Salomon Negri (see the Arabic

Catalogue, p. 335 b), are found on foil. 1

and 45.

Haii. 5490.

Foil. 374; 8 in. by 5|; about 17 lines

;

written by various hands, in Neskhi and
Nestalik ; dated (f. 220 a) Zulka'deh, A.H.
1076, and (f. 325 b), Muharrem, A.H. 1093
(A.D. 1666—1682).

A volume of miscellaneous contents,

Turkish, Arabic, and Persian, partly de-

scribed in the Arabic Catalogue, pp. 397-8,

and in the Persian Catalogue, p. 790. The
following portions are Turkish :

I. Foil. 4 a—16 b.

The " Rescue of the Drowning," a religious

poem by Huda'i, with the heading : J 2U, xi*

&& ca# ^\ 3ja\j ^J}

Beg. jj\ Jjl (jl*i-» ) J-»»» *jJj»-

The author's name is found in the last

Beit

:

......

He is designated in a title written on the

first page, f. 4 a, as yjjWl c_Ja» ^jX*^ ^jt

The work consists of a selection of texts

from the Coran and Hadl§, and of sayings of

the great Sufis, mostly relating to faith and

contemplative life. They are given in Arabic,

and preceded, or followed, by the author's

paraphrase, and comments in Turkish verse.

Sheikh Mahmud, Halvaji Zadeh, a native

of Sivri Hisar, poetically surnamed Huda'i,

began his career as a Muderris, and, after

embracing a religious life, acquired great

fame as a preacher and spiritual teacher. He
died in Scutari A.H. 1038. See Fezlekeh,

vol. ii., p. 114. His life, and an analysis of

the present work, will be found in Gesch. der

Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 192. See also

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 606,

and vol. v., p. 100; Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

p. 302 ; Krafft, No. 315, and Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 541, No. 8. The Di-

van of Huda'i has been printed in Constan-

tinople, A.H. 1286; v. Journal Asiatique,

6th Serie, vol. xviii., p. 142.

II. Foil. 19 b—120 a.

i_i,Uc*M [read S^Ja/c] 'ijy\*j t_Jullai)\ ie-yj??

A commentary on the Mesnevi of Mevlana

Jelal ud-Din Rumi, by Sheikh Isma'il Dedeh
el-Ankirevi.

Beg. \&>&s\ j *& ^ *UW\ ^j\ gjt *«>Ij

^j cJlK)\ ,J*^
The above title is found in the preface,

f. 21 b ; but the heading olrf^l f\i t_^a \j*

jZs- UVJ c*w -jL ^J oyi p^rj gives the

names of two of the author's previous works,
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which he blended in the present commentary.

We are told in the preface that, while ho was

lecturing on the Mesnevi, the author was re-

quested by his hearers to commit to writing

his comments upon the first eighteen Beits

of the poem. As soon as he had finished tho

Minhajus-SalikIn(Haj. Khal.,vol. vi.,p. 203,

Jahrbucher, vol. 85, A.B., p. 37), upon which

he was then engaged, he complied with their

desire, and wrote the Fatih ul-Ebyat (Haj.

Khal., vol. v., p. 375), which explained, not

only those eighteen Beits, but also tho difficult

words of the whole poem. He subsequently

incorporated into the Fatih ul-Ebyat a pre-

vious work of his entitled Jami'ul-Ayat (Haj.

Khal., vol. v., p. 377) in which were explained

the Arabic texts from the Coran and Hadis

quoted in the Mesnevi. Having thus compiled

a complete commentary, the present work, he

had a fair copy prepared and sent, by de-

sire, to Sultan Murad B. Muhammed Khan
(Murad IV.) in the first days of Zulka'deh,

A.H. 1039.

The commentary of Sheikh Israa'll el-

Ankirevi upon the six volumes of the Mesnevi

was printed in six folios, in Cairo, 'A.H.

1251. The contents have been fully stated

by Hammer in the Sitzungsberichte der

Kaiserlichen Akademie, Phil. Hist. Classe,

vol. vii., pp. 626—833. The date of compo-

sition given by the author, at the end of

vol. Hi., is Shevval, A.H. 1033, and, at the

end of vol. iv., Muharrem, A.H. 1035.

The first volume begins with the Fatih ul-

Ebyat, with a distinct pagination, pp. 2—24.

Then comes the Jami' ul-Ayat, in the preface

of which, p. 2, line 15, the above title Ss^«*?

u_j
J
l«-»5\ StfJa*} wfiJUaW is given, as in the pre-

sent MS., to the combination of the two

works.

Another edition, in seven volumes, was

printed in Constantinople, A.H. 1289 ; v.

Journal Asiatique, 7e Serie, vol. i., p. 543.

The present fragment agrees, as far as it

goes, with the Cairo edition. Foil. 19—68 b

contain the Fatih ul-Kbyut, /.<. the commen-
tary upon the Arabic preface and tho fir-r

eighteen Beits of the Mesnevi. Foil. 68 b—
120 a contain the first part of the Jami' ul-

Ayiit, down to the verse :

where it breaks off. The contents correspond

with pp. 2—24 of the printed text. The
preface is made up of those of the Fatih ul-

Ebyat and of the Jami' ul-Ayat fused into one,

with the addition of the passage recording

the presentation of the work to the Sultan.

Rusukh ud-Din Ism it'll B. Ahmed, called

Ankirevi,from Ankireh,his birthplace, Sheikh

of the Mevlavi convent in Galata, has' been

noticed in the Persian Catalogue, p. 588 ". ;i-

the editor of the apocryphal seventh Defter

of the Mesnevi. He died A.H. 1041 , as stated

by Haji Khalifah in the Takvim ut-Tevarikh,

and in the Fezlekeh, vol. ii., p. 148, or, accord-

ing to the same writer, Keshf uz-Zunun r

vol. v., p. 375, A.H. 1042. The former date

is confirmed by Ata'i ; v. Gesch. des Osm.

Reiches, vol. iv., p. 607, note b, the latter by

Ibn Nev'i; v. Haj. Khal., vol. vii., pp. 768,.

912, and Khulasat ul-Eser, Add. 23,606,

f. 222 b.

III. Foil. 122 6—133 a. Beginning of the

commentary of the same author upon the

second Defter of the Mesnevi, corresponding

with pp. 2—6 of the second vol. of the Cairo

edition.

III. Foil. 134 a—136 b. A Sufi tract on

the five degrees of men with regard to spiri-

tual insight, by the same author, with the

heading : J.**^ i_JuUa)jl ^j***- O^o»- ^U^

Beg- J j& <J-* JT *^ cT» Jr <-r^ ^

V. Foil. 136 b—140 a. On God as the

beginning and end of all things, with the

heading : *.j>xAjj 3l»u* As** JL*, y
H H 2
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Beg. sliob M, J\j Cs\'i ^Jli» <j\J*
1

Explanation of

jU-^Jdx^ WU> ji

VI. Foil. 140 6—144 6

some Sufi terms, A/ *U)y (

Beg. »KT^pf ^»y» ^J u^ J* <-^> ^
^S a^ ^^J lc Jlc- «Ojl

VII. Foil. 145 6—149 a. A tract on the

end of the world, translated from the Arabic

of Jelal ud-DIn Suyiiti, by Ibn Kemal Pasha,

M **~j LM{ JUT ^ r
^JJ gUI iJMt

Beg. &A& j, .**?. ^) cs^iS j &A^ j^ ^w*- iW»-

The author proves, by various Hadis, that

the world will last seven thousand years, i.e.

1400 years from the mission of Muhammad.

The rubric notices, as a curious fact, that

the translation is commonly attributed to

Yaziji Zadeh, the author of the Muhamma-
diyyeh.

The title of the Arabic original is^ i_ilJol

,_JWt h$\ sjjb »jj^, v. Haj. Khal., vol. v.,

p. 211 ; the Leyden Catalogue, vol. iv., No.

2051, and Fliigel, Jahrbiicher, vol. 60, Anz.

Bl. p. 17, No. 417.

It was written A.H. 898 and afterwards

incorporated into the collection entitled El-

Havi lil Fetava.

VIII. Foil. 153 6—159 6. Precepts for

religious life, in the form of a Kasldeh, by

'Adni : *jJ* t&\ £=, (j^jj\ ^^s- pfj* t^ai

Beg. \fr £+*&> j*yr ^3 £->£> ^J.^fc o-j^

The author is most probably the Mevlevi

Bejeb Dedeh, who died as Sheikh of the con-

vent of Mevlevis in Belgrade, A.H. 1095, as

stated by Hammer, Gesch. der Osm. Dicht-

kunst, vol. hi., p. 532, under the name of

Adeni.

The poet's takhallus is derived from J&e-

" paradise," and is to be pronounced 'Adni,

as may be seen from the following line at the

end of the poem :

IX. Foil. 161 6—163 6. Extract from the

Kanun Nameh. It consists of legal decisions

dated A.H. 1013 and 1017, and relating to

the disposal of military fiefs in case of the

tenants' disappearance.

X. Foil. 168 6—183 b. A book of divina-

tion, treating of dreams, of the throbbings

of parts of the body, of Fal, etc., without

author's name, mostly in tabulated form, with

the heading 'jjC b,x*x> >Xi£ \&&>

Beg. u5 & >\£ ^ J<b . . . *!j ±J)

j±>} cJ^ta &jju-i^j &^ljjc\ iPj^j?

XL Foil. 191 6—196 ft. Forty Hadis, with

a paraphrase in Turkish verse.

Beg. £*L-c j ^L-o JS J* &ja>J J*)\ t-Ala

The Arabic text is written in large letters,

with all vowels, each page containing four

Hadis.

The Turkish paraphrase has one distich for

each, and is written underneath the Arabic

text in two oblique lines and smaller character,

also fully vocalized. The second Hadis is

ik^M Me^l LiJy, and the last &S l_j^\ *£»». J

XII. Foil. 197 6—213 6. The hundred
sayings of 'Ali, with the metrical Persian

version of Reshld Vatvat, and a paraphrase in

Turkish verse. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 511 6, and the Persian Catalogue, p. 554 ft.
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Beg. (ji~*j\,\ j**$ *»^ h^> *** . . . *U <y»^

ft4*j *U1 ^ ^)U» ^1 ^ J*

There are, in each page, four sayings in

large letters, and with all vowels. The two

versions are written under each in a smaller

character, and in two columns of four lines

each, the Persian on the right and the Turkish

on the left.

The first saying is UjJu cjMj\ l« AkiM <^ilt

£

The Turkish paraphrase, which, strange to

say, implies just the reverse of the original,

is as follows

:

<& fJLAi jfm J*J=*

<£a UJj^ Joib $J lji>

A similar collection is noticed by Landauer,

Strassburg Catalogue, p. 43. See also a

Turkish paraphrase of forty sayings of Ali,

noticed by Pertsch, Arab. Handschr., vol. i.,

p. 27.

XIII. Foil. 237 b—239 a. A Kasideh

addressed to students, exhorting them to

relinquish the pursuit of science and to apply

themselves to good works.

Beg. j.-y> i_rV *J-?.!1?- w^ ,J* i_J'i» <J\

The author addresses himself, at the end, by

the name of Nazim, ' versifier,' which might

be taken for his poetical surname

:

But in a marginal note he is called Fevzi

Muhammed Efendi, late Mufti ofAk Kerman,

and it is added that he died A.H. 1091.

XIV. Foil. 280 b—282 b. The ninety-nine

names of God, with a Turkish commentary,

*U-»1 j*?~so

Beg. cw3j>j <&& 3$ ^J *AP d>} v*

XV. Foil. 2866—8266.

A Turkish commentary upon the Kasidet

ul-Kliamriyyeh of 'Omer B. el-Farid (Arab.

Catal., p. 401 a) by Sheikh Muhammed Shifa'i

el-Mevlovi.

Beg. v-U J* ijU!\j i^4l CAHI *u^
J^P 1

fJHW

The author begins with a comment on the

Coranic text ^^j^ ^11 ij^^j ^ C+ak-*-«3

and shows that worship depends on know-
ledge, and knowledge on love. That spiritual

love, he says, is the subject of the poem of

Ibn Farid, which has been explained in Arabic

and Persian, but not hitherto in Turkish.

The commentary includes the Arabic text,

and gives, after each verse, a full grammatical

analysis, and an explanation of the literal and

spiritual meanings.

The commentator is probably identical

with Sheikh Muhammed B. Hasan el-Kasta-

muni Shifa'i, who was born A.H. 1014, and,

after rising in the judicial career to the post

of Kiizi'l-'Asker of Anatoli, entered the

order of the Mevlevis, and died, as Sheikh of

their convent, in Cairo, shortly after A.H.

1085. See Khulasat ul-Eser, Add. 23,370,

f. 176. Compare Hammer, Gesch. der Osm.

Dichtkunst, vol. iii., p. 488, where A.H. 1082

is given as the date of his death. If such

is the case, he must have been ignorant ofan

earlier Turkish commentary, written about

A.H. 1030, by Sheikh Ismail ul-Ankirevi
;

v. Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 404.

XVI. Foil. 343 6—373 b.

An Arabic tract on the true principles

of good government, written for Sultan

Muhammed III, by Kafi Hasan Efendi el-

Akhisari el-Busnevi, with the heading:

•J»j" <-£^dlIs iJJjo,iii\ er*3- O?* Oy?K ^s^od *rj»
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J5
&>\ J^\3 jU* «Jl*

J&>
a^-*^ J*^ u?j^

jj.jjy> «JJ\jy .±2* bslA^ «5U*j

Beg. dlU Jj vJUl t^JU ^ ui*lW
The author says in the preface that, after

witnessing the disordered state of the empire

in the year 1004 of the Hijreh, he turned to

the Creator of heaven and earth, and was led

by divine inspiration to reflect upon the

causes of that decline, and to write this short

essay on the true principles of government,

drawn chiefly from the Envar ut-Tenzil, and

the Revzat ul-'Ulema.

It is divided into a Mukaddimeh, treating

of the constitution of society, and four sec-

tions called Usfil, viz.

:

1. On the means by which sovereign power

is established and upheld, f. 345 a. 2. On
the duty of taking counsel and acting with

deliberation and policy, f. 348 a. 3. On

the necessity of armaments, and on the

management of armies, f. 349 b. 4. On
the causes which lead to victory or defeat,

f. 351 b. Khatimeh. On peace and treaties,

f. 353 a. It was completed, as stated at the

end, in Zulhijjeh, A.H. 1004.

The author was born in Akhisar, Bosnia,

and filled, for upwards of twenty years, the

post of Kazi in his native town, where he

died in Sha'ban, A.H. 1025. He was noted

for his austere piety. He took in poetry

the name of Kafi, and left a commentary

upon Kudfiri and some treatises on law and

rhetoric. See Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 380.

Haj. Khal. says, vol. i., p. 339, that he com-

posed the present treatise after witnessing

the great battle of Egri (Erlau), A.H. 1004,

and that in Rejeb of the succeeding year he

wrote a Turkish commentary upon it.

A MS. containing the Arabic work, with

the Turkish commentary, or paraphrase, is

noticed by Fleisher, Dresden Catalogue, No.
177. For copies of the Turkish version, see

the Catalogues of Leipzig, No. 231, and

Krafft, No. 475. A French translation, by

Garcin de Tassy, has been printed in the

Journal Asiatique, vol. iv., pp. 213—226,

283—290.

Kafi's treatise is not to be confounded with

a similarly entitled work **^ pUai
<jj

^Ob Jyo\

by Ibrahim Efendi, which was printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1144 ; see Zenker, No.

1085, and Hammer, Gesch. de3 Osm. Reiches,

vol. ix., p. 254.

XVII. Foil. 354 b—361 a. The well-known

versified treatise on the creed, entitled *jo

(JV^ (v. p. 45), with a Turkish commentary,

which has neither preface nor title.

The text is written in red ink, and the

commentary consists of a few lines written

under each verse. The explanation of the first

verse begins : uJ,^ u^oJj >&*-j0 j C*J>iy* *&fy>

Copyist (f. 220 a) : ^Si\ JjJi-

Royal 16 A. vit.

Foil. 63 ; 7f in. by 4J ; written, apparently,

about the close of the 16th century.

I. Foil. 2—36 ; 10 lines 2| in. long

;

written in Divani.

Models of official and familiar letters, with

the following heading : j i±jj{ Ai3\ ^Lj ^

The letters are arranged according to the

rank of the writers, as follows : from a Pasha

to the Porte ; from a Kazi to the Porte ; from

an Emm to the Porte ; from a Beg to a

Pasha, to a Na ib, to an Agha, etc.

The dates which occur in some of the let-

ters range from A.H. 980 to 999, and the

places referred to are Temesvar, Szigeth,

Buda, etc., which would show that the work
was compiled in Hungary, about A.H. 1000.
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II. Foil. 87—62; 13 lines 3 in. long,

written in clear Noskhi with all tho vowels.

The Persian-Turkish vocabulary, entitled

Tuhfeh i Shahidi. See p. 139 6.

Arundel Or. 8.

Foil. 148 ; 8 in. by b\ ; 14 or 15 lines 3£

in. long ; written in Neskhi, apparently in

the 16th century.

A collection of short tracts relating chiefly

to the religious order called Bhl i Futuvvet.

They are as follows :

I. Foil. 1 6—8 b. A tract, by questions and

answers, on the rules of the order of Ehl i

Futuvvet.

Beg. i—>j b cJlaf U* U*£ t—>^1 £A» V.

II. Foil. 8 b—14 b. A tract showing what

persons cannot be admitted into the same

order.

Beg. y£& Oya *xZ> j j> ~$ j* wb? Jj'y.

III. Foil. 14 -b—25 b. On the origin and

history of the holy banner.

Beg. Jl> fA-M Jc ,JUN ^UM «U ±J\

IV. Foil 26 a—34 b. On fasting, and other

observances, in the month of Zulhijjeh.

Beg. Jtjj\ u\x> Juuj juls. ,x)J\ ^jx^ «s^' ,^i

V. Foil. 35 a—39 a. Segir Nameh *jj J**.
See p. 134 6, and Pertsch, Tiirk. Handschr.,

No. I, 17.

Beg. %\yi? *~>jC ijjp] viJLlb^ JS\

VI. Foil. 39 a—42 a. On the Na61eh, or

supererogatory prayers in the month of

Muharrem.

Beg. tilbT ^** jtjfc jdiii WUB t±xg\ p**

VII. Foil. 42 b—45 b. On the fundamental

principles of Futuvvet.

Beg. Jft sjiaJI (.^LJlj ijUM «jJ*
(J

jjJ\ J\5

VIII. Foil. 456—72 4. On tho rules and
traditions of tho order, by Seyyid Muliammed
'All ud-Din el-IJusein.

Beg. IfcMI ^U) ^yffll J«- ^JM d)^
C-o.Vjj «b^i» JjOj . . . \^i\ .jo-, SjlaH J**^

IX. Foil. 140 a—144 J. A tract, by ques-

tions and answers, on the origin and rules of

the order of the Selraanis, or brothers of the

razor and whetting-stone.

Beg. J& A*; U . . . ^U i^, <U j*J*

sic- «1M ^j ^ JiUe Jtju- .U 0^<i>- j^ijJ'j *>

X. Foil. 145 a—1486. Turkish verses,

of a religious character, with the heading

jU>y. and others, mostly in praise of *Ali.

The rest of the contents are Persian. See

the Persian Catalogue, p. 791 a.

Sloane 1081.

Foil. 60; 8J in. by 6*; 13 lines 4£ in.

long; written in Neskhi, partly on blue,

green, and yellow tinted paper, apparently in

the 17th century.

I. Foil. 3 a—9 b. A perpetual calendar of

the Syrian and Arabic months, similar to

one above described, p. 122 b.

II. Foil. 14 a—17 a, 20a—24 a. Several

short Fal Namehs entitled J}aA\ U\J>
Jli

III. Foil. 25 a—27 6. A Ta'bir Nameh
brought to Muhammed by the angel Gabriel.

See p. 232 o, v.

IV. Foil. 28 6—43 6. A Fal Nameh
ascribed to Ja'fer Sadik, already mentioned,

p. 134 a.

V. Foil. 43 6-^6 a. A Segir NamehyC
«*li. Seep. 134 6.
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VI. Foil. 46 a—49 b. A Ruz Nameh on

lucky and unlucky days, purporting to have

been composed for Tughrul Shah, by Ebu'l-

Ma'sher Balkhi.

VII. Foil. 50 a—57 b. A versified Fal

Nameh f^>**
**^J^ written in a smaller cha-

racter, with 27 lines in a page. It has a short

introduction in prose, and a table of the 28

Babs of which it consists.

The verses begin :

It breaks off in the 25th Bab.

Sloane 3033.

Foil. 132 ; 8 in. by 5 ; about 15 lines 3 in.

long ; written in Neskhi and Nestalik ; dated

(f. 60) Ramazan, A.H. 1087, and (f. 127) 22

Ramazan, A.H 1088 (A.D. 1676-7).

I. Foil. 15 a—22 b. A perpetual calendar,

in twelve tables, showing the correspondence

of the solar months, from Azer to Subat, with

the lunar months. See above, p. 122 b.

II. Foil. 25 b—60 b. A commentary on

the ninety-nine names of God, in Mesnevi

verse, by Ibn
c

Isa, with the heading : Ua>

Beg. J*>\ i_->\> t^J»-T &s jiL>
jj^j

The author's name, and the date of compo-

sition, A.H. 948, are found in the concluding

lines

:

^& li^ c£j&^?. Jj^ j& y)

His full name is Sheikh Ilyas B. 'Isa el-

Akhisari. He was a native of Akhisar, in

the Sanjak of Sarukhan, and died, according

to Haj. Khal., vol. iv., p. 412, A.H. 967.

He left a Ferah Nameh (dated A.H. 919), a

Rumuz ul-Kunuz, and other cabalistic works.

See the Catalogues of Leipzig, pp. 418 b,

424 a, and of Vienna, vol. ii., p. 581, and

vol. hi., p. 179.

Two copies of the present work are noticed

in the Upsala Catalogue, Nos. 310,2, and 213.

The beginning of the first is found at f . 26 b

of the present MS. That of the second is

different.

III. Foil. 72 b—77 b. A Mesnevi in praise

of Muhammed, with the heading :
J,^, jj^

Beg. %\ ^i±>\ f* ^o~\ M

The author calls himself Suleimani in the

following line, the last but two :

) fZStf J3j&^ iii-lj3ji

This is evidently a considerably curtailed

copy of the famous Mevlud un-Nebi of Sulei-

man Chelebi. It contains some of the verses

translated by Hammer, Cesch. der Osm.
Dichtk., vol. i., pp. 68—70, especially the

following line, which forms the burden of the

poem :

CJjLaJ) LdJjJ.) *bAii sijSLLz

Suleiman Chelebi, of Brusa, was Imam of

the Divan of Bayezld I, and, after that Sul-

tan's death (A.H. 805), discharged the same
office in the mosque of Brusa. See Kunh ul-

Akhbar, vol. v., p. 115. According to Latifi,

f. 24, his Mevlud is the first and best of a
hundred poems composed on the same theme.

Compare Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 270. Copies
are mentioned in the Catalogues of Leipzig,

No. 317,4 ; Upsala, No. 221; Leyden, vol. iv.,

p. 303, vol. v., p. 284, Vienna, vol. hi.,

pp. 137, 139, and Munich, Nos. 191, 254,

and 260.
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IV. Foil. 82 b—86 b. A tracfc on tho
cabalistic use of twelve verses of the Conui,
with the heading : ^^1 ^ J^ j

Beg. u£U^m *U* ^\j ^U, ^\ / j^

It purports to be extracted from a book of
the learned men of Maghrib, called Jevahir
ul-'Oluin, and it is divided into twelve Babs.

V. Foil. 106 b—110 b. On the magic pro-
perties of tho magnet, according to Aristotle,
with the heading: ^Uu ^ uU5J\/,i

Beg. ^.x^JsUiL. ^s=, j> jy>\ ^, ^KLtj

VI. Foil. 117 6—127 h. A Segir Nameh
**\>jCt in tabulated form, quite similar to
to the work described p. 134 b.

Copyist (foil. 60, 127) : > ^ ±^\
The undescribed portions of the MS. con-

tain prayers, especially against the plague,
and miscellaneous extracts and notices, mostly
relating to divination and cabalistic subjects.

Prefixed is a Latin letter of Matthias An-
chersen to Fredericus Rostgardus, describing
fully, but not always accurately, the contents
of thevolume; dated Hafnise, d. vii Aprilis 1712.

Sloane 3582.
A volume of 125 ff., 15 in. by 9 ; containing

miscellaneous papers, of various sizes, in
Arabic, Persian, arid Turkish, collected, and
in part written, by Salomon Negri, early in

the 18th century. See the Arabic Catalogue,

p. 530 b, and the Persian Catalogue, p. 399 a.

The Turkish portion is of little value ; it

consists of passages of the Coran with a
Turkish paraphrase, ff. 1—8, detached verses,

ff. 65—69, 75, 76, dialogues, ff. 73, 74, 78, 79,
copies of petitions addressed to the Porte in

behalf of French subjects in Jerusalem, and
other official papers, ff. 76, 77.

Add. 5964.
Foil. 343 ; 10J in. by 6 ; written by various

hands, apparently in the 17th century.

[HlLGBOVE TCRNER.]

I. Foil. 2—209; 16 lines 4} in. long;
written in large Neskhi, with 'Uiivan and
gold-ruled margins.

A collection of poems, mostly Kasidehs
and chronograms, by various poets of t !»•

time of Sultan Muriid III, A.H. 982—10
The first piece is a poem of considerable

extent, foil. 2—41, with tho heading: ^ „
»U,jb [sic] a\i> pj\ j ^ JU ^. ^

Beg. \jSm ,A*-i
3 gij ^

The real title, Hasbi Hal Nameh, is found
in the epilogue, f. 39 b :

The unknown poet, who was apparently a
Dervish, says at the end that he wrote the
poem for the Sultan in obedience to God's
command, and commenced it in the month
of Rebi\ in a place close to the well of I.laji

Kemal :

U. jA JUk.1 ^jjjM

The date of composition, A.H. 987, is

conveyed at the end by the following chro-
nogram :

I—>f~ j *_fljJaJ ^Uj Jjo JW <_^_a.

The author's object is to show that all

is vanity, and that no man, whatever be his
rank or calling, can escape the common lot of
worry and vexation.of spirit.

The poem is divided into sections of about
twenty distichs, successively devoted to the
Padishah, the Vezirs, the Sheikh ul-Islara,

the Kazi VAsker, Muderris, Kazis, *Ulenia]
Beglerbegis, Aghas, and so on, down to men

I I
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of the lowest station. After describing the

peculiar trials and miseries which fall to

the share of each class, every section con-

cludes with this burden, which conveys the

leading idea

:

j^> C*?.te »£ "&> j> (J-*^-

The succeeding pages, foil. 42—209, con-

tain Kasldehs, mostly addressed to Sultan

Murad, Ghazels, and chronograms, by the

following poets : Peiki, f . 42 a ; Da'i (AJbd

ul-Jebbar) foil. 44 b, 45 b; Shemsi Pasha,

foil. 52 a, 104 a; Muradi (Murad III),

foil. 56 b, 61 b, 62 6, 98 a, 111 b, 119 b, 121 b ;

Khalisi,f. 59 a; Khatlbi, f. 72 a; 'Abd ul-Baki

jfrj^X, f. 8 a; Jelali, foil. 87 6, 105 6;

Kashifi,f. 90 b ; Khairi, f. 99 a ; 'Izzi, f. 100 a
;

Nutki, f. 100 b; Zalfi, f. loi a; Lebibi,

f. 103 a; Reka'i, f. 109 a ; Valihi, f. 112 b;

Turabi Karamani, f. 117 a; Reja'i, f. 123 a;

Emiri, f. 128 b; zihni, f. 134 a ; Abdi ('Abd-

ullah Balikesri) foil. 147 b, 150 b; Mukhlisi,

f. 155 a; 'Obeidi, f. 166 b ; Muhammed Iznlki,

f. 174 a; Meili, f. 202 b; Feraghi, f. 207 b.

In some cases petitions for appointment or

promotion are prefixed to the poems. The
chronograms, which mostly relate to the

building of palaces and other structures by
Murad III, range from A.H. 982 to 990.

II. Foil. 213—262; 21 lines 3£ in. long;

written in Nestalik, with gold-ruled margins.

The Divan of Nefi. See p. 192 b.

Beg. »jy*> j±u\^>
J\j

xkLj ju> *tj)s&

Contents: Kasldehs in praise of the Sultans

Ahmed I. and Osman II, of the Grand Vezirs

Murad Pasha, Nasuh Pa^ha, (Kara) Muham-
med Pasha, Khalil Pasha, 'Ali Pasha, and
Husein Pasha, who were in office from A.H.
1015 to 1030, of the Muftis Muhammed
Efendi and Es'ad Efendi (A.H. 1017—1031),
and of a few other dignitaries. Saki Nameh

and Kit'ahs, f . 246 b. Ghazels in alphabetical

order, f. 249 b, beginning

:

& .i.\<\.».< (i-** <*£" ^JLS- Slw>

Mufredat and Ruba'iyyat, f. 260 a.

Some Ghazels by Rusheni and Seyyid

Nesimi (seep. 165 a) are appended, foil. 260 b

—262 b.

III. Foil. 269 6—286 a. Uniform with the

preceding.

Kasldehs and TerjVbends by various poets,

who lived mostly in the first half of the

eleventh century of the Hijreh.

Contents : Two Arabic Kasldehs. A Ka-

sideh by Khalid Busnevi, relating to a flood

which destroyed the Ka'bah, A.H. 1039,

f. 271 a. Kasideh of Alti Parmak Efendi

(see p. 36 b), f. 272 a. Terji'bend of Ruhi

Baghdadi (died A.H. 1014; Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. iii., p. 135), f. 273 b. Terklb bend of Jevri

Chelebi (died A.H. 1065; Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. iii., p. 417), f. 277 a. Terklb'bend of

Riyazi Efendi (seep. 190 a). Takhmls of a

Kasideh of Agehi, by Muhammedi, f. 282 b.

Terji'bend by Melami, f. 284 b.

IV. Fol. 287. Two Arabic poems com-

posedby 'Abdul-Ghani Ibnen-Nabulusi, on his

arrival at Jerusalem and at Medina, A.H. 1105,

in the author's handwriting, as stated in the

headings. The first is : j&ZR ,ji&\ joc-^jJiaM «jj\£J

V. Foil. 294 6—306 b. A perpetual calen-

dar entitled ft^-*** t^A^r *«^jjj> with an intro-

duction and an appendix.

Beg. ijLJI, ^% jj^iJl j;s? «1) ^J 1

The author, whose name is not given,

wrote it A.H. 1017, by desire of the governor

of Egypt, Muhammed Pasha, who had asked

him to clear up some knotty points in the

calendar ascribed to SheikhVefa (see p. 122 b).

Silihdar Muhammed Pasha was governor
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of Egypt from A.H. 101C to 1020. See Add.

7861, f. 75.

VI. Foil. 307 b—310 a. The dream of

Veisi,
ij^j «Jit->\ji-, imperfect. Seep. 29a.

VII. Foil. 311 b—342 a; 27 lines 5 in. long;

written in Divani.

An astrological treatise by Ebri Khojah

Ibn 'Adil Jjlfr ^j\ <v>-\j»- ^J\

Beg- LF*d)£ J^ J^ ^ 0»V» 3j^

The author says that he had excerpted and

translated into the Turkish tongue these

general principles of judicial astrology from

books (probably Arabic) of philosophy and

astronomy : d*-»£>- efj* &JS ^y Cj\Js^-\ j> ^
***} *k* Jj> ^A^ ^j^ t^*J^ ?ji j

The work comprises seven chapters (Fasl)

on the following subjects : 1. Beginnings of

the Arabic months, f . 312 a. 2. Days of the

week, ib. 3. Entrance of the moon into the

signs of the zodiac, f. 314 b. 4. Mansions of

the moon, f. 315 b. 5. Rumi (i. e. Syrian)

months, f. 317 b. 6. Rising and setting of

the lunar mansions, f . 339 a. 7. The seven

climates, f. 340 b.

Add. 5977.

Foil. 118 ; 7f in. by 5 ; from 20 to 30 lines,

about 4 in. long ; written for the most part

in minute Nestalik; dated A.H. 1066—1070
(A.D. 1656—1600). [Hilgeove Tuenee.]

A note-book containing miscellaneous ex-

tracts and notices, in Arabic, Turkish, and

Persian, written by 'AH B. Zein ul-'Abidin,

partly in Sermin,
ii Ĵ^>, where he held the

office of Kazi (v. f. 16 a), partly in Adri-

anople. The Arabic contents have been

described in the Arabic Catalogue, p. 416.

The Turkish are as follows :

I. Foil. 4 b—5 a. Copy of a letter of

Ebu's-Su'ud Efendi (see p. 15 b) to

Sultan Suleiman on the number of

created beings.

II. Foil. 5 1—6 o. Copy of a letter of

Misri Muhammed Efendi to his brother

Ahmed Efendi, containing spiritual

advice.

III. Foil. 6 b—7 b. Kasideh in praiso of

the grand Vezir (Kara) Mustafa (A.H.

1048—53), by Beyani (died A.H. 1077 ;

Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii., p. 463).

IV. Foil. 19 A—20 a. A versified list of

the Surehs of the Coran, entitled jyj> ^a>,

by Nazmi Efendi.

V. Foil. 28 6—29 b. A satyre in prose

on ignorant and corrupt Kuzis, by Xi-

gisari Zadeh, with the heading : < oj\ia)

Beg. >-Dj&>\ i_iJ\la) «Jo3 ir»
c *?j »J—L< j

Mahmud, son of Nigisari Mustafa Efendi,

was born in Baghdad A.H. 941, and died

as Kazi of Salonic, A.H. 1025. He was

celebrated for his wit. See Fezlekeh,

vol. i., p. 381.

VI. Foil. 49 b—50 b. An imperial ordi-

nance regulating the land tax called

,j—>j w|jy ^*a»-> addressed to the Mufti

of Kara Hisar; Constantinople, Rama-

zan, A.H. 1036.

VII. Foil. 53 b. Tract of Ebu's-Su'ud on

the incorrect use of some Arabic words

VIII. Foil. 54 6—56 a, 59. Legal opinions

of Ebu's-Su'ud and Muhammed Beha'i

(Mufti A.H. 1059—61).

IX. Foil. 60 6—61 a. Copy of a letter of

Shebsuvar Pasha Zadeh Shah Gbazi

Pasha to Yunus Beg, of Mossul, on love

in its mystic sense, ^jji- »l£» wUiby^-^i.
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aLlai- C*-»i> t£±i ij^yt. iSLoyt cil>&^

X. Foil. 69 6—74 a. Ghazels, and other

poems, by Veisi, Fuzuli Baghdiidi.Riyazi,

Nef\ Yahya Efendi, Veli Efendi, Haleti,

Jevri Efendi, Kabuli, Fa'izi Efendi, and

Migali.

XI. Foil. 74 6—75 6. Pend Nameh, or

moral precepts, in Mesnevi, by 'Azrai Za-

deh (Haleti ; see p. 96 6) mJj ^jf-
>*>&

v̂

Beg. \c&>\ ek\ »U-j Jjj *t>\ j»

\ji- .w Ub ^^J^ t£J/a

XII. Foil. 76 6—77 b. A Terkib bend

of mystic character by Jevri, beginning :

XIII. Foil. 78 6— 94 6. Ghazels, and

other poems, by 'Ali, Yahya Efendi, Ebu

Sa'ld Efendi, Zein ul-'Abidln Efendi,

Fuzuli Baghdadi, and Ahmed Pasha.

XIV. Foil. 95 a—97 a. A Sufi allegory, in

the form of a judicial document, by

Slvasi Shems Efendi (see p. 18 6), ^y>

XV. Foil. 976—100 a. A treatise on the

hours of legal prayers in each month of

the solar year, Ol*y OWU iUii* 2La, ai*

Add. 5980.

Foil. 139 ; 8 in. by 5^; written mostly in

diagonal lines and in Nestalik, about the

beginning of the 17th century.

[Hilgrove Turner.]

A scrap-book containing Kasidehs, Ghazels,

and other poems, by 'Olvi (died A.H. 993),

Sirri (died A.H. 982), Baki, Khalisi (died A.H.

950), Khayali (died A.H. 964), Emri (died

A.H. 983), Makali (died A.H. 997), and other

poets of the same period. The compiler, who

calls himself the comtemptible Safa'i jli^

JLil, has inserted a few of his own composi-

tions. See foil. 16 6, 51 a, 69 6.

There are chronograms for A.H. 974, 977,

994 (f. 66 a), and towards the end, f. 124 6,

a still later one for the death of Yusuf Pasha,

A.H. 1018.

Foil. 110 a—118 a, contain an imperfect

Segir Nameh «*l^C, and foil. 117 a—120 6,

the Arabic poem called ,>Um» ij^ob, with

Turkish glosses.

Add. 5989.

Foil. 187 ; 9 in. by 5 ; 23 and 21 lines

3 in. long ; written in Neskhi, with red-ruled

margins; dated (f. 86 a) Amid, 20 Zulhijjeh,

A.H. 1052 (A.D. 1643).

[Hilgrove Turner,]

I. Foil. 2 6—5 a Hilyet un-Nebi LU

l

jji\ by Khakani, a fragment corresponding

to foil. 9 a—17 a of the complete copy,

Add. 7936, I. (see p. 257 a). It begins with

this line :

(_)•£?- *?"_^j^ l?^3 tr~=*- <—fl^**

II. Foil. 5 6—65 6. A work on the lives

and merits of Muhammed's Companions and

of the early Khalifs, without preface, title, or

author's name. The first rubric is <ju>yo- <_aSU*

[sic] &ifr dJJl ^jOj eJu^ *^olff.

Beg. V^ «i!\ ^jOj *ib>*9 f-sJii\s- cyi>

Contents : 'Ayisheh, f. 5 6. The Com-
panions of the Prophet, f. 6 6. Ebu Bekr,

f. 10 a. 'Omer, f. 15 6. 'Osman, f. 23 a.

'Ali, f. 28 a. Hasan, f . 30 6. Husein and the

rest of the twelve Imams, f. 32 6. Kasim B.

Muhammed, f. 38 6. On the followers of the

Prophet and their prerogatives J^j, C^\j5,

f. 40 6. On the duty of invoking blessings

on the Prophet, f. 51 6.

The notice of Husein includes, f. 34, Fu-
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ziili's elegy on his death, the same as in

Hadikat us-Su'ada (Add. 7854, f. 302). As
it is given as the author's own composition,

the natural inference would be that the prose
is also by Fuzuli. It must be remarked,
however, that no such work is mentioned by
his biographers, or by Haj. Khalfa.

III. Fol. 66 3—86 a. The dream of Veisi,

j^j >«*U im>\j, see p. 29 a.

Beg. »U.Jb Jjl US j ,u> J£ u^. ^
IV. Foil. 86 6—98 b. Miscellaneous ex-

tracts, mostly relating to forms of prayer and
to Hadis.

V. Foil. 100 J—187 a. A work without

title or author's name, containing exhorta-

tions to a life of devotion and piety, illus-

trated with anecdotes ; also with quotations

from the poems of Attar, and copious extracts

from the Mesnevi of Jelal ud-dln Rumi.

Beg. wUdu* £»» U . . . u^JUl i^j ^^

The author appears to have lived in the

Crimea, for he quotes, f. 181 b, a Tatar

proverb jiiii* t&J3X>. Most sections begin with

the words ^-3J Jo>, ^^\, apparently addressed

to a son or a disciple.

One ofthe latest and most frequently quoted

authors is Seyyid 'Ali Zadeh, i.e. Ya'kub B.

Seyyid
l
Ali, who died AH. 931. See the Per-

sian Catalogue, p. 606 a, and Loth, No. 209.

Copyist (f. 86 a) : O^o». x^>^ \J&\ *&,

l£»b s^ u^j pC j>^

Add. 5990.

Foil. 62; 8 in. by 5|j 17 lines 3± in.

long ; written partly in a cursive Turkish

character, partly in fair Neskhi, apparently in

the 17th century. [Hilgrove Tuhneb.]

I. Foil. 1—27. Prognostics for the months
and days of the solar year from Teshrin I.

to Eilul, with the heading : n^* t—>\ss» \±*

Beg. ^jX JLA... yJJb ^ JJ ^
II. Foil. 29—62. A Sufi tract, without

title or author's name.

It is divided into twenty-two chapters

(Fasl), and consists of comments on the mystic

sense of the dot called the " Point of Unity,"

eu>>s-j >&alaj, considered as the quintessence

of all divine mysteries, according to 'Ali's

saying ^ji*^ \a>Jf&& J*M. It is the dot

under the ^ of »JJ\ w of which \Ali said :

Add. 7827.

Foil. 89 ; 11£ in. by 7 ; from 25 to 27 lines

about 4 in. long ; written in fair Nestalik

;

dated (f. 29 b) middle of Rebi' II, A.H. 997

(A.D. 1589), with some later additions coming
down to A.H. 1006. [Rich, No. 387.]

A poetical miscellany, containing verses by
various poets, in Persian and in Turkish

(both Osmanli and Oriental), For the Per-

sian contents see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 818 b. The Turkish contents are as fol-

lows :

I. Foil. 2 a—46. Terkib-bends by Fuzuli,

Gunahi, 'Olvi, Emri and Hablbi.

II. Foil. 5 a—6 b. Fragment of a treatise

on poetical figures and on prosody.

III. Foil. 37 a—38 b, 41 a—48 b, and 50 a
—53 b. Select poems, in Oriental Tur-

kish, by Neva'i (Mir 'Ali Shir), viz :

Mustezads, TerjI'bends, f. 37 a. Takh-

misat of Ghazels by Lutfi, f . 42 b. Gha-

zels from the first Defter, entitled «^J^
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ji*A f. 44 b. Ghazels from the second

Defter, entitled i«jL£M j^y, in the mar-

gins of foil. 44 b—56 a.

IV. Foil. 57 ft—58 a. A Terji'bend rela-

ting to the (Hungarian) campaigns, by

'AbdiEfendi, *jh&>- }j>~> <J&im>\ ^^*

Addressing the Sultan (Muhammed III)

the poet laments tbe late successes of the

infidels and the decline of the empire.

As he refers especially to the loss of Papa,

Yanik, and Tata, which fell to the im-

perialistsA.H.1006and 1007, heprobably

wrote shortly after the latter date. In

themargin is a chronogram for the taking

of Yanik, A.H. 1006.

V. Fol. 63 a. A versified Fetva, or legal

opinion, by Bustan Zadeh Efendi, in

answer to a question, also in verse, on the

lawfulness of the use of coffee.

Bustan Zadeh (Muhammed) was Sheikh

ul-Islam A.H. 997—1000, and died

A.H. 1006. See Fezlekeh, vol. i., p. 107.

VI. Foil. 64 a—66 b. Kasidehs by Baki,

Fighani, Khayali, Nev'i and Emri.

Add. 7831.

Foil. 131 ; 6 in. by 4 ; 9 lines 2£ in. long
;

written in Neskhi, with all the vowels, appa-

rently in the 16th century. [Rich, No. 603.]

I. Foil. 1—90. A Sufi work, without title,

by el-Haji Bektash el-Khurasani (_£\3o ^Vii

The author is known as the patron-saint

of the Janissaries, and is mentioned by most

Turkish historians in connection with the in-

stitution of that militia by Urkhan, which

took place, according to the Hesht Bihisht,

.AH. 729. See Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. i., pp. 92, 581, and Lewenklaw, Chronica,

p. 4. 'Ali, who devotes a long notice to Haji

Bektash under the reign of Urkhan, Kunhul-

Akhbar, vol. v., pp. 52—58, says that his

proper name was Seyyid Muhammed B.

Muhammed B. Ibrahim Nishapuri. He de-

scended from the Imam Musa Kazim, and was

initiated by Sheikh Lukman, a Khalifeh of

Khwajeh Ahmed Yesevi. After performing

the Hajj, and staying some years in Mecca

and in Syria, he proceeded to Rum and

settled in Kaisariyyeh, where he attracted

numerous disciples and died in odour of sanc-

tity. According to Ahmed Rifat, Lughat i

Tarikhiyyeh, vol. iii., p. 75, he died A.H. 738.

D'Ohsson, however, gives a later date, viz.

A.H. 759 (v. vol. ii., p. 296); and in the

Shaka'ik, f . 9 a, Bektash is mentioned among

the Sheikhs who lived under Murad I, A.H.

761—791.

The present copy wants the first page.

The next begins in the middle of the doxology,

as follows : wu-y^ J^j* J *iiir*
J Jj+*^i* Jj^

^s. J*,* ^ yyJjl *3y> wi^UjI j &Jk&\ j

The author's name is preceded and fol-

lowed by a string of titles and laudatory

epithets : <_i±la5j y>j£* L$^ JJ ^ J3jr- J
\
;
«»\ Jj^

.... <jyo tl*«^i» j JpA Oaliu j jjjjj J6 j }>jy*

^J* c/!> ^JW J** *&& tfW Jbf U>-°

In the first chapter it is shown how God

made Adam of the four elements, and how
men fall, with regard to spiritual life, into

four catagories respectively corresponding to

earth, water, fire and air. They are called,

(1) Ate, (2) afclj, (3) _i>, (4) l_^°. Then the

author proceeds to set forth the service u^&U*

and the aimsJjjJ which are proper to each

of the above classes of men. The second

chapter t__>b, f. 18 a, treats of Satan and his

seven captains ^Li^o, namely, pride, envy,

avarice, covetousness, anger, slander, and

mockery.
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The remaining chapters have the following

headings :

F. 25 b. j^j wIjo ^JJjw \lXiijM cyb y.

F. 32 a. j^xi J^> yyl^laxi C^H^la

F. 36 b. jJ3 UU yyUli. lila^*

1 F. 40 a. jyii ^[x> ^yr >—>jj** <^k£f*

F. 51 a. jJ3 ^lu uJjUJl ^s-y

F. 72 6. jjti J^x> Jtiu> *&J\ «> *j\

The language has a marked archaic charac-

ter. Passages from the Coran are copiously

quoted in Arabic. The tract is imperfect at

the end.

II. Foil. 106 5—121 a. A commentary

upon the Fatihah, or first chapter of the

Coran, &a2\i jt^Jo, without author's name.

Beg. Jj\ An? Uj . . . . y-U«N i^fj aid &+J}

Jj\ j cjbjrjtj^" Jy" c^ 4? «»*" ^ j^ j^
,UoS

^Ji;"

The introduction is taken up with an ac-

count of an enormous pit in Hell. During

his ascension Muhammed was startled by the

roar which rose from it and reached the fourth

heaven. He was told by Gabriel that it was

destined to receive those who neglected their

daily prayers.

III. Foil. 121 b—126 b, 91 a— 105 b.

Forty sayings of Muhammed relating to the

merits of true Fakirs, with Turkish para-

phrase and comments, without author's name.

Beg. 8J4J t±*> • . . tjxJW^ \~>j «1J s-^

The first Hadl§ is the following : j^,^ \c\

IV. Foil. 127—130. Two pieces by the

poet Fuzuli (see p. 39 b) written by a later

hand, viz. : 1. An elegy on the death of

Imam Husein (from the Hadikat us-Su'ada ;

v. Add. 7854, f. 302).

Beg. Jib *—>y*r &•&& ij^ »j* *\*

JT CJ-LI jjS- j>- j5 vyjd \f- jJUU*

2. Copy of a letter to Sultan Suleiman,

complaining that a Beriit, entitling the writer

to a pension on the Evkaf, had remained a

dead letter.

Add. 7834.

Foil. 156 ; 8 in. by 5$ ; 21 lines 3 in. ; long

written in cursive Neskhi; dated (f. 142 a)

19 Rebi'I, A.H. 1182 (A.D. 1768).

[Rich, No. 567.
j

I. Foil. 2 b—76 a. Kanun-Nameh, or code

regulating land-tenure, taxes and military

fiefs, with the heading : uyl3 ,y\y» &a^l e^i*

Beg. \j>J&s c^\^J\ dJl* &3 ^jft JO j-^

J^ UJ^3 <£>J e^ V*5? J1*' 1*** ^ ^ >**

This is the work known as &.£» **U ^y^'j

and ascribed to Ebu's-Su'ud (see p. 15 b).

Other copies are noticed in the Catalogues

of Upsala, p. 298, No. 470, of Vienna, vol. hi.,

p. 250, No. 1816, and of Munich, Nos. 113

—115. The code of Ebu's-Su'ud was com-

piled, after Selim IPs accession, by the Def-

terdar Muhammed Chelebi. See Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. hi., p. 477.

The present copy contains many later

decisions by Yahya Efendi (Mufti A.H. 1031

—1053), Muhammed Beha'i (Mufti A.H. 1059

—1064), and others. It concludes with an

imperial order ^5y addressed to the Begler-

begi of Bosnia, and dated Rebi* I, A.H.

1133.

II. Foil. 76 b—87 5. Legal opinions of

Muftis and Kazis (the Kazi of Belgrade and
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others) on points of civil law. The last is

d;itcd Muharrera, A.H. 1147.

III. Foil. 88 6—120 6. Rules and decisions

relating to cases of civil law, land-tenure, and

taxes, without dates or signatures.

IV. Foil. 121 6—142 a. Legal opinions of

Ebu's-Su'ud.

Beg. Joo j .... y-JluM i_j, «JJ j^'

The compiler, whose name does not appear,

says that those opinions, stated in agreement

with the ruling of the great Mujtehids by the

"late" Sheikh ul-Islam Ebu's-Su'ud, and sanc-

tioned by the "late" Sultan Suleiman,had been

collected by order of the new Sultan (Selim II).

They are not arranged under special head-

ings. The first begins : i±>J hJ»JJ\X~< u**>

The work is known as .iycJl y\ cj!^**

For other copies see the Catalogues of

Krafft, No. 466 ; Upsala, No. 270, 2, and Au-

mer, Nos. 113, 114.

V. Foil. 142 6—146 a. Chronological list

of the Governors of Bosnia, t±A*£j)j aJL^y

jyjjl Jvirffyi from Nasuh Beg, A.H. 888,

to 'Ivaz Muhammed Pasha, A.H. 1154 ; con-

tinued by later additions to A.H. 1205.

VI. Foil. 147 6—156 a. Chronological ab-

stract of Turkish history, from the beginning

of the dynasty to the accession of Mustafa III,

A.H. 1171, brought down, by another hand, to

A.H. 1204.

Copyist (f. 142 a) : g<\# ui^*M Jl» ^ ^^p-

Add. 7840.
Foil. 41 ; 9£ in. by 6£ ; about 30 lines 2J in.

long ; written in small Nestalik, with broad

margins, partly filled with writing ; dated

(foil. 32 a, 41 a) A.H. 1229 and 1232 (A.D.

1814—1817). [Rich, No. 752.]

The contents are in Arabic and Turkish. For
the former see the Arabic Catalogue, p. 384 a.

The Turkish contents are :

I. Foil. 3 a—46. (margins). Forty Hadi§

relating to prayer, compiled by Imad B.

Ebu Yezid ed-Devani, \j\j^ AJjj j>\ ^ **•*

with Turkish comments.

Beg. j*l\ lIaAjj Ufis- d\ ^>j ^L> ^ ul»*i

y. ^yi Ju- j auAs- *13\ J-o ^S- j£ Oj-os- s6

The copy breaks off with the 22nd HadT§.

II. Foil. 5 a

—

7 a (margins). Menazil ul-

'Arifin ujJjUN Jj^j by Shems ud-Dln Sivasi.

See p. 18 6.

III. Foil. 10 6—31 6. Kanun i Jedid, or the

newcode,byMufti Ebu's-Su'ud. Seep. 247 b, I.

This copy contains several later additions,

one of which is dated A.H. 1014. It is stated

in the subscription that it hasbeen transcribed

from the original MS. and is in most places

fuller than other copies.

IV. Foil. 32 6—41 a. Legal opinions of

the same Mufti, with the heading : ^>\ c^Uj^x*

dl\ x+o-j LfSiS\ ZyuJS. See the preceding MS.,

art. IV.

Copyist : ^^j^LM ±+*?

Add. 7850.

Foil. 228 ; 12 J in. by 8£ ; from 21 to 30

lines 65 in. long ; written in large Neskhi
;

dated (ff. 158 a, 2036) Mendeli (East of Bagh-

dad), A.H. 1172 (A.D. 1759). [Rich, No. 46.]

I. Foil. 1—135. History of the prophets,

ascribed to al- Hasan B. Nasir of Balkh, with

the heading : \jju3 ^ ^f>^ u**^ *-j\j&=> \i»>

Beg. s^j A> &jj* y* j*>\i y>\ U^J} J\»

The work, which has no preface, is written

in plain and archaic Turkish. It contains no

reference to any authority but the Coran,

which is quoted in Arabic on every page, and

a few of the early traditionists.
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In addition to tho Prophets usually men-

tioned in similar works, it deals also with the

early mythical kings of Persia. Each section

has a heading such as the following :

f^LJlj S^ud! wdp j£d\ j}\ *sl Lai' SJjfc

a^LJIj S»LflJ\ aole _y Lai jja

Contents: Creation of tho Throne, of heaven

and earth, of Hell and the Jinns, f. 1 b. Adam,
f. 5 a. Idris, f. 12 b. Nuh, f. 13 b. Hud, f. 16 b.

Salih, f. 18 b. Ibrahim^ f. 19 b. Lut, f. 30 6.

Yusuf, f. 33 a. Musa, f. 46a. Shu'aib, f. 50 6.

Yusha'B.Nun.f. 706. Eyyub, ib. The men of

the cave, Ashab ul-Kehf, f . 78 b. Jirjis, f . 87 a.

Sultan i Jumjumeh ; the Sultan whose skull

spoke to Jesus (see the Leipzig Catalogue,

p. 541 a), f. 90 a. Iskender Zul-Karnein,

f. 93 a. Keyumers, f. 96 b. Tahmures, f. 100 b.

Jemshld, ib. Kalut [Talut] (imperfect at the

beginning), f. 102 a. Hanzaleh, f. 102 b. Esh-

mevil [Samuel], f. 103 b. Da'ud,f.l066. Shed-

dad B. 'Ad, f. 107 b. Suleiman B. Da'ud,

f. 114 a. The people of Seba, f. 124 b.

Urmiya B. Suleiman, f . 125 b. Bukht-unnasr,

f. 126 a. Zekeriyya, f. 129 b. Yahya, f. 130 b.

'Isa, ff. 131 J—135 b.

IL 135 6—158 a. Sfi'at Nameh, or book
of hours, by Hibet-ullah B. Ibrahim. See

p. 21 a.

III. Foil. 158 a—202 a.

" The Chosen Book," a treatise on moral and

religious duties.

Beg. p£ *j*U>db J&iLsb J^ o^V1 J J**

The work was originally composed by the

pious Imam Abu Nasr B.Tahir B. Muhammed
es-Serakhsi (in what language is not stated).

The translator, who does not give his name,

says he wished to enhance the value of the

book by changing its vulgar style to correct

and lucid Turkish ^j, gs? y ^^jUe Ji»-» iV
JjjoJ i4j>. It is divided into forty-six Babs

treating of religious belief and obligations, of

virtues to bo practised and vices to bo shunned,

according to the Coran and the Prophet's

tradition. These Bibs are enumerated at the

end of the preamble.

In some copies tho translator is called Mu-
hammed B. Bali. The headings of tho chap-

ters have been given by Fliigel, who calls the

work ^ILiAt *±i/, and assigns it to the ninth

century of the Hijreh. See the Vienna Cata-

logue, vol. iii., p. 298, and, for other copies, the

Catalogues of Upsala, No. 462 ; Gotha, Nos.

68,69; Munich, No. 12, and Strassburg, p. 42,

No. 2.

IV. Foil. 202 a—203 b. A Turkish com-

mentary on the Fatihah, and on other formulae

used in the daily prayers.

V. Foil. 204a—228 a. The forty ques-

tions put to Muhammed by the Jews, with

the heading : J\j-» jjy t-jUs \j*

Beg. ts>J5j^*. ^bl y* j5U- jy yjL-. } j£»

The work has already been mentioned,

p. 8 b. MSS. vary as to the author's name,

some having Firaki ^]/> and others Furiiti

^ji. In the present MS. the latter form is

found twice at the end, where readers are

requested to recite a Fatihah for the soul of

Furati i_fl^»
J
**2b a!*^ <jy. For other

copies see Fleischer, Leipzig Catalogue, No.

193, where the contents are fully stated, and

the Catalogues of Upsala, No. 412 ; S. Peters-

burg, No. 509 ; Leyden, vol. iv., p. 306, and

Munich, No. 3.

Copyists (f. 158 a) : J J* $J*^ J>^ %*

^jJJI ^ and (f. 2.03 b) ^j ^ J>*J *i*

Add. 7867.

Foil. 63 ; 8J in. by 6 ; 17 and 15 lines in a

page ; written in Neskhi ; dated Rebi' I, A.H.

1159 (A.D. 1746). [Rich, No. 53.]

E E
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I. Foil. 1 b—12 a. An account of the

siege of Mossul, by Nadir Shah, A.H. 1156,

with the heading : ^JJ^f »U»,.& *mSj gjo

Beg. ^ ^ ^a-J\
CJ

U, b ^ ^^
This narrative, dedicated to the governor

of Mossul, 'Abd ul-Jelll Zadeh Haj Husein

Pasha, is evidently the work of one of his

dependents, who was an eye-witness of the

siege. It begins with the month of Safer,

A.H. 1156, when intelligence of the taking of

Shehruzur, and of the advance of the Shah's

army, reached Ahmed Pasha of Baghdad, and

it concludes with the raising of the siege of

Mossul and the departure of Nadir Shah on

the fourth day of Rainazfm of the same year.

II. Foil. 12 6—63 b. The tale of Decianus

and the men of the cave, with the heading :

Beg. ^ &Ii* ^ C-^j Jj^ J yd jU^I^
The tale is called, at the end, \JJJl^ <_>'.s^

^ e^aj, « Story of the men of the cave.' It

is a wild fiction based on the legend of the

Seven Sleepers ; but it begins very much

like Aladin's tale in the Arabian Nights.

Decianus, a poor shepherd boy, finds in under-

ground vaults an untold treasure, and kills the

old wizard to whom he was indebted for the

discovery. By means of his wealth he ingra-

tiates himself with the king of Persia, siezes

upon the empire of Rum, fixes his residence

in Ephesus, and claims divine honours. Six

youths, his favourites, who bear the traditional

names of the Seven Sleepers : \^**-* LJ^ \&U*.

,^J>j>jA^ (jiy.j*l o-_£)^> having refused to

worship him as God, flee from Court and
take refuge in a cave, in which they sleep,

guarded by angels, three hundred and nine
years.

The Hikayeti Taqjanus noticed by Fleischer,

Leipzig Catalogue, No. 333, 3, appears to

differ from the present tale.

Add. 7870.

Foil. 283 ; 7$ in. by 4f ; written by several

hands, with dates ranging from A.H. 936 to

1092 (A.D. 1530—1681).
[Rich; No. 475.]

I. Foil. 1—52; 15 lines 3 in. long; written

in neat Nestalik; dated 13 Sha'ban, A.H. 1061

(A.D. 1651).

A contemporaiy history of the reign of

Islam Girai Khan B. Selamet Girai, Khan of

Crimea, from his accession, A.H. 1054, to

A.H. 1060, by el-Haj Muhammed.

Beg. j *yrj\ S-*"*J J^ *£^ ij *$> J '*>**

The author describes himself as an ancient

servant of the house of Chingizkhan, late

Munshi of the Divan, and now in possession

of aKaziship of 150 aspers. He composed the

present history by desire of the Vezir Sefer

Ghazi Agha. It is written in an easy and

elegant style and with close attention to

dates.

The author inserts, now and then, Persian

verses of his own composition, and in a versi-

fied chronogram, f. 50 b, he takes the poetical

surname of Sena'I
^J\£.

The narrative begins, f . 3 a, with the land-

ing of Islam Girai at Kaffa on the first of

Jumada I, A.H. 1054, and his installation on

the throne of Chingiz at Baghchah Serai on

the fifth of the same month. The next

chapter records the raising of Krim Girai

Sultan to the dignity of Kalka, or Viceroy.

The main portion of the work deals with the

wars carried on by the Khan with the Poles

and Muscovites. The last chapter relates to

an incursion of the Kalka Krim Girai into

Moldavia. He laid siege to Yassy, extorted

a heavy tribute from the Voivode Upul Jy,jl
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[Lupul], and returned home, loaded with

spoils, in the month of Sha'ban, A.H. 1060.

The present copy was written in the

subsequent year, and in the lifetime of Islam

Girai, who died A.H. 1064. See Hammer,
Gesch. der Chane der Krira, pp. 129—137,

and Howorth, Hist, of the Mongols, Part II.,

Div. I., pp. 547—552.

In the subscription the copyist, Mustafa B.

'Omer, surnamed Kara Yaziji, of Crimea, says

that he had transcribed the history for

Ahmed Girai Sultan B. Muhammed Girai

Khan B. Selamet Girai Khan B. Devlet Girai

Khan (Muhammed Girai Khan IV. was

deposed A.H. 1076, A.D. 1665. His son,

Ahmed Girai, never ascended the throne. See

Hammer, Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi.

p. 109, and Howorth, Hist, of the Mongols,

Part II. Div. I., p. 557). The copy was

finished on the 17th of Sha'ban, A.H. 1092,

in a place curiously designated as follows:

%Z*J J [Almaj^^^uJ^ jtjj *U\J

J* J*

II. Foil. 58 6—165 a ; 15 lines 3f in. long,

written by the same hand, A.H. 1092 (A.D.

1681). A historical compendium relating

chiefly to the Osmanli Sultans, without au-

thor's name.

Beg. &) ^..jld ^^ «iU'-

Beg. woJ J* ii_jLa)\j <U—^ «iUa3\ J* *U ±+s:
]

The work is transcribed, with some omis-

sions and unimportant alterations, from the

history of the lesser NishanjI (see p. 25 a).

The account of Suleiman's reign is brought

down, in the first instance, to A.H. 973 " the

present year" (fol. 138 b), and concludes

with a record of the Sultan's departure, on

Monday the 9th of Shevval, from Constanti-

nople, for the siege of Szigeth. A subsequent

continuation brings the history down to A.H.

991. The latest events chronicled are the

setting out of Ferhiid Pasha for the Persian

campaign in Rebi' I, and the victory gained

by Osraan Pasha over Imam Kuli Khan,

governor of Genjeh (Rebi* II; see Gesch. des

Osm. Reiches, vol. iv., p. 92).

Contents: Patriarchs and prophets, f. 59 n.

Muhammed and his companions, f. 71 a. The
Osmanli dynasty, from its origin to A.H. '.'7:;,

f. 76 a. Continuation to A.H. 991, f. 139 a.

Early kings of Persia and Roman emperors,

f. 155 a.

A MS. of similar contents, and with tho

same beginning, is noticed by Fliigel, Vienna

Catalogue, vol. ii., No. 879.

III. Foil. 165 b—167 a. Charms against

nightmare.

IV. Foil. 170 b—237b; 21 lines 3 J in. long;

written in small Nestalik; dated Rebi' II,

A.H. 1027 (A.D. 1618).

Sketch of the rise and fall of dynasties, by

'All, jjipj J>- J^j; seep. 26a.

V. Foil. 239 6—241 b; 15 lines 3* in. long;

written in neat Neskhi, with all the vowels
;

dated 15 Jumada II, A.H. 936 (A.D. 1530).

A short and early recension of the fabulous

history of Constantinople, already noticed,

p. 47 a, concluding with a record of its con-

quest by Muhammed II, who is mentioned as

the reigning Sultan. The heading is : i-jUtf'

Jjji\]L»1 *_£

Beg. ^ W
±>JSjJi& )j~\ JM jJjIA

VI. Foil. 242 a—282 a; 15 lines 3 $ in. long;

written in large Neskhi, with all the vowels

;

dated Rejeb, A.H. 950 (A.D. 1543).

Detached fragments of a Turkish chronicle,

which, as appears for a comparison with Add.

5969 (see p. 46 b), is that of Jemali.

They are as follows :

Foil. 242—251 comprising A.H. 804—846.

The contents correspond with Add. 5969,

foil. 22 b—33 a, and with Lewenklaw's

Chronica, p. 15, line 7, to p. 22, line 22.

II 2
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Foil. 252—273, 277, contain part of the

legendary history of Constantinople, corre-

sponding with Add. 5969, foil. 41 b—60 b.

Fol. 278 relates to the conquest of Con-

stantinople ; see Add. 5969, fol. 62 b.

Foil. 279—281 comprise A.H. 894-6, the

same as Add. 5969, foil. 70 6—71 b, and

Lewenklaw, from p. 30, line 51, to p. 31,

line 34.

Add. 7890.

Foil. 139 ; 11 in. by 7i ; 15 lines 4| in.

long ; written partly in Divani, partly in

Neskhi, apparently about A.H. 1082 (A.H.

1672). [Rich, No. 632].

I. Foil. 1 b—36 a. A letter-writer for the

use of military officers, beginning with this

rubric : »2&3l^>! «—'j^ Ji3»lhil^ ^b ^jrf-j

It contains models of letters of Zagharji

Bashis, Churbaji Bashis, Turnaji Bashis, etc.,

to the Kyaya Beg, or the Agha of Janis-

saries, and vice-versa ; also letters to friends

and relatives. It includes a copy of a letter

of Murad Pasha, Beglerbegi of Buda (A.H.

1060—1065) to a Churbaji Bashi, f. 1 b,

margin.

II. Foil. 316—666. Forms of address to

the Sultan, to the Grand Vezir, to Beglerbegis

and Aghas, to friends and relatives ; also

models of letters for various occasions

;

beginning with the rubric : u°jj^\ ^jy" ij

It includes two historical documents, viz.:

1. Copy of a letter of Sultan Murad IV. to Shah
Safi, written from Diyarbekr after the taking

ofBaghdad (Shevval, A.H. 1048) f. 55 a. 2.

Treaty of peace with Persia negotiated by the

Turkish plenipotentiaries, viz. the Grand Vezir

(Silihdar) Mustafa Pasha and Saru Khan, on
the 14th of Muharrem, A.H. 1049, f. 56 b.

At the end are a few models of Persian

letters, f. 58 a, and some forms of declarations

to be made by infidels, principally Jews, on

embracing Islamism, f. 65 a.

The date of compilation, A.H. 1082, occurs

twice, ff. 58 a, 66 b.

III. Foil. 686—73a, A vocabulary of

Arabic words used in letters and official

writings, with the heading : obllJI cj^L«

Jiia j i_jb J* So- j l^->\r> j

IV. Foil. 73 6—82 a.

A treatise on book-keeping, by Dervish

Bihisht Sarukhani, .3la-j.Ua e^^i^ ^5
' IjLo ^&Loj jujl j ad) jjiBeg. Jj\ oUrfj

It consists of three chapters, viz: 1. On the

calendar and numerical figures, f. 74 a.

2. On the conventional notation of measures,

quantities, prices etc., in Defters, f. 76 b.

3. On the registering of revenue and expendi-

ture, f. 78 b. The dates, A.H. 963, 969, 973,

which occur in the examples given, ff. 75

—

79, approximative^ indicate the time of com-

position.

In the heading the author is called simply

^li-jjlo (j^.jji)

V. Foil. 84 a—119 &,

A treatise on arithmetic, in twelve Fasls,

by Yusuf B. Muhammed, known as Katibul-

Mushahereh s^fe'uLjl uJKjj^ill &+£? ^ i—s-»y.

Beg. Vu$\ r^ >* s

It is a full exposition of arithmetical opera-

tions, and of their application to weights

and measures. The last two chapters, which,

according to the preface, treated of taxes,

customs-dues, etc., and of the calendar and

book-keeping, are wanting.
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VI. Foil. 120 6—139 a. A treatise on

physiognomy C*-»y j <z-~>\? J*» without

author's name.

Beg. s^rp-ij *s^l xjr j**' ^ ±Ji\

The author describes his treatise as a

translation from Arabic and Persian works,

and names Fakhr Razi and Muhyl ud-Din

*Arabi as his chief authorities.

Contents : Mukaddimeh. On traditional

and rational arguments in support of the

science of physiognomy, f. 120 6. Bab. On
the various parts of the human body, from
head to foot, and the inferences to be drawn
from their conformation, f. 123 6. A treatise

on chiromancy divided into a Mukaddimeh
and six Babs, with four diagrams of the

hand, f. 127 b.

Add. 7903.

Foil. 80; 7| in. by 5£ ; 1G lines 4 in.

long; written in small Divani; dated (f. 52 a)

5 Ska'ban, A H. 988 (A.D. 1590).

[Rich, No 386]

I. Foil. 8 6—12 a. Segir Namah, «ulijC*

(See p. 1846), with the heading : jj f&» [

j Ji*t

II. Foil. 12 6—41 6. A Ta'bir Nameh, or

interpretation of dreams, in fifty-three Babs,
agreeing, substantially, with Add. 7902, (see

p. 131 «)> Dut ^h a different preamble.

Beg. j&S y ^ J£b j*> U . . . «U o^Jl

j^i^f (Jl^.'i ^i£ a*b'

III. Foil. 42 a—48 6. A tract on the

proper mode of drawing omens from the

Coran, with the heading : +&& ^ij J\J LJLS,

Beg. »i~Sj? u£j±>} *ifr M ^j jjU> ji*a-

uil^ol Jli a)y ^aH Jiji

IV. Foil. 49 6—52 a. Forty Hadls, with

paraphrase in Turkish verse, without author's

name.

Beg. slila-alj j-^^ «i^» j i\y* jli- yj V

The first IJadis and its translation areas
follows

:

iO—j^ JS Jc Uij ^\ ,_j^^ fl* ^JU, Jl^J J*l^ yj>J

V. Foil. 54 a—61 6, 63 a—67 b, 71 a—
75 6. A Mesuevi on the life of Veis, or Uveis,
Kareni, a famous saint who lived in the time
of Muhammed and has been made the patron
of a religious order.

The present copy is imperfect at beginning
and end. It has also internal gaps, and the
leaves are transposed. In the extant portion
of the prologue, f. 56, the author, whose name
does not appear, states that he had been re-

quested by a member of the above order,

whom he describes as a cowl-stitcher \j iX

of marvellous skill in his craft, to write a poem
in praise of their Sheikh :

The narrative begins, f. 57 a, as follows

:

j^l j/ i*),U ^ Jy*

The author is, in all probability, the poet
Lami'i (see p. 156 a), among whose works a

poem on the same theme is mentioned under

the title of Menkibet i Uveis Kareni vr_-.j.aj^»

J>J i_KA See Kinali Zadeh, f. 237 a, and
Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 151.

From f . 53 to the end of the MS. the leaves

which are not occupied by the above fragment
contain some Kasldehs and Terji'bends by
Baki, the first of which is the well-known
elegy on the death of Suleiman.

Add. 7904.

Foil. 265 ; 8£ in. by 4J ; 21 lines 2£ in.

long ; written in small Nestalik,by two hands,
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a< various dates (ff. 89, 120, 190, 199) ranging

from A.H. H24 to 1133 (A.D. 1712-1721).

[Rich, No. 389].

I. Foil. 1 6—40 b. Khairi Nameh, a moral

poem, by Yusuf Nabi. See p. 201 b.

II. Foil. 41 5—88 a.

The "Scales of Truth," or the rational

method applied to the discussion of moot

points of Muslim doctrine or practice, by

Mustafa B. 'Abdullah, called Haji Khallfah,

known among the 'Ulema as Katib Ohelebi,

Up a/ liAii. ijM jttfX <N *i* ^ J^**
j> Jj4

i. &p jfa *J& W«d

Beg. <£]» J «*" Ja*)\ J** l?^ »B^
This is the last work of the celebrated

-writer. It was composed, as stated in the

appendix, in the month of Safer, A.H. 1067

(about two years before the author's death),

and is also the last mentioned in the bio-

graphical notice prefixed to the printed

edition of the Takvlm ut-Tevarlkh.

It consists of a Mukaddimeh, twenty-one

dissertations (Bah§) and a Khatimeh, as

follows: Mukaddimeh. Importance of the

rational (as opposed to traditional) sciences,

f. 42 a. Bah§: I. Is Khizr alive? f. 45 b.

II. Is music lawful ? f . 47 b. III. Is dancing

lawful ? f. 49 a. IV. On the use of bene-

dictory formulae (Tasliyah, Tarziyah) after

the names of prophets and saints, f. 51 a.

V. On tobacco-smoking, f. 52 a. VI. On
the use of coffee, f. 56 a. VII. On the

use of hemp and opium, f. 57 a. VIII.

Were the parents of the Prophet infidels ?

f. 57 b. IX. On the faith of Pharaoh, f. 61 a.

X. Conflicting opinions on Sheikh Muhyi
ud-Din Ibn 'Arabi, f. 63 a. XL On the

practice of cursing Yezld, fol. 64 a. XII. On
Bid'at, or innovation in religious matters,

f . 65 b. XIII. On the practice of visiting the

tombs of saints, f. 66 b. XIV. On superero-

gatory prayers, f. 68 a. XV. On the practice

of saluting by grasping the hand, f. 69 a.

XVI. On bowing-, by way of salute, f. 69 b.

XVII. On the duty of prescribing good and

forbidding evil, f. 70 b. XVIII. On the sense

of ' Millet '; can a Muslim call himself a

follower of a former prophet, f. 72 a. XIX.

On bribery, f. 77 b. XX. The dispute of

Ebu's-Suud Efendi (see p. 15 b) with Birgili

Muhammed Efendi (see p. 6 b) on the

subject of pious legacies in money, f. 78 b.

XXI. On the controversies between Sivasi

Efendi ('Abd ul-MejId B. Sheikh Muharrem,

a celebrated mystic and preacher, who died

A.H. 1049; see p. 19 a) and the orthodox

divine Kazi Zadeh Efendi (Sheikh Muhammed
B. Mustafa, who died A.H. 1045 ; see p. 7 b),

f. 80 a. (Compare Gesch. des Osm. Reiches,

vol. v., p. 163). Khatimeh, f. 81 a. Account

of the author's life and of his numerous

writings previous to the present work. It

concludes with a vision in which the Prophet

appeared to the author, and with four

admonitions, severally addressed to the

Sultan, to preachers, to Muslims in general,

and to students.

For other copies see the Catalogues of

Vienna, No. 1063, where the headings are

given, of Munich, No. 23, of the Marsigli

Collection, p. 19, No. 3318, and of the Uni-

versity Library in S.Petersburg; v. SalemaD,

Transactions of the Archaeological Institute

vol. ii., p. 262.

III. Foil. 91 6—120 a. A memorial ad-

I dressed to the Sultan on the means of re-

storing prosperity to the empire, with the

heading : t*)J\\
'^

Beg. ji3<iU-> joo U . . . ytJ'-*^ «—>j &U ^^

&~J\ j£a^S» i\yc uLi-»jy j^*5*- X>\*^~* £*"** j j^> I*

The author, whose name does not appear,

was evidently a theologian. He sees the cause
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of the decline of the empire in the decrease
of piety, and looks upon the reverses of

Muslim arms as God's punishment for the
neglect of his laws. Texts from the Coran
and Hadis. are freely quoted in Arabic and
explained in Turkish. Persian and Turkish
verses are also frequently inserted.

The Sultan addressed was apparently Mu-
rad IV; the author quotes, f. 107 6, the
Fetva of Es'ad Efendi, who was Mufti A.H.
1024—34, against tobacco smoking, and
urges the necessity ofthe severest punishment
against offenders. This makes it probable
that he wrote before the rigorous suppression

of that practice by Murad IV, A.H. 1045.

See Tarikh i Pechevi, vol i., p. 366.

The work is quite distinct from the more
statesman-like memorial written for the same
Sultan, A.H. 1040, by CX> »»y Koja Beg, and
translated by Behrnauer ; see Zeitschrift der
D. Morg. Ges., vol. xi., p. iii., and vol. xv.,

p. 272.

IV. Foil. 121 6—139 a. 3 c^~, J»1 JL,

t!«c-U?-. An elementary treatise, by ques-
tions and answers, on the creed and religious

duties of the Sunnis, by Sun'-ullah B. Sheikh
Ahmed B. Sheikh Beshir : ^ ^ <jj\ -^

Beg. UU.
3 ^~>y\

_, UU^)J liU» ^ jjl *)J sji.

The work was compiled, as stated at the

end, from the treatises of Birgili Muhammed
Efendi, Ruini Ak Hisari Efendi, and Kazi
Zadeh Efendi (see pp .6 b and 7 b), and from
other standard works.

V. Foil. 139 6—190 a. Gul u Bulbul, a

Mesnevi by Fazli. See p. 1 77 b.

VI. Foil. 191 b—199 b. A commentary, by
A'ineh Zadeh Muhammed Siruzi j^^Jl s*s?

td\j a-job, on a mystic poem by the " late"

Rusukhl Efendi, ^jjjl ^y^j every beit of

which contains a question, and ends with the

interrogation ,jJ-

Beg. Ujli
3jj£ u^ju oU Jjl JjiW li

Beg. of the poem :

Rusukhl (Suleiman), of Sofia, was initiated

into Sufism by Sheikh Bali, of the same town
(who died A.H. 960; see Haj. Khal. iii.,

p. 429), and lived as religious teacher in

Constantinople ; but fearing prosecution on
account of some heretical verses he had
written, he fled and was heard of no more.
See Kinali Zadeh, f. 118, and Gesch. der
Osm. Dichtkunst, vol. ii., p. 422. A fragment

of the same poem is noticed in the Vienna
Catalogue, vol. iii., p. 469.

VII. Foil. 200 6—207 b. Commentary of

the same A'ineh Zadeh on a poem of the

" late" Chelebi Sultan U\U- ^1*.

Beg. Jk& J,\ Job u, j& 3 Jtfj j-^

Beg. of the poem :

jS> ,jJ^t\ J5I *^ cJa>. u%> ^\

Tho poem consists of questions relating to

the names of God. A work on the same sub-

ject by A'ineh Zadeh is noticed in Krafft's

Catalogue, Nos, 231, si, and 416.

VIII. Foil. 208 6—261 6. Tuhfet ul-IIare-

mein, by Yusuf Nabi (see p. 113 6), slightly

imperfect at the end.

IX. Foil. 262 a—265 6. Three Terkib-

bends of religious character, by 'Ali, Sena'i

Efendi and Nabi. The first, imperfect at the

beginning, ends with the following line :

*UI^ Up M Jl C-i

The second begins, t/jjyj *1j>. Jj.i ^j^ i\

jj\jjui fjjyo\ and the third, y\<y** &j* Jlalul >6y>

The following pieces are written in the

margins :
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X. Foil. 52 b—54 a. A poem on the pros

and cons of tobacco-smoking, by Futuhi (who

died A.H. 1054; see Osra. Dichtk., vol. iii.,

p. 366).

Beo- Jyy u^y ^U v°* &***

jjjj C**^J* jj t>~~i!> w jji1 <jiy

XI. Foil. 63 b—68 a. Biographical notices

of Muhammed, the first four Khalifs, and the

great Imams, down to Ebu Hanifeh,in Arabic.

XII. Foil. 71 a—78 a. A versified treatise

on prayer, by Sa'di, with the heading : sajlo*

^jocJJ U# ^,^4 S» i^jjuj. See p. 10 b, ii.

XIII. Foil. 79 a—87 b.

A collection of a hundred Hadis, with a

paraphrase in Turkish verse, by Latlfi (see

p. 75 b) ; wrongly ascribed in the heading to

Kemal Pasha Zadeh : olAJU ^ jll*)l SL>j

tty lib JUT
Beg. «JJ\ ±+4l

jfy JJU- ^&\
«W » fcJt 5) JJti

The number of Hadls. included, viz. a hun-

dred, and the title of the work, are stated in

the following verses of the prologue, f . 80 b ;

^f~j *aS icjj «jb j*s (^j.^

The author gives his name in the epilogue

:

<S*>\ jb j, ^pAA ab^akS

The Arabic text of each Hadi§, written with
red ink, is followed by a Turkish paraphrase
in two distich3. The first Hadls. is: ^

The work is noticed by Haj. Khal., vol. iii.,

p. 576. For other copies see the Catalogues
of Dresden, No. 232, 2 ; Upsala, Nos. 207,
508,ii

; Vienna, No. 1993,9, and Gotha, Arab.,
No. 3, 20.

XIV. Foil. 87 4—92 a. A collection of

sixty-nine Hadls and ten sayings of 'Ali, with

Turkish paraphrase. See, for another copy,

above, p. 175 b.

Copyist (f. 120 a) : j>^j>\ ^jjuJI ^ ^ ^J\
and (f. 190a) g\# c_^Ul A^ _\U ^ s^\

Add. 7926.
Foil. 100 ; 8 in. by 6 ; made up of two

distinct MSS. bound together.

[Rich, No. 180.]

I. Foil. 1—36; 15 lines 3£ in. long;

written in Nestalik, with 'Unvan and gold-

ruled margins, apparently in the 17th century.

The Divan of Huseini, consisting of about

140 Ghazels (not alphabetically arranged) in

Eastern Turkish.

Beg. tiiii**> uilifcU uej*- Jj^ ij&** OaU*. ,j\

Huseini is the takhallus of the last of the

Timuridesof Iran, Ebul-Ghazi Sultan Husein

Beikara, who was born A.H. 842 and reigned

A.H. 873—911. Most of the verses quoted by
Mir 'Ali Shir in the notice which he devoted to

his sovereign, Mejalis un-Nefa'is, foil. 112

—

129, and one quoted by Sam Mirza, fol. 12 b,

are found in the present Divan. It fully con-

firms also Baber's statement, who, in his

Memoirs, Ilminski's edition, p. 205, while

bestowing faint praise upon the Divan, ob-

jects that it was all in one and the same
metre. Baber is wrong, however, when he

says that Sultan Husein used Hasan for his

takhallus.

Valih, who praises the verses of Sultan

Husein Mirza for their sweetness, adds that he

composed a Persian, as well as a Turki,

Divan. See Riyaz ush-Shu'ara, f. 119 b.

Some verses of Sultan Husein are quoted
in the Abushka. See Veliaminof's edition,

pp. 17, 39.
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It is stated in the subscription that the

MS. had been written by order of Muhammed
Taki Beg Eesiktashi Shamlu. On the last

page are two seals dated A.H. 1107 (A.D.

1695).

II. Foil. 38—99 ; 17 lines 3f in. long

;

written in Neskhi, dated Rabi'I, A.H. 1195

(A.D. 1781).

The Divan of Nedlm in Osmanli Turkish,

with the same beginning as another copy

described above, p. 203 b.

Contents : Kasidehs, mostly addressed to

Ahmed III and the two Grand Vezirs, 'Ali

Pasha and Ibrahim Pasha, f . 38 b. Ghazels

in alphabetical order, beginning as in Or.

2836, f. 716. RubaMyyat, f. 96 a. Mufredat

and Mukatta'at, ff. 97 a—99 b.

Add. 7936.

Foil. 169 ; 7\ in. by 5±; 13 lines 3| in.

long ; written in rude and ill-shaped Neskhi,

apparently in the 18th century.

[Rich, No. 643.]

I. Foil. 1—28. A Mesnevi by Khakani

ilS\s>. being a paraphrase of the Arabic text

known as wyuN 5A*\ or description of the

features and personal appearance of the Pro-

phet.

Beg. *$$ £J Jtsi) «L1»~*>

The work, which is generally known as

t_« JS> t.A>- , was written, as stated in the last

line, f . 28 b, A.H. 1007 :

mM xj<£3 \ JU? SjjL*, y.

There might be some doubt as to the

proper designation of the author, who in

some copies is called Sheikh Sadr ud-Din

Khakani. See Dora, S. Petersburg Cata-

logue.No. 576,aod Aumer, Munich Catalogue,

No. 202, f. 59. But this arose apparently

from a mistaken attribution of the work to

Sheikh Sadr ud-Din, who is quoted in the

prologue, f. 7 b, as an authority for the

efficacy of a diligent reading of the Hilyeb :

^j,% a^JI Jaj t_jjj *£*S

In a Gotha MS., No. 193, the author is

more correctly styled Khakani Beg Ilyas

Pasha [Ziideh]. The name agrees, but for a

slight variation, with that of the author of a

Divan,
u
y\Sla- ^yA whom Haj. Khal., vol. hi.,

p. 277, calls Khakani Iyas Pasha Ziideh, and

states to have died A.H. 1015. According to

Hammer, who gives the same date, Osm.

Dichtk.,vol.iii.,p. 139, Khakani's proper name

was Muhammed Beg. He was a descendant of

the Grand Vezir Iyas Pasha (who died A.H.

944), and he rose to the post of Beg of a

Sanjak.

The Hilyeh i Sherif has been printed in

Constantinople, A.H. 1264. The contents

have been stated by Hammer, Handschriften,

No. 359. For other copies see the Catalogues

of Leipzig, No. 298, Krafft, No. 305, Lund,
No. 10, and Vienna, No. 1229.

II. Foil. 28 6—106. Gulshen i Envar, by

Yahya Beg. See above, p. 181 a.

It wants the first part of the prologue, and

begins abruptly with this line :

the first of the section entitled Jj^ ^*»-y. See

Or. 1147, f. 2 b.

III. Foil. 108—115.

A collection of Hadigwith a Turkish para-

phrase in Mesnevi rhyme, without author's

name.

Beg. J*&) <^i *>£& (_?Xr* l?^

L L
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The author, who was apparently a Dervish,

describes himself in the following lines of the

prologue as the meanest of men

:

(

^X>\ «*£» «ju«* *^j)/v *—*^

The title is given in the following beit

:

The Arabic text of each Hadis. is followed

by a paraphrase in Mesnevi verses. The first

Hadis is : J*J\ o& U*N ^/\ y*

Two pages at the end, foil. 115 b—116,

contain the beginning of a Ta'bir Nameh in

prose.

IX. Foil. 117—167.

us* J4
Leila and Mejnun, a Mesnevi in Azerbaijani

Turkish by an unknown poet.

Beg.
fBTj u^** J3<- *j4&!

The author, who appears to have been a

Sufi, says in the prologue that he intends to

tell a story fraught with spiritual teachings,

and, after naming the three masters of verse

who had already treated the same theme,

namely Nizami, Khurrev and Hfitifi (see the

Persian Catalogue, p. 652 b), he bestows

especial praise on the poem of the last, which

seems to have been his model :

#jl>\ j~*> (_ijj PJ*
*jl& «D1 £»»

, ,
^Qa)

*S*Xi ij&

±SJh

r

Further on he states that he commenced

his poem in the month of Rejeb, A.H. 931 :

iJil jjj> a^Ajj \j—?1l»^
«Ji)Lij lS

^-» i

t?
9- c^.r-Jt>i

c^s-j ^4^ ^j) j,y «i>^

The title of the poem and the number of

its distichs, viz. 2150, are given at the end :

j.Ab.1 (.13 Ife^t ^jV JJ

Add. 7938.

Foil. 54; 7f in. by 5; written by various

hands, in Divani and Nestalik, with 'Unvans

and gold-ruled margins, apparently in the

16th century. [Rich, No. 385.]

A scrap-book containing chiefly poetical

extracts, Turkish and Persian.

The first, foil. 11—21, consist of Kasidehs

and Ghazels by Fighani, Baki, Ishak Chelebi,

Nejati, Mesihi, Muhibbi, Zati, Mudami, Emri,

and some other poets of the tenth century of

the Hijreli.

The Persian extracts are Ghazels by Jami,

Asafi, Hilfiz, Hairani, etc., foil. 23—33, and

Kasidehs by Katibi, Khwaju Kirmani, Fakhr

Razi, Nasir i Khusrev, and Ibn Husiim,

foil. 34—46.

The MS. appears to have belonged to a

Turkish writer, not otherwise known, called

Zejri, who has inserted three Ghazels

of his own composition, f . 33 b, with the

heading : <jJLJj\\ \sjrj \f&& i_iu^ ^ ^
At the beginning and end of the volume

are miscellaneous extracts, two fragments of

Inshas, or letter-writers, foil. 1-2, 6—10, a

chronological table of notable events in
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Turkish history from Osman to the death of

Suleiman, A.H. 974, foil. 3, 4, 54, and some

prose pieces of the kind called J*jl» j*5, foil.

48, 49.

Add.' 9705.

Foil. 32 ; 8j in. by G ; written in small

Neskhi, apparently in the 17th and 18th

centuries. [Hodgson.]

I. Foil. 8—15, 17—24. Two perpetual

calendars of the Syrian year, the first of which

was written apparently A.H. 1086, and the

second A.H. 1128.

II. Foil. 26-7. A versified creed, in the

form of a Kaskleh, with the heading:

Beg. i^j\ CJj\ Jys j ilo »j ttjijf aj tAjji w

It was transcribed by Nasuh B. Rejeb,

A.H. 1128.

III. Foil. 28—30. The 'Prayer of the

Banner,' jU^*- J»s.

Add. 23,591.

Foil. 56; Hi in. by 81; written by different

hands, for the most part A.H. 1069 (A.D.

1659). See foil. 17 a, 46 6. [Rob. Taylok.]

I. Foil. 1—15. Ruz Nameh i Jedldeh u.

»^A»- »*& , the improved recension of Sheikh
Vefa's calendar, already noticed p. 242 b.

II. Foil. 15 b—18 b. A Persian commen-
tary on the Ruz Nameh of Sheikh Vefa by
Mulla Muhyi ud-Dln el-JezIri, with the

heading : "$\ J\i}\ ,*.*»
j,j ^.^ J ZU, tit>

This short tract, divided into seven Fasls

and a Khatimeh, is dedicated to Muhammed
Pasha, and A.H. 1027 is given at the end as

the current year. It is followed by four

pages of the Persian Ruz Nameh, ascribed

to Sheikh Vefa. The chronogram for his

death, which has been given p. 122 b, is found

in the margin of f. 18 a.

III. Fol. 19. A short Arabic tract on the

figure and dimensions of the earth after

Ptolemy ; dated A.H. 1098.

IV. Foil. 20—25. Tables and diagrams

relating to the calendar, to the signs of the

zodiac, mansions of the moon, etc.

V. Foil. 26—29. A fragment of an early

geographical work in Persian»with rude maps.

VI. Foil. 30—31. A Persian treatise on

the lunar mansions, without author's name,

with the heading : - J* J J-e^ll ~u& >*JL»,

VII. Foil. 35,36. A Turkish tract on

some necessary corrections in the perpetual

calendar of Sheikh Vefa, by Katib Zadeh

Mustafa B. Muhammed, ^Jb*** tth ±J>%

Beg. (jfp**^jjj uXj^ J*«*—• o-ViH ^ ^'*-

VIII. Foil. 38—46. A perpetual calendar

of the Syrian year, dated A.H. 1069.

IX. Foil. 47—53. A similar perpetual

calendar, apparently of more recent date.

Add. 26,327.

Foil. 65 ; 11£ in. by 8 ; written by various

hands in Neskhi andNestalik in the 17th and

18th centuries. [Wm. Ebskink.]

I. Foil. 1—15. Historical extracts from

the Muruj uz-Zeheb of Mes'udi in Arabic,

foil. 1-7, and from the Nigflristan of Ghaffari

in Turkish, foil. 8—15. The last are taken,

with some degree of condensation, from the

Turkish translation described p. 24 b.

II. Foil. 18—21. Copies of Arabic letters

written to Seyyid el-Hfij es-Suhreverdi el-

Baghdadi from Mecca, llaleb, Kerkuk, and

Baghdad, with the heading : OlLi* ^j*

III. Foil. 25—56. Letters and other prose

ll2
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compositions in Persian by Naslr Hainadani

(see the Persian Catalogue, p. 1093 b).

The collection, which is imperfect at begin-

ning and end, commences with the preface of

a treatise on prosody entitled
l_J
J^ J*J and

dedicated to Sultan Muhammed Kutubshah.

IV. Foil. 58—65. Tables showing the

concordance of the lunar months with the

solar months of the Syrian year.

Add. 26,328.

Foil. 20 ; 8| in. by 6£. [Wm. Eeskine.]

I. Foil. 1—11; about 15 lines 4£ in. long;

written in cursive Neskhi early in the 19th

century.

Models of letters to the governors of

Baghdad, to the Kyayas, Divan Efendis and

Khazlnehdars, of the same city, to the

governors of Kurdistan, Mardin, Mossul and

Basrah.

At the end are forms of address to the

Sheikhs of the Muntefik and 'Akll tribes and

to merchants, in Arabic.

II. Foil. 12—20; 23 lines 21 in. long;

written in small Nestalik, A.H. 1140 (A.D.

1727).

Grammatical dissertation in Arabic on a

passage of Beizavi's commentary relating to

the meaning of "$\ in the verse of the Coran

zf£ "$\ JiZS J\J&\
tiijJ* Wp^ U (chap.xx.,v.l),

by Muhammed B. 'Omer ed-Derendi ^jo,^\

The MS. originally belonged to Rich, whose

Oriental seal is to be seen on f. 12 b.

Or. 34.

Foil. 136; 8 in. by 4$; 17 lines 3 in.

long, written in fair Nestalik ; dated Ju-

mada I, A.H. 1136 (A.D. 1724).

[G. C. Renouard].

I. Foil. 1 b—94 a. Tuhfet ul-Haremein

by Nabi. See above, p. 113 b.

II. Foil. 95 6—136 b. An account of the

taking of Caminiec (Podolia) by the Grand
Vezir Ahmed Kuprili, A.H. 1083, written in

florid prose mixed with verses by the same

Yusuf Nabi, with the heading : s^*' a ,U

Beg.
J,j\ J?K s 1\mS*

j Ui- *li ^

The work is mentioned in the appendix to

Haj. Khal., vol. vi., p. 537 as &£» *j\Sj * Xi

It is also called sir*
9 *«& Jp. See Hammer,

Gesch. des Osm. Reiches, vol. vi., p. vi., and

vol. ix., p. 207, Krafft's Catalogue, No. 276,

Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. ii., p. 281, and

vol. i., p. 672. It has been printed in Con-

stantinople, A.H. 1281.

Copyist : ^ ^s^

Or. 1157.

Foil. 87 ; 8 in. by 5£, containing two dis-

tinct MSS. bound together. [Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 3—48; 17 lines 2£ in. long;

written in small Neskhi ; dated Jumada I,

A.H. 1228 (A.D. 1813).

A manual of hygiene, treating of the use

and properties of the usual articles of food,

drink, and clothing, by Zein ul-'Abidin B.

Khalil, JJi- ^ ^"VUI ^j
Beg. ^°- J^ ** (J <J& j ^- J, >>•+*

The author dedicates the work to Sultan

Murad Khan B. Ahmed Khan. In the epi-

logue, f. 47 a, he mentions A.H. 1039 as

the current year, and says further on that he

commenced this treatise in the month of

Jumada II of that year, and completed it in

the space of seventeen days. He was at the

time head-physician of the hospital built in

Islambul by Sultan Muhammed, the con-

queror. According to Haj. Khal., vol. iv.,

p. 56, the date of composition was A.H. 1037.
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The work is divided into seventeen Fasls

enumerated in the preface.

The same treatise is noticed in the Leyden

Catalogue, vol. hi., p. 283, under the title of

II. Foil. 50—87; 13 lines 3f in. long;

written in Neskhi with all the vowels; dated

23rd Ramazan, A.H. 1015 (A.D. 1606).

The translation of 'Attar's Pend Nameh
already noticed, p. 154 a.

This copy is slightly imperfect at the begin-

ning ; it wants the first half of the Persian

prologue. The author's name, Emri, is found,

although incorrectly spelt, in the last line but

one, which is : <.

The last line contains the same date of

composition as the first copy, viz. A.H. 964.

Or. 1164.

Foil. 87 ; 8 in. by 5 ; about 25 lines 4 in.

long; written by various hands in cursive

Nestalik, apparently in the 18th century.

[Alex. Jaba.]

I. Foil. 3—34. (jr^o* u?jU3 #)$.&

The Divan of Niyazi Misri, with the

heading : J^ Lff^ {
J^i^\ <jj^\ <Jy>* ^i*

j\\^ ^ ^~\\ £* y- ujW Jjl& J&

Beg. \s3\ *b\ tsLZs- J y^ji?- $? <_^

Sheikh Misri Efendi, a native of Malatia,

was so called from an early residence in

Egypt, where he devoted himself to a con-

templative and ascetic life. He became one

of the great Sheikhs of the Khalveti order

and took up his abode in Brusa. But the

stir caused in that city by his preaching led

to his banishment, A.H. 1088, to Lemnos,

where he died in the month of Rejeb,A.H. 1105.
J

See Tarikh i Rasbid, vol. i., pp. 86 and 193.

Hammer, who gives a detailed account of

Sheikh Misri's life, Gesch. der Osm. Dichtk.,

vol. iii., p. 587, does not quote his authority

for the later date, A.H. 1111, which he as-

signs to his death.

The Divan consists of Ghazels of a reli-

gious and mystic character, in alphabetical

order. The author uses mostly Niyazi, but

often also Misri, for his takhallus. At the

end are two short Mesnevis.

The Divan of Niyazi has been printed in

Bulak, A.H. 1254 and 1259, and in Constanti-

nople, A.H. 1260. See Hammer, Jahrbiicher,

vol. 85, p. 36, Journal Asiatique, 4" S<5rie,

vol. viii., p. 261, and, for another copy, the

Vienna Catalogue, No. 1982.

II. Foil. 35—54. Religious Ghazels and
Mesnevis by various mystic poets, written in

slanting lines in two columns.

They appear to have been collected about

A.H. 1187 (see f. 42 a) by a Dervish called

Seyyid Muhammed 'Asim Baba (ff. 47 b, 54 b),

who in a Ghazel of his own composition

(f . 45 b) takes the name of Sufi. They include

two pieces by the famous saint Haji Behtash

whose order the compiler probably belonged

(ff. 44 b, 52 a), several Ghazels of Seyyid

Neslmi (see p. 165 a), and others by Niyazi

Misri, Haireti Baba, Kabuli Baba, Vahdeti

Baba, 'Arshi Baba, Misjdi Baba, etc.

III. Foil. 57—86. Six tracts by Jami.

See the Persian Catalogue, p. 876 a.

Or. 3289.

Foil. 83 ; 8) in. by 5£ ; 17 lines 3± in.

long ; written in Neskhi, apparently in the

18th century.

I. Foil. 1—63. Kasldehs and TerjTbends

by 'AH Efendi, with a preface by the author,

and with the heading : ^jiiS ,JIp jAo»
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Beg. j»^c. ^ii .>•» <-iM

This eminent writer, whose prose works

have been noticed above, pp. 26 a, 28 a, 61 b,

was less successful in his poetical compo-

sitions. Kinali Zadeh, who was his personal

friend, speaks of them in flattering terms; but

the author of the Zubdeh says that he could

not find in them a single verse that would

scan.

The preface of the present work, which is

preceded by a short prologue in Arabic verse,

was written at the beginning of Muharrem,

A.H. 1000. The author had reached the age

of fifty-two,having been born,as he says, A.H.

948 (not A.H. 949, as in Osm. Dichtk., vol. iii.,

p. 115). He states that, having devoted, up

to his fortieth year, his leisure hours to poetry,

he had collected at that period his verses in

a Divan alphabetically arranged. After ex-

patiating on the high value of poetry and on

the lamentable neglect of true merit in his

day, 'Ali proceeds to bitterly complain of his

fate. He had been for years out of employ,

and, while his writings were in all men's

hands, he was pining in poverty. In con-

clusion he says that in the present work he

had brought together under the title of OU^)

&iu« pieces composed from A.H. 988 to 1 000.

The previous Divan above referred to is

mentioned by Haj. Khal., vol. iii., p. 293, who
says that it was compiled A.H. 982 and pre-

sented to Sultan Murad III. A copy is

noticed in the Vienna Catalogue, No. 698.

Contents of the present work : Preface,

f. 1 b. A piece in rhymed prose with the

heading : Jjjl» j*- ^sjjuoJJ f. 6 b. Kasidehs,

f. 8 a. The first, with the heading >»*~a$

jj«-y begins:

t
& Jji* oij* <j;jb$b As. Jj b

& JJ OUS\ (jjfcUa* ^i^Asb

This section contains poems on personal
and general subjects, two of which are en-

titled v^jU\ £?.l&» *t±x*2 or ' Kasidehs of com-

plaint,' and laudatory poems addressed to

Sultan Murad III, to Sultan Muhammed

(afterwards Muhammed III), to the Grand

Vezlr Siyavush Pasha, to Ahmed Pasha,

governor of Haleb, to Ghazanfer Agha, Agha

of the palace, and to Osman Pasha B.

Uzdemir, governor of Shirvan. It comprises

also a diatribe against the Grand Vezir Sinan

Pasha, who was deposed A.H. 999, and a

long poem in praise of the prophets.

Terjfbends and Mukhammesat, foil. 45 b

63 a. This section includes an extensive

Terji'bend, fl\ 50 a— 57 b, entitled ho'k*

Jy~i\ and relating to the circumstances of

the author.

II. Foil. 67 a—70 b. A tract on dogs, by

an unknown author.

Beg. j £•» j, sU^L, Jj\ US j ^-»» jtyj*

The tract concludes with a few verses in

which the author calls himself Firaki

:

In the preface he describes himself as a

former Agha of the \Azeb, attached to the

service of 'Isa Beg, and says that, having on

some occasion attended Ibrahim Pasha,

Beglerbeg of Anatoli, in Kutahiyeh, the sub-

ject of the present tract was suggested to

him by the sight of a formidable wolf-killing

hound belonging to that Pasha.

It is divided into two Babs, viz. 1. On the

creation of the dog from the remnant of

Adam's clay. 2. On the disposition of the

dog and his attachment to man.

III. Foil. 70 ft—83. oU^l Jitt

An astrological tract by Vahyi, with the

heading: Cj^X\ *W »V5j\ ^ ^Jjl »U^ Ji«

Beg. [sic] U*"' Sfry* JA J** <jti\ A j*U
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The author composed it, as stated in an

Arabic preamble, in order to supplement and

supersede a previous work entitled Z'»aJ\

a**}*?3
' and presented it to Sultan Selim Khan

B. Bayeyld Khan. It is divided into three

Kisms, viz. 1. fj^j& i_JulU ^ <-A>.j±i\ ~»i

2.t*
!
*u\^Uo^J>J&li\-Jt\ 3. Jilt <S\ .»-£»

Sl\

The author begins by announcing the

entrance of the sun into Aries, after 1 1 hours
53 minutes, on the eve of Friday, the 25th of

Jumadall, A.H. 901. He then proceed* t..

set forth his prognostics for the Sultan, t lu-

great office-holders, and other classes of m»-n.

in that year.

TURKI OR EASTERN TURKISH.

LEXICOGRAPHY.
Add. 7886.

Foil. 273 ; 7£ in. by 4£ ; 12 lines 2£ in.

long ; written in large and clear Nestalik with

red-ruled margins, apparently in the 18th

century. The latter part, foil. 267—273,
supplied by a later hand, is dated A.H. 1234

(A.D.1818). [Rich, No. 288.]

A dictionary of Turki words compiled

especially from the works of Mir 'AH Shir,

(Neva'i) with copious quotations, and ex-

plained in Osmanli Turkish.

Beg. Jti Jjj J4\jjS \* Jsj^^ ^>- jj>.

JW Kjj-. j;j>\ j>.±>\ \j~\ Jw *»/

This is the work commonly known, from

the first word explained in it, as Abushka,

and which in some copies is entitled c^>U)J\

The author, who was apparently an Osmanli,

but whose name is unknown, compiled it

about half a century after the death of Mir

'Ali Shir, which happened A.H. 906, and com-

pleted it, as stated in the Vienna MS., No. 91,

on the third day of Safer A.H. 959. A copy

in Munich, No. 221, is dated A.H. 960, and

one in S. Petersburg, No. 594, A.H. 967.

A prologue in Oriental Turkish and in

Mesnevi verse is prefixed to the vocabulary.

After a glowing description of the beauties of

Mlr'Ali Shir's writings, the author says that,

bent upon collecting the words and idioms of

the poet, he humbly waited upon his kinsmen,

or countrymen (ehli), and wrote down what-

ever they taught him

:

(_>-}» ^j Uj&y ^y^j^ jljj^

U~? US* <jty £•» <j#\A *^

C&r* &&. *tik ^±> J**

There is no ground for supposing, as might

be inferred from the translation of the above

passage in Pavet de Courteille's Dictionnaire

Turk-Oriental, p. ix, that the author ever met
Mir 'Ali Shir in person.

Further on, under .the word W,f. 14 a, the

author gives a list of twenty-eight works of

Neva'i, which he had collected and made use

of in compiling his glossary.

The Abushka was first published with a

Hungarian translation, but without the poeti-

cal quotations, by Prof. Vambtry, Pest, 1862.

A complete edition of the text has since been

given by M. Veliaminof-Zernof, with a preface

containing an exhaustive account of the work

and of its sources, St. Petersburg, 1869.
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Zenker has made use of Vambery's edition for

his Dictionnaire Turc-Arabe-Persan, and

M. Pavet de Courteille has incorporated the

entire work, with a French translation of the

poetical quotations, in his Dictionnaire Turk-

Oriental. See the preface, p. 5.

Notices of the Abushka have also been

given by Berezin, Zeitschrift der D. Morg.

Ges., vol. ii., pp. 243—48, and by Vambery,

C'agataische Sprachstudien, p. 198. For

other copies see the Paris Catalogue, p. 325,

No. 209, the Leyden Catalogue, vol. i., Nos.

204-6, the Asiatische Museum, p. 379, and

Veliaminof's preface, p. 6.

Add. 6646.

Foil. 52 ; 8| in. by 5$; 15 lines 3 in. long
;

written in neat Nestalik, apparently in the

18th century. [James Grant.]

A Turki vocabulary explained in Persian,

with a grammatical introduction, by Fazl-

ullah Khan,^ tii\ JJl>

Beg. {? j ^>f> g* [Jl ] Mj> «1N <J#*

The author describes himself as a cousin

i^jyfi- of Seif Khan (an Emir of the reign of

Aurengzlb, who died A.H. 1095 ; see the

Persian Catalogue, p. 511 b), and a descendant

of Chaku (an Emir of TImur). He compiled

this work, as stated in the preamble, by order

of the reigning sovereign, whom he designates

as a namesake of the Prophet ^aJ-^U <^^ «U«fc

(Muhammed Aurengzlb) for the Emperor's

son.

Contents : Preface, f. 1 b. Verbal and

other suffixes, f . 2 a. Bab I. Verbs alphabe-

tically arranged and spelt at full length, with

Persian equivalents, f . 5 b. Bab II. Nouns in

alphabetical order, according to the initial and

final letters, f . 12 b. Bab III. Classed vocabu-

lary, comprising numerals, names of parts of

the body,names of animals, metals, fruits, etc.,

of Turkish tribes and of the component parts

of an army, f. 49 b.

The work has been edited with some

alteration in the arrangement and spelling

and with some additional words, but also with

many errors, by Munshi 'Abd ur-Rahlm,

Calcutta, 1825. See Pavet de Courteille,

Dictionnaire Turk-Oriental, p. x, Vambery,

C'agataische Sprachstudien, p. 200, and Veli-

aminof, Preface to the Abushka, p. 26.

The work of Fazl-ullah Khan has no

special title. On the cover of the present

copy is found the following, the last word of

which is illegible : . . . . cjW ^L?jd mLas jJL»j

Add. 16,759.

Foil. 94; 9J in. by 5^ ; 9 lines 3£ in. long;

written in fair large Nestalik, with 'Unvan

and gold-ruled margins, in the 18th century.

[Wm. Yqle.]

s£>j> oU5 uW ij &>W- kloM

A Turki manual explained in Persian, and

dedicated to the Indian emperor Muhammed
Shah (A.H. 1131—61), by Khwajah Tayyib

Bukhari Nakishbendi ^^Jaiai ^Ue l_>A> &*-\y-

See the Persian Catalogue, p. 512 a.

Beg. j\J^aii\ Jj\j>l*J jWt j\jj\ *£ tf*t*

Contents : Preface, f. 1 b. Vocabulary

classed by subjects in 25 Fasls, f. 14 b.

Grammar in 25 Fasls, numbered 26—50,

f. 35 b. (The last of these contains familiar

dialogues, foil. 81—85). Khatimeh. Moral

sentences, f. 85 b.

At the end is written :
" Wm. Yule, 1801."

Or. 2892.

Foil. 369 ; \h\ in. by 10 ; 27 lines 6f in.

long; written by various hands on Italian

paper in a more or less cursive Nestalik and

Shikesteh-amiz, apparently in the 19th cen-

tury. [Sidney Churchill.]

' Senglakh,' a Turki-Persian dictionary,
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with a grammatical introduction, by Muham-

med Mebdi <j±f •i+^

Beg. jiJuatf" Olib ».*«» ^aflV...> ^1 t/JJI *JJ >i-»ii

The author is Mirza Mehdi Khan, the well-

known historian of Nadir Shah (see the

Persian Catalogue, p. 192 a). In the preface

he says that, from his early youth, he had

been attracted by the poems of Mir
l

Ali Shir

Neva'i, and that, after mastering them by

constant study, he had formed the plan of

collecting and explaining their difficult words.

Such glossaries had been previously written,

namely by two Osmanli Turks (Rumi), who

had not recorded their names, by Tali* Herevi,

Feraghi, Nazr \Ali, Mirza *Abd ul-Jelil Naslri,

and others. Their works, however, were very

compendious ; they had left out words which

they did not understand, had given, in some

instances, conjectural meanings based on the

wrong readings of incorrect copies, and had

failed to distinguish in verbal forms the

present from the past or the active from the

passive.

After naming Nadir Shah Efshar as the

reigning sovereign, Mehdi Khan says that,

although he was engaged in the Shah's

service and his time was taken up with carry-

ing on the business of the Divan, attending

the Shah in peace and war, chronicling events,

presenting petitions, drawing up royal letters

and transacting weighty affairs far and near,

he had undertaken to compile the present

work, and had arranged it alphabetically

according to the initial letters, each letter

forming a book (kitab), subdivided into three

Babs according to the accompanying vowel.

On account of the hardness and stiffness of

the words it contained, he had called it

Senglakh, or stone-field.

The preface is followed by a Mukaddimeh

in which the author says that he had generally

left unnoticed the distinction between i_j and

<_->. , and -, ii) and £S, and between the full

and thin vowels £yL*ji& s *~i~«, because it

was not observed by Neva'i. Ha then m
the following list of twelve volumes of verse

and nine volumes of prose by Mir 'Ali Shir,

the words of which were included in tin-

present work, and adds that an appendix

would contain such Persian and Arabic words
as occur in the twelve poetical works and in

the Mahbub ul-Kulub:

jyfr j 4>'jy j JjW o^» 3J>&\ x>)y j k-

The grammatical introduction, which occu-

pies foil. 3 a—24 b, bears a special title, viz.

Mebiini'l-Lughah «JJ\ ^U* . It contains a full

exposition of all the grammatical forms of

the language, illustrated by poetical quota-

tions, with occasional observations on the

peculiarities of theWestern branch of Turkish.

The author claims the merit of having been

the first to deal with that subject in a

methodical and exhaustive manner. The
grammar is divided into a preliminary chapter

t-ttj-oy, and six sections called «U*, with the

following headings: 1. On the various verbal

suffixes, i^> tyrj Joj j* f. 3 b. 2. On the

formation of tenses, x£-o jjUtill OjJuS ^Uj .j

f. 12 a. 3. On personal and demonstrative

pronouns, *J^>\ *L~»^ ^A*<i
,J±> j* f. 13 b. 4.

On nomin.il suffixes and particles, wUo Jt>

&j.y> l-J)j>- «—>S\ f. 14 b. 5. On words used in

a peculiar sense different from their primitive

meaning, *j&yoy* i>»ls» <J** j>. »* J^UK yVj*5

jjjja« ») pyoyoji?- ,_^»« i<i\i\ j f . 1 6 b. 6. On the

rules of orthography, &•) LgAjiji ff. 17 a—24 b.

The Mebani'l-Lughah has been reproduced

in a condensed form by Sheikh Muhammed
U M
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Palih Isfahani, as an introduction to his

Turki-Persian dictionary entitled Al Tamghai

Nasiri, ^^ J^> J^ the first part of which

has been lithographed in Teheran, or Tebrlz,

without date.

The Turki dictionary, which forms the main

bulk of the MS., foil. 25 b—355 a, begins as

follows

:

1 8jli>\ *A»1 &$ 3}J ^ I

Ham>1

&.&S- a>\J^\ j~*~-y>

ol^jj ^ oT Jjl uj-> JW J^T jf .'.
\,\ j.

••• y r^
Quotations from the works of Mir 'Ali Shir

abound on every page. Next in frequency

are those from the Memoirs of Baber, desig-

nated as Tarikh i Baburi. There are also some

verses of Lutfi, of Haider Telbeh, the author

of the Makhzen, and of Fuzuli Baghdadi. In

addition to Turki proper, the dictionary in-

cludes"Western Turkish (Turki Rumi),Moghol

words, chiefly from Tarikh i Vassaf, and

proper names of men and places. The author

frequently points out errors committed by his

predecessors, especially by the Rumi writer

(i.e. the author of the Abushka), by Tali'

Herevi and by Nasiri.

At the end, foil. 355 a—369 a, is the appen-

dix mentioned in the preface. It contains

Arabic and Persian words and metaphorical

phrases used by Neva'i, in alphabetical order.

This extensive compilation, commenced
under Nadir Shah, was not finished till twelve

or thirteen years after his death. On the last

page are two versified chronograms which
give respectively A.H. 1172 and 1173 as the

date of its completion. The first is by a

contemporary poet, Esiri (Aka Husein Khan ;

see Ateshkedeh, f. 173 b), and concludes with

the following lines:

The second chronogram conveys the date

in the last line, as follows:

Hitherto the Senglakh was only known in

Europe through an abridgment entitled

Khulasah i 'Abbfisi, the preface of which has

been given, in the original Persian, but rather

incorrectly, by Vambery in his C'agataische

Sprachstudien, p. 200. The abbreviator,

Muhammed Khuweyyi ^,1^, who probably

gave it the above title in honour of 'Abbas

Mirza, son of Feth 'Ali Shah and governor of

Azerbaijan, says that, by eliminating from the

work of Mirza Mehdi Khan what he calls its

redundant matter, viz. the normal derivatives

of verbal roots and all the poetical quotations,

he had reduced it to rather less than a tenth

of its bulk. M. Pavet de Courteille, who
has incorporated the whole substance of the

Khulasah in his Dictionnaire Turk-Oriental,

gives an account of the work in the preface,

p. iv. The Khulasah has also been used by
Zenker in his Dictionnaire Turc-Arabe-

Persan. See the preface, p. ix.

Egerton 1021.

Poll. 495; 10 J in. by 6±j 16 or 18 lines

3f in. long; written in Nestalik, apparently

in India, in the 17th century.

A vocabulary of Turki verbs explained in

Persian, imperfect at beginning and end.

See the Persian Catalogue, p. 512 a.

The verbs are arranged alphabetically ac-

cording to their initial letters. All the verbs
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beginning with the same letter form a Bab,

and every separate verb a Fasl. Each verb

is conjugated in tabular form through all its

tenses and persons, each person being fol-

lowed by the corresponding negative. Persian

equivalents are written under each person.

Most verbs are followed by their causatives,

some also by their passives, both forms being

treated as separate verbs.

The first complete verb, the thirteenth

under letter I, begins as follows :

The following table shows the number of

verbs given under each initial letter :

—

\ f . 2 a,

151 verbs (the first eleven of which are lost).

c-> f. 132 b, 34 verbs. cl> f. 166 b, 81 verbs.

^ or ^ f. 253 a, 28 verbs. 3 f. 282 a,

4 verbs, o- f. 286 a, 50 verbs. (j& f. 388 a,

6 verbs. t_i f. 345 a, 2 verbs. J f. 346 b,

63 verbs, liJ f. 412 a, 22 verbs. • f. 435 a,

2 verbs, j f. 437 a, 2 verbs. » f. 439 a,

6 verbs. ^ f. 445 a, 51 verbs (the last of

these breaks off after the first person, i/£*£

On the first page is written by a later hand :

Or. 1712.

Foil. 148; 8| in. by 5£; 13 lines 3 1 in.

long ; written in Nestalik about A.D. 1850.

[Sir Henet M. Elliot.]

I. Foil. 1—111.

A grammar of Turki explained in Persian,

with copious poetical quotations, by Kasi, son
ofBirbal, a Kayath of Lucknow. See the

Persian Catalogue, p. 1011 b.

Beg. <j'j>j> izj/i J^JJ\ J* j\ sl^ijf <j\

Most of the poetical quotations are from

Emir Neva'i, Mevlana Fuzuli and Emir Shuhi.

The present copy, transcribed from a MS.
in the library of the Raja of Balamgarh, is

too incorrect to be of much use.

II. Foil. 112— 148. Miftah ul-Futuh,

Persian poem by Emir Khusrev.

Or. 1912.

Foil. 456 ; 6± in. by 4 ; 9 lines 2 in. long;

written in Nestalik by the Munshi of Sir

Henry Miers Elliot, about A.D. 1850.

I. Foil. 2—197. Turkish grammar and
vocabulary, explained in Persian ; written at

Dacca, A.H. 1198, for Seyyid Ahmed 'Ali

Khan Belmdur, by Muhammed Mehdi Tebrizi,

with the heading:
^Jj> i>*y~. See the Per-

sian Catalogue, p. 998 o.

Begr. .>» \^&Z* c wl*S , ±&Oj* O'v U-V1

The author states that he had confined

himself to " that form of speech which is now

current in Iran and Azerbaijan,'' «s
{j*£

AyJ> UcA The grammatical forms do not

substantially differ from those of Osmanli

Turkish.

Contents : Grammatical introduction in

fifteen Fa sis, f. 4 a. Vocabulary, including

both nounsand verbs, alphabetically arranged

according to the initial 'and final letters,

f. 25 b. Khatimeh. Turkish proverbs, foil.

190 a—197 b.

II. Foil. 199—236. Turki grammar and

vocabulary, explained in Persian, with the

heading : ^Jf oUJ ^ ^ j u-^-a, without

author's name.

m 11 2
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Beg. 4l\ ^±*~»\ WW • • • t,**
5^ ^i) ^ ^

ijl»w>\ ~J> *-» j^jo (3^ iOU

It is divided into short chapters, each be-

ginning with a£jUj, and it gives occasionally

forms peculiar to the dialects of Kashghar, of

the Turkomans and of the Noghai yo. It

concludes with a vocabulary containing

prepositions combined with the pronouns,

adverbs, short sentences and the numerals, in

Arabic, Persian, and Turki, foil. 224 b—236.

III. Foil. 238—368. Turki vocabulary ex-

plained in Persian, by Muhammed Ya'kiib

Jengi, with the heading : ujbJ'j c£> Joj uQ

Beg. \j fj^y>-^\ "-r^b o*^ i' J'J'.
(j*^***

The author says that Turki was the lan-

guage of his forefathers, but that, having been

born in Hindustan, he had to learn it from
the works of the masters. He concludes his

preface with a eulogy on 'Alemglr Padishah

Ghazi (Aurengzib),as reigning sovereign, and

with a piece of Turki verse in his praise.

The work consists of fourteen Babs in

tabular form. The first thirteen contain 163

verbs arranged in alphabetical order, accord-

ing to the initial letters, and conjugated

through their main tenses. The fourteenth

and last Bab, foil. 342 a— 368 6, contains

nouns classed under the following headings :

1. Heaven; 2. Earth; 3. Horses ; 4. Hawks;
5. Parts of the body; 6. Kinship; 7. Weapons;
8. Numerals ; 9. Particles, pronouns and
miscellaneous words.

IV. Foil. 370—456. A Turki vocabulary

explained in Persian, with the heading: ulil

Beg. j\ si ^a*. ^jc J^lL«j (_y.U~»j ±*=~

idjj djfjj \j J.&J1 wJ* po\ i~>\f ^ Jy\

In the passage of the preface quoted below,

the author states his name in full ; but it is

doubtful whether ^.J J*^ is to be taken as a

proper name, as in the above heading, or in

its natural sense and in connection with

Ujti-. AghurJA is a Turkish name occur-

ring in India, and it is possible that the name

should be read Aghur B. Beiram 'Ali Bi.

The author says at the outset that the

language of people of Turkish race is con-

fined to two forms of speech, viz. the Cha-

ghata'i, now called language of the Aimaks,

and the Turkoman dialect : ^LiU- ox>\sj o^o \*\

j\ ai Ajiy *rS»- (j^-J » CI—\ (j^.*s- C^^UaL>>\

While the Aimaks say xjjj' and sjoi' for

"where?", the Turkomans say »j.ii- and

sjjlfc. Again, the latter say ^Js- instead of

(JS, and (_£b instead of (_££

After some observations of the same kind,

which, owing to the lamentable incorrectness

of the present copy, are not very clear, the

author concludes by saying that he had

collected in the present work the words

common to both Aimaks and Turkomans.

The vocabulary is divided, according to the

letters used in Turkish, into eighteen Babs,

in which the words are arranged according to

their final letters.

Or. 404.

Foil. 110 ; 11J in. by 6; 17 lines 4£ in.

long ; written in Nestalik ; dated Puth a^j

(District of Mirath), 17 Muharram and 6

Rebr I, A.H. 1253 (A.D. 1837).

[G. W. Hamilton.]

I. Foil. 6—27. A Turki grammar ex-

plained in Persian, by \Ashur Beg, son of

Niyaz Beg. See the Persian Catalogue,

p. 512 b.

Beg. *J J&)j ^Uftl jU- ^$\ A ±£
Jyjh aJ* j uUfl
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The author enumerates the following dia-

lects of the Turkish language : ^j^ j \j\?

jj^y J£ <jy6 \y\JL>\, i.e. Turani, Uzbeki, Irani,

Kizilbiishi, Rumi, Kashghari, and Noghai. He
deals principally with the first two, which he

considers as the standard languages ; but he

occasionally points out the peculiarities of

the others, and gives also some colloquial

forms, as, for instance,^ <—*)!/ forJ^y ^^P
In the subscription the work is designated as

J) -hV

II. Foil. 28—68. Familiar dialogues in

Turki, with Persian translation, compiled,

apparently by the same author, for his pupil,

Mir Muhsin Khan.

Beg. sb J\j> J) <-Sj* f-if J*> ji J-ai

III. Foil. 69—79. Fragment of a Turki

Mesnevi, the hero of which is a king called

Human B. Kaifur.

It consists of two sections, the first of

which has the following rubric : ^ ^Uyj

^ uiUy jWfti ij^ CJ^jo jJ ^by. ^yLS

»U. jVA y" \v/ J^\ J±& jJ (£!>£** u-*J>

jflJ^ £%# &ite ^4j>} i ^y'V «^Ms»

" HowHuman B. Kaifur, of Yunan (Greece),

did battle with Tumash B. Hermes, of Di-

hishtan, on the first day, and how both kings

displayed prowess and bravery on the battle-

field ; also the doughty feats of Felikiin and

Sam, and the number of the slain."

Beg. <afj*a? u.tf- *>j$ &i.*j&J*&

The second section, f. 72 b, describes the

distribution of robes of honour and presents

by Human on the second day, and the re-

sumption of the fight on the third.

The poet's name, Gharibi, occurs in the

last lines :

C^ &>f J*» *?S J Jw £**» y

!£-» u^£»£> j^y »*-̂ j*

'

IV. Foil. 80—92. A Turki and Persian

vocabulary, entitled *j£yM 'U-»^ *s>j

Beg. j Asiac*
3
* rifttA A*J abj J »-/>

It is divided into nine Fasls, in which the

words are classed by subjects. See the Per-

sian Catalogue, p. 513 a.

V. Foil. 93—110. A versified Turki- Per-

sian vocabulary, entitled ^. rVr« t-^Lai, by

Kelimet-ullah, son of Khwajah Rahmet-ullah

B. Khwajah Ni'met-ullah, with aprose preface.

Beg. of the Preface: J*U <jj A ±J*

*$&\ ,_Jb\^j cl>\&\ ^yb iU^l\ s-ij** f/%
The author composed it at the request of a

royal prince, Mirza Kutb ud-Din, and included

in it the words which he had heard from

Turki speaking persons or found in books.

It consists of nine Kit'ahs of different

measure, and comprises 274 beits. The first

Kit'ah begins as follows :

jV^- Jb ^ UjH' J <j£# -? »*»'

£v **** uLj j***j &** e»**
The Turki and Persian words are respec-

tively marked with the letters «i> and .__>

written over them.

PROSE WORKS.

Add. 7851.

Foil. 249; 8£ in. by 6J ; 21 lines 4J in.

long ; written partly in an old and angular

Nestalik, partly (foil. 80—206) in a Nesklii

character of the same period, apparently in

the 15th century, with the exception of foil.

1—3, which have been supplied by a later

hand. [Rich, No. 558.]

History of the prophets by Kazi Nasir, son
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of Burhan, of Riba^ Oghuz, w\ay p^yV ^Vj

j^Vi ^'i Jcy"

Beg. t-r»y y-*» LrA^-» j ^^ ti-*s"- Ji*,*;,w,*,

*^ Jj^ (H^ "^ J*!" (^ **i^> Jj^y~*

In the pieces of verse, frequently inserted in

the work, the author calls himself simply

Nasir Rabghuzi {jjy>jj& (see foil. 63 b, 77 b,

288 b) ; also in the last verse of the epilogue :

(4#j- V-4» cAK *>** u/dPj»J uS

His Nisbeh, Rabghuzi, is derived by con-

traction from his place of birth or residence,

Ribat Oghuz, which has not been identified.

In the subscription his name is written Nasir

ud-Din Rabghuzi, and is preceded by hono-

rific titles describing him as an eminent

divine: UJM ^\s^ei\ J^3 j?oJ\ ^U\ Wy.

fir" 3 J^3- Cj"^Ju JU _,
A>i\j <j«\il gj*

i&*jj ftDl i^u^i \jj£>j io1.^ j*&

The preface contains a panegyric in prose

and verse on a powerful prince, Emir Nasir

ud-Din Tuk Bugha, \j$\ _C J*\^ yk±?

oT &b' u^' ^ °^- iM1^^ v^
^y Jy iy»\r°^ • • • j^ £*w j^y j*) whose
high sounding titles fall only short of the
regal style, and of whom it is said in the

following lines that, although by race a
Moghol, he had become a follower of the
Prophet, and was engaged in devotion day
and night

:

^j/u&J JyV uH
^ \S&? ojsjI

f$**\

From him the author received, A.H. 709,
at the beginning of the year of the dog
(A.H. 1310), a message stating the prince's
eager desire for a history of the prophets,
and requesting bim to write one for his use.

The present work was composed in com-

pliance with that wish, and we learn from

the epilogue that it was completed in the

ensuing year, A.H. 710 : Jj£ ^<iS
yjfljji, ^

u-jUS y<_?Jd^jj**^lp and "was sent to His High-

ness Nasir ud-Din Tuk Bugha Beg, to be liked

or disliked, as he thought best" :

This Emir, who is described by Rabghuzi,

f. 26, as young in years CJ.x£? ^b, is pro-

bably the same that Ibn Batutah met, about

A.H. 733, in the camp of Termashirin, near

Nakhsheb. The traveller calls himUjiJ^*^
and says that he was then Na'ib, or Regent,

in the absence of the Sultan. See Voyages
d'lbn Batutah, vol. iii., p. 29.

Rabghuzi's history of the prophets is a rich

repertory of the fanciful legends which in

Muslim tradition have overgrown the scanty

narratives of the Coran, and the quaint and
naive language in which they are told must
have made it a highly entertaining, as well

as edifying, book for Turkish readers. It

includes, among others, the curious story of

Noah's daughter and her three counterfeits,

the Arabic original of which has been given
by Goldziher in the Zeitschrift der D. Morg.
Ges., vol. xxiv., p. 210.

Contents : Creation, f. 3 a. Adam, f. 5 a.

Abel and Cain, f. 15 a. Seth, f. 17 b. Idris,

f. 19 b. Harut and Marut, f . 21 a. Nuh,
f. 22 b. <Uj B. 'Anak, f. 28 a. Hud, f. 28 6.

Salih, f. 31 a. Ibrahim, f. 37 b. Ismail, f. 47b.
Ishak, f. 53 b. Lut, f. 56 b. Ya'kub, f. 61 b.

Yusuf, f. 65 a. Musa (wanting the beginning),
f. Ill a. Da'ud, f. 131 a. Suleiman, f. 137 a.

Yunus, f. 151 b. Ilyas, f. 158 a. Jirjis,

f. 161a. Lukman Hakim, f. 163 b. 'Ozeir,

f. 165 a. Zakariyya, Yahya and Maryam,
f. 166 a. 'Isa, f. 168 b. Zulkarnein, f. 172 b.

Ashab ul-Kehf, f. 178 a. Ashab ul- Fil, f. 1796.
Birth and early life of Muhammed, f. 181 a.

|
His prophetic mission, f. 193 b. Merits of
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Abu Bekr, 'Omar, 'Osman and 'AH, f. 200 a.

Predication of Muhammed, f. 202 a. The
MiVaj, f. 208 b. The Hijreh, f. 219 6. The
first battle of Bedr, f. 221 a. Battle of Ohod,

f. 222 b. The taking of Mecca, f. 225 a.

Victory of the Greeks over the Persians,

f. 230 a. Battle of Tebuk, f. 232 a. False

accusation against 'A'isheh, f . 234 a. Death

of Muhammed, f. 235 b. Death of Abu Bekr,

f. 238 b. Martyrdoms of 'Omar, f. 239 a,

'Osinan, f. 239 b, 'Ali, f . 241 b, Hasan, f. 242 a,

and Husein, ff. 243 a—248 b.

'

The early date of Rabghuzi's "work gives it

a great linguistic value. It forms an inter-

mediate link between the old Turki, or so

called Uighur, of the Kudatku Bilik, and the

Chaghatiii of Mir 'Ali Shir and Baber. Al-

though written two centuries and a half after

the former work, it preserves, with slight

phonetic changes, much of its archaic vocabu-

lary. It may be considered, in that respect,

its lineal descendant, and a careful study of

its language would throw light on many
obscure points, which, in spite of the brilliant

decipherment and interpretation of Prof.

Vambery, still remain in the earliest document

of the Turkish language.

The following alphabetical list gives a

few instances ofUighur words, lost or obsolete

in Chaghatai, and still used by Rabghuzi, the

meaning of which is determined by the context.

The corresponding words of the Kudatku Bilik

are given in parenthesis, as transcribed by

Vambery, with occasional reference to the

pages of the Uigurische Sprachmonumente :

&jL£»^>\ 'old, an old man' (abucka).

]gji\ or^.Jo! 'high, lofty' (etiz).

jA\ 'good' (etkii), Osm. y.\

yjjirf 'other' (atin); Yakut, atyn.

*j,l ' ability, skill' (artam).

^\ ' the world ' (ag'un).

jy^i] orJi—i3 ' bad, wicked ' (asiz).

^ii>\ • first, before ' (as'nu) .

tjvi^ ' dumb ' (akin).

Jyl 'ready' (anuk).

,j»-13j\ ' physician ' (uteg'i, p. 151, v. 26 ;

otemek, to heal).

JjUi>\ 'to send ' (itmak).

Jjy 'former, ancient' (usaki, p. 169,

v. 19).

jl«^ij 'merciful' (bagirsak, p. Co, v. 8,

p. 97, v. 41 ; wrongly translated 'edel').

4>y 'wall, fence' (bot, but).

UJ^y ' people, tribe ' (butun).

m^ * captive, slave' (bolun, p. 145, v. 14.

p. 147, v. 12 ; translated ' Verwirrung,'

' Ungliick').

U5 ' to, towards ' (tapa,taba), as post-position.

<J}y ' quick, quickly ' (terk).

ijX^i^y ' to create' (toretmek).

U£> ' every,'j \^Ji 'every one' (tegmebir ;

this word has not been rightly under-

stood ; see p. 45, 1. 12, p. 47, 1. 2, p. 49,

v. 21, p. 53, v. 06. See Miradj Nameh,

p. 33, and DiJgma bir, in the Seljuki

verses of Sultan Veled, Zeitscbrift der

D. Morg. Ges., vol. 20, p. 579, v. 84).

f-\J
' blind ' (karaku).

\jii ' back, backwards (kira, p. 223 ; not

' auf die Seite ').

id)\,,*jt,S ' to cast, to throw ' (kemishmek,

' to throw forward,' p. 115, v. 17, p. 127,

v. 153 ;
' to throw away,' p. 109, v. 24,

p. 167, v. 25).

(JJL.1*-/ 'to wish, to desire' (kosemek).

>jX>jf ' bondmaid, slave-girl (kid kting,

p. 218 ; translate ' male and female

slaves,' instead of ' Sklaven, Wiirden ').

^ ' true, right ' (kiini) ; Yakut, kbnd
t

' straight.'

£n» 'eternally' (mingu, mengu; v. p. 72,

v. 49, 51, p. 90, v. 20).

yjXiyc ' need, want ' (munk). Hence J^J»*

(munkluk, ' subject to want,' instead of

1 miihsam '), and j^-» i±X>y, correspond-

ing to tlie PersianjLi^ (mung suz, ' free
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from want,' instead of ' miihelos ' ; v.

p. 61, v. 5. p. 63, v. 23, and p. 91, v. 20).

wj- ' here is, behold ' (muni, p. 99, v. 57,

59, p. 153, v. 30).

ii)jjj ' why?' (neluk, p. 85, v. 13, p. 119,

Y. 61 ; not ' wie ').

jiJo' dark,'jx>. _)&., Persian ii)W ijo (jakiz).

j'&so. * very, most ' (jaulak, p. 45, 1. 5. Bu
kitaba turur ati jaulak tangsuk, ' this is

a book very highly marvellous,' instead

of ' Dieses Buches Name ist das grosse

Wunderding').

yjjl 'ransom' (joluk).

Co ' also, and ' (jime, p. 55, 1. 11, jime ni,

* and whatever,' p. 45, 1. 2).

A striking feature of the dialect of Rab-

ghuzi is that it preserves in many words a

dental consonant, medial or final, which in

Chaghatai has been replaced by «_? ; but that

primitive consonant, which in the Kudatku

Bilik appears as t or d, has been softened

down to the lisping letter j.
a Thus we find :

jW ' foot ' (Kud. Bil. atak; Yakut, atalch).

Chag. jbj

JUjijl ' to sleep ' (.KB. otimak ; Yakut,

utui-). Chag. jUy.j^

jy ' stature ' (hot). Chag. ^^
jUjjJ ' to restrain,' ' to check' (titmak).

Chag. jUo

w^j«x>- ' scorpion' (c'itan). Chag. ^La-

yjj * sorrow, sadness ' (katku). Chag. Jc/ji

jUJy to lay, to put down ' (kotmak).

Chag. jUiy

Jy;
iy 'tail ' (Yakut, kuturuk). Chag. Jjjj

uiJUiS' ' to put on a garment ' (Icetmeh).

Chag. ^\+J

f\'i><f ' son-in-law ' (kudeki ; v. p. 66, v. 2).

Chag. jb^

rfjfoT&if' after' (katin; p. 62, v. 8, 17).

Chag. ^^juS kiyin.

See Ilminsky, Melanges Asiatiques, vol. iii., p. 478.

Another peculiarity of this dialect, as

represented in our MS., is the frequent sub-

stitution of/ for a medial or final b or v, as,

for instance, in the following words : t_JLu or

hJ>«<« 'water' (Kud. Bil. sub); ii)l»i«» or

tiil»iy»» ' to love ' (sevmek) ; ±Ju\ ' house
'

(ev)
;

,jsrL* ' prophet ' (sauc'i, savg'i). Chag.

^»jU>
; J"&i ' prophet ' (jalauc')

; jyo, * bad,

wicked' (jabus,javus), Chag.jjjb ; <JJ\*j[iji

'to be proud' (huvenmelc), Chag. i^JUi^;

UU 'mad' (tilbe), Chag. w1a>, and many others.

Lastly wemay mention the use of such archaic

words as cdJ\djj 'ass' (Chag. ciJll^
») u^rj^J

'dove' (Osm. ^j/)> jte, .*l ' leaf ' (Chag.

j!/^
1

.) 'j and, with regard to grammatical forms,

the occasional use of the dative in jtf,
b

as

J&yc (f. 6 a),
J&>\

(f. 28 a), the adverbial

or instrumental termination un or in, as

ggjjMt^ 'secretly,' ^j^. 'on the face,' w^
' on the back,'

tiW
bj uUj ' with evil tongue '

;

the verbal nouns in ikli, as <J£^ ' giver

'

(donator or donaturus),
(

_^ju^»\ ' hearer,' and a

double set of derivative forms from numerals,

as ^Vj\ 'three persons,' and ^^Vj'
'

a^ three.'

The copyist, Haji Muhammed B. Dust Mu-
hammed Haji Vezlri, states at the end that

the copy was finished on the 27th of Ramazan;

but the date of the year, which was written

lower down, is lost.

The Kisas i Rabghuzi has been edited by

Ilminskyfrom a MS. belonging to the Imperial

Academy of S. Petersburg, Kasan, A.H. 1275

(A.D. 1859). See the Zeitschrift der D.Morg.

Ges. vol. xiii., p. 504, vol. xiv., p. 349. But
that edition is extremely rare, and no copy

was accessible for purposes of comparison.

It is frequently quoted by Pavet de Courteille

in his notes to the Miradj Nameh. Another

copy, belonging to the Imperial Library of

S. Petersburg, gives a later date of composi-

tion, viz A.H. 809. See Dorn's Cat., p. 458.

b See Pavet de Courteille Journal, Asiatique, 1882, p. 273.
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A MS. described as ^Jji Jyy> AjjM\ i_*uaj'

in the Persian Catalogue of the Library

ofthe Asiatic Society of Calcutta, 1 837, p. 180,

may contain the same work.

Add. 7875.
Foil. 129 ; 9£ in. by 6 ; 12 lines 2| in.

long ; written in elegant Nestalik, with

'Unvan, gold-ruled margins and gold head-

ings ; dated A.H. 987 (A.D. 1579).

[Rich, No. 380.]

LT1\LA\ . JU*
Notices of contemporary poets, Persian

and Turki, by Mir 'Ali Shir Neva'i, ^
Beg. (jli-o J^r wLb ^£,1 J>-n»-j^.

Mir
l

Ali Shir has done more than any
other to raise Turki to the rank of a literary

language, and is universally considered as the

most elegant, as he certainly is the most
prolific, of Chaghatai writers. His contem-
porary, Baber, who gives an account of him
in his Memoirs, Ilminsky edition, p. 213, re-

marks in another place, p. 3, that, although
born and reared in Herat, Mir 'Ali Shir

made use in his writings of the Turki dialect

spoken in Endijan, the chief town of Fer-
ghanah.

For notices of his life see the Persian Cata-

logue, p. 366, and, especially, the full and
interesting biography published by Belin in

the Journal Asiatique, 5e
Serie, torn, xvii.,

pp. 175—238. A list of his works, drawn
up by Mirza Mehdi Khan, has been given

p. 265 b.

They have been also enumerated by Berezin,
Zeitschrift der D. Morg. Ges., vol. ii., pp. 249—251, by Veliaminof-Zernof in his preface to

the Abushka, pp. 10—16, and by Belin, 1. c,

pp. 233—36.

The author mentions in his preface two
previous biographies of poets, namely Jami's

Beharistan and the Tezkiret ush-Shu'ara of

Devlet Shah, and describes the present work
as a continuation of the same, including poets

who lived in the period extending from the

birth of the reigning sovereign, Sultan Husein
(A.H. 842), to the date of composition, which
was, as stated further on, A.H. 896. The
preface has been published in text and trans-

lation by Belin, 1. c, pp. 239—46.

Mir 'Ali Shir stands alone among Tezkireh-

writers for the supercilious and disparaging

tone which he adopts towards most contem-
porary poets. His notices are scanty and
deal more with the social status and private

life of their subjects than with their poetical

merit. The quotations are mostly confined

to one verse or two.

The work consists of eight books (Mejlis),

the headings of which have been translated

by Belin, 1. c, p. 177. The contents of the

present copy are as follows : Preface, f. 1 b.

Mejlis I. Great poets who died in the author's

lifetime, but whom he never met, f. 3 b.

Mejlis II. Poets whom the author knew in

his youth, and who died before A.H. 896,

f. 19 a. Mejlis III. Living poets whose
tuition or friendship the author enjoyed,

f. 46 b. Mejlis IV. (Mejlis VI. of other copies).

Poets of other countries than Khorasan,

f. 62 b. Mejlis V. (Mejlis IV. of other copies).

Men of letters who, although not famed as

poets, have made verses, fol. 73a. Mejlis VI.

(Mejlis V. of other copies). Noblemen of Kho-

rasan and other countries who occasionally

composed poetry, f. 89 b. Mejlis VII. Sultans

and princes who had poetical taste, f. 105 a.

Mejlis VIII. Poetical compositions of His

Majesty (Sultan Husein), ff. 112 6—129 a.

The present copy appears to have been

transcribed from a MS. the leaves of which

had been transposed. The order of the books

has been interverted, their ordinal numbers

have been altered, and a considerable portion

of Mejlis III. has been transferred to Mejlis VT.

Copyist : d?ji^H w3&\ s^ tlAU
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The sixth Mejlis contains, f. 92 a, a notice

of Muhammed Salih, the author of the Shei-

biini Nameh lately published by Prof. Vam-

bery. Mir 'Ali Shir says that he used Salih

as a poetical surname, and that his father,

Nur Sa'id Beg, was a powerful Emir in the

reign of Sultan Ebu Sa'id, but a wicked man.

The son was, unlike his father, a gentle and

well-behaved youth ; but, in consequence of

some indiscretion, he had lately deserted the

service of the Sultan (Sultan Husein) and

taken to evil ways.

Nur Sa'id Beg was a son or grandson of

Shah Melik, the greatest Emir of Timur.

We learn from the Matla' us-Sa'dein, f. 364,

that he held command in Khwarezm, and

was recalled by Sultan Ebu Sa'id, A.H. 872,

on suspicion of having secretly favoured the

cause of Sultan Husein.

Mir Muhammed Salih is also mentioned by

Sam Mirza, Tuhfeh i Sami, f. 151, and in the

Ateshkedeh, f. 9, where it is stated that he

died in Bukhara, A.H. 941. The same date

is given by Riza Kuli Khan, Mejma'ul-Fusaha,

vol. i., p. 56.

The seventh Mejlis has been published,

with a French translation, by Belin, Journal

Asiatique, 5e Serie, vol. xvii, pp. 247—56,

281—99. Extracts from the third have been

given by Berezin in his Chrestomathie Turque,

pp. 146—161. The contents of the whole

work have been stated by Hammer, Hand-
schriften, No. 243, pp. 326—30. A Persian

translation, with a continuation, by Fakbri, is

noticed in the Persian Catalogue, p. 365 b.

A recently acquired MS., Or. 3396, contains

a later Persian version by Shah 'Ali B. 'Abd
ul-'Ali. For copies of the original see the

Catalogues of Paris, p. 297, No. 285, 4, p. 331,

No. 298, p. 333, No. 327 ; Vienna, vol. ii.,

p. 373; S. Petersburg, Nos. 553, 558, 9;

Munich, No. 148, and Saleman's list of the

MSS. of the University Library in S. Peters-

burg, Transactions of the Archaeological In-

stitute, vol. ii., p. 262.

Or. 403.

Foil. Ill ; 9 in. by 51 ; 15 lines 3£ in.

long ; written in cursive, but distinct, Nes-

talik, apparently in India; dated 16 Safer,

A.H. 1232 (A.D. 1817).

[Geo. Wm. Hamilton.]

Another copy of the same work.

The order of the eight Mejlis is the same as

in Belin's table. They begin respectively as

follows : I., fol. 46. II., f. 16 a. III. 39 a.

IV., f. 59 a. V., f. 75 o. VI., f. 79 b. VII.,

fol. 86 b. VIII., f. 92 a.

Although complete in appearance, this copy

wants the concluding portion of Mejlis VIII.

(ff. 126 a—128 6, of the preceding MS.) in

which are related some instances of the cri-

tical acumen of Sultan Husein in matters of

poetry.

Or. 402.

Foil. 238 ; 9| in. by 6 ; 15 lines 4£ in. long

;

written in fair Nestalik, apparently in India,

in the 17th or 18th century.

[Geo. ¥m. Hamilton.]

Jami's Nafahat ul-Uns, or lives of saints

(see the Persian Catalogue, p. 349 a) trans-

lated into Turki by Mir 'Ali Shir Neva'i.

Beg. ^.LJ ^* «j.Wj\ t_^jlS xj ^i)\ a)J jji

This is one of the last works of Mir 'Ali

Shir. He says in the preface that ever

since A.H. 881, when his revered master,

Nur ud-Din 'Abd ur-Rahman Jami, had
written, at his request, the Nafahat ul-Uns,

he had contemplated translating that work
in an easier style, for the benefit of Turkish
readers, but had for a long time been deterred

by the difficulties of the task. It was not
until A.H. 901, twenty years after the former
date, that he put his hand to the work. He
added, he says, in their appropriate places,

some Sheikhs mentioned in the Tezkiret ul-
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Evliyii of Forid ud-Din 'Attar, but omitted

by Jami, also Indian saints from Sheikh Fe-

rid Sheker Genj downwards, some Turkish

Sheikhs from Khwajah Ahmed Yesevi to his

own time, lastly Jami himself and some of

his disciples, while he left out some passages

which appeared to him less needful for his

contemporaries.

The original work is considerably abridged

in the translation, both with regard to the

number of notices and to their extent. There

are, moreover, two lacunae, apparently caused

by the loss of some leaves in the MS. from

which the present copy was transcribed. The
first occurs at f. 88 b, and extends from the

notice of Ibrahim B. Sheiban to that of Abul-

KhairMaliki (Calcutta edition, pp. 241—26-1).

The second occurs at f. 236 a, and extends from

the end of the notice of Abu'r-Rebi' el-Kefif

el-Malaki to the beginning of the notice of

Shems ud-Din Hafiz Shirazi (Calcutta edition,

pp. 617—715). The notices of female saints

are omitted.

The translator's additions consist (1) of

brief notices of thirty-three Indian saints,

inserted after the life of Sheikh Nizam ud-

Din Khalidi Dihlevi (Calcutta edition, p. 584),

beginning with Sheikh Ferid Sheker Genj,

f. 213 b, and ending with Sheikh Shadi,

f. 226 a, and (2) of a notice of Jami, which

immediately follows that of Hafiz Shirazi,

and concludes the work, foil. 236 b—237 a.

In this last notice the translator refers to his

previous work, Khamset ul-Mutahayyirin

(see Belin, Journal Asiatique, 5e Serie, torn,

xvii., pp. 300—357). The notices of Turkish

Sheikhs announced in the preface are

wanting.

The Nesa'im ul-Mahabbet is one of the few

works of Neva'i which Veliaminof was not

able to procure for the collation of passages

quoted in the Abushka. See his preface, p. 16.

The work is mentioned by Haj. Khal., vol. vi.,

pp. 340, 368, and by Belin, Journal Asiatique,

5e Sene, tome xvii., pp. 233, 237.

Or. 2871
Foil. 124; 8in.by4f; 13 lines 2f in. long;

written in clear and elegant Nestalik, with

'Unvan and gold-ruled margins ; dated A.H.
1050 (A.D. 1640). [Sidney Chuechii.l.]

A work on morals and manners, by Mir

'Ali Shir Neva'i ^b l-^^Jlc.

Beg. j\j]}»> m4 a^T ±*~ Aixite ^ Ki' ±+y.

It is divided into three parts (Kisra), viz. 1

.

On the conditions and dealings of all classes

of men, in forty chapters (Fasl), f. 6 a. 2. On
praiseworthy actions and blameable quali-

ties, in ten Babs, f. 41 b. 3. Divers maxims
and proverbs, fol. 68 b.

In his biography of Mir 'Ali Shir, entitled

Mekarim ul-Akhlak (Persian Catalogue,

p. 367 a), Khwand Emir says, f. 141 b, that

the Mahbub ul-Kulub had been written in the

last days ofthe author's life. This is confirmed

by the conclusion of the work, where Mir 'Ali

Shir gives A.H. 906, the very year in which

he died, as the date of composition. It is ex-

pressed by the chronogram ^y* in the fol-

lowing lines

:

A full notice of the work, with a translation

of the preface and of some chapters, was

published, by M. Belin, in the Journal Asia-

tique, 6e Serie, vol. vii.,pp.523—552, vol. viii.,

pp. 126—154. The preface has been given

by Vambe'ry, with a German translation, in

his C'agataische Sprachstudien, pp. 173

—

177. Extracts have been published by

Berezin in his Chrestomathie Turque, vol. i.,

pp. 202—225. Two copies are included in

the collected works of 'Ali Shir, in S. Peters-

N k 2
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burg, one in the Imperial Library, the other

in the Asiatic Museum. See Dorn, Catalogue,

p. 510, No. 558, Asiatisches Museum, p. 101,

and Veliaminof-Zernof, Dictionnaire Djagha-

tai-Turc, preface, p. 21. A third copy, in the

University Library, is mentioned by Saleman,

Transactions of the Archaeological Institute,

vol. ii., p. 262.

Copyist : jJJ £<i»

Or. 3222.

Foil. 149; 14 in. by 9i ; 19 lines 5 J in. long;

written in a fine bold Nestalik, with a broad

illuminated border inclosing the first two
pages, gold-ruled margins and gilt headings,

apparently in the 16th century. It has been

to some extent discoloured by damp, and the

gold headings are so faded as to be in part

illegible.

&*lj O^aS aJojS' &yj3

A history of Chinglz Khan and his de-

scendants, down to Sheibiini Khan.

Beg. AZ5 ^ t&K [sicj Jiy ^JJI oU jji

This work, no other copy of which appears

to be known, was written, A.H. 908, by some
dependent of Sheibani Khan, whose name has

not been inserted in the blank space reserved

for it in the preface, f . 4 a.

The preface begins with a doxology in

prose and verse, and a Mesnevi in praise of
Sheibani Khan (here designated by his

original name, Shah Bakht Khan), the first

lines of which are

:

^ wV?" ^ jsjd lib *1

The next following section, f. 3 b, sets forth
the origin ofthe work. The history of Chinglz
Khan and his successors being but imper-

fectly known, it occurred to His Majesty

(Sheibani Khan), after he had conquered

Transoxiana and ascended the throne, to have

a work compiled from select records in order

to acquaint his subjects with the true history

ofthe world-conqueror and of his descendants.

The task was committed to the author, who
completed the work in the month of Jumadal,

A.H. 908. It received the name of Tevarlkh

Guzideh i Nusret Nameh. The account which

the author gives of his sources appears to

include the Jehangushai of Juveini, the Guzi-

deh, an abridgment of the Jami'ut-Tevarikh

Reshidi dedicated to Ulugh Beg, and records

written in the Mogol (Uighur?) character by
Mogol Bakhshis. But those works are not

very clearly designated, and it will not be
superfluous to give the whole passage in the

original text

:

CJ&x> Jom sliijb y j i^.^^ Oo&>- CJou,'^

UK/ ^r- *&ft 5 &*& U^b J^

Ja*« »U»iib y b aJj y ijtJS jj.iJ.Uy jjJisi

j^j^o i—*-»»Ij {j^j cJj* j "-r'yy ij^ 1^*^

&fr t^lsli- tiJ/f* ^WyS p^» j tyj* «3y. (jUiJ\

8yte i—-jJ/ c-AJoi?) £»- «3j"^j^**> l^^ ji

^^Siuaa- CJjjJ ^li-^yii sll^b Jy
1

j ^J^yK
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£.u ^&* js
} (?) jtji utUtf ^u. yjj* »u»

J^ ^K^ $# J*± Jy*^ jLnj J^ JS
dp J&& V J±> <j*J* JP bOrjH J^y u1-*1

The account of the Turkish tribes and of

the early reigns from ChingizKhan to Ghazan,

is evidently based upon the Jami' ut-Tevarikh

of ReshTd ud-Dln. The author follows its

general arrangement and preserves its divi-

sion of every reign into three parts (Kism).

But there are some additions. A special

prominence is given to the ancestor of

Sheibani, Sheiban Khan, to whose history

some sections are devoted. The genealogies,

especially that of Yuji, are fully given and
brought down to the author's time. Other

late notices incidentally occur, as, for instance,

at f. 40 a, where Muhammed Stilih (the author

of the Sheibani Nameh), his father Nur Sa'id,

and his ancestor, Shah Melik, are mentioned

as descendants of Bogotai, elder brother of

Dubun Bayan.

The most important part of the work,

however, is undoubtedly the last, which has

all the value of a contemporary and official

record of the life of Sheibani Khan. It affords

detailed information on his eventful career,

supplies some precise dates, and, notwith-

standing the defective state of the present

copy, may usefully supplement existing

histories. The anonymous Sheibani Nameh,
published by Berezin, with a Russian transla-

tion, in the first volume of his Library of

Oriental Historians, is partly textually tran-

scribed, partly abridged, from it, but leaves

out all the dates. The versified Sheibani

Nameh of Muhammed Salih, lately edited, with

a German translation, by Vambe>y, is much
more diffuse ; but it comprises only a small

portion of the same period, and is equally

destitute of dates. i

The MS. was in a state of great confusion
when it reached the Museum, and, although
the leaves have since been re-arranged, its

present condition is still far from perfect.

There are several gaps of more or less extent,
and, in some places, the want of proper
sequence was found to be beyond remedy,
inasmuch as it was due to transpositions
in some earlier MS. from which the present
copy is derived. The following description

shows the contents of each set of conse-
cutive folios.

Foil. 1—5. Preface of the author. Utter-
ances of Mevlana (Jelal ud-Din) Rumi re-

specting the irruption of the Mogols and their

subsequent conversion to Islamism, recorded
by his son, Sultan Veled, f. 4 a. Names of
the sons and grandsons of Ughuz Khan, and
of the tribes which united with them and
embraced Islamism, f. 5 a (breaking off, f. 5 b,

in a list of tribes issued from Ughuz Khan).
Foil. 6—27. Beginning abruptly with a

general account of the Turkish races, of the

countries over which they spread, and of their

descent from Abuljah Khan, son of Noah.

(_^> *^jw» CJjjo J&- jyy
1

- Names of the six

sons of Ughuz Khan, and of the tribes that

sprung from them, f. 6 b. UU- jyy* J-ai ^y"

Fasl 1. History of Ughuz Khan and of his

tribes, viz. Uighur, Kangli, Kipchilk, Kalaj,

Karluk and Aghajeri, f. 7 b. Fasl 2. Ac-

count ofthe Turkish tribes now called Mogols,

viz. Jelair, Su'it, Tatar, Merglt, Kurluat,

Turghut, Uirat, Burkut, Urisut, Kurkan,

Kerait, Nairaan, Bayaut, Kingit, f. 11 a.

Fasl 3. Account of the Nlrun Turks, or

Mogol tribes descended from Alankua, viz.

Kighan, Saljiut, Tanjiut, Hertegan and Sinjiut,

Jines, Tumakin Urut and Mengkut, Durman,
Barin, Suknut, Berulas, Juriat, Budaut,

Duklab (Duklat), Bisut, and Kingkiat, f. 19 a.

(The incident of Temujin's captivity, and his

release by Surghan Shireh, is inserted out of

its proper place, ff. 17 a—18 b).
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Foil. 28, 29. A fragment of the early

history of Chingiz Khan, beginning with his

victories over the Tanjiut and over the

Mergit, and ending with the plots of Jamukah
and Sengun against him (A.H. 599). The

first rubric is : ^ Ĵj3 \ ^ ^Jj>)
<^?j* t^JS&j-

Foil. 30—36. Battle of Kalajin Alt. De-

feat and death of Ung Khan (A.H. 600),

f. 30 a. Submission of the Uighur and gifts

conferred by Chingiz Khan upon their king,

Idi Kiit, f. 31 a. Tabular statement of the

corps (Heziireh) commanded by the sons and

brothers of Chingiz Khan, f. 31 6. A mis-

placed fragment of the history of Timur,

beginning, f. 35 a, with the rubric : C*)K>

i^KX K t^Jjj jy£. ' Toktamish Khan, after

fighting with Urus Khan, takes to flight and

repairs to Timur Beg' (A.H. 780; see Matla'-

us-Sa'dein, f. 157). It ends with the dispatch

by Timur of Mevlana Jelal ud-Dln to Husein

Sufi in Khwarezm, f. 36 6.

Foil. 37, 38. Another fragment of Tlmur's

history relating to his dealings with Yusuf

Sufi, prince of Khwarezm, and to the conquest

of that country by Timur, A.H. 775—780.

Foil. 39—80. End of Yesugai, father of

Chingiz Khan. Genealogy of Chingiz traced

upwards to J^dy, son of the Prophet Sulei-

man, or, according to others, of Noah, f . 39 a.

Precepts given by Chingiz Khan to each of his

four sons, Yiiji, Chaghatai, Ogotai and Tului,

and countries assigned to each of them, f. 41 6.

u^jL (_*o) J±- j?j jjIUj jli\ . Conquest of

Bulgaria, Russia, etc., by Batu Khan, sur-

named Sa'In, f. 44 6. Age and length of

reign of Chingiz Khan, and of his sons, f.46 a.

History of Ogotai Ka'an, divided into three

sections (Kism), viz. (1) His genealogy, his

wives and children. (2) Events of his reign.

(3) His character, f. 46 b. This division, how-
ever, is but imperfectly observed in the MS.,

and there is some confusion in the contents,

which are as follows : Kism I. Genealogy,

ending with the fourth son of Ogotai, Silrban,

who is stated to have fled to Badakhshan,

A.H. 702, f. 47 a. Expedition of Kuyuk
Khan and Ilchidai Nuyan to Kulkan, f. 51 a.

Conquest of Khita, A.H. 627, ib. Expedition of

Tului to Kahalkah &&#»' , and his death, f . 51 b.

^.j>- fly y <-^*i^=-- Battle of Tukulku and

siege of Nankin CJU^i, A.H. 631, f. 54a.

"War with Sultan Jelal ud-Dln, f. 55 a. Death
of Ogotai, A.H. 638, and expeditions sent

by him before his death, f. 58 b. Feats per-

formed by Sheiban Khan in conjunction

with his brothers, A.H. 634, 635, f. 59 a.

Kism II. Buildings of Ogotai Khan, f. 60 a.

Second account of Ogotai Khan's death,

f. 61 a. Batu Khan's wars in Russia and

Bashghirt, A.H. 637, f. 61 b. Account of

the Begs who succeeded Chin Timur in Kho-

rasan, f . 62 a. Kism III. Character of Ogatai

Khan, f. 63 b.

History of Yuji Khan, Kism I, containing

a detailed account of his sons and their

descendants, f. 64 b. The genealogy of the

numerous descendants of Yuji's fifth son,

Sheiban Khan, ancestor of Sheibani Khan,

begins with a special heading : ^li- ,JoJL wb~»b

L^=>i vi^ii ijpMjyi }
and occupies ff. 69 b—

756. End of Yuji Khan, f . 75 b. Reign of Batu

Khan, who dies A.H. 650, f. 77 a. Beregai

Khan, who dies A.H. 665, f. 78 a. Munga Ti-

mur, second son of Batu, who dies A.H. 681.

Tuda Mangu, Bula Buka, and Tuktai, from

f . 79 a to f . 80 b, where this section breaks off.

Foil. 81—115. Descendants of Chaghatai

Khan, imperfect at the beginning (the first

rubric is Jtyu* ^1 \y y^-i?. w*-2»)i f. 81 a.

History of Chaghatai Khan from A.H. 622

to his death, AH. 638, f. 846. His suc-

cessors from Kara Hulagu to Duwa, f . 86 b.

The Na'ibs of Chaghatai Khan, f. 89 a.

History of Tului Khan. Kism I. His wives

and sons, f . 90 b. His reign, f. 93 a. History
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of Munga Ka'an B. Tului Khan, f.95 b. His-

tory of Kubilai Ka'an B. Tului Khan. His wives

and sons, f. 98 a. His reign, A.H. 655—693,

f. 98 b. History of Timur Ka'an B. Jimkim B.

Kubilai Ka'an, also called Oljaitu, f. 99 b.

History of Hulagu Khan B. Tului Khan.

His wives and sons, f. 100 b. His conquests.

The taking of Baghdad, f. 101 b (one folio is

wanting after f. 102). Defeat and death of

Kebtuka NCiyan, f. 104 a. Building of the

observatory of Meragkah, f. 104 b. History

of Abaka Khan, f. 105 b. History of Te-

kudar B. Hulagu Khan, called, after his

accession, Sultan Ahmed, f. 109 a. History

of Arghun Khan, f. 110 b. History of Kei-

khatu, f. Ill b. History of Ghazan Khan,

f. 112 a. This last section breaks off with

the first victory gained by Ghazan over the

army of Egypt and Syria, f. 115 6.

Foil. 116—121. Doxology in verse and

prose, beginning

:

followed by a panegyric upon the reigning

sovereign, Ebul-Fath Muhammed Sheibaui

Khan, f. 116 6. ^li-^'U ^>) ^Is—ta History of

Ebul-Khair Khan, f. 117 b. History of Shah

Budagh Sultan B. Ebul Khair Khan, stating,

in four lines, that he died young, leaving two

sons, Ebul-Fath Muhammed Sheibani Khan
and Mahmud Sultan Behadur, f. 119 b.

A new doxology in verse, followed by a

Mesnevi in praise of Sheibani Khan, f. 120 a.

J^-j4^ y' tal ii)^**»- History of Sheibani

Khan, f. 121 a. The first portion extends

from the death of Sheibani's father to the

time when Kasim Khan, then besieged in

Astrakhan, sends out the two orphan princes

in charge of Karachin Behadur. It is repro-

duced, with some verbal alterations, in the

SheibaniNameh edited byBerezin,pp.60—62.

Foil. 122—133. A further portion of the

history of Sheibani Khan, beginning with the

rout of the army of Khorasan before the

gates of Vezir, A.H. 891, and ending with

Sheibani's capture of Dabusi by storm, A.H.

906. It corresponds with pp. 68— 88 of

Berezin's text ; but there are lacunae of

small extent after ff. 129, 130, and 132 ; the

account of Sheibani's first attempt to seize

upon Samarkand (p. 85) is partly lost.

Foil. 134—139. Continuation of the his-

tory of Sheibani, from his winter raid upon

Shahrukhia, after the taking of Samarkand,

A.H. 907, to his defeat of the two Mogol
Khans in Arkhiyan, Zulka'deh, A.H. 908,

his capture of Tashkend and his return to

Samarkand. The account of the same period

is condensed to one page in Berezin's text,

pp. 89, 90.

Foil. 140—145. History of Sheibani Khan's

expedition against Ahmed Tenbel. Here the

author adopts the pompous tone of a Court-

chronicler, and gives a circumstantial account

of his hero's progress, of the stages where

he encamped, and of the troops that joined

him on the way. According to his statement,

Sheibani set out from Samarkand on the

20th of Skevval, A.H. 909, and he marshalled

his forces before Endijan on Thursday, the

17th of Zulka'deh, in the same year. Tenbel,

who had taken position on a hill outside the

fortress, was routed and driven into the place.

The narrative breaks off at that first en-

counter. This last section is a subsequent

addition to the work ; for the expedition it

describes took place more than a year after

the date of composition stated in the preface.

The campaign against Tenbel is dismissed

with a single line in Berezin's text, p. 90;

but it is fully described in Muhammed Salih's

Sheibani Nameh, pp. 322—338.

Fol. 146. Notice of Muhammed Timur Be-

hadur Khan, Sheibani's son, and of his wives.

Foil. 147-8. u> ^UaU j^ iy^f yli-b

wli- jaU y>\ ^ w0ai-> i\±i sU». Account of

Mahmud Behadur Sultan, the younger brother

of Sheibani, and of his wives.
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In the above history of Sheibani Khan

the narrative is now and then interrupted

by verses, some of which are of his own

composition, and still more frequently by

curious comments called Temsjl J^, or

parables, also ascribed to the Khan. In the

latter the battles he fought are turned into

allegories, the various actors being repre-

sented as symbolical types of the good and

evil principles of spiritual life. One of these

Temsds has been versified by Muhammed
Salih in bis Sheibani Nameh, p. 282. The

poetical surname taken by Sheibani in his

verses is Shebani ^U-S», with a short first

syllable for the convenience of the metre.

See ff. 133 b, 134 6, 135 b, etc. According

to Ebul-Grhfizi Khan, Desmaisons' translation,

p. 192, Shah Bakht was his real name and

Sheibani was only a takhallus.

The MS. contains sixteen whole-page minia-

tures of a fair style of execution, but more

or less damaged by damp. Its date is un-

certain ; at the end of the notice of Mahmud
Sultan, f. 148 b, is written i v J c*-*3, pro-

bably because that notice originally concluded

the section dealing with A.H. 907. The next

leaf, the last of the MS., is a detached folio

containing at the top the last two fines of

an enumeration of the five wives of Chingiz
1 v.

Khan ; at the end of these is written &.*_**,

A.H. 970, which may be meant for the date

of transcription.

On the first page is a seal with the name
of Ebu Talib ul-Huseini, and the date 1059

;

lower down is written the name of Muham-
med Salih, but in what connection does not

appear, and at the bottom is an 'Arzdideh,

the date of which is lost.

Add. 26,324.

Foil. 118; 8 in. by 4|; 15 lines 2| in.

long ; written in neat Nestalik ; dated the

third year of Julus (Shahjehan) A.H. 1039
(A.D. 1630). [Wm. Erskine.]

<jyb ^^
Detached fragments of the Memoirs of

Baber, apparently transcribed from a MS. in

which some leaves had been transposed.

The following table will show the contents

of each fragment by a reference to the corre-

sponding pages of the text edited by Ilminsky,

Kasan, 1827

:

Fol. 4b; page 146, lines 9—20. This

fragment begins with the rubric of A.H. 910

(instead of 909 as in the printed text), and

continues thus : ,^>> jj^j ailiy ^T -js?

Foil. 5—65 ; from p. 153, line 13 to p. 223,

line 6.

There are in the above section two small

gaps extending from p. 216, line 18, to

p. 217, line 5, and from line 9 to line 17 of

the latter page.

Foil. 66 b—67; from p. 276, line 9 to

page 278, line 2.

Foil. 68—73; from p. 295, line 11 to

p. 301, line 17.

Foil. 74—79; from p. 302, line 21 to

p. 309, line 6.

Foil. 80—87; from p. 356, line 12 to

p. 366, line 9.

Foil. 88—117; from p. 385, line 9 to

p. 420, line 2.

The concluding part of this last fragment,

corresponding to lines 2—15 of p. 420, is

found on fol. 66 a.

Fol. 118 contains only the subscription by
the copyist

: ur^iJ! J* ^ >jta u,J!?^' uir**'

and, on the obverse, some 'Arzdldehs of the

reign of Shahjehan and Aurengzib.

On the fly-leaf is written, " Presented by
Major Wm. Yule to Mr. Erskine, Sept. 1836."

Fol. 3 contains a notice of the contents

signed "Wm. Erskine, Edin. 25 Dec. 1848."

From this it will be seen that the accom-
plished translator of Baber' s Memoirs did not

come into possession of this MS. until after

the publication of his English version.
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Add. 18,548.

Foil. 498 ; 11£ in. by 7£ ; 19 lines 4 in.

long ; written in elegant Nestalik, with gild-

ing of the first page, gold-ruled margins, and

headings alternately blue and gold, apparently

in the 16th century. [T. H. Sternschuss.]

Life of Sheikh Safi ud-Dln Ishak el-Huseini,

ancestor of the Safevis, translated from

Persian by Muhammed el-Katib, surnamed

Neshati ^ItJJ uJ/o *-*3tol 4J^°

The first leaf, which contained the beginning

of the doxology, is lost. In the extant portion

of the preface the translator, who describes

himself as a humble Dervish leading a life of

devotion in Shiraz,bestows exuberant praises,

in prose and verse, on the reigning sove-

reign, Shah Tahmasp, and says that, having

read, A.H. 949, in the Tezkiret ul-Auliya, the

life of the holy Sheikh Safi ud-Din Ishak,

recorded for the most part in the words

of Sheikh Sadr ud-Din Musa, and written

down in Persian under the latter's eyes,

it occurred to him that it would be a good

work to translate it into Turki for the

benefit of Turki Murids, and generally of the

people of Turkistan. He was encouraged to

carry out that intention by the desire ex-

pressed to the same effect by a powerful Emir,

described as a favourite of the sovereign,

Kaverghalu Shah Kuli Khalifah, signet bearer

of the Shahinshah, *£i*U» *ajJi- Ji' s&^&s^li'

The year above stated is given, f. 5 a, as

the date of the translation. It is expressed

by the words &2* J\»- in the following chrono-

gram :

ijdj} »U^ <~-*jy° *****
3i

The original work, which the translator

does not call by its proper title, is the Safvet

us-Safa, by Dervish Tevekkul, described in

the Persian Catalogue, p. 345 b.

Its division into twelve Babs, subdivided
into numerous Fasls, is preserved in the
translation. A full table of contents occupies
foil. 5 a—7 b.

The MS. wants a few leaves at the end.

It breaks off in the second Fasl of Bab XII,
at a passage corresponding with f . 803 b of
the Persian text, Add. 11,745.

The language of the translation is not pure
Chaghatai ; it has softened forms resembling
those of Azerbaijani Turkish. In a copy
mentioned in Melanges Asiatiques, vol. v.,

p. 249, the first words are :
,Jj\

•^ilJyV&.U ±
jj<i «IM ^j, and the author is called Shlrazlu

Mevlana Muhammed Katib.

Add. 11,725.
Foil. 134; %\ in. by 4; 9 lines 2| in.

long; written in a rude Neskhi, on bluish

paper of European manufacture, apparently

early in the 19th century.

I. Foil. 1 b—70 a. A legendary history of

Chingiz Khan, with the heading : *«ux*" !jj»

[sic] y\~j£>*.

Beg. C*jp liiii
(•

£_ cy ^W p». a\^o

^ ^ Oyi {*- Utji <jf,*j)

This is the work which has been edited,

together with a history of Timur, by Bbrahim

Khalfin, Kazan, 1819, under the title of

j£ jLJ\ j uVi- j&>. J\j»^ (Ibrahim Khalfin

died A.D. 1828 ; v. Bulletin de 1'Academic

de S. Pelersbourg, 1867, p. 306).

The text corresponds with pp. 9—60 of the

Kazan edition, with which it is in substantial

agreement, although presenting many verbal

variations and different dialectical forms. The
work is evidently a late composition. In the

introduction the descendance of Chingiz is

traced downwards to Uzbek Khan, and from

the latter, proceding from father to son, as

follows : Janbek Khan, Berdibek Khan, Shc-

o o
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bilk Khan, Murteza Khan, Kuchum Khan,

'AH Khan, ArslSn Khan, and Burhan Sultan,

and it is said of the last that he fell into the

hands of the Russians and became a renegade,

^Jy SSj» wdy u*jj^ &^~> wV u
-

See

t he Kazan edition, p. 11.

Arslan Khan,and his son Burhan Khan, figure

in the list of the Khans of Kasimof. The

latter is said to have turned Christian about

A.D. 1653, and to have died in 1679. See

Howorth, History of the Mongols, Part II.,

p. 437, who refers to Velyaminof's history of

the Khans of Kasimof, vol. iii., p. 186 seqq.

A Tatar history of Chingiz Khan and

Timur is noticed by Dorn, S. Petersburg

Catalogue, p. 472. See also Berezin, Zeit-

schriftder D. Morg. Ges., vol. i., p. 346.

II. Foil. 70 b—75 b. Extracts from the She-

jereh i Turk of Ebu'l-Ghazi Khan, beginning:

j)*\> cjjW! $\ Jlkxx* **t*jj\jr Jj> *j& J*>

They relate to the dates of birth, acces-

sion, and death of Chingiz Khan, and to the

genealogy of Ebu'l-Ghazi Khan (died 1074).

The corresponding passages are to be found

in the edition published by Baron Desmaisons,

S. Petersburg, 1871, pp. 68, 80, 293-4.

III. Foil. 76 a—134 a. A chronologically

arranged history of Chingiz Khan, without

preface or author's name.

Beg. j&oa-^ji^ %y~i y? ^b- j£ur ^bu-ta

*4' V. J0> J^* <J*J!> ,^>T J^l u!tt ub-

Contents : Genealogy of Chingiz Khan
traced up to Budenjer, his ancestor in the

eighth degree, f . 76 a. His sons, daughters

and wives, f . 77 a. His birth and early life,

f . 88 b. His history, told year by year, from
the year of the hare, corresponding to A.H.
591, when he had reached his 41st year, to

his death, f. 93 a. His dying exhortation to

his sons, f. 131 b.

The death of Chingiz, which had been kept

some time secret, was divulged, it is said,

f. 131 a, on the 14th of Ramazan, A.H. 624.

In the above history the years of the Turk-

ish cycle are designated by peculiar names,

most of which differ altogether from the usual

forms. They are as follows : J^. «-iOy year

of the rat j Jjo jKy year of the ox ; Jju> ^b
year of the tiger ; J-j Jy year of the hare

;

J»j y" year of the crocodile
; J-j J&y> year

of the snake
; Jjo ^^y* year of the horse ;

J;j ^iy year of the sheep
; Jjj tl

^- year of

the ape ; J-o yjSb year of the hen
; Jjj ^by

year of the dog ; Jo£ <_jbb' year of the hog.

Add. 11,726.

Foil. 51 ; 6J in. by 4; 10 lines 3 in. long
;

written by the same hand as the prece-

ding MS.

I. Fol. 1 b—26 a. An extract from the

Turki version of the Jami' ut-Tevarlkh of

Reshld ud-Dln, with the heading : ^lo^ \jys>

Beg. (_r>\*i\ ^^4 _j d$\J>\ j*^ <-^.&>-

jt> il^ j bj Jb- rJZt j nahsf Jjobib i£Jb\S,}lb1

&»bji>jj [sic] tSAjJL* u^b yj) _j
i£ ^bu^y *y

This translation was written in Kerman,

A.H. 1005, by Kadir
l

Ali Beg, a dependant

of the Khan of the Tatars, Uraz Muhammed
Khan B. Ondan Sultan (see Howorth, Part

II., p. 436), with a dedication to the Tzar

Boris Fedorovich. It has been published

by Berezin in the second volume of his

Library of Oriental Historians, Kazan, A.D.

1851. The present extract, which agrees

closely with the printed text, pp. 11—24, com-

prises the Dlbajeh and part of the first Fasl

of Bab I, relating to the origin of the

Turkish race and the history of Oghuz

Khan. It corresponds with foil. 414 b—418 a

of the MS. of the Persian original, Add. 7628.
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II. Foil. 26 a—29 a. Short extracts from

Ebu'l-Ghiizi Khan. They relate to Oghuz
Khan, his descendants, and the Kiyiit tribe.

The corresponding passages are found in

Desmaisons' edition, pp. 18, 12, 19, 22, 51,

66-7.

III. Fol. 30 6—43 a. An account of the

Turkish races, from the Jehan Numa of Haji

Khalifah, with the heading : j^\ &<£#> U*

jj<i ^jj Jai sjJjUS ft*'J ^l^*- «*b'

Beg. ^ dJy tjj3 \ J-s^jj* i^j\y <-jf

The extract concludes with an article on

Kazan. It corresponds with pp. 369—374
of the Constantinople edition of A.H. 1145.

IV. Foil. 44 6—51 b. A poem on the

Mi'raj, or ascension of Muhammed, with the

heading : *^LJ\ j C^jLoJl «J* ^151 _^*o \i*

Beg ARJiii J5j)5 «i Ojwis- ji\p ^ ^\

The first part is in the form of a Kasldeh
rhyming in t\ ; the remainder is in Mesnevi

verse.

The last two articles are in Osmanli Turk-

ish, more or less disfigured by Tatar spelling.

Or. 38.

Foil. 117 : 13J in. by 8}; 17 lines 5* in.

long; written in large Indian Nestalik, ap-

parently about the close of the 18th century.

[G. C. Renouaed.]

I. Foil. 2—22.

Turki gammar and vocabulary, explained

in Persian, by Khwajah EmIr^A*\ iu>-\y>-

Beg. t-»ti». J\iy, *g (j-Uj j *u? s^.

The author describes himself as a descen-

dant of the famous Nakishbendi Sheikh
'Obeid-ullah Ahrar (who died in Samarkand,

A.H. 895; see the Persian Catalogue, pp. 3">3 0,

1085 b). His family had migrated from

Turkistan to India, and, having been settled

for a long period in the latter country, had, to

some extent, lost the use of their native

language. The writer, however, became inti-

mate with the eminent poet Mirza Muhamtm <!

Hasan Katil (see the Persian Catalogue,

p. 64 b), "who had attained perfect proficiency

in every tongue," and who insisted that they

should converse together in the Turki lan-

guage. The present work was compiled

under his direction, and received some addi-

tions derived from the Turki treatise of the

late Navvab 'Imad ul-Mulk Behadur (Ghazi

ud-Dln Khan, who died c. A.H. 1207 ; see

Pers. Catal., p. 1092 b), from the Medar ul-

Efazil and from the Nisab of Emir Khusrev.

In the preface of the next-following work,

art. ii., fol. 26 b, Mirza Katil calls the

author a daughter's son of the Vezlr Kamar
ud-Din Khan, and gives his genealogy as

follows : wJ (jli- j'.-Sob *»~\yr ^ ^Jjt-jXfA *»-\}±-

The work is divided into sixty chapters

(Kisni) as follows

:

I. Suffixes, f. 3 a. II. Conjugation of the

yerbCJlA/, f.5 6. IV.—XL. Vocabulary of

verbs classed under such headings as "actions

connected with the hand, with the foot, with

the eye, with the lips, with the tongue, etc."

f. 7 b. XLI.—LX. Vocabulary of nouns

arranged under the following classes : nu-

merals, names of kinship, conditions of men,

trades, tribes, miscellaneous, parts of the

body, weapons, ornaments, colours, dress,

food, vessels, habitations, rivers, plants,

music, heaven, animals, and adjectives com-

mon to men and animals, ff. 11 a—22 b.

II. Foil. 24—63. The love-story of Prince

Mahru, son of king Firuzbakht, and of

Khubchihreh, daughter of a rich merchant

called Khwajah Merkez, in Turki prose, by

Mirza Katil.

oo2
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Beg. &j£ jy j4fr±* 3 J^> kiA*8*j^4

j^dfe ^iH-» CJjjJ liJ/" j i/jlJ jjU^ ^ ^
The author says in the preamble that he

had met, in Kalpi, Khwajah Emir Khan (the

author of the preceding work), an eager col-

lector of Turki writings, who had given him

a charming tale on the above subject, and had

requested him to re-write it in the language

of his forefathers.

Persian and Hindustani glosses are written

under the Turki text in this as well as in the

following article.

III. Foil. 64—117. The adventures of

Shirin Shema'il, son of the merchant Kamran,

and of his wife Melihah Khatun, in Turki,

apparently by the same author.

Beg. tiiui JQi,\ jyLx> Jj\ ^yJ^.jx* jU^o

ii ^Jj 1 i^H)b- ^^ r^ ** $$ ^ r^

TUEKI POETRY.

Or. 2079.
Foil. 33 ; 8| in. by 6 ; 15 lines 4 in. long ;

written in neat Nestalik, with TJnvan and

gold-ruled margins, apparently in the 16th

century.

The Divan of Sekkaki.

Beg- Vj^ J^ ^py^Jt Jfe* J>) lA
J& aiiji jilp «Lo dJljy jy. Jj3 \

Sekkaki is mentioned by Mir 'Ali Shir in

the Mejalis un-Nefa'is, f. 42 b, among the

poets who lived down to his own time ; but

he appears to have died before Mir
t
Ali

Shir's stay in Samarkand (A.H. 870—873).
He was a native of Mavera'nnehr, and the

men of Samarkand were loud in his praise
;

but Mir *Ali Shir could not discover in his

poems anything to bear out their high esti-

mation. " All that his partisans could say

was that Maulana Lutfi had stolen from him

all his good verses, one of the silly boasts

in which they are wont to indulge."

The Divan affords ample evidence that

Sekkaki lived in Samarkand in the first half

of the ninth century of the Hijreh. One of

his Kasidehs is addressed to Khalil Sultan,

who held Samarkand A.H. 807—811, on the

occasion of the birth of a prince, A.H. 810.

Another is addressed to the famous Sheikh,

Khwajah Muhammed Parsa, who died A.H.

822. There are, besides, five Kasidehs in

praise of Ulugh Beg Mirza, who was Viceroy

of Mavera'nnehr A.H. 814—850, and four

addressed to Arslan Khwajah Terkhan, who

is mentioned in the Mafia' us-Sa'dein, A.H.

824 and 828, as one of the Emirs of Ulugh

Beg, and who appears to have been a special

patron of the poet.

There is a considerable lacuna in the body

of the MS. Foil. 3—17 contain the first

thirteen Kasidehs, the last of which breaks

off at the twelfth line. Foil. 18—33 contain

only the latter part of an alphabetical series

of Ghazels, beginning in the middle of the

last but one of those which rhyme in ^,

Add. 7914.

Foil. 337 ; 9 in. by 6* ; 11 lines 3| in.

long ; written in fair large Nestalik ; dated

(foil. 114, 141, 157) Herat, A.H. 914 (A.D.

1509). [Rich, No. 189.]

I. Foil. 1—22.

A poem in the form of a Kasideh, contain-

ing praises of God and the Prophet, and

considerations on the vanity of earthly things,

concluding with moral and religious precepts.

Beg. IJO j lJ-»a. JjiOjJ Lfl Jj«^ i)ji> J^> ^>.J^
\gk« J, ^ Jj4> JJ.^1 j£Z> j o^V* (&

The author, who calls himself, in several

passages, Shebani ,J\^> (for Sheibani, the

first syllable being shortened to suit the

metre) is the well-known Uzbek prince,
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Ebul-Fath Muhammed Sheibani Khan (origi-

nally called Shahbakht Khan),who established

his rule in Transoxiana A.H. 90G, conquered

Khorasan after the death of Sultan Husein,

A.H. 913, and was finally defeated and slain

by Shah Isma'Il Safevi, A.H. 916. He
describes himself in the following lines, f. 16a,

as sovereign of Iran and Turan :

^ jjbi Letf (^ J& j>^> y»

bj ^.ob\ jAil^JO JUS* ^..jyie JjJs^JJ

Further on, f. 21 b, he gives the title of

this Kasideh, adding that it expresses the

number of distichs of which the poem consists,

viz. 260

:

In conclusion, f. 22 a, the author states

that it was composed in the year of the

crocodile, from the first to the fifth day of

Muharrem, A.H. 914, while he was staying

in Bestam and Damaghan :

i£*vb °^ ^y tt»j
1 J5m ;>y^

V r
*^ J^ J*& ^ uA^ J* ^

'jo3\ t«Jb -\
}J

\ Jj>* c? 1
^' ^=>i* *r^=>

The fame of Sheibani Khan rests more on

his warlike deeds than on his literary per-

formances. Baber, in his memoirs, speaks

very disparagingly of the poetical talent of

his great adversary, and the short notice

devoted to him by Sam Mirza is not more
flattering. See Ilminsky's edition, p. 262,

Pavet de Courteille's translation, vol. ii., p. 10,

and Tuhfeh i Sami, f. 19. But his pane-

gyrist, the author of the Sheibani Nameh,

bestows exuberant praise upon the elegance

of his style in prose and poetry ; see Vam-
bery's edition, p. 28 and p. 22, v. 2">.

II. Foil. 23—49.

Select verses from the Divans of Mir 'Alt

Shir Neva'i, collected by 'Abd ul-Jemil Kat ib,

with a preface by the latter :

Beg.
fjjf

«i'iij»-j3\ <r*i?"\j *-=-V*»-

u-^.^"*» j o*»V**

The editor had always taken a delight in

transcribing the Kulliyyat of Mir 'Ali Shir,

and often used to write out his love-stirring

Ghazels for friends and princes, especially for

Yadgar Ferrukh Mirza (a descendant of Miriin

Shah, and husband of Fatimeh Sultan,

daughter of Ebul-Ghazi Sultan Husein ; see

Habib us-Siyer, vol. iii., Juz 3, p. 327). It

occurred to him to draw up a table of head-

ings and to distribute under them verses

selected from the early Divans of the poet.

Mir *Ali Shir having mentioned the plan to

Sultan Husein, a copy was submitted by

Khwajah 'Abdullah Mervarid (see Persian

Catalogue, p. 1094 a) to His Majesty, who

bestowed rewards on the compiler. The

collection, subsequently increased by verses

from the later Divans, consists of forty-five

sections called Tuhfeh, a table of which con-

cludes the preface, ff. 25 b—26 b.

Each Tuhfeh contains a few verses only,

without any indication of their source. The

first has the heading ^>»>- <jj^ij *** J?^

»

and begins with the following verse :

\±+i
,
^.i&laiu S>\ !.i£jlT «» >.'-

-114.III. Foil. 50-

Gul u Nauruz, or the love-tale of Prince

Nauruz, son of Ferrukh, king of Naushad,

and of the Princess Gul, daughter of Shah

Mushkln, king of Ferkhar, a Mesnevi in the

metre of the Khusrau u Shirln of Nizami.
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Beg. *p ^ 5
a Jlif Jy"

>• ^
The author says in the prologue that his

lucky star had brought him to the notice of

the Shahinshah, who, casting upon him, his

ancient servant, a merciful glance, ordered

him to turn the tale of Gul and Nauru/ into

the Turkish tongue

:

^U- -jJI*j AJ.A_)j\ ft^.AfrU) tS

rs

JU*» j^^juo «3l»J\ dijjj Jj.y j (J>

«-jlo ^JJi (ja-a'i Jy" C*?3

The next section contains a eulogy on the

prince, whose full name is thus given

:

jS^\ y Uio j j>j> J^U
,s£+» wUaL*> e.utd\i iii^J

The date of composition, A.H. 814, stated

at the end,

&j£ if*J>) <^>js> &}\}£M&* gj
3

fcl*j^° j^liU y p&\ (jSiii *Sa

leaves no doubt as to his identity: he can be

no other than Iskender Mirza, son of 'Omer
Sheikh, and grandson of Tlmur,who occupied

the viceregal throne of Fars from A.H. 812

to 817.

The author, whose name does not appear

in the text, is undoubtedly Maulana Lutfi.

Verses quoted from his Gul u Nauruz in the

Abushka, Veliaminof's edition, pp. 35, 49,

108, are found in our MS., foil. 64 a,99 a, and

93 a. A copy of the same poem, described

by Fliigel, Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 614,

has a heading in which the author is called

" Lutfi, master of Neva'i," ^alaJ j^y J£ i_Atf

^y O^ia- jljuuy", in spite of which, by a
strange oversight, the poem has been ascribed

to Mir 'Ali Shir.

In the Mejalis un-Nefa'is Mir *Ali Shir
includes Lutfi among the poets who died

in his time, i.e. after A.H. 844, and whom
he personally knew. Khondemir notices

him in Hablb us-Siyer, vol. iii., Juz 3, p. 199,

as one of the contemporaries of Sultan Ebu
Said (A.H. 855—872), and 'Ali B. Husein

Kashifi mentions him in his Lata'if ut-Tava'if

as a protege of Mirza Baisunghur, who died

A.H. 837. See Schefer, Chrestomathie,vol. i.,

p. 110. Mir 'Ali Shir calls him the 'king of

speech' »^w\ uLlL in his day, and says that he

was unequalled in Persian and Turki poetry,

but more renowned as a Turki poet. " He
had written a poetical version of the Zafer

Nameh in upwards of two thousand Mesnevi

lines, which, from want of a final revision,

was little known, and imitations of difficult

Kasidehs by many masters of the art. In

his 99th year he composed a poem, rhyming

in c-AXiT, which all thp poets of the age strove

in vain to equal, and, at the approach of death,

he commenced a Ghazel which, in compliance

with his dying wish, Nur ud-Din Jami com-

pleted and inserted in his Divan. In his

youth Lutfi had been initiated into Sufism by

Maulana Shihab ud-Din Khiyabani. He was
buried at a place called Deh Kinar, near

Herat." (See Mejalis, f. 40 b, and again in

MejlisVIII. f. 128 a).

Lutfi' s Divan begins with poems in praise

of Baisunghur Mirza, son of Shahrukh. See

Pertsch, Tiirkische Handschriften, No. 211.

The original from which this version of

Gul u Nauruz is derived is not mentioned. It is

evidently the poem of the same name by Jelal

Tabib (see the Persian Catalogue, p. 867 a),

which is closely followed by the translator.

The present copy contains ten half-page

miniatures of a middling style of execution.

IV. Foil. 115—141.

A religious poem written in imitation of the

Makhzen ul-Esrar of Nizami, and in the same
metre, by Haider Telbeh, with the heading :

^g~l y~*o t^Jjjj «j1o jiX^sp-



The poet's name occurs three times, viz. in
the following lines, foil. 121 a, 124 a, 141 6

:

<**#"• ^j ^ jy|

<^/
;
di^, Aflijl Jj^ ^

Tp^ ^fZ ,
MeJ2ab

'
in Turki8h S^er

Telbeh, or ' Mad Haider,' was, like Lutfi a
senior contemporary of Mir <Ali Shir, and a
panegynst of Sultan Iskender (see Meialis
un-Nefa'is, f. 107 I, Lata'if Mmeh, f. 76U,where a verse from the present poem,f. 139 a
"quoted). -He lived outside the Dervazeh iKhosh, one of the gates of Herat, in themonument of Emir Fakhr, where he was also
buried A trance or ecstasy »± had un-
hinged his mind in early life. In lucid
ntervals he held sensible converse with the

IT!J uA
Ut
^ W°Uld mdden}y break out in

wild talk his fixed idea being that he was tobring the whole world under his sway."
(Mejalis un-Nefa'is, f. 22 b, Lata'if Nameh,
i. 17 b).

The prologue includes a long panegyric on
the poet s royal patron, who is addressed byname m these lines :

TURKI POETRY.

\jk

&£> Jjj* Jj\j^ j4 jty u*y ^.i usiu

Further on Haider mentions Nizami as
the source of his inspiration :

M J^J J C$J>. U?.±if* {̂
M

The body of the poem is divided into elev,,,short sections entitled ^l£ and Jn t

published, with a fC* £
'

, "T

present M8. Some pMzk,^J**«£
Zi7

e

"T7 ° "'e,earaeii ^cipherer "i

ranter of thw copy, which makes it clear forinstance, that in this line, p. 65,

the enigmatical second word "is simply ,1„.
Persian ^j j>

r'
The Makbscn ul-Esrar has been publishedby Dr. Gottwaldt, Kazan, 1858. See ttschnfl der D. Morg. Ges., TO,.J^

le Makhzcn ul-esrar, Melanges Asiationes
vol. r., pp. 261-6?. lt isoftf„^ZZZ
A MS. of the same poem, Hammer, No. 148

has been described, without author's name, in'
the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 612, and a
fragment has been edited from that copy byBerezm in his Chrestomathie Turque, vol i

PP. 273-287, where the work is w^g y

'

ascribed to Mir «Ali Shir. A poem of Thesame title is also attributed to the last named
author by Belin, Journal Asiatique, 5« Serie
vol. xvu., p. 236.

V. Foil. 142—157.

.

A
,

n erotic P°em iu Mesnevi verse by Khu-
jendi otjjs*
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The poet, apparently a native of Khujend,

designates himself only by the above Nisbeh,

which he uses as a poetical surname. In the

prologue, under the heading oilia) ^ l_*a->

e*\>, he gives a fanciful account of the origin

of the poem. A love-sick youth, distracted

by the pangs of separation, entreats him, as

a renowned poet, to soothe his aching heart

with poesy, to quaff a cup of the wine of love,

and to compose, for his sake, a poem that

would match the Mahabbet Nameh :

j>y±- j%y$ Vi» /& Jit*

A poem entitled Mahabbet Nameh, which

was composed A.H. 754 by Khwarezmi (see

further on, art. ix.), is no doubt here meant

;

for in the epilogue of the present work,

f. 157 b, that poet is referred to by name.

Khujendi says, in a boasting vein, that

Khwarezmi, could he hear his verses, would

warmly applaud them

:

u^*-* t-SiiV" t^jr" iJ**f"
m

He refers in the same connection to another

earlier poet, Shems i Kassar, who is not

otherwise known

:

j^^> icx?~-* \j^si <^> i^
6.

The prologue concludes with a panegyric

on Emir Zadeh Mahmud Terkhan jx*\ -±»

^i-y <iy**? »^j,to whomthe poem is dedicated,

and who is addressed as a powerful Prince :

^J ty^? ^j&* «3Uj

«jlf>- L?>^y (_s^r°
cJjtoiio

The poem consists of ten letters written

by a lover to his absent mistress.

Some Persian verses by Maulana Khujendi

are quoted in the Riyaz us-Shu'ara, f. 172 b,

but without any further notice of the poet.

VI. Foil. 158—227.

The Divan of Lutfi ; see above, p. 286 a.

Beg. bj^&ixiU^ uiUAjJjj ^l^j-
^f>\ <^\

The first two pieces in praise of God and

the prophet are followed by Ghazels in

alphabetical order, the first of which begins :

]>i i&? j pj J*' <*>—• *& ls^ ] ^sj&J

The Ghazels break off, f. 220 b, towards

the end of letter tf. The sequel, ff. 221—227,

consists of Ruba'is without alphabetical ar-

rangement.

Verses of Lutfi are frequently quoted in the

Abushka ; see pp. 20, 21, 25, 34, etc.

VII. Foil. 228—272.

«/Cli jO

Deh Nameh, or ' The Ten Letters,' an

erotic poem in Mesnevi verse, by Emlri,

Beg- J^J- u^ p/^fi* J crV*

Mir 'Ali Shir mentions Maulana Emlri in

the Mejalis un-Nefa'Is, f. 13 b, as one of the

poets who died in the time of his youth, and

he quotes a line from his Deh Nameh : "Emlri,

he says, was a Turk by birth, and his verses are

good, but little known. He wrote also Persian

verses in imitation of Sheikh Kemal. He
was buried in ^\jm

:
tiiia,!, Badakshan."

He appears to be identical with Maulana
Yusuf Emlri, twice mentioned by Dauletshah

(vi., 3, and vii., 6) as a panegyrist of Bai-

sunghur Mirza, son of Shahrukh.

That prince was the patron of the author
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of the present poem, who, in the prologue,

f . 230 b, calls him

:

and dwells at length on his glorious deeds,

his virtues and his accomplishments.

In the epilogue, f. 270 b, he recurs to the

same theme, and expresses his gratitude to the

sovereign whose protection he had for many
years enjoyed, and through whose fostering

care he had become the prince of the realm

of poetry

:

C-^ JO*!/*
u v^

y-

The prologue is followed by three intro-

ductory sections in which the poet describes

a festive gathering in the house of a friend,

his meeting with the fair one, and the first

kindling of his love. After these come the

ten love-letters from which the poem takes its

name. Each letter concludes with a Ghazel,

and is followed by the answer of the beloved,

who, in the end, yields to the lover's entreaties

and visits him in his abode.

The date of composition »_*»-^ ij*** = A.H.

833, the title of the poem, and the poet's name,

are found in the following lines of the

epilogue

:

,jO\ \S>\ jX> ylSJ \£ (Jji*\

There are Persian poems bearing the same
title by Auhadi, 'Arifi (Persian Catalogue,

pp. 619 a, 639 6), Humam Tebrlzi (Schefer'u

Chrestomathie, vol. ii., p. 255) and Ibn 'Imad

(Dauletshah V.,15, and Pertsch, Berlin Verz.,

p. 716).

VIII. Foil. 273—289.

An erotic poem in Mesnevi verse, com-
prising, like the preceding, ten love-letters,

by Sidi Ahmed, <j-»»-1 t^***-*

Beg. ^V ^4 &-/**> Jj' **-»» j ^
uW ^s^ )&* \&\ J

Mir 'Ali Shir mentions Seyyid, or Sidi,

Ahmed Mirza in the seventh of his Mejalis,

f. 109 b, as one of the princely poets of his

time, and as the author of well-known Turki

and Persian Ghazels, and of a Mesnevi called

Latafet Nameh. (See Belin, Journal Asi-

atique, 5° Serie, vol. xvii., p. 293).

In the conclusion of the present poem,
f. 289 a, the author calls himself a son of

Mlranshah (son of Tlmur):

lj\iiy> jLIjLa*
U>\ / lPJ

The prologue ends with a short address to

the reigning sovereign, Shahrukh :

in the course of which the author gives his

own name and the title of the poem :

Each of the ten letters concludes with a

p p
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Ghazel in which the poet introduces his

takhallus, ^jju- or a^-1 ^^, and it may be

remarked that, in every case, the metre

requires the first word to be pronounced in

two syllables, viz. Sidi, not Seyyidi.

The author states at the end that he had

completed the poem in the space of a week,

in the year 839:

jtJJ* j> \t>/ Ji fiiMj

^Ojg C~-<J i£l«y *Jbbjy» tS

IX. Foil. 290—313.

An erotic poem in Mesnevi verse, including

eleven love-letters, by Khwarezmi ^jj^jr

Beg. f}.^ <^>. ^TcJjjJ c?£W> jV

In the prologue the poet describes, under

the heading j£>\ ^^jj/ JjX his first inter-

view with Muhammed Khwajah Beg, and

quotes three Ghazels of his composition,which,

on that occasion, were sung or recited before

that prince. He relates how the Beg addressed

him as a great poet, whose Persian verses

had a world-wide fame, and expressed a wish

that he would stay with him that winter and

write a book in the language of the Beg's

people, as a lasting memorial of his name

:

jb <JjMjyt,,{ ^j>/ taiij*s J_j£/

cibyy ,3 J\& *Lj Jji) C-U'^Ci.

b *-jb jjljj' y i^JJL."^) ^\^
jb !»y

^f LiAJ
J*?, (j^ ^

A subsequent section is devoted to the

praises of the Beg, who is said to be of the

Kongrat tribe, and is described as a powerful

ruler and the mainstay of the Shahinshah

Jani Beg (of the Golden Horde):

J..)J\
ciJJjo Ji Q\ yJiib. L^L^f

j^3 Jbi*\ ,j^*« OjU-»

j+» ^-> ciiU ,Ji>ji\ ^JA~> yV ^
J4«" u''^ ^ &^~ ""^^ ti^" *£**"»

The prince thus addressed is apparently

Emir Muhammed Khwajah Aperdi, who held

Endekhud, Shiburghan and Balkh, and fell,

A.H. 759, in a battle fought, with Sitilmish

Beg, Emir of Kuhist.m, against Melik Mo'izz

ud-Dln Husein Kert. See Matla' us-Sa'dein,

f. 100, and Hablb us-Siyer, vol. iii., Juz 2,

p. 76. The present poem was composed a

few years previously, A.H. 754, as stated at

the end, f. 312 a:

^iZij*aj£»<}j> *S Jtiii £
L^wKy *J$ °J^ JAjjl Ji

Although the poem is said, f . 293 b, to con-

tain ten letters:

r*

&*b
uJj\ ^ &*b

there are in reality eleven. In a Persian

Mesnevi at the end the author relates an

adventure which he and a Seyyid, his travel-

ling companion, met with on their pilgrimage,

his object being to inculcate love and regard

towards the descendants of the Prophet.

X. Foil. 314—321.

lj* lJo&* dlii (jib Jj\

" The contest of the arrow and the bow,"

in prose and verse, by Yakini J&i.
Maulana Yakini is noticed in the Mejalis

un-Nefa'is immediately after Lutfi. " He
wrote verses in Turki and in Persian. He
was a fierce-tempered and arrogant man

;

but he turned penitent at last, and Mir
l

Ali

Shir hopes that he may have been forgiven.

He was buried in Dereh i Du-biraderan." In
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the Riyaz ush-Shu'ara, f. 507 b, he is called
Yiiklni Herevi.

In a preamble, the beginning of which is

lost, the author describes the archery practice
of a youthful rider who was shooting arrows
at a pumpkin, and whose sight suggested to
him the theme of this Munazareh, a subject
which, he says, had never been handled before.

The Munazareh begins as follows

.*# a^uj

^3j3* tdWM crW ^b* b j$ C-a£o^
At the end the author begs the readers to

pray for his soul, and gives his name in the
following verse:

OfUUs j'wL
(gf^f kitfcj ^jJu.

,_sUb» ob ^jj ji*. »\p^

Verses of Sekkaki (see above, p. 284 a), and
of Lutfi, are incidentally quoted, f. 319 b, and
the former is called the Mujtehid, or supreme
arbiter, ofTurki poets,viJUoi^U, cJj^J^L

XI. Foil. 321 b—328. A contest between
the lute tj;xAs and other stringed instruments,

a Mesnevi by Ahmedi.

Beg. J=- *c- J^jj O^- o-Uj ^ uJ^t

jijA W-l &r J&j l«« J jib- ^ *JiU

In a short prose preamble the author states

the subject of the poem, and his name, as

follOWS : yJjjjUljUSM l_>b»1 J)J} \ l^jXi y) SJO U
«—°^J &£»-b* J 8j^li* 'JjjuJ^ *-^*jb **U.d.

u» y ^ U-Oi> y^-bJ' (_*—i"
^jjji)

ur~»\ ^.X^ tfc-^-V jj^ ^-J-i^ CJlLi

The poem begins:

In the contest the lute plays the leading
part. The names of the other instruments
which in turn assert their superior claims

against it are: Cii^ t-jb, u'*ybjyy dli*. jyt

XII. Foil. 329—337. A contest between
wine and the opiate called ' beng,' in mixed
prose and verse, by Yusuf Emiri.

Beg. ^bJ
3

(Jj,b3 ^sf^ u^^*- 3 u*^±*
Jac si- p}~\ J*-j» ^ *Ny ^ _, *!iU J* •*

The author, who in the preface calls him-

self by the above name, is evidently the poet

already mentioned, art. vii. The subject

was suggested to him, he says, by a friend

who requested him to treat it "after the

manner of the Persians but in the language

of the. Turks, no one having yet done so :

"

t_*xijJ SjJibVo \jJdu«U j>&\»- j CJ-O y ,.»M < _--V »

ki^tf jyb £ s~>J>) £fc jj&> dJ jb» y j{ Ji*L»

j3j? J^>^r ^^--JV1

The contending parties appear in the garb

of a green-clad Sufi and a youth in rose-

coloured raiment.

The copyist callshimself, in one place.f. 22/v,

i_JS\£M .X*** kib», and in another, f. 141 b,

<jj
\*aj\ (jW* {J

^». ^ j^v On f. 272 4 is

written the name of a former owner of the

MS. JJ\ ftlk J* i\j< y'JaL.jj.1 *$3Uj <u»-'.^.

Emir Sultan Murad, son of Emir Shahi, of
the Kivami Seyyids of Mazenderan, lived at

the Court of Shah Tahmasp, who sent him to

that country, A.H. 969, to supersede his

cousin, Emir 'Abdullah, as tributary prince.

See Jehan-ara, f. 74 b, and Tarikh i Elchi

Nizamshah, Schefer's Chrestomathie, vol. ii.,

p. 95. Another note, f. 2 a, states that the

MS. was bought in Kazvin, A.H. 1218, by
Muhammed B. Hilji 'Ali.

Add. 7908.

Foil. 250; 13i in. by 9 ; 27 lines 6 in.

long; written in four gold-ruled columns, in

a small and neat Nestalik, with five 'Unvans,

apparently early in the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 166.]

p p 2
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The five Mesnevis of Neva'i, i.e. Mir *Ali

Shir ; see above, p. 273 a.

I. Fol. 1.

Hairet ul-Ebrar, a poem composed in

imitation of the Makhzen ul-Esrar of Nizami,

and in the same metre. It is the first of

Khamseh.

Beg.
f*>-J\ u+s-J} *1N f-i

A prologue of inordinate length includes

a eulogy on the three prototypes of the

present poem. viz. the Makhzen ul-Esrar,

the Matla
1

ul-Envar of Khusrev Dihlevi,

and the Tuhfet ul-Ahrar of Jami, which

last Mir 'Ali Shir says he had received from

the hand of its author ; also a pane-

gyric on the reigning sovereign, Ebul-Ghazi

Sultan Husein Behadur Khan. The poem
is divided, like the Makhzen ul-Esrar, into

twenty sections called Makaleh.

The title of the poem, and the date of its

composition, A.H. 888, are found in the fol-

lowing Hues at the end :

^jjtil *>^ j\j>\ ^->ji=-

II. Fol. 42.

Seddi Iskenderi, a poem in imitation of the

Iskender Nameh of Nizami, and in the same
metre. It is the fifth poem of the Khamseh.

Beg. &>-» x^\<£- J—* Wi*>-

The date of composition, although not

expressly stated, may be inferred from the

following passages. It appears from the

epilogue, fol. Ill b, that the five parts of the

Khamseh were composed in the same order

as the corresponding poems of Nizami, and

that the Seddi Iskenderi was the last

:

i^jp' o»»yV
(

»Jft) i_J\£ \&\

J3

«JL>OJ\ {)<&3i udhji yr

u}~s jy^y «P
(

^ <ie>- i^y^ y?

^ysr ^J^* c?^i* i/^** i$~^

.A*

JJ3 J.JJ %jAj£*
t* J3

- r

U3

As the following passage, f. 112 a, shows

that Neva'i had not spent more than two
years on the composition of the whole Kham-
seh, the first part of which was written

A.H. 888, the date of the Seddi Iskenderi

cannot be later than A.H. 890 :

JJ tfjyd c-^r lJ&J^ <^*i^ 3>

eS- c\J.\
(tf5

IpT
b#"» cs-^y^.

In the prologue are found again praises

of Nizami, Khusrev and Jami, and a pane-

gyric on Ebul-Ghazi Sultan Husein and the

heir presumptive, Bedi
c

uz-Zeman.

III. Fol. 114.

" The seven Planets," the fourth poem of

the Khamseh, imitated from the Heft Peiker

of Nizami, in the same measure.

Beg. J^) ^Jjo Jjj \6^i^ i^li-*«L-» ^\

JliU \&jJS t/j-Jy" u?.±>-f> J*> tf
Jj.^

The prologue contains eulogies on Nizami,

Khusrev and Jami, with a full enumeration of

the latter' s works, and panegyrics on Sultan

Husein and on his favourite wife (Khadijeh

Bigim). The poem was completed in the
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month of Jumada II, A.H. 889, and consists

of about five thousand beits, as stated at

the end

:

jy. y£» ***' Jb* *>/

Jyy lib ^j &>\ ,ji^3j\ ^L-ijurt

,j\y& (^J^jb AjjJLrfH

U±!*> tfV^ t^1^ J j>
tj>a£ *>.ii^b3 <^±-« (ji^ tj ,J^

A copy of the same poem is mentioned in

the Vienna Catalogue, vol. i., p. 613, under

the title of A"!ta j J^, and is said to be

dated A.H. 887.

IV. Fol. 160.

Mejnun u Leila, the third poem of the

Khamseh, in the same metre as the Leila u

Mejnun of Nizami.

Beg. jls.]^ aJaJ LiiJujT
u?

2jc t/\

The prologue contains eulogies on Jfuni, on

Sultan Husein and on his eldest son,Bedi'uz-

Zeman.

A section of the epilogue is devoted to the

praise of Sultan Uveis Behadur, to whom
the poet addresses also some moral advice.

This prince was a son of Baikara Mirza, the

elder brother of Sultan Husein. See Baber,

Ilminsky's edition, p. 203.

Two pages at the end contain a few lines

of Mir 'Ali Shir's translation, in Turki

quatrains, of the sayings of 'Ali, with the

heading ^p **=rj> ,J^J& ^>!iw jiiifj-«.

The proper title of the translation, written

A.H. 890, isjfc^ Jai. See Belin, Journal

Asiatique, 5
e Serie, vol. xvii., pp. 233, 237.

V. Fol. 194.

Ferhad u Shlrin, the second poem of the

Khamseh, in the metre of the Khusrev u

Shlrin of Niziimi.

Beg. JWM ^\j\ Ai \l)x>*.

Three sections of the prologue aro re-

spectively devoted to praises of Jfuni, of

Sultan-Husein and of Bedi' uz-Zoman. In

the epilogue there is a eulogy of Shah Gharib

Behadur, followed by moral exhortations

addressed to that prince. Shah Gharib, the

second son of Sultan Husein, died young.

His poetical talent is noticed by 'Ali Shir in

the Mejalis (Belin, I.e. p. 297) and by Baber,

Ilminsky edition, p. 206.

The MS. breaks off at f. 249. It wants

the last hundred beits. A few verses, written

by a modern hand, f. 250 a, with the date

A.H. 1221, do not supply the deficiency.

The date of composition, lost in the present

copy, is found in two of the following MSS.,

Or. 400, f. 83 6, and Add. 26,325, f . 198 b. It

is A.H. 889, as stated in the following lines

;

A>\ j, pj& ***b «^Uitfy

&j>\ jab j*&Jb ^bj Jto,

A MS. of the Khamseh, written by Sultan

'Ali, A.H. 898, is described by Dona, S. Peters-

burg Catalogue, No. 560. The Khamseh is

included in the copies of the Kulliyyat which

have been mentioned, p. 275 b. See also

Sprenger's Catalogue, Nos. 1651-2.

Fragments of the Hairet ul-Ebrar, Ferhad

u Shlrin, and Mejnun u Leila, have been

published by Berezin in his Chrestomathie

Turque, vol. i., pp. 288—319, and a section

of Ferhad, with German translation, will be

found in Vambe'ry's C'agataische Studien,

pp. 180—87.

Or. 400.

Foil. 291; 10 in. by 6^; 19 lines 4J in.

long ; written in four red-ruled columns, in a

small cursive Nestalik, apparently in India,

in the 17th century. [George W. Hamilton.]
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The last four poems of the Khamseh of

Neva'i, in the following order: Ferhad u

Shirin, f. 2 ; Mejnun u Leila, f. 84 ; Seb'ah

Seyyareh, f. 134; Sedd i Iskenderi,f. 202.

Oti the first page is impressed the seal of

Kukhr ud-Dln Ahmed Khan, with the date

A.H. 1188. On the same page are the ver-

milion stamps of the kings of Oude.

Add. 7909.

Foil. 157; 9A. in. by 5£; 12 lines 3} in.

long ; written in two columns, in fair Nestalik,

with an 'Unvan, gold-ruled margins and

thirteen half-page miniatures; dated Isfahan,

in the reign of Shah 'Abbas, 22 Shevval,

A.H. 1006 (A.D. 1598). [Rich, No. 165.]

Hairet ul-Ebrar, the first poem of the

Khamseh of Mir *Ali Shir Neva'i. See p. 292.

Copyist : ^UN ^j>^- J^^ wllaU

On the last page is a note relating to the

purchase of the MS. in Kazvin on the 11th of

Jumada II, A.H. 1161.

Add. 26,325.

Foil. 199; 6| in. by ^; 15 lines 2± in.

long ; written in two gold-ruled columns, on

brown-tinted paper, in a minute and neat

Nestalik, apparently in the 16th century.

[Wm. Eeskine.]

Ferhad u Shirin, the second poem of the

Khamseh of Neva'i (see p. 293 a), slightly

imperfect at the beginning. The first 118

Beits of the prologue are missing. The

first folio, which has lost two lines at the

bottom, begins with the following line :

** t^J3 usj* &? »jV &L* {/
See Add. 7908, f. 195 6, line 18.

Or. 401.

Foil. 233 ; 9* in. by 6 ; 14 lines %\ in.

long ; written in very fine Nestalik, with

two 'Unvans and gold-ruled columns ; dated

Rebi'I, A.H. 887 (A.D. 1482).

[Geo. Wm. Hamilton.]

The Divan of Neva'i (Mir *Ali Shir), with

a prose preface by the author beginning :

The Divan begins as follows :

^^5\ Jiy\ (_^>K)1 (j-,^ [j^s- jj* <sJijL\

This valuable copy, written in the author's

lifetime, contains probably the earliest col-

lection of his shorter poems. From the

preface it appears that Mir 'Ali Shir's youth-

ful compositions had been mostly committed

to writing from time to time by his friend

and admirer, Muhammed Sulta.n,
a and that

the scattered pieces were first collected and

arranged in alphabetical order by the author

at the desire of his sovereign, Ebul Grhazi

Sultan Husein, then newly established on

the throne, who took pleasure in reading,

and occasionally correcting, the verses of

Mir 'Ali Shir.

The Divan bears no special title in this

copy. It appears to have been entitled

sS\±A\ *^J.?, and the preface is probably the

same as that of the Khanikof MS. described

by Veliaminof in his preface to the Abushka,

p. 15. It is known that the poet subsequently

arranged all his shorter compositions in

* This prince, commonly called Kichik, or Kuchuk

Mirza, was a son of Sultan Ahmed Mirza, grandson of

Miranshah, and of Aka BIgim, sister of Sultan Husein.

He died in the prime of life, A.H. 889. See Habib us-

Siyer, vol. iii , Juz 3
; p. 240. His literary taste and

accomplishments are noticed by both 'Ali Shir and Baber.

See Belin, Journal Asiatique, 5" Serie, vol. xvii., p. 29o,

and Ilminsky's Baber Kanieb, p. 203.
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four Divans, to which he gave titles cor-

responding to the periods of his life, viz.

Ghara'ib us-Sighar, Nevadir ush-Shebab,

Beda'i
1
ul-Vesat, and Feva'id ul-Kiber. See

Belin, Journal Asiatique, 58
Serie, vol. xvii.,

p. 234, and Veliaminofs preface to the

Abushka, p. 10.

Contents : Preface, fol. 1 b. Ghazels in

alphabetical order, f. 13 b. Mustezads, Mu-
khammesat Terkib-bends, f. 192 b. Mu-
kattaat, f. 209 a. Rubaiyyat alphabetically

arranged, f. 215 b. Kitaat and Ferdiyyat,

f. 224 a.

The number of Ghazels under the letter

Elif is forty-four.

For MSS. of the Divan of Neva'i see the

Catalogues of Paris, No. 275 ; Uri, p. 313,

No. 59; S. Petersburg, Nos. 561—4, Munich,

Nos. 161-2, and Berlin (Pertsch), No. 18,5.

Or. 1374.

Foil. 189; 9£ in. by 6; 13 lines, 3f in.

long ; written in elegant Nestalik, on gold-

sprinkled paper, with an illuminated border

of the highest finish enclosing the first two

pages, five 'TJnvans in the body of the volume,

and ornamental headings on every page,

probably in the first half of the 16th century
;

bound in rich covers, with stamped and gilt

patterns inside and glazed paintings outside.

[Sir Chaeles A. Murray.]

The Divan of Neva'i, without preface.

The first five Ghazels, out of twenty-two

rhyming in ), are the same as in the preced-

ing MS. and are in the same order. The rest

of the volume shows a considerable degree of

agreement with the same copy, from which

it chiefly differs by frequent omissions.

Contents : Ghazels, f. 1 b. Terkibs,

f. 157 a. Ruba'is in alphabetical order,

f. 160 b. Riddles on objects, f. 168 b.

Riddles on proper names, f. 170 b. Quatrains

of the kind called Jy.y, f. 174 6. Terji'at

and Kit'ahs, foil. 176 6—188.

On fol. 190 is a Persian note by a modern
hand stating that some judges of writing

were of opinion that the MS. was by tin-

pen of Mir 'Ali Katib, while others ascribed

it to Shah Mahraud, the best pupil of Mir

'Imiid (see the Persian Catalogue, p. 574).

The first page has a highly finished cir-

cular ornament, which probably enclosed the

name of the princely owner of the MS.
But, if so, the writing has been obliterated,

as well as a seal above, another beneath, and

a note at the bottom of the page.

In an English notice by Sir Charlet \

Murray, dated Tehran, Oct. 1858, and ap-

pended at the end, it is stated that the

lower of the two seals above mentioned is

that of Mirza Mehdi Khan, secretary to Nadir

Shah.

The painting on the right hand cover

represents a youthful king seated on a throne,

with attendants. On the steps of the throne

is written : ,_£& ^ ,^sx^ »'^=,^ tsu J^fr

" Done by His Majesty's servant, Sidi 'Ali,

the painter."

Or. ] 375.

Foil. 368; 10 in. by 6; 17 lines 2} in.

long, with twelve diagonal half-lines in the

margins ; written in fair Nestalik, with gold-

ruled margins and blue headings ; apparently

about the close of the 16th century.

[Sir Charles A. Mubbay.]

The Divan of Neva'i, without preface.

The first nine Ghazels agree with those of

Or. 401, but there is considerable difference

in the rest of the contents, the present

copy being by far the more copious. It con-

tains forty-eight Ghazels under letter Elif.

The Ghazels are followed by Mustezads.

f. 362 6, Mukhammesat, f . 363 b, and Ru-

ba'ijyat* f. 365 b.

The original MS. is defective at beginning

and end. Foil. 1—17 and 365—368 have been

supplied by a later hand. The latter portion
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was written A.H. 1272 (A.D. 1854) by 'Abd

ul-Hamid Safa for the 'Prince of poets,'

Riza Kuli Khan Hidayet.

Safai Tefrishi (Abd ul-Hamid) is noticed

as a poet and skilled penman in the Mejma'

ul-Fusaha, vol. ii., p. 327.

Add. 7910.

Foil. 230; 9£ in. by 5; 14 lines 2| in. long;

written in neat Nestalik, with two 'Unvaus,

gilt marginal ornaments and gold-ruled

margins ; dated end of Jumada II, A.H. 1041

(A.D. 1032). [Rich, No. 177 b.]

The Divan of Neva'i, with the same preface

as in Or. 401.

Beginning of the Divan :

lag ,_$/ eAy liftSU*. j.^> ^)

Contents : Preface, f . 1 b. Ghazels in alpha-

betical order, f. 12 b. Terjrbends, Mukham-

mesat, Kit'ahs, and Matali
1

, f. 218 a.

The number of Ghazels rhyming in Elif is

forty-nine. The contents differ very mate-

rially from those of Or. 401. The first Ghazel

of this copy occurs in another MS., Add.

7827, f. 44 b, as part of the second Divan,

Nevadir ush-Shebab.

Add. 7912.

Foil. 222 ; 8J in. by 5| ; 14 lines, 3| in. long;

written in rather cursive Nestalik, apparently

in the 17th century. [Rich, No. 177 a.]

The Divan of Neva'i, with the same pre-

face and the same beginning as in Or. 401.

This copy contains only Ghazels, but in

larger number than most of the preceding

MSS. There are no less than fifty-two
under the letter Elif. These include the first

twelve Ghazels of Or. 401, arranged in the

same order. But further on there is con-

siderable divergence between the contents of

the two MSS.

Add. 7911.

Foil. 180 ; 9£ in. by 6| ; 17 lines 4| in.

long ; written in Nestalik, apparently in the

18th century. [Rich, No. 177.]

The Divan of Neva'i, with the same preface

as in Or. 401.

The preface is followed, without any break

or heading, by another prose composition of

considerable extent, foil. 9 b—20 b, which,

but for being by the same author, has no

connection with the Divan. It begins : ^^>-

\lx2i ii\J\ Ijl tj*\ US I (^j&joU., and is a memorial

addressed by Mir 'Ali Shir to Sultan Husein

with the object of obtaining his discharge

from office, and leave to go to Mecca.

It is written in turgid and laboured prose,

freely interspersed with verses. After the

customary panegyric, and a record of the

urgent appeal which, at the very beginning

of the reign, had summoned him to Court,

the writer dwells at length on his constant

devotion, on the disinterested character of

his services, and on the liberal use made of

his wealth for charitable purposes. He men-

tions especially, with full particulars, his pious

foundations, the mosque and the Ikhlasiyyeh

Medreseh, a which he had built on land given

him by the Sultan, A.H. 881, close to the

Kushk i Murghabi, north of Herat. Thanks

to royal favour, all his desires had been

fulfilled beyond expectation ; all but two,

namely the opportunity of performing the

Hajj h (one of the five fundamental obligations

a One of Mir 'Ali Shir's writings, the Vakfiyyeh, contains

his dispositions respecting the above two foundations and

their endowments. See Belin, Journal Asiatique, 5 e
Serie,

vol. xvii., p. 228. Both buildings are mentioned by Baber

in his Memoirs, Ilminsky's edition, p. 242.
6 That wish was not destined to be realized : Mir 'Ali

Shir set out for Mecca, A.H. 904 ; but he did not proceed

beyond Meshhed, when, seeing the reluctance of his sove-

reign to let him go on so distant a journey, he retraced

his steps to Serakhs, where he joined the royal camp.

See Khwand-Emir, Life of Mir Ali Shir, Add. 7669,

f. 152, and Habib us-Siyer, vol. iii., Juz 3, p. 280.
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of Islam, and sufficient leisure to devote

himself to the composition, in prose and

verse, of writings worthy to perpetuate His

Majesty's memory. He concludes with a

long enumeration of the distracting cares

and ceaseless importunities entailed upon

him by his official position.

The first three Ghazels of this copy are

the same as in Or. 401 ; but there is con-

siderable divergence in the remaining con-

tents, and the number of pieces common to

both MSS. is very small. The letter Elif

contains only twenty-three Ghazels against

the forty-four of Or. 401, and there is a pro-

portionate inferiority of numbers throughout

the Divan.

The alphabetical series of Ghazels is fol-

lowed by Mustezads, f. 160 b ; Mukham-
mesat, f. 162 a; a Saki Nameh, f. 170a;
TerjTs, f. 171 b, and Mukatta'at, f. 176 b.

Or. 1158.

Foil. 140 ; 8| in. by 6£ ; 17 lines 3f in. long;

written in elegant Nestalik, with 'Unvan and

gold-ruled margins, apparently in the 16th

century. [Alex. Jaba.]

A Divan by Neva'i, with the heading jjl^j

The Nevadir ush-Shebab is the second of

the four Divans of Neva'i. See p. 295 a.

The contents are almost entirely different

from those of the preceding copies. There

are twenty- six Ghazels under the letter Elif.

The alphabetical series of Ghazels breaks off,

f. 138 b, before the end of the letter s, after

the first two lines of a Ghazel beginning

:

*dj&o aJjjo utjU Jy JU>j
i
Jl^'

The last two leaves contain Terkibs.

Add. 7913.

Foil. 184; 10} in. by 6} ; 14 lines about 3J
in. long; written in plain Nestalik, appa-

rently in the 17th century.

[Rich, No. 177.]

I. Foil. 1—44. A glossary to the poetical

works of Neva'i, explained in Osmanli Turk-

ish, without title or author's name.

Beg. _jj ±>j CJujjwi <j\*g* il~^* 3 \Ls.

After an observation on the'scriptio plena'

which prevails in copies of Neva'i's works,

the glossary proper begins as follows:

<jy» jy-^ij 1 {—Jj^ *ii>y^ &».j2uN >_iM t-^b

Although agreeing with the Abushka (see

p. 263 a) with regard to its beginning and a

large proportion of the poetical quotations,

the present glossary cannot be described as

an abridgment of that work. It differs from

it both in matter and in arrangement.

Though generally less copious, it contains

many words not found in the Abushka.

The general arrangement is the same as in

the latter work. Each letter is divided,

according to the accompanying vowel, into

three sections called Babs; but the order of

words in those sections is quite different.

Most quotations are from the poems of the

Khamseh. There are comparatively few

from Neva'i's Divan, and apparently none

from his prose works.

The work has been described by M. Pavet

de Courteille in his preface to the Dictionnaire

Turk-Oriental, p. ix, from a specimen sent

to him by Shinasi Efendi, the beginning of

which is the same as that of the present copy.

II. Foil. 45—56 a. Preface to Neva'i's

Divan, agreeing with that of Or. 401, except

that it has before the ordinary beginning

:
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-Lai a short doxology in

live Mesnevi distichs, the first of which is:

III. Foil. 56 6—184. The Divan, con-

sisting only of Gbazels, and imperfect at the

end. This copy is richer than most of the

preceding MSS. It has forty-five G-hazels

under the letter Elif, the first twelve of which

are the same as in Or. 401 , and in the same

order.

It ends abruptly with the forty-fifth Ghazel

under letter u , which begins :

V>-±*)U&3\ cb
•fi ^*y u~-*^y >•

Or. 3492.

Foil. 89 ; 91 in. by h\ ; 17 lines 3 J in. long

;

written in cursive and inelegant Nestalik,

probably in India ; dated A.H. 1227 (A.D.

1812). [Sidney Churchill.]

The Divan of Neva'i, with a metrical Per-

sian translation by Sa'il, JjL*

It has the same beginning as Or. 401, and

contains about 250 Ghazels in alphabetical

order. Each Ghazel is followed by a Persian

translation in the same metre as the original,

and mostly, though not invariably, with the

same rhyme. In the last Beit of each Persian

Ghazel the translator's takhallus, Sa'il, is

substituted for Neva'i.

The translation of the first Ghazel begins

as follows :

\±$\ j\j>\ ^jjKJI jj~k£> \jSs- ,^<i cJiJZA

Most of the twenty-two Ghazels rhyming

in Elif are found, and nearly in the same

order, in Add. 7910. The alphabetical series

is not carried on to the end ; it concludes

with thirty-three Ghazels rhyming in Nun,

to which is added at the end one in Vav.

The translator, who is only designated by

his takhallus, is probably identical with the

Persian poet Sa'il Hamadani, who lived under

Sultan Husein Mirza, and died under Shah

Tahmasp, A.H. 940 or 950. See Tuhfeh i

Sami, f. 112 «, Riyaz ush-Shu ara, f. 207 b,

the Oude Catalogue, pp. 22, 50, 77, and

Subh i Gulshen, p. 196.

Or. 3491.

Foil. 33 ; 9i in. by 6 ; 12 lines 3J in. long ;

written in elegant Nestalik, with a rich

'Unvan, illuminated borders and headings,

and with six highly finished miniatures,

nearly whole-page, in the Persian style,

apparently in the 16th century; mounted on

tinted paper, alternately red, blue, and green,

with designs of flowers and animals in gold.

[Sidney Churchill.]

' Makhzen ul-Esrar,' by Mir Haider Telbeh.

See above, p. 286 b.

The text differs considerably from the copy

already described, not only by the occasional

omission of single lines, and the addition of

others, but also with regard to the order of

the various sections of the poem. A portion

of the prologue, corresponding with foil.

123 a—124 a of the first copy, is transferred

in an abridged form to the end.

There are also two lacunae, apparently due

to the loss of some leaves. The first consists

of the eulogy on Sultan Iskender (Add.

7914, foil. 121 a—123 a). The second cor-

responds with foil. 129 a—133 b of the same

MS., and comprises the anecdote of Suleiman

and the handful of clay, and the story of

Sultan Mahmud and the old hermit (the third

extract of Pavet de Courteille, Miradj Na-

meh, p. 59).

From what is left of the subscription it

appears that the MS. was written for some

great personage, the governor of a province;

but the latter part, which contained his name,
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that of the scribe, and probably the date,

has been purposely obliterated. The extant

portion is as follows : gfcl *U>b jJS» <-jjJL*

i)jj\ j-aft s^liiN iilaLJ^ ^j J^L\ AjJ^.j* J3j

.... 8\j#S \e\*- »^UM

Or. 3379.

Foil. 75 ; 11| in. by 8; 15 lines 4| in.

long ; written in elegant Nestalik, with gold-

ruled margin and two 'Unvans, early in the

18th century. [Sidnky Chokchill.]

^ia .-> U'*-P

The Divan of Huseini, i.e. Ebul-Ghazi

Sultan-Husein Beikara (see p. 256 b), with

a literal Persian translation and explanatory

notes by Muhammed Refi* B. Muhammed
Yahya, MunshI ul-Memalik.

The translator's preface which occupies

the first four pages begins :

After a wordy panegyric on the reigning

sovereign, Shah Sultan-Husein Safevi (A.H.

1105—1135) he says, that His Majesty had a

liking for the Divan i Ghazeliyyiit of his

namesake, Sultan-Htisein Mirza Beikara

;

but, finding himself precluded by the dif-

ficulties of the Jaghata'i language from a

full enjoyment of its beauties, he ordered his

born servant, Muhammed Ref i\ " who was
proficient in most tongues," to dress them in

a Persian garb.

The MS. contains only a selection from

the complete Divan ; it comprises no more
than 144 Ghazels, a small portion of those

the Matla's, or opening lines, of which are

given in alphabetical order by Mir 'Ali Shir

in the concluding section of the Mejalis un-

Nefa'is, Add. 7875, foil. 112—126. It begins,

fol. 4 b, with the following distich

:

under which is written the Persian version

as follows :

(—j\i. »\ *xLi,

The above line is the sixth of the Ma^la'*

quoted by Mir 'AH Shir, 1. c, f. 114 6, while

the fifth

:

occurs at the beginning of the third Ghazel

of our MS., fol. 5 b.

The volume has lost one or more leaves at

the end ; it breaks off after the fourth Beit

of the Ghazel beginning :

which is the 24th of the Ghazels in ^j. The

same line is quoted by Mir 'Ali Shir, 1. c,

f. 124 b.

A literal translation in Persian prose is

written in a smaller character under each

line of the text. Marginal notes in a still

more minute hand, enclosed by golden lines,

are added to passages requiring further expla-

nation.

The present MS. bears on the first page the

seal of Keika'us Mirza, with the inscription

:

U^J%4 ^r il£ SJJJ

On the last leaf is a note of acquisition by

some princely person (probably the same

Keika'us), A.H. 1240.

Keika'us Mirza, one of the numerous sons

of Feth 'AH Shah, was born A.H. 1222, and

was for manyyears governor of Kum. He was

still living in Teheran A.H. 1254. See Ruz-

namcheh i Humayun, Or. 1361, fol. 30, and

Gulshen i Mahmud, Or. 3553, f. 43.

The Divan i Huseini is included in a

Paris copy of the Kulliyat of Neva'i, Supplt-

Q Q 2
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ment turc, No. 108, which was written in

Herat A.H. 930—933. See Belin, Journal

Asiatique, 5* Serie, vol. 17, p. 176.

Or. 3493.
Foil. 9 ; 10} in. by 7} ; 4 lines 2f in. long;

written in a large and elegant Nestalik,

probably about the beginning of the 16th

century. The first two pages are enclosed

in a broad and richly illuminated border, and

throughout the volume the spaces between

the lines are filled in with gold and coloured

designs. [Sidney Chuuchill.]

Select verses from the same Divan.

Beg. C>U> t-->T ijMiAxejZ) J&J* <^*^*>j* l?I

This is the initial distich of the first Ghazel

in <o according to Mir 'Ali Shir's enumera-

tion in the Mejalis. But the present extract

is confined to the first three Beits. It is

followed by the beginning of the fourth

Ghazel in Elif

:

The rest of the volume, which has evidently

lost some leaves, contains no more than two or

three consecutive Beits ofeach of threeGhazels

rhyming in j, namely, the third, the eighth,

and the tenth, with a few detached verses.

The MS. is signed by the celebrated penman

Sultan 'Ah' Meshhedi, who lived at the Court

of the royal poet : ,_yj^U\^ ^UaL- jjj<5\ t^

Add. 7907.
Foil. 78 ; 9± in. by 6 ; 12 lines 3* in. long ;

written in elegant Nestalik, with 'Unvan, gilt

headings and gold-ruled margins ; apparently

in the first quarter of the 16th century.

[Rich, No. 175.]

The Divan of 'Obeidi.

Beg. U*J\, ^f ^l
c
\j&\ rjSa\ b

'Obeidi is the poetical surname of the

famous Uzbek prince, 'Obeid Ullah Khan,

son of Mahmud Sultan, the brother of Shei-

bani Khan. He was, after the death of Shei-

bani Khan, the virtual chief and mainsbay of

the Uzbek empire ; but he was not raised to

the Khanship till after the death of his cousin

Ebti Sa'id Khan, A.H. 939. He died A.H.

94-6, at the age of fifty-six. See Jehan-ara,

ff.159 and 220,Vambery, History of Bukhara,

p. 281, and Howorth, History of the Mongols,

Part II., pp. 720—723.

While the author of Lata'if Nameh, Add.

7669, f. 117, describes 'Obeid Ullah Khan as

a meek and pious prince, fond of the society of

poets, and skilled in Persian and Turki poetry,

Sam Mirza represents him in the Tuhfeh i

Sami, f. 19, as a blood-thirsty and merciless

tyrant, who had laid waste most parts of

Iran and Khorasan, and slaughtered upwards
of forty thousand people. Shah Tahmasp,
who often mentions him in his memoirs,
speaks of him in the most abusive terms.

See Teufel, Zeitschrift der D. Morg. Ges.,

vol. 37, p. 120.

A Turki verse of 'Obeid Ullah Khan quoted

in the Lata'if Nameh, 1. c, and another

adduced in the Abushka, p. 60, are both
found in the present copy. Some of his

Persian verses are given in the Ateshkedeh,

f. 10 a, and in the Mejma* ul-Fusaha, vol. i.,

p. 40.

The Divan consists almost entirely of

Ghazels in alphabetical order. At the end
are a Terkib-bend, f . 69 b, and an alphabetical

series of Ruba'is which comes to an end
with the letter j.

The MS. is due to the pen of the famous
calligrapher, Sultan 'Ali Meshhedi, who
wrote it by desire of the author, as stated

in the following subscription : <oliSo ^JjLi jS

J* JU aJikk JU3 <d» jit Oai ijtil v.,,«;

Sultan 'AH lived in Herat in the employ
of Sultan Husein and Mir 'Ali Shir. The
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date of the MS. must fall between A.H. 913,

when Herat was taken by the Uzbeks, and

the death of Sultan 'Ali, which took place,

according to the Hablb us- Siyer, A.H. 919.

On the first page is a miniature represent-

ing a hunting scene.

Or. 2872.

Foil. 245; 9^ in. by 5* ; 15 lines from

3 to 3^ in. long ; written in two columns,

with 'Unvan and gold-ruled margins, early

in the 17th century. [Sidnei Ohubchill,]

The Turki and Persian Divans of Emani.

Beg. Li*.* j, j»\ fir*' ^

Four poets of the above name are men-

tioned in the Tezkirehs, viz. 1. Mir Emani
(Mirza Sherif) Isfahani, who lived under

Shah Tahmasp and stayed twenty years in

India (Riyaz ush-Shu'ara, f . 45 a, Oude Cata-

logue, p. 55). 2. Mir Emani Herevi, who
lived in Kabul, went to India, and died in

Jaunpur, A.H. 9S1 (Riyaz, ib., Oude Cata-

logue, p. 150). 3. Mirza Eman Ullah Asaf

Khan, who died under Shahjehan, A.H. 1047

(v. Persian Catalogue, p. 509). 4. MullaAbd-
ullah Emani, of Kirman, who attached him-

self to Muhammed Sa*id Mir Jumlah (Riyaz,

f. 52 a, Subh i Gulshen, p. 37).

The author of the present Divan cannot

be identified with any of the four, and our

knowledge of him is confined to such facts

as may be gathered from his poems. He
appears to have been Turkish Emir attached

to the Persian Court during the reigns of

Shah Tahmasp and Shah 'Abbas I., to both of

whom, but especially to the latter, laudatory

poems are addressed (see foil. 212 b, 194 a,

209 b, 220 a). His age can be approximately

inferred from a Terkib-bend composed on the

occasion of his pilgrimage to Mecca, All.

1006, in which he states that he was then

past sixty, f. 222 a :

-v"

w*V
2

o*>.

3 ^.
J-

U*}* J* fS* **' >J* LH
He must therefore have been born about

A.H. 945. But he evidently continued in

active service to an advanced age. From
some passages of the Divan it appears that

he accompanied Shah 'Abbas in the campaign

of Merv, A.H. 1008, and in his expedition

against Baki Khan in Balkh, A.H. 1011 (see

foil. 164 a, 209 b, 191 a). Frequent refe-

rences to Herat (foil. 116 6, 119 o, 202 a)

show that he must have lived some time in

that city. The dates occurring in the text

range from A.H. 972 (f. 197 a) to A.H. 1014.

The latter is found at the end of a Turki

Ghazel composed in that year, f. 13 b :

A still later date appears in a marginal

addition, f. 211 b. It consists of verses

relating to the end of Aka Khizr, who was

mortally wounded and buried in Meshhed,

A.H. 1016.

Numerous poems in praise of the Imams,

especially of the great Imam of Meshhed,

'Ali Riza, show that Emani was a fervent

Shi'ah. We learn his proper name, Muham-
med, from the opening line of a short poem

recording the foundation by himself of a

sacred or charitable establishment, f. 189 b

:

The Turki Divan, which forms the first

half of the volume, foil. 1—89, begins with

a Mesnevi in praise of God, the end of
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which is lost. There is great confusion in

that part of the MS. and, as several folios

are missing, it would not be possible to

restore it to its primitive order. Taking

it as it stands, the contents are as follows :

Foil. 2—8. The last two Ghazels in and

the whole of the Ghazels in 5. Foil. 9—12.

Ghazels in <J>, ^, <>, k, ^. Foil. 13—20.

The latter part of the Ghazels in ,j . Foil.

21—47. Miscellaneous pieces, Terklbs, Ru-

ba'is, Ferds and Mesnevis, beginning with a

Terklb of religious character, the first line

of which is :

Further on, ff. 30 a—36 a, is a longer

Mesnevi, beginning

:

Beg. *}.<£ ^ &<&> tf^'

It tells the story of a poor Dervish who was

miraculously enriched by the fourth Imam,

'Ali Sejjad, and it was composed, as stated

at the end of the prologue, f. 31 b, in Meshhed,

A.H. 1006 :

Foil. 48—55 ; Ghazels in \ i_->, o, the

first of which begins :

Foil. 56—66. Ghazels from, to j_y>. Foil.

67—70, Ghazels in t, 3 , and ^. Foil. 71

—

89, Ghazels from i_i to ^.

The Persian Divan, which occupies the

latter part of the MS., foil. 90—244, contains :

1. A series of Ghazels in alphabetical order

from \ to ,j, slightly defective at the begin-

ning. The first complete Ghazel begins thus :

]j>\/P (\2t (jjil J^j *~o *<<»* <-r>j ^ <iy

2. Mesnevis including panegyrics on the

Imams, anecdotes of Bayezld Bestami, elegies

and erotic pieces, f. 176.

3. RubaMs, in alphabetical order, f. 190.

Kit'ahs,f. 204. Terji's and Mesnevis, f. 212.

Kasldehs, f. 225.

There are throughout the volume copious

marginal additions, apparently by the same

hand as the text, but written in a smaller

and more cursive character.

ADDITION to Page 185 a.

The story of 'Abd ur-Rezzak, the Sheikh

of San'an, is taken from Ferld ud-Din 'Attar,

who told it in one of his Mesnevis (see Dr.

Pertsch, Berlin Catalogue, No. 674, art. 8)

and was probably the inventor of it. 'Attar

borrowed for its hero the name of a real

person, a celebrated traditionist called 'Abd

ur-Rezzak B. Hemmam San'ani, or native of

San'a, who was born A.H. 126 and died A.H.

211 (seelbn Khallikan,De Slane's translation,

vol. ii., p. 163); but he improperly trans-

ferred the second n of San'ani, which, in

this case, is inserted to form the Nisbeh, to

the name of the Saint's native city. Hence

the name of Sheikh of San'an, or Sheikh

San'an, adopted by later writers who treated

the same theme, as did Mir 'Ali Shir in Turki

(see Tuhfeh i Sami, f. 149, and Belin, Journal

Asiatique, 5e Serie, vol. xvii., p. 236), and,

before him, a Kurd poet, Fakih Tairan, who
died A.H. 777. (see Jaba, Melanges Asi-

atiques, vol. vi., p. 98). Sir William Ouseley

describes in his Travels, vol. hi., p. 258, a

Persian picture in the Prince's palace at Sari,

representing that favourite subject.
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jj*J AJuMjl/^1/ 63 a **«* e,v»

-
135 a b cw» uW-y 241 a, iv. r>»

-
135 a ,_yjSi^ **& jt£ "^ 137 a ^.Al OUKN —
12 a JJfc)j ^ SjLaN i—*^/ 7 a •juOjM -j-S. ,j w>*»-1 t-tf

—
9 a jii ^ *»->^^ hs-j 61 a ijLa) «*li ii\^f.

130 a ^s- ^ s&j#o («*»/) 276 6 jlyr jLL6\r

131 a, 253 a, ii., 232 a, v., 236 b, x., &*X> jx*jo 111 a, 283 a ^A*. i_^KJ Ui yV-
239 b, 253 a. 244 a, xxv. ^yjjj^ ^»^jl««» j6'jy«x> d««^"

23 6 f*^\
Oliukj u_ft?

v
,<cJ^ 77 6 jtaiM J?.<i J J^ jS^

204 a
(_s

^—ii A^>\ Oli?j>o 39 b; 40 6 Jj<ia) »\ jjuJ^ *i)>

289 b i\.»s».\
(_f i5>i*^ **^

(jf"*** 73 a t—<o'3 x*iVj jjUi-J *V,j^ iib J*-

43 a sll^&^ c^Sl y'ji-^ («-?-_/) 241 6 m\> JU l_~-^

247 a, ii. i^ljjjuii
67 6 j»jjuJi3 »*e\^ ivr—*"

3a ^^jjuiS 69 a ij6\J\
{J
^. (t^flP)

133 6 O^l* J* j C^)j&>
156 a j> 1 c-i«**«a'> J^ j tr-*"

33 b, 34 a ^ «_ofl g^yJi |^jS3
205 a (_^)\*j jj^c j tr»

>

34 a i±>,±>~ £}$ j *^.^> £_}$ 42 fc, 231 6 ^ ^J Ua-i ,J* ^ c^.K»-

276 a &jj C^jA> *&j %j\y 216 a, 219 a L-* » A^o \j^>y
—

203 a ^»-j f»^o *oy
114 b ubl£» j j-Li —

227 b ,^SC «\j ^USJjW**jU* 233 a, x. ^£\ *x*3 —
167 a ij&iS- >**lj ^.i...*!» 114 b J*1* wW —
75 a ^ ^30. J^ £** 250 a ^_wOu*t>

234 6, 235 a lSj/^ Jj*-"^> ^* — 214 6 ,jFjlP JUaJ JJL«»

276 b, 277 a, 282 6 (j?**^ (CjV^ — 222 b jj^li —
43 a ittijp ^ ObKs^ £«W (&?-_/) 216 a, 219 a && —
26 b r^J -^ fej^

"" 38 a wsum j> j dM j»

165 fc J*% J-i»^ auU u^jW 11 6 ^UsLm Obj)»

113 a ^j*. <u=-y u-il>\ a?,jj>- 12 a ^U* Cjby».

205 a (_jJU5 <_$y£* ^'fr (rj*) 19 a JUJ JUjJ^ i*^-

7 6, 14 a »3U$Jftt£- 257 a, 244 6 Jlil^^iJI iJ*

118 6 dft« 2*^ d jU^ — 292 a, 294 a, 265 6 J^3^j)/^ VtT-
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109 a

165 6

65 6

266 b

120 a

2376, xv.

195 6

274 a, 265 b

292 a

180 6

29 a

205 &

200 a, 201 6, 254 a

144 6

ib &*j). =
lT"-J ^

220 a

282 a

219 6—222 b

220 a

141 &

209 a

105 &

130 b

37 a

150 &

60 a

202 a

259 a, m.

21 a

203 a

203 a

205 6

141 6

36 6
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U **b" »,ii

r^

* i-

41 6

288 6

234 a, m.

132 b, m.

176 6

175 6, 208 6

301 a

187 h, 188 6

202 a

196 a

184 a

157 6

157 6

158 a

158 6

189 a

189 6

256 b, 299 «

204 a

205 6

179 6

198 6

194 6

199 6

284 a

155 a

190 b, 197 6

198 6

160 6, 162 a

262 a

300 a

195 6

204 6

179 a

194 6

IflU.^ Jid J Jj^|
^Jl3
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«*b y>

OoU —
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JU* —
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207 a J** uV> 7 b, m. Idlj ^UdU,
196 b (**

— 253 a, vi. 1-T—V* j 0»*U» .> —
184 b J* — 125 a isjj J,-*;

—
209 b cf-y

— 252 6, v.

171 b, 172 a (j**
-** — 235 b, v. Jl*-* j \j+» —

261 a c/r**
— 108 a UJ^' = «OJ**^ I^mJ\

200 a, 201 a ^ —
160 a ^j)J" cT* ^^ ^^** *^

197 a J* — 160 a •^J/
- £/** ^J***""^** t-y^***

—
171 a J^ — 263 a ^f a*-^ 2-;i

203 b, 257 a iX^ OJo — 120 6 j^y jji 4*^1 j au,

198 a ^** *>«M — 142 6 u,b ji/^ «Jb iu,

197 6 ^^> e^lai — 226 6 UuaH J^l jJU,

242 a, 193 a fc/*
— 125 b «Xi-»N i>y^5 waUI —

294 b—298 b, 245 & J\y
— 74 a ei/J) ^ o\-A> (**/)

261 a t^-a* cfjUi — 205 b J*e\i t«\i (_>«
(J,

197 a <^>*?-j
— 131 6, 132 a, 133 a J'jJb <>,

202 b t5**J
—

132 6 ii^jJ^ d*
200 a J\*

-

—

240 b cs-^ ^ jr^JSj

194 a, 210 6 a**fl^ —
123 6, ii., 240 a, i., 259 a 6, 260 a *.\i j^

109 & t^y* e^^ «^jf—• «,_»&j 240 a, vi. jL»J) y\ **U jjj

77 b, 195 & Jll»J jAS^JI J&£ 123 6 ±l±>-
—

37 a ci^ J^ 242 b, 259 a *>.<*—^ *^.^r
—

133 a <_?jAX—1) (JJ~»i- ft*Bfc 122 6, 259 a J), 242 b lij £i» —
190 a JOW WJJ ^jfr o^ 259 a, ii., b, VH. *»-ji

255 a, it. c>&U?- j d*i*<> ^1 iu, 191 a ^yjji^j^j^ JjuJj^J^)', JLoj^

142 a p#^ u* v4/* 3Uj, 40 a Ju-K« us-A» tj^iN —
126 a tjjyb >siJ3 l\!'.«J, 35 6 dk^vjl c?^'j (j ^***N

7 6, n. ^j^'l ^^* ^jj
— 184 a jui- auii^

244 a, xv. tjLoI\ Ol&L* — 269 b, iv. *-(^ y^t i>;

128 a ^^wcl^ — 190 a w]j uJ'iJ jUl^ —
128 6 **"»Jj>

— 227 6 l^Jj w\j ^A*^ JL»iN —
264 a &*Sy OU! ^IjJjiJ aaLai — 205 a J^j'i «jx.U Joj
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209 a

65 ft

21 a, 249 a, ii.

196 a

195 a

190 a, 196 a

195 6

190 ft

195 ft

208 6

194 a, 195 «

155 a

32 5, 33 a

33 a

256 a, xiii.

292 b, 265 6

292 a, 265 ft

154 b
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^xii! Lai' j,\^i*

177 a

50 b

174 a, 59 ft

163 a
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204 6

232 ft, 216 a

264 ft

193 a

42 ft

37 ft

38 a

38 ft

215 a,

29 a, 37 a

37 a

139 a

182 a, 183 a

152 a

282 a

150 a

226 6, 227 a,

70 a

70 a
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260 ft

20 a
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72 a

53 ft

193 ft

183 a

75 a

208 ft

172 aft
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236 ft, xii.

267 6, ii.

281 «

16 ft

12 ft

75 a

132 ft
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105 6

49 6, 50 a

59 a

54 b

286 6

195 b

112 a 113 a

110 6

104 a

106 a

107 ft, 108 b, 106 6

y\^\ l-ft"5^ «~JW^ I—
*J»

^difl ^_s5\j) *>iyU JJ^1

Sl>\j
^uj ju«n u-aV

^ JLH

109 a

43 a

107 6, 108 b

165 5

^ id£j»» *&}

kj,^ kj,y {**j)

^JBt Ja**-.^ c*WN J*

22 a, 134 6, 211 6, 233 6, 239 6, 253 a Jy Ji

133 a c^jfl^cjs— »»-Vi J6

230 a, vu. (•>*• ^U J*

15 6, 243 6, 248 a 6 dj—M
J*' J\fi*

16 a ^ *« &* —

130 6

150 a

12 &

13 a

43 a

17 a

245 b, 295 a, 265 6

160 b, 162 a

176 b

60 a

62 a

234 b, 235 a

249 b, iy.

61 a

62 6, 63 b

62 a

178 6

260 b

120 b

233 &, v.

38 b

174 a

177 6

246 a, v.

138 a

224 b

169 a

240 b

117 6

105 6

293 a, 294 a, 265 I

19 6

26 a b, 251 &

118 6

173 a

123 6, iv-

114 a

129 a

295 a, 265 6

116 6

247 6,248 6, 2366, ix.

138 6

219 6—222 6

249 6, v., 8 6.

216 a, 219 a

15 a
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248/.

269 6

213 b, 214 b

250 a, n.

281 &

185 a, 302 b

185 a, 302 6

2284

284 a

229 b

283 b

230 b

42 6

192 6

262 a

262a

256 a 10 6

176 a

262 6

144 a

236 a, viii.

32 b, 47 6

46

13 6

267 6, i.

271 a

220 a

53 6

211 6, 169 6

14 a

182 a, 183 a

259 a, ii.

131 a 6, 132 a b,
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236 a

202 6

27 6, 28 b, 26 a

67 6

118 a

249 6

249 6

177 6

286 6

285 6

156 a

156 a

156 6, 157 a

133 6

158 6

200 a

18 6

181 a, 182 6, 257

139 6

41 a, 42 a

76 a

191 a

231 a, 43 a

177 a, 181 6

261 6

119 6

265 6

287 6
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224 a
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243 6, v.

144 6

260 a

268 a

267 a

263 a

297 6

93 b

137 b

136 6, 141 6

142 b, 143 6

111 a

258 a

190 a

206 b

293 a, 265 b

124 6

50 6

265 b

136 6

262 b

155 a

155 a

158 b

234 6

wil&J

8^ (jr.Lio uJtflla)

^Ui
j^iij

J5)j>- ^ ^^04*0^5 (jli- j^JwJ j5U
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135 a

286 h, 298 6, 266 a

155 a

283 6

150 a
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120 a

129 b

11 6

35 b

137 a

252 6, in.
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40 a
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161 o
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202 a
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12 a
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135 a

193 a
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35 6, 36 a

193 a

265 6

18 b, 248 b

14 6, 15 a.

290 6
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2916
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INDEX OF PERSONS' NAMES.

Numbers followed by a or b refer to the pages of the Catalogue. Other numbers are dates of the Hijreh,

except when preceded by A.D. The following abbreviations have been used : b. = born ; c. =» circa

;

d. = died; B. = Ibn; Muh. = Muhammed; takh. m takhallux.

SCHEME OF TRANSCRIPTION.

) )• >— = a, i, u F = ch j = z O* = 7;
It-*

^ = a 1, u

tl> = § C = h <_£ = sh !• = % £= gn

Z = J t = kh o° * s * = I J = k

'Abbas I, of Persia (995—1038). Letters, 84 a,

86 b, 95 b, 97 6.—209 a, 301 « 5.

'Abd ul-'Aziz Khan, Uzbek (1099) 88 a.

'Abd ul-'Aziz Efendi, Kazi 'Asker Rumili (d. 1027)

97 a, 98 a.

'Abd ul-'Aziz Farisi. 'Umdet ul-Islam, 13 a.

'Abd ul-'Aziz Kara Chelebi Ziideh, takh. 'Azlzi ; d.

1068. Gulshen i Niyaz (1044-5) 191 a,—50 a,

11 a iv. (?)

'Abd ul-'Aziz B. Muh. Vefa'i (d. 874—6) 121 b,

'Abd ul-'Aziz Toktamish Oghli, 6 b, 14 a.

'Abd ul-Baki, v. Baki, 118 b.

'Abd ul-Baki Pasha, governor of Erzerum (c. 1100)

101 a.

'Abd ul-Fettah Shefekat Baghdadi, 73 b.

'Abd ul-Ghani Ibn un-Nabulusi. Poems (1105)

242 b.

'Abd ul-Ghani Zadeh Muh., takh. Nadiri, d. 1036
j

96 b, 98 a.

'Abd ul-Jeinll Katib. Tuhfet us-Selatin (c. 900) 285 b.

'Abd ul-Kerim B. 'Abd ur-Rahman. History of

Egypt (1119) 69 6.

'Abd ul-Kerim Efendi B. Sinan.d. 1040—49. Mun-
she'at,97 6.— 99 a.

'Abdullah, son of Bayezid II. (889) 82 b.

Khan Uzbek. Letters (1001, etc) 86 b.

Pasha, Grand Vezir (1160—63) 204 a.

Bebek, 105 b.

B. Enes (?). Ta'bir Nameh, 131 o.

B. Eshkam, 105 b.

B. Hashim, Sherif of Mecca (1106) 88 I.

B. Osman, Tatarjik Zadeh. Laihah (1206)

119 6.

Pezdevi. Tract on ' Nadi 'Aliyyen/ 20 a.

B. Rizvan Pasha, takh. 'AbdL History of

Egypt (i056) 68 a, 69 a.

B. Selara, 8 a b, 109 b.

'Abd ul-Latif B. 'Abd ul-'Aziz, v. Firishteh Oghli,

136 b.

'

B. 'Abd ur-Rahmiin Kudsi, d. 856 ; 123 a.

Nakishbondi, d. 971 ; 30 a.

'Abd ul-Mejld Sivasi, d. 1049 ; 19 a, 254 b.

'Abd ul-Mumin Khan Uzbek (997) 85 b.

'Abd ur-Rahim Munshi (A.D. 1825) 264 b.

'Abd ur-Rahman Pasha, governor of Egypt (1087

—

91) and of Bosnia (1092) d. 1097 ; 69 a, 100 a.

'Abd ur-Rahman B. Yusuf Aksera'i. 'Iuiad ul-Islam

(950) 12 b.
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'Abd ur-Rezzak (Sheikh) 185 a, 302 b.

'Abd us-Samed B. Sidi 'Ali Diyarbekri. History of

Egypt (947) 66 a.

'Abd ul-Vahid Efendi, of Tokat (c. 1160) 102 a.

'Abd ul-Vasi' (Mevlana Kemal ud-Din) d. 944-5;

83 a b, 227 a.

'Abdi Pasha (d. 1097) v. 'Abd ur-Rahman Pasha,

69 a.

'Abdi ('Abdullah Balikesri) 242 a.

'Abdi, v. 'Abdullah B. Rizvan Pasha, 68 a.

'Abdi Efendi. TerjT-bend (1007) 246 a.

'Abdi (Musa). Jamasp Nameh (833), 167 a.

Adem Chelebi B. Yahya Beg (983) 180 b.

'Adni Rejeb Dedeh (d. 1095) Religious poem,

236 a.

Aferln, 210 a.

Aftabi, 186 a.

Agah, 211 b.

Agehi, 210 a, 242 b.

Aghur B. Beiram 'AH Bi. Turki vocabulary, 268 b.

'Ahdi B. Shemsi Baghdadi. Gulsheu i Shu'ara

(971—1001) 76 a.—186 b.

Ahi.d. 923; 156 a, 210 a.

Ahmed I. (1012—26). Letters, 97 b. Treaties,

78 a b.—193 a, 1.94 b, 195 a, 230 b, 242 a.

II. (1102—1106) Letters, 88 a.

III. (1115—43) 200 b, 203 b, 257 a.

(Sultan), son of Bayezkl II. Letter (906)

82 6.

Khan, of the Golden Horde (880) 82 a.

Girai B. Muhammed Girai (1061) 251 a.

(Khan), of Gilan (1001) 85 a, 86 b, 95 b,

97 b.

Pasha (Kedik) Grand Vezir (878—82) 82 a.

Pasha (Hersek Oghli), Grand Vezir (902—

920) 46 a.

Pasha, Grand Vezir (987-8) 95 b.

Pasha (Hafiz) Grand Vezir (1034—41) 96 b,

193 a.

— Pasha (Kuprili Zadeh Fazil), Grand Vezir

(1072—87) 62 b, 199 b, 260 b.

— Pasha (Kala'ili), Grand Vezir (1116) 200 b.

— Pasha B. Veli ud-Din, d. 902 ; 45 a, 244 a,

211 6.

— Pasha, governor of Haleb (c. 1000), 262 6.

— Pasha (Kuchuk), governor of Damascus

(c. 1040) 101 b.

Ahmed Pasha B. Hasan Pasha, governor of Baghdad

(1135—59) 129 b, 212 a.

Pasha (Hamali Zadeh), governor of Roha,

d. 1158 ; 64 a.

'Ali Khan Behadur (1198) 267 b.

B. 'Ali el-Mahalli, v. Ahmed B. Zenbel, 59 b.

Bijan (Yaziji Oghli). Durr i Meknun, 105 b.

Envar ul-'Ashikin (855) 17 b. 'Aja'ib ul-

Makhlukat (857) 106 a.—168 b.

B. Ghalib, Sherlf of Mecca (1099—1101)

88 a.

B. Ibrahim en-Nahhas, d. 814. Faza'il

ul-Jihad, 118 b.

B. Ibrahim Gulsheni, d. 978; 189 a.

B. Ilyas, called Merjumek ; Kabus Nameh,

(835) 116 b.

J avid Beg, 73 b.

B. Khair ud-Din, d. 1120; 134 b.

Misri (Sheikh Zadeh). Kirk Vezir (824—

55) 216 a, 219 a.

B. Muh. Emln, v. Kazi Zadeh Islambuli, 7 a.

B. Seidi el-Bighavi (Haji) 'Avarif ul-Me'arif

(863) 17 a.

(Sidi). Ta'ashshuk Nameh (839) 289 b.

B. Suleiman, v. Kemal Pasha Zadeh, 141 b.

B. Zeid, Sherif of Mecca (1099) 87 b.

B. Zenbel. History of the conquest of

Egypt (c. 960), 59 a.

Ahmedi, d. 815. Iskender Nameh (792—813)

162 a—164 6.-98 b.

Ahmedi. Rud Jameh Munazareh-si, 291 a.

Ahrar (Sheikh 'Obeid-ullah) d. 895 ; 283 a.

A'lneh Zadeh Muh. Slriizi. Comm. on Rusukhi and

Chelebi Sultan, 255 a b.

Akhi Zadeh Husein, Mufti (1041-3) 191 a.

Akhi Zadeh Muh., Kazi 'Asker Anatoli (979= 80)

183 a, 188 b.

Ak hisari (Muh. B. Bedr ud-Din) d. 1001 ; 159 a.

Akhteri (Mustafa B. Shems ud-Din 'Ali Kara-

hisari) d. 968. Arabic dictionary, 135 b.

Ak Shems ud-Din (Sheikh). Letters (877) 81 b.~

169 b.

'Ala ud-Devleh Beg, Zulkadr. Letters (887—911)

82 a, 83 a.

'Ala ud-Din Feramurz Seljuki (688) 84 a.

'Ali Mustafa B.Ahmed, d. 1008. Hilyet ur-Rijai

(982—1003) 19 a. Nusret Nameh (988) 61 a.
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La'ihiit ul-Hakikah (1000) 261 6. Kunh ul-

Akhbar (1007) 27 6, 28 6. FusQl Hall u *Akd

(1007) 26 a, 251 b iv.—56 b, 180 b, 186 a, 210 b,

244 a, 255 6.

'Ali (Emir ul-MQminln). Sayings, 175 b, 256 6.

—

173 a.

'Ali Pasha (Khadim), Grand Vezir (907—917)

171 b.

(Semiz),GrandVezir (968—72) 188 a 6.

(Yuvuz), Grand Vezir (1012-13),

d. 1013; 98 a.

. (Chelebi), Grand Vezir (1029-30) 193 a,

194 b, 195 a, 242 a.

(Defterdar), Grand Vezir (1105-6)199 6.

(Damad, or Shehld), Grand Vezir (1125

—28) 90 a, 100 b, 203 a b, 257 a.

(Hakim Zadeh), Grand Vezir (1144—68)

58 a, 204 a.

- Governor of Baghdad (1107—10,

1115-16) 43 b, 127 b.

(Izmirli), Governor of Egypt (1118-19)

70 a,

'Ali Beg Bobrovski (A.D. 1662—4) 1 a.

'Ali Beg Shehsuvar Oghli, d. 928; 174 b.

'Ali Beg. Letter to 'Abbas I. (c. 1017) 85 b.

'Ali Chelebi, v. 'Ali B. Salih, 227 a.

'Ali Dedeh Beyi Maghribi, 123 b.

B. Husein Kiisbifi, d. 939. Reshahat (909)

74 a.

B. Husein (Sidi), called Katib i Rumi, d. 970.

Khulasat ul- Hei'eh (956) 120 a.

el-Kari, v. 'Ali B. Sultan Muh., 4 a.

Khallfeh. Shifa ul-Mumin (1063) 20 a.

Kushji, d. 879. Risaleh fil-Hei'eh, 120 b.
.

B. Salih, called Vasi' 'Alisi, d. 950. Humayun

Nameh (945—7) 227 a—228 b.

Shir (Mir), takh. Neva'i, d. 906. Mejalis un-

Nefa'is (896) 273 a, 274 b. Nesa'im ul-Ma-

habbeh (901) 274 b. Petition to Sultan Husein,

296 6. Mahbubul-Kulub(906)275 6. Kham-
seh (888—90) 292 a—294 a. I.Iairet ul-Ebrar

(888) 294 a. Ferhad u Shirin (889) 293 6,

294 a. Divan, 294 6—298 a, 245 b in., 285 b.

—284 a, 286 a, 287 a b, 288 b, 289 b, 299 a,

302 6.

B. Sultdn Muh. el-Kari, d. 1014. Sherh ul-

Jezeriyyeh 4 a.—5 a, 13 6.

'Ali B. Zein ul-'Abidln, scrap-book (1060—70)
213 a.

Eba 'Ali Slna, 43 6, 231 a.

'Alimi, 211 a.

Alti Parmak Efendi (Muh.) d. 1033. Dela'il i No-

buwet, 36 6.-242 6.

Ani, 210 a.

Areng Muh. Khan, ofKhiva. Letters (1099— 1 102)

88 a 6.

Ibn 'Arabshah, d. 854. 'Aja'ib ul-Makdur, 43 a.

'Arab Zadeh Muh., d. 969 ; 72 6.

'Arifi, 17 6, 210 6.

'Ari6, v. Muh. Ma'ruf, d. 1002; 74 a.

'Arshi Baba, 261 6.

Arslan Khwajah Terkhan (824—8) 284 b.

'Ashik (Muh. B. 'Ali), d. 979 ; 72 6, 142 a, 211 a.

'Ash'ik Pasha ('Ali B. el-Mukhiis), d. 733. Gharib

Nameh (730) 160 6, 162 a.

'Ashik 'Omer, 210 6, 212 a.

'Ashur Beg B. Niyaz Beg. Turki grammar, 268 6.

'Asim Baba (Seyyid Muh.), takh. Sufi, 261 6.

'Asim Efendi, Mufti (1172-3), 204 a.

'Ata'i (Nev'i Zadeh), d. 1044. Saki Nameh, 195 6.

Mufredat, 198 6.-77 6, 186 a, 210 6.

'Ata-ullah Efendi, Mufti (1125) d. 1127. Fetiiv.i,

16 a.

'Ata-ullah Efendi (c. 1200) 102 a.

'Atif, 212 a.

'Attar (Ferid ud-Dln) d. 627. Pend Nameh, 154 o,

261 a.—302 6.

Aurengzib (1100) 88 a.

'Avni, 203 a. 'Avni Efendi, 196 6.

Ayasi (Emir Husein) 143 6.

Azeri, d. 994; 184 6, 186 a, 210 a,

'Azizi. Mesnevi on prayer, 11 a iv.

'Azlzi, v. 'Abd ul-'Aziz Kara Chelebi Zadeh, 191 a.

'Azmi, 186 a, 210 6.

'Azmi Zadeh Mustafa, takh? Haleti, d. 1040.

Munshe'at, 96 a. Saki Nameh, 195 a. Ruba'is,

190 a. Pend Nameh, 244 a.—98 a, 186 a,

•189 6, 212 6, 244 a.

Baba Efendi, v. Sa'd ud-Din Khojah, 188 a.

Baber, the Emperor (899—937). Vaki'at i Baburi,

280 6.-273 a, 285 a.

Badi, 186 a.

Baisunkur Mirza, son of Shahrukh, d. 837; 81 a,

286 6, 288 6.
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Baisunkur Mirza, Ak-kuyunlu (896) 82 6.

Baka'i, Khojah of Murad III., d. 1003. Shirvanshah

u Shema'il, 228 b.

Buki ('Abd ul-Baki) d 1008. Divan, 187 6, 188 b.

Faza'il ul-Jihad, 118 6.—59 6, 186 a, 210 a,

212 b, 244 a, 246 a, 258 b.

Bali (Sheikh) d. 960 ; 255 b.

Bali Chelebi, Defterdiir. Letter, 98 a.

Baldur Zadeh Muh., d. 1060; 17 a.

Barkuk, Sultan of Egypt (795) 38 b.

Ibn Batutah (733) 270 b.

Biiyezid I. (791—804). Letters, 84 a b.

Bayezid II. (886—918). Letters, 82 a—83 b.—U a,

139 a, 169 b, 171 a, 172 b.

Bayezid (Sultan), son of Suleiman I., d. 969 ; 84 b,

87 b, 95 a b, 128 a, 154 a.

Bedfuz-Zernan B. Sultan Husein, d. 921 ; 292 b,

293 a b.

Bedri, 212 a.

Beha ud-Din Nakishbendi, called Pir Behai, d. 791.

Evrad, 20 a.

Beha'i Muh., Mufti (1059-64) 13 b, 198 a, 243 b,

247 6.

Behjet (Mustafa). On vaccination (1216) 126 a.

Behram Khushkelara, 220 a.

Beiram (Haji), d. 833; 106 b, 18 a, 165 b,

imb.
Beiram Pasha, Ka'im-Makam (1038—46) Grand

Vezir (1046—8) 191 b, 192 b, 193 a.

Ibn Beitar, d. 646 ; 124 *.

Beizavi (Nasir ud-Din 'Abdullah). Nizam ut-Teva-

rikh (674) 23 b.

Bektash (Haji), d. 738. Sufi work, 246 a.—160 b,

231 b, 233 b, 261 b.

Bel'ami. Tarikh i Taberi, 22 a.

Belighi, 210 a.

Ibn ul-Bennar, 123 b.

Bestami ('Abd ur-Rahman) 114 a.

Beyani, d. 1077. Kasideh, 243 b.—186 a, 211 b.

Bihisht Sarukhani. Miftah ul-Hisab (973) 252 b.

Bihishti (SinanB. SuleimfinBeg) . Tarikh Ali Osman

(902-918) 44 a, 47 b.—210 a.

Birgili (Muh. B. Pir 'Ali) d. 981. Vasiyyet (970)

6 5.-254 b.

Bulevi (Mustafa), Mufti (1067—9) 197 a.

Burhau Khan, of Kasimof, d. A.D. 1679 ; 282 a.

Burhau ush-Shenah. Vikayet ur-Rivayeh, 15 a.

Bustan Zadeh Muh., Mufti (997—1000) d. 1006.

Fetva on coffee, 246 a v.—97 a.

Buzurg (Mevlana) 95 b.

Chakmak, Sultan of Egypt (842 - 57). Letter, 81 b.

Chelebi Sultan, 255 b.

Chighali Zadeh, Kapudan Pasha (1006—13) 96 b.

Chingiz Khan, d. 624 ; 281 b, 282 a.

Chivi Zadeh Muh., Mufti (945—8) d. 954; 16 a.

Dai ('Abd ul-Jebbar) 242 a.

Da'ud Pasha (Khadim), governor of Egypt (945

—

56) 66 a.

Da'ud B. Muh. Karsi. Sherh i Nuniyyeh (1169)

5 b, 6 a.

Deli Birader (Muh. Ghazali), d.941. Tract on prayer,

11 a.

Dervish, 210 b.

Devlet Girai Khan (1110-11) 89 a b.

Devlet Oghli Yusuf. MenzQmeh (827-8) 9 b.

Dilaver Agha Zadeh 'Omer, 73 b.

Dilaver Pasha, Grand Vezir (1030-1) 195 a, 94 a.

Ebri Khojah B. 'Adil. Astrological tract, 243 a.

Edlbi, 186 a.

Efzal Kashi, d. 707 ; 165 b.

Ehli Din Turkoman. Turki vocabulary, 268 a.

Eivaghli Haider (Ebul-Kasim). Mejma'ul-Insha

(c. 1052) 83 b, 86 a.

Elvend Ak-kuyunlu (906) 83 a.

Emani (Muh.), Divan (972—1016) 301 a.

(Mirza Sherif) Isfahani, 301 a.

Herevi, d. 981 ; 301 a.

(Eman Ullah Asaf Khan, d. 1047; 301 a.

('Abdullah) Kirmani, 301 a.

Emir Khan (Khwajah) Ta'llful-Enilr (c.1200) 283 a.

Emiri, 242 a.

Emiri (Yusuf) Deh Niimeh (833) 288 b. Beng u

Chaghir, 291 6.

Emri. Translation of the Pend Nameh (964) 154 a,

261 a.

Emri (Emr-ullah), of Adrianople, d. 982-3; 211 a,

210 a, 186 a, 244 a, 245 b, 216 a, 258 6.

Enveri, 210 a.

Es'ad, 211 b.

Es'ad Beg Knprili Zadeh (c. 1100) 101 a,

Es'ad Efendi, Mufti (1024—34) 96 6, 98 a, 193 «,

242 a, 255 a.

Eshref Oghli, 212 a.

Eslri (Aka Husein Khan) (1172) 266 b.
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Eyukeh Khan, Kalmak (1100) 88 a.

Eyyub Pasha, Governor of Egypt (1054—6) 196 b.

Fa'ik Beg Nishanji (883) 81 b.

Fa'izi (Kaf Zadeh 'Abd ul-Hayy B. Feiz-ullah)

d. 1031-2. Leila Mejnun, 190 a. Divan, 194 b.—

244 a.

Fakhr Jurjani, 175 a.

Fakhr ud-DIn Riizi, 114 a.

Fakhri Herovi. Translation of Mejalis un-Nefa'is

(929) 274 a.

Fakfri, 210 b.

Farisi, takh. of Osman II., 127 b, 210 b.

Ibn ul-Fiiriz. Khamriyyeh, 237 6.

Fazil Beg B. Tahir 'Omer Pasha, d. 1225. Zenan

Nameh, 205 a.

Ebu'1-Fazl Muh. Defteri, 24 b.

Fazl-ullah Asterabadi, d. 804; 165 b.

Fazl-ullah Khan. Turki vocabulary, 264 a.

Fazli (Muh.) d. 970-1. Gul u Bulbul (960) 177 b,

255 a.

Fehlm (Unji Zadeh Mustafa) d. 1058. Divan, 196 fc.

Fehmi, 186 b, 210 b.

Feiz-ullah Ebu Said Zadeh, Mufti (1101—15) 199 b,

202 a b, 91 b.

Feizi (Feiz-ullah) d. 1020; 190 b.

Feizi (Mustafa). Resa'il ul-Mushfiyeh (1058—99)

125 6.

Feizi B. Muh. Vahyi (1132) 203 a.

Fena'i Zadeh Ahmed Beg (884) 81 b.

Fenari (Shems ud-DIn Muh. B. Hamzeh) d. 834; 116.

Fenni, 211 b.

Feraghi, 242 a, 265 a.

Feramurz B. Khudad. Kissah i Ferrukhruz, 230 a.

Ferej-ullah, Khan of Huveizeh (1109) 88 b.

Ferhad Pasha, Serdar and Grand Vezir (999—1004)

86 b, 184 a, 187 b, 251 b.

Ferldun Beg (Ahmed) d. 991. Menshe'at us-Seliitln

(982) 80 b.— 158 a, 188 a, 189 a.

Ebu'1-Feth Sufi, 122 b.

Fethi, 210 b.

Fevri, d. 978 ; 186 a b, 210 b, 211 a.

Fevzi (Muh.), Mufti of Ak-kerman, d. 1091 ; 237 a.

Fighani, 246 a, 258 b.

Firaki. Kirk su'al, 249 b, 8 b.

Firaki, 210 b.

Firaki, Agha. Treatise on dogs, 262 b:

Firdevsi. Shahnameh, 152 a.

Firishteh Oghli ('Abd ul-Latlf B. *Abd ul-' Aziz) d. c.

879. Versified vocabulary, 136 b, 141 b, 137 a.

Fiirati. Kirk Su'al, 249 b, 8 b.

Futuhi, d. 1054. Poem on tobacco, 256 o.

Fuzuli (Muh. B. Suleiman) d. 963. Leila Mejnun,

206 b. Divan, 207 a, 208 a. Beng u BAdeb,

207 b. I.Iadikat us-Su'ada, (956-61) 39 b, 40 *.

Menakib, 244 b ii.—171 a, 210 b, 211 b, 212 « b,

244 a, 245 *, 247 a.

Gedai, 186 b.

Gevheri, 210 b, 212 a.

Ghaffari (Kfizi Ahmed) d. 975. Nigaristan, 24 *.

Ghalib Dedeh (Muh. Es'ad) d. 1213. Divan, 20i «.—

59 a.

Ghani Ziideh Muh., takh. Nadiri, d. 1036 ; 96 b, 98 o.

Ibn Ghannam (Ibrahim B. Yahya) d. 693. Ta bir

Namej, 130 a.

Gharami (Seyyid Muh. B. Mustafa). Divan (972)

179 a.

Gharib (Shah) B. Sultan I.Iusein (888) 293 b.

Gharibi, d. 954. Ghazels and Pend Nnmeb, 176 b.

Gbaribi, a Turki poet. Human Nameh (?) 269 a.

Ghavri (Kansauh), Sultan of Egypt (906—22) 83 <«,

153 a.

Ghazali (Sheikh ul-Islam) d. 505; 18 4, 114 a b.

Ghazfili (Muh.), DeU Birader, d. 941. Miftah nl-

Hidayeh, 11 a.

Ghazanfer Agha, d. 1011 ; 77 b, 262 b.

Ghazi Girai Khan (996—101 7) 97 a.

Ebu'l-Ghazi Khiin, of Khiva, d. 1074. Shejereh i

Turk, 282 a, 283 a.

Ghubari, 210 b.

Gulendam, 159 b.

Gulsheni (Ibrahim) d. 940; 175 a, 189 a.

Gunahi, 186 b, 210 b, 245 b.

Gustflkhi, 210 b.

Habeshi Zadeh 'Abd ur-Rahim, takh.Rahmi (1124)

100 b.

Habibi, 210 a, 245 b.

Hadi, 186 b.

Hadidi, 55 b.

Hafiz Shlriizi, d. 791. Divan, 157 4—158 b.

Haider Mirza (999) 187 b.

Haider Pasha, governor of Sivas (991) 95 a.

Haider Safevi (Sheikh) d. 893; 82 a.

Haider Telbeh, d. c. 850. Makhzen ul-Esrar, 286 b,

298 4.-266 a.
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Haireti, 210 b, 261 b.

Haji Khallfeh, v. Katib Chelebi, 33 b.

Haklr-ullah 'Osman Hasani, d. 1131 ; 116 a.

Hakki (Ibrahim). Ma'rifet Nameh (1170—2) 115 b.

I.lakki (Ismail) 168 a, 169 a.

Halebi ('Ali B. Ibrahim) d. 1044; 38 a.

Halebi (Ibrahim). Menzumet us-Siyer, 37 b.

I.Ialeti (Dervish Muh.) d. 1012. Divan, 189 a.

I.Ialeti, d. 1040, v. 'Azmi Zadeh Mustafa, 96 a.

l.lallmi ('Abd ul-Halim) d. 923 ; 138 a.

I.Iallmi (Lutf-ullah) d. c. 886. Persian dictionary

(850) 137 b.

Harud-ullah B. Ahmed Herevi, called Sheikh Zadeh,

d. 967; 120 b.

Hamdi (Hamd-ullah B. Ak Shems ud-DIu) d. 909.

Yusuf u Zelikha (897) 169 b—170 a. Leila

Mejniin, 170 b. Mevlid i Jismani, 170 b. Kiyafet

Nameh, 211 *.

Hamid Efendi, 95 b.

Hamid Khalil Pasha, Grand Vezir (1196—9) 144 I.

Hamldi, 211 «.

Hamzeh B. Shimshad, 20 a.

Ilarimi, 210 a.

Hasan Pasha (Khadim) governor of Egypt (988

—

91) and Grand Vezir (1006) 97 n, 98 a.

2nd Vezir of Muhammed III., 85 b.

governor of Baghdad (1003—12) 97 b.

Tiryaki (1010), 62 a.

Serdar (1099), 88 a.

(Dillr), governor of Baghdad (1116

—

35) 117 b.

Hasan Agha. Jevahir ut-Tevarikh (1080) 63 a.

B. 'AH. Evrad i Pi'r Beha'i, 20 a.

Beg, favourite of Muhammed II., 219 b.

Beg Zadeh Efendi, d. 1046; 55 b.

Efendi, poet, 186 a.

B. Husein Karahisari. Shamil ul-Lughah

(886—918) 139 a.

Jan Isfahaui (c. 950) 51 b.

(Kafi) Akhisari, d. 1025. Usui ul-Hikem

(1004) 237 b.

Khalveti (1117) 130 a.

B. Nasir Balkhi. Kisas ul-Enbiya, 248 b.

B. Tulun, b. 832. Nuzhet us-Seniyyeh, 66 a.

Hashimi, 186 b.

Hashmet B. 'Abbas Efendi. Divan (1180) 204 a.—
212 a.

Hatifi, d. 927 ; 258 a.

Hatim Beg, Vezir of 'Abbas I. (1004) 85 b.

Hayati (1206) 144 b, 145 a.

Ebu Hayyan Nahvi, 150 b.

Hejri, 210 b.

Helaki, 210/5.

Hemdemi (Solak Zadeh Muh.) d. 1068. Kasideh,

32 b, 47 4.-59 b.

Heva'i, d. 1017. Divan, 200 a.

Hibet-ullah B. Ibrahim. Sa'at Nameh, 21 a, 249 a.

Huda'i, d. 991 ; 211 a.—186 b, 212 a.

Huda'i (Sheikh . Mahmud) d. 1038. Nejat ul-

Gharik, 234 a.

Husam Zadeh 'Abd nr-Rahman, Mufti (1065-6)

198 a.

Husein Pasha (Mereh), Grand Vezir (1031—33)

98 a, 193 a, 242 a.

('Amujeh Zadeh) Grand Vezir (1109—

14) 199 b, 200 b, 201 a.

. (Deli), governor of Egypt (1045

—

47)5 a.

• ('Abd ul-Jelll Zadeh) governor of Mos-

sul (1156) 250 a.

Husein B. 'Ali Kashifi, d. 910. Tuhfet us-Salevat,

12 6.

Husein Kefevi, d. 1010. Rilz Nameh, 133 a.

Husein Nishapuri (Mir) d. 904. Mu'amma, 160 a.

Iluseini, takh. of Sultan-Husein Beikara, 256 b.

Huzuri, 186 a,

Ibrahim I. (1049—58). Treaty, 78 b. Letter, 85 b.

Ibrahim Beg, of Karaman (848) 81 a.

Ibrahim Pasha, Grand Vezir (929—42) 142a, 174 b,

lib a.

(Damad) Grand Vezir (1004—10)

85 b, 158 b.

(Damad) Grand Vezir (1130—43)

57 a, 73 a, 203 b, 257 a.

(Silihdar), governor of Egypt (1031-2)

97 5.

(Uzun) governor of Baghdad (1075

-77) 75 a.

governor of Baghdad, (1092—5) 75 a.

(Silihdar), governor of Haleb (c.

1117) 200 b.

Ibrahim Pasha, governor ofAnatoli, 262 b.

Ibrahim B. Ahmed Amasi. Terjumeh i Shaka'ik

(998) 72 a.
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Ibrahim Gulsheni, d. 940 ; 175 a, 189 a.

Hakki. Ma'rifet Nameh (1170—2) 115 b.

Halebi. Siyer ul-Halebi, 87 b.

Misirli Zadeh, Kapudan Pasha (1095—9)

91 a.

Muteferrikah (1145) 111 a.

B. Yahya Iba Ghannam, d. 693. Ta'blr

Narnej, 130 a.

Idris (Mevlana) (902) 82 b.

Ikhlasi (Muh.) Ill a.

Ilyas B. 'Isa Akhisari, d. 967. Sherh el-Esma,

240 a.

'Imad B. Ebu Yezld Devani. Erba'in Hadij, 248 b,

'Imad ul-Mulk Behadur (Ghazi ud-DIn) d. c. 1207
;

283 6.

Inal, Sultan of Egypt (857—65) 81 a.

'Inayet Girai Khan, d. 1016; 98 *.

'Isa, son of Ahmed III., b. 1117 ; 200 b.

'Isa Pasha, governor of Anatoli (855) 81 b.

Isa B. 'Ali el-Esedi. Baz Nameh, 127 b.

Ibn 'Isa Akhisari, v. Ilyas.

Isfendiyar B. Bayezid, Lord of Kastamuni (c. 833)

3 b, 12 a.

Ishak Chelebi, d. 943—9. Divan, 176 b—210 a,

258 b.

Iskender Mirza B. 'Omer Sheikh (812-817) 286 a,

287 a, 298 b.

Islam Girai Khan, d. 1064 ; 250 b.

Ismail (Shah) I. (907—30) takh. Khata'i. Divan,

205 4.-82 b, 84 a, 86 b, 87 a.

Ismail (Shah) II. (984-5). 84 a, 86 b, 87 a.

Ismail, Sherif of Morocco (1099—1110) 88 a b,

89*.

Ismail Beg B. Ibrahim B. Isfendiyar of Kastamuni,

d. after 864. Hulviyyat Sudani, 11 b.—81a, 83a.

Ismail Pasha, governor of Baghdad (1110-11)

44 b, 89 a.

Isma'il Dedeh Ankirevi (Rusukh ud-Din) d. 1041-2.

Comm.on Mesnevi, 2345. Sufi tract, 2356.—2376.

Isma'il Ferrukh (1211) 79 6.

Isma'il Hakki, 168 *, 169 a.

Ismail Tulvi, (Faklr-ullah) d. 1141 ; 116 «,

'Ismeti, d. 1075.

Iyas Pasha, Grand Vezir (942—4) 257 6.

'Izzet, 211 6.

'Izzeti Efendi (1080) 198 6.

'Izzi, 242 a.

Ja'fer Pasha, governor of Tebriz (c. 1004) 856.

governor of Yemen (1010—30) 96 6.

Kapudan Pasha (1041—4) 101 6.

commander of Belgrade (1105) 88 b.

Jami, d. 898. Terpbends, 147 a. Letters, 83 a 6.—

159 b, 169 6, 172 6, 181 a 6, 1846, 286 6, 292 a b.

Jami, Turkish poet, 210 a, 211 6.

Janberdi Ghazali, d. 927 ; 46 a.

Jehanshah, Kara-kuyunlu (839—72) 80 6, 81 -i '.

Jelal ud-Din Rumi (Mevlana) d. 672. Mesncvi,

155 a, 234 6.—161 6, 277 6.

Jelal Tabib, d. 795; 286 6.

Jelal Zadeh Mustafa, v. Nishanji, 49 6.

Jelal Zadeh Salih, d. 973. Tarikh i Misr (953)

67a.-55 6

Jeliili, 210 a, 242 a.

Jem, son of Muhammed II, d. 900 ; 81 6, 82 a.

Jemali, nephew of Sheikhi (c. 831) 166 a.

Jemali Khalveti, 212 a.

Jemali (Muh. B. 'Ali) d. 957. Tarikh Al i 'Osman,

46 6, 49 a, 251 6.

Jem'i (Muh.) d. 1075. Saki Nameh, 196 a.

Jennabi (Mustafa B. Hasan) d. 999 ; 31 a.

Jesari, 212 a.

Jevheri, d. 393. Sihfih, 135 a.

Jevri (Ibrahim) d. 1065. Melhameh (1045) 193 «.

—186 a, 242 b, 244 a.

Ibn ul-Jevzi, d. 597 ; 109 6.

Jezeri (Muh. B. Muh.) d. 833. Mukaddimeh, 4 a.

Jinani (Mustafa) d. 1004. Riyaz ul-Jinan (994)

184 a—186 a, 210 a.

Julban (Seif ud-Din) d. 802 ; 38 6.

Juneid (Seyyid), d. 298; 220 a.

Kabuli Kedusi, d. 1000. Divan, 184 6.—186 6,

210 a 6, 244 a, 261 6.

Kadir 'Ali Beg. Translation of Jami' ut-Tevarikli

(1005) 282 6.

Kadiri (Murteza) Baghdadi, 211 6.

Kaf Zadeh 'Abd ul-Hayy, v. Fa'izi, 190 o.

Kaisuni Zadeh Bedr ud-Din Muh., d. 975-6 ; Ri-

saleh, 125 a.

Kalenderi, 211 a.

Kami Efendi. Letters 99 6.

Kani (Ebu Bekr) d. 1206. Manshe'at, 102 a 6.

Kansauh ul-Ghauri (906—22), 83 o, 153 a.

Kara Chelebi Zadeh, d. 1068, v. 'Abd ul-'Aziz,

191 o.

T T
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Kara Chelebi Zadeh Ebu'1-Fazl Mahmud, Kazi

'Asker Rumili (1054—7) 16 b.

Kara-Hisari. Shamil ul-Lughah (886—918) 139 a.

Karaman Oghli, 81 b.

Karsi (Da'ud). Sherh i Nuniyyeh (1169) 5 b, 6 a.

Kashifi (Husein) d. 910. Tuhfet us-Salevat, 12 6.

Kashifi, Turkish Poet, 242.

Kaai B. Blrbal, Kayath. Heft Akhter, 267 a.

Kasim Agha, 95 b.

Beg Isfendiyari, 83 a.

Ta'i, Ak-kuyunlu (c. 888) 82 a.

Ebu '1-Kasim Eivagbli. Mejma'ul-Insha (1052) 83 b,

86 a.

Katib Chelebi (Mustafa) called Haji Khallfah, d.

1068. Takvlm ut-tevarlkh (1058) 33 b—34 b.

Mlzan ul-Hakk (1067) 254 a. Jehan Numa

(1065—8) 111 a, 283 a.

Mah. Efendi, 55 b.

i Rumi, d. 970. Khulasat ul-Hei'eh, 120 a.

Zadeh Mustafa. Corrections of the Ruz Na-

meh, 259 b.

Katil (Mirza) d. 1233; Turki tales, 283 b, 284 a.

Ibn ul-Kausuni, d. 975-6. Risaleh, 125 a.

Kavsi Tebrizi. Divan (c. 1100) 209 b.

Kayyumji, of Erzerum, 101 a.

Kazi Zadeh (Muh. B. Mustafa) d. 1045. Risaleh

7 b. Makbul der Hal i Khuyul, 127 a.—254 b,

255 a, 188 a b.

Kazi Zadeh Islambuli (Ahmed) . Sherh Vasiyyet i

Birgili (1173) 7 a.

Kazvini (Zeheriyya) d. 682. 'Aja'ib ul-Makhlukat

106 b, 108 a—108 b.

Keika'us B. Iskender. Kabiis Nameh (473) 116 b.

Keika'us Mirza, son of Feth 'AliShah (1240) 299 b.

Kellm, 212 a.

Kelimet-ullah B. Rahmet-ullah. Turki vocabulary,

269 6.

Kemal Pasha Zadeh (Ahmed B. Suleiman) d. 940.

Daka'ik ul-Haka'ik, 141 b, 142 b. Ta'rlb 'an

it-TajIm, 142 a. Risaleh i Ya'iyyeh, 142 b.

Yusuf u Zuleikha, 172 b. Fetvas, 16 a. Letters,

95 a b. On the end of the world, 236 a.—143 a,

186 b, 210 *.

Kenan Pasha. His campaigns (1036—9) 191 b.

Kerlmi (Khojah) Letter (857) 81 a.

Kerimi, poet, 211 b.

Keshfi, 212 a.

Khadijeh BIgim, wife of Sultan Husein (889)

292 b.

Ebu'l-Khair Muh... son of Nabi, 201 b.

Khair ud-Din Kunevi Munejjim. Tali'i Mevlud,

132 6. Remel,133a.

Khair ud-Din Pasha (Barbarossa) d. 953 ; 60 a.

Khairi, 242 a.

Khakani (Iyas Pasha Zadeh Muh. Beg) d. 1015.

ffilyet un-Nebi, 244 b, 257 a.

Khaki, 211 b.

Khaki B. ul-Muhtesib (968) 72 b.

Khalfin (Ibrahim) d. A.D. 1828. History of Chinglz

Khan, 281 b.

Khalid Busnevi (1039) 242 b.

Khallfeh, 186 a.

Khalll Pasha, Grand Vezir (1026—8) 193 a, 242 a.

Khalil Sultan B. Miran Shah, d. 814; 284 b.

Khain-ullah Baklani (Sheikh) 33 a.

Khallli, 210 a.

Khalisi, 242 a, 244 a.

Khata'i, takh. of Shah Isma'Il I. 205 b.

Khatlbi, 242 a.

Khayali, d. 964 ; 244 a.—186 a, 212 b, 246 a.

Khayali (Shems ud-Din Ahmed B. Musa) d. 862; 6 a.

Khitabi, 210 a.

Khizr Beg B. Jelal ud-DIn, d. 863. Nuniyyeh, 5 b.

Khizr Pasha, governor of Baghdad (c. 1017) 85 b,

86*.

Khuda'i Dedeh, 139 b.

Khujendi. Latafet Nameh (c. 800) 287 b.

Khusrev Pasha, governor of Van (979) 86 b.

Khusrev Pasha, Grand Vezir (1037—41) 193 a.

Khusrev (Emir) Dihlevi, d. 725 ; 181 a, 184 b
}
258 a,

267 b, 283 b, 292 a b.

Khusrev, Turkish poet, 210 a.

Khwarezmi. Mahabbet Nameh (754) 290 a, 288 a.

Kilij Arslan Beg, of Erzenjan (847) 81 a.

Kinali Zadeh 'Ali B. Emr-ullah, d. 979. Munshe'at,

94 b.—77 a, 95 b.

Kinali Zadeh Hasan B. 'Ali, d. 1012. Tezkiret ush-

Shu'ara, 77 a 6.-94 b.

Kiyasi, 210 b, 211 b.

Kojah Beg (1040) 255 a.

Korkud, son of Bayezid II, 82 a, 83 a.

Kubad Pasha (c. 1000) 188 a b.

Kuchi Agha B. Khalll (928) 174 b.

Kuchuk Mirza (d. 889) 294 b.
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Kur Oghli, 212 a.

Kurani (Menla) d. 893 (857) 81 a.

Kutb ud-DIn (Mirza) 269 b.

Kutb ud-DIn Muh. Nikldi, d. 821 ; 12 a.

La'di, 212 a.

Laghur Beg, Voivode of Wallachia (1190) 102 o.

La'li, 210 b.

Lami'i (Mahmud B. 'Osman) d. 937-8. Sherh Diba-

jeh i Gulistiin (910) 156 a. Sheref ul-Insan

(933) 226 b, 227 a. Vis u Ramln (929—37)

1 75 a. Menkibet Uveis Kareni, 253 b.

Latin ('Abd ul-Latif) d. c. 995. Tezkiret ush-

Shu'ara (953) 75 b. Subhat ul-'Ushshak, 256 a.

Leblbi, 186 b, 242 a.

Ebu '1-Lei| Samarkandi, d. 375. Tezkiret ul-Evbyii,

223 a.

Lei? Ziideh, Kazi of Cairo (c. 950) 1 79 a.

Lem'i, 186 b, 210 b.

Lukmiin B. Seyyid Husein. Mujmil ut-Tumar (992)

54 b. Shema'il 'Osmaniyyoh (997) 53 b. Sheh-

namehi Al i 'Osman (999) 186 b.

Lutf-ullah Halimi. Persian Dictionary (850) 137 b.

Lu$f-ullah Tokati, d. 900; 114 a, 142 a.

Lutfi, d. c. 870. Gul u Nauruz (812—17) 258 b.

Divan, 288 3—284 a.

Madih Efendi, d. 1130; 101 a,

Mahmud I. (1143—68) 58 a, 204 a.

B. Abdullab Baghdadi. Tarikh i Misr

(1090) 69 a.

Efendi, Mufti (1125-6) 203 a.

B. Mustafa, Nigisari Zadeh, d. 1025. Satyre,

243 b.

Pasha B. Kassab (853) 168 b.

Sultan, brother of Sheibani Khan, 279 a b

301 a.

Terkhan, 288 a.

Mahremi, 210 b.

Mahvi, 210 b.

Makali, d. 997 ; 244 a.—154 a, 186 b.

Makrlzi, d. 845. Khi^at, 65 b.

Ibn Malkuchah (Muh.) Sherh ul-Emali (982—1003)

5 a.

Mallouf (Nasif). Letters (1266-7) 104 a.

Mani, 186 b.

Ma'ruf (Muh.) B. Muh. Sherlf 'Abbasi, d. 1002.

Terjumeh i Reshahat (993) 74 a.

Ma'sum Beg Safevi (974) 86 *.

Matba'i, 186 b.

Media (Dervish Hasan) Terjnmeh i Yemini (982-

1003) 42 b. Hikuyet Ebu 'Ali Sinn, 231

212 a.

Mehdi Khan (Mirza Muh.) Senglakh (1172-3)

265 a.—295 b.

Mehdi Kuli Khan (999) 187 b.

Mehru, 210 b.

Meili, 242 a.

Mejd ud-Din Baghdadi. d. 616 ; 56 a.

Mejdi, 210 b.

Mejdi (Muh. Edirnevi) d. c. 999 ; 72 b.

Mejniini, 211 b.

Melami, 242 b.

Ibn ul-Melek, v. Firishteh Oghli, 136 b.

Mongli Girai Khan (c. 910) 83 o.

Mensur, Kazi, 150 a.

Merjumek (Ahmed B. Lyas). Kabus Narneh (835)

116 5.

Mervarid ('Abdullah) d. 922 ; 285 b.

Meshami, 186 6.

Mesih Pasha (1048) 94 a.

Mesihi, d. 918. Divan, 171 b.—258 *.

Mosihi. Verka u Gulsha (1038) 209 a.

Mevlevi, 186 b.

Mihr u Mah, daughter of Suleiman I., 188 a, 189 a.

Ebu Mikhnef Lut, 40 a.

Ebu Mikra Ifriki, 123 b.

Milevi (Yusuf). Conquest of Egypt, 59 a.

Minkari Zadeh Yahya, Mufti (1073—84) Fetvas,

16 a.—198 a.

Mir 'An Katib (d. c. 950) 295 b.

Mi§ali, 186 b, 244 a, 261 b.

Misri (Sheikh Niyazi) d. 1105. Divan, 261 a b.

Misri Muh. Efendi, 243 *.

Mitraki (Nasuh) d. 940 ; 22 a.

Miyani, 211 b.

Mu'allim Zadeh Ahmed, Kazi 'Asker (974—9)

184 a.

Mudami, 258 b.

Mu'eyyid Zadeh 'Abd ur-Rahman, d. 922; 171 b.

Muhammed II. (847—9, 855—86). Letters, 80 b—
'

82 a, 84 b.—117 b, 168 b, 169 b, 220 a.

HI. (1003—1012). Letters, 85 a, 97 b.—

26 a, 188 a b, 246 a, 262 b.

IV. (1058—1099) 20 b, 125 b, 199 b, 201 a,

213 a.
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193 a, 242 a.

Muhammed, son of Bayezld II. Letter, 82 b.

Shah Behmeni. Letters, 81 a, 82 a.

Girai Khan, 191 a.

.Muhammed Pasha Sokolli, Grand Vezir (972—87)

86 b, 119 a, 159 b.

(Lala) Grand Vezir (1013-15)

85 b, 98 a.

(Kara) Grand Vezir (1023—26)

(Tabani Yassi) Grand Vezir(1041

-46) 32 a, 86 a, 193 a.

(SultanZadeh) Grand Vezir (1053

—55) 197 a.

(Sufi) Grand Vezir (1058-9) 197 a.

(Baltaji) Grand Vezir (1116—
23) 90 a.

(Yegen el-IIaj) Grand Vezir

(1196-7) 102 a b.

(Baltaji), governor of Baghdad

(956—61) 40 a.

(Silihdar), governor of Egypt
(1016—20) 242 b.

Muhammed 'AH, Pasha of Egypt. Treaty (1244)80 a.

Muhammed B. Ahmed B. Musalli. Sherh Sheflk

Nameh (1122) 64 a.

Bakir (Mirza) (1237) 41 b.

B. Bali. Guzldeh Nameh, 249 a.

B. Bedr ud-Din Ak-Hisari, takh. Munshi,
d. 1001; 159 a.

Beg B. Ahmed Beg. Skeref Nameh (1078)
70 a, 71 a.

Chelebi; 158 b, 188 a b.

Chelebi, Defterdar, 183 b, 247 b.

Emln Tirmizi (Seyyid) 77 b.

B. Ilaji Ilyas. Tuhfet ul-Hadiyeh, 141 a.

Ikhlasi (Sheikh) Ilia.

B. Ishak, 105 b.

Iznlki, 242 a.

uI-Katib Shirazi, called Neshati. Translation
of SafVet us-Safa (949) 281 a.

Khojah Zadeh, Mufti (1010—24) 98 a, 99 a b,

242 a.—- Khueyyi. Khulasah i Abbasi, 266 b.

Khwajah Aperdi, d. 759 ; 290 b.

Kunevi. Tejvld, 4 a.

B. Malkuchah. Sherh Bed' ul-Emali (982—
1003) 5 a.

Mehdi Tebrlzi. Kavaid i Turki (1198) 267 b.

Muhammed B. Muh. Edirnevi, d. 1050. Nukhbetut-

tevarikh (1028) 31 a, 32 a.

Mukhani (1048) 98 b.

B. Mustafa Amidi (1144) 39 a.

B. Mustafa Balikesri, d. 1045 ; v. Kazi

Zadeh, 127 ft.

B. 'Omer Derendi. Comment on Beizavi,

260 a.

B. 'Omer Halebi, 225 a.

Parsa, d. 822 ; 19 b, 284 b.

B. Pir 'Ali, d. 981 j v. Birgili, 6 b.

Sa'ld Imam Zadeh (1180) 204 ft.

Siilih Isfahani, 266 a.

Salih (Mir) B. Nur Said Beg, d. 941;

273*.

B. Salih, v. Yaziji Ogbli, 168 a.

§ena'i (Haji). History of Islam Girai Khan

(1060) 250 b.

B. Seyyid Ali ud-Din Husein. Rules of

Ehl i Futuvvet, 239 b.

Sultan B. Sultan Ahmed Mirza, d. 889 ;

294 b.

Ya'kub Jengi, Turki vocabulary, 268 a.

B. Yusuf Cherkesi (1081) 39 a.

B. Yusuf Enkirevi, 135 a.

Za'lm. Humai Jami' ut-tevarikh (985) 26 b.

Muhamm >di, 242 b.

Muhibbi, 210 b.

Muhsin B. Husein, Sherif of Mecca (1102) 88 a.

Muhsin Khan (Mir) 269 a.

Muhyi Chelebi, 95 b.

Mu'ld Zadeh Muh. B. Abd ul-'Aziz, d. 963, 183 a.

Muidi, d. 994. Shem'u Pervaneh, 183 a.—210 b.

Mum Ferahi, d. 907. Me'arij un-Nubuvvet, 36 b.

Mukhlis Baba, 160 b.

Mukhlisi, 242 a.

Muniri, 186 b.

Munshi, v. Muh. B. Bedr ud-Din, 159 a.

Murad II. (824—847) 9 b, 116 b, 166 a, 167 a, 168 b

216 6.

Murad III. (982—1003). Letters, 84 b, 85 b, 86 b,

95 6.—19 b, 42 b, 52 b, 53 b, 61 a, 110 b, 114 b,

133 b, 155 b, 184 a, 185 a, 186 b, 18a b, 189 a,

229 a, 230 a, 231 a, 241 b, 242 a, 262 b.

Murad IV. (1032—1049) . Letters, 85 b, 93 b, 94 a,

98 b, 252 a. Portrait, 192 b.—31 a, 191 a b,

192 b, 193 a, 194 a b, 196 b, 197 a b, 198 fe,

210 a b, 235 a, 255 a, 260 b.
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Murad Pasha. Grand Vezir (1015—20). Letters,

85 6, 87 a. Life. 98 6.—193«, 242 a.

Murad Pasha, governor of Buda (10(50—5) 252 a.

Murad Terjuman. Tesviyet ut-tevejjuh (964—82)

9 a.

Muradi, takh. of Murad III., 342 a, 210 b.

Murldi, 210 b.

Murteza Pasha, Serdar (1044) 85 b, 93 b.

Murteza Nazmi Zadeh, v. Nazmi Zadeh, 41 a.

Miisa B. Hasan 'Abbasi. Vocabulary (1 1 1 7) 140 b.

Musahib Pasha, v. Mustafa Pasha (Musahib)

Musannifek, 'Ala ud-Dln 'Ali B. Muh., d. 875 ; 169 a.

Muslih ud-Din Khalifeh (c. 850) 123 a.

Muslimi, v. Mustafa B. Mahmud, 227 b.

Mustafa I. (1026, 1031-2). Letters, 85 a, 97 b.

—r— II. (1106—15). Letters, 88 b, 89 a.—200 b,

201 a, 202 b, 204 a b.

son of Muhammed II. Letters (877) 81 b,

84 6.

son of Suleiman I., d. 980. Terjl', 175 6.—

107 b, 111 b, 180 b.

Mustafa Pasha (Kara) Grand Vezir (1048—53)

Letters, 86 a. Treaty, 252 a.—68 b, 197 a,

243 5.

(Merzifuni Kara) Grand Vezir

(1087—95) 199 b.

(Biyikli) Grand Vezir (1104-5)

199 b.

200 b.

(Daltaban) Grand Vezir (1114)

— Grand Vezir (1165—70) 204 a.

— Serdar, d. 988 ; 49 a, 61 b, 95 a.

— (Musahib) Kapudan Pasha, d.

1097; 100 a, 199 a, 200 b, 201 a.

— (Nishfmji) Kapudan Pasha (1133

—

43) 203 b.

Mustafa Agha Mutteferrikah. Fevii'id i Ghaza

(1029) 129 a.

B. Ahmed 'Ali, v. 'Ali, 19 a.

B. Ahmed Sadri, called Sheikh Vefa, d. 896.

Kuz Nameh, 122 b.

B. 'Ali Muvakkit, d. c. 960. Kifayet ul-Vakt

(935) 121 a. Tuhfet ul-Mejalis, 121 b. Tuh-

fet uz-Zeman, 109 b. On the Zodiac (959)

122 a.

Beg, Emir of Egil (c. 1095) 71 a.

Feizi. Resa'il Mushfiyeh (1058—99) 125 b.

• B. Jelal, v. Nishanji, 49 b.

Mustafa B. Mahmud, takh. Muslimi (959) 227 b.

(Ebu'l Meyfimin) Mufti (1011—15) 96 b.

B. Shema ud-Din 'Ali, d. 908. Akhteri, 135 A.

B. Yusuf (Zarir). Futuh ush-Sham (7!'

88 b.

Ebu'1-Mutr Balkhi (c. 300) 105 a.

Nabi (Yusuf) d. 1124. Tarikh i Kamincheh (10

260 b. Tuhfet ul-Haremein (1093) 113 6,^

260 a. Divan (1117) 200 a, 201 a. Khairi

Nameh, 200 a, 201 b, 254 a. MunshoVit, 100 /-.

—37 a, 212 a, 255 /,.

Nadir Shah (1148—60) 212 a, 250 a, 264 a.

Nadiri, v. 'Abd ul-Ghani Zadeh, 96 ft.—186 b.

Nahhas (Ahmed) d. 814. Faza'il ul-Jihad, 1 18 u.

Na'ili (Yeni Zadeh Mustafa) d. 1077. Divan,

197 a b.

Na'ili ('Abdullah), Re'ls ul-Kuttab (1160—6) 88

Na'ima, d. 1128; 56 b.

Nali, 210 b.

Nami, 186 b, 210 b.

Nasibi, 210 b.

Nasih B. JJafer. Tarikh Yemlni, 42 b.

Nasir B. Burhan Rabghiizi. Kisas ul-Eubiyu (710)

269 6.

Nasiri ('Abd ul-Jelll) 265 a, 266 a.

EbuNasr'Ali, 105 b.

Ebu Nasr B. Tiihir Serakhsi. Guzldeh Nameh,

249 a.

Nasr ud-Dln Khojah. Lata'if, 224 a, 152 b.

Nasuh Pasha, Grand Vezir (1020—23). Letters,

85 b, 87 a, 97 a, 98 a, 99 a.—193 a, 2-1 -

Nasuh Mitrfiki, d. 940 ; 22 a.

Nasuhi, 203 a.

Nazlri Tmsi, 197 b.

Nazmi. Nazm i Suver, 243 b.—210 b.

Nazmi Zadeh 'Abd ur-Rahman, d. 1132 ; 41 h.

Nazmi Zadeh Murteza, d. 1133. Tezkiret ul-Ev-

liya (1092) 74 6. Tarikh i Timur (1110-11)

43 a b. Biiz Nameh (1115) 127 b. Kabus

Nameh (1117) 116 b, 117 a. Gulshen i Khu-

lefa (1130-1) 41 a, 42 a.—37 b.

Nedim (Ahmed), d. c. 1142. Divan, 203 /

.

Nedlm (Muh.). Divan (c. 1080), 198 «.

Nefi ('Omer) d. 1044-5. Divan, 192 />, 242 <i.—

244 a.

Nejati flsa) d. 914. Divan, 171 «.—210 b, 21 -

253 6.

Neshati, 211 6.
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Neshati (Muh. ul-Katib), Life of Sheikh San ud-

Dln (949) 281 a.

Nesimi (Seyyid'Imad ud-Dln) d. 820; 165 a, 261 6,

176 a.

Neva'i, v. 'AH Shir, 273 a.

Nevali Efendi Ak-hisiiri, d. 1003. Ferrukh Nameh,

117 b.

Nev'i (YahyaB. PIr'Ali) d. 1007. Neta'ij ul-Fanun,

114 a, 115 a.—186 6, 210 b, 246 a.

Nev'i Zadeh, v. 'Ata'i, 195 b.

Negr 'Ali, 265 a.

Nida'i. Feth Nameh i Jerba (967) 178 b.

Nida'i (Dervish), Tabib (975-8) 125 b.

Nigab, 212 a.

Nigari (Haider Re'Is) d. 980. Victories of Sinan

Pasha (961) 177 b.

Nigisari Zadeh Mahmud B. Mustafa, d. 1025. Satyre,

243 6.

Nigisari (Shems ud-DIn) 5 a.

Nihali, 186 b.

Ni'met-ullah B. Ahmed, d. 969. Lughat i Ni'met-

ullah, 142 b, 143 b.

Nishanji (Mustafa B. Jelal), called Kojah Nishanji,

takh. Nishani, d. 975. Tabakat ul-Memalik

(962) 49 b, 50 a. Me'asir i Selimkhani (c. 970)

50 6.-37 a, 55 b.

Nishanji (Ramazan Zadeh Muh.), called Kiichuk

Nishanji, d. 979. Tarikh i Nishanji (969) 25 a,

26 a, 251 a.—29 b, 55 b.

Nishanji Pasha (Taj Zadeh Ja'fer), d. 920; 1 72 b, 94 a.

Nishanji Zadeh Ahmed (c. 974) 30 a.

Nishanji Zadeh Muh. B. Ahmed, d. 1031. Mir at

ul-Ka'inat (1026—31) 29 b, 30 b.

Niyazi Misri (Sheikh) d. 1105. Divan, 261 a.—211 b,

212 a, 261 b.

Nizami Genjevi, d.c. 600; 162 b, 170 b, 181 a, 182 a,

184 a b, 207 a, 258 a, 285 b, 287 a, 292 a b.

Nizami, Turkish poet, 211 b.

Nuh B. Mustafa, d, 1070. Milel u Nihal, 35 b, 36 a.

Nur ud-DIn Nakkash B. 'Abd ul-Kadir, 122 b.

Nur Said Beg (872) 274 a, 277 a.

Nuri Beg (Khalil) d. 1213. Tarikh i Nuri, 58 b.

Nuri (Seyyid IJasan) d. 1100; 202 b.

Nutki, 242 o.

'Obeid ullah Khan Uzbek, takh. 'Obeidi (939—46).

Divan, 300 o.—84 b.

'Obeidi, 242 a.

Oghurlu Ahmed Ak-kuyunlu (902) 82 b.

Okchi Zadeh Muh. B. Muh., takh. Shahi, d. 1039.

Munshe'at, 97 a.

'Olvi (Derzi Zadeh Muh.) d. 993. Elegies, 177 a—
186 a, 210 b, 211 a b, 212 b, 244 a, 245 b.

'Omer Pasha, governor of Baghdad (1088—1100)

41 a, 144 a.

'Omer B. Hasan Shifa'i. Murshid ul-Mukhtar (1117)

129 b.

'Omri, 210 b.

'Osman I. (699—726). Letter, 84 a.

'Osman II. (1026—31) Letters, 85 6.-29 b, 31 a,

127 b, 190 b, 193 a, 194 b, 195 a, 196 a, 242 a.

'Osman Pasha B. Uzdemir, d. 993 ; 185 a, 251 b,

262 b.

'Osman Agha (Terjuman). Memoirs (1136) 73 b.

'Osman Efendi ('Oshshaki Zadeh) (c. 1124) 101 a.

'Osman Hasani (Dervish) Hakir-ullah, d. 1131, 116a.

'Osman Zadeh Ta'ib, d. 1136. Hadikat ul-Vuzera

73 a.—227 b.

Pechevi Ibrahim Pasha, d. 1061. Tarikh i Pechevi,

55 a, 56 a.

Peiki, 242 a.

Pertev Pasha, 2nd Vezir (974) 95 a.

Pezdevi ('Abd ullah). Tract on Nadi 'Aliyyen, 20 a.

Piyaleh Chelebi (c. 915) 11 a.

Piyaleh Pasha, Kapudan Pasha (962—75) d. 985

;

95 a, 178 b.

Riibghuzi (Nasir B. Burhan). Kisas ul-Enbiya (710)

269 6.

Raghib Pasha, Grand Vezir (1170—76) 204 a b,

211 6.

Rahi, 210 6.

Rahlmi (Muh.); Divan (c. 974) 179 6.

Rahmi, d. 975 ; 210 6, 211 a, 186 a.

Rahmi (Habeshi Zadeh) (1124) 101 a.

Ra'if Mahmud. Geography (1219) 112 a, 113 a.

Rakiyyeh Khatun Ak-kuyunlu. Letters (880) 82 a.

Ramazan Zadeh, v. Nishanji, 25 a.

Rami (Muh.) Re'Is ul-Kuttab (1105—14), Grand

Vezir (1114-15) d. 1119; 73 a, 100 6, 199 6,

2016.

Ramiz, 211 6.

Rashid (Muh.) d. 1148. Tarikh (1134) 56 6.

Rasikh, 211 6.

Rayeti, 210 6.

Razi (Muh. B. Ebi Bekr) d. 680 ; 135 a, 5 a.
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Rfizi, Turkish poet, 210, 6.

Rofl' (Muh.) Translation of Divan i Huseini (1105

—35) 299 a.

Refi'i. Besharet Nameh (811) 164 6.

Reha'i, 242 o.

Reja'i, 242 a.

Rejeb Dedeh 'Adni, d. 1095. Poem, 236 a.

Rejeb Pasha, Kii'im Makiiin and Grand Vezir (1041)

93 b.

Reshld Vatvat, d. 578. 'Ali's sayings, 236 b.

Reshld ud-Dln (d. 718). Jami' ut-Tevarikh, 282 b,

276 b, 277 a.

Resmi, 210 b.

Revani, 210 b.

Rifat Efendi, 73 b.

Riyazi (Muh. B. Mustafa) d. 1054. Sfiki Nameh,

190 a, 196 a. Divan, 194 5.-242 b, 244 a.

Riza'i ('AH B. Muh.) d. 1039. Divan, 198 b.—191 a,

1976.

Riza'i (Seyyid Muh.). Archery matches (c. 1153)

129 5.

Rizvan Pasha (1019) 68 a.

Rizvan Pasha Zadeh 'Abd ullah. History of Egypt

(1056) 68 a, 69 a.

Ruhi, 186 a, 210 5, 2115.

Ruhi Baghdadi, d. 1014; 242 5.

Rimi (Sheikh Mahmud Urmevi) d. 1048; 56 a.

Rumi (Muh. Efendi Ak-hisari). Trace on the creed,

7 5, 255 a.

Rustem Beg Ak-kuyunlu. Letter (897) 82 5.

Rustem Beg (Haji) a Kurd Emir. Letter (908)

83 a.

Rustem Khan, general of 'Abbas I. Letters (1044

—49) 85 5, 86 a.

Rustem Pasha, Grand Vezir (951—68) 9 a, 95 6,

178 a, 180 5.

Rusiikhi (Suleiman). Mystic poem (c. 960) 255 a.

§abit (Ala ud-Dlu) d. 1121. Divan 202 a 6.—211 6,

212 5.

Sabri (Haji Husein) Iznikmidi. Forty Hadl§ (c.

1180) 204 6.

Sabri ('Ilmi Zadeh Muh.) d. 1055. Divan, 190 6,

197 6.—186 a, 212 6.

Sabuhi Dedeh, d. 1057. Saki Nameh, 190 6.

Sad B. Zeid, Sherif of Mecca (1103—12) 88 6—90 a.

Sad ud-Din (Khojah) B. Hasan Jan, d. 1008. Taj

ut-tevaiikh (c. 982) 51 5—53 6. Translation of

Bed'ul-Emali, 5 a.—53 a, 54 6, 95 b, 188 u,

189 a.

Sa'd ud-Dln Pasha, governor of Said* (1172) 101 b.

Sada'i, 210 6.

Sa'di Shirazi, d. 691. GulisUln, 156 a. Boston, 156 1.

Sa'di. Jamasp Nameh (833) 168 a.

Sa'di. Poem on prayer (994) 10 a, 256 a.

Sa'di Chelebi, Kazi of Constantinople (940) 95 /-.

Sadik, 186 a.

Sadr ud-Din Musa, d. 779; 281 a.

Safa Girai Khan (1103) 88 a.

Safa ('Abd ul-Hamid) Tefrishi (1272) 296 a.

Safa'i. Scrap-book (974—94) 244 /-.

Safi (Shah) (1038—52). Letters, 84 a.—83 b, 209 a,

252 a.

Safi (MustafaEicndi ?). Jihad Nameh (982— 1 003)

*G1«.

Safi ud-Dln Ishak el-I.Iuseini, d. 735; 281 a.

Sahrii'i, 210 6.

Sa'i, 186 a.

Said, Sherif of Mecca (1127) 90 a.

Sa'id B. Suleiman Pasha (1227) 103 6.

Ebu Said Bahri, 105 6.

Ebu Said Muh. Efendi; Mufti (1053-65) 191«,244«.

Sa'Idi, 186 a.

Sa'il Hamadani, d. 940 or 950; 298 b.

Salah ud-Din. Shemsiyyeh (811) 193 5.

Salih B. Jelal, d. 973. Tarikh i Misr (953) 67 a.—

55 6.

Salih B. Muh. Turkish grammar (c. 1000) 150 a.

Salih Pasha, Grand Vezir (1055—7) 197 a.

Sami Efendi (c. 1147) 58 a.

Samti, 210 6.

San'an (Sheikh) 185 a, 302 6.

§ani ('Abd-ul Baki) 242 a.

§4ni Efendi (Muh.) (1030) 17 a.

Sari, 210 6.

Sam Khan (c. 1049) 86 a.

Sarukhani (Dervish). Miftah ul-Hisab (953) 252 b.

Sati', 211 6.

Se'adet Girai Khan (1102) 88 a.

Sefer Ghazi Agha (1060) 250 6.

Sehi Beg, d. 955 ; 75 6, 171 a, 210 6.

Sekkaki. Divan (c. 850) 284 a, 291 a.

Seliki, 210 6.

Selim I. (918—26). Letters, 84 6, 87 a.—15 6,

174 a, 263 a.
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Selim II. (974—82). Letters, 78 a, 84 h, 86 6, 95 a.

—74 6, 76 b, 179 b, 180 a, 188 a 5, 189 a.

III. (1203—22). Letters, 79 6.—119 b, 205 a.

Girai Khan (1099—1108) 87 b, 88 a b.

Selimi, 211 b.

Solman, 210 b.

Selman (Emir) 162 b.

Sema'i, 186 a.

Sena'i (*Abd ul-Baki) Siruzi, d. 1100 ; 199 a, 210 a,

255 6.

Sena'i (el-Haj Mah.). History of Islam Girai (1060)

250 6.

Serai, 210 a.

Seyyid Ahmed Mirza. Ta'ashshuk Nameh (839)

289 6.

Seyyid 'AH Zadeh Ya'kiib, d. 931 ; 245 a.

Shiih 'AH B. 'Abd ul-'AH, 274 a.

Gharlb B. Sultan Husein (888) 293 b.

Ghazi Pasha (Shehsavar Pasha Zadeh) 243 b.

-— Kuli Khalffah (Kaverghalu) 949 ; 281 a.

Kuli Khan (974) 187 a.

Mahmud (d. c. 960) 295 b.

Melik; d. 829; 277 a.

Tahir, Khojah i Jehan, d. 952. Letter, 81 a.

Shahi (Emir) d. 857 ; 267 b.

Shahi, v. Okchi Zadeh, 97 a.

Shahidi (Ibrahim) d. 957. Tuhfeh i Shahidi (920),

139 6—141 a.

Shahln Oghli, 169 6.

Shahrukh (848) 80 6.

Sha iri, 210 6.

Shakir, 212 a.

ShakirBeg(c. 1147) 58 a.

Shefik (Muh.) d. 1127. Shefik Nameh (1115) 63 6.

Shehidi, 210 6.

Shehrestani, d. 548. Milel u Nihal, 35 6.

Shehsuvar Pasha Zadeh Ghazi Pasha, 243 6.

Sheibani Khan Uzbek (906—916). Bahr ul-Huda

(914) 284 6.-276 a, 280 a, 301 a.

Sheikh Zadeh. Letter (906) 82 6.

Sheikh Zadeh Ahmed Misri. Kirk Vezir, 216 a,

219a.

Sheikh Zadeh Hamd-ullah B. Ahmed, d. 967 ; 120 6.

Sheikhi (Hakim Sinan) d. c. 831. Khusrev u

Shirln, 165 6—166 6.

Efendi. Letter (923) 99 a.

('Abd ul-Mejid), v. Sivasi, 19 a.

Sheikhi(Seyyid Muh.) d. 1043. Saki Nameh, 195 6.

Pasha (c. 950) 208 6.

Shem'i (Mustafa), d. c. 1009. Sherh i Gulistan (977)

156 6, 157 a. Sherh i Bustftn, 156 6. Sherh i

Divan i Hafiz (981) 158 a. Sherh i Beharistan

(982—7) 159 6. Sherh i Pend Nameh, 154 h.

Sherh i Mesnevi (999) 155 6.—133 6, 186 a,

210 6,211 6.

Shem'i. Translation of SherefNameh (c. 1095) 71 a.

Shemkhfil, prince of Daghistan (1108) 88 6.

Shems i Fakhri (745) 143 a.

Shems i Kassar, 288 a.

Shemsi. Jevahir ul-Kelimat, 137 a.

v. Sivasi Shems ud-Din, 18 6.

Pasha, d. 988 ; 242 a.

212 a.

Sheref Khan Bidlisi. Sheref Nameh (1005) 70 a,71 a.

Sheref Khan B. Ebdal Khan (1078) 70 6.

Sherif Efendi, Kazi of Damascus (1010—30) 96 6.

Sherif Efendi, Defterdar (1206) 120 a.

Sherif (Seyyid). Terjumeh i Shahnameh (913)

152 a.

Ibn Sherif. Yadgar (c. 900) 124 a.

Sherifi, 76 6, 210 6.

Shifa'i (Dervish 'Omer). Murshid ul-Mukhtar (1117)

129 6.

Shifa'i (Muh. B. Hasan) d. 1085. Sherh i Kham-

riyyeh, 237 6.

Shihab ud-Din Khiyabani (c. 800) 286 6.

Shihab ud-Din Suhreverdi, d. 632. 'AvJirif ul-

Me'arif, 17 a.

Shinasi Efendi. Letters (c. 1160) 101 6.

Shirviinshah. Letter (c. 850) 81 a.

Shugufi, 210 6.

Shukri. Selim Nameh (929) 174 a.—59 6.

Sidi Ahmed B.Miranshah. Ta'ashshuk Nameh (839)

289 6.

Sidi 'AH, d. 970. Khulasat ul-Hei'eh, 120 a.

Sinan Beg (963) 109 6.

Sinan Cha'ush. Ghazevat i Khair ud-Din Pasha

(948) 60 a.

Sinan Efendi, d. 980 ; 14 6.

Sinan Mekki (Sheikh). Menasik ul-Hajj (991) 14 h.

SinanPasha, KapudanPasha,d.961. Victories, 177/'.

Sinan Pasha, Serdar and Grand Vezir (988—1004)

187 a 6, 262 6, 85 a.

Sipahi, 186 a, 210 6.



Sipahi Zadeh Mub. B. 'Ali, d. 997

Buldan, 110 6.—35 a.

Ibn Sirin, 130 6.

Sirri (Ibrahim) d. 1110. Divan, 199 b.

Sirri (Muzaffer) d. 982 ; 186 a.

Slvfisi ('Abd ul-Mejld) d. 1049 ; 19 a, 254 b.

Slvfisi (Shems ud-DIn Ahmed) takh. Shemsi, d.

1009. Menazil ul-'ArifTn, 18 6, 248 b. Sufi

allegory, 244 a.

Siyami, 186 a.

Siyavush Pasha, Grand Vezir (990—1000) 262 b.

Siyavush Pasha, Grand Vezir (1098-9) 87 b.

Solak Zadeh Muh., takh. Hemdemi, d. 1068 ; 32 b,

47 b, 59 b.

Su'ali, 210 b.

Subhan Kuli, Khan of Bukhara (1102) 88 a.

Subhi (Muh.). Tarikh (1155) 57 b.

Sudi Busnevi, d. c. 1006. Sherh i Hafiz (1002)

158 6.

Suheili, 60 a.

Suhreverdi (Shihab ud-DIn) d. 632. 'Avarif ul-

Me'arif, 17 a.

Suhreverdi (Seyyid el-Haj) Baghdadi, 259 b.

Sufi (Seyyid Muh. 'Asim) 261 b.

Suleiman I. (926—74) Letters, 84 b, 87 a b, 95 a,

96 a.—25 a, 32 a, 49 b, 60 a, 174 a, 175 a, 178 a,

181 a, 188 at, 189 a, 210 b, 227 b.

Suleiman II. (1099—1102). Letters, 87 b.—199 b.

Suleiman (Emir), son of Bayezld I, d. 814; 162 a,

163 a b.

Suleiman (Shah), of Persia (1077—1105) 88 a b.

Suleiman Pasha, son of Urkhan. Letter (759)

84 a.

Suleiman Agha (el-Haj) (1029) 129 a.

Suleiman Beg, of Karishduran (860) 44 b.

Suleiman Chelebi. Imam of Brusa (c. 805),Mevlud,

240 6.

Sultan 'Ali Meshhedi, d. 919 ; 300 a 6.

Sultan-Husein Beikara (Ebu'l Ghazi), takh. Huseini

(873—911) Divan, 256 6, 299 a, 300 a. Letters,

82 a 6, 83 a, 86 a.—273 a 6. 285 6, 292 a 6,

293 a 6, 294 6, 296 6.

Sultan-Husein Safevi (1105—35) 88 6,89 a 6,299 a.

Sultan-Muhammed Khudabendeh (985—95) 84 a,

87 a, 95 a,

Sultan Murad B. Emir Shahi (969) 291 6.

Sultan Veled, d. 712; 277 6.
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'Ajii'ib ul Sun'-ullah B. Sheikh Ahmod. Risaleh BU i S.innet,

255 a.

Sun'-ullah B. Ja'fer Beg, Mufti (1008—17) 97 u.

Sunbul Zadeh Vehbi, d. 1224. Tuhf.h i Vehbi,

144 a.

Sun'i Zadeh Seyyid Muh., Mufti (1072-:;, 198 a.

Sur'ati, 210 6.

Sururi (Mustafa) d.969. 'Aja'ibul-Makhlukat(960)

107 6, 108 b. Sherh i Mu'amma (965) 160 a.

Sherh i Hafiz (966) 157 6.— If)

Ebu's Su'ud Muh. B. Muh. 'Imadi, MuRi (952—82).
Fetava, 15 6, 243 6, 248 a 6. Kauun Jedid,

247 6, 248 6. Tract on the wrong use of Arabic

words, 243 6. Letters, 2i3 a, 95 6.—188 a b,

254 6.

Su'udi, 186 a.

Suyufi (Jelal ud-DIn) d. 911. On the end of the

world, 236 a.

Suzi, 210 6.

Taberi, d. 310. Tarikh i Taberi, 22 a, 23 <t.

Tfihir (Muh.) 'Imad ud-Devleh, takh. Vahld, d. c.

1120; 89 a 6, 90 a, 209 6.

Ebu Tahir Musa Tartusi. Kiran Habeshi, 219 6.

Tahmasp I. (Shah) (930—84); 84 a, 86 6, 87 a, 95 6,

96 a, 281 a, 301 a.

Ta'ib Ahmed (Osman Zadeh) d. 1136. Hadikat ul-

Vuzera, 73 a.—227 6.

Tairan (Fakih) d. 777 ; 302 6.

Taj Zadeh, or Taji Zadeh, Ja'fer Chelebi, called

Nishanji Pasha, d. 920; 94 a, 172 /..

Taj Zadeh Muh. Efendi (1048) 94 a.

Tali' Herevi, 265 a, 266 a.

Talib, 210 6.

Tartusi (Ebu Tahir Musa). Kiran Habeshi, 220 a.

Tashkupri Zadeh Ahmed, d. 968. Shaka'ik an-

Nu'maniyyeh, 72 a.

Tatar 'Ali Efendi, 153 6.

Tatarjik Zadeh 'Abdullah. La'ihah (1206) 119 6.

Ta'usi fAli B. Musa) 40 a.

Tayyib Bukhari (Khwajah). Elfaz i Jeliyyeh, 264 6.

Teftazani (Ahmed). Letter (911) 83 a.

Tevekkul (Dervish) Safvet us-Sala (759) 281 a.

Tifli (Ahmed) d. 1074. Divan, 198 6.—212 a.

TIghi (Muh. Beg) d. 1027; 186 a, 210 a.

Tokhtamish Girai Khan, d. 1016 ; 98 b.

Toma. Risaleh i Shuja'iyyeh (c. 960) 128 a.

Torak Beg, d. 970 ; 177 a.

U tf
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Torghiid Pasha, admiral, d. 972 ; 178 a b.

Tnk Bugha (Emir Nasir ud-DIn) (709) 270 a.

Tulii'i. Pasha Nameh (1040) 191 6.

Ibn TillQn, b. 832. History of Egypt (c. 901) 66 a.

Tulvi (Sheikh Ismail) d. 1141 ; 116 a.

Tur.lbi Karamani, 242 a, 210 a.

Ufki ('Ali). Turkish songs (1079) 212 b.

Ulugh Beg Mirza B. Shahrukh, d. 853; 284 b.

Oraz Muhammed Khan (1005) 282 b.

Urkhan (726—761) Edict (753). Letter (760) 84 a.

Oshi (Siraj ud-DIn 'Ali). Bed'ul-Emali (569) 4 b.

Ustuvani (Muh. B. Ahmed) d. 1072. Treatise on

prayer, 13 b.

Usuli, d. 945. Divan, 175 b, 208 b.

Uveis Behiidur (Sultan) B. Baikara Mirza (889)

293 a.

Uveis Kareni. Menkibet i Uveis, 253 b.

Uveis Pasha, governor ofEgypt (994) d. 999 ; 133 b.

Uveis Pasha, Vezir (c. 1020) 99 a.

Uzun Hasan Ak-kuyunlu (872-82) Letters, 81 b,

84 6.

Vahdeti, 211 fo, 261 fo.

Vahdti Chelebi (Seyyid). Inshai Merghub (1114

—

16) 100 b.

Vahibi, 210 b.

Vahyi. Astrological tract (901) 262 b.

Vahyi (Seyyid Muh.) d. 1130. Kulliyyat, 202 b.

Vakidi (Pseudo-). Futuh ush-Sham, 38 b.

Valihi, 186 b, 242 a.

Vasfi, 210 b.

Vasi' 'Alisi, v. 'Ali B. Salih, 227 a.

Vasif (Ahmed) d. 1221 ; 112 6.-58 b, 212 a.

VAsik, 212 a.

Yefa (Sheikh) Muslih ud-DIn Mustafa B. Ahmed,

d. 896. Buz Niimeh, 122 b, 259 a b.

Yefa'i ('Abd ul-'AzIz) d. 874—6 ; 121 b.

Vefa'i Muh. (Sheikh) 994 ; 123 a.

Vehbi (Ahmed B, Mustafa). Sakk i Vehbi (1054—7)

16 6.

Vehbi (Muh. B. Ibrahim) 1072, 39 o.

Vehbi (Sunbul Zadeh Muh.) d. 1224. Tuhfeh i

Vehbi, 144 a.—212 a.

Veisi (Uveis B. Muh.) d. 1037. Vaki'ah Nameh,

29 a, 243 a, 245 a. Letters, 99 a. Slret un-

Nebi, 37 a.—98 a, 186 6, 244 a.

Vejdi ('Abd ul-Baki) d. 1071. Divan, 197 a.

Veli Efendi, 244 a, x.

Veli ud-DIn, Mufti (1173—5) 204 6.

Ibn ul-Verdi, d. 850. Kharldet ul-'Aja'ib, 109 a.

Yadgar Ferrukh Mirza (c. 900) 285 6.

Yahya Beg, d. 983. Khamseh, 180 6. Gulshen i

Envar, 181 a, 182 6, 257 6. Yusuf u Zelikha,

181 a. Genjlneh i Eaz (947) 181 a, 177 a. Usui

Nameh, 182 a, 183 a. Shah u Geda, 182 a,

183 a.

Yahya Efendi, Mufti (1031—53) d. 1053. Divan,

194 a, 210 6. Sfiki Nameh, 194 a, 195 a.—96 6,

97 6, 98 a, 186 6, 191 a, 195 a, 197 6, 198 6,

199 a, 203 a, 211 6, 212 a, 244 a, 247 6.

Yahya (Ziya ud-DIn). Genjlneh i Hikmet (c. 1000)

231 a, 43 a.

Yaklni. Ok Yai Munazareh-si (c. 850) 290 6.

Yakovaki. Geography (1219) 112 6, 113 a.

Ya'kub Beg Ak-kuyunlu (883—96) Letters, 82 a b.

Ya'kub B. Seyyid 'Ali, d. 931 ; 245 a.

Yaziji, 210 6.

Yaziji Mustafa. Terji'bend (932) 47 6.

Yaziji Oghli Ahmed BIjan, v. Ahmed Bijan, 17 6.

Yaziji Oghli Muh. B. Salih, d. 855. Muhammed-
iyyeh, 168 a, 169 a.—18 a.

Yemlni (Dervish Muh.). Fazilet Nameh i 'AH (925)

173 a.

Yusuf B. 'Abd ullah. Mekatib ul-Mufld (943) 93 a.

Yiisuf B. 'Abd ul-Latif . Subhat ul-Akhbar (952)

32 a.

Agah Efendi (1208) 79 6.

Agha (c. 1127) 59 a.

Devlet Oghli. Menzumeh fil-Fikh (827-8) 9 b.

Efendi Misri (c. 1050) 35 6.

B. Muh., Katib ul-Mushahereh. Ken'aniyyeh,

252 6.

B. Muh. Milevi. Terjumeh i Tarlkh Ibn

Zenbel (1127) 59 a.

Pasha, d. 1018 ; 244 6.

B. Shukr-ullah. Terjumeh i Khitat (969)

65 6.

Za'fi, 186 a, 210 6.

Za'Ifi, 242 a.

Za'im (Muh.) Humai Jami' ut-tevarikh (985) 26 6.

Zakiri, 211 a.

Zarlr Mustafa. Terjumeh i Futuh ush-Sham (796)

38 6.

Zati, d. 953 ; 210 6, 211 a, 258 6.

Zein ul-'Abidin Efendi, 244 a.
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Zein ul-'Abidn B. KhaM. Shift ul-Fu'ad (1039)

260 6.

Zeini, 210 b.

Zejri Munastiri. Scrap-book, 258 b.

Zemakhsheri, d. 538. Mukaddimet ul-Edeb, 134 a.

Ibn Zenbel. Conquest of Egypt (c. 960) 59 a.

Zennati ('Abdullah B. Muh). Remel, 132 b.

Zerrln Kemer (Ispehbed) 105 b.

Zihni, 186 a, 242 a.

Zlrek Agha (c. 1000) 155 a.

Ziya ud-Din Yahya, takh. Ziya'i. Genjineh i Ilik-

met (1038) 231 a.

Ziya'i Chelebi, of Mustiir, d. 992. Kissah i Sheikh

'Abd ur-Rezzak (991) 185 a. Terji'bend, 186 a.

?uhuri, 210 b.

European Names.

Apafi, prince of Transylvania (1099—1901) 87 b,

88 a.

Aristotle. Properties of the magnet, 241 a. Beitar

Nameh, 126 b.

Arbuthnot (Charles) (1229) 80 a.

Augustus II, of Poland. Letter (A.D. 1699) 89 b.

Baroni (Francesco) 1103 ; 88 b.

Bobrovski ('AH Beg) (A.D. 1662—4) 1 a.

Boris Fedorovich (Tzar) 282 b.

Bourguignon, 101 h.

Burton (James) (1237—49) 92 b.

Casson (Edmond) d. A.D. 1654 ; 79 b.

Castellus (Edmundus) 143 a.

Charles I, of England. Treaty (1051) 78 b.

Chateauneuf (Castagneres de) 1101 ; 88 a.

Clerambeau (De) 101 b.

Codrington (Sir Edward). Treaty (1244) 80 a.

Cook (Roger) 1088 ; 91 a.

Covel (John) (1087-8) 90 b, 199 a, 234 a.

Cromwell (Oliver) (1065) 79 a.

Crow (Sir Sackvile) (1051) 79 a.

Damirat, 101 b.

Desmartineaulx (Philippe). Grammaire Turque

(A.D. 1688) 151 b.

Elgin (Lord) (A.D. 1803) 79 b.

Ferriol (Comte de) A.D. 1699 ; 89 b, 90 a.

Finch (Sir John) (1087-8) 90 b, 91 a b.

Gautier, 101 b.

George III, of England. Letters (1208—20) 79 b.

Hancock Ant. (Phnt.) 145 a.

Hemskeerken (Conrad) 1102 ; 88 b.

Hondius (Jodocus) 111 a.

Hussey (Sir William) 1104; fg

Huszar (Valentin von). French-Turkish glossary,

146 b.

Hyde (Thomas) 145 a.

James I, of England. Treaties (1012, 10!

78 a b.

James II, of England (1099) 87 //.

Jenner (Edward) 126 a.

John III, of Poland (1099) 88 a.

Kaempfer (Engelbert) Turkish vocabularies, (A.D.

1685) 146 a.—151 a.

Keth von Wandtscheidt (Joann) A.D. 1688; 161 //.

Lauziere (Du) 151 a.

Leopold I, Emperor. Letters (1099—1112) 88 «,

89 b, 90 a.

LeszSzinski (Graf) 1112; 89 b.

Lewenklau (Hans) 47 a.

Louis XIV, of France. Letters (1101-10) 88 a, 89 h.

Mans (Raphael du) Turkish grammar (A.D. 1684)

151 a.

Maximilian II, Emperor (982) 7

Mazeppa, Hetman of Cossacks (A.D. 1699) 8)

Molino (Giovanni). Dittiouario Ital.-Turch. (A.D.

1641) 145 a.

Negri (Salomon). Turkish sentences, 146 /<.

Oettingen (Graf) A.D. 1699 ; 89 b.

Paradis (Ventura de) 200 a.

Perille, Dragoman (1172-3) 101 b, 157 a.

Peter I, Czar. Letters (1109—12) 89 a b, 90 a.

Pinder (Sir Paul) (1023—30) 78 b, 91 h.

Raphael du Mans. See Mans.

Redhouse (James William). Arabic- Persian-Turk-

ish Thesaurus (A.D. 1885) 147 «.

Rich (Claudius James) (1227) 103 b.— 102 h.

Rocca (Luca delta) (1103—6) 88 a, 91 b.

Rzewuski (Stanislas) 1110, 89 b.

Schwarzenburg (Adolf von) (A.D. 1598; 8 b.

Seaman (William) A.D. 1666 ; 2 a h, 143 a, 52 h.

Starhemberg (Graf). Letter (A.D. 1700) 89 b, 90 «.

Starzer (Michel) (1030) 91 6.

Talamas (D.) Grammaire turque (A.D. 1780) 15S

Tokoli, prince of Hungary (1093—1101) 88 a, 89 .,.

Trumbull (Sir William) 1101 ; 88 «.

Ukraintov (Emilian) A.D. 1698—1700 ; 89 a b, 90 n.

Whitcombe. Letters (1093—96) 100 a.

William III, of England. Letters (1 101—10) 88 a b,

89 6.
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Bible.

The Proverbs of Solomon, 1 a.

The four Gospels, 1 6.

The four Gospels and Revelation, 2 a.

The Gospel of S. John, 2 b.

Preface to the Psalms, 234 a.

Coran.

Anonymous commentary, 3 a.

Tefsir i Fatihah, 247 o, 249 b.

Pronunciation of the Coran, by Muh. Kunevi, 4 a.

Creed.

Commentary on the Bed'ul-Emali, by Muh. B. Mal-

kuchah (c. 1000) 4 b.

Anonymous comm. on the same, 238 b.

Comm. on the creed of Khizr Beg, by Da'ud Karsi

(d. 862) 5 b.

Vasiyyet i Birgili (970) 6 b, 7 b.

Comm. on the above, by Kazi Zadeh Islambuli

(1173) 7 a,

Treatise of Rumi Muh. Efendi, 7 b.

Treatise of Kazi Zadeh Muh. (d. 1045) 7 b.

Jevahir ul-Islam, 7 b.

Risaleh i Ehl i Sunnet, by Sun'-ullah, 255 a.

Mesnevi on creed and religious duties, 232 b.

Controversy.

Tesviyet ut-Tevejjuh, by Murad Terjuman (964) 9 a

Mizan ul-Hakk, by Katib Chelebi (1067) 254 a.

Rites.

Poem on religious duties, by Yusuf Devlet Oghli

(828) 9 b.

Hulviyyat i Sultani, by Ismail Isfendiyari (c. 864)

11 b.

Miftahul-Hidayeh, by Ghazali (c. 915) d. 941 ; 10 b.

'Imad ul-Islam (950) 12 6

Tuljfet us-Salevat (990) 12 b.

Rules of ablution and prayer, in verse, by Sadi
(994) 10 a.

Mesnevi on prayer, by 'Azizi (d. 1068 1) 11a.
Treatise on prayer, after Muh. Ustuvani (d. 1072)

13 a.

Manual of prayer (before 1087) 14 b.

On errors in reciting prayers, 232 a.

Menasikul-Hajj,by Sheikh Sinfin Mekki (991) 14 /..

Traditions.

Collections of forty J.Iadls, 236 b 247 a, 248 b,

253 a, 204 6,

Sixty-nine Hadls, 175 b, 256 b.

A hundred Hadls, paraphrased by Latlfi, 256 a.

Jevahir ul-Asdaf, 257 b.

The forty questions of the Jews, by FirAki, 249 b.

Hezar Mes'eleh, 8 a.

Hilyet un-Nebi by Khakani (1007) 257 a, 244 b.

Iblis Nasihati, 232 a.

Prayers.

Comments on the Evrad of Sheikh Muh. Beha'i

(d. 791) 20 a.

Shifa ul-Mumin, by 'AH Khalifeh (1063) 20 a.

Saat Nameh, by Hibet-ullah, 21 a, 249 a.

Miscellaneous prayers, 21 a—22 b, 239 a, 245 <i.

Mysticism.

'Avarif ul-Me'arif, by Suhreverdi (d. 632), translated

(863) 17 a.

Treatise of Haji Bektash (d. 738) 246 a.

Envar ul-'Ashikin, by Ahmed Bijan (855) 17 b.

Menazil ul-'Arifin, by Shems ud-Din Sivasi (993)

18 6.

Sufi allegory, by the same, 244 a.

Hilyet ur-Rijal, by 'Ali (d. 1008) 19 a.

Tracts of Ismail Ankirevi (d. 1041) 235 6.
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Commentaryon the Khamriyyeh, by Shifil'i (d. 1085)

237 6.

A'ineh Zadeh's comments on mystic poems, 255 a 6.

Istilahat i Evliya, 236 a.

[For Sufi works in verse see Poetry.]

Religious Orders.

Pules of the Bektashis, 233 6; Ehl i Futuwet,

239 a ; Selmanis, 239 6.

Miscellaneous.

Commentaries on Esma ul-Husna, 237 a, 240 a,

255 6.

Guzideh Nameh, by Eba Nasr B. Tahir, 249 a.

Precepts on religious life, 245 a.

Kasldeh on the same subject, by 'Adni (d. 1095)

236 a.

Suyuti's tract on the end of the world, 236 a.

Temptations of the dying believers, 232 a.

Punishment of those who neglect prayers, 232 b.

Fate of souls after death, 232 b.

Law.

Yikayet ur-Rivayeh (743) with Turkish paraphrase,

15 a.

I-Ytfiva e Ebu's-Su'ud (d. 982) 15 b, 243 b, 248 a b.

Kanun Nameh i Jedld, by Ebu's Su'ud, 247 b, 248 b.

236 6.

Fetvas of Minkari Zadeh (1073—84) 16 a.

SakkiVehbi (1054—7) 16 6.

General History.

Tarikh i Taberi (352) translated c 710 ; 22 a—23 6.

Nizam ut-Tevfirikh (674) translated 973 ; 23 6.

Nigaristan Ghaffari (959) translated before 974, 24 6.

Tarikh i Nishanji (969) 25 a, 26 a, 251 a.

Huinai Jami' ut-Tevarikh, by Muh. Za'im (985) 26 b.

Kunh ul-Akhbar, by 'Ali (1007) 27 6, 28 6.

Fusfil Hall u 'Akd, by 'Ali (1007) 26 a, 251 6.

Vfiki'ah Nameh, by Veisi (c. 1017) 29 a, 243 a.

Mir'at ul-Ka'inat, by Nishanji Zadeh (d. 1031) 29 6,

30 6.

Nukhbet ut-Teviirlkh, by Muh. Edirnevi (1028—

41) 31 a, 32 a.

Subhat ul-Akhbar (952) 32 6, 33 a.

Takvlm ut-Tevarikh, by Katib Chelebi (1058) 33 6,

34 a.

TcvArikh Kadimeh u Jedldeh (1102) 34 a.

Creeds.

Milel u Nihal, by Shehrestani (d. 548) translated by

Niih B. Mustafa (d. 1070) 35 a, 36 a.

Prophets.

Kisas ul-Enbiya by Hasan B. Nasir, 248 6.

Muhammed.

Me'arij un-Nubuwet (c. 891) translated by Alti

Parmak (d. 1033) 36 6.

Mevlfid un-Nebi, by Suleiman Chelebi (c. 800)

240 b.

Mevlid i Jismani, by Hamdi (d. 909) 170 6.

Zeil i Veisi, by Yusuf Nabi (1124) 37 a.

Commentary upon Siyer ul-Halebi, by Muh. Katib

(1216) 37 6.

Ililyet un-Nebi (1007) by Khakani (d. 1015) 257 a

244 a.

Early conquests.

Futuh us-Sham ; translated by Zarlr Mustafa (796)

38 6.

Imams and Khalifa.

Iladikat us-Su'ada, by Fuzuli (956—61) 39 a—40 h.

Menakib, by the same, 244 6.

Gulshen ul-Khulefa, by Nazmi Zadeh (1130) 41 a—
42 a.

Ghaznevis.

Tarikh Yemini, translated from the Persian

(c. 602) by Dervish Hasan Medhi (982—1003)

42 a.

Timvr.

'Aja'ib ul-Makdur, by Ibn'Arabshah (d. 854) trans-

lated by Nazmi Zadeh ( 1 1 09 and 1 1 1 1 ) 43 a,43 6.

Turkish Empire.

Bihishti's history of the dynasty (908) 44 a, 47 b.

Anonymous history of Bayezid II. and Selim I.

(926) 45 6.

Shukri's Selim Nameh (c. 930) 174 a,

Jemali's history of the dynasty (956) 46 6, 49 a,

251 6.

Tabakat ul-Memalik, by Jelal Zadeh Mustafa (962)

49 6.

Me'asir i Selimkhani, by the same (c. 970) 50 6.
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T4j ut-Tevarikh, by Sa'd ud-Din (c. 982) 51 b— 53 a.

Mujmil ut-Tiimar, by Lukmau (992) 54 b.

Shema'il Osnmniyyeh, by the same (997) 53 a.

Shehnameh i Ali Osman, by the same (999) 186 b.

Tarikh i Pechevi (1051) 55 a, 56 a.

Tarikh i Riishid (1134) 56 b.

Anonymous history of, A.H. 1110—30, 57 a.

Tarikh i Subhi (1155) 57 b.

Tarikh i Nuri (1213) 58 b.

Abstract of Turkish history (1171) 248 a.

Special histories.

Legendary history of Constantinople (c. 860) 251 b,

47 a, 48 a, 55 a.

Conquest of Egypt, by Ibn Zenbel (c. 960) trans-
lated by Yusuf Mllevi (1127) 59 a.

Life of Khair ud Din Pasha, by Sinan (948) 60 a.

New recension of the same, by Safi (c. 1000) 61 a.
Victories of Sinan Pasha, by Nigari (961) 177 b.

Victory of Piyaleh Pasha, off Gerba, by Nida'i (967)
178 b.

Conquest of Gurjistan by Lala Mustafa Pasha (987)
61 b.

Defence of Kanisa by Tirjaki Hasan Pasha (1010)
62 a.

Campaigns of Kenan Pasha (1036—38) by TuliVi
191 b.

History of Islam Girai Khan (1054—60) by Sena'i
250 b.

Siege of Candia (1077—80) 62 b.

The taking of Caminiec (1083) by Nabi, 260 6.

Revolt of the Janissaries, by Shefik (1115) 63 b.

Siege of Mossul, by Nadir Shah (1156) 250 a.

History of Ahmed Pasha, of Roka (1158) 64 a.

Christian attacks upon Algiers (1198) 65 a.

Egypt.

Khitat el-Makrlzi (d. 845) translated (969) 65 b.

History of Ibn Tulun (901) translated and brought
down to 947, Q6 a.

History by Salih B. Jelal (953) 67 a.

History by 'Abdullah R. Rizvan (c. 1056) 68 a, 69 o.

Husn ul-Muhazareh (c. 900) abridged (1090) 69 6.

Turkish governors, by 'Abd ul-Kerim (1119) 69 b.

Baghdad.

Gulshen ul-Khulefa, by NajmiZadeh (1130) 41 a—
42 a.

Kuril*.

Sheref Nameh (1005) translated by Muhammed Bee
(1078) 70 a.

The same, translated by Shem'i (1095; 71 „.

Biograj)hij.

Sbaka'ik Nu'maniyyeh (965) translated (998) 72 ..

I.ladikat ul-Vuzera, by Osmiln Zadeh Ta'ib (11.'JO)

'i.

73 a.

Memoirs and Travel*.

Tuhfet ul-Haremein, Nabi's journey to Mecca
(1093) 113 a, 260 a.

Memoirs of Terjuman Osman Agha (1136) 73 b.

[See also above, under Special Histories.]

Lives of Saints.

Reshahat, by 'Ali B. Husein Kashifi (909) translated

(993) 74 b.

Saints buried in Baghdad, by Nazmi Zadeh (1092)
74 b.

Menkibet Uveis Kareni, by Lamfi (d. 937) 253 b.

Lives of Poets.

Tezkiret ush-Shu'ara by Latifi (953) 75 b.

Gulshen i Shu'ara, by 'Ahdi (971—1001) 76 a.

Tezkiret ush-Shu'ara by Kinali Zadeh (994) 77 „.

Royal Letters and Treaties.

Sellm II. to Maximilian II. (982) 78 a.

Treaties of Ahmed I. with James I. (1012 and 1023)

78 a b.

The Pasha ofAlgiers to Oliver Cromwell (1065)79 «.

Sellm III. to George III. (1208—20) 79 b.

Treaty ofAlexandria (1244) 80 a.

Collections of Royal Letters.

Correspondence of Muhammed II. and Bayezid II.

(848—913)from the Munshe'at us-Selatin, by

Feridun Beg (d. 991) 80 b—83 b.

Correspondence of the kings of Persia (c. 460—1049)

compiled by Eivaghli Haider (1052) 83 b—
87 a.

Correspondence of the Safevis (920—90) 87 a.
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Correspondence of Suleiman II. Ahmed II. and

Mustafa II. (1099—1113) 87 6—90 a.

Firmans and legal documents (1037—1249) 90 6—

92 6.

Inshas.

Mekatib ul-Mufid, by Yusuf B. 'Abdullah (943) 93 «.

Iusha of Kinali Zadeh (d. 979) 94 6.

Insha of 'Azmi Zadeh (1030) 96 b.

Insha of Okchi Zadeh (1031) 97 a.

Letters of Veisi (d. 1037) and others, 99 a.

Insha of 'Abd ul-Kerim (1040) 97 b.

Insha of Taj Zadeh Muh. (1048) 93 b.

Letters of Mr Whitcombe (1096) 100 a.

Insha of Vahdeti (1116) 100 o.

Insha of Nabi (1124) 100 6.

Letters of French consuls in Saida (1173) 101 b.

Munshe'at i Kani (d. 1206) 102 a.

Letter-writer of C. J. Rich (c. 1220) 103 a.

Letters of Nfisif Ma luf (1267) 103 b.

Anonymous Inshas (995) 95 a, (1000) 238 b, (1001)

95 b, (1028) 96 a, (1079) 99 b, (1082) 252 a,

(c. 1090) 100 a, (1160) 101 a, (1238) 103 6.

—260 a.

Cosmography and Geography.

Wonders of art and nature, from the Persian (c.

350) 104 a.

Durr i Meknun, by Ahmed Bljan (c. 850) 105 6.

'Aja'ib ul-Makhlukiit, by the same (857) 106 a.

Kazvmi's 'Aja'ib ul-Makhlukat, translated by

Sururi (960) 107 6.

Kharidet ul-'Aja'ib (822) translated (963) 109 a.

Tuhfet uz-Zeman, by Mustafa Muvakkit (c. 950)

109 6.

Geography of Sipahi Zadeh (d. 997) 110 6.

Jehan Numa, by Katib Chelebi (1068) 111 a.

Account of the Turkish empire (c. 1090) 112 a.

Geography of Ra'if Efendi (1219) 112 a, 118 a.

Tuhfet ul-Haremein, by Nabi (1093) 113 6, 255 6,

260 o.

Encyclopaedias

.

Neta'ij ul-Funun, by Nev'i (c. 985) 114 a, 115 a.

Ma'rifet Nameh, by Ibrahim Hakki (1172) 115 6.

Ethics.

Kabiis Nameh (473) translated by Merjumek (835)

116 6.

The same, translated by Nazmi Zadeh (1117) 117 «.

Guzideh Nameh, by Ebu Nasr Serakhsi, 249 a.

Ferrukh Nameh, by Nevali (c. 990) 117 6.

Politics.

Faza'il ul-Jihad (c. 814) translated by Baki (974)

118 6.

Principles of government, by Kafi Hasan (1004)

237 6.

Naslhat ul-Muluk (c. 1040) 254 6.

Reform of military 'fiefs (c. 1100) 34 6.

La'ihah, or report on necessary reforms, by Tatarjik

Zadeh (1206) 119 6.

Arithmetic.

Risfileh i Ken'aniyyeh, by Yusuf B. Muh., 252 6.

Miftah ul-Hisab, by Bihisht Sarukhani, 252 6.

Astronomy.

Khulasat ul-Hei'eh, by Sidi 'Ali (956) 120 a.

Tes'hil ul-Mikat, Kifayet el-Vakt, and two other

treatises, by Mustafa Muvakkit, (935—60) 121 a.

Hidayet ut-tullab, on the astrolabe, 122 a.

Calendars.

Ruz Nameh of Sheikh Vefa (d. 896) 122 6, 259 « b.

Ruz Nameh i Jedideh (1017) 242 6, 259 a.

Ruz Nameh i Jedld (1186) 123 6.

Calendars (1202, 1231) 124 a, 239 6.—240 a, 259 a b,

260 a.

Astrology.

El-Musul ul-Ihiimat, by Vahyi (900) 262 6.

Tali' Mevlud, by Khair ud-Din Kunevi, 132 b.

Div Nameh, on horoscopes, ib.

Judicial astrology, by Ebri Khojah, 243 a.

Medicine.

Yadgar Ibn Sherif (c. 900) 124 a.

Bisaleh i Kaisiini Zadeh, versified (978) 125 a.

Shifa ul-Fu'ad, by Zein ul-'Abidln (1039) 260 6.

Resa'il ul-Mushfiyeh, by Feizi (1058—99) 125 6.

Behjet on vaccination (1216) 126 a.

Veterinary Art.

Beitftr Nameh, ascribed to Aristotle, 126 6.

Makbul der Hal i Khuyul, by Kazi Zadeh (c. 1030)

127 a.
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Baz Nameh (c. 450) translated by Nazmi Zadeh

(1115) 127 6.

Treatise on dogs, by Firaki, 262 6.

Physiognomy.

Kiyafet Nameh, by Hamdi (d. 909) 211 b.

'Ilm i Kiyafet u Finiset, 253 a.

Military Art.

Shuja'iyyeh, by Toma (c. 9G0) 128 a.

Kitab i Silahshiir (before 1006) 128 b.

Fevaid i Ghazii, by Mustafa Agha (1029) 129 a.

Archery matches, by Riza'i (c. 1153) 129 b.

Alchemy.

Murshid ul- Mukhtar, by Omer Shifa'i (1117) 129 b.

Dreams and Divination.

Ta'bir Namej, by Ibn Ghannam (d. 693) 130 a.

Ta'bir Namehs, 131 a, 232 a, 236 b, 239 b, 253 a.

Remel, 131 a b, 132 a b, 133 a.

Raz Nameh, by Husein Kefevi (994—1003) 133 a.

Fal Namehs, 134 a, 233 b, 239 b, 240 a, 253 a.

Segir Namehs, 1346, 2336, 2366, 239a 6, 241 a, 253 a.

Arabic Lexicography.

Mukaddimet nl-Edeb, by Zemakhsheri (d. 538)

134 a.

Terjuman us-Sihah (before 957) 135 6.

Akhteri, by Mustafa Kara-hisari (952) 135 6.

Lughat i Firishteh Oghli (d. c. 879). Improved

recension, 136 6.

Versified vocabulary (before 1012) 141 6

Jevahir ul-Kelimat, by Shemsi (before 1105) 137 a.

Intikhabi Mirkat, 137 a.

Mushkilat i Inshayat, 252 6.

Persian Lexicography.

Lughat i Halimi (c. 850) 137 a.

Shamil ul-Lughah, by Hasan Kara-hisari (c. 900)

139 a.

Tuhfehi Shahidi (920) 139 6—141 a.

Daka'ik ul-Haka'ik, by Kemal Pasha Zadeh (d. 940)

141 6, 142 6.

Tuhfet ul-Hadiyeh by Ibn Haji Ilya3 (before 1010)

141 a.

Lughat i Ni'met-ullah (d. 969) 142 6, 143 6.

Tuhfeh i Vehbi (1196) 144 a.

Turkish Lexicography.

Italian-Turkish dictionary, by G. Molino, A .D. 1 U

,

145 a.

Italian-Turkish dictionary, 145 b.

French-Turkish dictionary, 145 h.

Kaempfer's vocabularies, c. A.D. 1685.

Turkish-French-Armenian vocabulary, 140 «

Turkish sentences, 146 b.

French-Turkish glossary, by V. von Iluszar (c. A.D.

1850) 146 b.

Redhouse's Arabic-Persian-Turkish Thesaurus (A.D.

1885) 147 a.

Grammar.

Commentary on el-Maksud, 149 b.

Et-Ta'rib min at-Ta'jim, by Ibn Kemal Pasha (d.

940). 142 a.

On the suffix ij in Persian, by the same, 142 6.

Shuzur Zehebiyyeh, a Turkish grammar, 150 a.

Graminatica linguae Turcica;, by Raphael du Mans

(A.D. 1684) 151 a.

Grammaire turque, par. Ph. Desmartincaulx (A.D.

1688) 151 6.

Turkish dialogues between teacher and pupil, 234 «.

Turkish dialogues, by Bu^rus Diab (A.D. 1704)

1516.

Grammaire turque, par D. Talamaa. (A.D. 1780)

152 a.

Proverbs.

Turkish proverbs, 233 6.

Persian Poets.

Firdevsi's Shahnameh, translated by Sherif (913)

152 a.

Pendnameh of 'Attar, translated by Emri (964)

154 a.

Commentary on the same, by Shem'i (d. c. 1009)

154 6, 261 a.

Comm. on the Mesnevi, by Shem'i (999) 155 a.

Comm. on the Mesnevi, by Ismail Ankirevi (1039)

234 6.

Comm. on the preface of Gulistan, by Lami'I (910)

156 a.

Comm. on the Gub'stan, by Shem'i (977) 156 6, 1 57 a.

Commentaries on Hafiz by Sururi (966) 157 6 ; by

Shem'i (981) 158 a, and by Sudi (1003) 158 b.

x x
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Commentary on the Beharistan by Shem'i (982—7)

159 a.

Commentary on Mir I.Iusein's Mu'amma, by Suriiri

(965) 160 a.

Turkish Poetry.

'Aehik Pasha. Gharib Nameh (730) 160 6, 162 a.

Ahmedi, d. 815. Iskender Nameh (792) 162 a—
164 6.

Suleiman Chelebi. Mevliid un-Nebi (c. 800) 240 6.

RefTi. Besharet Nameh (811) 164 b.

Yusuf Devlet Oghli. On religious duties (828) 9 a.

Sheikhi. Khusrev u Shlrin (c. 831) 165 6—166 b.

'Abdi. Jamasp Nameh (833) 167 a.

Yaziji Oghli, d. 855. Muhammediyyeh (853) 168 a—
169 b.

Hamdi, d. 909. Yusuf u Zuleikha (897) 169 b,

170 a. Mevlid i Jismfini. Leila Mepun 170 b.

Sherif. Translation of the Shahnameh (913) 152 a.

Nejati, d. 914. Divan, 171 a.

Mesihi, d. 918. Divan, 171 b, 172 a.

Yemlni. Fazilet Nameh (925) 173 a.

Kemal Pasha Zadeh, d. 940. Yusuf u Zuleikha

(c. 918) 172 b.

Ghaziili, d. 941. Miftah ul-Hidayeh (c. 915) 10 b.

Shukri. Sellm Nameh (c. 930) 174 a.

Lami'i, d. 937. Vis u Ramln (c. 930) 175 a. Menki-

bet Uveis Kareni, 253 b.

Usuli, d. 945. Divan, 175 6, 208 b.

Ishak Chelebi, d. 949. Divan, 176 6.

Mustafa (Sultan) d. 960. Terj? 176 a.

Emri. Translation of the Pend Nameh (964) 154 a.

Ibn 'Isa, d. 967. Sherh Esma il-Husna (948) 240 a.

Fazli, d. 970. Gul u Bulbul (960) 177 b, 255 a.

Rahimi, d. c. 970. Divan, 179 b.

Nigari, d. 980. Victories of Sinan Pasha (961)

177 6.

Nida'i. Victory of Piyaleh Pasha (967) 178 6.

Gharami. Divan (c. 974) 179 a.

Rusukhi (c. 980). A mystic poem, 255 a.

Yahya Beg, d. 983. Khamseh, 180 6—183 a.

Plasbi Hal Nameh (987) 241 6.

Ziya'i, d. 992. Kissah i Sheikh 'Abd ur-Rezzak

(991) 185 a.

'Olvi, d. 993. Elegies, 177 a.

Mu'idi, d. 994. Shem' u Pervaneh, 183 a.

Latlfi, d. c. 995. Subhat ul-'Ushshak, 256 a.

Jinani, d. 1004. Riyaz ul-Jinan (986) 184 a.

Sa'di. Versified treatise on prayer (994) 10 a,256 a.

Lukman. Shehnameh i Al i Osman (999) 186 6.

Kabuli, d. 1004. Divan, 184 6.

Bustan Zadeh, d. 1006. Versified Fetva, 246 a.

'Abdi. Terji'bend (1007) 246 a.

Baki, d. 1008. Divan, 187 6.

Sa d ud-Dln, d. 1008. Version of Bed' ul-Etnali, 5 b.

'Ali, d. 1008. La'ihat ul-Hakikah (1000) 261 6.

Haleti (Muh.) d. 1012. Divan, 189 a.

Khakani, d. 1015. Hilyet un-Nebi (1007) 257 a,

244 a.

Heva'i, d. 1017. Divan, 200 a.

Fa'izi, d. 1031. Leila Mejnun, 190 a. Divan, 194 6.

Huda'i, d. 1038. Nejat ul-Gharik, 234 a.

Riza'i, d. 1039. Divan, 198 b.

Tului. Pasha Nameh (1040) 191 6.

Haleti ('Azmi Zadeh) d. 1040. Rubais, 190 a.

Saki Nameh, 195 a. Pend Nameh, 244 a.

Sheikhi, d. 1043. Saki Nameh, 195 6.

'Ata'i, d. 1044. Saki Nameh (1026) 195 6.

Nef'i, d. 1044. Divan, 192 6, 242 6.

Yahya Efendi, d. 1053. Divan, 194 a, 210 6. Saki

Nameh, 195 a.

Riyazi, d. 1054. Divan, 194 6. Saki Nameh, 190 a.

196 a.

Futuhi, d. 1054. Poem on tobacco, 256 a.

Sabri, d. 1055. Divan, 190 6, 197 6.

Sabiihi, d. 1057. Saki Nameh, 190 6.

Jevri, d. 1065. Melhameh (1045) 193 a. Terkib,

244 a.

'Azizi, d. 1068. Gulshen i Niyaz (1045) 191 a.

Vejdi, d. 1071. Divan, 197 a.

Tifli, d. 1074. Divan, 198 6.

Jem'i, d. 1075. Saki Nameh, 196 a.

Na'ili, d. 1077. Divan, 197 a b.

Nedlm (Muh.). Divan (c. 1080) 198 a.

Fevzi, d. 1091. Kasideh, 237 a.

'Adni, d. 1095. Religious poem, 236 a.

§ena'i, d. 1100. Poem, 199 a.

Niyazi Misri, d. 1105. Divan, 261 a.

Sirri, d. 1110. Divan, 199 6.

Nabi, d. 1124. Divan, 200 a, 201 a. Khairi Nameh,

201 6, 254 a.

Sabit, d. 1124. Kulliyyat, Divan, 202 a 6.

Yahyi, d. 1130. Kulliyyat, 202 6.

Nedim (Ahmed) Divan (c. 1143) 203 6, 257 a.
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Hashmet. Divan (c. 1180) 204 a.

Ghalib, d. 1213. Divan, 204 6.

Fazil, d. 1225. Zenan Nameh, 205 a.

Poetical miscellanies, 241 6, 186 a, 210 a—211 a,

244 a, 245 6, 258 b, 261 6. Songs, 211 6—213 6.

Azerbaijani Turkish.

Khata'i (Shah Ismail) d. 930. Divan, 205 6.

Leila Mejniin (931) by an unknown poet, 258 a.

Fuzuli, d. 963. Leila Mojnun, 206 6. Divan, 207 a.

Beng u Badeh, 207 6.

Mesihi. Verka u Gulsha (1038) 209 a.

Kavsi. Divan (c. 1100) 209 6.

Tales and fables.

Kissah i Ebu Muslim, 213 a.

Hikayet i Seyyid Battal Ghazi, 214 b.

Siret i 'Antar, 215 a.

Sindbad Nameh, 232 6.

Hikayet i Kirk Vezlr, 216 a.

Dastan i Kiran Habeshi, 219 6.

Hikayet i Kahir Dilaver, 222 6.

Tezkiret ul-Evliya, 223 a.

Story of Temim ud-Dari, 233 a.

Lata'if i Nasr ud-DIn Khojah, 224 a.

El-Ferej ba'd esh-Shiddet, 224 6.

Elf Leileh ve Leileh, 225 6.

Sheref ul-Insan, by Lami'i (933) 226 6.

Hurcayun Nameh, by 'Ali Chelebi (c. 947) 227 a.

Kissah i Shirvanshah u Shema'il (982) 228 6.

Kissah i Ferrukhruz (c. 1000) 229 6.

Kissah i Muhammed Beg u Ferahdil (c. 1030) 230 6.

Genjineh i Hikmat (1038) 231 a.

Hikayet i Dekianus, 250 a.

Torki oe Eastern Turkish.

Turki Lexicography and Grammar.

Mukaddimet ul-Edeb, with Tu rki glosses (c. 760)

134 6.

El-Lughat en-Neva'iyyeh, or Abushka (959) 263 a.

Another glossary to Neva'i, 297 6.

The vocabulary of Fazl-ullah Khan (c. 1090) 264 a.

Elfaz i JeHyyeh, by Tayyib Bukhari (c. 1150) 264 6.

Senglakh, by Mirza Mehdi Khan (1172) 264 6.

Tables of Turki verbs, 266 6.

Heft Akhter, by Kasi B. Birbal, 267 a.

Kava id i Turki, by Muh. Mehdi Tebrizi (1 198) 267 6.

Anonymous grammar, 267 6.

Vocabulary, by Muh. Ya'kub Jengi (c. 1100) 268 o.

Vocabulary, by Ehl i Din Turkoman, 268 a.

Grammar and dialogues, by 'Ashur Beg, 268 b.

Zabdet ul-Esma it-Turkiyyeh, 269 6.

Nisab i Kutbiyyeh, by Kelimet-ullah, 269 b.

Ta'lif ul-Emlr, by Khwajah Emir Khun, 283 a.

Turki Prose.

Kisas ul-Enbiya, by Nasir B. Burh&n Kabghuzi

(710) 269 6.

Mejalis un-Nefa is, by Mir 'Ali Shir (896) 273 a.

Nesa'im ul-Mahabbet, by the same (901) 274 6.

Petition to Sultan Husein, by the same, 296 6.

Mahbiib ul-Kulub, by the same (906) 275 b.

Tevarikh Guzideh Nusret Nameh (908) 276 a.

Vaki'at i Baburi (935) 280 a.

Translation of Safvet us-Safa, by Muh. Katib Shirazi

(949) 281 a.

Extract from the translation of Jamf ut-Tevarikh

(1005) 282 6.

History of Chinglz Khan (c. 1070) 281 a.

Extracts fromEbu'l Ghazi's Shejereh i Turk (1074)

282 a, 283 a.

Uzbek letters (997—1099) 85 6, 86 6, 88 a.

Two tales, by Mirza Katil (c. 1200) 283 6, 284a.

Turki Poetry.

Khwarezmi. Mahabbet Nameh (754) 290 a.

Khujendi. Latafet Nameh, 287 6.

Lutfi. Gul u Nauruz (814) 285 6.

Haider Telbeh. Makhzen ul-Esrar (812—1 7) 286 6,

298 6.

Emlri. Deh Nameh (833) 288 6. Munazareh, 291 b,

Sidi Ahmed. Ta ashshuk Nameh (839) 289 *.

Sekkaki. Divan (c. 850) 284 a.

Lutfi. Divan (c. 860) 288 6.

Yakini and Ahmedi. Munazarehs, 290 6, 291 a.

Neva'i (d. 906). Khamseh (888—90) 292 a. Divan,

294 6, 245 6, 285 6.

Huseini (d. 911). Divan, 256 6, 299 a.

Sheibani (d. 916). Bahr ul-Huda (914) 284 6.

'Obeidi (d. 946). Divan, 300 a.

Emani. Divan (o. 1016) 301 a.

Human Nameh (?) 269 a.

X X 2
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NUMERICAL INDEX.

Pago Hart. Page Sloan* Pa*.

COTTON ROLL 5489 .... 6 2690 . 100

xiv. 10 78 5490 ....
4

234 2691 212

5493 ....
5494 .... 214

139

2908 .

2924 .

151

. 146
ROYAL. 5497 137 3033 . . 240

16 A. vii. . 238 5500 .... 104 3089 . 2

16 B. xxx. . 134 5511 .... 160 3113 . . 136

16 B. xxiv. . 145 5522 .... 131 3114 . 212

5558 ....
5640 .... 146

14

3201 .

3248

90

. 228
HARLEIAN.

5712 .... 100 3250 . 91
262 . 131

141

1

3255 78
500 . . • •

576 .

LANSDOWNE. 3262 . . 146

1046 .... 91 3263 146
1815 94

Roll 23 78 3582 . 241
3273 . 162 — 38 . 33 3583 . 140
3280 228

1913584 .

3370 . 111
ARUNDEL ORIENT. 3585 151

3914 22
8 239 3586 . 228

5447 . 153
18 ... 172 3588 154

5450 232
29 94 3593 . 129

5453 . . . 133
1464084

5454 139 EGERTON. 4088 . 106
5456 . 230

1021 .... 266 4089 111
5457 122

4090 . 169
5458 . 140

5463 . 233
STOWE ORIENT. ^—

—

20 ... . 219 ADDITIONAL.
5466 . 136

5467 21
21 90 4291 . 79

21 5027 91
5472 .

5483 8 SLOANE 5963 . 11

5485 . . . 156 1081 .... 239 5964 241

5486 . 233 2429 .... 22 5966 .

5487 . . 140 2651 .... 157 5967 95
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Add. Pago Add. Page Add. Pare

5968 • • 219 7833 . 15 7882 . . 216

5969 .
46 7834 . . 247 7883 . . 224

5971 • • 93 7835 . 18 7884 . . 215

5972 .
124 7836 . . . . 16 7885 . .

'

. 224

5973 • • 155 7837 . 13 7886 . . 263

5974 .
228 7838 . . 20 7887 . . 141

5976 • • 19 7839 . 15 7888 . . 100

5977 .
243 7840 248 7889 . . 102

5978 . 183 7841 . 117 7890 . . 252

5979 .
182 7842 228 7891 . . 120

5980 . 244 7843 . 227 7892 . . 121

5981 .
35 7844 117 7893 . . 109

5982 . 14 7845 . 23 7894 . . 107

5983 . 132 7846 66 7895 . . 105

5984 .

'

. . 125 7847 . 43 7896 . . 109

5985 . . 201 7848 50 7897 . . 112

5986 . 164 7849 . 67 7898 . . 114

5987 . 5 7850 248 7899 . . 115

5988 . 21 7851 . 2G9 7900 . . 126

5989 . . 244 7852 24 7901 . . 127

5990 . 245 7853 . 113 7902 . . 131

5991 . . 125 7854 39 7903 . . 253

6009 . 12 7855 . 49 7904 . . 253

6020 . . 23 7856 65 7905 . . 164

6024 . 4 7857 . 87 7906 . . 165

6536 . . 169 7858 30 7907 . . 300

6602 . 99 7859 .

'

32 7908 . . '291

6646 . . 2G4 7860 70 7909 . . 294

6659 . 21 7861 . . 69 7910 . . 296

69GO . . 154 7862 22 7911 . . 296

7004 . . 140 7863 . . 37 7912 . . 296

7005 . . 105 7864 . 42 7913 . . 297

7432 . 149 7865 . . 41 7914 . . . 284

7436 . . 135 7866 . 64 7915 . . 171

7654 . 87 7867 . . 249 7916 . . 208

7679 . . 143 7868 . 37 7917 . . 208

7680 . . 142 7869 . . 44 7918 . . 164
7684 . . 139 7870 . . 250 7919 . . 197

7686 . . 143 7871 . . 25 7920 . . 201
7687 . . 144 7872 . 33 7921 . . 177
7688 . 83 7873 . . 34 7922 . . 187
7689 . . 102 7874 . 17 7923 . . 208
7746 . 157 7875 . . 273 7924 . . 196
7765 . . 157 7876 . 76 7925 . . 195
7778 . . 160 7877 . . 74 7926 . . 256
7827 . . 245 7878 . 69 7927 . . 209
7830 1 7879 . . 73 7928 . . 202
7831 . . 246 7880 . 53 7929 . . 171
7832

. 12 7881 . . 32 7930 . . 197
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Add.

7931 .

7932

7933 .

7934

7935 .

7936

7937 .

7938

7939

9098 .

9699

9700 .

9701

9702 .

9703

9704 .

9705

9706 .

9707

10,000

10,001

10,002

10,003

10,004

10,005

10,006

10,007

10,599

11,524

11,525

11,528

11,725

11,726

11,739

12,085

12,086

15,153

15,730

16,759

17,339

17,964

18,071

18,445

18,547

18,548

18,809

18,810

18,811

18,885

Pago

186

162

198

202

192

257

212

258

211

4

20

7

65

131

123

98

259

103

103

214

40

159

230

27

135

205

140

80

43

210

40

281

282

96

123

92

228

92

264

75

129

55

184

71

281

40

101

53

219

A.M.

18,886

18,887

18,888

19,001

19,362

19,363

19,364

19,365

19,435

19,436

19,445

19,446

19,447

19,450

19,451

19,507

19,508

19,509

19,622

19,628

19,803

19,804

19,805

19,894

20,736

21,409

21,561

21,623

22,011

22,135

22,910

22,911

23,381

23,585

23,586

23,587

23,588

23,589

23,590

23,591

23,592

22,593

23,594

23,595

23,984

23,985

24,954

24,955

24,956

Page A<U. PM«
221 24,957 . 76

221 24,958 . 61

23 24,959 50

2 24,961 . M
36 24,9(11' 167

36 24,963 . 175

170 25,423 I--

102 25,631 . 92

212 25,872 145

99 26,318 . . 103

207 26,324 280

182 26,325 . 294

189 26,326 . . . . 212

183 26,327 . • . • . 259

166 26,328 260

177 26,329 . . in
28 27,274 150

157 27,394 . . . . 151

77

51

225 ORIENTAL.

99 29 ... . 158

173 31 . . . . 30

8 32 ... M
128 33 ... . 62

92 34 ... 2CO

79 35 ... . 77

103 36 ... . 143

61 37 ... • 182

91 38 ... 283

90 61 . . . . 80

199 400 ... . 293

110 401 294

56 402 ... . 274

45 403 274

63 404 . 268

41 405 206

42 406 . 207

35 407 200

259 856 . 52

135 1036 . . 118

135 1037 . . . . 115

127 1038 . . . . 111

128 1039 . 174

178 1040 . . . . 168

204 1063 . 145

108 1123 . . . . 152

47 1126 . . . . 152

69 1127 . . . . 70
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Orient.

1128 .

1129

1130 .

1131

1132 .

1133

1134 .

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1146

1147

1148

1149

1151

1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1164

1165

PftgO Orient.

. 213 1166

. . 29 1167 .

. 26 1168

. . 57 1169 .

. 68 1170

. . 34 1171 .

. 42 1173

. . 54 1174 .

. 115 1195

. . 62 1213 .

. 227 1374

. . 97 1375 .

. 17 1376

. . 113 1377

. 16 1589 .

. . 3 1590

. 133 1712 .

. . 226 1912

. 222 2079 .

. . 180 2172

. 178 2708 .

. . 179 2709

. 175 2798 .

. . 171 2835

. 204 2836 .

. . 176 2871

. 189 2872 .

. . 194 2892 .

. 260 2938

. . 297 2959 .

. 183 2960

. . 202 2961 .

. 201 2962

. . 182 2963 .

. 170 2964

261 2965 .

7 2966

Page Orient.

9 2967

14 2968

102 3118

96 3205

193 3206

170 3209

136 3210

134 3211

15 3212

155 3213

295 3214

295 3215

164 3216

119 3217

36 3218

50 3219

267 3220

267 3221

284 3222

169 3289

166 3290

211 3291

60 3292

194 3293

203 3294

275 3295

301 3296

264 3297

130 3298

147 3338

147 3379

147 3380

147 3398

147 3491

147 3492

147 3493

147

Page

147

147

122

158

157

58

53

59

57

73

38

146

140

101

126

116

222

213

276

261

199

184

19

74

166

26

63

223

229

78

299

205

137

298

298

300
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LIST OF THE EICH MANUSCRIPTS
DESCRIBED IX THE "MINES DE I.ORIF.NT," VOLS. III. & IV., WITH Till.

CORRESPONDING MUSEUM NUMBERS, AND REFERENCES To Till: PAGES 01
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Kicn.

81 .
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7866 .
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G4

Rich.

172 .
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7905 . lot
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279 .
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. 7686 . . 141

41 . 7654 . 87 173 . 7915 . 172
. 7681 . . 14*

4:.' . 7866 . 65 174 . 7935 . 192 . 7679 . . li.;

43 . 7868 . 30 175 . 7907 . 300 280 . . 7680 . . 142

44 . 7871 . 25 17G . 7918 . 1G4
. 781 . Ml

45 . 7868 . 37 177 . 791} . 29G 332 . . 7K35 . . IN

40 . 7850 . 248 178 . 7919 . 197 333 . . 7K93 . . 109

47 . 784G . GG 179 . 7920 . 201 334 . . 7*43 . . 227

48 . 7848 . 50 180 . 7920 . 256 335 . . 7909 . . 131

49 . 7861 . G9 181 . 7916 . 208 336 . . 7778 . . 160

50 . 7863 . 37 182 . 7927 . 209 337 , . 7K41 . . 117

51 . 7862 . 22 L83 . 7928 . 202 338 . . 7.S98 . . 114

52 . 7849 . 07 184 . 7929 . 171 339 . . 7900 . . 120

53 . 7867 . 249 185 . 7930 . 197 351 . . 7689 . . 102

54 . 7854 . 39 18G . 7933 . 198 370 . . 7710 . . 167

55 . 7876 . 76 187 . 7931 . 186 380 . . 787:. . . 273

56 . 7874 . 17 188 . 7932 . 162 381 . . 78f . 221

126 . 7.765 . 157 189 . 7914 . 284 382 . . 7* 14 . . 117

165 . 7909 . 294 255 . 7839 . 15 383 . . 7885 . . 221

166 . 7908 . 291 250 . 7838 . 20 386 . . 7938 . . 168

1G7 . 7924 . 196 25S . 7833 . 15 386 . . 7903 . . 253

1G8 . 7923 . 208 261 . 7130 . 135 387 . . 7827 . . 245

170 . 7925 . 1 95 2 78 . 7684 . 139 389 . . 7904 .
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. . 73 117

Oriental. Pago Oriental. Pair*
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